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PREFACE 

IN this volume I have endeavoured to make a contribution 
towards the solution of the following problems: 

(I) To build up a theory of international trade in harmony 
with the mutual-interdependence theory of pricing, - the 
universally accepted price theory to-day, - and thus inde
pendent of the classical labour theory of value. If it has been 
worth while to substitute the interdependence theory, as de
veloped by such authorities as Walras, Menger, Jevons, 
Marshall, Clark, Fisher, Pareto, and Cassel, for the classical 
labour value theory, there is every reason for giving up the 
labour value analysis in the treatment of international trade 
problems as well. I have started from the Cassel form of the 
general price theory, but I think my theoretical system will 
also harmonise with the other forms of the interdependence 
theory of pricing. 

(2) To demonstrate that the theory of international trade 
is only a part of a general localisation theory, wherein the 
space aspects of pricing are taken into full account, and to 
frame certain fundamentals of such a theory as a background 
for a theory of international trade, wherein the influence of 
local difierences in the supply of factors of production and 
transportation costs within each country is duly considered. 
In this field collaboration between economists and economic 
geographers is urgently needed; the fact that the latter have 
received so -little help and stimulus from the former seems 
chie1ly due to the scanty attention economic theory has given 
to localisation problems. 
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(3) To analyse the domestic and international move
ments of the factors of production, and particularly their 
relation to commodity movements. 

(4) To describe the mechanism of international trade vari
ations and international capital movements under conditions 
of fixed foreign exchanges, e.g. a gold standard or gold ex
cl}ange standard regime. This analysis will demonstrate, 
ai-long other things, (a) that changes in the total buying 
power of each country are an essential part of such a mech
anism, and (b) that a solution of the fundamental problem 'Of 
foreign exchange (which since the War has chiefly been dis
cussed with the purchasing power parity theory as a starting 
point) is tantamount to constructing a theory of interna
tional trade. On the other hand, I have dealt very little 
with the influence of monopolistic phenomena and with 
problems connected with the business cycle. 

This book will, I hope, prove that I have tried to learn from 
the economists of all schools who have dealt with interna
tional problems - although references in footnotes are not 
numerous .• My indebtedness to two schools of economic 
thought should, however, be expressly stated. Anyone con
versant with the writ JS on international trade by the Har
vard school of economists will find here many traces of their 
influence. Above all, the works of Professors Taussig, Viner, 
and Williams, as well as discussions with them and with 
Mr. W. Gardner, inside and outside the class room, have 
deeply influenced my views. On the other hand, my general 
theoretical background is coloured entirely by the ideas of 
the Stockholm group of economists, Professors Bagge, Bris
man, Cassel, Heckscher, Myrdal, and others, and of the late 
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>fessor Knut Wicksell. Like Dr. Rohtlieb of Stockholm 
i Professor Birek of Copenhagen, they have helped me 
J with fruitful criticism of earlier versions of this book. 
'. Carl Iversen of Copenhagen has read the manuscript 
1 Mr. Tord Palander the second proof; both have made 
nerous highly valuable observations and criticisms. 
:ssrs. Karl L. Anderson and J. T. Day have corrected 
: English and Miss Mona Williamsson has compiled Uie 
:ex. My thanks are due also to the Swedish Academy of 
ence, the American Scandinavian Foundation, and the 
sk-~rsted Foundation for financial aid in the preparation 
this volume. 

rOCUOLK COLLEGE 01' BUSINESS 

January lIO, 1931 

BERTIL OHLIN . 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE theories of value, price, and distribution presented in modem 
treatises on economics may appear to differ greatly; as regards the 
nature of pricing, however, the differences are largely superficial. 
The law of supply and demand is everywhere developed into a 
system of general equilibrium, in which the principle of mutual 
interdependence is fundamental. 

Whether more or less of the classical terminology, e. g. such 
concepts as real costs and labour costs, is retained makes no dif
ference with regard to the nature of causation in pricing, although 
it is important in other respects. The chain of causation does not 
proceed from costs to prices or from prices to costs, but is always 
characterised by mutual interdependence. 

The first part.of the fundamental doctrine is usually based -
more or less consciously and explicitly - on certain simplifying 
assumptions regarding ufree competition," or rather full mobil
ity. There follows an explanation of phenomena connected with 
the lack of mobility and divisibility, such as joint supply, over
head costs, economies of large-scale production, and monopoly. 

In the discussion of these problems special consideration is 
given to the phenomenon of time, which renders reasoning in 
terms of equilibria inadequate and necessitates a more dynamic 
analysis. The time element is probably the chief cause of the 
obstacles in the way of a clear cut presentation of fundamental 
economic principles. uThe difficulties of the problem depend 
chiefly upon variations in the area of space, and the period of time 
over which the market in question extends; the influence of time 
being more fundamental than that of space." I 

No doubt every author of a treatise on general economics has 
agreed especially with the last part of the statement, for while the 
time element has in most cases been more or less fully considered 
throughout the analysis, the space element has been at first al
most completely neglected, - only touched upon in the theory of 

1 Marshall, Pritteipl" uJ Eunwmiu. Bk. V. ch. XV. I I. 
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rent, - and has later on been dealt with only from a special point 
of view in the theory of international trade. In fact the general 
theory of pricing is almost exclusively a O1Ie-markd theory, 
wherein the idea of space hardly figures at all. It assumes the 
existence of only one market for the industrial agents. I Their 
total supply, not their distribution over a given area, has been 
regarded as one of the basic data of the problem. The problem 
of localisation of industry therefore in most treatises never arises 
at all. 

As a matter of fact, the geographical distribution of productive 
factors is important. Industrial activity must be adapted to the 
varying supply of such factors in different places; for only to a 
limited extent can the supply itseU be adapted to the demands of 
various industries. Some of the factors are, under certain condi
tions, freely mobile, it is true. But some are not, and all those 
which are usually placed in one group, called" nature," are com
pletely immobile. This fact alone would necessitate a general 
analysis of the space aspects of the price mechanism. 
• Prices of commodities, as well as of productive factors, will be 
different from what they are under the one-market assumption. 
Commodities move with more or less difficulty, chiefly because 
of the costs of transport, another element of fundamental im
portance for the space aspects of pricing, but little considered in 
the general treatises, except in discussions of international trade. 

The one-market doctrine evidently needs a superstructure for 
the consideration of the geographical or territorial aspects of 
pricing, i. e. the location of industry, and of trade between places 
and districts of various types. A theory of international trade 
alone would be inadequate, for space is relevant to pricing within 
countries also. The element of space must be given full consider
ation in the theory of pricing, through its extensionfrOtn 01te to a 
number of more or less closely related markets. To effect such an 
extension is the object of the theory,of interregional and inter
national trade, which is hence an integral part of the theory of 
pricing, and is built upon the foundation laid by one-market 
analysis. 

1 Except natural resources. 
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The characteristic of a market is that the contacts between buy

ers and sellers are so intimate that only one price exists for each 
thing traded in. Beside this narrow "single price market, "how
ever, may be set a wider concept, the "multiple price market." 
The communication between its parts is hampered by costs of 
transport and other obstacles, and the prices, e. g. of a certain 
commodity or factor of production, differ between parts of the 
market exactly by the costs of overcoming these obstacles. This 
is the sense in which the term "market" is almost always used 
when one speaks of a II world market" for certain goods; if prices 
differ by less than the costs of overcoming the obstacles, or if it 
is impossible to overcome them, one has to do with different 
markets, although they may be indirectly communicating. 

Current treatises on the principles of economics give more than 
passing attention to the existence of several markets only when 
considering (I) the rent of land, (2) international trade, and (3) 
price discrimination with regard to commodities. Non-compet
ing labour groups are most naturally dealt with as different pro
ductive factors in one market, but may also be regarded as (4Y 
price discrimination with regard to productive factors. The gen
eral price theory considers (I), (3), and (4); thus, the onlyat
tention there given to different loca' markets is in connection 
with the theory of rent, where the location of natural resources, 
but not the localisation of industry in general, is considered. 
This book deals with all the principal aspects of the existence of 
several markets which have to do with the difficulties of moving 
productive factors and commodities locally, i. e. from one place 
to another, not, however, with price discrimination in one place. 

<Such a development of the one-market theory includes both the 
theory of rent and the theory of international trade as integral 
parts of the same doctrine} 

In presenting this theory it will be found convenient to start 
with a somewhat simplified form of the one-market theory, resting 
on the assumption of full mobility. It is in that form that it is 
presented in the first part of many treatises on econouuc princi
ples. In Chapters I and II this simple theory is extended to cover 
se'l'tI'al markets through the introduction of a simple form of geo-
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graphicaJ immobility of the productive factors. Thereby some 
of the fundamental influences of space are laid bare, and light 
is thrown upon certain aspects of the localisation of industry 
and certain characteristics of interregional trade. Some special 
characteristics of trade between regions of one important type 
(international trade) will be studied in a preliminary analysis in 
Part II. In Parts III and IV the influence of obstacles to move
ments of commodities and productive factors is studied under 
realistic assumptions, and the theory is applied to domestic and 
internatiomi1 trade: in other words, the general space aspects of 
trade are considered. Lastly, in. Part V the mechanism of inter
national trade variations and capital movements is dealt with. 



PART I 

INTERREGIONAL TRADE SIMPLIFIED 



CHAPTER I 

A CONDITION OF INTERREGIONAL TRADE 

I I. Simplifications( Space is important in economic life for two' 
chief reasons:tthe industrial agents are to some extent confined i 
to certain localities and move only with difficulty ~ and costs of 
transport and other impediments prevent free movement of com- . 
modi ties.) . 
(Let us first consider the industrial agents or factors of produc- . 

tion:')~t would be difficult to analyse the influence of their geo
graphical distribution and of their lack of full mobility without 1 

the aid of initial simplification; consequently some simplifying 
assumptions will be made in the following chapters and reality 
will be approached gradually) The principal steps may be indi
cated at once. 

For more reasons than one it is convenient to think of the pro- I 

ductive factors as located not in certain places but in certain dis
#riels. {To be significant such a district must be in some respects a 
unit, which implies the fulfilment of two conditions: (I) it should 
be different from other districts from the point of view under 
consideration; (2) the differences between parts of such districts 
should be smaller than those between the districts themselves. 
In other words, there should be some kind of natural border line 
between districts more important than those between parts of 
each district. Such a district will in this book be called ~egion~; 
With regard to the factors of production this means (I) that the 
districts should have different endowments as iegards in<lustrial 
agents, and (2) that there should be a certain uniformity as to 
this endowment within each district. Hence, in Part I we shall 
for the sake of simplicity think of the industrial agents as lo
cated in such regions, disregarding their locality within the re
gion. The most typical case of this kind seems to be one where 
the factors are confined entirely to a certain region, i. e. are un
able to flow over to another, whereas they are fully mobile within 
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the region (their situation in the region being therefore of no con
,sequence). Such is the case with which the analysis will begin. 

lIn other words, we make the assumption that the factors of pro
duction are interregionally immobile but intraregionally freely 
mobile~; The object of Part I is to explain the nature of trade be

. tween such regions, i. e. to describe how their existence affects 
lproduction and prices. Later the interregional mobility of the 
factors, as well as the lack of such mobility and its bearing upon 

!trade, will be taken into account. 
(The impediments to commodity movements it will be well to 

'disregard altogether throughout Part I, which deals with the gen
eral aspects of interregional trade) When we come to a study of 
special types of regions, the obstacles to commodity movements 
across the borders as well as the costs of transport in general will 
be given attention. 

Such a procedure may seem to remove parts of the treatise 
rather far from reality; this is, however, an inevitable disadvan
tage of a fruitful scientific method. Only by division into its com
ponent parts can a complicated problem be dealt with success
fully. The "one thing at a time" method has its weaknesses, but 
in an analysis of an extremely difficult and many-sided question it 
is almost always preferable to introducing all the principal diffi
culties at once. 

§ 2. I1Jterregional differences in productive factorenduwment. 
rThe rest of this chapter is concerned with a fundamental cause of 
~vision of labour and trade between regions, where everything is 
freely mobile, except that the factors of production cannot move 
from one region to another. Let us start by asking what are the 
causes of division.of labour in general~ Why do individuals trade 
with eas;h other, instead of each one prpdudng his own require
ments?( Why does division of labour increase the total efficiency 
of production? The reasons may be grouped under two headings, 
"varying ability" and "advantages of specialisation." ; 

. ::,First of all, some individuals have greater ability for certain 
tasks than others;' Varying natural aptitUdes make one more fit 
to be an engineer, another better suited for the work of a physi
cian or a lawyer. Some people take greater interest in gardening 
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than in other occupations, and hence probably make better gar
deners than others. Examples could be multiplied. It is eVident 
that the adaptation of tasks to varying aptitudes is conduCive to 
greater efficiency. 
(Secondly, even if all individuals had exactly the same natural 

abilities, it would still be advantageous to have specialisation 
in one or a sniall number of occupations. In that way much 
greater skill can be acquired than if everyone produced every
thing for himsell.). Furthermore, the workman who constantly 
attends to one taSk wastes no time in changing over from one 
occupation to another; in short, there results an increase in skill 
and a saving of time when each individual is occupied in the pro
duction of a large number of one article iiIstead of cooperating in 
the production of a small quantity of many different articles. 
This is one aspect of what are generally called the" economies of 
large-scale production." About these economies and their influ
ence on interregional trade we shall have much to say in Chap
ter III. At present we confine our attention to the other side of 
the question, the difference~ natural a,ePtudes. 
(Turning now from indiVlduals to regIons, we find that the 

latter, like the' former, are very differently endowed with facil
ities for the production of various articles. The reason is that 
they are differently supplied with productive factors) One region 
may have plenty of iron and coal but little land for wheat grow
ing, while another has plenty of wheat lands but a scanty supply 
of mineral resources j clearly the former is adapted better to iron 
production and les~ well to wheat growing than the latter. IlJs l 
the proportion of the factors in a region which determines its fitJ 
ness for specific industries. . 

This may need some further e1ucldationt..~ region cannot, of 
course, produce goods requiring factors of production which do 
not exist in that region. Copper ore cannot be produced without 
copper mines, nor machines without technically trained and edu
cated labour~ Tropical plants, like pepper, can only with extreme 
difficulty be grown in countries with a temperate climate. In the 
absence $)f natural facilities fof pepper groWing artificial means 
would have to be employed .. 
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Many important differences in endowment of productive agents 
are not, however, of this type. Often a certain supply of the fac
tors needed for some particular article is to be found in each re
gion, at least if it is of a fairly large size. But some of them have, 
relativel more of one set of factors and less of another. Aus
tralia has more agricultural land, but less labour, capita, and 
mines than Great Britain; consequently Australia is better 
adapted to the production of goods which require great quanti
ties of agricultural land, whereas Great Britain has an advantage 
in the production of goods requiring considerable quantities of 
other factors .. .If both countries produced their own total con
sumption, agricultural products would be very cheap in Australia, 
but manufactured arti~les relatively dear, whereas the reverse 
would be the case in Great Britain, where owing to the scanty 
supply of land each acre would have to be intensely cultivated 
with much labour and capital to provide the necessary amount of 
food. The utmost economy would have to be exercised with land, 
and owing to the tendency to diminishing returns the yields of 
wheat, etc., from the last units of capital and labour would be 
very small. In Australia, on the other hand, the abundance of 
land would lead to an extensive method of 'cultivation, very little 
labour and capital being expended on each acre; hence the yield 
from each unit of capital and labour would be great. 

No further illustration is needed to show how interregional 
variations in the proportions of factors of production result in 
different regional adaptations for the same type of production. 
In brief, each region is best equipped to produce the goods which 
require large proportions oj the factors relatively abundant there; 
it is, on the other hand, least fit to produce goods requiring large 
proportions of factors existing within its borders in small quan
tities or not at all.<!:learly, variation in equipment Qf industrial 
agents is a cause of interregional division of labour and trade, 
just as varying individual ability is a cause of individual ex
change) 

By such general observations the cause of interregional trade 
is, however, by no means adeqmitely analysed.Qne immediate 
cause of trade is always that goods can be bought cheaper from 
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outside in terms of money than they can be produced at home, i 
and vice versa)It remains, therefore, to be shown why, as a result· 
of the varying equipment of industrial agents, some goods can be 
more cheaply produced in one region than in another. In other 
words,~he real problem i$to demonstrate what lies behind such: 
inequality in prices, or, more precisely,~o show in what way dif
ferences in equipment come to be expressed in differences in 
money costs and prices) 
~ § 3. Differences in relative commodity and factor prices as con-

ditions of trade.(First of all it should be noted that one region can
. not possibly be superior to others in the prQduction of all com
modities, in the sense that it is able to pr>duce all of them at 
lower money costs.) 

For the sake of simplicity, let us first confine our attention to 
two regions only, each having a free paper currency. We also 
assume that they have no economic relations with each other 
beyond the import and export of goods - capital movements, 
tourists' expenses, etc., being thus excluded. Under these condi
tions, imports are paid for by exports, and it is clearly impossible 
that one region (A) should be able to produce all articles cheaper 
than the other (B). There would be a flow of goods from A to B, 
but not in the other direction. How could this import be paid 
for? B's demand for Ie foreign" bills could not be supplied, as 
nobody in B would be able to export anything-and acquire a 
claim on A. The price of A 's currency in terms of B's (the rate of 
exchange) would be forced up; hence all A's prices would rise in 
terms of B's currency until some of them were higher than B's 
Pfices. A point of equilibrium would be reached when B was able 
to export sufficiently to pay for the import from A. 

Such a situation could fail to arise on one condition only, 
namely if the relative commodity prices in A and B were equal 
in the isolated state, i. e. without any trade between them going 
on at all. In that case no trade is possible and no exchange rate 
between their currencies is conceivable.1 In other word(mequal-

• The reader is asked to keep in mind. that the economics of Jarge-scaIe produc
tion are not discussed until Chapter m. 
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r ity as to the relati~e commodity prices in the isolated state is a 
necessary condition for the establishment of trade.!> 

fYVe have c:;vidently pushed the analysis one step further, to an' 
t inquiry under what circumstances relative commodity prices will i 
actually be different in two isolated regions) The starting point 
for such an investigation is the fact tha(all prices, of goods as 
well as of industrial agents, are ultimately, in each region, at any 
given moment,determined by the demand for goods and the possi
bilities of producing them. Behind the former lie two circum
stances to be considered as known data in the problem of pricing: 

. (I) the wants and desires of consumers, and (2) the conditions of 
ownership of the factors of production, which affect individual 
incomes and thus de~and. The supply of goods, on the other 
hand, depends ultimately upon (3) the supply of productive fac
tors, and (4) the physical conditions of production.) These con- ' 
ditions - the natural and unchanging properties of the physical 
world which are everywhere the same 11 determine the combina
tions of productive agents, i. e. the te&ical process, with due 
consideration of their prices, and thus influence the translation of 
demand for goods into demand for such agents. 

In each region, then, we have a price mechanism, resting on 
these four basic elements, which determines simultaneously the 

1 This simple statement, which is nothing but a starting point for a real analysis, 
is evidently quite different from the classical doctrine of comparative cost. The 
statement in the text runs in terms of price and expenses of production, and the dis
tinction between expenses and costs is fundamental in the classical theory. On the 
other hand, a statement in terms of price comes to very much the same thing as a 
reasoning in terms of "opportunity costs." Cf. Cournot, RJcherchu lur let Princi pel 
Mathbnatiques de la TheorU det Richuses (Paris, 1838), and Pareto, Court d'&o
nomu'PDlitique (1896--97). See also a recent paper by Haberler, "Die Theone der 
Komparativen Kosten und'ihre Auswertung fur die Begriindung des Freihandels," 
Wdtwirtschaftlichu Arcmo (1930), Heft 2. The real cost of one unit of a commodity 
B is the extra quantity of another commodity A which one would obtain if one unit 
less of B and instead a greater quantity of A were produced, assuming the output of 
other goods to be unchanged. In the same way the cost 0(. C. can be expressed in 
terms of A. This, of course, comes to the same thing as reckoning in prices, using A 
as the monetary unit. A price scale like the one mentioned in the text counts 
exactly the same as a scale of opportunity costs. U C costs ten and B two dollan, 
then on Ille margill a reduction of the output by one unit of C permits an increase 
of the production of B by five units. Such a reasoning explains nothing unless con
nected with a mutual interdependence price system, and is as different from the 
doctrine of comparative cost as anything can be. 
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prices of commodities and of industrial agents. (ine question is 
evidently under what conditions these elements have a relation 
to one another, such that relative commodity prices coincide in 
two isoljl.ted regions, in which case no trade can arise.gVhen the 
relation between them is different, relative commodity prices are 
also different, and interregional trade will come into existenc~ 

Let us compare the situation in two isolated regions, A and 13, 
with regard to these four elements, dealing, however, with the 
tirst two, which govern demand for goods, under one heading: 
demand conditions. The physical conditions of production are, 
as pointed out already, everywhere the same; consequently dif
f!renc~s ~ela~ommodity prices ~c:nd upon the state 
0.' supply of industrial agents and upon demand conditions. ~uch 
differences are bound to exist, unless supply and demand condi
tions are exactly the same in A and B, or a difference between the 
regions as to equipment of productive agents is just balanced by 
a corresponding differenc~ the demand for commodities., Fail
ing that, differences in relative commodity prices in the isolated 
state exist and lead to interregional trade, each region specialising 
in goods it can make cheaper than can the other.) 

It is not possible to say much in general of the relation between 
the demand and supply eleme~ts under which trade will exist. 
One thing may, however, be pointed outlif the relative prices of 
the factors of production in the two isolated regions are the same, 
these factors must be combined in the same way in various in
dustries in one region as they are in the other. Costs of produc
tion of all commodities will have the same relation to each other 
in both regions, i. e. relative commodity prices will coincide"l ) 

I Dift'erences in technique are dearly unthinkable if the relatiye prices of .U 
facton are the same; for the proportions in which the productive facton are c0m

bined -{the technical coefficients - are functions of relative factor prices.? 'De 
quality 01 the factors being the same, which is so far asswIled.1M Jonru oj au. JM,"," 
lioou must also be identical in the two countries. If relative factor prices coincide, 
the technical process must be alike in A and B. It is quite another stwy that the 
technical and organising labour may'be dift'erent and therefore organise production 
dift'erentIy. even if the relative prices 01 all oIlm factors agree. In that case the dif
ference in technique is due to the fact that relative prices 01 till facton are II1II the 
same. The technical and organising factor in region A is missing in region B. 
whereas the quality to be found in B is missing in A. These quaJ.¥ative dift'emu:es 
are important and will be analysed in detail in Chapter V. 
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",Thus, instead of saying that inequality as to relative commod-
I ity prices in the isolated state is a condition of trade, one may 
direct attention to the industrial agents and say that inequality 
with regard to the relative prices of the factors of production is 
a necessary - but not sufficient - condition for the establish
ment of trade)jBut neither expression explains much. Both com
modity and factor prices form part of a system of mutual inter
dependence. Behind the prices of commodities and factors alike 
lie the basic elements of pricing, and a searching analysis must 
therefore consider the nature of the whole price mechanism. 

Coincidence in the relative prices of the factors of production 
in A and B of course assumes the same relation between supply 
and demand conditions in each region. It is not necessary that 
the equipment of industrial agents should be exactly the same in' 
A as in B. Nor is it sufficient; for, if demand were different, the 
relative scarcity 1 of the agents would also be different. One can 
only say that, if differences in supply between the regions are bal

'anced by differences in demand, the relative scarcity of all factors 
and relative commodity prices will be the same. 

In regions with a very dissimilar equipment of productive facil
ities this condition can never be fulfilled. There is no reason why 
demand in a scantily populated region should tum especially to 
goods requiring much land and little labour, say wheat, and thus 
prevent rent from being lower, relatively to wages, than in a 
densely populated region, where, as people cannot after all do 
without food, land is necessarily scarce. 

As a matter of fact, little attention need be given to the the
oretical possibility of two isolated regions having the same rela
tive scarcity of factors of production and the same relative com
modity prices, 2 in which case no interregional trade can arise. 
Unless there is in a given case some special reason for the reverse 
supposition, we are justified in assuming that conditions of ~
Iply of factors and of demand are such that the relative scarcity 

1 The reader is asked to keep in mind that the term .. relative scarcity" is 
synonymous with .. relative prices." • 

• Neither is it necessary to discuss the conceivable combination of di1Jerent rela
tive factor prices with nevertheless equal relative commodity prices. This would be 
possible, e. g .. if the factors were used in the same proportions in all industries. 
See Appendix I. 
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would be different in the two regions in an isolated state, differ
ences in supply being probably as a rule more important than 
differences in demand. 'In a loose sense we may say, as we have 
said above, that differences in equipment of factors of produc
tion are the cause of trade. But we must be careful to remember 
the qualification which lies in the possible influence of differences 
in demand conditions. qor the ultimate determinant of interre
gional trade, as of all price phenomena, is the relation between 
the factor supply and the demand conditions) 
CQ.nterregional trade means that foreign demand is brought to 

bear upon the domestic factors and commodities, and vice versa; 
consequently everything which affects this demand is to be in
cluded among the elements which govern interregional trad~ 
,lJ'he conclusion is obvious: as prices of both goods and factors in 
rall regions affect this reciprocal demand, and as interregional 
trade is governed by the same basic elements that govern pricing 
in the isolated region, their position in all regions affects the price 
system and trade in each. 

Any statement concerning the nature of interregional trade I 
which refers only to one, or not to all, of these elements is neces
sarily incomplete. 

§ 4. The price system in isolated and trading regions. It may be 
worth while to illustrate this a little further by means of a simpli
fied picture I of the price mechanism on the basis of the atomistic 
assumption which underlies the discussion in this chapter. On 
this assumption the price mechanism is always in equilibrium, for 
there is an instantaneous readjustment after all disturbances. 
Consequently the following six sets of relations hold true. 

(I) Demand for commodities is equal to supply, i. e. produc
tion. 

(2) To produce a certain quantity of each commodity a defi
nite quantity (the" technical coefficient") of each factor 
of production is needed, if the technique be given. The 
total requirements of each factor in all industries taken 

• together equal the supply of this factor. 

I It resembles closely the one presented by Cassel for the one-lII&l"ket theory. 
Concerning the relation to other descriptions - e. g. that of the Pareto school
lee Appendices I and U. 
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(3) However, the technique is not given a priori. The techni
:; cal coefficients depend upon the physical conditions of 

production and the prices of the factors of production. 
(4) Commodity prices are equal to the costs of production, 

which are obtained by multiplying the quantity of each 
factor required by its price. 

~) Demand for commodities depends upon their prices and 
upon individual incomes and tastes. 

(6) Lastly, incomes are governed by the prices of the produc
.(/ 

tive factors and the conditions of ownership. 
These conditions suffice for the determination of factor prices 

and prices and produced quantities of commodities if the supply 
of factors is known.1 The technical coefficients - the quantities 
of each factor used in each industry - are functions of the factor 
prices (see no. 3), the form of the function being determined by 
the physical conditions of production, which form part of the 
known data. Similarly, the forms of the functions in (5) and (6), 
where demand and incomes are functions of the prices of goods 
and factors, are determined by the wants and desires of con
sumers (the psychology of demand) and the conditions of owner
ship of the factors of production. These also are known data. 

IThe basic elements are thus the three function forms and the 
. supply of productive factors. 

Instead of assuming the supply of factors to be given, we may 
"regard it as a function of factor prices, the form of the function 

being determined by the inclination of man to work and save (the 
psychology of effort and sacrifice), which then becomes one of the 
four known data that together govern the price system in one 
isolated region under these simplified conditions. 

Now assume two regions trading with one another. What ",ill 
the price system be like? Evidently it is not much changed in 
character. The total demand for each factor of production (no. 2) 
springs not only from production for domestic consumption but 
also from production for export. On the other hand, a part of the 
domestic consumption is supplied by imported goods; conse-

1 For a fuller demonstration see Appendix L 
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quently demand is not equal to production (no. J). Instead we 
posit:',demand minus imports is equal to production minus ex
ports.) The demand for productive factors is consequently 
changed. 

If we know imports and exports, the equations in (I) and (2) 
can easily be adjusted. But they are not known; they depend 
upon the relation between commodity prices in the two regions 
and the foreign exchange rate, by means of which these prices can 
be compared. Each region exports the goods it can produce 
cheaper than the other region, a!)d imports the rest. Thus, given 
certain prices, the foreign ex'Biange rate determines which goods 
are imported and which exported. Evidently a new variable is 
introduced into the problem: the foreign exchange rate. On the 
other hand there is a new condition, that the value of imports and 
exports must balance, capital movements being left out of ac
count. In this way the price system is determined.· 

§ 5. The character of interregional t,ade. If this picture of the 
price mechanism is kept in mind, we may return to the ideas con
cerning equipment of productive factors and develop them a little 
further. Region A has a relatively large supply of some factors, 
which are therefore - unless this inequality of supply is bal
anced, or more than balanced, by an inequality of demand
comparatively cheap, and a relatively small supply of other 
factors, which are thus comparatively dear. A will be able to 
produce cheaply those commodities which require for their pro
duction a large quantity I of cheap factors, while the other com
modities will be relatively dear if produced in that region. In B, 
where the factors scarce in A are relatively abundant, the cost of 
production of commodities requiring large quantities of them will 
be comparatively low. Other goods will be relatively dear. 

When an exchange rate has been established, prices and costs 
of production can be compared directly. Goods requiring a large 

1 U we take into account the fact that some goods may be produced in both 
~ons, the rdations become somewhat more complicated, but Dot fundamentaU, 
dilIerent. See Appendix I. 

lIt may be recalled that productive factors are used in dilIerent proportions in 
the production of dilIerent goods; otherwise relative commodity prices in the varions 
regions would coincide, an~ trade between them would be impossible. 
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quantity of factors cheaper in A than in B, and only a small 
quantity of other factors, can be produced at a lower cost in A 
and will therefore be exported to B. On the other hand, com
modities requiring a large quantity of the latter factors and a 
small quantity of the former can be more ch~ply produced in B 

1 and will be imported from that region to A,f;...Each region has a1J 
advantage in the production of commodities into which enter consid
erable amounts of factors abundant and cheap in that region) 

Australia has an abundant supply of agricultural land but a 
scanty population. Land is cheap and wages are high in com
parison with most other countries; therefore production of goods 
which require vast areas of land but little labour is cheap. This 
is the case, e. g., with wool. Sheep raising requires great areas of 
land but little labour, and the shearing is a relatively simple 
process; hence, wool can be produced at a lower cost than in 
countries where land is expensive, even if wages there be some
what lower than in Australia. 

Similarly, regions with an abundant supply of labour, techni
cally trained as well as unskilled, and of capital will find it natural 
to specialise in manufactures. For these factors of production are 
cheaper there than in Australia, where some of them are only 
available at high prices, if at all. 

When reasoning in this way one must, however, be on one's 
guard against a misunderstiLnding. To say that one factor is rela
tively abundant in the isolated state and cheap in A - com
pared, of course, with the conditions in B - is to speak loosely. 
Even if a factor is cheap relatively to most other factors - using 
the position in the other region as a basis of comparison - it is 
not therefore certain that it will after the establishment of an ex
change rate between the currencies be cheaper in this region 
than in the other, measured in the currency of either. This neces
sarily depends upon the position of the exchange rate, which is 
deterti:iliied not exclusively by the series of relative scarcities in 
the isolated state but also by A's demand for B's goods (and vice 
versa) when trade has been opened up( Indeed it is this reciprocal 
demand alone that exercises a direct influence upon the rate, but 
the nature of the demand will of course depend partly upon price 
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conditions in each region. It is therefore impossible to know be
forehand during isolation which factors will be cheaper in one 
region than in the other." 

All this is an inevitable consequence of the mutual interde
pendence of all the elements touched upon in this paragraph, 
which forbids unqualified reasoning in one direction from cause to 
effect. It will perhaps be clearer if put in another way. 

t 6. The exchange rale and interregional price differences. A. 
may very well export to B a much greater number of commodities 
than it imports, in spite of the fact that the value of imports and 
exports must balance. In other words, the cost of production of 
the majority of goods may be lower in A than in B. It is naturally 
also possible for a majority of factors to be cheaper in A than in 
B. The list of relative factor prices in the isolated state does not 
tell us how high the exchange rate will be, and therefore we can
not say which or how many factors will be cheaper in the one 
region than in the other. 

Let us call A's currency sterling and B's dollars. One dollar can 
buy certain quantities of B's factors during isolation. How much 
do these quantities of fa~tors cost in A in terms of sterling? This 
question can be answered even in the isolated state, and we can 
draw this figure: 

Fro. I. 

The curve B, a straight line, indicates the prices of these quan
tities of factors in B; they all cost one dollar. The curve A indi
cates the prices in sterling of the same quantities of the same 
factors in A, in the isolated state, of course. The cheapest factor 
in A, relatively, is placed at the left, then the next cheapest, and 
so on. Now, if the ~change rate which trade will establish is 
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£1 = $2, the A-factor price curve in terms of dollars will be 
A', but if the exchange rate is £1 = $3, then the corresponding 
curve will be A". In the former case almost all factors are cheaper 
in A ; in the latter case the situation is reversed. Whether one or 
the other will emerge cannot be foretold a priori, as this depends 
upon the conditions of equilibrium between imports and exports 
and thus upon the intensity of reciprocal demand. 

The industrial agents on the extreme left, i. e. relatively very 
cheap in A in the isolated state, will necessarily be cheaper in A 
than iIr B when trade has started and an exchange rate has been 
established. Similarly, the factors on the extreme right, which 
are relatively very dear in A, will certainly be dearer than in B. 
Therefore B will export goods requiring large quantities of these 
factors for their production, while A will export goods containing 
much of the former factors. Of the intermediate factors one can 
say nothing a priori. 
(It all comes to this: the nature of interregional trade is de
termined not only by the supply of productive factors, nor by the 
relative scarcities which that supply in relation to demand had 
created in each isolated region, but also by the play of demand in 
each region for goods from the other - the reciprocal demand. In 
fact a fundamental aspect of trade is that it places the demand of 
one region in touch with the supply of productive factors in the 
other.;' (Cf. § 4 and Appendix I.) 

No essential part of what has been said above need be changed 
to apply to the case of several trading regions. To know which 
factors are relatively abundant and cheap one must compare 
with conditions in many regions instead of in one only. This will 
no doubt make it more difficult to say a priori of anyone of the 
productive factors or commodities that it will be cheaper in a 
certain region than in the others when trade has been opened. In 
other words, it will be more difficult to say anything a priori as to 
which goods each region is to export; nevertheless the equipment 
'Of productive factors is sometimes of so dominating an influence 
that a consideration of demand conditions is not necessary to 
describe essential characteristics of the ensuing trade in concrete 
cases. 
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It must not be lost sight of, however, that even in such cases 
the condition of trade is always that the supply of factors and 
the demand conditions in each region call forth price discrep
ancies which make interregional exchange profitable. The real 
nature of interregional trade - the conditions of its existence as 
well as its consequences - cannot be adequately explained in 
simple terms referring to the factor supply only, or to any other 
single element in the great interdependence system of pricing. 
That system, as developed in the one-market theory, must be 
modified and completed through the introduction of -demand 
from abroad. In that way it becomes valid as an explanation of 
pricing in a number of trading regions.1 

Before going further, it may be convenient to give a few con
crete examples of the influence of differences in the equipment of 
productive factors. It will then be seen that in spite of the effect 
of different demand conditions, the differences in equipment as 
between regions are sometimes so considerable that the funda
mental nature of trade is determined by them. The simple 
reasoning used in the discussion of the Australian case above is 
therefore justified, if there be added to it a tacit qualification as 
to the influence of demand. 

§ 7. Illustrations. Let us consider wheat growing in European 
countries. Excluding those which, like Finland and Norway,lack 
almost entirely the kind of climate necessary for wheat, we may 
divide the rest into two classes: those which export wheat or 
produce enough for their own consumption, and those to a large 
extent dependent upon foreign supplies. It is then seen that 
nations beloIlouing to the former category have a relatively scanty 

I The doctrine of comparative costs as presented by Ricardo and Mill is unsatis
factory, not ooly because the scale of labour costs is built upon extrane simpliA
cations, which cannot be abandoned without bringing down the whole fabric, but 
also because it neglects the inBuence of demand conditions on these scales them- ~ 
selves. The mutual interdependence is lost sight of. A simple description of certain 
conditions of production in terms of comparative cost lIChedules is put forward as 
determining the nature of international trade, while the play of reciprocal demand 
is given a secondary place as inBuencing ooly the went of trade and the barter 
terms. As a matter of fact, the scale of comparative costs is not given • "wn, but 
as alIected by the play of reciprocal demand, as demonstrated already by Mangoldt. 
This will be discussed in great detail in Appendis ill, which is perhaps best read 
after Chapter U. 
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population and much arable land per head, but that the output 
per hectar sown with wheat is low. In 1925 Russia had an output 
per hectar of 8.3 decitons and Rumania 8.6 decitons. Hungary 
showed a considerably higher figure, 13.7. The wheat importing 
nations, on the other hand, had a much denser population, i. e. 
a scanty supply of wheat land per head, but produced much more 
per hectar, on an average fully twice as much. The figures for 
Holland and Denmark were 28.4 and 33.1, respectively. All this 
is just what one would expect. Regions with a relatively large 
supply of land which can be used for wheat growing produce 
wheat cheaply and export it to other regions. In the latter, prices 
are higher and much capital and labour is expended on each acre 
of land. A comparison between the three exporting countries and 
the two importing countries which were mentioned above is sig
nificant, for in neither case does the existence of special facilities 
for manufacture confuse the issue. The wheat exporting regions 
outside of Europe, - Argentina, Canada, and the western states 
of the United States, -like those of Europe, have a large supply 
of arable land per head and a small output per acre. 

In Uruguay animals and products thereof supply more than 
95 percent of the total exports; this country has plenty of land 
and a climate which makes it excellent for cattle breeding, but 
has a small supply of labour and capital, and no coal. 

Another good example of how equipment of natural reso~rces 
dominates production and trade may be found in Finland. This 
country has a relatively ample supply of land which is suited for 
-another kind of vegetation - soft wood. It has a scanty supply 
not only of agricultural land but also of other gifts of nature, such 
as iron ores and coal fields. The result is that more than 90 per
cent of its exports consist of wood, pulp, and paper. In 1922, 
43 percent of Canada's exports were vegetable products, 18 per
cent animal products, and 24 percent wood and paper. The in
fluence of the large supply of wheat land, forests, and power is 
apparent. 

A study of the localisation of the production of manufactured 
goods requiring much labour but little of other factors reveals 
that its domicile is to be found in fairly densely populated coun-
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tries which are poor in most natural resources, and where conse
quently labour is the most abundant factor; many hand-made 
rugs, e. g., come from southwestern Asia. Although a great many 
countries have a large supply of land suitable for raw-silk pro
duction, many of them have little or none of this labour-consum
ing industry. This is true especially of the United States, a coun
try with scanty labour supply. It is beginning to be the case also 
with France and even with Italy, although the supply of other 
factors per head is certainly much smaller there than in the 
United States, and labour is thus relatively more abundant. The 
raw silk industry in these two countries cannot compete with 
production in countries such as Spain, Hungary, Rumania, Tur
key, China, and Japan, where output is increasing. They are all 
countries where labour is more abundant than in France or Italy, 
i. e. where the supply of other factors, except, of course, land fit 
for silk growing, is relatively scanty. 

The growing of flax is also a laborious process. In the nine
teenth century it was located chiefly in Western and Central 
Europe, but almost the whole European supply now comes from 
Russia and the Baltic countries. Hemp, another labour-consum
ing plant, is chiefly cultivated in Italy and Russia. The supply 
of Manila hemp comes from India and the Philippine Islands. 

The sugar beet can be grown in most European countries and 
almpst everywhere in the United States so far as soil and climate 
are concerned, but it must be given excellent care by human 
hands, which machines have not so far been able to supplant. It 
therefore tends to be produced in countries with a large supply of 
unskilled labour, such as Russia, Poland, Czeko-Slovakia, and 
eastern Germany; little of it is grown in the United States or 
Canada. Were it not for bounties and duties, its importance in 
most other countries with a scanty labour supply would be still 
slighter. 

Like sugar beets, potatoes require much labour, a great deal 
more so than wheat. They may be grown on poorer soil and in a 
colder climate. Large quantities of potatoes are therefore natu
rally grown in the very countries in Europe which produce much 
sugar. This is, however, not exclusively due to the abundance of 
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labour and the relative scarcity of first-class agricultural land in 
these countries; the character of demand exercises an important 
influence. The relatively low standard of living and the absence 
of cheap grain - both consequences of the equipment of pro
ductive factors - naturally turns demand largely toward the 
other kind of cheap home-produced food, potatoes. Indirectly, 
this large consumption of potatoes means a great demand for 
labour and relatively poor land, and thus tends to increase the 
scarcity of these abundant factors; hence the relative scarcity 
of the various factors becomes more similar to that in other re
gions than a mere study of 'the difTerences in equipment would 
lead one to suppose. A complete investigation into ,the locali
sation of potato growing would entail a discussion of other cir
cumstances, such as the feeding of hogs and the costs of transport; 
this would carry us too far at the present stage of our analysis. 

The reaction of demand may also be seen in regions where land 
is abundant and much of it can be used to produce beef cattle 
with little expenditure of labour and capital. Meat will there be 
relatively cheap, and its consumption will, therefore, be unusually 
great. In such regions the standard of living is often high, as a 
result of the great supply of natural resources per inhabitant, a 
circumstance which tends to favour consumption of the more ex
pensive animal foods; a good example of this is presented by the 
United States during the last century. 

In some densely populated countries with little land per capita 
and little of other natural gifts, cattle breeding is an important 
industry, a fact which seems to contradict the statement made 
above. But the contrast is only apparent; such regions, e. g. Den
mark, go in for milch cattle, which must be well taken care of and 
thus require much u;,bour, but can to a large extent be fed with 
oil cakes from other regions and thus require little land. 

These examples of the influence of varying equipment of labour 
and arable land suffice to illustrate the fundamental idea of the 
doctrine just presented. A significant passage from \.professor 
Russel Smith's Industry and Commerce 1 may, however, be added, 

1 London (1925), new ed., p.661. 
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as it presents a vivid picture of the situation in this respect, al
though some expressions are open to criticism: 

(. The sparse population seizes upon the raw products of nature, or pro
duces raw materials requiring the least labour. A dense population, having 
few raw materials per capita, must fabricate them to a high degree to make 
value. )1n the new forest lands, one person to two or three square miles will 
make a satisfactory living by trapping fur-bearing animals and gathering 
gums, herbs, and roots. A population slightly more dense will cut down the 
forest and sell logs as lumber. A sparse population upon the open plain will 
employ itself in tending herds of sheep and cattle, and will export wool, hides, 
and animals. If the population increases and the climate is suitable, the level 
plain will be carelessly plowed up and sown to grain, which will be exported 
to the densely peopled rePon in exchange for manufactures. This, in brief, 
is the explanation of the great commerce of the second half of the nineteenth 
century and the present. The European peoples settling the comparatively 
empty lands of America have been producing wheat and sending it back to 
the better yielding wheat lands of Europe; they have been sending beef and 
pork to the European countries, where the pastures are better and cattle 
more numerous per square mile; they have been exporting lumber to the 
countries where the forests are better kept, because the European population 
is dense and the American population has been, and still is, relatively scanty. 
This is the chief explanation of the commerce of the newly settled lands in 
Dakota, Nebraska, or Saskatchewan with the older settlements to the east
ward, whether in England or New England. 

( It must be kept in mind, however, that it is the supply of aU 
factors in a region that counts, and that capital and various min
eral resources and other factors are sometimes as important for 
the division of labour and trade as the supply of land per capita.) 
Furthermore, the density of the populatiQll is, as we shall see 
later, itseU to a large extent a result of the supply of other factors 
like coal and iron mines in favoured regions. 

The necessity of considering each region's equipment as a whole 
in every analysis pretending to be more than an exemplification 
of certain special tendencies will be demonstrated more fully in 
the next chapter. Professor Smith overlooks this when saying: 
uIt is a surprising fact that the United States with all its land and 
agricultural wealth has not become an important exporter of 
dairy products." 1 As a matter of fact, the rich supply of all sorts 
of natural resources and capital per capita in the United States, 
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or, what is the same thing looked at from the other side, the 
relative scantiness of labour, suffices to explain why labour
requiring dairy products are expensive and neither have been 
nor are likely to be exported from that country in the future. 

',f"he examples in this section have so far been chosen only from 
cases where the supply of labour and arable land has a decisive 
effect on the division of labour and thus on trade., In that way, 
it has been possible to keep the reasoning in very' simple terms. 
It might be useful to add an example of the influence of the rela
tive scantiness of the supply of capital. A more detailed analysis 
of various mineral resources, labour qualities, etc., is reserved 
for Chapter V. 

The post-war period offers the greatest number of such exam
ples, such as the extreme scantiness of capital supply caused in ,. 
some countries by destruction during the war and the unsettled 
conditions since peace. Poland and the Baltic countries have had 
a rate of interest for business credits varying between IS and 
30 percent, ever since conditions became sufficiently stabilised 
for a comparison with money rates in other countries to have real 
meaning. In Czeko-Slovakia rates have been somewhat lower, 
but still out of proportion to quotations in Western Europe. The 
influence of this scantiness of capital on the direction of industrial 
development has been conspicuous. To take one instance only, 
new sawmills have been started here, there, and everywhere in 
the numerous forest districts in these countries, in spite of the 
fact that the quality· of the wood is poor in many places. Pulp 
factories, on the other hand, which can use second-grade wood, 
have developed much less, simply because they require large 
amounts of capital, whereas the cost of sawmills of modem con
struction is far lower. 

I:, Finally, it should be observed that in studying the productive 
factor equipment in a region we must consider not only the scarce 
factors which have a price, but also to some extent the various 
kinds of land or "nature" which command no price. : This may 
seem paradoxical from the standpoint of the ordinary, one-market 
price theory, in which it is usually stated as self-evident that fac
tors which are not scarce fall outside the economic analysis. 
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There is no need for economising with them j yet after some re
flection it becomes clear that in a study of pricing in many com
municating markets attention must be given to factors which 
are scarce in some regions, even if they be free in others. This is 
only an extreme case of a different relative scarcity, these factors 
being in some places cheaper than elsewhere, so much so that they 
command no price at all in the former. The fact that land of a 
certain quality is practically free in some parts of Australia and 
Argentina, whereas it is scarce in some other parts of the earth, 
exercises a considerable influence upon the interregional distri
bution of production. 

§ 8. Summary.l The first condition of trade is that some goods 
can be produced more cheaply in one region than in another. In 
each of them the cheap goods are those containing relatively 
great quantities of the factors cheaper than in the other regions. ' 
These cheap goods make up exports, whereas goods which can be 
more cheaply produced in the other regions are imported. We 
may say, therefore, that exports are in each region composed of 
articles into the production of which enter large quantities of 
cheap factors. \.In brief, commodities containing a large propor- ~ 
tion of dear factors are imported, and those containing a large 
proportion of cheap factors are exported.") 

When reasoning like this we must, however, bear in mind one 
thing:~hether a factor is cheaper or dearer in region A than in 
region B can be ascertained only when an exchange rate between 
the two currencies has been established; and that rate depends 
upon the conditions of reciprocal demand, i. e. upon all the basic 
elements of pricing in all regiOns) These all lie behind the cheap
ness or dearness of the factors, a fact that must be remembered 
when we use the simple language of the previous paragraphs. 
Nothing less than a consideration of all the elements that consti
tute the price mechanism - the system of mutual interdepend
ence - can adequately explain the nature of interregional trade. 
If, however, we do remember that, we can go even further in 
simplification and yet not lose sight of the fundamental poinL 

(JDere is no doubt that varying productive factor equipment is 
the main cause of those inequalities in costs of production and 
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commodity prices which lead to trade.) One region has a very 
large supply of certain factors but little of others, compared with 
the other region. When there is nothing in the demand condi
tions to balance sufficiently the effects of this inequality of supply 
the outcome is an inequality in relative prices of factors and good 
in the isolated state, and, after the establishment of an exchang' 
rate, a situation where A's abundant factors are found to b< 
cheaper than in B, and the scantily supplied factors dearer thaI 
in B. Keeping these qualifications in mind, one may thereforl 
in such cases use the terms "abundant" and "scanty," wherl 
the terms "cheap" and "dear" would be more exact. 

Australia trades wool and wheat against manufactures, be 
cause the former products require much land of grades to be foun< 
in large quantities in that region, whereas manufactures requirl 
large quantities of labour and certain gifts of nature, e. g. coa 
and iron mines, which are scantily supplied in Australia. Thus 
certain grades of land are exchanged for labour and for othe: 
grades of land. Strictly speaking, Australia will export goods con 
taining much land not because land is abundant, but because laD< 
will be found to be cheaper there than in other regions wher 
trade has started. But this evidently comes to very much the 
same thing: only if demand conditions were so peculiar that lane 
- in spite of the abundant supply - would not be cheaper thar 
in regions with a scanty supply, could circumstances be different 
Failing such extraordinary demand conditions, we can say thaI 
trade implies an exchange of abundant factors for scantily sup
plied factors. 

§ 9. Notes on similar-view points in works by earlier writers. 11 
is noteworthy and peculiar that the view point in this chapter ha! 
until quite recently Jreen neglected in all current treatises on in
ternational trade. "the fact that the productive factors enter intc 
the production of different commodities in very different propor· 
tions and that therefore (relative prices of the factors being differ. 
ent in different countries) an international specialisation of pro
duction is profitable, is so obvious that it can hardly have escaped 
notice. Yet this fact has been given no attention in international 
trade theory. There can hardly be any other explanation than the 
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dominance of the Ricardian labour cost theory - in the form of 
the doctrine of comparative cost - which is built on the explicit 
assumption of proportionality between the quantities of all fac
tors except land in all industries. This precludes the study of 
varying proportions (d. Appendix III). In a consistent mutual 
interdependence theory of the international aspects of pricing, the 
idea is, on the other hand, necessary and self-evident. 

It is not surprising, then, to find it first touched upon, not by 
the English classical school, but in French works. Professor 
Viner l has drawn attention to an interesting passage in Sismondi's 
De La Richesse Commerciale: t -

11 ya certaines manufactures qu'un tres petit capital suffit pour mettre en 
mouvement, parce que la matiere premiere est de peu de valeur, et qu'elIe 
en acquiert une tres considerable par Ie travail d'un seul artisan. I.e point 
de la France et d'Alencon, la dentelle de la F1andre et celie de Mirecourt sont 
des exemples de cette espece de manufactures. Les femmes qui les travaillent 
ne gagnoient que 25 A 40 centimes par jour suivant leur habilet~ ...• I.e bas 
prix de la main d'oeuvre permet done toujours aux pays pauvres de vendre 
certaines productions A Meilleur marchE que les pays riches; aussi l'Angle
terre, la nation la plus riche de I 'Europe, a-t-elle toujours besoin de celles 
qui ont moins de capitaux qu 'elIe, non-seulement pour Ies productions qui 
ne sont pas propres A son climat, mais encore pour celles dont Ie prix est 
surtout compos6 de main d'oeuvre; tandis qu 'elle peut vendre Meilleur 
marchE que toute autre nation celles dont Ie prix est surtout com~ de 
profit; elIe tire des dentelles et des toiles de la France et de l'AlIemagne, de 
la bonneterie de I 'Ecosle, et elIe distribue des ~toffes, de la quincai11erie, et 
des marchandises qu 'elle a importEes des lndes, et non ouvr~ elle-meme, a 
tout 1 'occiden .. 

Sismondi did not develop the idea further; this was done three 
decades later by Longfield, an Irish economist of considerable 
originality. From Ills Lectures on Political &onomy (1834) I 
make the following quotations: 

Suppose two countries between wbich existed a perfect freedom of inter
course, let them be similarly circumstanced as to soil and climate, but in one 
the inhabitants are all free, while in the other the labouring part of the popu
lation is in a state of slavery. The commerce between those countries will 
necessarily consist of exchange of the products of harsh disagreeable labour 

I Angell'. uTheoJY of International Prices," JOfInIIIl oj PlIlilical &-, (1927), 
p.621. 

• I (lSo,1). 156. 
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from the country of slaves, for the results of skilled and educated labour 
from the land of freemen. The master will not employ his slave in a more 
agreeable kind of labour, when he can gain a little more by a different sort, 
whatever be the hardship and disagreeableness. But the freeman will not 
sell so cheap this additional sacrifice of ease and comfort; but as his own in
terests, not those of his master, are concerned, he will learn every kind of 
skilled labour with greater facility and less expense than the slave.' 

.:_ Later on Longfield says: \ 

I have also shewn that in a highly civilized society, skill, intelligence, and 
integrity will be more general, and therefore will have a less effect in increas
ing wages; while on the other hand, the labourer already in possession of aU 
the necessaries and comforts of life will not easily be induced to engage in a 
disagreeable and unhealthy occupation. To induce him to do so he must be 
highly paid for the hardships he encounters, and in consideration of the 
higher qualities which are employed ... . C Hence, independent of every dif
ference of soil or climate, the exchange between two countries, such as I have 
described, will consist principally of articles produced by that species of labour 
which in each country is relatively cheapest.' 'The one will export articles 
where skill and integrity are required on the part of the workman and where 
intelligence and capital are required on the part of his manager.-

Longfield then proceeds to demonstrate that this country will 
have a low rate of interest and will export goods which require 
much capital, and continues: 

.But the case will be different in the less civilized country, where life and 
property are insecure, and capital therefore scarce, and profits high and the 
labourer needy, ignorant and dishonest. The exports of this country will 
consist of articles produced by the most unwholesome and disagreeable 
labour, but in making which skill and honesty are not required from the la
bourer; such exports, in short, as in a lecture of last term I said were natu
rally produced in a country where slavery was allowed.' 

Curiously enough, John Stuart Mill, although he must have 
been familiar with Longfield's writings, seems never to have 
touched upon this line of reasoning. Not even Cairnes, who 
stressed the influence of non-competing groups on prices in gen
eral, arrived at an analysis of the effects on international trade of 
different scales of remuneration in different countries. Later 
writers, although touching upon the question, have not, so far as 

lOp. cil., p. 70. 
• Note that Longfield does nol think of cheapness relative to effectiveness, as 

did the classical economists. I The italics are mine. 
• op. cit., p. 240_ 
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I know, made it the subject of analysis.1 It is significant that 
Bastable's mentioning of this view point is not to be found in the 
chapter entitled "The Influence of Foreign Trade on the Distri
bution of Income," which considers only variations in the scarcity 
of land relative to that of other factors, but not the changes in 
relative scarcity of the productive factors in general. The influ
ence of the classical approach, with its fixed scale of remuner
ation, etc., is evident; del Vecchio's Teoria del Commercio In
ternazionale" 2 contains some similar ideas. Europe has low 
wages and America low rents. Each district exports the products 
which require much of the cheap factors. Thereby, the demand 
for labour is increased in Europe and the demand for land in 
America. 

Complessivamente SQno favorite quelle forme di rlmunerazione che in un 
paese sonG piu scarse, e sonG diminuite quelle che sono piu alte; la concor
renza intemazionale essendo rivolta ad esportare quei prodotti che sonG 
ottenuti con fattori di produzione piu a buonmercato. Si tende ad una rela
tive livellamento per il fatto che sonG favoriti nelle importazioni poco rlmun
erati.· 

It is somewhat surprising to find that this idea is not followed 
up at all in the chapter on the effects of international trade on the 
distribution of wealth, but that attention is confined to the rela
tion between rents and other incomes just as in the orthodox 
classical analysis. 

Recently, however, some well-known writers have at last given 
close consideration to this set of problems. Taussig' discusses 
them only to arrive at the conclusion that the "modifications" 
of the classical theory which they make necessary are not very 
important. Eight years earlier, however, Heck.scher published in 
Swedish a more comprehensive and very important analysis un
der the title The InJlllence oj Foreign Trade on the Distribution oj 
Income.' 

I See Nicholson, Principles oJ Polilical Ec_y, II (11197), p. 313i Bastab1e, 
TINory oJ InlmwliorwJ Trade, 2nd ed., p. 31. • 

• Padova, 1913. • Op. dl., p. 12. 
I IlIlent/JIional TrtJJe, IQ27, pp. 50-75. 
• EADllomisj TidsiriJl (Slockholm,1919). This paper is available only in Swedish. 

A brief thesis of mine, containing a review of it, was read at the Harvard Economic 
Seminary in 1923 and circulated among some membeB of the staff. 
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Both Heckscher and Taussig regard their discussion as a modi
fication and addendum to the classical theory. Heckscher, for 
instance, looks upon his paper as an analysis of "the antecedents 
of the law of comparative costs." I cannot share this view. As a 
matter of fact, I do not think that it can be fitted into the classical 
labour cost theory at all. The reasons for this view are explained 
in detail in Appendix III. It suffices here to point out that the 
assumption that the productive factors, except land, enter in the 
same proportion into aU goods is vital to this theory. It cannot 
be ignored in any attempt at modification. 

From the point of view of the mutual interdependence theory 
of pricing, the situation is quite different; No such assumption is 
~ade; hence a comparison of the price systems in two isolated 
countries which open up trade leads immediately and necessarily 
to conclusions concerning the influence upon the causes and ef
fects of international trade of the different proportions in which 
productive factors enter into different commodities. This at least 
was my experience when working out a sort of interdependence 
theory of international trade.1 As to the method of dealing with 
this question I was naturally much influenced by Heckscher's 
paper. Chapters I and II of this book have many traces of its 
influence, although, it goes without saying, the point of view, 
first introduced by Heckscher in international trade theory, can
not well be dealt with in the same way, when it is an attempt to 
modify and explain the real contents of the law of comparative 
costs, as when it is a central part of a mutual interdependence 
theory of international trade, where this "law" in the classical 
sense does not figure at all. 

1 Handelns TeOl'i (Stockholm, 1924). Cassel's treatmento£ this problem in Part V 
of Theoretische Sosialiikonomie, 4th ed., which was added in 1926, is largely the 
same as in that book, as indicated by him in a generous footnote. 



CHAPTER II 

ON SOME EFFECTS OF INTERREGIONAL TRADE 

I I. A tendency towards equalisation of factor prices. lThe most 
,immediate effect of trade between a number of regions under the' 

',conditions which have been assumed to exist is that commodity 
'Prices everywhere are made to tally.') So long as no costs of trazis
port' or other impediments to trade are considered, all commod
itIes'must command the same prices in all regions. Trade has, 
however, a far-reaching influence also on the prices and the com
bination and use of the productive factors, in brief, on the whole 
price system. To explain this is the object of the present chapter. 

Let us take first a very abstract and simple case, where onln 
two regions and two factors, which we may call labour and land, 
are considered. The region with an abundant supply of land but 
a scanty supply of labour finds it advantageous to import goods 
requiring much labour and to export goods requiring much land, 
as they can be more cheaply produced" abroad." Instead,of pro
ducing goods of the former type, the industrial agents are directed .. 
towards industries producing the latter. Industries which use 
great quantities of labour are reduced or disappear, hence the de
mand for labour is diminished. Industries which use great quan
tities of land expand, therefore the demand for land is increased. 
Thus the scarcity of labour is reduced and that of land is in
creased. In the other region, which has an abundant supply of 
labour but little land, the concentration on industries that use 
much labour means greater relative scarcity -of labour and lesser 
relative scarcity of land. In ~egions, therefore, ~e fac~ 
which is relatively abundant becomes..JJlore in demand and fetches 
a higher price .. whereas the factor that iSkantlly supplied be
comes le~ in demand and gets a relatively lower, re""ard than be
fore. The relative scarcity of the p'oduct~f)' factors -is made less dif
ferent in the luI() regions. 
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This reasoning holds good also for the case of a greater number 
of factors. Some of them are relatively abundant in A - in the 
sense that they are, after the opening up of trade, cheaper there 
than in B. Their prices are raised in A and lowered in B. With 
the others the change is, of course, the reverse. Thus, if we com
pare prices in the two regions directly we can say that factors 
cheaper in A than in B have become more in demand and have 
risen in price in A, but have become less in demand and have 
fallen in price in B, whereas the other factors which are dearer in 
A than in B have risen in the latter and fallen in A.I The effect 
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of interregional trade is a tendency towards equalisation of the 
prices of the productive factors.2 

A graphical illustration may help to make this clear. If we use 
the same figur~ as above to illustrate the position before trade has 
had any influence on prices, then the situation brought about by 
trade in this respect, assuming the rate of exchange to be £1 =$2, 
may be pictured by Figure 3. 

It is seen that the prices of the factors in A have relatively and 
absolutely been brought nearer to the prices in B. The curves 
A' and B are closer together. The factors which were cheaper in 
A than in B (the left of the curve A' below B in Fig. 2) now com
mand a higher price than before in A and a lower price in B, 
whereas the other factors (to the right of the point of intersection) 
have been cheapened in A and become dearer in B. 

1 Compare, however, §4, where it is shown that the fall is only ,elaJifle to the 
price change of the same factor in the other region. In terms of goods its price may 
rise. 

I Cf. Heckscher, op. cil. 
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We are here assuming that the number of factors is considerable 
but that there are only two regions. Evidently there is nothing in 
the reasoning whi~ would not apply also in the case of several 
regions; each would find that its equipment with productive 
agents and the conditions of demand are such that after the open
ing of trade the costs of production of some goods would be lower 
than in any of the other regions, and that these goods would con
sequently be exported in exchange for the rest. 

It is easy to give examples of this price equalising tendency of 
trade. Forests are cheap in northern Scandinavia and therefore 
wood products are exported. But if there were no export of such 
goods, the Scandinavian forests would certainly be much cbeaper 
still. They would not, as they do now, feel the influence of the 
demand from other parts of the world. In the United States, on 
the other hand, forests are fairly dear, but would be still more so, 
if wood products could not be imported from Canada and Scan
dinavia. 

If we take our familiar Australian case, agricultural land would 
evidently be still cheaper than it is now if no agricultural prod
ucts could be exported. The same is true of Argentina. In Europe 
the situation would be. the reverse, agricultural land reaching very 
high price levels if no food could be imported. Thus trade has 
raised the price of Australian and Argentjne land but lowered the 
price of European land. Relative 10 the price of land, wages have 
been lowered in Australia and raised in Europe. '2. No complete equal isation. ~ This tendency towards an equal
isation not only of commodity prices but also of the prices of the 
productive factors is the natural consequence of the fact tha1 
'rade allows indust,ial activity 10 adapt itself locally 10 the geog,aPh~ 
cal extension of the factors of production.) Industries requiring a 
large proportion of certain factors gravitate towards regions 
where these are to be found in large quantities and therefore at 
low prices. The demand for productive factors no less than the 
demand for goods looks for the cheapest market.tIn brief, the un
even distribution of productive factors will, unless it is balanced 
by a corresponding geographical unevenness in demand, tend to 
make the factor prices different in the various regions, and 
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thereby bring about a certain division of labour and trade be
tween them.~ Some commodities are produced exclusively in one 
region and exported to the others. If in the real world there were 
no costs of transport (the assumption underlying the present 
analysis), many commodities would .. belong to this group. But it 
is probable that in some cases several regions would produce the 
same commodity, some of them importing a little of it, others ex
porting. It is even conceivable that a region might produce ex
lctly what it needs of a certain article. A discussion of these cases 
:an, however, be undertaken more profitably when the impedi
nents to commodity movements have been considered. It is, 
:herefore, postponed until Part II. 
tWe have seen that trade tends to counteract the original price 
nequality and bring about a more uniform price formation. One 
night ask if trade cannot in this way make prices in the various 
:egions coincide exactly. In that situation trade would not dis
tppear, as one might be inclined to think at first sight, for then 
:he old price inequalities would immediately reappear. On the 
:ontrary, the price equality assumes a certain adaptation of de
nand to the supply of factors, i. e. the maintenance of a certain 
nterregional division of labour and trade. ; 
"(such a result is, however, almost unthinkable and certainly 
lighly improbabl1 The localisation of industry and thereby the 
lemand for production factors cannot completely adapt them
,elves to the equipment with them in each region, ~efly because 
the industrial dem~ways the "joint demand" for several 
factors.(Their comoination cannot be varied at will; on the con
t;;UY, the most economical combination is determined by the 
prices of the factors and the physical conditions,) Consequently, 
the best adap.tation of production to the geographical distribution 
of industrial agents, which would be the result of trade under the 
simple assumption of these first three chapters, cannot lead to a 
complete interregional price equalisation; so~_ ~tPl 
command highetprices in one region and lower in the others, and 
vice versa. 

Ir1sImt worth while to analyse in detail why full equalisation 
does not occur; for, ~ the ~r3.IlSI>2rt and o~et-im-
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pediments to trade hllVe been introduced into the reasoning, such 
an equal!sll.tion is in anycase obviousl impoSsibuonsequently" 
the analysis below 15 u t on the fact thlit theprices of the pro
ductive factors vary from one region to another even after the 
establishment of interregional. trade. 

In this connection one thing should be noted. When a concrete 
case of trade is analysed, it is easy to point to the existing factor 
price discrepancies as the cause of trade. Australia and Argentina 
export wheat, partly, at least, because wheat land is cheaper in 
those countries than in Great Britain. Scandinavia exports wood 
products because forests are cheaper there than in most other 
countries. China, Japan, Turkey, and some other countries ex
port raw silk not only to the United States but also to France, be
cause siIll requires much labour and wages are low in the former 
countries.! In brief, each region will produce cheaply and export 
commodities requiring relatively large quantities of factors which 
are ~ present cheaper there than in the other regions. 

Thismeihod of reasoning is, however, not quite satisfactory. 
Cxhe present price situation is. in itself a result of the existing 
trade, i. e. of the conditions of demand which are called forth by 
trade) A real explanation must go further back to the question 
why wages or the price of forests are lower in certain regions than 
in others. This entails a study of the basic data of price forma
tion, above all the relative abundance and scantiness of the en
dowment with the various factors in each region, and as a rUle 
also the conditions of demand. On the whole it can be said that 
wages are low because the supply of other factors is very scanty. 
i. e. because labour is the relatively abundant factor. Similarly, 
forests in Scandinavia and wheat land in Australia are cheap be-
cause they are abundant. .. 

§ 3. The gain from inlerregionallrade. (A complete local adap
tation of production through interregional factor movements and 
the resulting complete price equalisation would mae prices just 
the same as if there were only one region and no geographical 
distribution of the industrial agents~ These would be used and 
combined just as it is explained in the one--market theory. Space 
would be of no consequence. In such a state prices would be 
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different from what they are, when we have a number of isolated 
regions. Clearly, the state of prices caused by interregional trade, 
under the assumptions in Part I, lies somewhere between these 
two extremes. The tendency is to push prices from the complete 
independence state to the complete equalisation state, but it is 
not carried through. The price differences as regards the pro
ductive factors are reduced, but they do not disappear. 

The great inequality as regards factor equipment in the case 
of no trade means an enormous loss; 1 for it is not balanced by a 
corresponding inequality in demand. In one region wheat must 
be produced by an intensive application of labour and capital on 
each little bit of land, in another vast areas of land are barely 
used at all or cultivated with a very small amount of labour and 
capital. Compared with conditions in the first region this involves 
a wasteful use of the land, whereas capital and labour may in a 
sense be said to be used wastefully and inefficiently in the first 
region. Had there been only one region with the same total sup
ply of productive factors as in all the existing regions together, 
the use of the factors would have been more efficient. The total 
production of all goods taken together would have been much 
greater. One would not in one place spend a great deal of capital 
and labour to increase production a little, when the same result 
could easily have been obtained through a slight increase in the 
cultivated area, while in another place land was subject to ex
tensive and wasteful culture. Instead, labour and capital would 
be transferred from places where their marginal productivity is 
low to places where it is higher. The prices of the factors and 
their combination would everywhere be the same, and this would 
mean a much better utilisation of them than in the case of at 

number of isolated regions. 
Now, when trade makes possible a local adaptation of industry 

to the basic conditions of production, somewhat the same result 
is reached as if only one region had existed. If the prices of the 
productive factors had been completely equalised interregionally, 
then the combination of the factors in the various industries 

1 "Loss" is a reduction and "gain" is an increase in the real na tiona! income 
in terms of commodities. See further in Chapters VII and XVI. 
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would have been exactly the same as in the case of one region only. 
As has been stated already, space would be of no consequence if 
production could be adapted perfectly to the geographical exten
sion of the productive facilities equipment. Even though there 
will, as a matter of fact, be only a tendency in this direction, 
prices in each region being moved somewhat in the direction they 
would take in the case of one region only, yet a similar gain from 
better utilisation of the industrial agents will of course ensue. 
Land will still b~ cultivated more intensively in one region than 
in another, but the most inefficient part of capital and labour in 
the region poor in land will be withdrawn from wheat growing. 
Instead, wheat will be imported from regions having an abundant 
supply of land and therefore able to increase their production of 
wheat by adding comparatively little capital and labour. Much 
wheat for the British Isles is grown in Argentina with the use of 
less capital and labour than it would require in Great Britain. On 
the other hand, many manufactured articles for Argentine con
sumption are produced in the latter country with its wealth of 
coal, iron, and labour, with a similar saving. 

Were the mobility of the productive factors between the re
gions free, then a levelling of their prices and a more efficient com
bination of them could be brought about through a movement 
from the region where some of them are cheap to others where 
these factors are dearer. This would diminish their supply and 
thus raise their prices in the former region and increase their sup
ply and lower their prices in the others. E.g. a transfer of British 
coal and iron mines and labour to Argentina would equalise the 
equipment with productive factors and their prices and combina
tion in various industries. 

There are, however, many more or less important obstacles 
to such movements (they will be discussed in detail in Chapter 
XVI), and efficient combinations cannot be established in that 
way. trhere is nothing else to do but to use them where they are 
and bring about a localisadon of production which suits the geo
graphical distribution of factors as well as possible') In this in
direct way a certain equalisation of their prices and adjustment 
of their combinations takes place through the interregional ex-
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change of commodities.\ The total volume of production is ill
creased. Thus, the mobiZi'iy of goods to some extent compensates the 
lack of interregional mobility of the factors: 1 or (what is really the 
same thing), trade mitigates the disadvantages of the unsuitable 
geographical distribution of the productive facilities. This is the 
cause of gain from interregional trade.~ 

§ 4. Effects upon factor prices in terms of commodities. There 
remains one most troublesome question concerning the effect of 
interregional trade on price relations. So far we have considered 
only its influence on the relation between commodity prices in the 
various regions - a complete equalisation as a result of trade -
and on the relation between the prices of productive factors in the 
various regions, finding here a tendency towards equalisation. We 
must study also the not less important question of the effects of 
trade upon the relation between commodity prices and factor 
prices in each region. 

The amounts paid for the use of all the productive factors 
during a year is always equal to the total value of the goods pro
duced.2 (As trade and interregional division of labour means a 
more efficient production and a larger volume of commodities, the 
prices of the factors must obviously rise in terms of commodities) 
Assuming that the commodity price level in each region has been 
kept constant, factor prices expressed in terms of money must 
rise. Suppose, for instance, that as a result of trade an index 
number of factor prices for all regions taken together has risen 
by 50 percent, i. e. that the total output of goods has increased 
to this extent. Is it certain that an index number for factor 
prices in anyone region has risen? What determines the extent 
of that rise? Evidently this is to ask if all regions reap any gain 
from trade and what determines the amount of the gain that goes 
to each of them. 

First, is it conceivable that a certain region A might gain 

1 Longfield, in a discussion of trade between two countries of which the one bas 
skilled, the other one unskilled labour, observes that "Commerce which exchanges 
the production of human labour has the same effect as if the labourers themselves 
could remove from one country to another, without greater expense or inconven
ience than attends the removal of the goods which they manufacture. .. - Leduru 
1m Political Economy, p. 239. I Under the assumptions made above. 
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nothing at all, its factors being as an average neither dearer nor 
cheaper than before? The answer is in the negative. The change 
in production caused by trade implies a change in the relative 
scarcity of A's factors, those contained largely in A's export 
goods rising relatively to the others. Consequently, if A exports 
agricultural products and imports manufactures, the terms of 
exchange between these two classes of goods must now be more 
favourable to agricultural goods than they were when A was 
isolated. If the price level has been constant, such goods have 
become dearer, whereas manufactures are cheaper than before. 
This is an advantageous situation to a region which concentrates 
upon agriculture. It will receive more manufactured goods 
through imports in exchange for agricultural exports than it 
could produce for itself. 
(Only if trade did not change the relative scarcity of factors in 

A at all is it conceivable that the terms of exchange would be un
affected and A reap no gain at all~ But such a case is impossible, 
for trade cannot fail to cause some change of the relative scarcity 
of the factors. In fact, no change in the direction in which A's 
factors are used could take place except under the stimulus of a 
change in commodity prices in favour of its export goods. And 
interregional trade is inconceivable without such a change in Pro
duction.1 

Whereas it is evidently inevitable that each region reaps some 
gain, its price level for factors rising as a result of trade, we have 
said nothing as to how the gain will be divided between the re
gions. Indeed the whole idea that there is need for a division of 
a certain gain, which exists as a whole before being divided, is of 
doubtful value. It does not seem very fruitful either to ask. under 
what .conditions one region gains more than another, considering 
the limitations set to quantitive measuring of the gain. tJ'he 
question of gain assumes a much more realistic aspect in a discus-

l Bastahle and others think it quite likely that the large region derives no gain 
whatsoever. This erroneous conclusion is the outcome of their disregard of other 
changes in the relative prices of the factors of production than those that have to 
do with rent, and their consequent assumption of constant cost as a normal case. 
Compare Bastahle, T/uIJr1I1J Itlkntalitnwl TNMl4, 2nd ed., ch. ii. Note, however, 
p.«. . 
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sion in how far certain trade variations are advantageous to one 
region and disadvantageous to another') (See Chapters VIII, 
XVI, and XXIV.) 
( At present we are satisfied to know that the total value of all 

productive fattors in terms of goods will rise in all regions as a 
result of trade. In other words, it can be taken for granted that 
the level of factor price will rise in all regions.) Consequently a 
relative decline in the price of one of them, say fabour, compared 
to another, land, does not necessarily mean that the wage level is 
lowered in terms of goods. Should Australian labour be worse 
off because of international trade? Of course not. 

Rent is usually a fairly small part of the total national income. 
Assume that it is 5 percent and rises to 10 percent, while the total 
income of the region is increased by 50 percent. In terms of goods 
rent is then t!vee times as high as before. If wages are reduced 
from 65 to 60 percent of the total income, then its absolute share 
will still be much larger than before (60 percent of 150 being 90 
as compared with 65). In terms of commodities rent has risen 
200 percent and wages 38 percent. Wages are such a substantial 
part of the total income that it is almost unthinkable that a con
siderable rise of the latter could fail to raise total wages also, even 
if the percentage going to the labourers became somewhat re
duced. 

Other factors are in this respect probably in a very different 
position from labour. Import of foodstuffs into Great Britain has 
probably a lowering effect on the rent of agricultural land not only 
in a relative sense - its percentage of the national income being 
much smaller than it would be in isolation - but also abso
lutely, in terms of commodities. 

Unfortunately, reasoning of the type which has been presented 
in this paragraph about the total gain from interregional trade 
and its division between the various regions and productive fac
tors, is subject to such serious qualifications that it can claim only 
a limited interest. First of alk the use of the concept" constant. 
price level" in an ~vestigation into any fundamental change of 
the economic conditions is open to strong criticism. For that 
reason a comparison between the isolated state and a state of in-
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terregional trade will always be somewhat lacking in concreteness. 
On the whole, a comparison of two cases of more or less trade -
after, for example, a reduction of tarifIs or costs of transport
is likely to be more profitable. An analysis of the results of the 
opening of trade between regions which have before been isolated 
does nevertheless seem necessary as an introduction, as it throws 
some light upon certain fundamental relations. 
~con~J,. the total supply of productive factors would cer

tainly not be the same in an isolated state as it is now, e. g. in 
Great Britain. Many people would have starved to death be
fore the population had reached anything like its present figure. 
Clearly the effects of interregional trade cannot be studied inde
pendently of its influence on the supply of productive factors. 
This aspect will be considered in Chapter VII. The analysis in 
the present chapter only paves the way for a funer discussion 
later on. 

I 5· A generalisation of one idea underlying the law of compara
tive costs. There is one aspect of the interregional division of pro
duction which has always attracted much attention and been the 
subject of much intricate analysis, although it is in fact only one 
of a large class of phenomena, and easily explainable as such. 
~From the point of view of the classical theory of value the fact· 
that a country may import certain goods, although they could 
have been produced with less labour at home than in the export
ing country, has naturally been considered as an extremely im
portant, nay more, as the fundamental problem of international 
trade. From the point of view of a consistent equilibrium theory 
of prices this is not so., 
tWe have found that each region will export the goods it can 

produce cheaper, in tnO'ney costs, than others.) The cheapest 
possible combination of productive factors is of course used, un
der all conditions, in so far as their localisation does not prevent 
it. tThis minimum cost combination naturally depends upon the 

-prices of the factors) If one factor is too expensive another one 
will be used. Although a unit of it renders less service than the 
first one, the difference in price may more than make up for it, 
and costs of production will therefore be lower; 
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In central Euro~ the land which would yield the largest crop 
of rye per acre - assuming a certain amount of capital and labour 
to be spent on it - is practically never used for rye but for wheat 
growing. Th.e reason is simple: wheat can afford to pay a higher 
rent for it. The cost of rye is found to be lower when grown on 
land which is not good for wheat. It yields less per acre, but this 
is more than compensated by the lower rent to be paid. Similarly, 
when wheat and wine compete for the same land, the latter is 
often the stronger. Demand for wine is so insistent that it can 
afford to pay a higher rent than wheat. This is the case in many 
places in Southern Europe, where wheat is grown on land which 
yields less than vineyards would if they were used for wheat. 

The same applies to labour. A man with a $10,000 salary will 
not be used at a job which a $3000 man can handle almost as well. 
A banker does not do his typing himself even if he is better at it 
than his typist.:. One will always prefer to use a greater quantity 
of a cheaper factor than a smaller quantity of a dearer one, if the 
total costs become lower in that way. In fact it is not only in the 
application of productive factors that one will act in this way. 
The combination of raw materials and half-finished goods under
lies the same principle.' 

So far we have dealt only with cases where the factors or ele
ments to be used are all to be found in one region. The truth of 
the statement that the minimum (money) cost combination is 
chosen is then evident: there is nothing peculiar or calling for 
special "laws" in explanation. The ordinary price theory is 
clearly sufficient. 

It is difficult to see why it should be otherwise, when the factors 
or materials are situated in different regions. The land which is 
best for rye, in the sense that a given amount of capital and 
labour will yield more rye than when it is applied on other sorts 
of land, may be used for wheat, and rye will be imported from 
regions which have only land of second-rate quality. This is 
exactly what happens in Northern Europe: to produce lace, fine 
cutlery, or surgical instruments, dear American labour will not be 
employed, even though it might produce a greater quantity of 
goods per day with the aid of a certain amount of other resources 
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than Belgian or German labour. The low wages of the latter 
more than make up for the lower efficiency. 
(In the same way, using the classical terminology, one may say 

that a unit of productive power - whatever that might mean -
in one country can produce a greater quantity of a certain com
modity than a unit of productive power of a different sort in 
another country, but that the commodity may nevertheless be 
exported from the latter to the former. The price of the unit of 
productive power in the former country is too high - which is 
only a way of saying that its superiority is still greater in other 
industries. '\ 
On all this there is nothing peculiar. A mutual interdependence 
theory of interregional trade - based on money costs (prices) and 
not on real costs - has no use for any special law of comparative 
cost, which gives a flavour of paradox to a fairly simple relation
ship, while being-trom other points of view a result of unnecessar
ily extreme simplifications.) Indeed, this so-called law is only a 
special instance of the tendency to find the cheapest possible 
combination of productive factors. 

. trhe fact that regional borders for the movements of the factors 
of production influeITce the "minimum (money) cost combina
tion," and thus the localisation of production, is due to the im
possibility of combining factors located in different regions) It is 
this circumstance which makes it necessary to extend the one
market theory to cover pricing in several interrelated markets.1 

Let us consider the growing of wheat and of potatoes, of which 
the latter requires much more labour than the former. The best 
wheat land would yield more potatoes per acre than does the 
po.or land which is actu1!:lly used for potato growing; but its rent 
is higher, and this makes the present distribution of the land be
tween the two crops economical. Assume that such a district is 
divided into two regions, of which A has all the wheat land and 
B all the potato land. Clearly, it will still be advantageous to use 

I The tendency to use the minimum cost combination is at work as before. Th~' 
no dualism in the treatment of the price problem need arise. When the classical 
labour value theory is applied to the phenomenon of international trade, the law of . 
comparative cost, of which one has, curiously enough, heard nothing in the anal . 
of domestic trade, is introduced as a dns IS .. "di ..... 
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the land as before, unless there are clliIerences in the supply of the 
other factors to account for a change. Assume, further, that rich 
iron ores and coal mines are discovered in B. Labour becomes 
relatively scarce in that region and wages rise over the level in A. 
This will tend to give A an advantage in both potato and wheat 
growing, but especially in the former, which requires plenty of 
labour. The outcome may well be that the potatoes and part of 
the wheat are grown in A, whereas B concentrates upon manu
factures and some wheat growing, applying very little labour to 
each acre of land. 

In this case, the inability to move labour from A to B prevents 
the most economical use of the land. The various qualities of land 
cannot be utilized as they would have been if they had been 
located in the same region, for the other cooperating factors are 
not to be found in the desired quantities. (Still, the minimum cost 
combination will be chosen} As, however, the relative prices of 
the productive factors will be clliIerent from what they would be 
if there were only one region, it will be a clliIerent combination 
from that in the one-region case. 

Similarly, were it not for the high rate of interest,pulp would be 
produced in Poland rather than in some other places where it is 
now manufactured, for both labour and forests are cheap in 
Poland, and this more than makes up for the fact that the forests 
may be of second quality. As it is, costs of production would be 
too high. The minimum cost combination for pulp is not one 
which includes Polish forests, capital, and labour, but forests, 
capital, and labour in some other region. 

Only a study of the price mechanism in a world of trading re
gions can throw light upon the nature of the "distortion" of rela
tive prices and the use of the factors which results from the local
isation of the factors in clliIerent regions. 

§ 6. Summary. We have found a condition of interregional 
trade to be that the fundamental elements of pricing in each re
gion, the supply of factors and the demand for commodities, -
behind each of them two basic data, - have such relations to each 
other that after the breaking of isolation certain factors are 
cheaper in each region than in the others and the costs of produc-
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tion of certain commodities are lower. That this condition is 
fulfilled is chiefly due to the great differences in the equipment 
with productive facilities. (Keeping in mind the influence of de
mand, one may say that a "sufficient" condition of trade is the 
inequality in the endowment of factors of production, for this 
inequality is never exactly balanced by the same inequality in 
demand) 
( The effect of interregional trade is to equalise commodity 
prices. Furthermore, there will be a tendency towards equalisa
tion also of the prices of the factors of production, which means a 
better use of them and thus a reduction of the disadvantages aris
ing from the unsuitable geographical distribution of the produc
tive factors.1 From each region goods containing a large propor
tion of relatively abundant and cheap factors are exported, and 
these factors therefore become scarcer than before, whereas goods 
containing a large proportion of scantily supplied and scarce fac
tors are iinported, the latter hence becoming less scarce. The same 
result could have been obtained by a transfer of the factors. As 
it is, interregional trade serves as a substitute for such interre
gional factor movements. 

The price even ot' the factors which are made relatively less 
scarce may well rise in terms of commodities, for the total volume 
of goods increases, owing to the more efficient use of the produc
tive facilities made possible through trade, and the average prices 
of productive factors consequently rise in all regions. 

The nature of the price mechanism is essentially the same as in 
the one-market theory, but its "construction," i. e. the relations 
which determine the actual height of prices, is different. Only a 
study of the whole price system can give a complete explanation 
of the interregional division of labour, or any other phenomenon 
of pricing.1 

I For a mathematical presentation of the reasoning in Chapters I-n the reader 
is referred to Appenw I. which it is convenient to read before Chapter m. 



CHAPTER III 

ANOTHER CONDITION OF INTERREGIONAL TRADE 

§ x. Modifications of the atomistic price theory. The doctrine in 
the two preceding chapters has been built on the basis of a one
market theory of pricing, assuming fuU general mobility and di
visibility. It must now be modified with regard to the conditions, 
contrary to this assumption, which are so characteristic of the 
modern economic world. Most books on economic principles 
recognise such modification in several respects, but ignore or 
pass over their space aspects. The object of this and some later 
chapters is to indicate the special significance of the lack of gen

I eral mobility and divisibility for the space aspects of pricing, and 
thus to give a more realistic picture of trade. It should!>e noted, 
however, that until we come to describe exactly what kind of 
regions we are analysing, the picture must necessarily be lacking 
in concreteness. The generality of the theory of interregional 
trade gives it an abstract character which can only be remedied 
when applied to special cases. 
(An important modification of the theory of pricing which must 

be taken into account is that one cannot, as has been done above, 
assume that commodity prices are equal to costs of production -
both, of course, expressed in money.\ A considerable amount of 
friction will make prices deviate for shorter or longer periods of 
time from the cost of production. Nor can one assume the prices 
of the factors of production to be uniform throughout a region. 
Unskilled labour in one industry will sometimes receive a much 
higher wage than labour of the same quality in another industry. 
This also is due to circumstances which may be grouped together 
as "economic friction." 
~ tendency towards a position of equilibrium will, however, 

exist; when variations have occurred, the price mechanism tends 
to restore it> Such reactions require more or less time; for that 
reason, every explanation of pricing which attempts more than 
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a statement of certain equilibria must consider time, and this is 
the chief cause of the difficulties a concrete theory of pricing en
counters. It should also be noted that even if no new disturb
ances occurred, prices would nevertheless not return to the 
equilibrium which would have existed if this' special disturbance 
had never happened at all; for in the "disturbed" situation forces 
are called into play which cause changes in the elements deter
mining the equilibrium. . 

Another modification, but of a somewhat different character, 
is necessary( The equilibria towards which prices tend in a society 
characterised by friction do not correspond to.the equilibria in an 
" atomistic" society; the variations or disturbances do not oscil
late around the full-mobility equilibrium, i. e. they do not balance 
each other, but show a net effect in certain directions') A most im
portant example of this is the fact that the utilisation of the 
factors and instruments of production is often incomplete. The 
use of t!le productive capacity in an industry may oscillate, for 
instance, from 60 to 100 percent, giving an average of about 
80 percent. The prices of the products therefore tend in the long 
run to equal the costs of production when only 80 percent of the 
capacity is used, whereas in an atomistic society full capacity 
would always be used. (The existence of overhead charges is 
hence of great importance for pricing under dynamic and fric
tional conditions:) 

(£he equilibrium towards which prices tend in a friction-dy
namic society thus differs in important respects from what is ex
plained under the atomistic theory)It would carry us too far to 
enter upon a detailed analysis of this question; we must suppose 
the general theory of pricing to be known and proceed to investi
gate how far the modifications which friction introduces in that 
theory have special bearing on the space aspects of pricing. 

Three cases will be found to be of special importance: first,~e 
temporary existence of unused capacity affects price policy') It 
makes producers sell at different prices in different markets. 
This price discrimination is significant for the space aspects of 
pricing in so far as space gives rise to a number of more or less 
sharply distinguished markets. This question will be dealt with 
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in detail, when we have considered the obstacles to commodity 
movements. 

Second,(a considerable amount of risk is inevitable when the 
productive factors are directed towards certain uses, for they 
cannot easily be turned into other channels. )This is particularly 
the case with the binding of capital in fixed appliances of pro
duction, or in the aquisition of a certain training by human 
labour. Such risks, and the consequent losses when things go' 
wrong, must - for society as a whole - be made up for in higher 
returns when conditions are normal; at least a tendency of this 
sort exists. Now, some of these risks are considerably greater in 
certain regions than in others, a fact that exercises some influence 
upon the interregional division of labour; almost the only regions 
of importance in this respect are nations, so this problem can best 
be dealt with in connection with international trade (Chapters VI 
and VII). 
tThlrd, the lack of divisibility and mobility makes production 

on a large scale more efficient up to a certain point than produc
tion in small quantities.] Here we have an element of fundamental 
importance for the space aspects of trade; in fact, a revision of the 
doctrine of the causes and effects of interregional trade becomes 
necessary. This question we now proceed to analyse. 

§ 2. The lack of divisibility. Although no parallel is entirely 
satisfactory, it may be said that regions, like individuals, reap 
certain advantages from specialisation, this quite independently 
of any difference in productive power equipment. Specialisation 
in certain commodities makes production on a large scale possible; 
and only when production is so organised can full individual 
division of labour be carried through and machines and tools of 
the most efficient size be utilized. 

Most regions would be forced to produce a great many articles 
on a small scale if they imported nothing from "abroad." If 
manufactured for small "home markets" only, cash register ap
paratus, dye stuffs, complicated machines, tools, and many other 
things could be had only at considerably higher cost than at 
present, when they are produced for the world market.(. Clearly, 
the economies of large-scale production make interregional di-
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vision of labour profitable, irrespective of differences in the prices 
of the factors of production. In other words, the advantages of 
specialisation resulting from large-scale production lead to inter
regional trade.) Commodities which can be produced very cheaply 
in huge factones or in large groups of factories, and which when 
located together reap benefits from external economies, are spread 
over large markets, each factory or group of factories being suffi
cient to satisfy the demand of a large number of consumers. On 
the other hand, commodities which can be produced with the 
same or greater. efficiency in small establishments, e. g. made-to
order clothing, will generally not travel very far; they will be 
produced where they are in demand, even if the demand in each 
region be comparatively small. The former kind of articles will 
figure prominently in interregional trade, but not the latter. 

It would carry us too far to enter upon a general discussion of 
the nature of these economies of large-scale production; for this 
I refer the reader to books and articles by Bullock, Carver, 
Landry, Taylor, Knight, and J .• M. Clark. Only a few obser
vations will be made here. 

If all original productive factors - raw materials, tools, and 
implements - were completely divisible, then any combination 
of them could be established, irrespective of their absolute quan
tities.lThe most economical combination - which gives the low
est cost of production per unit of commodity - would be equally 
possible on a small or a large scale. An optimum proportion -
dependent, of course, .upon the prices of the factors - would 
exist, but no optimum size} 

As a matter of fact the size of the factory or establishment is 
very important. Only when fairly large quantities of certain 
factors and implements are used can the minimum cost combina
tion be reached .• This may be due to the fact that the least unit 
of certain instruments is large, or that a larger unit is relatively 
more U efficient" than a smaller one. In shortl,so-called internal 
economies are due to a lack of divisibility) 

External economies of production are similarly attended by 
incomplete divisibility. To take an example, the advantages 
which an industry derives from concentration in a certain local-
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ity are to some extent dependent upon the existence in such a 
place or district of a well-organised market for the various grades 
of labour. If a number of textile factories, for instance, were 
scattered over a large area this advantage would be lost. The 
normal amount of unemployment would be greater, leading to 
higher wages for the employed, yet the manufacturers could not 
be certain of finding instantly a sufficient supply of the special 
type of skilled labour they required. In other words, the labour 
market must be of a certain size to be efficiently organised; 
clearly this can be termed a sort of incomplete divisibility. 

There are, of course, many other advantages of a geographical 
concentration of industry. But the well-organised labour market 
is often the most important one, particularly in industries where 
the skill of the workman is of great account. The little town of 
Pforzheim in Germany, e. g., has 1000 jewelry factories and about 
30,000 jewelry workers. 

It is not necessary to give further examples. Enough has 
been said to indicate that the. various economies of large-scale 
production can conveniently be described as due to a lack of 
divisibility. 

§ 3. Large-scale economies as a cause of trade. It was pointed 
out in the first section of this chapter that advantages of produc
ing a large quantity of a single commodity instead of a little of 
all commodities must lead to interregional trade. Each region 
has a limited supply of productive factors and is unable to pro
duce efficiently everything it wants. By specialising in certain 
articles it can produce more cheaply, and "export" a part of its 
output in exchange for other goods. (to demonstrate the impor
tance of this fact, let us assume that a number of regions exist 
isolated from each other, and that their equipment with pro
ductive factors and their demand are so balanced that the relative 
prices of factors and commodities are everywhere the same. Ac
cording to Chapter I no trade can then arise when the isolation is 
broken. As a matter of fact, in so far as the market for some arti
cles within each region is not large enough to permit the most 
efficient scale of production, division of labour and trade will 
nevertheless be profitable. Each region will specialise on some of 
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these articles and exchange them for the rest.)The character of 
this trade will be entirely a matter of chance, if factor equipment 
is everywhere the same; for it is of no consequence whether a 
certain region specialises in one commodity or another, just as 
uniformly endowed individuals can with equal advantage spe
cialise in any kind of work. 

Trade of a different sort will also ensue. The demand for pro
ductive factors in the various industries, where large-scale pro
duction makes for cheap production, must vary. Some require 
relatively more labour, others more capital; consequently the 
growth of certain of these industries in one region and others in 
another causes a shift in the demand for factors of production 
and makes their relative scarcity unequal; certain factors become 
cheaper in one region than in the others. This must make further' 
division of labour profitable, in accordance with the doctrine 
stated in the two first chapters. Each region will export goods 
containing relatively large quantities of the factors which are 
cheaper there than "abroad." 

If a region has some large-scale industries requiring much capi
tal and cert~ gifts of nature, like iron and coal resources, then 
labour and agricultural land will be less in demand and cheaper . 

• Consequently industries using much of the latter factors will 
grow up as in a sense "supplementary" to those using much of 
the former ones. 

One need not give further attention to this case, which would, 
of course, never be met with in reality. Equipment with pro
ductive facilities and conditions of demand are always such that 
in the isolated state relative prices of factors and goods must be 
unequal i therefore trade will arise from both sources. {:me tend
ency to division of production because of differences in equipment 
with productive agents is strengthened by the advantages of 
large-scale production in all cases where the most efficient scale 
is large compared to the need for the product.) In some of these 
cases there might not be any original superiority in the endow
ment with factors of production at all. The localisatio.n of one 
industry in one region and another in other regions might simply 
be due to chance, the given industry having gained strength in 
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th~tparticular region and having reached an efficient scale. As 
it-cannot p~ofitably be carried on in every region, the tolal de
mand being too small, it tends to remain where it was first lo
cated. However, while such cases should not be ignored, they 
are probably not very important. On the whole, it is certainly 
the differences in the equipment with productive agents that de
termine the course of interregional trade - unless regions are 
small- whereas the advantages of large-scale production are 
more in the nature of a subsidiary cause, carrying the division 
of labour and trade a little further than it would otherwise go, 
but not changing their main characteristics. 

lIf the actual localisation of production is not that which the 
equipment with productive agents would seem to indicate, the 
usual explanation is that this localisation was natural in earlier 
times, and that when certain industries have once been established 
in a place there is a tendency for them to remain there) Friction 
of various kinds here makes its effects felt; examples will be dis
cussed later, e. g. the tendency of the glass industry to remain 
in regions with ample supplies of wood, after the time when 
much cheaper fuel in the form of coal became avajlable in other 
regions. As time goes on, the tendency towards more economi
cal localisation and trade will, however, break through. Indeed, 
it is more smprising that industries move about as easily as 
they do in spite of all deterrent elements, than that they tend 
to remain for some time where they have developed. 

Industries are very differently situated as regards the advan
tages of large-scale production. Some derive practically no ad
vantage from it once they have reached a certain minor stage of 
growth. Others can produce at competitive prices only with 
large factories, smaller establishments either becoming large or 
being quickly eliminated. The boot and shoe industry is often 
mentioned as a rather smprising example of the former case, 
while the automobile industry is the latter type. Of course the 
most important industry, where the small unit is supposed to 
be as good as or better than a bigger one, is agriculture. Great 
caution is, however, needed in every discussion of this question. 
Even in typical large-scale industries, small firms often seem to 
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do quite well for considerable periods of time. Nowhere is the 
importance of large-scale organisation more conspicuous than in 
agriculture; indeed the whole Danish farming industry is in im
portant respects one unit. Scientific experiments, control of the 
quality of the products, the manufacturing and marketing of 
eggs, butter, and bacon, and many other functions of essential 
importance are performed by the farmers' cooperative associa
tions, which form large economic units in close cooperation with 
one another. If it is true in a sense that the smallest productive 
unit for making eggs is a hen, and that it is also the most efficient 
one, one may say with equal justice that the whole Danish poul
try industry is the economic unit, and that it would be relatively 
less efficient if it were only 10 percent or I percent as large. Thus 
Danish agriculture in a way reaps many advantages from large
scale organisation; and the fact that it was first organised on that 
basis still gives it a superiority over farming industries in some 
other countries - an advantage lost slowly, if at all, as the latter 
industries a.ttain a similar organisation. 

§ 4. Th, effects of trade due to ectmomies of large-scale produc
tion. We now., turn to the question of the effects of the type of 
interregional trade - or rather the extension of trade - caused 

• by the lack of divisibility leading to the economies of large-scale 
production. Such trade means an organisation of industry which 
makes possible a more efficient use of the industrial agents than 
does production on a small scale. In other words, the disadvan
tages arising from the lack of divisibility are substantially re
duced. (One may even speak of a tendency towards utilisation as 
efficient as if the divisibility were complete) For various reasons, 
however, this tendency cannot be fully realised. An extension of 
the scale leads not only to better use of the industrial agents but 
also to waste in several respects. Beyond a certain point the dis
advantages will more than outweigh the advantages, consequently 
the optimum size does not give the perfect balance which would 
characterise the case of full divisibility. 

This conclusion, that interregional trade reduces the disadvan
tages arising from the lack of divisibility, corresponds to the con
clusion in the previous chapter that trade mitigates the disad-
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vantages of an unsuitable geographical distribution of productive 
facilities. If they were completely mobile their distribution could 
be made to suit demand; as it is, trade, or the mobility of the 
goods, was found to compensate to some extent for the lack of 
interregional mobility of the productive factors. tCombining 

\ these two results one may say that interregional trade has a tend
I, ency to reduce the disadvantages of the lack of mobility and of 
: the lack of divisibility of the factors of production) However, the 
earlier formulation can, perhaps, be regarded as including the 
latter; if the productive factors were completely mobile, then 
they could be so. brought together that the lack of divisibility 
would mean the least possible disadvantage. The interregional 
trade caused by the lack of divis~bility has a similar tendency. 
Thus, all interregional trade, whether due to the one cause or 
the other, might be regarded as a substitute for the lack of geo
graphical mobility of the productive factors; however, it is more 

I clarifying to say that trade is caused by the uneven l distribution 
of the factors and their lack of divisibility, and that it tends to 
reduce the disadvantages caused thereby. ") 

1 "Uneven" being of course taken as relative to demand. 
I To avoid misunderstanding it should perhaps be pointed out that the tend

ency of commodity prices to coincide with average costs may be weak, if many 
firms are below the optimum scale of output; marginal costs, i. e. the cost of an 
increase in output. then fall below average costs. Such a situation, however, is 
not compatible with long-run equilibrium. But it has to be analysed in the di!ICUS
sion of international trade variations, especially in their relation to the business 
cycle, and in connection with the influence of unused capacity. These questions 
are dealt with briefly in Chapter.; XV: § 4 and xxm: § 6. 



CHAPTER IV 

A VARIATION OF INTERREGIONAL TRADE 

I I. Relative factor prices and terms of exchange after a demand 
variation. In order to demonstrate the nature of interregional 
trade as clearly as possible, we have had to compare a state of 
complete isolation with one of trade. However, although it shows 
something about the fundamental effects of interregional trade, 
such a comparison is rather artificial. More light can be thrown 
upon the nature of existing trade and the price mechanism in 
trading regions by a study of some variations in trade similar to 
those which often occur in economic life. In the present chapter 
the reactions of the simplified price mechanism to a variation in 
demand will be briefly discussed as a preparation for the more 
concrete analysis in following chapters on the basis of less abstract 
assumptions. 

Let us consider for the sake of simplicity two regions, in which 
all commodities are either import or export goods. In the absence 
of impediments to trade, the assumption maintained throughout 
Part I, this is the most probable situation, although it is con
ceivable that the costs of production of some commodities may 
be just the same in both regions and that no trade in them takes 
place. 

Now suppose that B's demand for some of A's goods increases: 
the relative scarcity of the factors required for the production of 
those articles is also increased. To such an expansion of the de
mand for some goods there will be a corresponding slackening in 
the demand for other goods,- and a reduction of the relative 
scarcity of the productive factors concerned. The owners of the 
first factors get higher incomes than before, compared with the 
incomes of others. As most of these factors belong to A, its total 
income rises in relation to the total income of B. A buys more of 

• We assume that this reduction in demand is evenly distn'buted over aD other 
goods, whether produced in A or in B. 
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the joint product of both regions than before and B buys less. 
Assume, for instance, an increase in B's demand for paper, pulp, 
and wood from A. The forests in this region must necessarily rise 
in value and afford their owners an increased income. If the total 
money value of the product of both regions is kept constant, A 
will get a higher, B a lower money income than before. 

This reasoning holds good for two groups of productive factors 
in a single region. When demand changes in favour of the pro
ductive factors (e. g. manufacturing labour) belonging to a group 
of individuals, called A, then their income will rise and that of 
other people (e. g. farmers), called B, will fall. A will be able to 
buy a greater quantity of goods produced with B's factors than 
before, whereas B has to be satisfied with a smaller quantity of its 
own goods, perhaps a smaller quantity of A's goods, and certainly 
a smaller volume of all goods taken together. Neither of the two 
groups can buy for more or less than its total income, - unless 
one of them lends to the other, - so there is nothing peculiar in 
the maintenance of equilibrium between the "imports" and 
" exports" of each of them. 

The change in the distribution of the joint production of A and 
B will have a special character when A and B are two separate 
regions, e. g. a wood country and a wheat country. B's increased 
demand for wood products from A will raise the relative scarcity 
not only of A's forests but also of other factors, e. g. labour, 
which combine with forests in the making of such products. Even 
if B has as great a supply of labour as A - and no other reason 
for buying products of that labour than its favoured position in 
a forest district - the general wage level in A will rise compared 
with that in B. Demand for commodities is always indirectly a 
joint demand for certain productive factors. In this case B's 
greater demand affects not only the factor of forests but also A's 
labour, which receives higher wages, whereas in the case of one 
region the mobility of labour between A and B prevents an un
equal development of wages. 

I Thus, on the one hand, the scarcity of all A factors regarded as 
one group is increased in relation to the scarcity of all B factors. 
On the other hand, the factors used in relatively great quantities 
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in A's wood industry grow more scarce compared with other 
factors in A. If the price level for factors in general in A 
and B taken together is kept constant, the level of A factors 
rises and that of B factors drops. But certain A factors
not used in the wood industry - may be cheaper than they 
were before. 

Not only wood goods but others of A's goods become more ex
pensive than they used to be, to the extent that they use factors 
of the same sort as the wood industry. Other goods become 
cheaper, but the price level for commodities produced in A and 
exported therefrom rises. The level of prices for B's goods, on I 

the other hand, drops. The terms of exchange move in favour 
of A. 

The balance of trade is automatically kept in equilibrium, in 
spite of the increased value of B's wood imports from A, because 
of the fact that A has a greater buying power 1 and B a smaller one 
than before. Neither of them can buy for more or less than its 
income. B's has been reduced, yet a greater amount than before 
has been spent on wood products; so that a smaller amount re
mains for purchases of other goods from A and of B's own goods. 
A, on the other hand, has an increased buying power and will buy 
of its own goods, except perhaps wood products, as well as of B's 
goods. A gets a larger and B a smaller share of the joint produce 
of both regions than formerly. 

This analysis of the readjustment of the trade balance differs 
from the orthodox one, which is as follows: the increased demand 
for wood products means a tendency to an unfavourable balance 
of trade in B, its imports being in excess of its exports. To induce 
A to buy more of B's goods and thus maintain the balance, B 
must offer its goods at cheaper terms of exchange: in Mill's lan
guage, it must IC force an increased demand for their exports, by 
offering them at a lower value." I 

, The term "buying power" is used in preference to "purchasing po_r" to 
escape the risk of misunderstandings, as the latter is most usual in the connection: 
II the purchasing power of money." Buying power is: total gross income, increased 
by borrowings and reduced by loans, and expressed in terms of money with refer
ence to a period of time. See further in Chapter XVIll • 

. • Principia 0/ Polilkal Eumorrty. Ashley ed. (1920), Bk. m, ch. zviii., , 4. 
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Mill and his followers tacitly assume that the buying power or 
the total demand of each region is the same as before. In other 
words,(ip a study of demand curves like those of Edgeworth and 
Marshall it is assumed that these demand curves are unaltered, 
apart from the original variation which forms the object of the 
analysi;? Only on that condition is it necessary for B to increase 
its exports by offering to A more tempting terms of exchange, al
though these terms, for other reasons as just explained, move in 
favour of A. This assumption is, however, clearly contrary to the 
facts. The original change in the direction of demand will change 
the relative scarcity of A's and B's productive factors - each 
considered as one group - in favour of the former; thus the total 
buying power in A is increased and that of B reduced. (.It is an 
essential part of the interregional price mechanism that the total 
buying power in each region, and thus its demand curves, be al
tere9l to overlook this is to ignore a most vital connection. This 
will be demonstrated in detail when we come to a closer study of 
capital movements and the monetary mechanism of other vari
ations (Part V). 

One aspect in this classical analysis of variations in demand has 
been frequently discussed. B's offering of its goods on cheaper 
terms - in order to balance its increased imports - may induce 

. A to buy a greater quantity of them, but if the elasticity of de
mand is below unit the total value of B's export will not rise but 
fall. In that way no equilibrium of trade can be established. It 
has been asserted in favour of the classical theory that if all goods 
are taken together the demand for them cannot have so low an 
elasticity. That mayor may not be so; but even if the elasticity 
were much less than unity, equilibrium would be restored through 
the influence on the quantity of commodities aemanded, which 
comes from the increase in A's buying power and the reduction 
in B's. 

§ 2. The reactions oj factor supply. Above no attention has 
been given to the existence of economic friction, except so far as 
the economies of large-scale production are concerned; friction 
blurs the lines of the analysis and makes it necessary to consider 
the time needed for the transfer of productive factors from one 
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industry to another, and similar questions. Furthermore, the re
action of the supply of factors in each region has been ignored and 
a ia.cit assumption made that it is unaffected by the price altera
tions involved. On that condition, the enhanced demand cannot 
fail to raise the price of the goods and of the productive factors I 
concerned. The general tendency is that greater quantities can 
only be obtained at increasing cost, - cost meaning the same as 
expenses of production in terms of money, - although this tend
ency may be more or less modified through the influence of the 
economies of large-scale production. In the course of a short 
period after the original change, however, that influence is prob
ably not very great. (Jhe rule is certainly that increased demand 
in· the beginning leads to higher prices,) 

As time goes on, the organisation of production for a larger 
output of the articles that have come into greater demand will 
tend to reduce expenses more or less. Of still more importance, 
however, is the fact that the supply of many productive factors 
will react to the stimulus of increased reward. Labour qualities 
which have received increased pay may appear in larger quanti
ties and their price will tend to recede; on the other hand, it is not 
impossible that the supply of them may be reduced: a higher 
standard of living may make people less inclined to undertake 
hard and disagreeable work. In this tprice sensitiveness" of the 
factor supply lies the chief difficulty of the proble~ To handle 
it adequatelyJn general terms is clearly impossible. It is necessary 
to take concrete cases and inquire, for example~ow far econo
mies of large-scale production and the increased supply of indus
trial agents will cause a tendency toward price reductions for the 
goods in' great deman~ a tendency in the reverse direction 
from that characteristic of the first stage described above. 

Study of the reactions of the supply of productive agents thus 
becomes of paramount importance; it has been entirely neglected 
above, the assumption being that the basic conditions of pricing 
- equipment of productive factors, desires and wants in general, 
physical conditions of production, and ownership of the produc
tive factors-do not react to the opening of trade or to its varia
tions, caused by some special change in the basic elements, e. g. in 
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the demand for wood goods. In that case the main characteristics 
of trade are those that have been explained in these four chapters. 

(As a matter of fact, not only the supply of factors but also the 
desires and wants are subject to change under the influence of 
trade and its fluctuations) The increase in population in various 
regions, to take only one example, has perhaps been more af
fected by trade than by any other single circumstance; and trade 
has been potent in creating a new demand for new goods. The 
effects of present trade and of variations in trade are felt in the 
whole economic life, and the forces which govern the supply of 
productive factors and the demand for various articles, i. e. the 
so-called basic elements, do not remain untouched by it. Their 
reaction is, of course, largely a question of time, as has already 
been pointed out on several occasions. Every analysis of trade 
effects must in this respect be a description of a time-using 
process. Examples will demonstrate this clearly when we come 
to the concrete cases of special types of regions, above all, differ
ent countries. 



PART II 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE SIMPLIFIED 



CHAPTER V 

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF PRODUCTIVE 
FACTORS 

I I. Introduction. Part II contains an application and modifi
cation of the doctrine presented in Part I. As nations are cer
tainty the most significant of all regions, so the theory of inter- , 
national trade represents the chief application of the general 
theory of interregional trade. For the most important border 
lines for the movements of the industrial agents are the national 
frontiers; and mobility within the various countries is no doubt 
considerably greater than international mobility. The reasoning 
in Part I must therefore be helpful in a study of trade between 
nations, which fulfill so well the conditions established for re-

• gions. Q:t cannot, of course, be applied without important mod
ifications, for it was built upon drastically simplified assumptions) 
Above all, the supply of productive factors is not given once for 
all, nor is it variable only under the influence of circumstances 
which have nothing to do with trade and pricing; on the contrary, 
the supply of such factors is often decisively affected by price 
variations. (Various labour qualities, for instance, are trained 
only in so far as they are needed and because they are needed; in 
short the supply of industrial agents may sometimes more ade
quately be described as the resull of trade than as its cause, al
though its being the outcome of an earlier economic situation does 
not prevent it from explaining and determining the nature of 
present trade.\:This elasticity of the supply of productive factors , 
is considered in Chapter VII. 
(Another simple assumption in Part I, that the regional borders. 

offer no obstacles to commodity movements but exclude inter
regional transfers of factors, will not be relinquished in favour of 
a more realistic conception until Part m) There the influence of 
frontiers on commodity movements will be considered, as well as 
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the international mobility of productive factors and its signifi
cance for international trade. Part II provides proof that many 
essential features of international trade may be explained before 
all this is done, .and without any attention being paid to the costs 
of transport of commodities or to the international immobility of 
factors of production. 

On the whole, as has been pointed out, Part II contains an ap
plication of the theory of interregional trade to a special case, 
where the regions are different countries. It gives most attention 
to the traits which are characteristic of conditions in such regions. 
However, it also introduces the modifications in factor supply 
mentioned above in a way which will be helpful should the theory 
of interregional trade be applied to other kinds of regions. 
( One aspect of international trade, which differs radically from 
trade of other types, is its monetary mechanism.) Its working 
under varying monetary conditions presents a great many im
portant problems, which have always attracted the interested 
attention of economists. For pedagogical reasons the study of 
these problems is put off until Part V, which, however, does not 

'deal with problems of paper standards and violent monetary 
fluctuations. We have in mind a situation like that of pre-war 

,days, when most countries had a gold 'standard and no violent 
variations in the general price levels occurred. 

§ 2. Different groups of labour. Before proceeding to examine 
the reaction of productive facilities to price variations,(ft is neces
sary to form a more precise idea of the meaning of the concept 
"factor of production")han has been possible in Part I. The 
-many different industrial agents can and should be grouped to
gether in different ways for different purposes. In this book there 
is no emphasis even on the particular cIas!iical three-factor dis
tinction, although the terms labour, l.and, and capital are often 
used. For some problems an entirely different distinction, related 
to the elasticity of the supply of the various productive imple
ments, whether human or not, is more fruitful and practical. 
However, when no special reasons militate against it the three
factor division is used as a starting point. 
(Let us start with labour.) It has so far been regarded as one 
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factor just like capital, whilst several types of land have been 
mentioned. There are ,cases where, as our examples show, no 
finer c1assificatiol\ £.:I necessary, at least so long as we are content 
with broad outlines of the nature of the interregional division of 
labour and trade. Yet it cannot be overlooked that the various 
groups of labour perform different tasks and receive unequal 
wages, and that the flow of individuals from one group to another 
is not free and easy. Should not such groups of labour be re
garded as different factors of production? Has not the fact that 
some of them receive relatively much higher pay in one country 
than in another anything to do with the international division of 
labour? Undoubtedly.CCountries with a large supply of labour 
with high technical skill will be able to produce many manufac
tured goods more cheaply than countries with a scanty supply of 
this labour qUality) And a rich supply of individuals with a good 
general education who receive salaries not much higher than the 
wages of unskilled labour - whilst in other countries they may 
receive twice or three times as much - must make for superiority 
in industries requiring plenty of educated labour~ brief, if dift 
ferences in wages between groups of workers in a country last for 
a sufficient period of time, JUld influence the nature of the inter 
national division of labour, then these groups may well be re 
garded as separate productive; factors, just as are different qual 
ities of land;) . } 
V' ~ fine distinction between a great number of labour groups, 
however, meets with "the difficulty that transition is compara
tively easy.) Labourers belonging to one trade may leave it and 
gd to another, without any preparatory training or after a short 
one, if the requirements for skill are moderate. Such movements 
are likely to follow should wages in one trade rise considerably 
above wages in others of the same general standard. ~ consideri 
able wage differences between labourers of the same grade canno 
last very long, unl~ some kind of monopolistic policy interferes 
in other words, the groups are not entirely non-competing,) This 
is true to some extent even when we consider groups of different 
general standards. Unskilled labour may become skilled, and 
skilled labour of one kind may - sometimes easily - acquire the 
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, skill needed for a different sort of work and thus change over to 
another group. The supply of the various grades will conse
quently, within certain limits, be able to adjust itself to the de
mand; and the state of supply on a certain date is not of great 
!iignificance, since it can readily be changed.Ut will not deter
mine the localisation of industries, but will itself vary enough 
to adapt itself to the kind of production which other and more 
permanent elements call forth) 

1 
What division into separate labour factors is to be used must 

depend upon the nature of the special problem under discussion. 
When the development of production and the tendency of trade 
under a relatively short period of time are considered, the dis-
crimination may be fine. The change in supply that can take 
place under a short period of time is relatively small, and need 
not impair .the conclusions. On the other hand, a study of thor
oughgoing changes in international trade and the conditions of 
production, i. e. of the fundamentally determining elementS, can 
be based only on a broad division of labour into large groups. 
Although such groups do not form watertight compartments, the 
transitions from one to another will either be small or can be 
taken into special consideration. 
: In other words, the reason for making a distinction between 

various labour groups is that changes in their relative incomes 
may occur and last for a considerable time, thus influencing 
production and trade. The basis for drawing the bbrder line be
tween them must be the difficulty of transfer. If it is very easy 
to go from one trade to another, such trades should be regarded 
as falling within the same group, for no important variation in 
relative wages is likely to arise, or at least to last any length of 
time. 

t (By factors of production we shall mean, i.,? the.!ollowing pages, 
so far as labour is concerned, a group that for some period of time 

I varying with the nature of the analysis is 4jrIy non-competing 
with other groups. Such flow between them -as does occur will 

I be taken into accowit as an important part of the reaction of 
isupply, with which the analysis will later on be particularly 
1 concerned. '. 
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(In most cases a broad division into three factors only will 
suffice: (I) "unskilled labour," (2) "skilled labour," and <.3) "tech
nicallabour." The second group comprises mechanics, foremen, 
office clerks, etc., while the third represents the technical and 
administrative leadership required in production., For some indus
tries female and child labour is of special importance; in a study 
of the localisation of such industries these two kinds of labour 
must be treated as separate factors. Countries with a rich and 
cheap supply of them will attract these industries, if the condi
tions of production are in other respects comparable to what they 
are elsewhere. "Being able to use in greater degree the labour of 
women and children, the silk industry has tended to move to the 
regions where such labour is easily got and the laws regulating it 
are loose or loosely enforced." 1 

~.In some cases, however, "unskilled labour" consists of two or 
more distinct groups, having different qualities and recognisable 
as separate factors of production. A typical example is that found 
in countries with a population composed of several races: South 
Africa, for instance, has a considerable number of both black and 
white unskilled workers, drawing extremely unequal wages. 
Here the qualitative difference is notorious, and as transition 
be~ween the two groups is naturally excluded, they should be 
regarded as separate factors of production, although they do no 
doubt compete for certain types of work. ) 

It is doubtful, however, how far white labour in South Africa' 
should be called "unskilled." In such cases the difference in 
usefulness between white and black labour is in most occupations 
not exactly offset by the difference in wages; hence there is a 
tendency for the native labour to take over almost exclusively the 
unskilled work, while the white population concentrates on semi
skilled and skilled work. This seems to be happening in South 
Africa. U The field of unskilled work has passed entirely out of 
white hands, and the field of semi-skilled toU is passing .••• The 
white man demands, indeed needs, a very much larger wage than 
the native African. • .• In periods of industrial depression the 
employers find it necessary to close down or to dilute their white 

1 Taussig, S_ Asl«b oj 1M TGri.I QwsIiDrI (Cambridge. 191s), P. 132. 
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labour with black. And wherever the economic pressure is acute, 
it is only a matter of time before the white man will be ousted." I 

·,When this process has been completed, the difference between 
wages in the unskilled trades, which are practically reserved for 
native labour, and the skilled trades, in which native labour plays 
an insignificant part, will be much greater than in countries with 
a racially uniform population ... This cannot but affect the local
isation of production and international trade, making South 
Africa a suitable place for manufacturing industries which can 
use great quantities of low-grade unskilled labour. For instance, 
a part of the gold mining industry is largely dependent upon the 
supply of cheap native labour. :~ 

It is clearly necessary to regard black and white labour as 
,separate factors of production; greater scarcity of black labour 
will '- in the same way as greater scarcity of natural resources -
react unfavourably on the wages of the white man. The two 
labour factors are more "cooperative" than "competitive." I 

For the question under discussion, special importance must be 
attached to the closed-shop policy of trade unions. A few decades 
ago it was considered impossible for trade unions to establish suf
ficient obstacles to movements between unskilled trades to create 
and maintain for any length of time considerable wage differ
ences. Later experiences have shown that this policy can suc
ceed. Still more successful has the closed-shop policy proved to 
be in the case of skilled trades: first, transition from one to another 
is naturally difficult, since it o~ requires long time and special 
training; s~, the trade unions are able to exercise a con
siderable influence on the influx of young labour into such trades, 
thus regulating the supply. The latter fact is of great significance, 
for variations in supply brought about by wage discrepancies do 
not always take the form of a real flow from one trade to another, 
but may consist simply of a tendency on the part of the rising 

1 TM NaJitm Uanuary 14, 1928). 
I "At the same time they (the white trade unions) are well aware that the high 

wages which the skilled white workers in South Africa enjoy are built up on a sub
stratum of cheap native labour, and that a considerable increase in native wages 
would almost certainly involve a decrease in the wages of the more highly paid 
white workers." TM Times, December 16, 1927. 
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generation to tum especially to the favoured trades, the influx 
into the others declining. In fact, by restricting the free choice of 
occupation trade unions are often able to influence the supply of 
labour both in skilled and unskilled trades, and thus to affect the 
relative wage levels. These wage discrepancies may last long and 
affect noticeably the international division of labour. 

Examples are not difficult to find. Strong trade unions have 
often been able to raise wages in prqsperous industries much 
above the level for similar work in other industries; they do, in 
fact, sometimes succeed in expropriating a part of the business 
profit, though as a rule only after severe and costly industrial 
warfare. The result is that the development of the industry is 
much hampered, while it may expand or fail to decline in coun
tries with less favourable productive facilities which pay only the 
standard wage for labour on this general level. The special in
crease of wages for this labour group in the first country has 
exactly the same effect on the localisation of industry as a scanty 
supply of labour in general in that country. In the last resorttthe 
closed-shop policy is nothing but an attempt to create an artificial 
scarcity of labour for certain jobs", There seems to be little doubt 
that some Australian trade unions, e. g. the wool shearers, have 
forced their wage demands to such a height that the expansion of 
certain II natural" industries has been seriously retarded. 

In some countries the trade unions have succeeded in forcing 
the wage level in manufacturing industries considerably above the 
level of agricultural wages .. This cannot but check the tendency 
towards a development of manufactures and maintain a greater 
volume of production in agriculture; the supply of industrial 
workers is evidently restricted, and that of farm labourers in
creased. These two groups should in such a case be dealt with as 
separate factors of production. On one country the wage dis
crepancy is probably greater than in another, and this cannot fail 
to affect seriously the lines of economic development and the 
course of trade) 
C. When important differences continuing over fairly long per-\ 
iods exist between various groups of unskilled labour it is evi
dently convenient and fruitful to regard them as separate II sub-
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factors," although all are parts of the same factor - unskilled 
labour. Sk.illed labour should, whenever necessary, be treated in 
a similar manner:\ There are many sorts of skill, and a lasting 
scarcity of one so~ relative to others may make it advantageous 
to regard them as separate sub-factors. Often a distinction be
tween skilled labour in a narrow sense and so-called semi-skilled 
labour is of great importance. 

In the case of technical labour it may also prove necessary -
especially in investigations of developments during fairly short 
periods of time - to use many different sub-factors. Electrical 
engineers and ship builders cannot do the same work, nor can 
mechanical engineers and chemists. A scarcity of electrical en
gineers, for example, may hamper the development of a new 
electrical industry even in a country where the conditions of pro
duction for that industry are in other respects excellent, and in 
spite of a great supply of chemists. 
Un a discussion of the broad characteristics of international 

trade and its long-run tendencies, however, the influence of wage 
differences between labour groups on the same general level
e. g. mature unskilled men or engineers with a university training 
- may as a rule be ignore<!l The three labour factors mentioned 
above (unskilled, skilled, and technical) may suffice as well 
perhaps as any other broad division. But female and child 
labour must be taken into account in special cases, just as must 
the existence of various labour groups caused by trade union 
policy or other kinds of monopolistic regulation. 

It is evident that no clear-cut lines can be drawn, and that, 
whatever border lines may be drawn, no factor is ever perfectly 
uniform throughout. "Unsk.illed labour" covers a great many 
different types receiving varying wages, although the differences 
are ~ot always so substantial as to necessitate a subdivision into 
minor groups. At one time a certain trade may get a slightly 
higher pay than the others, while at another the situation may be 
the reverse. Variations in economic life occur all the time, and 
economic friction prevents a smooth and instantaneous adjust
ment. Industries in one part of a country may be more prosper
ous at present than those in other parts, hence able to pay higher 
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wages, and such wage discrepancies are reduced but slowly. It 
must then be kept in mind that no labour factor is perfectly 
uniform; yet in spite of all qualifications the distinction between 
various groups of labour is important. It seems best to recognise 
this clearly from the beginning. 

13. Different natural resources. We now tum to a brief dis
cussion of the productive factors usually called by the common 
name "nature." They are, of course, to be treated as separate. 
No description is necessary to show that natural resources differ 
immensely in quality - in fact, they have hardly anything in 
common except all being gifts of nature. Although many of these 
differences are from an economic standpoint unimportant, a suf
ticient number of economically essential inequalities remain to 
necessitate a division of natural resources into a great number of 
factors. Such a procedure does not present the same kind of dif
ticulties as the subdivision of labour into several separate factors; 
for while transition from one labour group to another is in many 
cases comparatively easy and materially affects the supply within 
each, such transition between the different factors of nature is 
possible only in rare cases by means of capital investment. Even 
when considering long periods of time, a fine division into an 
arbitrarily great number of factors is possible. 

For some purposes, however, it is convenient to handle a more 
limited number of groups, each containing factors essentially 
similar, their inequalities being more or less completely disre
garded, at least in a preliminary analysis. 

This grouping of natural resources may, of course, be effected 
in more ways than one - e. g. on the basis of usefulness for the 
various economic purposes requiring their cooperation. It is not 
necessary to consider qualities so common that they are to be 
found almost anywhere, e. g. the fact that the surface of land is 
in most places level and firm enough for the building of houses. 
Such qualities need be considered only in special cases. A simple 
way of finding out which properties of nature are generally rele
vant is to examine them from the points of view of various indus
trial activities. Five classes readily present themselves: are the 1 

natural resources in a place or country more or less suited for 
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(I) agriculture and forest growing, (2) fishing and hunting, (3) the 
production of minerals, (4) the production of water-power, and 
(5) transport activities? The establishment of a small number of 
qualities from each of these points of view will give a bird's-eye 
view of the equipment of natural resources in different countries, 
and some idea of the division of production and trade between 
them. The grouping is not invalidated by the fact, for instance, 
that coal and water-power can replace each other. So can labour 
and nature to a large extent. 

In almost all cases it is, however, of paramount importance to 
reckon with a much greater number of factors, if we would know 
anything of the conditions governing international trade. The 
possibilities of qualitative differences with respect to soil, climate, 
wind, humidity, surface, etc., are immense. It is practical, there
fore, further to divide each factor into a number of sub-factors. 
They differ in many ways, but these differences are in some cases 
of little economic importance and may be disregarded; in others 
they are essential. Sometimes even the qualitative differences 
between natural resources belonging to the same sub-factor have 
to be taken into close account. 

§ 4. Different capital factors: For purposes of comparison be
tween different countries the capital available in each of them is 
expressed as a sum of money which represents the cost of repro
ducing the capital goods in existence, after deduction for depre
ciation and obsolescence. The price of the use of this capital 
during a period of time is the rate of interest.1~; 

However, the rate of interest varies with the conditions of the 
loan transaction. A sum of capital may be available for the bor
rowers during longer or shorter periods - a fact that cannot but 
influence its employment. When available only for short periods 
its use is inevitably restricted; for the combination of a series of 
short-time loans cannot fully make up for the capital's being lent 
for only a brief space of time. The "waiting" done by the capital
ist may be said to be of a different quality if he wants the right 
to stop it on short notice from what it is when he promises to 

1 The fact that many existing capital goods have a technical form which differs 
considerably from what is most economical at present will be considered later. 
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wait a certain de1inite period of time. His rewa.i'd - the rate of 
interest for II short" capital- is as a rule different from the long
time rate of interest. In some respects this difference resembles 
the inequality between a home labourer and a factory labourer. 
The former is not unwilling to work in a factory, but he wants the 
right to use his own labour at home any time he pleases. This 
difference between II long" and II short" capital is of a permanent 
character, and in some cases must be recognised by their being 
treated as separate factors of production. 

To avoid misunderstanding it should be added that the ex
pression ".~()bility of capital" refers to abstract capital, not 
capital goods. The incomplete international mobility of capital 
is due to the preference of capitalists for home investments and 
not to the difficulty in moving capital goods, taken care of in the 
analysis of the incomplete mobility of commodities. However, 
an upper limit to the nel movement of capital from one country 
is set by the domestic supply of liquid capital, which comes from 
new savings and from the gradual making free of savings that 
were invested in capital goods during earlier periods. 

These brief indications of the meaning of the term "factor of 
production tt with regard to labour, land, and capital must suffice. 
1t is unfortunate from the point of view of an analysis of inter
regional and international trade that the one-market theory of 
the \ValrAs-Cassel type has given so little attention to the ques
tion of defining and limiting the various productive factors, and 
thus leaves no recognised conclusions upon which the present 
many-market theory may build. That is the justification for the 
foregoing remarks. 

§ 5. The ,isk element. Before proceeding to the subject with 
which this chapter is mainly concerned - international com
parisons of productive factors - it is necessary to say a few 
words about another condition of industrial activity. Such 
activity is always built more or less on anticipations of future 
events, and is therefore inseparably bound up with risk: it 
assumes that there is somebody who is willing to undertake that 
risk. For that reason risk-bearing has sometimes been regarded . 
as a separate factor of production. 
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Such a view is, however, rather misleading. (Risk-bearing is 
not a special sort of economic activity, but a special side of all 
economic activities? Life itseH is a risky business; the man who 
educates himseH fur a certain task, calculating that the demand 
for his services later on will be sufficient to ensure him a fair in
come, is undertaking much the same risks as the capitalist who 
buys a certain machine for the production of a commodity which 
he hopes to sell at remunerative prices. 

The greater or less willingness of the people to undertake such 
risks will necessarily affect the supply prices of the various labour 
qualities, as well as the rate of interest on capital placed in more 
or less risky investments. Thus, if two occupations require 
the same qualities, but the reward in one is uncertain, with a 
chance of great prizes, while it is almost certain that the other 
one will give a fair income, the psychology of the population 
will determine whether the average pay in the former will be 
lower or higher than in the latter. One might well speak of two 
different labour qualities, for the tasks they fulfil are far from 
identical. 

In the same way, capital available for risky undertakings is 
rendering a different service than capital for safe investments. 
only, and may with advantage be treated as a separate factor. 
The distinction is similar to that between "long" and "short" 
capital. It seems not at all unlikely that the comparatively slow 
economic development in France before the War had something 
to do with the French capitalists' preference for safe investments, 
such as the Russian state bonds, ironical as such a statement may 
seem in the light of subsequent experience. 
-' § 6. International comparisons of unskilled labour. We now 
tum to the question of international comparisons of industrial 
agents, as defined in the foregoing section. It goes without saying 
that the thousand and one qualitative differences make such com
parisons extremely difficult. One of the principal advantages of 
the method here adopted is that these difficulties come to the fore 
and must be faced at the outset. This may seem to make the 
doctrine ·more complicated, but it is certainly conducive to greater 
clarity in the long run; for an apparent simplicity which is gained 
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at the expense of ignoring fundamental aspects of the problem 
must ultimately prove a disadvantage. 

Let us begin with labour. Is unskilled labour in one country the 
same as unskilled labour in others? Or, are there qualitative dif
ferences of importance? The answer to the latter question is of 
course in the affirmative. To demonstrate this more fully a some
what detailed discussion is necessary. The unskilled work in dif
ferent countries is carried out by many different kinds of people, 
varying widely in usefulness; a Javanese cannot render the same 
service as a Dutch worker, and a Russian is not so useful as an 
American. Even unskilled labour calls for a combination of qual
i ties rarer among some peoples than among others. (Some degree 
of reliability, hones,ty, discipline, general education, and other 
attributes are required by every man in modem factories, as well 
as in production outside of factories; deficiencies in one or several 
respects are reflected in lower productivene~ 

The requirements vary, of course, from one occupation to an
other. For that reason native labour in the colonies may do 
better than the white population, when it comes to manual work 
in a warm and moist climate, while white labour is as a rule more 
'efficient in almost all work in a suitable climate. The superiority 
is greater in occupations calling for exactly the qualities rare 
among natives, and smaller in trades where these qualities do not 
count for so much. All this is too well-known and self-evident to 
require elaboration here; it seems obvious that individuals be
longing to different races must be regarded as different productive 
factors, if their usefulness is very unequal. That inequalities in 
climate, standard of living, and general education lead to differ
ences in the usefulness of workers from different countries, but 
belonging to the same race, is equally obvious and need not be 
dwelt upon here. 

There are, however?ntemational differences in the" efficiency" 
of unskilled labour)(among them some which have been much 
discussed) of which it is difficult to say whether they should be 
attributed to differences in its quality or to a greater supply of c0-

operating factors. An American worker in a cotton mill produces 
more than an English worker, at least in the lower grades of 

• 
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goods; the superiority of the English over the Italian is perhaps 
still greater. But an Italian immigrant in the United States will, 
after adapting himself to the new conditions, produce more than 
the English worker in an English mill and probably as much as 
his English and American fellow workers in the American mill. 
To account for this by a change in his qualities does not seem 
practical; a much better way is to classify all individuals as be
longing to the same labour group, if under similar conditions as 
regards machinery and organisation they are found to be fairly 
equal in efficiency, disregarding of course minor individual dif
ferences. This can probably be said of Italian, English, and 
American workmen, provided they live at a certain standard and 
have received a similar education. 

The United States Tariff Commission states that the higher 
efficiency of American labour in cotton weaving is a matter, not 
of individual superiority on the part of the American weaver, but 
of difference in industrial policy. It is natural, therefore, to re
gard unskilled labour in Italy, Great Britain, and the United 
States as one and the same productive factor, notwithstanding 
inequalities in productivity arising from differences in the techni
cal milieu. (The output per head will be greater in a country like 
the United States, where comparatively large quantities of 
skilled labour, technical labour, and capital cooperate with each 
unskilled worker, and where production can be organised on a 
large-scale basis. , 

Clearly, then, the qualitative differences are not so numerous 
and important as they look at first sight. But enough of them 
exist to make it necessary to deal with unskilled labourers of 
widely different capacity as separate factors of production. "Un
skilled labour" in most cases becomes a group of related factors, 
Chinese, Europeans, etc. Furthermore, even labourers belonging 
to the same factor show inequalities of great influence on trade, 
at least when they live at a very different standard. Compare, 
e. g., Swedes and Estonians, Englishmen and Italians. They 
may properly be regarded as different sub-factors. When dealing 
with some problems, e. g. Europe's trade with other parts of the 
world, it is not necessary to keep them apart to arrive at rough 
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conclusions. But for the foreign trade of the Baltic countries the 
fact that unskilled labour there is not the same as labour in the 
older manufacturing nations is of paramount importance. 

In an analysis of present trade it is not worth while to ponder 
to what extent observed inequalities in ability are due to racial 
elements and to what extent they can be mitigated, for instance, 
through training and a higher standard of living in the backward 
countries.1 (It suffices to know that these differences exist for a 
period of time amply sufficient to influence radically the location 
of industries and the course of international trade) But, in a 
survey of a historical development and surmises as to future 
tendencies the degree of permanence of these differences is of 
course the most important thing of all. 

However, unless the number of sub-factors is made very great, 
which would not be practical, some inequality in usefulness will 
exist even between labourers belonging to the same sub-factor. 

(rhere are differences in mentality and outlook between Swedes 
and Danes which influence the organisation of industry and the 
course of international trade. )The genius for cooperation demon
strated by the Danish farmer has been a potent factor in making 
Danish agriculture rather different even from agriculture in south
ern Sweden, where almost the same natural resources are found. 
In general, it should be observed that~ial institutions -large 
or small holdings, tenants or independent farmers, piece-rate or 
time-rate in manufacturing industries - exercise considerable 
influence on the capacity for producing various commoditi;!? 
Such phenomena can be regarded either as aspects of the different 
quality o( the various grades of labour in different countries or 
as differences in the "social conditions of production." 

Another example is seen in the differences between English and 
French labour, which are often said to explain the export from 
France of articles of luxury requiring a certain taste and handi
craft on the part not only of the technical labour but also of the 
unskilled and semi-skilled workers. 

In studies of concrete problems of international trade it is con
venient at first to consider only a limited number of labour fac-

• 0. Taussig,SI1fIfI Asl«ls of.1N Tariff ProlJkrrt (Cambridge, 1915), pp. 194-1g6. 
• 
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tors, ignoring inequalities between sub-factors such as Estonian 
and Swedish labour. The next step is to take into account the 
existence of such sub-factors, and finally to analyse national 
differences inaptitude for varying tasks which are to be found 
even among labourers belonging to the same sub-factor. It is 
only natural that the greater the accuracy and completeness 
demanded, the more complicated becomes the description. For 
that reason there are many advantages, at least of a pedagogical 
nature, in ignoring at the start certain minor circumstances, in 
this case the qualitative differences between closely related na
tions. 

'In principle, however, these differences add no difficulties to 
the task of giving a bird's-eye view of the system of mutual equi
librium which underlies the forces governing international trade. ~ 
Different factors and sub-factors are each given a symbol in the 
system of equations; the fact that Danish and Swedish labour, 
although denoted by the same symbol, are not of exactly identical 
quality, can be taken into account through the use of different 
technical coefficients. Even if the relative prices of all factors in 
the two countries were the same, the combination of them in 
production would differ; consequently, the technical coefficients 
cannot in all countries be expressed as the same functions of the 
relative factor prices. On the contrary .ahe differences in quality 
as well as the differences in the social conditions of production, 
by influencing the selection of the most economical technique, 
affect also the forms of functions and the costs of production in 
each country.9 

The forms of functions are known data of the problem; they 
hold the same position as the group of data called" the physical 
conditions of production." Consequently, the bird's-eye view of 
the price mechanism remains clear anll simple, in spite of this new 
element.2 It is only when a more concrete description is to be 
given that the whole relationship seems more complicated. For 
it is necessary to describe, not only demand conditions and the 

1 The consequences for international trade are discussed in the nen chapter. 
I The remarks above suffice to indicate the changes in Appendix I that are 

called for. Concerning the whole subject of Chapter V see Appendix I, I 4. 
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greater or smaller supply of industrial agents of fairly similar 
qualities, but also many minor differences in quality. 

Only by taking all these elements into account can a correct 
picture of the international distribution of production be pre
sented. 

Yet certain differences in the equipment of productive facilities 
may be so dominating - and therefore certain to express them
selves in a definite way in prices - that significant conclusions , 
concerning international trade can be drawn from a brief com
parison of the factor supply in various countries, even if this be 
made in simple terms and without consideration of all qualitative 
inequalities. Italy has a relatively greater supply of labour and 
a smaller supply of natural resources than Australia. This state
ment is not invalidated by the fact that labour in Italy and in 
Australia is not quite the same. 
( It cannot, however, be stressed too often that there is no simple 

and exact a priori description of the conditions of production and 
demand that will lead to a certain tradei~r of the nature of trade 
called forth by certain of such conditions. As indicated in Part I 
several qualifications must be added to any simple description 
of the essential relationship between the play of domestic and 
foreign demand and the basic conditions of production. 

We have now seen that not even the conditions of production, 
i. e. the supply of industrial agents, can be described in elemen
tary terms. As already pointed out, a simple description cannot 
give an adequate account of a complicated world. 

17. International comparisons of other labour qualities. After 
this somewhat extended discussion of international comparisons 
of unskilled labour, we may deal more briefly with the other 
groups of productive factors. The difficulties in making such ' 
comparisons are similar,. and the method of presenting them is 
consequently more or less the same. 

Skilled workers in the United States and Germany, in Italy and 
Russia, do not perform the same tasks. lOne reason is that they 
are different, but a still greater influence is the variation in pro
duction organisation, due to differences in equipment of other 
factors and in the size of the home market:) Although the quali-
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tative differences between skilled labour in various countries are 
J important, they are probably not enough so to make it disad

vantageous - as a first simplifying assumption - to regard such 
labour as being everywhere the same factor. 

All backward countries have some kind of unskilled labour, 
often different from unskilled labour in the leading manufactur
ing nations. If they have no supply of workers corresponding 
fairly well to skilled workers in the latter nations, we regard them 
as being devoid of this productive factor; hence skilled labour 

, does not include such international inequalities as does unskilled 
"labour. Whereas various sorts of unskilled workers must be re

garded as separate factors, skilled labour can therefore be dealt 
with as one. 

It goes without saying that skilled labour must be divided into 
a number of sub-factors, and that this circumstance must some
times be given much attention. But it should be emphasized that 
the differences between such sub-factors - e. g. Italian and Amer
ican skilled workers - are less than they seem at first, because 
they are in different technical milieus. When moved to places 
with similar industrial conditions the usefulness of such workers 
varies surprisingly little. 

Higher grades of labour - called "technical labour" above -
may be similarly dealt with. Although it is obvious that their 
qualitative differences are more numerous and important than 
those of skilled labour, it is true of technical labour also that the 
differences are less than they seem. The efficient organisation of 
production in the United States is probably due only to a small 
extent to its technical labour being different from that of Europe. 
Engineers, emigrating from Europe are able to do exactly what 
American engineers do; at home, they seldom get a chance to 
organise production on a large-scale basis. 

The fact that the supply of technical labour in Germany has 
been more abundant and relatively cheaper than in the United 
States, has been one of the most powerful factors which gave the 
German chemical industry a marked superiority before the War. 
Such a statement conveys a definite impression even though the 
qualitative differences are not touched upon. 
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As a rule, however, greater accuracy of statement is required. 
One must take into account that technical labour is trained for 
many different things. Electrical engineers cannot easily do the 
work of mechanical engineers, and vice versa. They are therefore 
best dealt with as separate sub-factors, except in a very general 
analysis. In international comparisons of the productive facil
ities for various industries, it is often important to note that one 
country has a greater supply of certain types of engineers, while 
another country has more of another sort. Such differences may 
be only temporary, but they exercise an influence similar to that 
of the non-competing groups of unskilled labour and cannot be 
wholly neglected (compare Chapter VII). 

Great attention must also be given to those qualitative differ
ences which cannot well be described in terms of even a great 
number of various sub-factors. Electrical engineers with fairly 
equal education and training in Germany and the United States 
are best dealt with as the same sub-factor; yet their qualities may 
diiTer in important respects. (Technical processes and the whole 
organisation of production are thus affected, as are the costs of 
production of commodities and international trade. "'I 

This circumstance affects the nature of the mutual interde
pendence system of pricing in the same way as the qualitative 
differences of other factors, touched upon above.lThe technical 
coefficients in each country are not determined exclusively by the 
relative prices of the factors and sub-factors, but also by differ
ences in qUality; 'tonsequently these coefficients may be expressed 
as functions of the relative factors prices only if the forms of these 
functions in the various countries differ so as to take in the in
equalities between workers (whether they be more or less skilled) 
who are treated as being the same sub-factor.l 

rAmong elements in the quality of technical labour that play C 

an important rtlle three deserve special notice: capacity for or
ganisation, inventive ability, and power of initiative) The de
velopment of the Russian manufacturing industries before the 
War seemed to be singularly dependent upon assistance from 
roreign engineers and business men, a fact that has been explained 

a For the toDSequences of these diffemlces see the Den chapter. 
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as due to a lack of talent for organisation on the part of the 
. IRussian people. Nations vary much in inventive ability; the 

"I high development of manufacturing industries in certain coun
; tries is due to no small extent to this fact. An investigation into 
I the Swedish export of machinery makes it clear that the industry 

is built almost wholly upon a series of inventions, which largely 
explains the existence in a small country without coal of large 
factories for ball-bearings, telephones, separators, turbines, light
house lights, etc. High-grade Swedish ores are exported freely 
and are available to foreign countries on equal terms with Swed
ish firms, and consequently play only a small part in the growth 
of the machine industry. 

It is sometimes said that there are various sorts of inventive 
ability, and that Germany has more of one, the United States 
more of another; Germans are held to possess a natural bent for 
methodical painstaking research, and Americans distinct talent 
for new ideas. Whether that is so is hard to say; certain it is that 
whatever inventive ability a country possesses is usually turned 
to account in industries that are for some other reason already 
in existence. The result is that technical processes in those in
dustries are improved; this tends to strengthen the other forces 
governing the international division of production, rather than 
to tum production into new channels. It is an example of the 
advantages of specialisation described in Chapter III. 

Ability to take the initiative, to do new things, is in some ways 
allied to inventive talent; like the latter, it is more marked in 
some countries than in others, not only in the case of technical 
labour but in the lower grades as well. In a dynamic world it is 
a most valuable quality, which may powerfully affect the local
isation of new industries and the trade between nations:) 

§ 8. Comparisons of capital factors and natural resources. Inter
lnational comparisons of capital equipment present difficulties 
~ke those of comparisons of labour factors. In a previous section 
it was pointed out that for some purposes capital may be re
garded as a factor of production, being everywhere of identical 
quality, while for others it must be divided into several sub
factors, e. g. "long" and "short" capital. Each of these species 
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can further be divided into capital for "safe" and capital for 
"risky" investments. (Although naturally no sharp limits exist 
between such sub-factors, it is important to note that the re
lation between their prices affects the localisation of industry' 

International comparisons of the equipment of industrial agents \ 
in various countries by means of these concepts are simple 
enough. The terms "capital," "long," "short," and "risk" have 
a universal meaning. Comparing France, Great Britain, and the 
United States before the War, for instance, we may say that 
France had a relatively greater supply of "safe" capital than 
Great Britain, and that the latter country had relatively more of 
it than the United States. France had little capital for risky 
enterprises, while in Great Britain a more substantial part of the 
total capital was so invested - far less, however, than the corre
sponding share of American capital. tthis state of things con
siderably affected the economic development of these nations, 
and the character of pre-war international capital movements 
was almost dominated by it.' 

Greater difficulties arise from the fact that capital takes the 
form - for a certain period of time - of special capital goods. 
In the long run it can be made free and acquire new forms, but 
the period that elapses before that is possible may be consider
able, and may influence the international division of production 
and international trade. 

In comparing the productive equipment in ~arious countriest 
one must give much attention not only to the quantity of capital 
but also to the technical form of the capital goods. To describe 
this situation in a country or to summarise the differences beJ 
tween countries in simple terms is clearly impossible: the inequal-' 
ities are too numerous, and of widely different character. 

One possible method would be to treat capital goods in the same 
way as natural resources, although the division into a number 
of separate factors and sub-factors would refer only to a definite 
period of time. Such a procedure thus resembles that used in 
treating allied labour groups between which transition is possible 
but slow. This method would, however, prove unnecessarily 
complicated; a country can always establish factories containing 
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capital goods according to the most economical technique. Its 
ability to "compete" with other countries is determined by the 
costs of these goods and the current rate of interest, not by the 
costs of capital goods of an unsuitable kind, e. g. old machinery:J 
These have only the value they can earn in competition with new 
machinery. Consequently, contrary to the business man's im
pression, factories with old equipment, if they have any value at 
all, can produce as cheaply as can those with new equipment. 

Thus, the fact that at a certain time some capital goods have 
an unsuitable technical form can hardly make a country less 
suited for production of the commodities in question than the 
height of the current rate of interest would imply. 

It is possible, however, that new factories using capital goods 
of the most economical type are not remunerative in this country, 
whereas old factories are able to get somewhat more than their 
variable costs covered so long as their old buildings and machines 
are not worn out. I. Thus, for a time a country may have a greater 
competitive power in some industries than the height of the rate 
of interest and the prices of other factors would seem to indicate. 
This fact should be considered a modification of the theory which 
has been built upon an assumption of only one or two capital 
factors. 

Striking illustrations of this kind are not difficult to find. The 
spinning of coarse cotton yams in Great Britain has no doubt 
been kept on a higher level since the War through the existence of 
large plants with incomplete utilisation of capacity than would 
have been practicable had these plants not been constructed be
fore or during the War in anticipation of a growing market. 

Coming now to international comparisons of natural resources, 
I we find difficulties similar to those encountered in the case of 
unskilled labour. This is not surprising, for is not such labour 
from one point of view a part of nature? The best method 
of comparison is to adopt a similar procedure, grouping the 
natural resources into a number of factors, each comprising some 
sub-factors. 

§ 9. International differences in the stability of producti'De con
ditions and risks. Before concluding these remarks upon inter-
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national comparison of the conditions of production, a few words 
more should be said about the influence of risk. These conditi~ns 
may vary not only in respect of the supply of capital and labour 
available for more or less risky enterprises, but in respect of the 
risk a certain enterprise involves. 'The same type of production 
may mean a much greater risk in one country than in another; 
unforeseen losses and the need of risk-bearing may vary, even 
though the character of production in other respects is uniform> 

The more stable the conditions, the more easily all significant 
changes may be anticipated, the lower will be the losses, ceteris 
paribus. In some countries the dangers of destructive frosts, 
plant diseases, floods, etc., increase the losses involved in agricul
ture, while manufacturing industries are less affected. The effect 
is naturally to discourage agriculture in comparison with other 
industries. 

Frequent revolutionary upheavals exercise a similar effect, but 
in the opposite direction. They often cause the loss of such capi
tal as buildings and machines, established markets, etc., and are 
therefore a greater burden on manufacturing industries than on 
agriculture. This fact has some connection with the slow expan
sion of manufacturing industries in South American countries. 

Fraudulent and inefficient government, partial or powerless 
courts, low business morals, and many other factors, also in
crease the losses involved in carrying on business in a country. 
The danger of war and consequent interruptions of normal eco
nomic activity and loss of property is perhaps the best example 
of such influences. First-class foreign firms in the Baltic coun
tries in 1926 were paying IS to 18 percent interest on English 
credits invested in those countries, while the same firms could 
borrow English capital at 6 percent or less for investment in 
Scandinavia. The difference - a U premium" of 9 to I2 percent 
- was required chiefly to cover the risk of a war with Russia. 

It is true that many such risk elements have something to do 
with the qualities of the natural resources and the population. 
Land under rapidly shifting climatic conditions is more un
certain in yield than land of equal fertility in all other respects, 
but in a more equable climate. A detailed description of the 
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various qualities of productive factors therefore takes account of 
the fact that the use of some of them leads to sudden losses and 
that they can be combined only with capital and labour of the 
risk-bearing type. Similarly,Chad government and a danger of 
revolutions and war are" social" conditions of production which 
affect the cost computations and create a need of risk-bearing) 

Nevertheless it seems best to regard this variability of the pro
ductive conditions, i. e. the absence of stability, as a special aspect 
of the equipment of productive factors and the social condi
tions of production at a given moment.1 In any case, whether 
dealt with in one way or the other, the losses owing to instability 
and difficulties of making correct forecasts vary internationally, 
and must be considered in a study of international trade. 

1 The modifications of the analysis in Part I which this fact makes necessary are 
dealt with in the next chapter. Naturally differences in the social conditions of 
production can be regarded either as causes of differences in the forms of the func
tions which govern the technical coefficients or as cost elements of a special IOrt 
which have to be added to the costs for the use of certain quantities of industrial 
agents in the cost accounts of the various goods. 'See Appendix 1. 



CHAPTER VI 

SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

§ I. Summary of some conclusions in Part I. This chapter will be 
mainly concerned with a restatement and modification of the 
conclusions in Part I concerning the nature and effect of inter
regional trade. Simple reasoning must be abandoned in favour 
of a more complicated analysis on the basis of the results arrived 
at in the previous chapter concerning the meaning of the term 
"factor of production," and the possibilities of comparing the 
productive equipment in various countries. 

First of all, it should never be left out of sight that the most 
exact description of trade - whether between countries or other 
sorts of regions - is obtained through an analysis of a mutual
interdependence system of pricing, which takes account of the 
existence of several markets for the productive factors. Inter
regional trade assumes that relative costs of production and prices I 
would vary in different regions without trade, i. e. it assumes a, 
different relatiod between the supply of factors and the demand 
for goods in each country. Differences in relative costs of pro
duction in an isolated state will express themselves in price differ
ences after the opening of trade of such a nature that some goods 
become cheaper in each region than abroad (prices being ex
pressed in terms of one currency by means of the foreign ex
changes). 

To give a more concrete meaning to the condition that different 
relations between the factor supply and the consumers' demand 
in the isolated state are necessary, attention was directed in 
Part I to the relative prices of productive factors.~ We reached the \ 
conclusion that inequality in the prices of factors in the isolated 
state is sufficient to cause different commodity prices and thus to 
cause trade.\ This condition is fulfilled when the equipment of 
productive factors is distinctly different in various regions, for it 
is practically inconceivable that a corresponding difference in the 
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consumers' demand, being indirectly a demand for factors of pro
duction, should exactly offset the difference in factor supply. 

Roughly speaking, abundant industrial agents are relatively 
cheap, scanty agents relatively dear, in each region. Commodities 
requiring for their production much of the former and little of the 
latter are exported in exchange for goods that call for factors in 
the opposite proportions. Thus, indirectly, factors in abundant 
supply are exported and factors in scanty supply are imported. 

This is, however, only one aspect of interregional trade. The 
J economies of large-scale production also cause an interregional 
division of production; "'1furthermore, they must be considered 
even in the study of trade due to different equipment of pro
ductive factors. (The proportions in which the factors are used in 
the production of a commodity depends not only upon their 

. prices but also upon the quantity to be produced. Consequently, 
different technical combinations may be used at the same time in 
different countries to produce the same commodity:~ 

Such were the conclusions as to the character of trade arrived 
at in Part I. To what extent must they be modified and further 
qualified? 

§ 2. The influence of qualitative differences wi.hin the same sub
factor. The fact that the number of productive factors is large and 
that yet some of them in many cases must be divided into several 
sub-factors is easily taken into account within the scope of the 
previous reasoning. For although the factors actually mentioned 
in Part I were comparatively few, the reasoning is in no way de:
pendent upon there being only a small number of them. Weight 
is, however, lent to the qualifications, mentioned in Chapter I, 
which are necessary whenever it is said that abundantly available 
and cheap factors are exported. Knowledge of the equipment of 
factors is not sufficient to permit the formation of an opinion as to 
whether one of them is relatively abundant or not, i. e. whether 
it would be relatively cheaper than most other factors in the same 
country compared with factor prices in some other countries in an 
isolated state. Conditions of demand exercise their influence. 

In this connection one fact deserves special notice. Many fac
. tors and particularly sub-factors perform the same or a similar 
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task: they are more "competitive" than "cooperative." Such is 
the case with various qualities of nature, e. g. lands of different 
fertility for wheat growing. Wheat land in general may be abun
dant in a country, even though there is a very small amount of 
some qualities of it. In such a case, the prices of these scantily 
existing qualities - which are dealt with as separate sub-factors 
- will be low. Consequently, when considering the supply of a 
sub-factor one must often take into account the supply of other 
sub-factors as well, to almost the same degree as the supply of the 
first one.1 (for its price is almost as much affected by their supply 
as by its own')Thus, in a certain sense none of these sub-factors 
is scantily supplied. The scantiness or abundance of supply is 
an economic concept. 
Crhis is, of course, only one special expression of the fact that 

the supply of one productive factor must be seen in its relation 
to the supply of the others and to the demand for the commodi
ties to be produced, if one is to judge of the factor prices, and 
indirectly of commodity prices and the nature of international 
trade~ 

More serious qualifications are called for because of the more or 
less significant qualitative differences between productive ele
ments treated as identical sub-factors.1 In general this means that 
the reasoning and conclusions can make no such claim to pre
cision as the wording in Part I seemed to imply. Costs of pro
duction in each country are not determined exclusively by the 
prices of the factors of production, but also by the qualitative 
differences.( This was pointed out in the preceding chapter; hence 
the relation between .• ces_ and factor prices is Dot 
evelY'!here of the same nature, even 1 ame f"ictQIS be em
ployedO. e. the forms of the functions, exp~n~ that-- relation, 
are not identical» In one country the combination of factors may' 
differ f;mnWhat it would be in other countries, even if relative 
factor prices were identical. For instance, labour in Sweden and 
Denmark is not quite equal in usefulness in all industries, and 
production is arranged with due regard to this fact; hence Danish 

, For further discussion of such cases see I s. below. 
I Similar difficulties arise for the one-market theory. 
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and Swedish farming are differently organised - a fact which 
exercises a far-reaching influence on the trade of these countries . 
., In most cases the qualitative differences are a minor element. 
We can say that Australia has a greater supply of land and less 
capital and labour than England, without bothering much about 
the considerable differences in the quality of the land. That is an 
extreme case, it is true; but at least when a fine distinction in a 
number of factors and sub-factors has been made, the qualitative 
differences may for most purposes be wholly ignored or considered 
afterwards as a slight modification. 

A comparison between wages of mature male and female fac
tory workers in various countries may show differences so im
portant as to overshadow minor variations in usefulness for special 
purposes; so an essential part of the explanation of why indus
tries requiring much female labour are primarily located in cer
tain countries may be given in terms of relative wages. 
J One may object that in other cases the qualitative difference is 
the deciding element. A few engineers in one country may have 
a special knowledge of a particular technical process - or may 
have patent rights to its exclusive use - and may for that reason, 
or chiefly for it, be able to produce more cheaply than other coun
tries. In such cases it is no doubt best to regard the different kinds 
of technical service rendered as an expression of a qualitative dif
ference between the engineers of such importance that they are 
to be treated as separate sub-factors. Indeed, the principle under
lying the grouping of various industrial elements into factors and 
sub-factors is that a "factor" shall comprise elements that are 
fairly similar and a sub-factor elements that are similar in prac
tically all economically relevant respects. It follows ex definitione 
that qualitative differences between elements belonging to the 
same sub-factor are of only minor importance. 

§ 3. Qualitative differences of commodities and services. This 
chapter deals with modifications and amplifications of the previ
ous reasoning. In § 2 account has been taken of the international 
differences in the qualities of productive factors, and the conse
quent impossibility of making a clear-cut, simple analysis sufii
dently realistic. It may be practicable in this connection to 
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touch upon the influence of the varying qualities of the commod
ities traded. 

(lrbe case of commodities is indeed parallel to that of factors of 
production. Just as unskilled labour in different countries is 
seldom of identical quality, so articles produced in different 
places show more or less significant inequalities) In fact, com
peting firms - whether in the same or different countries
rarely produce absolutely identical articles. In many cases the 
differences are so slight as to exercise little or no influence on 
trade; in others they are of considerable importance. 

English and Czek boots for ordinary wear cannot be called 
identical; nor can one say that the former are "worth," for ex
ample, 10 percent more than the latter. If their price is 10 per
cent higher, a certain number of people will prefer the one kind 
and the rest the other. If the price difference increases to 20 per
cent some people will still continue to buy English boots; if it 
disappears others will still buy Czek ones. Sales will no doubt be 
affected by price changes, but only to a certain extent and after 
a certain time. 'To each price variation between the two kinds of 
product there corresponds a certain division of sales. '\ 
Ot has hitherto been assumed that a country will export thingSl 

it can make cheaper than other countries and import the rest. 
That statement clearly assumes that the goods are identical in 
quality; as soon as this condition changes the relationship be
tween prices and international trade becomes more complicated.' 

Similar examples are numerous: motor cars, cotton cloth, tea, 
even goods of standardised quality like wheat and iron, exhibit 
many differences important enough to affect international trade: 
English pig-iron is not quite the same as German; wheat from the 
United States and from Argentina, still more American and 
Egyptian cotton, differ widely. 
(There is no other way than to treat all these as different com
modities.) One might perhaps call the various qualities "subl 
commodities" to indicate that they' belong to the same class. 
TWOtypes of wheat are more similh than wheat and rye, and 
compete more closely for the consumers' demand. Although their 
relative prices on a certain market may vary, there are as a rule 
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narrow limits for such variations, limits that do not exist for the 
relative prices of completely different goods. 

According to customs statistics in many countries the same 
sort of commodity is both imported and exported. This is partly 
due to the costs of transport, about which more will be said later; 
to some extent it is to be explained simply by the fact that the 
imported and exported commodities are of different qualities. 
Before the war Denmark imported butter from Siberia and ex
ported Danish butter to Great Britain; anyone who has tasted 
them knows the difference. A study of international trade statis
tics will reveal many similar cases. 

To understand the conditions of competition in in&rnational 
trade, then, we must often regard articles produced in"different 
countries as different commodities: they are closely related be
cause able to satisfy similar wants. In other cases the qualitative 
differences are so slight that they are best disregarded at the be
ginning of an analysis; later a modification to include them may 
easily be made. 

§ 4. Qualifications of the statement that trade tends to equalise 
jactor prices. Having now dealt briefly with some qualifications 
to the reasoning in Part I concerning the nature of international 
trade, we turn to a description of its effects. The most general 
and exact description is obtained, as hiS been stated, by com
paring the price systems in isolated countries with the price 
mechanisms in a number of trading countries. Such a compari
son will show the price changes brought about by trade; (they 

\consist of equalisation of commodity prices and a tendency 
;~towards equalisation of the prices of productive factors) If we 
compare with the isolated state, we must speak of an equalisation 
of their relative prices, for no rate of exchange between the cur
rencies can exist without trade, and the absolute prices in one 
country cannot be compared with the prices in another. Having 
in mind the situation when trade and an exchange rate have 
been established, we may say that each part of trade tends to 
equalise prices in terms of money, i. e. tends to reduce inter
national price differences. Goods containing a large proportion 
of relatively abundant and cheap factors are exported, and thus 
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these factors become more scarce, whereas goods containing a 
large proportion of scantily supplied and expensive factors are 
imported and the latter become less scarce. (Trade consequentl~~ ... 
acts as a substitute for the movements of productive factors an 
reduces the disadvantages arising from their immobility. Th 
possibilities of producing on a larger scale reduce the disadvan
tages of their imperfect divisibility.--, 

It will be seen that these conclusions hold good, with some im
portant modifications, under the circumstances mentioned in the 
previous chapter. Does the fact tha~e productive factors are 
numerous complicate the question? "The tendency towards an. 
equalisat~n of their relative prices is most obvious when only two 
factors exist;tvhen their number is great, the effect upon some of 
them may be the revers9 It is conceivable that a scantily sup
plied factor, relatively dear in the isolated state, should be used· 
chiefly in the production of goods which for the rest require large 
amounts of factors that are abundant and cheap. This cheapness . 
may more than offset the high price of the first-mentioned factor, 
and the commodity may therefore be exported. Trade conse-
quently means increased scarcity of the expensive facto~ \ 

Such cases are certainly the exception. Most factors are used 
in a large number of goods, and trade in most of them will have 
the normal effect upon scarcity. For it is almost impossible that 
all goods into which the factor in question enters should other
wise chiefly require factors exceptionally cheap; and if that were 
so, the tendency towards price equalisation for these factors 
would be strong. There can be little doubt that the general tend-} 
ency is to effect the price equalisation described in Chapter ll. 

(Closer consideration must be given to the influence of the fact 
that the qualities of the productive factors and of the various com
modities differ, even when they are treated as being the same 
factor or sub-factor or as the same commodity. This somewhat 
beclouds the statement that trade has a tendency towards inter
national price equalisation.,) 

I A similar lack of precision is to be found in almost an parts of the central eco
DomiC theory, 8. g. the law of variable proportioDS, the principles of overhead costs, 
and the analysis of price level variations. . 
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If an article can be more cheaply produced in one country than 
in others, with the use of a similar technical process, i. e. similar 
productive factors, then clearly some factors must be cheaper 
there than abroad. (But what does it mean to say that some of 
them are cheaper, when their quality in different countries is not 
identical? There is, of course, no other way than to cO~J>are their 
prices with due regard to their quality and usefulness), As differ
ences in this respect depend upon the conditions under which the 
factors are used, and these conditions are not the same every
where, the comparison lacks a finn basis. In many cases, how
ever, fairly narrow limits for the difference in usefulness may be 
drawn. A factor in one country may be from 10 to 20 percent 
more useful than the same factor of a slightly different quality in 
another country, the exact figure depending upon the conditions 
of production, but, under circumstances not widely different from 
those now existing in the two countries, within the limits set by 
these figures. If the better factor costs 40 percent more, we may 
say that with due regard to quality the country with the least 
efficient kind has the cheapest supply of this factor. 

Unskilled labourers in Estonia receive about one third the 
wages of Swedish workers. Their lower standard of living and 
deficient education make them less useful, but, under the condi
tions of production prevailing in most industries, and likely to 
prevail, the difference in usefulness will not be so great as to in
validate the relative cheapness of unskilled labour in Estonia. 
A Swedish newspaper machine in an Estonian mill, for instance, 
- the most up-to-date in the country, - was attended by nine 
operatives in 1926, whereas the normal number in Sweden for a 
similar machine was five. If we conclude from this that five 
Swedes render the same service as nine Estonians in this indus
try we are almost certainly exaggerating the differences in use
fulness, for it is probable that the technical management is better 
in Sweden and that this accounts partly for the different number 
of operatives. 

Similarly, although the quality of Danish and German workers 
in the machine industry is not equal, it is certain that the Danish 
superiority, which does undoubtedly exist in some branches as a 
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result of better education and a higher standard of living, is too 
insignificant to offset the great difference in wages. Thus skilled 
labour of this sort is cheaper in Germany than in Denmark; this 
is one reason why the German exportation of machinery to Den
mark is important, while the latter exports nothing but a few 
specialties; the demand for machine workers is increased in Ger
many and reduced in Denmark. This may well be described as a 
tendency to price equalisation of the productive factors. 

§ 5. Further qualifications. (The case is much the same if the 
qualitative differences of the factors in a certain industry in vari- \ 
ous countries are so great that one must speak of them as sub
factors) In order not to make the analysis unnecessarily compli
cated, we revert to an old postulate: that there are two countries 
only. 

Assume first that certain sub-factors are used in country A and 
others in country B to produce the same or closely similar com
modities. Two qualities of land may be so different that they are 
best dealt with as different sub-factors, although both are used 
for the growing of wheat. Country A has much land of quality q 
and a little of quality k, whereas country B has little of the former 
and much of the latter - which under the circumstances in the 
two countries is less valuable. If only k were considered, then we 
must say that B has much the greater supply of it. But if we con
sider both qualities together - wheat land as a whole - then A 
is clearly better endowed. For that reason the land k - and natu
rally q - is relatively cheaper in the isolated state in A than in 
B, in spite of the larger supply of the former factor in the latter 
country. Furthermore, A will be able to produce wheat more 
cheaply than B, ceteris paribus, and export it to the latter country. 
The price of both qualities of land is increased in A and reduced 
in B. This may be called a tendency towards equalisation. Clearly 
the supply of good and poor land must be considered together if 
we are to form an opinion of the "natural" course of trade. This 
is evidently due to the fact already mentioned, that many sub-. 
factors "are competitive to a very high degree, i. e. they may 
readily serve as substitutes for each other in the production of 
commodities of equal or similar quality. 
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r:rhe condition is essentially the same from an economic point 
of view, if the competitive character of the various sub-factors 
arises from the fact that they produce, not goods of a similar 
quality but goods that serve as substitutes for each other in con
sumption.l,Assume the country A in the isolated state to grow, 
not wheat~ut rye on its poor land. The consumption and culti
vation of rye is given up when wheat can be imported from B, and 
other uses are made of the land. The effect upon factor prices is 
the same as in the case above. This statement of a price equal
ising tendency refers, however, only to cases where the same sub
factors exist in the various countries. If A has only good land 
and B only poor land, then the term "price equalisation" has a 
somewhat different meaning. However, as long as we have to do 
with sub-factors belonging to the same factor group, this term 
conveys an impression of some of the effects of trade. High-gride 
Swedish iron ores are exchanged for good German coal; Sweden 
has nothing but very poor coal mines, and Germany lacks ores of 
the highest quality. We have to consider the two sorts of coal
mine sub-factors together, and. the two sorts of iron-mine sub
factors in the same way. Through trade German coal mines ~nd 
Swedish iron mines get higher prices, while Swedish coal and 
German iron ore are cheapened. This is a sort of price equalisa
tion. (In other words, when sub-factors are highly competitive, 
they may be considered together, and in that case a certain 
price equalising tendency of trade is not to be denied) "-

§ 6. Exceptions to the rule. CI'rade does not tend to eqmuise 

E
ctor prices when quite different factors are closely competitive, 

eing used in one industry to produce the same or a similar 
mmodity while rendering otherwise quite different servicep 

This is by no means a rare case; on the contrary, a great 
many goods are produced by means of widely different technical 
processes. 

Consider a few examples. Wheat is grown on large American 
farms with complicated and expensive JDachinery, much land, 
but little unskilled labour. How different from the Arabs' old
fashioned methods of cultivation in' the north of Africa, wh;r.h. 
mean the use of fifty or one hundred times as much unskilled 
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labour per bushel, although of a different sort! Rice is produced 
in China and Japan in very much the same way as it was hun
dreds of years ago. In the last few decades its cultivation in the 
United States by means of newly invented machinery has begun. 
In spite of the enormous wage difference, the years after the War 
saw a not insignificant exportation of this grain to Eastern Asia. 
A sinular case is flax growing, which requires much unskilled 
labour. It has long had its stronghold in countries with very low 
wages, like the Baltic countries and the parts of Russia bordering 
on them. In Scotland cultivation has been declining, wages being 
too high. Since the War, however, the invention of labour saving 
machinery for pulling and threshing the flax has led to a consider
able cultivation of it in the United States and Canada. 

The glass industry also offers good examples. For centuries 
window glass has been blown with the same simple tools, the only 
substantial improvement in methods of production being in the 
melting of the ingredients. In the last two decades American 
methods of machine blowing and Belgian methods of drawing the 
glass in sheets have been so mqch improved that they are now 
fast driving out the old methods, at least in high-wage countries. 
For glass bottles Owen's blowing machine effected a similar revo
lution a few years earlier; yet both window glass and bottles 'are 
still produced in considerable quantities by the old methods. In 
such cases technical labour and capital take the place of skilled 
and semi-skilled labour; probably with more highly skilled labour 
also used. 

This is no' the place to dwell upon the problem of why ~~ 
commodities can be produced by such methods while others can
not, at least remuneratively. For our present purpose it suffices 
that many important articles are produced in various countries 
by means of widely different technical processes. (In such cases 
the increased demand, when production is increased for the sake 
of exports, will affect quite different factors from those which will 
feel a lessened demand iIi the importing country when home pro
du.ction is rendered superfluous.) An analysis of these cases upon 

• ~"r assumption of only two countries may throw light on the ex
. Change of goods between two parts of the world, e. g. civilized 
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and non-civilized countries. It also serves as an introduction to 
the study of similar cases when the number of trading nations is 
considerable. 

First, assume that two factors q and k, both of which can be 
used to produce a certain commodity at the same cost under 
present conditions, exist in both countries; trade in that commodity 
has for some reason or other been prohibited, but is suddenly 
liberated. In country A the factor q is much cheaper than in 
country B, whereas the factor k is a little more expensive. Con
sequently A uses the first factor, B the latter, to produce this 
article before trade in it is opened. In these conditions A has 
lower costs of production than B, and comes to export the com
modity to the latter country. Demand for q is increased in A. 
while demand for k is reduced in B. So far as q is concerned, the 

lprice difference between the two countries is reduced, but for k 
it is increased. The latter factor becomes still cheaper in B, al
though it was already cheaper than in A. 

This is, of course, not the entire effect of the new trade. Goods 
must be exported from B to A to pay for the new imports, and this 
will increase the demand for some B factors. It is conceivable 
that the factor k will be used so much in industries producing 
·these exports that its price in B relative to its price in A will be 
as high as or higher than before. But it is not at all certain that 

fthis will be the case; the possibility, therefore, exists that the in
. .iernational price difference so far as k is concerned remains 
greater than before the new trade began. This is an important 
~xception to the general rule. 

tin the theory of the optimum combination of the productive 
faaors, i. e. the analysis of the laws of increasing and decreasing 
returns, the basic thesis is that a relative increase in the quantity 
of one factor (which means, of course, at the same time a relative 
decrease of the quantity of other factors) leads to lower relative 
scarcity for the former and greater relative scarcity for the latter. 
The important exception to this thesis is that some factors are so 
closely competitive that an increased quantity of one of them may 
lower the marginal productivity of the rest.) 

The conclusion reached above as regards the effects of inter-
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national trade is entir~ parallel. The factors may be so highlYJ 
competitive that the result for relative prices is the opposite ot\ 
what the general rule would lead one to expect. 

How important are such exceptions? Are they so numerous and 
significant as to invalidate the usefulness of the general statement 
of the price equalising tendency of trade? This is the same as 
asking whether the various productive factors are mainly co
operative or competitive. In order to answer these questions, 
one should bear in mind that the productive factors may be 
competitive, not only through producing the same or a similar 
commodity, but in general in so far as one of them is used in in
dustries rendered superfluous because of imports of goods pro
duced by another factor. 

It makes no difference, in the cases dealt with above, whether 
the commodity produced partly by the aid of q is quite difterent 
from the commodity no longer produced by k in the other country, 
e. g. after a lowering of the tariff wall. Production of certain 
goods is given up or reduced because of imports, and production 
of other goods is increased for the sake of exports; relative factor 
prices are thereby affected. But the commodities now imported 
in larger quantities than before and produced more than before 
abroad are not all the same or of exactly the same quality as 
those which this country has now ceased to produce; henc?;'the 
increased demand abroad does not affect the same factors as the 
reduced demand here. Consequently there is no reason for as
suming a tendency towards an equalisation of factor prices in so 
far as the changes in industry are of this sort. 

There can be no doubt that if trade did not affect the sort of 
goods consumed in each country, i. e. if imports served only as 
substitutes for identical goods formerly produced at home, then 
the scope for a complete substitution of different factors for each 
other would be relatively limited.l As, however, many commod
ities are imported which would not be produced at all at home, 
and the production of other goods is reduced or given up alto
gether, the chances of an increase in the international price dif
ferences through international trade become much greater. )The 
strengthening of demand in the exporting country may chiefly 
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concern other factors than the reduction of demand in the im
porting one. 

Let us take an example. In Finland imported German coal 
takes the place of domestic wood as fuel; the price of forests is 
reduced, although they are much cheaper than in Germany, and 
the price discrepancy is increased. This assumes, however, that 
forests have other uses; otherwise they could not be dear in Ger
many. Trade in those goods is likely to have an equalising effect. 
This is certainly the case with the Finnish export of lumber, pulp, 
and paper. There can be little doubt that international trade as 
a whole increases the scarcity of forests in Finland and reduces it 
in Germany, thus bringing about a certain equalisation. 

We thus see that the fact that most factors can be used in many 
different ways and that international trade comprises many com
modities increases the possibilities for the price equalising tend
ency to dominate. It seems certain that a substantial restriction 
of trade would increase the international differences of the prices 
of productive factors. In a study of special cases of trade varia
tions one must, however, count with the opposite result as a 
possibility. 

All these circumstances call for another qualification of pre
vious statements as to the effects of trade, namely, on com
modity prices. The conclusion in Part I that a complete 
equalisation is brought about as soon as obstacles to commodity 
movements cease to exist is an expression of complete equalisa
tion of the supply of commodities. If we now take into con
sideration the fact that some goods were not produced at all in 
one country and some not in the other in the isolated state, 
then the equalisation of supply conditions becomes something 
more than a price equalisation: it involves also the supply of 
new goods. It must be admitted, however, that this may be 
regarded as a supply of these goods at lower prices than those 
at which they could have been produced at home. The costs 
of production of tea in Scandinavia, e. g., would be exceedingly 
high, many times as high as import prices. But as the use of tea 
would cease at the same time as its importation, it is perhaps 
somewhat artificial to pre~ all the effects of trade on supply of 
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goods into the formula of price equalisation. If this expression 
is used in the following pages, for the sake of brevity, it must 
h taken to include all the effects of trade so far as equalisation 
of commodity supply is concerned. 

§ 7. Trade tends to equalise costs of production. The statement ~ 
that trade tends to equalise factor prices internationally refers 
only to countries where the factors in question are to be found. 
Many factors, however, exist in certain countries only. Take the 
case of copper mines: the countries without such mines are in al
most the same situation as countries having very few of them, 
where the price of this factor is naturally lowered by trade; their 
economic life is affected in virtually the same way. 

Consider the case where one country has a world monopoly of 
a certain factor: trade raises its value, for world demand turns to 
it. But it cannot, strictly speaking, lower the value of this factor 
abroad, for there is no supply of it outside the borders of the first 
country. Thus, one cannot speak of a tendency towards inter
national price equalisation in respect of this factor, although, as 
indicated above, rthe economic effects in countries lacking the 
factor altogether are similar to those in ~ountries with a small 
supply of it.) One inclusive statement for these various types of I ~ 
cases must run in terms of an equalisation of the costs of produc- I 
tion, actual and potentialJ Countries without a supply of this 
factor may be able to use entirely different factors to produce the 
same commodity, although at higher costs. If the commodity is 
imported, the prices of these factors and the potential costs of 
production are reduced. Evidently, in the cases touched upon in 
the last section, where the same commodity is produced in differ
ent countries by means of a radically different technique, and no 
factor price equalisation ensues, one may speak of a tendency to 
cost equalisation. The cost at which a commodity is produced 
tends to rise in the exporting country as a result of the increased 
demand for the productive factors, whereas the potential costs in 
the importing countries drop, owing to the smaller demand for the 
factors which would otherwise have been used to produce the im
port commodity at home. It is only to the extent that importa~ 
tion of one commodity replaces the production of entirely differ-
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ent goods at home that the tendency towards cost equalisation 
fails to operate. This qualification should be kept in mind, but 
is probably of but little practical importance in a study of con
crete trade variations, e. g. due to tariff changes. 

§ 8. Trade and economies of large-scale production. More or less 
independently of the different equipment of productive factors, 
international trade is called forth by the economies of large-scale 
production; a certain geographical division of production becomes 
natural, as was explained in detail in Chapter III. No substantial 

\qualifications of the reasoning in that chapter are required be-
tause of the fresh circumstances touched upon in Chapter V. 
Trade reduces the disadvantages arising from the incomplete di
visibility of the factors, for it renders possible production on a 
scale which makes it less felt than in the case of small-scale pro
duction. This is especially important for small countries; with
out trade they would have to produce for themselves, and that 
could be done only in small technical units with comparative in
efficiency. 

The trade brought about by the economies of large-scale pro
duction, as pointed out in Chapter III, influences the interna
tional relations of factor prices. As trade and division of pro
duction is carried further than it would be otherwise, the demand 
for the factors used in the industries existing in each country will 
be increased there., It is quite possible that factors cheaper in one 
country than in another (this being the cause of the localisation 
of certain industries there) come into such demand, as a result of 
large-scale establishments, that their prices rise above prices 
abroad - but not so much as prices would have risen in other 
countries, had these industries been situated there:' 

Economies of large-scale production strengthen the tendency 
towards international division of production made natural by the 
varying equipment of productive factors. They consequently 
increase the trend toward price equalisation. But it follows from 
the foregoing that they may go further and cause new inter
national price differences for the productive factors:: 

In considering the conditions of production in various countries, 
special attention must be given to the qualities of the productive 
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factors in respect of their greater or smaller divisibility. Factors 
but slightly plastic in this respect, i. e. those which can advan
tageously be used only in combination with large quantities of 
other factors, command relatively low prices when production is 
carried on by small firms. By making large-scale production 
possible, international trade increases the demand for them, rela
tively to other factors.{ In other words, trade favours the factors 
that count chiefly in large factories, e. g. certain types of technical 
and organisatory labour.'\This is obvious; it is confirmed by the 
fact that these factors get a relatively much higher reward in 
countries with a large home market than in small countries. : In 
brief, international trade turns world demand in the direction of 
factors that count for much in large-scale enterprise. ' 

There may· be some international differences not easy to discern 
with respect to incomplete divisibility. Does American technical 
labour, working in a different technical and economic milieu from 
the European, possess qualities which can be made full use of only 
in large undertakings? Is that one reason why large-scale pro
duction plays a much larger rOle than in other countries? Or is 
this due solely to the larger market, the different relative factor 
prices (see below), and the youth of the United States as a man
ufacturing nation? 

To these questions no definite answer can be given. But it is 
difficult to deny that the answer to the first one may be in the 
affirmative. If that is so, international trade must tend to raise 
the prices of American factors relative to factors in other coun
tries. 

It must be emphasized that! the economies of large-scale pro
duction and the different equipment of factors are not independ
ent .. causes" of trade; on the contrary their effects are inter
mingled in several ways: The most suitable equipment of factors 
for the production of a certain commodity depends upon how 
much of it is to be produced; for a larger scale means a different 
technique. On the other hand, the economic advantages of large
scale production are influenced by the relative prices of the fac
tors. ';I'rade due to different factor equipment reacts by changing 
factor prices upon the advantages of large-scale production.' In 
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countries with high wages for skilled labour this factor must be 
utilised to the utmost in large factories; small firms are unable to 
compete. In low-wage countries, on the other hand,. the superi
ority of the big firm is as a rule not so considerable .. Changes in 
the basic circumstances which cause variations in relative factor 
prices thus affect trade in a double way: partly as explained in 
Chapter I and in previous sections of this chapter, and partly by 
changing the scale of production most economical in each country:' 

It may be worth while to emphasise once more in this connec
tion the fact touched upon in Chapter IV, namely that an in
crease in the volume of production in certain industries through 
expansion of trade and reduction of corresponding industries in 
importing countries need not affect costs of production in the 
same way as factor prices. Wthough prices of the factors used in 
large quantities in these industries fall in the latter countries and 
rise in the exporting ones, costs of production of the commodities 
concerned need not rise in the exporting countries; the increased 
economies of large-scale production may more than offset the 
higher factor prices:) When we come to the analysis of demand 
variations in Part V this will be further considered. It does not 
prevent one from saying that trade tends to equalise actual and 
potential costs of production in different ~untries, although such 
a statement must be qualified with regard to the scale of produc
tion to which the costs per commodity unit refer. 

§ 9. Differences in the stability of economic conditions. It now 
remains to consider another consequence of the analysis in the 
previous chapter, i. e. the influence of risk upon international 
trade. Two aspects of risk were dealt with separately in § 10 

of that chapter. First, the various sorts of labour and capital 
have a different c;;:pacity or inclination for risk-bearing. This 
fact was taken into account through the system of factors and 
sub-factors. For instance, a distinction was made between capi
tal available for risky enterprises and capital whose owners want 
to invest it safely. How this circumstance influences trade is 
fairly obvious. 

In countries with .. abundance of capitalists willing to take 
risks, the difference in interest between risky and safe invest-
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ments will be relatively small; for that reason risky enterprises 
will be undertaken there rather than in other countries. As the 
risk is especially great when large sums of capital may be lost, 
industries which require much capital and are also risky will be 
located in such countries. The demand for risky capital is in
creased, while it is reduced abroad. The price of risk-bearing 
rises in these countries and falls abroad. Trade thus has an obvi
ous tendency to equalise the prices of the cli.fIerent capital factors 
in ternationally. 

This is entirely in harmony with our general thesis. The ability 
or willingness to bear risk is a quality like any other attaching 

. to productive factors. 
It should be noted, however, that capital available for risky 

undertakings is less tied to a certain country than perhaps any 
other factor of production. It can go to places where the condi
tions of production are best in other respects and add to the sup
ply of risk-taking capital. This matter will be more closely exam
ined when we come to deal with the international mobility of 
productive· factors. Here it need only be said that the supply of 
such capital does not for that reason exert so great an influence 
upon the international localisation of industry as it otherwise 
would. And a further reason is that the risk can be concen
trated on a part of the capital used in a certain place or industry. 

Secondly, conditions vary internationally with regard to ec<>\ ' 
nomic stability. In some countries the risk of making wrong 
forecasts, and thus incurring losses, is much greater than in others. 
Wars, revolutions, bad government, and the like may have this 
effect. Two results follow: (I) The need of risk-bearing is greater 
in countries of the former type; this is an important aspect of the 
conditions of production, which cannot be left out of account in 
a description of the productive facilities that are the basis of the 
international division of production. (2) (:ommodity prices inJ 
such a country must be sufficient to cover not only the reward for 
risk-bearing or Uuncertainty-bearing" but also a risk premium' 
Whenever things go well there must be a surplus over and above 
the ordinary costs of production, inclu~ the reward for risk
bearing, to offset the losses that occasionally occur because of un-
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foreseen changes. These risk premiums, which are similar to 
premiums for insurance against fire, accident, etc., in the long 
run constitute no income for the producers; they are exactly bal
anced by the losses. But they are important elements of the costs 
of production. 

Let us say a few words more about these circumstances, begin
ning with the need for risk-bearing. It should first be emphasised 
that unstable countries naturally need it more than countries 
where conditions are unlikely to be much disturbed. If the natu
ral bent for risk-bearing in countries of the former type were not 
greater than abroad, the price for risk-bearing would be very 
high and such countries would specialise in relatively safe indus
tries. As to differences in supply, very little is known. Man adapts 
himself to circumstances, and it is probable that disturbances and 
risk-bearing are less disagreeable tc? people in unstabll! countries; 
thus the greater supply can more or less make up for the greater 
need of risk-bearing. But the latter element by itself will neces
sarily tend to keep out of the unstable countries industries for 
which instability means the greatest amount of "uncertainty." 

Before going further, let us emphasise that knowledge of the 
facts concerning the infiuence of risk is so restricted that one can
not even say for certain whether the reward for" risk-bearing" is 
a positive or a negative quantity. In the above reasoning it has 
been assumed to be positive, otherwise the infiuence upon local
isation of the varying need of risk-bearing will be in the opposite 
direction to that which our conclusions imply. 

Much more important and easily discernible is the infiuence of 
the different height of the risk premiums. They are high in un
stable countries, like the Central American states, and add to the 
costs of production there more than in other countries; this tends 
to keep down the prices of the productive factors in unstable coun
tries. Industries for which the risks and the necessary risk premi
ums are relatively small tend to develop there, while industries 
that feel the instability more, and consequently must charge a 
higher premium, work under a handicap and tend to be located 
abroad. 

On the whole, manufacturing industries producing on a large 
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!Scale, which use much fixed capital, are likely to be most adversely 
affected by forms of instability like revolutions, wars, and unre
liable government; agriculture and similar industries will feel 
their effect less. The instability element consequently tends to 
keep the former industries out of countries like the Central 
American states. This sort of international division of production 
evidently diminishes the losses arising from the various disturb
ances: in other words, trade reduces the total amount of the risk 
premiums. 

The quoted rate of interest is often not a pure rate, i. e. a re
ward merely for saving and a certain amount of risk-bearing. It 
includes also a risk premium. International differences in loan 
rates depend to a large extent on this circumstance. Compare the 
18 percent rate in the Baltic countries with the 5 percent rate in 
the Scandinavian countries. The international division of pro
duction tends to diminish such differences. 

110. Trade is affected by differences in taxation and other social 
conditions of production. In the description of the price mechan
ism in Part I, certain social conditions have been ignored. Yet it 
is ·obvious that the effectiveness of industry and height of the 
costs of prod~ction are considerably affected by such factors as 
social institutions; a spirit of coOperation between employers and 
employees may in the long run contribute much to a greater out
put from the enterprise. The subject has been referred to in the 
foregoing discussion of the quality of productive factors, and 
comparatively few of its aspects call f~ecial treatment in the 
present discussion of a general character. 

'Especially important in this field is the system of taxation. 
Taxes influence costs of production and international trade, as 
well as the prices of productive factors. )As taxation weighs more 
heavily on certain industries than on others, it affects the course 
of production and trade. ;. ..... 

Taxation is of course not only an extra cost item; it affectS as 
well the height of the various factor and commodity prices which 
function as normal elements of cost. The whole price system in 
an isolated country is changed by .i~ation in a way which a th~ 
ory of shifting and incidence 04, taxation would explain. The" .' . 
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price system in trading countries and the character of trade be
tween them under the influence of various taxes is similarly to be 
explained only with the aid of an incidence theory. Little can be 
said in general terms, since everything depends upon how the 
taxes are imposed, the psychological reaction of the business 
world, and the like, l and no attempt to analyse these problems 
will here be made. As a concrete example, however, we may cite 
the fact that in some countries taxes weigh more heavily upon 
manufacturing industries relatively to agriculture than in others. 
Income from limited companies, for instance, is subject to double 
taxation, the costs of unemployment relief, losses through acci
dents, etc., being borne mainly by the industry instead of by the 
community as a whole. Naturally in such countries the develop
ment of manufacturing industries is retarded; in other countries 
such industries expand and the price of manufacturing labour is 
raised. This may be one reason why wages in these industries 
have risen much more compared with 1913 in the countries neu
tral during the War and in the United States than in the other 
belligerent nations. 

In brief, in addition to the factors analysed above, taxation 
affects the character of international trade. Import and export 
duties constitute only a special sort of tax, to which special atten
tion will later be given. The tendency of increased trade to equal
ise the prices of the productive f~ctors internationally is supple
mented by a trend in each country towards increased demand for 
the factors which" cooperate with low taxation," i. e. are used in 
industries relatively little taxed. Difference in tax cost may make 
a commodity move from country A to country B, or vice versa; 
the tendency towards factor price equalisation is thus to some 
extent checked. To what extent this occurs depends, of course, 
upon how greatly differences in taxation affect costs of produc
tion in various industries and countries. 

Other social institutions which influence production and trade 
are prohibitions and monopolies. Even if they do not directly 
affect international trade, they affect prices in general and thereby 

1 A satisfactory analysis of the incidence of taxation must include the dynamic 
character of economic life, perhaps 5~ more so than the analysis of most other 
price problems. 
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international trade. Furthermore, monopolistic regulation of in
ternational trade is common in many branches of industry. The 
principal exporting firms in industries producing such articles as 
matches, telephones, and artificial silk make agreements concern
ing the division of foreign markets; and when they compete, finan
cial strength has as much to do with success in obtaining impor
tant orders as the quality of the products and their prices. The 
construction of the laws regulating patent rights in certain coun
tries is another localisation element; production of the commodity 
inquestion within the national borders is a condition of the main
tenance of patent rights. Such influences play an important part 
in international trade to-day, and their importance seems to be 
growing. They are not discussed here, chiefly because they do not 
lend themselves to general treatment; to explain the actual char
acter of international trade in this and other respects a supple
ment to this volume is necessary. 

§ II. Summary. The reasoning in this chapter has shown that 
the circumstances governing the character and effects of inter
national trade are more numerous, many-sided, and difficult to 
describe in precise terms than was indicated in dealing with inter
regional trade in Part I. ~he statement that the tendency of 
~rade is to equalise factor prices internationally, it has. been 
found, must be qualified in several respects. trhe difference in ~ 
quality between productive factors in different countries, th t 

possibility of using entirely different technical processes, th 
economies of large-scale production, and differences in economi 
stability and taxation not only blur the outlines of the pieviou 
analysis, but make it uncertain to what extent internationa 
trade as a whole actually tends to equalise factor price~ Thi 
uncertainty arises also from the fact that the kind of goo'ds con
sumed within trading countries may be radically affected by the 
opening of such trade. These circumstances affect much less 
the conclusion that trade tends to equalise the actual and 
potential costs of production in different countries. Even this 
conclusion has, however, to be modified chiefly with regard to 
the possible influence of economies of large-scale production in 
each special case. 



CHAPTER VII 

REACTIONS OF DEMAND FOR GOODS AND SUPPLY OF 
PRODUCTIVE FACTORS 

§ I. The reaction of taste. It has been emphasised that the earlier 
reasoning as to the nature and effects of international trade is in 
part artificial, being based on a comparison between a state of 
isolation and one of active trade. If the primary elements of pric
ing (the conditions of demand for commodities behind which lie 
individual tastes and conditions of ownership, the conditions of 
commodity supply behind which lies the supply of productive 
factors and the physical qualities of nature) were unaffected by 
the existence of trade, such a comparison would tell the essential 
story.l As a matter of fact, they are not; conditions of both de
mand and supply are radically influenced by international divi
sion of production and trade. Evidently, then, only one aspect of 
trade has so far been studied. Dealing with one subject at a time, 
we have studied first the effects of international trade as they 
would be if the character of demand and the supply of industrial 
agents were unaffected. We now tum to a brief discussion of the 
changei brQught about in these conditions, starting with those of 
demand. 

'Trade affects the character of the demand of an individual by 
changitg his taste, but exercises no direct influence on the condi
tions of ownership~ It is self-evident that in a certain country 
many goods would not be produced at home if they were not im
ported; there would thus be no supply of them at all, and no 
demand for them. The supply of imported spices, for example, 
creates a new demand. In general, international trade has been 
an extremely powerful factor in extending civilisation, and civil
isation consists partly in the creation of " artificial" needs. This 
kind of influence is obvious even if a shorter view is taken. Trad-

I This comparison takes into account the fact that individual incomes are 
changed through the change in factor prices and that consumers' demand varies 
for this reason. 
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ers make it their task not only to supply goods people want, but 
to make people desire the goods they want to sell. A study of 
the foreign trade of China in the last half century brings out this 
fact very clearly.1 

On the whole, the demand for commodities adapts itself more 
or less to supply conditions. Countries with poor facilities for 
wheat growing but with a climate more favourable for the culti
vation of rye, acquire the habit of eating rye bread, a rare thing in 
countries not producing rye. This is brought out by the fact that 
only 21 percent of the total world production of this grain passes 
national frontiers, whereas the corresponding figure for wheat is 
16 percent. The larger part of this exported rye goes to countries 
which grow some rye themselves, like Czeko-Slovakia and Scan
dinavia. The enormous consumption 9f rice in Eastern Asia is 
another example. 

The circumstances just touched upon in this paragraph imply 
a more far-reaching influence of international trade than the 
reasoning in previous chapters indicated. Nevertheless they tend 
to make the effects of a disappearance or serious reduction of 
trade les~ disastrous than they would otherwise be. Man adapts 
himself to circumstances.lHis change in tastes as supply condi
tions vary is only one aspect of this adaptability, which naturally 
renders him less susceptible to disturbances and changes~ 

I 2. The reactions of factor supply. We now tum to the relation 
between international trade and the supply of productive re
sources. The influence of the former rests partly on the fact that 
changes in the prices of the factors of production alter their sup
ply; as international trade affects factor prices it must also affect 
factor supply. To demonstrate the nature of this influence it will 
be well to commence with some observations on the elasticity of 
factor supply in general. For the sake of clearness we shall dis
tinguish between two sorts of reactions of factor supply, namely 
towards changes in their relative prices and towards changes in the 
price of Ii. certain factor in terms of commodities. 

Let us begin with the supply of the various labour factors (un
skilled, skilled, and technical labour), or a greater number of dil-

l See e. g. Remer: TIN Fl1I'eigri T,IMl. qf CIliIl4 (Sha.ughai. 1926). 
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ferent types. A change of wages in favour of one of them will tend 
to increase the existing quantity of it. The greater the difference, 
for instance, between wages of skilled and unskilled labour, the 
better it will pay to acquire the necessary training to become a 
skilled worker. (It is probably the general rule that supply reacts 
in this way positively towards changes in relative wages, although 
it may take a long time for any substantial effect to be produced) 
When considering the quantity of the supply reaction it is neces
sary above all to keep in mind that it will be small in the begin
ning and grow as time goes on. A quickly passing improvement 
in the economic position of a certain labour group may fail en
tirely to attract new members. 

Crt is evident that supply of one labour quality may be as 
much - or more - affected by a variation in the wages of 
other groups as by a change in its own economic position,Higher 
wages for female factory workers will probably increase the num
ber of women willing to go into the work-shops. On the other 
hand, a substantial improvement in wages for male workers will 
almost certainly tend to reduce the number of wives and daugh
ters that undertake to do factory work. Thus, a general increase 
of wages may lead to a diminished number of female workers. 

This leads to the question of a change in the price of labour in 
terms of commodities - a change in the standard of living, not 
in relative wages. While variations of this sort tend to call forth 
positive reactions, it is difficult to make predictions as to the re
actions towards an improved position generally. It is by no 
means certain that a higher wage standard all round will increase 
the total quantity of labour through an increase either of popu
lation or of the working part of it; nor is it certain that there will 
be an increase of the number of hours worked per worker or of 
their" efficiency," whatever that may mean. A higher standard 
of living may take the form partly of more leisure time. It may 
lead to a restriction of the number of children and thus, in the 
long run, of the population, and to a reduction of the percentage 
of the population that is prepared to work. The only impor
tant conclusion concerning such difficult problems that can be 
reached without detailed analysis and painstaking collection of 
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facts seems to be tha{we know practically nothing of supply re
actions towards higher wages in terms of commodities~ 

Returning to the influence of changed relative wages, we must 
emphasise that the smaller the labour groups treated as separate 
factors, the more important - relatively - supply variations 
will be. The transfer of individuals from one small group to an
other of a similar type is easier than the increase by the same per
centage of the number of people in a large group, e. g. skilled 
labour. Consequently the greater the number of labour factors 
we consider the more attention we must give to supply reactions, 
even during relatively short periods. 

The most important exception to this rule is probably due to 
the closed-shop policy of trade unions. A small but powerful 
union may succeed in forcing up its wages and regulating the 
number of its members. Higher wages for masons need not have 
any influence whatsoever on their number. In some countries the 
existence of strong unions pursuing successfully a policy of this 
kind seems an important part of the industrial situation, which 
cannot be ignored in a description of their equipment of produc
tive resources. It may powerfully affect the earnings and develop
ment of various industries and the character of international 
trade. For instance, industries using extensive buildings may be 
much handicapped (especially in countries with a harsh climate, 
where the buildings have to be strong) if the building workers 
force their wages considerably above the normal wage level in the 
country. 

So much for labour supply; Turning now to another group of 
productive factors, natural resources, one is tempted to state 
simply that the supply of nature does not react at all to price 
changes. That may be correct in a way. One has to remember, 
however, that investments of capital will often bring about prac
tically the same result as increased quantities of nature. Drain
age, irrigation, etc., increase the surface of the world available for 
agriculture. Holland has won considerable areas of land from the 
sea by means of a system of costly walls. The higher the price of 
land the more such enterprises will pay and be carried through. 
Increasing value of gold, copper, and the like, means more 
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energy will be used to find new mines; besides, poorer and poorer 
mines will be taken into use and worked with a great outlay of 
capital. In a way, the supply of nature is increased. 

It is very doubtful in how far and in what direction the supply 
of capital will be affected by changes in the rate of interest. A 
very low rate would probably in the long run reduce savings, 
while a very high rate would increase them. But variations in the 
neighbourhood of the usual level may fail to have any influence at 
all, or may lead to a change in the opposite direction, a negative 
reaction: lower rates, greater savings. Here again one can say 
little more than that we know nothing for certain. I should, how
ever, think it extremely probable that whatever the long-run 
reaction may be, the short-run effect of a lower interest rate 
would be reduced savings, - and vice versa, - for the simple 
reason that a considerable part of them come from interest in
comes, and when the source itself is diminished or increased the 
flow into capital channels is likely to be correspondingly affected. 

Capital available for risky enterprises will almost certainly 
appear in greater quantities when a change in its favour, com
pared to rates on safe capital, takes place. The greater the extra 
reward for uncertainty, the more people are willing to carry it. 
The same applies to the supply of labour in occupations where the 
return is very uncertain. Extra pay for the uncertainty will in
crease the flow of individuals into these occupations. 

§ 3. Trade increases the international dijJerences in factor equip
ment. As already indicated,Gnternational trade, through its in
fluence on the prices of the factors of production, inevitably affects 
also the supply of them') This influences the character and ex
tent of trade in a way which will be now subjected to a brief 
analysis. 

Inequalities in the equipment of productive factors call forth 
trade, which tends to a large extent to raise the prices of the rela
tively abundant and cheap factors and to depress the prices of the 
rest.! How will this affect the supply of factors? In most cases 

1 Note, however, that this statement refers to relalive factor prices. In terms of 
commodities, all or the large majority of them may receive a higher reward as a re
sult of trade. 
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we found it probable that the reaction would be positive. The 
increased prices of the relatively cheap factors will call forth a 
still greater quantity of them, although they were already plenti
fully supplied. The reduced relative prices of the scantily existing 
factors will probably reduce their quantity. (Evidently the out
come is greater unevenness internationally as to the factor equip
ment, and a strengthening of the tendency to trade) In so far as 
the existing differences in factor supply are increased, the char
acter of trade will remain about the same, but it will be of greater . 
volume. The division of production between the various coun
tries will be carried further. 

In the beginning of the nineteenth century Great Britain had 
more capital and highly educated labour than any other nation. 
That was one reason - its good transportation facilities and coal 
and iron mines being probably the most important of the others 
- why manufacturing industries came to develop in England 
and Scotland. Demand for capital and technical labour was in
creased. The high price paid for these factors called for their 
increasing supply, and the difference as against other countries 
was increased. The tendency to locate manufacturing industries 
in the British Isles and to depend upon imported food became 
accentuated. 

Turning to the influence of trade on factor prices in terms of 
goods, one can state that this division of production brought so 
many advantages to Great Britain that most factors of produc
tion got their prices in terms of commodities raised, even if some 
of them got a relatively less favourable position than before. 
Probably only the value of certain natural resources like agricul
tural land underwent a decrease in price in terms of goods. A 
tendency towards higher real wages became apparent. It was 
met, however, by an extremely powerful reaction of supply; 
population increased by leaps and bounds. As even small chil
dren were used in factories, the increase in the number of indus
trial workers was rapid and land rents too rose in the long run. 

The loosening of the fetters on international trade in the first 
half of the century in a great many countries helped to sustain 
this movement towards the concentration of manfacturing in-
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dustries in Great Britain and the increase of its population. There 
can be little doubt that if for some reason or other this far-reach
ing international division of production and trade had not been 
possible, the population in that country would have grown much 
less tapi"dly than it actually did. 

Let us tum to somewhat less revolutionary variations. Wages 
of technical labour are much lower in Germany than in Great 
Britain or the United States. As many modem technical proc
esses depend upon the use of great quantities of such labour, 
Germany secures an advantage in the production of goods man
ufactured by these methods. It will, for example, export chemi
cal products which "contain" a relatively large quantity of 
technical labour. International trade increases the demand in 
Germany for this factor, and tends to raise its price. But at the 
same time supply of such labour tends to grow under the influ
ence of rising wages. The same circumstances which at one time 
made supply large (educational facilities, frugal living in the 
middle classes) call forth an increasing number of skilled tech
nicians. Growing demand and supply go hand in hand. Conse
quently, in periods of increasing demand no rise in wages of this 
sort of labour need take place. Relatively to other wages they 
may even fall, assuming that the standard of living in the middle 
classes through the increase in their numbers is kept fairly con
stant; whereas the wage level for less educated labour qualities 
may rise in terms of goods as a result of the development of chem
ical and other industries in Germany. 

{apparently international trade, through its tendency to equal
ise factor prices internationally, calls forth supply reactions which 
lead to greater international inequality in the equipment of labour 
factors) On the supply side there is a sort of defence against the 
price-equalising tendencies of trade. 

We turn now to capital. Countries with cheap capital attract 
industries which require much of this factor; the demand for it is 
increased, and interest rates in these countries tend to rise, while 
falling in other countries. If savings reacted positively, the result 
would be increased international differences in respect to endow
ment with capital. But if reduced rates lead in the long run to 
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greater savings and increased rates to lower savings, then poor 
countries will catch up more or less with rich countries. In such 
a case trade will have a double effect towards price equalisation, 
directly through the redistribution of production and the conse
quent change in demand for productive factors, indirectly through 
its influence on factor supply. Unfortunately our knowledge of 
the elements that determine savings is insufficient as a basis for 
a judgment £but a positive reaction of supply in most cases seems 
probable') 

Although the supply of nature does not, perhaps, react in the 
strict sense of the word, the investments of capital, which bring 
about the same result on pricing as real supply variations, are 
such that one can draw a close parallel with the positive reaction 
of various labour factors. Equalisation, more or less, of the value 
of natural resources will tend to restrain investments in countries 
poor in such resources, and increase them in countries where they 
are plentiful. The equipment of productive facilities is conse
quently made more uneven. 

Clearly as in the case of labour supply conditions establish a 
sort of resistance to the price equalising tendency of trade.1 This 
resistance is of varying strength, according to the elasticity of the 
factor supply. 

We may call the elasticity complete if identical relative factor 
prices are maintained in spite of trade. The German case pre
sents an illustration of this kind. It is quite possible that wages 
of technical, skilled, and unskilled labour are not in the long run 
changed in favour of the former factor, even though the demand 
for it may be greatly increased through trade relative to demand 
for the other two. A growing supply may entirely make up for it. 

"In the colder North nature demands more of man. He will 
take factory work as readily as other work, for it is all strenuous. 
In the South people ask higher wages for factory work, for it is 
disagreeable relatively." I Ceteris paribus, factory work will be 
concentrated in the northern countries and a large part of the 

I Similarly, supply reactions tend to offset the tendency which increased trade 
may have to increase factor price differences in certain cases. (See the previous 
c:haJlter.) I Russel Smith,lruluslry """ CDIItIINrU, P. 17S. 
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population will become factory workers, but they will not receive 
higher pay than other workers in these countries. On the other 
hand, the reduction of factory work in southern countries through 
trade need not diminish the wage discrepancy between the two 
sorts of workers so long as the basic circumstances, climatic and 
psychological, remain. 

Such cases of complete elasticity of supply are probably rare. 
(The rule seems to be that trade exercises a certain equalising in
fluence on factor prices, and that supply reactions can only make 
it less considerable than it would otherwise have beer9 

Another important conclusion from this analysis is that the 
fundamental conditions of international division of production 
and trade cannot be described in terms of the actual supply of 
factors at a given moment.) One must study also the circum
stances that lie behind this supply. A detailed investigation into 
the nature and influence of these factors, mostly psychological 
and physiological, would be out of place in this book. But in 
every study of concrete cases the reaction of factor supply must 
so far as possible be taken into account. 

It goes without saying that the extent of the reaction is related 
to the length of the time that has passed since the original change 
of factor prices:: In some cases little or no change of supply can 
be brought about in a year, in other cases a year suffices to re
establish the old relative prices, from which only temporary devi
ations of a few months' duration are possible. When individuals 
can pass freely and quickly from one group of labour to another 
price discrepancies are naturally of short duration. This will also 
be the case when new labour can be directed easily into the chan
nels where reward has increased. Clearly, when speaking about 
elasticity of supply and supply reactions towards changes in in
ternational trade we must refer to a certain period of time. In 

I Taussig (InlernaJional Trade, p. 56) is of a dilJerent opinion. He thinks it un
likely that foreign demand will change the scale of remuneration, partly because 
this demand is small compared to domestic demand, partly because of the reactions 
of supply of various labour qualities. "The social stratification that results from 
the domestic conditions is well established and seems to be deeply rooted." It is 
clear, however, that foreign demand is important in small countries, although not 
perhaps in the United States. 
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general, the longer the time the reacting tendency has to work, 
the more it will offset the effects on prices of an original change. 
Let us look into this question a little more closely. 

14. A dynamic viewpoint. Investigations into variations of 
international trade must be descriptions of time-using processes. 
in which both demand for commodities and supply of productivl 
factors vary more or less as time goes on. In such investigation! 
use can profitably be made of the Marshallian concept "suppl) 
price." (By the supply price of a certain factor is thus meant the 
price that has to be paid per unit of it to call forth a certain sup· 
ply at a certain time;> 

Assume that an extension of international trade leads to an ex· 
pansion of one industry and a falling off of another in a country 
and that these two industries employ labourers of different qual. 
ities. Skilled and technical labour in one of them has not th« 
same training and experience as the corresponding labour qual. 
ities in the other. In order to prevent a rise of wages in the ex
panding industry relative to wages in the declining one, a con
tinued Bow from the labour groups in the latter to those in th~ 
former is necessary. If the actual Bow is smaller than this needed 
quantity, the reward to the labour groups in the expanding indus
try will rise in relation to wages of other groups, especially those 
in the declining industry. at is thus the relation of the Bow oj 
individuals between various labour groups 1 that means a com
plete adjustment of supply to the variation in demand, to the 
actual Bow that determines the strength of the change in the scale 
of remuneration."an other words, it is the intensity of the original 
variation and the degree of mobility that have to be compared for 
the period in question) Such comparisons must be made on a 
number of different occasions, for as a rule the original variation 
is subject to gradual development, as is also the degree of mo
bility. 

[he result of the balancing intluences of the demand variation 
and the supply reaction will at every moment be a change in the 
relative scarcity of the labour groups) The scale of remuneration 

• Of course not only the Bow between the groups but also the increased intlow of 
new labour into the favoured groups must be considered. 
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at any moment determines the list of supply prices for the needed 
quantities of factors. 

This reasoning as to elasticity of supply can be extended to 
cover not only factors of production in the strict sense but also 
the various forms of capital goods. The prices of productive in
struments naturally tend to equal their costs of production. In 
times of great demand they usually rise above this level, a fact 
that must be considered by industries desiring to increase their 
productive capacity immediately. ilt acts upon output and costs 
of production as does a temporarily increased scarcity of essential 
labour qualities." 

On the other hand, the price of productive implements often 
falls below their cost of production, sometimes for considerable 
periods. If they cannot be used in other industries than those in 
which they were originally invested, the existing supply will be 
available even though prices fall very low. Experience shows that 
it is as a rule easier to increase the productive capacity of an in
dustry by 50 percent than to reduce it in the same proportion. 
tThe elasticity of supply of implements is greater upward than 
downward) 

Summarising this analysis, we may say that international trade, 
through its influence on the prices, both relative and in terms of 
commodities, of productive factors and implements, brings react
ing tendencies of supply, which as a rule tend to offset the price 
equalising tendencies of trade by increasing the unevenness of the 
productive factor endowment. It is, however, possible that the 
change in supply will go in the opposite direction, i. e. in case a 
higher price leads to a smaller supply; in that case the productive 
factors will become more evenly distributed internationally. The 
nature of trade influences on productive resources, then, is com
plicated, and permits of no sweeping generalisations; however, 
there can be little doubt that as a rule supply reactions tend to 
offset the price-equalising tendencies of trade. 

§ 5. Trade changes the quality of labour and capital.1 We turn 
now to other phases of the effect of international trade on produc-

I The outstanding treatment of this question is Taussig's Same AspecU uf IIIe 
Tariff Queslion, in my opinion the most important contribution to international 
trade theory since Mill. I have made no attempt to summarise Taussig's condu-
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tive equipment. The reasoning above concerning the It price sen
sitiveness" of supply covers only the most direct of these effects. 

: International trade changes the fundamental facts of economic 
life in trading nations, and cannot fail to affect in a thousand and 
one ways the factors governing the output of labour and capital: 
The far-reaching nature of the indirect influence is best realised 
jf we ask what the world's population and the capital equipment 
would be like if there had been no international trade, and how 
different it would be from the present situation. We can only say 
that the difference would be enormous, and that it cannot be ade
quately dealt with in quantitative terms. frrade changes the 
quality of the people, teaches them to consume new things and to 
use old things in new ways) Technical knowledge is largely the 
result of specialisation, which trade has made possible. The char
acter, not only of so-called technical labour, but also of skilled 
and unskilled labour is affected. 

From a closer viewpoint more precise conclusions may be drawn. 
Trade means specialisation and large-scale production. It leads 
up to methods of production suited for large units of production, 
and affects the character of the various labour factors. Engineers 
specialise in automobiles in the United States, in dye stuffs and 
other chemicals in Germany, and in textiles in Great Britain. The 
direction in which labour is educated and trained is to some ex
tent governed by trade. In this way a division of production, for 
whatever reason it has come about, tends to create a difference in 
productive resources, which in tum tends to maintain the existing 
organisation of production. This is one of the advantages which 
"old" manufacturing nations have of their early industrial de
velopment. It makes it necessary, in a study of present-day 
trade, to take into account the conditions of production and 
trade some decades ago. 

The adaptation of labour to the requirements of industries 
where it is employed goes so far as to become a cause of extended 
trade. Acquired no less than inherited qualities which involve 
differences between the productive resources of various nations 

sIons here, - it would be diflicu1t if not impossible to do so, - and refer the reader 
to the book itself. 
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lead to specialisation along different lines, i. e. to international 
trade. Trade thus engenders more trade, for two reasons ~lt causes 
variation in the qualities of labour, and it tends to increase the 
unevenness of the international distribution of factors of pro
duction. The former influence, like the latter, means that the 
international differences in factor equipment are increased."") 

In some ways analogous to the effects of trade on labour quality 
are the effects of trade on the technical form in which the capital 
goods appear. In each country this form is determined by the 
requirements of the industries which have existed and exist there. 
It has been mentioned in the last chapter that the difficulty of 
changing the technical form of capital goods tends to make pres
ent trade follow the same current as earlier trade, even though 
the price of liquid capital would make changes profitable. 

§ 6. The trend of future international trade. The preceding 
analysis leads to an interesting question which has long been 
the subject of discussion among economists: Will international 
trade continue to attain larger and larger volume, or is the trend 
towards less and less trade? 

The influence of international trade on the productive re
sources in various countries will, so far as it has been touched 
upon above, tend to increase the volume of trade in the future. 
But there are other elements of economic development which 
have a decided tendency to bring about a greater international 
uniformity. Up to now only a few nations have had manufactur
ing industries of any importance long enough for them to acquire 
the knowledge and training of paramount importance for effi
ciency. Other nations still remain at a more juvenile stage or 
have not started to walk. As time goes on, however, and the 
young industrial countries grow older, their working populations 
learn the traditions of factory work, acquire skill, and an increas
ing number of technicians are educated. The superiority of the 
older nations is reduced or disappears. In the Iniddle of the last 
century Great Britain held a position in industrial development 
far in advance of any other nation. At present the United 
States and Germany, as well as other countries, have reached the 
same level. 
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This is not the place to analyse the dynamic forces responsible 
for this development. International trade probably helps to bring 
it about. The importation of machinery into a young manufac
turing country is a necessary condition for a quick growth of 
factory production. Both directly and indirectly the stage when 
machines can be produced at home is brought nearer; interna
tional trade contributes to the spread of technical knowledge, and 
thus makes the quality of technical labour more uniform. 

Some well-known economists believe that in the future an in
creasing number of nations will catch up with the pioneers in 
manufacturing; if that happens the character of international 
trade will be greatly altered. For trade between countries in the 
same phase is different from trade between countries on a differ
ent level of industrial development. Backward countries export 
raw materials and agricultural products, and receive in exchange 
manufactured products. When they have advanced to the next 
stage and taken up production of the simpler qualities of manu
factures, their imports consist of high-grade finished and half
finished products and of machinery, for which they pay with the 
same products as do backward countries. Countries at the ad
vanced manufacturing stage exchange highly specialised products 
like motor cars, electrical machinery, and chemicals; trade of this 
type goes on in a surprisingly large volume. lIt is by no means 
certain, therefore, that the development of young countries 
towards greater efficiency in manufacturing will reduce the inter
national exchange.""" They will be able to produce at home many 
goods now imported, but on the other hand their demand for 
many goods which they are not yet used to or cannot afford to 
consu~e in large quantities will play an important part in future 
trade. 

For an illustration let us turn to some figures concerning trade 
between certain leading manufacturing countries. In 1927 no less 
than 17.3 percent of the exports from the United States went to 
Great Britain and 9.9 percent to Germany; about one fourth of 
the German foreign trade was with the United States, Great 
Britain, and France; one fourth of the British trade was with the 
.other three countries, while more than one third of French foreign 
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trade consisted of imports from and exports to the United States, 
Great Britain, and Germany. 

Such figures lend no support to Marshall's opinion that" the 
percentage of the world's trade which is governed by differences 
in natural resources is increasing, while that which is governed by 
differences of industrial phase, and of aptitude for particular 
sorts and grades of manufacture, is less than formerly." 1 ~ar
shall probably underestimated the importance of the fact that 
economies of large-scale production and specialisation increase 
rapidly and that they make one country better adapted to manu
facture certain goods, while other countries specialise in others.) 
An examination of the trade in machinery between the leading 
manufacturing nations brings out this fact clearly. 

In addition, natural differences of the human factor, whether 
racial or acquired, are hardly less important than differences in 
natural resources, a fact that has been emphasised by Marshall 
himself. Speaking of America he says: 

The history of the Eurasian continent reproduced itself in America with 
great speed. Those districts which yield wealth least easily are now the 
richest; the northern states are richer than the southern; and the southern 
are much richer than those still nearer the Equator, which are peopled by 
races from Southern Europe. This stratification of human energy from north 
to south in the two continents largely influences the present courses of trade; 
but it is itself effect, rather than ultimate cause. For, in the long run, na
tional wealth is governed by the character of the population more than by 
the bounty of nature.1 

If that is so, human differences will continue to affect not only 
wealth but the direction of production and international trade, 
independently of differences in natural resources. 'Social institu
tions and the general way of approaching life will remain differ
ent. A people with little disposition for thrift and foresight and 
no genius for organisation or invention will always, however much 
they can learn from other peoples, be inferior in capital equip
ment and technical labour. "1:t will pay them to specialise in goods 
that require little of these factors, and to import the rest. Indus
tries adapt themselves locally to the qualities of man as they do 
to the qualities of nature. 

I Mtmey, Credil, aM Com1ll6" (London, 1923), p. lOS. • Op. ,it., p. 99. 
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One might, however, put forward as an argument in favour of 
Marshall's view as to the dominating intluence on trade of differ
ences in natural resources, the fact that human inequalities are to 
some extent due to. different natural surro.undings. Climate and 
soil intluence character; a benevolent nature makes man less 
energetic, indeed makes it difficult even for those who. are ener
getic to work hard. "Climatic conditions have controlled the 
nature of man almost as much as that of vegetables." 1 

On the o.ther hand, natural differences are also due to. some ex
tent to man. The qualities of nature which are unknown or non
usable are as if they did not exist; an extension of the knowledge 
of how to use nature means - in a certain sense - that nature 
has changed its qUalities. For that reason natural resources in the 
temperate zones, where the white races live, tend to be more use
ful in some respects than resources in the tropics. 

Both natural and human differences, whatever their relations 
to one another, tend in the long run to make north-south trade 
more important than east-west trade. But advantages of special
isation will probably cause the latter to remain of considerable 
volume. 

§ 7. Summary. In restating our conclusions concerning the 
nature and effects of international trade, we shall leave out of 
account the qualifications of the last cllapter and confine our at
tention to the conclusions of this one. U.!l .. spite of the variability 
~(the supply o.£. pro.d!l<:tive .factors, which is constantly under
~in~ variation in. reaction. to. price chan~~L~d for ~ther rea
S~Il:S, the nature of ,trade is ,determined, inter alia, by the actual 
$upply which is an element in the.mutual-interdependence system 
of j>ri.<;ing:) This represents the immediate viewpoint - a snap
shot of the existing situation. Going deeper and considering the 
tendencies of development, we have seen that factor supply is 
greatly affected by trade and its variations. Past trade has much 
to. do with the nature of present trade. The basis of the interna
tional division of production is not so much the actual supply of 
productive factors as th~ conditions which govern this supply and 

1 Marshall, DI. riI., p. 100 
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its reactions - such as psychological elements, social habits, and 
institutions, educational facilities, and the lik~ 

The nature of trade of course depends also upon the demand 
for commodities. Here too it is the actual demand that counts at 
a given moment, but the development of demand is deeply influ
enced by international trade. 
Uhe essence of the matter is that international trade, supply of 

productive factors, and demand for commodities react upon one 
another. Pricing and trade are nevertheless the outcome of actual 
demand and supply conditions, as has been explained in the anal
ysis of the mechanism of pricing in earlier chapters) 

In each concrete case one must examine how far supply and de
mand reactions necessitate a modification of conclusions reached 
without them. In general, investigations into minor variations 
of trade need give little attention to these reactions, unless the 
period of time considered is very long; such variations will not 
make much difference in the supply of productive factors, as
suming that only fairly large labour groups are dealt with as 
separate factors. The development of the German chemical 
export industry is the result of the great supply of cheap intel
lectuallabour of a certain quality; the reaction of the supply of 
such labour is a matter of comparatively small importance, so 
long as the question we have in mind is the explanation of the 
growth of this special industry. It is true, no doubt, that the 
growth of the chemical industry has made people study chemis
try, but it can have exercised little influence on the supply of 
intellectual labour in general. The existence of a middle class 
with a capacity for methodical, painstaking work is probably in
timately connected with the general economic development in 
Germany and thus with international trade. But it is not funda
mentally dependent upon the existing German chemical export 
industry. Hence there is more reason for saying that this supply 
is one of the causes of the chemical industry than for saying 

1 It is superfluous to repeat tbat this mechanism bas been in several ways simpli
fied. Complications wbicb have to do with lime and call for dynamic analysis 
bave been ignored, except in so far asoit bas proved necessary to consider them in 
tbe analysis of pricing in its relation to space, which is the subject of this book. 
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that this industry is the cause of the rich supply of intellectual 
labour. 

The nature of supply reactions to variations in international 
trade is a complicated question. Besides, the facts of the case are 
very little known, consequently no sweeping generalisations can 
be made. A tendency towards a positive reaction in the case of 
many grades of labour (higher relative reward = greater supply) 
there undoubtedly is. Thus, in so far as trade tends to equalise 
factor prices internationally it will also tend to increase the in
ternational inequality of equipment of productive factors, in 
which way the first tendency is more or less counteracted. 
While the strength of the factor price equalising tendency is 
somewhat uncertain, the tendency to equalise actual and poten
tial costs of production is clear. (See last chapter.) We now see 
that, to the extent that factor supply reacts positively, this 
tendency also is counteracted. 

A simple description is inadequate for the added reason that 
international trade affects not only the quantity of the productive 
factors but their quality also. This influence is largely such as to 
lead to an extension of trade, but coupled with other general dy
namic forces it may lead to a reduction of the international differ
ences of labour in respect of skill and training. 

One fact is certain, and of paramount importance in any study 
of concrete problems: (the reaction of factor supply, like that of 
demand for goods, vanes with the length of time it has to work 
itself out. \ If we are interested in the short-run effects of certain 
variations, these reactions may be left out of account altogether. 
A study of the play of the simple price mechanism - the eeo
noloics of large-scale duly considered - then tells the essential 
story; the relations there considered in detail exercise a doloi
nating influence. The further ahead we wish to look, the more 
attention we must give to factor supply reactions. In the long 
run they come to play an increasingly important, perhaps a 
dominating, r61e. 

§ S. The gain from internatitmal trade. Roughly speaking, the 
effects of international trade detcrlbed above involve a "gain": 
the volume of goods is increased. But this expression lacks 
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meaning with reference to the relations we have analysed. The 
weaknesses of the index methods come to the fore in comparisons 
of situations that undergo radical changes; as an added diffi
culty, the character of demand undergoes a change. The individ
uals who set up the standards by which phenomena are measured 
alter, and want new goods or goods in different proportions; 
there is consequently no basis for comparison. Take the case of 
China; Professor Remer 1 sums up his conclusions in the following 
words: 

China is undergoing an economic revolution which may well be looked 
upon as the cumulative effect of the penetration of foreign trade. In its con
sequences China's trade is by no means a fact of little importance. It is 
rather the first and most easijy measured of the whole interrelated set of 
phenomena which will make the China of to-morrow as different from the 
China of the past as is modem Europe from the Europe of the Middle Ages. 

How impossible to describe the effects of trade in terms of gain. 
Most serious of all is the fact that the number of subjects 

change. An increased volume of production may mean less goods 
and services per head. Is one to call it gain, if the output grows 
as much as the population, in spite of a fixed supply of natural 
resources? Evidently the fact that trade affects the character and 
number of the economic subjects makes all reasoning about the 
total gain, and still more attempts to measure it, arbitrary and 
valueless. It follows that the old question of how the gain from 
international trade is divided between the trading nations is also 
artificial and of little if any theoretical or practical importance. 

The concept of gain has real meaning -like consumers' sur
plus - only when it refers to a minor variation of trade. It may 
then be possible to assume the character and number of subjects 
unaffected by the variation without too much violence to the 
facts. Strictly speaking, we must assume also that the distribu
tion of income is not much changed. Under these conditions, an 
increase of an index of production or an index of available goods 
(national income in terms of commodities) conveys a real mean
ing, an improvement in the economic position, and the measure 
of the increase may be taken to represent the size of the gain. 

Ii 
1 The Foreign Trade oj China. p. 241. 
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Clearly one has to ask, not for the total gain from international 
trade, but for the gain from an extension of trade or for the loss' 
from a reduction. This question will be dealt with later in con
nection with the analysis of various obstacles to international 
trade. 

19. Some cases of localisation. A few examples of the localisa
tion of industry may give a more realistic impression of the rela
tionships described earlier. The following cases are designed to 
demonstrate, not only how production and trade are governed by 
the equipment of productive factors, but to take account also of 
the influence of trade on that equipment. In a discussion of why 
a given country specialises in certain lines of production, we can
not rest content with references to the actual supply of productive 
resources; we must go further and inquire into the causes of this 
supply, indicating especially the part played by international 
trade. Unfortunately not much can be said without going into 
great detail and collecting a large number of facts. Such extensive 
investigations into the concrete situations of countries or indus
tries fall outside the scope of this book. Brief description of a few 
simple cases must suffice by way of illustration. 

In these cases the existence of a certain industry is to be ex
plained, no' the character of the economic life of the country. 
Consequently the localisation of all other industries is considered 
as a known datum. 
tro explain why a certain industry is located in one or a few 

countries and not in others it must be shown that costs of pro
duction on the basis of existing factor prices are lower than in ' 
other countries: certain factors are cheaper here than abroad, 
which accounts for that condition~ We must also consider how 
far the supply and price of the various factors are the outcome 
of this particular industry's location in the given country. In 
some cases we may go further and examine the circumstances 
behind the factor supply in general. 

Such an analysis of international localisation is similar to the 
investigation a business man would make before deciding where to 
place a factory. He would consider 1irst the ~~a@pl~~ 
tlle various cost elements (wages, prices of natural resources, etc.), 
. - -'., ---- .. ~- -.-.- ',.~ 
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then the influence which the location of his factory there might have 
upon them, taking into account not only the effects his demand 
would have upon prices, if the actual supply of factors remained 
constant, but the possible effects of his activity upon that supply. 

Let us first consider the textile industry. The outstanding fact 
in respect to its localisation is that practically all countries which 
have any manufacturing industry at all produce a considerable 
quantity of textile goods. The first phase of modem industrial 
development is textile production by means of imported up-to
date machinery. Why has it proved so much easier to establish 
this production in industrially young countries than that of other 
industries? Partly because of the tariff policy and the cheap 
transport of raw materials, but chiefly because the necessary 
supply of labour is to be found almost everywhere, at least in 
countries with a white and yellow population. The carrying on 
of hand spinning and weaving for centuries has made a large part 
of the population, especially in textile production centres, familiar 
with the handling of wool and flax and their manufacture into 
cloth. Besides, the skill and training needed to make a usable 
textile worker are relatively inconsiderable, however difficult it 
may be to acquire first-rate skill. Compare the machine industry, 
where workers are of little or no use unless they meet a definite 
standard of performance. 

Considering the ease with which textile industries can be estab
lished, it is at first sight somewhat surprising that the British in
dustry has acquired its dominant position. It is partly due to the 
advantages of an early start; by means of newly invented ma
chinery, production had been firmly established on a modem basis 
in Great Britain long before it commenced under similar condi
tions in other countries. A skilled labour supply appeared, and 
organisation on an unprecedented scale brought many advan
tages. The commanding position of British trade and commerce 
also contributed largely towards the extension of exports to those 
very countries which had been slow in starting textile industries 
of their own. 

Some of these causes of superiority are at present about to dis
appear, especially so far as coarse cottons and low-grade woolens 
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and worsteds are concerned, several other countries, among 
them Japan, Germany, Italy, France, and the United States, now 
having the same advantages of production; they also possess a 
good supply of trained labour, and use the same machinery as 
British firms. Some of them may not use it as well- and this is 
especially true of the Japanese - but their lower level of wages 
is a more or less compensating element. 

Evidently an equalisation of production conditions in the tex
tile industry of various nations has taken place, except that 
wages vary widely from one country to another. Greater pro
ductivity of industry in general in the Anglo-Saxon countries 
permits the maintenance of a much higher wage than in Ger
many, France, or Italy; compared with the level in Japan the 
difference is still greater. The British textile industry, like its 
competitors, has to accept these wage conditions as they are, a 
fact that naturally creates many difficulties, since its superiority 
as to other cost elements has been reduced and tends to disap
pear altogether in the production of simple grades. 

Statistics concerning the consumption of cotton in 1913 and 
1924 show the trend clearly. In Great Britain it fell from 4,274,000 
to 2,718,000 bales, but in Japan it rose from 1,589,000 to 2,337,000 
bales and in Italy from 790,000 to 942,000 bales. 

While Italy and Japan are continually increasing their pro
ductive capacity (the number of cotton spindles rose by more 
than 100 percent from 1913 to 1924) almost no new cotton and 
woolen factories have been erected in Great Britain since the 
War; as a matter of fact, a large number of the existing establish
ments are unable to show satisfactory retums.lThe existence of 
fixed plants tends to keep British output and export on a fairly 
high level, for it is better to maintain production and get a small ' 
surplus over and above variable costs than to get nothing at all. 
The supply price of textile plants is consequently very low and 
competitive prices for cotton goods are quoted~ But the tend
ency will be for this supply to diminish. 

In goods of high qUality the position of the British industry 
still appears strong. The supply of specialised skill among workers 
and engineers cannot be matched in other countries. The infiu
ence of an early start, i. e. its effect on productive conditions, is 
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still a source of superiority which offsets the disadvantage of high 
wages. 

The linen industry presents a particularly interesting example. 
The north of Ireland and the south of Scotland grew much flax a 
century ago, and manufactured it on hand looms. For a long 
time they have grown very little, flax culture having passed to 
low-wage countries like Belgium and the Baltic group. Never
theless the two districts mentioned are centres of the world's 
finest linen factories. For generations their technical skill has 
been turned into this channel, and the consequent supply of 
labour has been such a source of strength that the manufacturing 
industry has remained when the production of the raw material 
emigrated. 

A highly centralised industry of an entirely different sort is the 
Finnish bobbin manufacturing industry. In 1928 it consisted of 
five fairly large factories, the largest with about 600 workers, and 
dominated the world market. What are the conditions that cause 
it to be located in Finland? First of all, wages in Finland are low. 
Few countries with a fairly high standard of manufacture pay less, 
or even so little. The low standard of living calls forth a great sup
ply of female factory labour, which is therefore even cheaper than 
male labour. The bobbin factories employ chiefly women for the 
hand lathes, paying them (1928) 20 marks per day (50 cents) plus 
30-50 percent extra for piece work; men are used only as me
chanics and foremen. Secondly, Finland has an abundance of 
good birch wood, the raw material used in the industry. The im
portance of proximity to raw-material sources will be dealt with 
later. Rates of interest, on the other hand, are high (about 
10 percent for industrial establishments); but as the bobbin in
dustry uses simple machinery, the interest outlay is not excessive. 
In other countries expensive and wholly automatic machinery is 
used, but with present wages and interest rates it does not pay to 
introduce it into Finnish factories, partly because hand methods 
give a superior quality of product. The difference in cost of pro
duction between the new and old methods is, however, slight. 
~The standard of living, social conditions, habits, and other ele

ments which affect the supply of female and child labour, are im
portant factors in determining the international localisation of 
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production.\To take one other example, the sugar beet is culti· 
vated in Germany, Poland, and Czeko-Slovakia by means oj 
much cheap labour of this sort. It is unlikely that a high-wage 
country like Great Britain, where women and children are not 
used to such hard work as in less fortunate countries, would suc· 
ceed in establishing beet growing on a profitable basis. 

Similarly, the great supply of home workers at low rates ill 
poor countries or countries with distinct social habits is an im· 
portant localisation factor. Toys in Germany and Austria, glass 
in Bohemia, lace in Belgium, are produced so cheaply that they 
can be exported even to the United States over the high tarifl 
wall. In such cases also the co inherited" skill is of importance. 
The supply of cheap home labour may be especially dependent 
upon the existence of other industries which use labour chiefly at 
certain seasons of the year or at certain times of the day. The 
Belgian peasants make lace in the intervals of their farm work. 

an general, the existence of one industry can sometimes be ex· 
plained only by the conditions of'a supplementary industry) The 
supply of productive factors must be considered from the point 
of view of both industries, or rather the fact that conditions are 
suitable for one is due partly to the existence of the other, and 
vice versa. Agriculture in northern Sweden stands and falls with 
the forest industry; the farmers work in the woods in the winter, 
cutting and transporting the lumber as long as the snow lasts, and 
concentrate on agricultural work during the brief summer. 

It is evident that within limits a country may specialise in any 
one industry as well as in any other. ~hance plays a significant 
part in determining the localisation of industry~ An invention in 
a certain country may give rise to the manufacture of certain 
machines, while others are produced in other countries, partly as 
a result of inventions there. A different distribution of inventions 
would have caused a different localisation. 

There are, however, strict limits to such influences of chance. 
No invention will make a country an important producer of the 
article in question, if the productive facilities are not fairly good. 
Besides, the direction in which inventive and administrative 
labour is turned depends much upon the existing industries and 
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the natural facilities of the country in question. For this reason, 
inventive and administrative genius will not so much affect local
isation in an unpredictable way as it will enhance existing tenden
cies towards division of production. 

Finally, let us consider as a whole the industry manufacturing 
for export. Which countries have the largest net per capita export 
of manufactures? Great Britain, Germany, Japan, and Switzer
land lead; the :first two have plenty of labour of all sorts, capital, 
and iron and coal mines, but a small supply of agricultural land 
and other natural resources. The other two lack mines and have 
slight natural resources, but possess an abundant supply of labour 
and capital. This supply of labour and capital is largely the result 
of earlier trade, which has brought an increase in population. 
Without imported food the present figures would be impossible; 
indeed, much lower ones would have called for the employment 
of so large a proportion of the productive factors in relatively in
efficient food production that little wealth could have been 
amassed. 

Clearly,c!pe localisation of manufacturing industries in the 
twentieth century is to a large extent governed by earlier reac
tions of labour and capital supply) The reactions of nature are 
less marked; for this reason industries requiring the use of rare 
natural resources have a fixed localisation. This is the case with 
the production of many raw materials, as opposed to their man
ufacture into finished products. Once ready, raw materials may 
be transported long distances (d. Chapters VIII and XII) to 
where manufacturing plants are located. Manufacturing is rela
tively independent of climatic conditions, although an unhealthy 
or hot climate is a great drawback. For these reasons manufac
turing industries may in the future spread over much wider areas 
than raw-material production. As has already been emphasised, 
however, it is by no means certain that raw materials will form 
an increasing percentage of international trade. Human dif
ferences count for much, and although the supply of labour re
acts, while that of nature does not, an even distribution of labour 
qualities and races over the earth is not to be expected (d. 
Chapter XII). 
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haps the most important element (although there are also special 
obstacles to international commodity movement which must be 
reckoned with). But international trade theory cannot be under
stood except in relation to and as a part of the general localisation 
theory, to which the lack. of mobility of goods and factors has 
equal relevance. 

To consider these questions is the object of Part III. It will be 
practical to build directly upon the theory of interregional trade 
under simplified conditions, devtloped in Part I, while keeping 
the qualifications from Part II in mind, and to introduce the 
complicating elements step by step. We shall first consider the 
obstacles to interregional commodity movements, the most im
portant of which are costs of transport; the term "costs of 
transfer" indicates transportation costs as well as the costs of 
overcoming other obstacles, such as tariff walls. 

In Chapter IX, interregional factor movements and their rela
tion to interregional commodity movements will be analysed. 
The next two chapters will present in brief outline some aspects 
of a general localisation theory, with interior costs of transfer 
and obstacles to interior factor movements taken into account. 
A concrete discussion of international trade, based on this an
alysis, is given in Parts IV and V. 

§ 2. Preliminary analysis of the influence of obstacles to inter
regional commodity movements. Costs of transfer of course vary 
greatly for different commodities; some are bulky, heavy, or 
easily spoiled, others may be sent round the world for an amount 
that is insignificant compared to their value. 

As between various regions, commodity prices tend to differ by 
the costs of transfer. But this is true only of goods subject to in
terregional trade; if the costs of transfer are greater than the dif
ferences in the costs of production in the various regions, then 
naturally each region will produce such goods itself and they will 
not enter into interregional trade. They will here be called 
"home market goods" as opposed to import and export commod
ities, which together are called "interregional goods." This is a 
useful distinction, although it goes without saying that no fixed 
border lines exist between these two groups of commodities. In 
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the later analysis we shall sometimes find it convenient to divide 
home market goods into twp classes, those which compete closely 
with import or export commodities, and those which meet little 
of such competition. 

Goods and services which must be produced in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the place of consumption are naturally to be 
classified as home market goods, the term .. goods" being taken in 
a wide sense and including personal services. As a matter of fact, 
the latter form °a large and important part of home market goods, 
e~ g. domestic services and the services of distributing commodi
ties to the consumers. Other examples of home market goods are 
heavy and bulky commodities, such as bricks and milk, the trans
fer costs of which are high in relation to their price. 

What. now are the effects of costs of transfer on interregional 
trade? In other words, what changes in the price system in trad
ing regions, presented in simple form in Part I, are required when 
the costs of interregional transfer are taken into account? These 
costs of course vary with other elements of the price system. The 
transfer of commodities from one region to another can be done 
only by means of certain productive factors; transportation re
quires the use of such factors as much as does production in a nar
row sense. From this point of view, therefore,ltransportation 
services 1 hold the same place in the price system as do other 
services and commodities.) 

There are, however, more important differences. In Chapter I 
the relations which govern the price system under simple condi- . 
tions were set forth; I additional elements must be considered 
when transportation services are introduced. The total demand 
for each factor of production comes not oo1y from production for 
domestic consumption and export but also from transport activi
ties. Costs of transport, like other services and goods, are gov
erned by the prices and quantities of the factors required. \ De
mand for" foreign" goods is based on their price abroad plus the 
costs of transport, and is, therefore, at the same time a demand 
for interregional transport services.) 

I As to other costs of transfer, see p. 145. 
• See also Appendiz I. 
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'Furthermore, the relation between costs of production at home 
and the supply price of "foreign" goods, i. e. costs abroad plus 
transportation costs, qetermines whether a given commodity is to 
,be imported, exported, or produced for the home .market.' This 
fixes the volume of imports and exports. Similarly, the prices of 
productive factors determine the amount of transportation serv
ices to be supplied by each region. Such services afIect the bal
ance between imports and exports. By the introduction of these 
relations a simplified picture of the price system for prod.ctive 
factors, goods, and transport services is obtained. 

It should be noted that transportation as between regions A 
and B may require the use of productive factors in other regions 
as well. This is often the case when land transport is used; rail
ways carry goods through the region C at costs which depend 
upon the quality and price of C's productive factors. While it is 
true that the costs of transport are governed by the prices and 
quantities of the factors required, the factors in all regions must 
be included. There are, of course, many alternative routes and 
methods of transport between A and B, selection being made on 
the basis of cost, as in the case of the method and location of pro
duction. 

Being part of the price system, transport services naturally 
vary with it under the influence of changes in demand, supply, 
and other elements", A study of railway tarifIs or shipping rates 
reveals clearly that the relation between the charges for difIerent 
goods depends upon the general economic situation, and changes 
with it. Furthermore, freights may be cheaper or dearer in one 
direction than in the other, according to the demand for trans
portation. Inward and outward freights are an example of joint 
supply; a relatively great demand for transportation in one direc
tion raises its price compared to the price in the opposite direction. 

Great Britain has as a rule high export shipping rates and low 
import rates, as the export of coal requires more tonnage than 
other important goods. In the British trade with Scandinavia, 
however, inward freights are higher than outward freights, for 
Scandinavian articles like timber and pulp are so bulky as to re
quire even more tonnage than British coal. 
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In the nineteenth century the volume of goods exported from 
Europe to South America was much greater than the volume of 
those imported. Hence, freight rates to South America were gen·: 
craDy higher than rates in the opposite direction. This situation 
has changed; South America now exports large quantities of 
grains, a comparatively bulky commodity; in addition to the 
payment for her imports she has to send goods to discharge the 
payment of interest on huge foreign loans. 

COlts . of interregional transfer other than transportati<>n 
charges may be similarly dealt with, e. g. the cost of overcomi·ngL 
special difficulties in trade with regions where "economic .cus 
toms," laws, and language are different. On the other hand,. 
duties on imports or exports, belong to a special category. Pay
ment in money is necessary to overcome these obstacles, but the 
sum is not given as reward for the use of certain productive fac· 
tors, as in the case of transportation costs; consequently there 
arises on this account no demand for factors, except a few customs 
officials and clerks and labourers for the extra work required by 
compliance with customs formalities. This special contingency 
should be kept in mind in considering the place of interregional 
transfer costs in the price system. We may deal with aD of them 
as analogous to costs of transportation, and consider the special 
circumstances later (Chapter XVI). 

It now becomes easy to explain certain influences of the costs of 
transfer upon interregional trade. Naturally, if there were no 
sych costs trade would take place in aU or practically all commod
ities, whereas large groups of commodities are now excluded.r. In 
a word, costs of transfer reduce trade and weaken its effects upon 
prices. ) These effects were found in Part I often to be a tendency 
towards an equalisation of commodity and factor prices.lahat 
tendency is vitiated by the costs of transfer, although the trade ' 
which goes on in spite of them must exercise a price-equalising 
influence so far as it goes} Trade means that the outside demand 
is brought to play on the inside supply and the inside demand 
on the outside supply. (costs of transfer interfere with this 
process, and lessen its influence upon prices in different market§) 

I The modifications which have been discussed1n Part U should be kept ill mind. 
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,"A special influence arises from the fact that the transfer of 

goods requires productive factors in other proportions than do 
other sorts of economic activity. Long-distance transportation 
probably requires relatively great quantities of capital, iron ore 
mines, and coal mines, and the growth of long-distance trade has 
.t4erefore doubtless tended. to raise the relative scarcity of these 
factors. Much transportation makes use largely of natural re
sources employed little or not at all in industry, e. g. seas and 
rivers. These are very often "free"; the traffic is unable to 
create sca-r'city in them, i. e. to give them a price. 

{bt'the other hand, the reduction of interregional trade through 
ilgh costs of transfer involves a reduction in the scale of produc
tion in many industries.£Using the terminology of Part I we may 
s>ay that the lack of divisibility of the productive factors is more 
felt than it would be if trade were not hampered by the costs of 
tr8JlSfe~' . 
O'he costs of transfer limit the size of markets and of units of 

production much more in some cases than in others. Certain re
gions are much larger than others, which considerably affects the 
character of trade between them} 
~The technique, i. e. the proportions· in which the factors are 
used, varies with the scale of production. In the small technical 
unit most commodities are made by hand with little use of ma
chinery; large-scale enterprise, on the other hand, has been able to 
substitute automatic and semi-automatic machinery for manual 
labour to a surprising extent. It follows that one region may be 
able to produce a commodity on a small scale cheaper than an
other, manual labour being cheap in the former, while the latter 
is able to produce the same commodity cheaper on a large scale, 
owing to its command of a great supply of capital and technical 
labour. 

The United States produces and to some extent expoits ma
chinery which can be oSOld in large quantities, but imports ma-' 
chinery of which a slight amount is needed.1 Why? Evidently 
because most machines under small-scale production require 
plenty of ~abour, the skilled variety in particular, but little capital 

." 
1 See Taussig, Inlmwtional Trade, p" 191. 
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and administrative labour; skilled labour is expensive in the 
United States. When demand is heavy, however, and large-scale 
production possible, administrative labour and capital may be 
substituted for ordinary skilled labour, and costs thus lowered.. 
In some cases they remain higher than in Europe, but the Ameri
can industry is able to hold its own behind the shelter of the tariff 
wall. In other cases production is on a much smaller scale in 
Europe for one reason or another, - slight demand outside the 
United States, the existence of old factories, small markets, or the. 
lack of administrative labour, - and the American industry may 
even be able to export. 

The motor car industry is a case in point. Cheap and medium 
quality cars are exported from the United States, while high 
quality cars are imported. In many other industries, perhaps the 
majority, imports are confined to the most expensive qualities, 
the American industry supplying the rest. The explanation is the 
same (greater possibilities of standardisation and use of labour
saving machinery in the production of ordinary qualities. Evi
dently the size of the market, around which interregional costs 'of 
transfer raise a wall, is a condition of some importance to trad€)1 

13. Distance relations and the character of trade. After this 
brief description of one side of the influence of costs of transfer, 
another aspect of it will be subjected to special analysis. What 
may be called the II transfer relations" of trading regions will be 
further considered, first of all the distance to the market. To 
begin with it is assumed for the sake of simplicity that costs of 
transfer are in proportion to the distance of transportation and 
that trade takes place only in finished goods, i. e. that the whole 
process of production is carried out in one region. 

Two regions, A and B, are situated close together, while a third, 
C, lies further away. A is concentrating upon manufacturing in
dustries, whereas B and C are predominantly agricultural. The 
former will naturally export manufactured goods to the other two, 
which will send agricultural products in exchange. They will not, 
however, export precise1y the same sort of farm products to A; 
the long distance from C to A will put the former at a disad-

I For further analysis of this question see Chapter XID, especially, So 
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vantage in the export of heavy, bulky, and easily spoiled com
modities, consequently B will export chiefly such products, while 
C will send agricultural goods that are more easily transportable. 
Thus the difference in trade between A and B and A and C may 
be considerable, even though Band C have practically identical 
equipment of productive factors. Trade between A and C will 
be much less lively than between A and B. C will produce some 
manufactured goods for herself which B will find it advantageous 
to import from A. Evidently not only exports from, but also 
imports to, the two agricultural regions will be different. 

Examples of the influence of distance are easy to find, although 
affected by many varying circumstances at the same time. If 
Denmark exports butter and eggs to Great Britain, while Aus
tralia sends wool, the explanation is partly to be found in the 
different distances to market. 

Transfer ~osts are of course affected also by conditions other 
than distance - for instance, the character of the earth's surface 
over which transportation takes place. C may not lie further 
away from A than does B, but may use expensive land com
munications for its exports to A, whereas B is able to use the 
cheaper sea transport. The economic result will, however, be the 
same. 

§ 4. The relation between the costs of transfer for raw mate,ials 
and fo, finished goods. The problem is more complicated when the 
transfer of raw material, auxiliary materials, machinery, etc. to 
the places of production is concerned. In many cases the,process 
of production is divided between several regions; iron ore, for in
stance, may be produced in one place and be smelted in another. 
Evidently costs of production at the higher stages of the process 
include the costs of transferring raw material, etc. from the vari~ 
ous sources of supply. 

Whether a certain commodity f is to be produced in the region 
A for the home market or is to be imported depends not only 
upon how cheaply f can be manufactured from the raw material 
r, but also upon the relation between the costs of transferring f 
and r from the region B, where r is produced. If it costs more to 
transfer, thanf, then manufacturing of the latter in B, which has 
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the local supply of r, means a saving compared to the manufac
turing ofl in A. If, nevertheless, this commodity is to be manu
factured in A, the reason must be that the manufacturing process 
itself can be carried out more cheaply. On the other hand, if 
the finished goodl is more difficult to transfer than r, production 
for A's consumption tends to be located in A itself, unless there 
is some more than compensating disadvantage which raises the 
costs of manufacturing in this region. 
CI'here is a tendency for the commodity most difficult to trans

fer to govern localisation> When it is I, production takes place 
close to the market; when it is r, it is better carried out in the 
neighbourhood of the raw-material resources. If the costs of 
transfer are equally high there is of course nothing in them which 
tends to make any point on a line from B to A better for localisa
tion than another. Both these two regions and all others on that 
line are equally suitable as far as transfer conditio~ are con
cerned. Note, however, that this is true only of production of I 
for consumption in A. The situation is different when the most 
favourable localisation - in A or B - for export of f to region C 
is to be determined. In this case, the manufacture off in A and its 
transport to C will entail extra costs of transfer, unless A is situ
ated on the line of cheapest transportation from B to C. If the 
same factory is to export to many places, A cannot be as good 
a location as B. In general, transfer relations tend to make the 
region with raw material supply the most favourable for the 
location Df industries manufacturing for export to other regions. 

In cases where production on a large scale is more efficient and 
cheaper than output in small quantities, and the market in each 
region is not very great, the superiority of raw material regions for 
production for export may give them advantages of scale which 
other regions are unable to obtain. lEor this reason they may be 
able to do the manufacturing so cheaply that they can export 
even to regions where the supply of productive factors is equally 
suitable for these industries, but where production has not reached 
the optimum scale) This situation, together with the fact that 
raw materials are often more difficult to transfer than goods made 
from them, explains largely why manufacturing processes are 
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in so many cases concentrated in the regions with raw material 
supply. 

Usually, however, the transfer relations between various regions 
are much more complicated. The raw material r is perhaps pro
duced not only in B but also in D and at different costs. Whether 
C is to import f from A, B, or D depends not only upon the costs 
of manufacturing and the costs of transfer in these regions, but 
also upon differences in the supply price of r with which they have 
to reckon. To be at some distance from a cheap supply of raw 
materials may be as advantageous as to be close to a more expen
sive source. 

Furthermore, in many cases several raw and auxiliary ma
terials and several sorts of machinery are required for the manu
facture of f. It may be cheapest to import them from different 
regions. A may have a cheaper supply of some of them than B, 
whereas the latter may have a corresponding advantage with re
gard to others. The iron industry is dependent upon easy access 
to ore, coal, and markets. Given the localisation of the three, it is 
easy to compute where the iron industry must be located in order 
to meet minimum costs of transfer. But whether this is the most 
advantageous location depends upon the costs of manufacturing 
the iron, and upon the chances of obtaining coal or iron. more 
cheaply from other sources of supply when the manufacturing is 
done elsewhere. 

To each localisation of production of f corresponds a certain 
localisation of production of raw materials and certain total costs 
of transfer. Thus one must compare the costs of the total process 
of production, even though it may be divided between several 
regions, plus all the costs of transfer, in all possible different cases, 
before one can know anything about the minimum cost localisa
tion. If there are other causes of cost differences than those 
having to do with transfer, they must, of course, be considered. 

The localisation of industry and character of interregional 
trade, which is in harmony with a static equilibrium, are char
acteMd by the fact that no enterprise can reduce costs of pro
duction, with due regard to transportation costs, by choosing 
another location. The demand of one region for producers' goods 
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from other regions is a function of the localisation of industry, 
which determines what sorts and quantities of raw materials, ma
chinery, etc. are needed. This demand has to be added to con
sumers' demand in the "equation of reciprocal demand. II That is 
still another modification 1 of the system of equations presented 
in Part I and Appendix I to illustrate the price mechanism. 

We shall present a more general treatment of transfer relations 
in Chapter X. It should be pointed out here thaQchange in the_ 
relation between costs of transfer of goods at lower stages of pro
duction and goods at higher stages may radically affect localisa
tion? An obvious example is the effects of import duties on 
finished goods: they make it cheaper to import raw materials and 
manufacture the finished goods within the protected region. 
Thus, to some extent the later stages of production are moved 
from the raw material region to the market region. Trade in raw 
materials takes the place of trade in finished goods. Pulp instead 
of paper may go from Scandinavia to Great Britain. 

It should be observed also that the height of the costs of trans- ' 
fer is greatly affected by the volume of trade. Trade connections 
become more intimate and transportation cheaper between re
gions which exchange great quantities of commodities. In this 
way, regions which are densely populated and rich in capital, and 
therefore carry on a large volume of trade, are, so to speak, 
brought economically "nearer" to their markets than poor re
gions with scanty population in a position otherwise similar. 

No simple formulation of the influence of transfer relations 
upon localisation and trade is possible. Similarly no simple exact 
description can be given of the nature of the trade between a 
number of regions with different facilities for production. In 
the latter case, however, we may say, if certain qualifications are 
kept in mind, that each region tends to specialise in commodities 
which require relatively large quantities of the productive factors 
that are relatively abundant there. As to transfer conditions, no 
corresponding statement seems possible. aVe must be content 
to know that they take their place in the mutual interdepefdence 

, system of pricing by which trade, costs of transfer, and the inter-

I Others were mentioned in I J. 
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regional distribution of production and markets are all deter
mine<!> The essence of our conclusion can be given only in the 
form of a further analysis of special aspects of the relationships 
within this system. 

§ 5. Interregional price relations. We now turn to the price 
aspects of the economic relations of trading regions, starting, for 
the sake of simplicity, with the assumption of two regions only, 
and studying commodity prices on that basis. 

Export goods are cheaper in one region than in the other, while 
import goods are more expensive. If the costs of transfer in both 
directions raise the prices of import goods by the same amount, 
then the level of prices of interregional goods must be the same in 
both regions, assuming of course that equal weight is given to the 
two categories of commodities in the calculation of the price level. 
If, however, the costs of transfer weigh more heavily in one direc
tion than in another, - if import prices in A are raised less over 
export prices in B than the import prices of the latter are raised 
over the export prices of the former, - the level of interregional 
prices must evidently be lower in A than in B. 

Such differences in the costs of transfer may be due to the fact 
that A imports goods that are easier to transport than the import 
goods of B. The effect of this may be accentuated through lower 
freight rates to A as a result of a lesser demand for transportation 
in that direction. Import duties may also raise interregional 
prices in B widely over A's level. There is no foundation for the 
widespread impression, prevalent in the post-war monetary dis
cussion, that international differences in price levels must be due 
only to differences in home market prices. 

Whereas interregional prices tend to differ between regions by 
the full amount of the costs of transfer, prices of home market ./ 
goods usually differ less than these costs. That is, of course, the 
reason why they are produced in both regions, i. e. are home mar
ket goods. Within the limits set by the costs of transfer - which 
are often relatively higher for home market goods than for inter
regional goods - prices of the former may move differently in 
different regions. There is nothing to prevent houses from be
coming cheaper in Sweden at the same time that they are becom-
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ing more costly in Great Britain. However, home market prices 
in one region are in several ways indirectly tied up with home 
market prices in other regions. This is a complicated question 
which should be considered in some detail. 

Let us put the question in this way: To what extent are inter
regional discrepancies in home market prices kepi within narrow 
limits not only through the potential trade in these goods them
selves, which would come into existence if interregional price 
differences came to exceed the costs of transfer, but also through 
the actual trade in other goods? 

It should be poted that goods in different stages of production 
- raw materiaI~, half finished goods, auxiliary materials like 
tools and machines, finished consumers' goods - are subject to 
interregional exchange. In some cases only the finished products 
are traded in, in other cases only the raw materials. Never
theless, prices of all categories are more or less influenced in an 
equalising direction. The cost of a house in A and B will differ 
less when the import of timber from A to B reduces the price 
difference for this conunodity to the costs of transfer, than if 
timber were produced in B at high cost. The price of bread in 
various regions differs less than it would if there were no inter
regional trade in wheat. Interregional trade in butter tends to 
prevent large differences in milk. prices, in spite of the fact that 
milk hardly enters into such trade at all. In regions which pro
duce some butter themselves although they import large quanti
ties of it (i. e. Great Britain), the price of milk holds a fairly 
definite relation to the price of imported butter. The price of 
milk. in the exporting region (i. e. Denmark) is also governed by 
the same butter price, after deduction of the costs of transfer. 
In this way the butter trade keeps the interregional difference 
in milk prices within narrow limits. 

Evidently, trade in goods in the earlier stages, including ma
chinery, tends to'make costs of production- and prices of home -
market goods in later stages of production more nearly similar in 
various regions than they Would otherwise be. Similarly, trade 
in goods in later stages afIe~tsthe prices of home market goods in 
earlier stages. In cases of rival supply, when different products 
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are made from the same raw material, the special price ties con
cern all these goods. Cheap furniture and building timber, which 
are both made from fir wood, afford an example. 

The case is similar when two or more commodities are subject 
to joint supply, i. e. are manufactured in one process of production 

./ out of a common raw material; their prices are naturally inti
mately related. If in certain countries only one of them enters 
international trade, the prices of the others belonging to the home 
market group are affected by their trade. Increased demand for 
the former commodity and its higher price in these countries will 
tend to depress the prices of the other goods. In other words, 
home market prices tend to vary in the same way in all these 
countries. 

There is another influence of a similar although still more in
direct character. The factors of production are not subject to in
ternational trade and resultant price equalisation; factor prices 
thus hold a position analogous to that of home market prices. 
But the trade in commodities of whatever sort tends to bring fac
tor prices in various countries closer to each other; thereby costs 
of production of goods that do not enter international trade -
home market goods - are brought more into harmony. The price 
at which a flat can be hired depends greatly upon the height of the 
rate of interest. If the interregional differences in interest levels 
are reduced through trade, a tendency towards equalisation of the 
price of flats is clearly brought about. 

In brief, in so far as prices of interregional goods and productive 
factors in one region are made to differ less from what they are in 
other regions, costs of production and prices of home market 
goods are also made more nearly equal. Assume that demand for 
home market goods falls off in A and increases in B. Home mar
ket prices will fall in A and rise in B, and the prices of the various 
factors of production will be affected in the corresponding direc
tion. In this way the conditions of production of international 
goods and the trade in them is necessarily influenced. It may be 
extended or reduced as the case may be. In any case the variation 
in factor prices is counteracted, and the change in home market 
prices kept within more narrow limits. 
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Assume further that the impediments to interregional trade arc 
considerably reduced,and the prices of interregional goods arc 
consequently more nearly equalised in various regions. In so faJ 
as these goods enter as costs in the production of home marke1 
goods, the prices of the latter also approach equality. This con· 
cerns the supply aspect of home market goods. Let us tum tc 
some aspect of demand conditions, tending to maintain a con· 
nection, albeit an elastic one, between home market prices ill 
different regions. 

Prices of home market goods naturally cannot differ mud 
from prices of import or export goods, if the latter offer intense 
competition. If the price of domestic electrical machinery i! 
raised, while import prices for the same articles are not, demand 
will tum to the latter. Thus, demand for" competing home mar· 
ket goods" easily reacts so as to counteract any tendency towards 
price variations in one region exclusively. Although a certaUJ 
commodity is an export commodity in A (exported to C) and ~ 
home market commodity in B, the prices will not vary arbitrarily 
a special case of this sort is "rival demand," which exists whell 
one commodity can be substituted for another. International 
trade in margarine tends to prevent great differences in butte) 
prices between countries where the latter is a home markel 
commodity. 

Furthermore, prices of competing home market goods in B and 
C, which are both importing similar products from A, will move 
more or less in harmony. If competition between imported and 
domestic goods is very close, then home market prices in B and C 
tend to be equal, and to exceed A's export prices by the costs oj 
transfer. 

Special attention should be given to one categorY of home mar· 
ket prices, the prices of personal services. Most of them are onl} 

. slightly affected by trade in commodities that enter into the costs 
of production of the services, for practically the whole cost con· 
sists of wages. Thus, prices of services in various countries are 
affected by trade only through its effect on the prices of the pro
ductive factors, in this case the height of wages. Now, it is 
apparent that nominal wages are by no means completely equal. 
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ised interregionally, and that for this reason the prices of personal 
services, as every traveller knows, vary from one region to an
other more than almost any commodity price. 

Evidently the relation between home market prices in different 
regions is governed (I) by the prices of the productive factors 
affected by trade in any sort of commodity, and (2) by the possi
bilities of trading in some goods belonging to a group of com
modities of which the prices are so interdependent that trade 
in one of them affects the prices of the others. 

On the whole, the interrelation of home market prices in dif
ferent regions is more fixed than appears at first sight.! 

This discussion of home market prices applies· to the case of 
many trading regions as well as to that of only two. It remains to 
describe briefly the relations between prices of interregional goods 
in the former case. 

§ 6. Interregional price relations, continued. Consider four 
regions of which A imports certain goods from B, while C obtains 
the same goods from D. Costs of production in Band D may 
differ considerably, perhaps as much as the costs of transfer be
tween these regions. Furthermore, the costs of transfer from B to 
A and from D to C may be quite unequal. It follows that the im
port prices of A and C may also differ, although not more than 
the costs of transfer between them. The difference will in most 
cases be smaller, but no general rule can be given as to its dimen
sions. Interregional price relations are fixed by the costs of 
transfer only with regard to the regions which trade with one 
another in the goods concerned. Prices of interregional goods in 

. two groups of regions which do not trade in them are not directly 
related. 

Evidently, even if the group of commodities called "interre
gional goods" contains the same articles in A and C the level of 
interregional prices in these two regions may differ, not only be
cause of differences in the costs of transfer but also because of the 
existence of more than one exporting region. Costs of production 
and export prices may be much higher in the region supplying 
A than in that supplying C. Most countries buy pulp from 

1 For variations in their relations, see Chapter XXIV. 
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Scandinavia, but certain countries on the Continent buy from 
their neighbours, e. g. Hungary from Czeko-Slovakia. Prices in 
both these countries are lower than Scandinavian prices plus 
costs of transport. 

These remarks lead to a conclusion which has been often 
ignored.l To say that prices of interregional goods tend to differ 
by the costs of transfer is saying nothing. Such a statement refers 
only to a certain exporting region, and the regions which import 
a particular commodity from it. It is not true of a comparison 
between prices of this commodity in the various importing re-

gionsj the price differences will often be less than the costs of 
transfer between them. Neither is it true of a comparison with 
regions belonging to a different group, i. e. not trading in this 
commodity with the first group. 

Often, however, different exporting regions have common mar
kets which connect their prices. This is the case with pulPj thus, 
price variations in Scandinavia affect import prices not only in 
regions which import pulp from various countries, but indirectly 
also pulp prices in other exporting regions and thus almost 
throughout the world. The relation between prices in various 
producing regions is nevertheless far from fixed, even if variations 
in costs of transfer are disregarded: the position of the common 
market may vary. 

I See, e. g. Keynes, A r"tJlu. 011 MtnN1 (London, 1930), chapter v, Sec. 2, 
where the viewpoints on international price relations are otherwise similar to those 
in this book. 
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In the figure above, B and D have a common market in E. If 
A's demand falls off, prices decline in Band E. D may be forced 
out of this market by B and the latter region may invade F, which 
used to buy only from D. Assuming that the exporting regions 
quote the same prices at the factory for all their customers, prices 
fall more in A, B, and E than in C, D, and F. Evidently it is not 
justifiable, except in the case of goods produced in one region only, 
to refer to a world market price, to which simply the costs of trans
fer have to be added when one wishes to know the price in a cer
tain region. 

Knowledge of interregional price conditions implies knowledge 
Jof. the costs of production and prices in the various producing 

centres, and of the currents of trade from these centres to the 
various importing regions. A bird's-eye view of interregional 
price relations is secured through a system of equations which 
take the interregional costs of transfer into account. The char
acter of such a system has been indicated in previous sections 
of this chapter (d. Appendices I and II). The analysis given 
above shows that such a price mechanism is far from being 
characterised by equality of general price levels or even of levels 
of interregional prices.1 Prices in all trading regions are inter
related, but not in such a simple fashion that brief statements 
of equality of price levels may be regarded as satisfactory; the 
interdependence is closer for home market goods and less close 
for interregional goods than appears at first sight. 

§ 7. Difficulties with price index comparistms. In connection 
with this reasoning certain difficulties of price index comparisons 
should be mentioned, as they make it clear that great caution is 
required. 

One special reason for care in the use of the "level of inter
regional prices" is that the commodities entering interregional 

1 The discussion of foreign exchange problems after the War has suffered a great 
deal from unpractical assumptions of equality of price levels. Even writers like 
Hawtrey and Cassel have made themselves responsible for such reasonings. See 
such recent writings as those of 1926: Hawtrey, Th4 Eamomk Problem, p. 113, 
and Cassel, "The Foreign Exchanges," Encyclopedia Britannica, New Volume 1, 
p. loBo. For a view affiliated with that in the text see WlCksell, Geldziru 11114 GiJ,
terpreise, chapter x, and Keynes, A Treatise on Money, chapter vii. 
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trade are not identical in all regions. Not only are there many 
differences in quality which impair the accuracy of price compari
son; much more serious is the difficulty arising from the fact that 
a commodity belonging to the home market group in one region 
may belong to the interregional group in another. A price index 
for all interregional goods in A is therefore not comparable to a 
price index for all interregional goods in B. As a rule, the dis
tinction between home market and interregional prices and the 
price level concept in general is of greater use in comparisons of 

. conditions on two different dates in the same region than in com
parisons between different regions. 

Difficulties inherent in the index method also make themselves 
felt. The result depends upon how the weighting is done. Strictly'" 
speaking, all comparisons rest upon the tacit assumption that 
the commodities or groups of commodities or productive factors 
or factor groups are fairly equal in the various regions. The costs 
of living, for instance, can be compared if the budgets used are 
identical or similar. The greater the difference between the 
things to which the sum of prices refers in various regions, the 
less significant the comparison can be. 

1£ some goods playa much more important rOle in the budgets 
of A than in B, and other goods are consumed only in one of the 
regions, a comparison of the costs of living becomes artificial. But 
if there are fundamental similarities, two indices of the costs of 
living for each region may be computed by means of the budgets 
used; in case the relation of the index in A to that in B is simi
lar for the different computations, the result attains a certain 
validity. 

Comparisons of the absolute heights of the general wholesale 
price levels in various regions are often much less significant. The 
aggregates of goods which must be used as a basis for the com
putation differ considerably if the weighting is to be based upon v 
the economic importance of the goods in each region. As a com
parison of price indices is nothing but a comparison of the total 
value of a certain .. bale" of commodities in the various regions, 
the result is void of interest when the aggregate of goods is not 
approximately equal. And if identical aggregates are chosen, 
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they cannot be considered as satisfactory representatives of 
economic life in the different regions. 

Evidently, general price indices for regions with considerable 
inequalities in their economic structure do not throw much light 
on price conditions. A statement that the general price level of 
commodities or productive factors in A is 10 percent higher than 
that in B often lacks meaning. If comparisons are to be made, 
they must be based on special indices, constructed for some special 
purpose. If, for instance, the food habits of the populations are 
similar, one may say that an index of food prices is 10 percent 
higher in A than in B. Again, if a certain industry uses the same 
raw materials in both regions, and practically in the same propor
tions, the height of the raw material prices may be expressed by 
means of indices. Similarly with regard to factor prices, they may 
be compared interregionally only if they refer to factors or groups 
of factors which are approximately equal in the various regions. 
Curiously enough, these qualifications of the use of price indices, 
although self-evident, are often overlooked, the general com
modity price levels in various countries being consequently com
pared in unqualified terms. 

It is important to distinguish the problem of comparing the 
absolute height of prices with that of comparing price variations 
in different regions. In the latter case the comparison is not be
tween prices in A and prices in B. Instead, we wish to know 
whether prices in A have changed more or less than prices in B. 
The computation of the change in the price index involves only a 
comparison between conditions at two different times in the same 
region. From 1900 to 1914, for example, the general wholesale 
price level may have risen by 20 percent in A and by 30 percent 
in B. Such a comparison is permissible even if A and B produce 
and use many different goods, or the goods used are more impor
tant in one region than in the other. 

Different indices can of course be employed here also for dif
ferent purposes. Particularly interesting is computation of the 
change in the net money value of all goods produced. This is the 
same as a comparison of the value of the use of the total produc
tive factors in the region during two periods of time, including 
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profits, i. e. the change in the national income, expressed in 
money. The fact that this income fluctuates more in one region 
than in another, when certain changes in the economic situation 
occur, has great significance (see Part V). 

The price changes of productive factors, individually or by 
groups, can, of course, be compared, like commodity prices. We 
may say that the wages of manual workers have risen by 20 

percent in A and by 30 percent in B, even if the proportion of 
skilled and unskilled workers is different in the two regions; for 
the comparison does not assume that the figures refer to identical 
objects. 

V' I' 8. Relations of prices of productive factors in diJ! erent regions. 
These relations can best be illustrated by an analysis of assumed 
cases. Suppose that of the three regions A, B and C, given in § 3, 
B and C have a similar equipment of productive factors (farm 
land, etc.). C is either situated further away from A than is B, 
or its means of communication with this region are for other rea
sons not so good as those of B. Costs of transport for import 
and export goods are assumed to be about equal. 

It follows from what has been said in the preceding section that 
B's productive factors will be in relatively greater demand than 
C's, in other words that their prices will be higher. The general 
level of commodity prices, as measured by a wholesale price index 
of the ordinary type, is therefore also higher in B than in C. It is 
true that import prices are higher in C, but export goods common 
to these two regions command higher prices in the ports of B 
than in C, since they are closer to the market in A. The conse
quent relative cheapness of C factors tends to make home mar
ket goods in C also cheaper than in B. Observe, however, that 
some home market goods in C are import goods in B. They may 
well cost more in the former region. On the other hand, certain 
goods which B is able to export are home market goods in C, and 
will probably cost less than in B. These two qualifications do not 
impair the conclusion that the general price, as commonly com
puted, is lower in a region far from its markets than in another 
with similar equipment of productive factors but situated closer 
to the main markets. 
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The fact that import goods from A cost more to C than to B 
means that C obtains less for its exports and pays more for its im
ports than its rival. Evidently, the long distance to A or other 
circumstances which render trade costly are a disadvantage to C. 
The prices of its productive factors in terms of goods are lower 
than in B. 

In general, productive factors situated close to the demand for 
their products - or so situated that these products can be easily 
moved there - obtain higher value than more distant factors. 
Out-of-the-way regions have cheap factors, and for this reason are 
able to produce for themselves many commodities which more 
favourably situated regions with higher income levels would im
port. This is one aspect of the restriction of interregional trade 
by the costs of transfer, the other being the upward influence on 
import prices; both of them tend to make home production 
profitable. 

The trade with A obviously affects the prices of factors and 
commodities differently in B and in C. Relative prices in these 
two regions may differ more when actual trade is going on than 
otherwise. The statement that trade tends to equalise the prices 

, of the factors of production therefore refers to the situation as a 
whole,l but need not be true of relative factor prices in any two 
regions. Yet trade between two arbitrary regions (in this case B 
and C) cannot but exercise an equalising influence on price con
ditions in these two regions.ll 

§ 9. Differences in factor equipment and price relations. (It is 
evident that the price conditions in different regions are so pro
foundly influenced by the transfer relations that any explanation 
which disregards this aspect of the problem is inadequate) It is 
equally clear that the differences in factor equipment, described 
in terms of the quantities of factors in each region and irrespec
tive of their local distribution within it, affect interregional price 
relations. Other things being equal, home market prices will be 

1 The price equalising effect may be measured by an inda of interregional factor 
price differences. For reasons analogous to those applicable in the study of .. total 
gain" it is not worth while to give much attention to such measurements. 

I As for qualifications to such statements see Part U. 
I Cf. Taussig.llJ1enw1ional T,ade. chapter v. 
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low in regions where the factors of production important to home 
market industries are cheap" 

The influence of the productive equipment is particularly clear 
in regions with an uneven supply of natural resources; they have 
a high general price level, as measured by a wholesale price index 
of the ordinary type, for they lack many of the factors which play 
a leading rMe in home market industry. In the southern part of 
Argentina almost nothing but oil is produced; consequently it is 
cheap, while almost everything else is expensive. This illustrates 
the influence of both the costs of transport and the supply of fac
tors of production. First, the price level is high because the trans
port of import goods costs more than that of oil. Thus, the in
crease in import prices above the level in regions where the goods 
are produced is greater than the difference in oil prices between 
southern Argentina and oil-importing regions. Secondly, oil 
will not count heavily in a general price index, but expensive 
food will. 

Another case is found in gold-producing districts. Alaska, for 
instance, is a rather barren country apart from its gold mines. 
Almost everything has to be imported and is, therefore, more ex
pensive than in the places of production. Gold, on the other 
hand, is a little cheaper than elsewhere, though very little indeed, 
but this does not lower the general price index, as gold is not in
cluded among the commodities of which account is taken. 

Another circumstance which affects price relations is the size of 
the market. Home market goods, ceteris paribus, tend to be. 
cheaper in regions where the home market is large, i. e. the num
ber of people great, their standard of living high, and their de
mand for the commodity in question lively. 

§ 10. Friction and interregional price relations. It has hereto
fore been assumed that the prices of interregional goods differ by 
the precise amount of the costs of transfer. This is by no means 
always the case. 

Note, first, that commodities do not, so to speak, sell them
selves automatically. Many are what Professor Angell calls 

I ~ Chapter XlV, where this reasoning is further pursued and illustrated. 
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"partially traded goods." 1 It is not easy to establish with full 
certainty the quality of the product, nor is it possible to sell it in a 
new market without incurring heavy marketing expenses; thence 
the differences between the prices of such goods in different coun
tries may much exceed the combined costs of transport, duties, 
and similar expenses. One must either carry on a marketing 
campaign and build up and pay for a sales organisation to sell a 
large quantity of the product in country A, or not sell at all, even 
if able to sell considerable quantities in other countries where such 
an organisation already exists. The initiative, enterprise, and 
willingness to carry risks called for if one is to "conquer" new 
markets are not always forthcoming. Besides, the lack of infor
mation concerning marketing conditions abroad for goods of this 
sort - as opposed to the important staple goods - acts as an 
obstacle. This lack of data is especially significant when output 
and prices in the main exporting countries vary irregularly, e. g. 
under the influence of climatic variations. The course of trade 
changes considerably from one year to another; timber prices, for 
instance, rose from 1926 to 1927 (autumn season) as follows: 
Finland, 55 percent; Sweden, 20 percent; Germany, 2S percent; 
Jugoslavia, 30--60 percent; Latvia and Poland, 20-40 percent. 

Tum now to the relation between home market prices. Much 
of what has been said in the two preceding sections concerning 
the connection between prices in different regions is valid only 
when interpreted as referring to long-run tendencies. Prices of 
home market goods in different regions are connected only loosely 

, by reactions which, when changes have occurred, may come about 
slowly and with little precision. 

Consider first elements on the supply side which tend to cause 
a parallel development of home market prices in several regions. 
These elements all have to do with the costs of production of the 

1 See Angell, Theory of International Prices (Cambridge, 1926), pp. 379 fl.; 
Schiiller, SchulzzoU untl F,eihantlel (Wien, 19°5), pp. 88 fl.; and the latter's "Zur 
Theorie der Handelspolitik" in Die Wwtschaftstheorie der Gegetr/Darl (Wien, 1928), 
Band IV. 

I In this amount is included the sums by which marketing expenses in this 
market would exceed similar expenses in countries where a certain firm is already 
selling the product. 
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various goods. Raw materials and other goods used in industries 
manufacturing certain goods may be subject to interregional trade 
and their prices may therefore tend to move more or less in har
mony. Secondly, trade affects also the prices of the factors of 
production and thereby the production costs in home market in
dustries. This influence is doubly indirect, and, from a short-time 
point of view, uncertain. The cheapening of a certain factor in 
region A may lead to a drop in the reward given the units of this 
factor employed in region B's export industries. But for some 
time, at least, other units of the same factor in B's home market 
industries may retain their old pay, because of trade union policy 
or other sorts of lack. of mobility. For the time being, home mar
ket prices in B may fail to move downward as they have in A. 

From a short-time point of view such units when used in home 
market industries constitute a different factor than the units em
ployed in export industries. And it is clearly only in so far as the 
same factors are used in these two groups of industries that trade 
in interregional goods can affect directly factor prices and costs of 
production in home market industries. 

Tum now to demand. As certain home market goods compete 
closely with interregional goods, price variations in the latter 
tend to be reflected in the prices of the former. This does not, 
however, happen instantly. A drop in import prices may bring a 
corresponding change in the prices of competing home market 
goods only after some time, when an attempt to maintain prices 
has led to reduced sales and increased imports. On the other 
hand, trade in goods in a late stage of the process of production 
(e. g. paper) is probably often effective in bringing about quick 
reactions in the prices of raw materials (e. g. wood), even if they 
are not subject to interregional trade. But even in this case some 
time may pass before the expected variations occur. 

An entirely different element of supply largely explains tem
porary discrepancies in the development of prices in different 
regions. Factor and raw material prices affect supply only in
directly, through. their influence on costs of production; while in 
the long run this influence is no doubt decisive, and the simple as
sumption of coincidence between costs and prices is justified, it is 
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equally clear that temporarily production costs and prices often 
differ considerably. Profits are high in certain industries, while 
others are working at a heavy loss. If profits tended to develop in 
a similar manner in all regions, commodity prices would also tend 
to move in harmony. As a matter of fact, it often occurs that 
while a certain industry is prospering in one region and declining 
in another, costs are falling in both. Similarly, a variation in 
costs between regions in an industry need not at once make selling 
prices move in a parallel direction. 

Lastly, it should be mentioned that costs of production relating 
to individual commodities are not exact quantities. The division 
of overhead costs between different products of the same process 
or between different "bales" of goods even when of identical 
quality is more or less arbitrary. This opens up possibilities for 
price policy which may be developed along different lines. The 
most conspicuous example is the use of "dumping," or price dis
crimination in general. Electrical energy, for instance, is sold to 
private households and factories at different prices, according to 
the use made of it. The traditions of such 'tliscrimination in 
Sweden and Norway are different; it is quite possible, therefore, 
that a reduction in costs would not affect the prices of electricity 
in the same way in these two countries. Private householders 
might reap the chief benefit in one, and factories in the other. 

§ II. Summary. This chapter has been concerned with an' 
analysis of the influence of interregional costs of transfer on the 
character of trade. It has been demonstrated that they not only 
hamper interregional trade but change its course and, to some ex
tent, its effects. The relation between commodity and factor 
prices in different regions has been illustrated and described. The 
connection between prices of interregional goods has been shown 
to be less direct and that of home market goods more so than 
might be assumed at first sight. From a long time point of view 
the price system of mutual interdependence ties them firmly to
gether, but temporarily considerable discrepancies in their de
velopment in different regions are possible. 



CHAPTER IX 

INTERREGIONAL FACTOR MOVEMENTS AND THEIR 
RELATION TO COMMODITY MOVEMENTS I 

§ I. Facto' movements as an alternative to t,ade. Having dealt in 
the last chapter with the influence of obstacles to interregional 
commodity movements, we now come to the question of inter
regional movements of productive factors. So far these factors 
have been assumed to be completely mobile within the regions 
but unable to move at all between them; in neither regard does 
the assumption correspond to reality. We must consider not only 
the possibility of transferring factors from one region to another, 
but also the obstacles to their movement within the regions. 
These obstacles, and the corresponding difficulties in the way of 
intraregional commodity movements, are discussed in the next 
chapter. At present we shall examine the interregional factor 
movements and \heir influence on interregional trade, as well as 
the effects of trade on such factor movements, without giving at
tention to the price discrepancies which exiSt within the regions. 

It goes without saying that the obstacles to interregional factor 
movements vary to some extent with the sort of region under 
consideration. They are generally more important when the re
gions are individual countries than when they are parts of the 
same country. A realistic description of these obstacles is conse
quently possible only in a study of a special sort of region. We 
shall return to this question in the chapters on international 
trade. In general it may be said, however, (I) that natural re
sources are immobile, (2) that obstacles to labour movements 
consist not so much in actual expenses of transporting the la
bourer, his family and his personal property, as in a psychological 

a The fact that international movement of labour and capital had been much 
neglected in orthodoz treatises and that a theory of such movements need not be 
subordinated to a theory of commodity movements was drawn to my attention by 
Professor John H. Williams during my studies at Harvard University in 192:1-23-
Cf. his paper, "The Theory of International Trade Reconsidered," ~ 
10WMl (1929). 
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aversion to changes, particularly those to something more or less 
unknown, and (3) that obstacles to capital movements are 
similarly psychologicaJ.1 Such obstacles therefore cannot, as in 
the case of commodities, be reckoned in definite costs of transfer. 

However, the stimulus which makes labourers and capitalists 
overcome the obstacles is chiefly a desire to receive a higher price, 
i. e. higher wages or interest rates (see Chapter XVI). The dif
ference in price sufficient to induce a transfer of labour or capital 
is insufficient to call forth a greater transfer. Thus, if the height 
of the obstacle is measured by the stimulus necessary to overcome 
it, it is clear that different labourers and different units of capital 
meet obstacles of differing heights. In this respect there is a lack 
of analogy to the obstacles to commodity movements such as 
difficulties of transportation and duties which from an economic 
point of- view appear as costs of transfer. In other respects, 
however, the obstacles to factor movements may be dealt with 
m an analogous manner. 

As factors move from regions where their prices are relatively 
low to regions where they are dear, their scarcity, i. e. reward in 
the former, is increased, while their prices in the latter fall, unless 
there is at the same time some counteracting tendency. Inter
regional mobility tends to make prices more uniform in the re
gions concerned, just as the interregional movements of com
modities were found to do. 

These tendencies, being in the same direction, cannot but affect 
one another. Through the exchange of commodities not only 
their prices but also those of the productive factors are to some 
extent equalised, i. e. interregional discrepancies in factor prices 
are reduced; interregional factor movements are thereby made 
superfluous. The movement of goods takes the place of movement 
of factors. In other words, if no trade took place the price discrep
ancies and consequently the movements of the productive fac
tors would be more considerable. Trade renders unnecessary, in 
part, in some cases wholly, the interregional movement of capital 
and labour. 

1 The difliculties of adjustment of the trade mechanism to the existence of capital " 
movements is another matter; see § s. 
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On the other hand, the exchange of goods cannot bring about a 
complete equalisation of factor prices. Interregional differences 
remain, and call forth factor movements, whenever the difference 
is great enough to overcome the obstacles. Factor prices are in 
this way brought into completer harmony as between regions; 
the need for interregional trade, and consequently its volume, are 
reduced. (nus factor movements act as a substitute for the 
movements of commodities':) Interregional price equalisation 
seems to be furthered either by both movements, or by the one 
which meets with less resistance. 

If the mobility of the factors increases, a new transfer of them 
will take place, and the consequent greater harmony between 
their prices in different regions will obviate part of the exchange 
of commodities. On the other hand, a reduction in the costs of 
transport through improvements in the technique of transporta
tion will increase trade, and the often resultant decrease of the 
factor price discrepancy may diminish interregional factor move
ment. Everything depends upon the intensity of the reaction of 
factor prices and therefore factor movements when trade varies; 
and upon the intensity of the reaction of commodity prices and '"' 
therefore trade when factor movements vary. 

In some cases the exchange of goods may operate alone. It may 
cause such a high degree of price harmony between regions that 
no interregional movements of capital and labour are called forth. 
The margins between wages and interest rates in different regions 
may be too small. Under such circumstances the mobility of the 
productive factors has only potential importance: it does not 
affect production and prices, but would do so if either the factor 
price discrepancies or the mobility increased. 

It is theoretically conceivable that in other cases factor move
ment, but no trade, takes place between two regions. Both may 
find it profitable to trade exclusively with other regions, but this 
may be compatible with so different factor prices that factors 
move between the two regions. For all practical purposes, how
ever, we may assume that either commodities alone or both com
modities and factors move between the various regions. 

A study of variations in interregional trade - whether the 
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cause be changes in demand, technique, or anything else - must 
consider the reactions of both these tendencies towards price 
equalisation. Variations which would increase price discrepancies 
will be counteracted both by a change in trade, which directly 
affects commodity prices and indirectly factor prices, and by a 
change in factor movements, which affects the latter prices di
rectly 1I.nd the former indirectly. The tendency towards price 
equalisation thus operates in two ways. 

§ 2. The influence of factor movements on the volume and char
acter of trade. We may now consider the reactions of trade when 
the primary cause of the economic variation lies in a changed fac
tor mobility, and also the reaction of factor movements when the 
primary cause is a change in the obstacles to trade. 

Assume that the interregional mobility of productive factors 
is for some reason considerably increased, and that under the cir
cumstances, the existing discrepancy in factor prices is large 
enough to cause factor movements which contribute to the 
equalising of interregional factor prices. When price differences 
have in this way been reduced the factor movements tend to 
c~e again. What then will be the situation with regard to trade? 

We should suppose from the previous reasoning that the vol
ume of trade would be reduced, since it has been partly obviated 
through the direct equaUS;tion of factor prices, implying in many 
cases greater similarity in the equipment of productive agents. 
Such will be the case, for example, if A exports capital to B while 
B sends labour to A. If the total income in A, i. e. the sum of the 
prices of all productive factors, maintains about the same relation 
to that of B as before, trade will be reduced.1 Note, however, that 
the redistribution of productive factors will increase the real in
come in both regions taken together, - in terms of commodi
ties,2- and that this condition, ceteris paribus, tends to iIu;uase 
trade. It is conceivable, but improbable, that this tendency 
should be stronger than the one just mentioned. 

1 Under dynamic conditions national income may differ from the sum total of 
factor prices. For our present purpose this fact need not be considered. 

I The concepts "volume of trade" and "volume of production" must be used 
with .caution. Cf. Chapter XVI. 
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The outcome is still more uncertain when the quantity of pro
ductive factors is reduced in one region and much increased in 
t~e other, i. e. if the total income in one declines considerably 
compared to the total income in the other. II B is a new country 
with plenty of natural resources the movement of factors may go 
one way' only, both labour and capital flowing to B from A or 
from several other regions. The total income is increased in B 
but reduced in A. II income in B has been considerably smaller 
than in A, then a more even distribution of income betw~en them 
must tend to increase trade. Ther~ can be little doubt that trade 
between Europe and South America has been greatly increased 
through the flow of labour and capital from the former to the lat
ter, in spite of the fact that these movements have made South 
America's equipment of productive agents more like Europe's 
than formerly. Economic life in South America has experienced 
an enormous growth, which would have been impossible without 
the influx of labour and capital. 
<-The volume of trade is dependent upon the absolute quantity 

of productive agents in the various regions as measured by the 
figure of total income, not alone upon the inequality of their en
dowment; or better, the strength of the demand, which is gov
erned by the quantity, prices, and conditions of ownership of 
productive factors in the various regions, as well as the taste of its 
inhabitants, affects the volume of trade no less than do the con
ditions of supply,) Trade between England and Iceland, despite 
the greater inequality in the latter respect between the two, is 
smaller than between England and Holland. 

Of course, if the total income in B is greater than in A, an 
increase in such superiority tends to reduce interregional trade. 
The more productive factors, and thereby consumers, are con
centrafed to one region, the less will the need be for interregional 
trade, at least if this concentration means at the same time a step 
towards an equalisation of factor prices. 

As a matter of fact, labour and capital movements have usually 
gone to regions with scanty supply of these factors and relatively 
low sum total of incomes~ The migration has considerably in
creased that sum, ~d ~as thus tended to increase interregional 
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trade. It seems probable that in many cases this trend has been 
stronger than that toward reduction in trade because of greater 
similarity in factor prices. On the other hand, factor movements 
without considerable influence upon relative total incomes have 
in most cases almost certainly reduced the volume of interregional 
trade. 

It goes without saying that there is no fixed relation between 
the size of total incomes and trade, even disregarding the direct 
influence of changes in conditions of production on the need for 
interregional trade. Factor movements imply not only such 
changes but also, at least in some cases, a change in the direction 
of demand. The immigrant labourer need not demand the same 
goods as did the expatriated capitalist. 

In brief.{!he volume of trade depends upon (I) the inequality of 
factor equipment, (2) the size of the respective national incomes, 
i. e. the volume of demand in different regions, and 6) the direc
tion of demand) Factor movements affect all three I of these 
elements, the second in two ways: they may change the rela
tions between total incomes in various regions; and the redis
tribution of factors means increased effectiveness in their utilisa
tion, i. e. tends to raise the volume of production and income 
everywhere. 

§ 3. The influence of factor movements on trade (continud). A 
few similar subjects remain to be considered; the first has to do 
with the so-called "economies of large-scale production" in the 
widest sense of this expression. Under certain conditions the 
prices of the factors which increase in quantity through influx 
from other regions need not fall relative to the prices of factors 
which are not augmented at all. A region with a great supply of 
natural resources may receive an influx of capital and labour 
without any reduction of interest rates and wages. It is well 
known that when the quantity of one factor is increased and the 
quantity of other cooperating factors is constant, the return per 
unit of the former may in the 'beginning increase. Four thousand 

1 The volume of trade is, of course, governed by all the basic circumstances in 
the price system. But some of them, like conditions of ownership, are not affected 
by factor movements, and therefore are not touched upon here. 
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men will probably produce more than twice as much in a new 
country as two thousand men. The tendency to diminishing re
turns as regards the factor that is increased, only makes itself felt 
after a certain point has been reached. A new region with a scanty 
supply of labour and capital may, owing to external economies, 
get a higher output per head and unit of capital when the 
supply of labour and capital is increased, which has been abund
antly illustrated by economic history. 

It should be observed that the point where a further influx of 
labour will reduce wages may not be reached, even though the. 
tendency to diminishing returns is active in the individual enter
prises. Density of population is necessary for the opening and 
maintenance of communications, educational facilities, etc. Al
though each farm would get less output per head by employing one 
more man, indirect advantages would come to all of them from an 
increase in density. It is quite possible, therefore, that the flow of 
labour and capital into South America towards the end of the last 
century had no tendency to reduce wages or even interest rates, 
- at least, in the beginning, - but on the contrary raised them 
relative to rents; the change in factor prices during this period 
may thus have been of the same sort here and in Europe, where 
the outflow of labour and capital must have raised wages and 
interest rates. If that is so, factor prices have not moved closer 
together, and trade has had no tendency to diminish. Nor have 
factor movements had any tendency to change the character 
of trade; goods containing relatively great quantities of natural 
resources have always been the natural export articles in South 
America. 

After a certain point has been reached, however, labour and 
capital in the regions of immigration will fail to rise as fast as 
rents. Relative factor prices thus tend to move together inter
regionally. Still more this must be the case, when wages and in
terest rates tend to fall under the influence of increased quantities 
of labour and capital. In such cases the reasoning at the opening 
of this chapter applies, with the modifications indicated. 

The last qualification is that the large-scale economies effected 
when the market is enlarged through the influx of labour and 
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capital affect the various industries quite differently. If these 
economies are felt chiefly in export industries, trade will tend to 
increase. On the other hand, increased effectiveness, particularly 
in industries which produce goods competing with import com
modities, must have the opposite effect on the volume of trade. 
Which of these alternatives is most probable in new countries 
which receive both labour and capital from abroad it is impossible 
to say. It is true that internal economies are greatest in manu
facturing industries, and would tend to reduce imports of manu
factures in new regions. But external economies are perhaps even 
more important in agriculture, and tend to increase export. The 
higher factor prices, in terms of goods, which must follow, coun
teract these tendencies, and a balance between imports and ex
ports is maintainedj the volume of trade can just as well be in
creased as reduced. The same thing may be expressed by saying 
that the proportions in which productive factors are needed 
change as a result of large-scale economies. This may affect the 
character and volume of trade in a way impossible to describe in 
general terms. 

Evidently, the number of acting and counteracting tendencies 
set at work by international factor movements is great, and the 
net result on the volume and character of trade is correspondingly 
varied. 

It is often but not always true that factor movements tend to 
equalise productive factor equipment in the various regions. The 
stimulus to factor movements lies in the interregional price dif
ferences, which would exist even if the equipment were the same. 

{pifIerences in demand, transfer conditions, social conditions, and 
the like, would cause differences in factor prices, which might be 
sufficient to call forth factor movements) 

Consider three regions, A, B, and C, of which the two latter are 
similarly equipped, while C lies much further away from A than 
B. A being an important market for the goods of the other two 
regions, the prices of most factors tend to be higher in B than in 
Cj consequently some of them may move from the latter to the 
former, and the equipment of B and C will then differ more than 
before. Evidently factor movements mean economic adaptation 
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to the existing supply of other factors and to demand, transfer 
conditions, and other basic circumstances. 

This adaptation implies more than a change in the conditions 
of production in a narrow sense; variations in factor supply and 
factor prices also change the costs of transfer in two different 
ways, thus affecting the distribution of industry and interregional 
trade. In the first place, costs of transfer naturally depend upon 
the prices of the productive factors needed for transportation. 
By influencing factor prices, interregional factor movements also 
affect costs of transfer. Transport services hold a place in the 
price system analogous to that of other services and commodities. 
Secondly, large-scale economies affect the prices of transport serv
ices in much the same way as the prices of commodities; since fac
tor movements, to new countries for instance, greatly increase the 
need of transportation services, a cheaper supply of them is made 
possible. Harbours and railways, for example, may be built and 
cheaply operated. It goes without saying that this must markedly 
affect the volume and character of trade. 

So much for the different effects of interregional factor move
ments upon interregional trade. Although no general statement 
can be made, the foregoing analysis throws light on the relations 
between factor and commodity movements. 

§ 4. The injluelJCe oj changes in trade on Jactor movements. As 
factor movements depend upon interregional price differences, 
any variation in the basic elements of the price system may affect 
factor movements by causing a change in these price differences. 
Thus, in order to throw light upon the relation between trade 
and factor movements we must outline their place in the price 
system. The basic elements of I>ricing so far presented are 
wants and desires, conditions of ownership, supply of productive 
factors, and physical conditions of production. The conditions 
governing large-scale economies, social conditions of production, 
and economic stability have also been discussed (see Part II). In 
the last chapter we analysed the costs of transfer, i. e. the prices 
of transfer services, whose place in the price system is similar to 
that of other services. Productive factors at certain prices must 
be used, their quantity depending upon the qualities of the fac-
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tors and commodities, i. e. the natural properties of the materials. 
In other words, the same physical conditions govern production 
in a narrow sense as those which control transportation. To be 

,-' explicit, the fourth group of basic elements may be called the 
physical conditions of production and transportation.' But so
cial conditions also enter in: duties and taxes, for instance, play 
the same part in interregional trade as do taxes on production in 
industry, increasing the costs of transfer or of production. 

Interregional factor movements require slight use of productive 
factors. A little shipping room for emigrants is perhaps all. 
Whether capital movements require extra means of transporta
tion is doubtful. They need not increase the total volume of trade, 
since they may reduce commodity movements in one direction as 
much as they increase them in the opposite one. At any rate, the 
consequent demand for transportation services is analogous to the 
demand for them for purposes of travel and the like. The only 
essential change in the price mechanism arising from the exist
ence of factor movement is that the total demand in each region 
is not governed solely by individual taste, supply and ownership 
of factors, and their prices. It is in the nature of capital move
ments for buying power to be transferred from the lending to 
the borrowing region. To modify the system of equations which 
illustrate the priC!! mechanism in this respect is simple enough. 
The essential implications of this transfer of buying power and 
the transformation of economic life caused thereby will be ana
lysed in detail later. 

An entirely separate effect of factor movement is to change the 
factor supply in each region. This leads to no alteration in the 
status of the price system where the actual supply of factors at a 
given moment is of importance. Whether this supply is due not 
only to domestic sources but also to influx from or efflux to other 

1 The expression" transfer conditions," which is convenient in many cases, refers 
to the productive factor equipment in all regions and to the pbysical conditions of 
production and transportation, both regarded from the point of view of transfer of 
commodities. The quality of the surface of the earth in various parts of the world is, 
perhaps, particularly important, together with the distance relations between the 
regions. The term" conditions of production" refers to the supply of factors in the 
various regions and to the pbysical conditions of production and transportation, 
both regarded from the point of view of production. 
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regions is immaterial; is it nevertheless practical in a study of 
economic variations, where reactions of factor supply are taken 
into account, to distinguish sharply between the reaction of sup
ply from domestic sources and its changes through interregional 
factor movements. 

After this discussion of the basic elements of pricing, let 
us examine further the relation between factor movements and 
trade. 

The previous section contains an investigation into the effects 
upon the price system, and particularly upon the volume and 
character of trade, of primary changes in factor mobility which 
induce interregional factor movements. Analysis of the effects of 
primary variations in the basic elements, with special attention 
to the reactions of interregional factor movements, is postponed 
to Part V, with the following exception. From the point of view 
of interregional trade, those basic changes which affect transfer 
conditions are particularly interesting. They affect interregional 
trade directly and thence other parts of the price mechanism, 
e. g. factor prices and interregional factor movements. This is 
evidently the reverse of the case considered. in the previous sec
tion: a change in factor mobility can influence nothing but fac
tor movements directly, and trade, etc., indirectly. An analysis 
of these two types of cases is best suited to throw light on the rela
tion between the interregional movements of commodities and 
factors. Having discussed the latter case, we now tum to the 
former, beginning with the influence upon factor movements of 
changes in trade due to technical improvements in transportation. 

The effect of such changes may be for factor prices to be so 
nearly equalised that factor movements which would otherwise 
have taken place are rendered superfluous. On the other hand, it 
is quite possible that out-of-the-way regions may become natural 
locations for certain industries, and will, therefore, attract labour 
and capital, whereby interregional factor movements are in
creased. Interregional discrepancies in factor prices may well be 
widened in some cases and reduced in others, with consequently 
diverse effects upon factor movements. This statement holds 
good for both .reductions and increases in the costs of transfer-
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for instance, the effect upon factor movements of a policy of 
high protection. For further discussion of this question see 
Chapter XVI. 

In the preceding chapter it has been demonstrated that the 
effect upon trade of changes in transfer costs cannot be explained 
in terms of increase or reduction in the total volume: the currents 
of trade are altogether transformed. Evidently the same may be 
said of the possible influence of changed costs of transfer upon fac
tor movements. Factors are attracted to regions which now have 
become suitable for the location of important industries. The 
distribution of factors over the earth is changed without the least 
contribution toward a more even equipment in different regions; 
on the contrary, factor equipment is altered to correspond to the 
new conditions of transfer. 

A study of variations of the price mechanism of several trading 
regions will naturally explain what happens in each case. The 
present analysis is an attempt to characterise the relationship in 
that mechanism as a whole. 

§ s. Various combinations of commodity and factor movements 
as alternatives. The preceding sections demonstrate that under 
certain circumstances factor and commodity movements are 
alternative, while under other conditions new movements of one 
cause greater movements of the other. 

We tum now to a consideration of the fact that some factor 
movements take the place of others just as some commodity 
movements take the place of others. The latter phenomenon is 
self-evident: import duties on manufactured goods, for example, 
often lead to the production of similar goods at home by means of 
imported raw materials. Thus, raw materials go instead of 
finished goods. In general, the interrelation of transfer costs de
termines whether under given conditions of production goods at a 
later or earlier stage of manufacture are traded. 

Similarly, then, one factor may move from A to B, where other 
£actors are relatively abundant. If this movement is made diffi
cult, the result may be that other factors move from B to A. In
.tead of capital going one way, for instance, labour may move the 
:>ther as a result of checks on interregional capital movements. 
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On the other hand, capital and labour movements may comple
ment each other. European emigration to South America would 
have been unthinkable in the last century if European capital had 
not also moved. Yet even in such cases we may say that certain 
factor movements replace others. As natural resources could not 
go from South America to Europe, other factors had to go in the 
opposite direction. The outcome in this case has been increased 
interregional trade; so that it is perhaps more accurate to say that ~ 
factor movements and trade of one sort have replaced trade of 
another sort. 

Generally speaking, one combination of factor and commodity 
movements may take the place of another. Variations in difficul
ties of transfer may lead to such substitutions, as may all other 
sorts of economic variation. 

Factor and commodity movements are the reactions of the 
economic mechanism. Both imply a local adaptation of the sup
ply. of goods to the conditions of demand. Factor movements 
chiefly reflect adaptation of conditions of production to conditions 
of transfer and demand,l at the same time implying an adaptation 
of transfer conditions and local distribution of demand. Com- " 
modity movements, and the interregional distribution of produc
tion which they express, represent an adaptation of local supply 
to local demand, given certain conditions of production and 
transfer. 

One might group factors and goods in one class, consisting of 
many species. Innumerable combinations of movements are pos
sible in various directions between regions, and occur along the 
line of least resistance; they represent the economic adaptation 
to existing conditions, while exercising a fundamental influence 
upon them. 

The controlling element in local adaptation is in the long run 
the fact that natural resources are immobile, while labour and 
capital must be distributed. Most other factors (there are, of 
course, many different labour factors) are fairly mobile, and most 

1 For the sake of brevity it is not each time repeated that conditions of stability, 
taxation, and the like, playa similar I'lde to that of other conditions of production, 
demand, etc. 
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goods may be transported between many regions. The number of 
combined movements which are feasible is therefore enormous. 
To this is largely due the fact that tariffs and other hindrances to 
interregional economic relations have in many cases had only 
little effect. 

§ 6. Some dynamic aspects of factor movements and their relations 
to trade. So far this analysis has been concerned with comparisons 
of the situation before and after a certain change has taken place; 
such a comparison is essentially static. Factor movements re
quire time. It is not sufficient to inquire into the situation when 
they are completed: new economic variations which affect factor 
prices may constantly occur, so that factor movements likewise 
continue indefinitely; furthermore, certain factor movements 
have special effects while they are actually in progress, so that the 
situation must be considered as it develops. 

Capital holds a unique position in one respect: it can move 
from one region to another only in the form of goods or services. 
Export of capital assumes an excess of commodity exports over 
imports in regions where the invisible :tems ;n the halance of 
payments are equal. On the other hand, a region which wishes 
to import capital must either import more or export less than 
before, or do a little of each. It may therefore be said that 
capital movements are in a sense commodity movements. 

The characteristic of capital movements in this respect is, 
however, rather that they assume a certain relation between com
modity movements in the directions of export and import. This 
relation can only be brought about by a thorough change in the 
general economic situation of the various regions. The nature of 
this change (the mechanism of interregional capital movements) 
will be separately analysed from the standpoint of domestic and 
of international movement. (Part V.) 

It should be noted in this connection that if capital moves while 
the capitalist does not, the borrowing region must pay interest to 
the lending one in the form of commodities or services. Such pay
ments affect trade in the same way as original capital movements, 
except that they do not give rise to new interest payments. The 
effects of capital movements and interest payments in opposite 
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directions are obviously neutralised so far as the mechanism of 
trade is concerned: the net sum alone moves in a given direction 
the form of goods or services. An analysis of interregional capital 
movements must consider the growth of interest payments and 
the net sums moving at various times, even though the influx of 
capital proceed at an even rate; for this and other reasons such an 
analysis must be an account of a time-using process. 

Let us turn now to the other circumstance mentioned: the fact 
that new changes constantly occur, and that therefore the dis
crepancy between factor prices in different regions may always 
be so considerable that factor movements continue. It is true 
that with some exceptions, and certainly after some time has 
elapsed, these factor movements tend to reduce the price differ
ences; but other economic changes may increase them as much 
.(Ir more. 

Assume that labour moves from A to B: wages in the latter 
tend to fall relatively to wages in A as well as to other factor 
prices in B. Economic progress and improvements in methods of 
production may, however, be so much more rapid in B that wages 
there rise in terms of commodities as quickly as in A; that is to 
say, no relative decline occurs. This is self-evident; greater in
terest attaches to the fact that the factor movements - and the 
changes in trade which go hand in hand with them - may be the 
direct causes of other economic changes which counterbalance 
many effects which would otherwise operate. 

It has already been pointed out that capital movements imply a 
transfer of buying power and, therefore, exercise a far-reaching 
influence upon interregional pricing as long as the capital move
ments or interest payments continue. Wh~t we now have to deal 
with is a different sort of relation between factor movements and 
the basic elements of pricing. It has been explained tin Chapter 
VII) that the influence of trade upon factor prices must alter the . 
supply of factors from domestic sources; new savings, education, 
births, and the like. Now, factor movements also affect factor 
prices, and thus act more or less upon factor supply from these 
sources. The outcome depends, of course, upon the price sen
sitiveness of such factor supply. Export of capital tends to raise 
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the rate of interest and thus increase savings; the importation of 
labour may indirectly reduce the birth rate in the immigrant 
region. 

It is possible that factor supply reacts not only to these changes 
in factor prices, but also to changes in trade which are the con
comitants of factor movements. British export of capital in the 
nineteenth century not only raised the interest level in Great 
Britain; it also increased the production of food in transatlantic 
countries, and thus cheapened the food supply of the mother 
country. This may have had considerable influence upon the 
economic development there, including the volume of savings. 

It follows from all that has been said in this chapter that in a 
study of economic variations, and particularly their influence 
upon interregional trade, attention cannot, as in Part II, be con
fined to the domestic reactions of factor supply to changed factor 
prices; we must ask also how far interregional factor movements 
are induced and what is the influence thereby exerted upon factor 
prices and trade, and upon the domestic supply of factors. Some 
of these reactions come about quickly, others after some time; 
some last long, while others are exhausted within a brief period. 
An analysis must therefore cover a time-using process consisting 
of various opposing tendencies. 

An invest,igation into the nature and variations of interregional 
trade thus becomes a study of variations of the many-market 
price system in general; the part played by interregional factor 
movements, directly.and indirectly, cannot be disregarded. The 
theories of interregional trade and of interregional factor move
ments to a great extent overlap; only the special aspects of the 
latter may be ignored in this treatise.1 

1 The reader is asked to postpone forming an opinion as to the practical useful
ness of this abstract analysis until after a study of Part IV, which is in part an 
application of the results reached in this chapter. 



CHAPTER X 

INTERIOR COSTS OF TRANSFER AND FACTOR 
MOVEMENTS; SOME ASPECTS OF A GENERAL 

LOCALISATION THEORY 

§ I. The Thanen case. In the two preceding chapters attention 
has been confined to the costs of transfer of commodities and 
the movements of productive factors between regions of the same 
general character as in Part I. The lack of interior mobility of 
both goods and factors has been disregarded, and will now be 
examined. 

No use of the regional concept will at first be made, the basis of 
the study being a district, the frontiers of which are not described. 
How does the lack of mobility of goods and factors affect localisa
tion of production and trade within this district? For the sake of 
simplicity we shall assume that labour and capital are completely 
mobile in the sense that each quality of them has one price in 
terms of commodities throughout the district; in other words, the 
influence exerted by the immobility of nature and of the transfer 
costs of commodities upon production and trade is the subject 
under discussion in this chapter. 

A few simple cases will first be dealt with. In them all the sur
face of land is assumed to be the same over the whole district so 
far as suitability for transport of commodities is concerned; this 
common element will be termed uuniform transport features." 
In later sections of this chapter the influence both of transport 
features and of U transport facilities" (transport features as modi
fied by man) - e. g. some parts of the district having railways, 
others not - will be analysed. 

Our first case is virtually the same as that so admirably studied 
by von ThUnen.1 In the middle of the district is a centre of nat
ural resources such as coal and iron mines, required for important 

I Del' isol;,,, Slaal, new ed. Oena, 1910). 
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manufacturing key industries. It is surrounded by land of uni
form quality and suitable for farming. Consequently, a city de
velops in the centre and buys food from the surrounding country, 
sending manufactured products in exchange. 

If only one farm product is produced the case is simple: its price 
in each part of the district will be that in the town reduced by the 
cost of transport. The rent of land will be lower the farther it is 
from the town, its intensity of cultivation lower, and its popula
tion less. At a certain distance 1 land will be free; still further 
away no cultivation will take place. 

The case is of course much more complicated if several farm 
products are produced; still their prices will be higher in the vicin
ity of the town by the costs of transport. But where will each of 
them be produced? Will heavy products or goods otherwise difli
cult to transport be produced close to the town, and the others 
further away? Under the present assumption the answer is in the 
affirmative. Animal foodstuffs, for example, which are usually 
more diflicult to transport than vegetable foods, will be produced 
in the neighbourhood of the city. If, however, different pieces of 
land are of varying quality this statement will not hold. Nor is it 
true to say that each product will be grown on the land best suited 
for it. A certain quality may give the highest returns both of wine 
and wheat; for what will it be used? Naturally, for the product 
which is able to pay the highest rent; the other will be grown on 
land which is from its point of view only second-best. In many 
countries the best wheat land is, as a matter of fact, used for wine 
growing. Similarly, wheat is only a secondary crop in the Ameri
can com belt. Loosely speaking, one may say that the area avail
able for com growfug is more limited than that for wheat growing. 
The correct statement is, however, that the product able to pay 
the highest price for the land wins. The fact that, ceteris paribus, 
heavy goods are produced closer to the town than light ones is 
only a consequence of the former's ability to pay a higher rent, 
owing to the greater saving in transportation costs resulting from 
nearness to market. 

1 Which distance need not be analysed here. For a systematic treatment see the 
next chapter. 
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Determination of which products can pay higher rents than 
others is possible only by means of a general price system of mu
tual interdependence.1 A simplified picture is presented when in 
the ordinary one-market price system, various pieces of land of 
the same quality but different localisation are dealt with as if 
their quality were different; when, in other words, localisation is 
regarded so far as land is concerned in much the same way as fer
tility. The II technical coefficients" indicate how much of other 
factors each piece of land requires for the production (including 
transportation to market) of each product. Through such a price 
system it is determined, how the various productive factors
including land with different localisation - are to be combined 
and for what sort of production they should be used.' 

§ 2. The relative transportability of raw materials and finished 
goods in simple cases. We shall now consider the possibility of 
dividing production, so that the raw material is made in one place 
and the finished product in another. The first part of the analysis 
(§§ 2-3) deals with the influence of the immobility of nature and 
the costs of transfer of commodities. Uniform prices of labour 
and capital throughout the district are assumed. Assuming fur
thermore that transport features and facilities are equal through
out the district, we analyse first the localisation of secondary 
stages of production as dependent upon (a) the transferability of 
various goods (raw materials and finished goods), and (b) the dis
tance from different manufacturing centres to the sources of raw 
~aterial and to markets. The localisation both of consumers' 
markets and of raw material production (including crude food) is 
assumed to be known.' The localisation of industries producing 
raw material and of markets is next analysed (n 4-5). The 

I See the next chapter. 
• In most tmltises on economic principles the theory of rent is dealt with in this 

way: it is assumed that consumption takes place only in one place; otherwise the 
localisation of consumption - the quantities consumed at various places - has to 
be considered. as it afiects the localisation of production. The following sections 
will show that such a theolY at its best is nothing more than a first step towards a 
real theolY of rent. 

• A thorough analysis of this type of case has first been made by A. Weber in his 
well-known work U_ lett SIa1lilorl tUr IrtdNSIrUfa (Tilbingen. 1909); it is available 
in a J'KeIIt American edition. This book has profoundly influenced the material 
presented in the next five or six pages. 
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second assumption is then given up, i. e. the conclusions are modi
fied with regard to differences in transport features and facilities, 
the costs of transfer, and large-scale economies. The next chapter 
is concerned with local differences in labour and capital supply 
and their effects upon industry and trade. 

Returning to cases of the Weber type, we begin with a com
modity made from one raw material only. How is the manufac
turing to be located in relation to the source of the raw material 
and an important market? The answer is simple enough. There 

/ are two different cases. If the finished goods are more difficult to 
transport than the raw material, as in the case of beer or bread, 
production tends to be located close to the market. All the dis
advantages of distance from the market are of importance in 
such cases, not alone the actual difficulties of transportation. 

Strictly speaking, bread baking is an industry which uses 
several raw materials, but only one is costly to transport. Simi
larly, paper manufacturers use many raw materials, but pulp 
predominates. In the eighteenth century the textile industry and 
some others went where water-power could be found; for wool, 
cotton, and finished cloth could be inore easily transported than 
power. 

If, on the other hand, the raw material is more difficult to trans
port than the product made from it, production tends to be placed 
near the former. In many cases the raw material weighs much 
more than the share of it which forms a part of the product, i. e. 
is "weight losing." This is one reason why threshing, for ex
ample, is usually done on the spot, where cereals are harvested. 
Butter islransported, not milk; and bricks, not clay. Canning 
industries grow up in districts with a surplus production of 
vegetables. It follows that improvement in the transportation 
of finished goods must tend to move industry closer to the raw 
material sources. Hermetical sealing and artificial refrigeration 
have moved slaughtering and packing plants to the centres of the 
cattle raising districts from the great consUIning centres. 

Next let us consider the fact that most commodities are pro
duced from several raw materials often to be found in different 
places. Materials to be found everywhere - "ubiquities" -
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have of course no direct . nfluence: there is no need for transporting 
them. One must compare the cost of transport of finished goods 
and that of localised raw materials. Note, however, that "ubiqui
ties" in many cases tend to make finished goods relatively heavy 
compared to localised raw materials. 

In many cases several of the localised raw materials used are 
costly to transport - more so than the finished product.1 Both 
coal and iron ore are weight losing materials; hence the iron and 
steel industry is "raw material localised" rather than "market 
localised." But if coal and iron mines are at some distance from 
one another, where is the best place for the industry? 

The answer is that a "point of minimum transportation cost" 
may be found, as indicated by the adjoining "localisation figure" 
(standortsfigur). The more costly the transportation of steel, coal, 
and ore, and the greater the consequent attraction of the market, 
the coal mine, or the iron mine, respectively, the closer will the 
steel industry come to them. The expenses of loading and unload
ing, however, are often so heavy that two short journeys cost 
more than a single long one. For this reason total transportation 
costs are in many cases lowest if the manufacturing industry is 
placed in one of the raw material centres, e. g. the iron and steel 
industry in the coal district (P and RI coinciding). In this indus
try the ore usually goes to the coal, whereas in other metal indus
tries, copper, for instance, the coal goes to the ore. Naturally the 
economies from a reduction of the number of transport journeys 
may also cause the industry to move from the neighbourhood of 

I U it is more difficult to transport the latter, "market loca1isation" is, of course, 
the outcome as above. 
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the main market (in cases where its distance from the raw material 
centres would make such a location advantageous) to the market 
centre itself. If, however, the goods are costly to transport and 
the lengthening of the journey would be considerable should 
manufacturing be conducted in one of these centres, it will pay 
to choose some other place and carry the expense of a greater 
number of journeys.1 

§ 3. The relative transportability in complicated cases. Let us 
now consider a more complicated case, that of several markets 
and raw materials, and many similar sources of the latter. We 
shall call the raw materials a, b, c, etc. The sources of the first 
are Au Am AlII) etc., the sources of the second B" Bo> Bu" .... 
and so on. The markets are M

" 
M 2, Ma. Is the market JIl to be 

supplied with goods produced with raw materials from A I, B I , and 
C1, or some other combination? 

Each conceivable raw material combination gives a minimum 
cost of transportation point for the manufacturing industry with 
reference to each market. If the raw material prices were equal at 
all raw material points, the case would be simple. The loweot of 
the minimum cost transportation points for each market would be 
chosen as the place of manufacture, and the sources of raw ma
terials belonging to it would be used. The same raw material 
source may of course supply several markets. However, the prices 
of raw materials may be quite different at the various sources; the 
effects of this will be analysed later in this chapter. Furthermore, 
large-scale economies in production tend to reduce the number of 
manufacturing points; each of them may supply several markets. 
Consequently the points will be chosen which ensure a definite 

.,/ scale of output and cause a definite saving in costs of production, 
with the least possible increase in the costs of transport. The 
manufacturing units will of course tend to reach the size where 
further increases would cause greater expenses than economies. 

If the markets to be supplied from a given combination of raw 
material sources lie in different directions from them, the attrac
tion of each market for the manufacturing point will be more or 

1 An important reason for choosing such intermediate poinu is that breaks in the 
journey may be necessary there in any case. See § 7. this chapter. 
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less balanced by the attraction of the others, and a location close 
to the raw materials, particularly if they are weight losing, is 
probable. This is another reason (one was mentioned in the last 
section) why raw material localisation occurs more frequently 
than the simple localisation figure above would seem to justify. 

Markets are often not concentrated at particular places, and 
one must speak of "market areas." In each such area a number 
of consumption points exist or may be conceived to exist, each 
having the "weight" of the consumption there and in the sur
rounding district. Each such point may be treated as a concen
trated market. Minimum costs of transportation points may be 
computed and the advantages of large-scale weighted against the 
increases in transportation costs. 

Like raw material areas, raw material collecting points may be 
ranked as concentrated raw material sources. Their relation to 
other raw material supplies and markets will be that explained 
above. If advantages of scale weigh heavily, one manufacturing 
point may draw raw materials from a great area and distribute 
the manufactured goods over a large district. Buffalo mills are 
able to collect wheat from all sections of the United States and 
from Canada, and to distribute flour throughout the Eastern 
States and to Europe. Kansas holds a similar position in the 
southwest district. If this localisation of the milling industry is 
compared, for example, with that of creameries, which also draw 
their supplies from points scattered over an area, the influence of 
high costs and other difficulties of transportation of the raw ma
terial, in the latter case milk, is evident. Creameries are in no 
case large, and are distributed throughout the agricultural dis
tricts. 

As a matter of fact, production is in many cases divided not into 
two stages - raw materials and finished goods - but into many. 
Wood, pulp, and paper furnish an example of three stages. The 
localisation of production of the semi-manufactured pulp is deter
mined as explained above; the only difference is that the market is 
not a consumers' market but a producers' buying market. This 
is the case with all producers' goods; the chief demand for ma
chinery, e. g., comes from the manufacturing industries. Market 
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) localisation means that the semi-manufactured goods and ma
chinery (which are in the following called "half materials") are 
produced in the same places as the finished goods. Typical ex
amples are Worcester, Massachusetts, which makes textile ma
chinery, and Denver, which produces heavy mining machinery; 
an agricultural machinery centre is to be found in Chicago. In 
general, the machine tool industry is located where machines 
are used and repaired. In this case not only do costs of transport 
play their part, but the advantages of easier contact with 
customers above all call forth all sorts of so-called subsidiary 
industries. 

The localisation of producers' buying markets (e. g. the manu
facturing of paper), on the other hand, depends upon the localisa
tion of consumers' markets for the finished products and upon the 
localisation of "half material" production (pulp). Thus we see 
that the governing elements are (I) the transportability of the 
various goods and (2) the location of raw material producing in
dustries and consumers' markets, as described above, with the 
modification that production may be divided into several stages, 
of which each acts as a market for the preceding one. The place 
where half materials are manufactured is at the same time a pro
ducing point and a "raw material" source. Thus, given a certain 
local distribution of raw material sources and markets, the local
isation of the later stages of production is governed by the relative 
transportability of the different sorts of commodities. In other 
words, it is governed by the relatire transportability of commodities 
and the distance relations of different places with regard to raw ma
terial supply and markets. 

§ 4. The localisation of raw material production . . The location of 
raw material production next engages us. Even if all raw material 
sources were of equal quality, demand for some of them would be 
greater than for others, owing to the difference in distance from 
important purchasing markets. In some cases only a limited 
quantity can be supplied; as a rule greater quantities can be ex
tracted, although only at the cost of higher expenses. Conse
quently the supply prices of a given raw material will differ con
siderably between one source and another. 
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Iron ore Crom well situated mines close to iron and steel centres 
commands a much higher price at the pit head than ore from out
oC-the-way districts without coal mines. Many potential sources 
of iron ore are so poorly located that they are not used at all. 
Similarly, most lime and clay deposits are void of economic in
terest; Portland cement is manufactured almost exclusively in 
districts where they are located close together and not far from 
a good harbour. 

Natural resources differ not only in localisation but also in -
quality; each may be used for different purposes. An infinite 
variety of climate and soil is significant for agriculture. The use 
of all these resources, varying both in quality and location, is of 
course governed by pricing. The use of each productive factor 
which is able to pay the highest price for it, gets control over it. 
In that way it is determined where raw materials are produced, in 
what quantities, and at what costs. We see that the localisation 
of raw material industries - given a certain local distribution of 
markets - is affected by the local distribution of the various 
natural resources. In other words, it is governed by the distance 
relations of markets and different natural resources.1 

The markets for raw materials are the centres of the later stages 
of production, whose localisation is determined by the relative '" 
transportability of various goods and by the distance relations 
with regard to consumers' markets and raw material supply. 

Evidently the localisation of the first stage and of the later 
stages of production affect one another. Elements governing them 
all are (I) the local distribution of natural resources and con
sumers' markets, (2) the transportability of goods. In other 
words, localisation of industry depends upon (I) the distance rela
tions of all places with regard to natural resources and consumers' 
markets, and (2) the transportability of various goods. 

The chief reason for the separate treatment of production of 
goods of the first order - called "raw materials" - and later 
stages of production is that natural resources are much more im-

. I Raw material production in some cases of course requires the coOperation of 
considerable quantities of machinery and other .. half materials. n Their pIaas of 
I5Upply have an intluenc:e analogous to that of raw material soan:es. 
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portant for the former than for the latter. Coal cannot be pro
duced in places where there are no coal seams, nor wheat where 
there is no land suitable for wheat growing. But iron and wheat 
flour may be manufactured almost anywhere, and the cooperation 
of nature is restricted to offering a small area of land for a factory. 
Many other natural conditions must of course be fulfilled, but 
they exist equally almost everywhere, hence this does not affect 
the location of production at later stages. The important excep
tions to this statement all have to do with the fact that man is 

, unable or comparatively unwilling to live and work under cer
, tain conditions of nature, e. g. in a particular climate. 

Apart from this, the qualities of nature affect the process 
of manufacturing very little.1 Cotton spinning is· favourably 
affected by a moist climate; to provide moisture in a dry cli
mate involves some expenses. There are analogous cases, but 
they need not long detain us. On the whole, apart from trans
portation features, the localisation of manufacturing industries 

j is affected by nature only through its influence on the local dis
tribution of (I) raw material supply and (2) labour and capital 
supply. The first has already been dealt with, the latter will be 
studied in the last sections of this chapter. 

§ S. The localisation of consumers' markets. So far the localisa
tion of production has been investigated on the assumption that 
the localisation of consumers' markets is known. As a matter of 
fact, it is as much a result of the play of economic forces as is the 
distribution of industry. On the whole, people consume where 
they live and work and draw incomes; thus a movement of la
bourers from one place to another means at the same time a trans
fer of a consumers' market. In more general terms we may say 
that the local distribution of productive factors governs the 
localisation of consumers' markets. 

The movements of labour and capital and their influence upon 
the distribution of productive factors will be analysed in the later 
sections of this chapter. At present we assume the distribution 

I They do affect transportation a great deal and transportation and manufactur
ing must go hand in hand. The influence of differences in the transport features of 
the earth is considered in §§ 6-7. 
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not only of natural resources but also of labour and capital to be 
known, and inquire as to the relation of the localisation and 
size of consumers' markets to this distribution of factors. The 
matter would be simple if all incomes were consumed on the 
spot and nothing saved, and if the land and capital in a district 
were owned by the people living there. Let us assume this to be 
the case. 

Incomes are equal to the prices paid during a particular period 
for the productive factors.1 Consequently, if we know the local 
distribution of these factors and their prices as governed by the 
price system, then we may ascertain the income or "buying 
power" in each place. Given the individual wants and conditions 
of ownership of the productive factors, the income of each individ
ual and his demand for consumers' goods as a function of their 
prices may be discovered. Thus are the character and distribu
tion of consumers' markets determined.' 

However, a part of the incomes in any given district is con
sumed elsewhere, while part of the incomes in other districts are 
consumed in this district. Some of the natural resources or capital 
in the district, here called A, may be owned by people living and 
spending outside it. On the other hand, the inhabitants of A may 
draw incomes from other districts. Such circumstances affect the 
volume of consumers' goods bought and sold in A and other dis
tricts. The size and character of consumers' markets in each place 
depends not only upon the local distribution of productive factors 
and upon individual wants and desires,' but also upon the condi
tions of ownership of productive factors. 

Another complicating fact is that a part of the money earned is 
not consumed but saved, i. e. used to buy capital goods, not COD

sumers' goods, either inside or outside the place where it is earned. 
When savings are invested in the same place the market for 

I In a more dynamic treatment of this problem the existence of profits must, of 
course, be considered. 

• The local distribution of demand for raw materials, semi-manufactured goods, 
and machinery is governed by the localisation of production in the way explained in 
previous sections. 

I Travelling and other forms of consumption outside one's "home district" must 
also be considered in special cases, but are as a rule of little importance. 
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consumers' goods is weakened and the market for capital goods 
is increased. When the money is invested in other places there is 
a transfer of buying power, - just as when money is consumed 
" abroad" or incomes are drawn from outside, - and the market 
for capital goods is increased in the places to which the savings 
move. 

To sum up, the markets for consumers' goods are reduced 
everywhere by savings, and increased or reduced by the inflow or 
outflow of buying power compared with their amount when gov
erned exclusively by the sum total of the prices of all productive 
factors in each district. Secondly, the market for capital goods 1 

is increased by the amount of new savings invested in each place. 
Keeping these qualifications in mind, we may say that the 

character and size of the consumers' markets is governed by the 
local distribution of the productive factors. 

§ 6. Local differences in transportation resources and facilities. 
We have found so far that the localisation of industry is governed 
by (I) the local distribution of natural resources, (2) the trans
portability of goods, and (3) the local distribution of productive 
factors. In other words, the character of production in a given 
place depends upon the distance relations of that place to the natural 
resources and consumers' markets and upon the transportability of 
the various goods, while the local distribution of consumers' mar
kets depends chiefly upon the local distribution of natural re
sources, labour, and capital. We shall return to the distribution 
of labour and capital in the following chapter.! 

Before proceeding with our analysis, we must consider some 
elements which have until now been virtually disregarded. First 
of all, the surface of the earth does not offer uniform opportunities 
for transportation, nor are man's means of transportation uni
formly distributed; on the contrary, important differences in 
transport features and transport facilities influence localisation. 
Secondly, the accumulative and dispersive tendencies - which 

1 The markets for capital goods, the influence exercised upon them by deprecia
tion of old capital goods, etc. should be dealt with here. However, everything not 
strictly necessary for an understanding of the general trend of the reasoning is left 
out in this chapter, which is nevertheless too long. 

• A few preliminary remarks are made in § 9. 
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have only been touched upon in the form of economies of scale
must be examined. 

In this section account will be taken of the fact that the costs of 
transport are not proportional to the distance a commodity is to 
be moved. The cost per ton-mile, to take the most obvious ex
ample, is much higher for traffic on land than on sea. Further
more, it may be far easier to carry a commodity one way than 
another. The previous reasoning must, therefore, be modified. In
stead of transport distance we must think of cost of transport. Von 
Thllnen's .. rings" are not circular, but extend farther away from 
the city along the good transport lines. Of two points close to each 
other, one may have much easier access to most other points than 
the other one. Localisation is affected by the transport relations 
of each place to natural resources and markets; these relations in 
tum depend upon the local distribution of resources and markets 
(distance relations), as well as upon the transport features of the
earth's surface, other transport resources, and transport facilities.1 

We shall now attempt to illuminate the character of transport 
relations in general and their influence upon localisation. 

It has already been mentioned that sea transport is cheaper 
than land transport, at least when the distance exceeds a certain 
minimum. For this reason all places close to the sea have rela
tively favourable transport relations with all other places simi
larly situated, provided harbour facilities are not lacking. The 
Atlantic Coast districts of the United States are really nearer in an 
economic sense to the coastal districts of Europe than to some 
parts of the Middle West. In general. coastal districts and in
terior regions of a continent show marked differences in transport 
relations. Particularly valuable is a long and irregular coast 
line, offering numerous natural harbours. The economic su
periority of Europe in the Middle Ages over Africa was probably 
due in no small degree to marked differences in this respect. 

A similar influence is exercised by the interior waterways, such 
as lakes. navigable rivers, and can!1ls. especially if they enable 

I The meaning of this concept will be made clear in what follows; in brief the 
character of transport resources means the quality of natural resources from the 
point of view of transportation. 
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ocean-going vessels to reach interior ports. Traffic statistics show 
the enormous importance of these means of transport. Non
navigable rivers also play an important part in transportation, 
e. g. for timber, as do lakes without communication with the sea. 
It goes without saying that there are innumerable differences in 
the quality of such means of water transportation. 

The same holds true for land transportation resources, owing to 
topographical conditions, temperature, and the like. Plains offer 
less resistance to road or rail transport than mountainous areas; 
extremely hot and extremely cold districts offer many obstacles 
to the construction and operation of transport routes. 

This leads us to consider the fact that the transport resources 
of a district have to do with more than the surface of the earth. 
Puwer above all is required for all sorts of transportation, and the 
cost at which it can be obtained substantially affects costs of 
transport. The influence of good coal mines or water-power re
sources is obvious. There is, however, this difference between 
their influence and that of the earth's surface, that power may be 
procured from other districts. Thus, power holds much the same 
place in transportation, in a narrow sense, as do raw materials in 
production. Costs of transport in a district are affected by its 
transfer relations with sources of power supply, and the trans
portability of the various sorts of power. A district which is close 
to a cheap coal supply and has good communications with it, for 
example, may have fairly good transport relations in general, 
,even though the topographical conditions are unfavourable to 
transportation. 

Differences in transport relations are often not so marked be
tween districts as between places. Transport facilities do not 
generally cover whole areas, but follow narrow lines, except in the 
case of seas and lakes. Valleys offer better conditions for railways 
than the surrounding regions. A railway network, like a caravan 
net work, is necessarily a system of lines which incompletely 
covers an area. Rivers and canals are likewise much more useful 
to places along the line they follow than to those some distance 
away. Districts along such transport lines are comparable with 
coastal districts; the others hold a position similar to that of in-
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terior areas. The former are more advantageously equipped with 
transport facilities, i. e. have better transport relations with most 
places in the world. 

17. Local differences in transportation resources and facilities, 
continued. Points where transport lines converge or touch trans
port areas of course have exceptionally intimate transport rela
tions with other places. The most important are the great ports, 
where sea-going traffic connects with a network of converging rail
way lines, and sometimes a navigable river. Such transportation 
centres acquire special superiority from the fact that a change 
from one transport system to another, e. g. from ship to rail, in
volves unloading and reloading; these places offer relatively fa
vourable transport relations to manufacturing industries for two 
reasons: (1) the existence of a network of transport lines and (2) 
a reduction in the number of times goods have to be reloaded. 
For instance, to manufacture imported raw materials in a port 
saves the expense of loading them on railway cars, which must be 
done if the industry is located close to a railway station at some 
distance from the port. Similarly, consumers' goods in a trans
portation centre are often cheap, since the costs of one unloading 
and reloading are saved. 

As soon as there is a break 1 in the transportation network the 
tendency is to evade the costs of it by locating production and 
consumption there. A centre of converging transportation routes 
of the same sort, e. g. railway lines, does not constitute such a 
break: cars may be switched from one line to another. For this 
reason such centres offer much less attraction to industry than 
places where different transport systems meet. It is quite another 
matter that.the centre is a better position for the distribution of 
commodities to a number of places in the railway system than 
points nearer the circumference. If production on a given scale I 
is much cheaper than in smaller units, and one factory therefore 
supplies a large district, the transportation centre will be the 
natural location, even if there be no break in the transport route. 

I For an interesting discussion of these problems, see Hawtrey, TIN Ec-u 
ProbletIt (London, 1926), chapter x. 

I For economies of ~ale production see below, § 8. 
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It is easy to give examples of these influences. Practically all 
the great cities of the world are also important ports. Manufac
turing takes place there on a large scale, even though in some cases 
practically all raw materials are transported from far away. Dis
tance relations with regard to raw materials are unfavourable, but 
excellent transport resources and facilities more than make up for 
them. 

Another well-known example of the fact that places where 
transport lines converge and break may have excellent transport 
relations with raw material sources, even if the latter are far 
away, is the iron and steel industry in the Chicago district. It is a 
centre of railway and interior shipping lines, receiving coal from 
Kentucky and ore from the Lake Superior district. Other places 
in the Chicago district have equally good or better access to coal 
and ore, but Chicago 1 city profits from a large local market, sell
ing to the agricultural machinery industry, the manufacturers of 
locomotives, etc. Therefore its transport relations to markets 
and raw material resources are on the whole so favourable that 
the iron and steel industry has been rapidly expanding there.· 

Another example is the localisation of industry some two hun
, dred years ago. In those days of water transportation, waterfalls 

" were important breaks; they were also a source of power which 
could not economically be transported. Thus for a double reason 
many industries were located in their neighbourhood and cities 
grew up. Particularly industries with a need for large water sup
ply, such as paper and wool factories, were naturally placed close 
to waterfalls. 

The Scandinavian exporting pulp industry is chiefly located in 
the small ports where rivers, on which the timber is floated, touch 
the Baltic sea, - a typical case of "break localisation." Pulp for 
paper manufacturing within Scandinavia is to a large extent pro-

1 "The tendency of the industry to shift to the Lake Shore points is due to the 
economy that results from having the blast furnace located beside the ore dock where 
the lake steamer unloads; this is possible at any point on the shores of the lakes from 
Buffalo to Chicago." - Russel Smith, Industry and Com_ce, p. 179. 

I .. It is one of the surprises of American industry that iron manufacturing on a 
huge scale should be undertaken at such points, distant alike from ore and from 
coal." - Taussig, Some Aspects of ,he Tariff Question, p. us. 
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duced in other districts, where conditions are good for the location 
of a paper industry. 

The high costs of unloading and reloading, compared with other 
transportation costs, make longer journeys relatively much 
cheaper than short ones. This is particularly true in sea trans
port, where the length of the journey matters comparatively 
little. La Plata freight rates to the harbours of Northern Europe 
are practically the same whether Danish or Swedish ports in the 
Baltic are chosen, in spite of the somewhat ronger distance in the 
latter case. For this reason one long sea transport is much 
cheaper than two shorter ones of the same combined mileage. It 
has already been pointed out that whereas the point of minimum 
transport costs would often lie far away from both raw materials 
and markets if costs of transport were proportional to distance, it 
is as a matter of fact often advantageous to choose a raw material 
or market centre. Thereby the number of journeys is reduced 
by one, which may more than offset a greater total transport 
distance. 

The effectiveness of motor transportation for short distances is 
due to the fact that the goods can be brought directly to the con- .
sumer and the unloading and reloading at the railway station 
saved. Here, too, the initial and final expenses count heavily. 
For this reason the superiority as to transport relations of fac
tories in the neighbourhood of railways has largely disappeared; 
if the goods must be transported from the railway station by 
motor trucks in any case, location is of little importance. But 
factories with their own side tracks, which bring the railway 
trunks to their doors, can save the costs of reloading. 

It is evident, then, that the transport relations of different dis
tricts and places with regard to raw materials and markets are 
exceedingly unequal, even if the districts are not far from each 
other. Certain places are from an economic point of view much 
nearer to most important markets and raw material sources than 
other places in the vicinity. This fact influences localisation of in
dustry in a decisive way; for, as already pointed out, it is trans-or 
port relations, not distance relations, that have economic im
portance. 
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It goes without saying that one place may have more favour
able transport relations with regard to certain raw material 
sources and markets than another, while the latter may have a 
superiority with regard to other such sources and markets. This 
is precisely the reason why some industries go to the first place 
and others to the second. 

Let us bear in mind that each producing unit will be placed 
where the costs of production are lowest, i. e. where the total costs 
of transportation are at a minimum, or only so little above the 
minimum that cheaper natural resources or cheaper raw material 
supply more than compensate. Both costs of transport and dif
ferences in the prices of natural resources and raw materials are 
governed by the transport relations of each place to natural re
sources and consumers' markets. The latter are governed chiefly 
by the spread of natural resources, labour, and capital. For each 
commodity the total costs of transportation do, of course, depend 
also upon the transportability of the various raw materials and 
goods of "higher order," as explained in preceding sections. 
Thus one may say that localisation of industry depends upon the 
transport relations of each place and product with regard to natural 
resources and upon Ihe distribution of productive factors which govern 
the distribution of consumers' markets. 

§ 8. The economies of large scale in transportation and the pricing 
of transport services. There is one group of circumstances which 
have as yet only been touched upon, although they exercise a pro
found influence upon the costs of transport, and thus upon trans
port relations and the localisation of industry. So-called large
scale economies are important in transport industries no less than 
in production in a narrow sense. Let us deal first with economies 
in the supply of transport services! Traffic can be handled much 
more cheaply per unit if there is much of it. This is true, although 
in a varying and limited degree, of the loading, etc., done in har
bours or railway stations, and of transport itself, by water or rail. 
Furthermore, it is important that a large volume of traffic shall 
make possible regular and direct lines, and frequent sailings from a 
given port to other important ports throughout the world. 

1 Concerning economies of Iarge-scale production in general, see i 10. 
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Industries in small harbour cities must either wait long for a 
suitable shipping opportunity, or must send goods to a big port 
and collect goods there by means of small ships. Similarly, the 
volume of goods to be transported by land determines whether 
it is to be handled on roads, or whether a railway can be built, 
how it can be operated, etc. 

Other things being equal, places have better transport relations , 
with one another if the volume of traffic is considerable. Thus, 
differences in transportation costs depend not only upon differ
ences in distance and transport resources but also upon how far 
large-scale economies can be utilised in the organisation of trans
port services, i.e. influence the character of transport facilities. 
This is parallel to the fact that differences in costs of production 
are affected not only by the equipment of productive factors 
but also by the larger or smaller scale upon which production is 
organised. 

In some desert districts it is impossible even to build roads, and 
transportation by means of camel caravans is the only possibility. 
Even so, there is a great difference between places touched by 
the regular caravan routes and distant points from which camels 
are occasionally sent down to places along the routes. 

A fertile agricultural district can as a rule support a scattered 
railway network connecting it with a harbour. Only in densely 
populated manufacturing districts is the amount of traffic so con
siderable that the most efficient organisation and combination of 
the various means of transport is possible. 

In brief, the height of the costs of transport, like the prices of 
other services, are determined by supply and demand conditions. 
They are affected bY'distance, by the transport resources, - the 
surface of the earth and transport relations to power sources,l
and by the character and scale of transport facilities. Of course, 
the character of the commodities is also very important; if, for 
instance, the goods sent from a district by sea are much heavier 
and bulkier than the goods imported in that way, some ships will 
return without cargo and return freights will tend to be low rela
tive to outgoing freights. As a matter of fact, trade is usually 

I Local dilrerences in the supply of labour and capital are considered below. 
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fairly reciprocal, both as to value and transport requirements; but 
where it is not, transportation costs are profoundly" dislocated " 
and localisation of industry is consequently affected. 

While considering pricing in transport markets we should also 
note that the importance of overhead costs, e. g. in railways, 
makes the fixing of the rates somewhat indeterminate, and leaves 
room for varied forms of tariff policy, that of "charging what the 
traffic can bear," and others. Firmly established and prosperous 
industries in a district may have to pay relatively high railway 
charges, while less advantageously located and weaker firms in 
other districts pay less. In general, the policy of charging higher 
rates per ton-mile for goods of little bulk and weight in relation to 
value works to the disadvantage of the transportation of finished 
goods - as compared with raw materials - and hence favours 
market localisation of industry. 

§ 9. The local distribution of labour and capital. We have now 
dealt briefly with a number of circumstances having to do with 
local differences in transport relations. In this connection it ill 
convenient to say something of the influence of movements oj 
labour and capital upon transport relations (although a fuller 
discussion of these movements is put off until later). Just as 
transport lines adapt themselves to the demand for traffic, SO the 
latter adapts itself to transport conditions. Places with favour
able transport relations, i. e. easy access to raw materials, includ
ing food, and markets, attract labour and capital. The conditions 
for many sorts of activities are better than elsewhere, and mobile 
productive factors therefore gather here. In this way the volume 
of traffic is increased, and large-scale economies further reduce the 
costs of transport. Regular trade routes - shipping lines and 
railways - are organised, and give to these places a greater su
periority as to transport relations than they would otherwise 
possess. Transport facilities are organised where there is need for 
them, as is usually the case when the transport system is already 
adequate. They are thus as much the effect as the cause of the 
local distribution of industry.l 

I a. the conclusions in Chapters VII and XI concerning the supply with produc
tive factors. 
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Transport relations are improved in another way by the con
centration of labour and capital where they are already advan
tageous. Such points become important markets, and to place 
industries there means proximity to them. Furthermore, the 
nearby supply of semi-manufactured goods as well as of tools and 
machinery is increased. The distance of transportation is thus 
reduced in many cases. On the other hand, raw materials as a 
manufacturing centre grows have to be collected from places 
farther and farther away, and other goods must be sent greater 
distances to pay for these imported raw materials. 

In sea transport a lengthening of the journey is, as mentioned 
already, not very costly, whereas the advantage of having markets 
and supplies close at hand and thus reducing the number of jour
neys may well be considerable. The great ports offer excellent 
illustrations of the tendency of good transport relations to become .... 
still better through the concentration of labour and capital. 

§ 10. &onomies of concentration of industry. The improvement 
of transport relations through a local concentration of economic 
activity where they are already good tends to concentrate popula- . 
tion and production still further. There are many other advan
tages of concentration for the localisation of industry and the 
interlocal trade; they are not necessarily related to differences in 
transport resources, but might operate anywhere. As, however, 
differences in transport resources tend to draw production to cer
tain places and districts, such economies of concentration aug
ment the effects. They may be considered under three categories: 
(I) economies of concentration of industry in general, (2) external 
economies of concentration of a particular industry, and 6) in
ternallarge-sca1e economies of a producing unit. 

Economies in the first category almost all depend upon im
provement in transport relations, as already explained. External 
economies also fall partly under this heading. Subsidiary indus
tries spring up which supply the main industry with materials 
and accessories. Small distance and intimate contact with buyers 
and sellers constitute favorable transport relations in the broad 
sense of the word; I but external economies consist partly in the 

I See , II concerning IrGJlSf" relations as opposed to transport relations. 
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existence of a fully developed market of skilled and specialised 
labour. For discussion of these local differences in labour supply 
see the following chapter. Internal economies have little to do 
with transport relations. Purely technical circumstances, such as 
the smallest size of a certain machine and other forms of non
divisibility, playa dominating part. All these economies, whether 
or not they have to do with improved transport relations, tend to 
concentrate industry in a small number of places. Other things 
equal, the tendency is to place industries where the transport 
resources are best. 

Such agglomerating tendencies, however, are met by opposing 
deglomerating ones. Longer transports of raw materials and 
products mean higher costs of transportation. If a factory or a 
group of factories is to supply a large district, the average dis
tance to the consumer will be much longer than if factories are 
scattered over the district. Secondly, agglomeration in a district 
raises the prices of natural resources, whereby costs of produc
tion there are increased. This affects chiefly the location of in
dustries requiring considerable areas of land, like agriculture, or 
specialised natural resources, such as the mining industry; the 
level of land rents in cities influences the location of most manu
facturing industries. A third group of circumstances has to do 
with some effects of diversification of industry; their bearing upon 
agglomerative and deglomerative tendencies, and upon the local
isation of industry in general, will now be briefly discussed. 

We may follow Professor Black 1 in calling the production of a 
commodity an "enterprise." Clearly many producing units - a 
factory or farm - contain several enterprises. What are the rea
sons? Why is not specialisation in one product preferred? The 
answer is that these enterprises are supplementary to one an
other, in raw materials or in something else. In the former case 
they are often called joint-product enterprises. A well-known 
example is the dye industry, which uses tar to manufacture a 
number of different products. Similarly cotton and cotton seeds 
are produced together. Enterprises may also be supplementary 
to one another by making possible a better utilisation not of ma-

I ProducJion Economics (New York, 1926). 
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terials but of labour or tools and implements. One enterprise may 
use the productive elements more in one season than in another; v 

it is often advantageous to add another enterprise which can use 
them in the slack season. As it is not possible to transfer them to 
another piace for a few months, the second enterprise must be 
located in the same place as the first. Another reason for combin
ing several enterprises in one producing unit (farm or factory) is 
that important advantages of large-scale production may result. 
Under certain conditions the production of several commodities 
may be necessary to keep a minimum-sized plant busy, to use a 
certain machine, or to utilise marketing organisation and manage
ment. 

Important examples of the influence of these reasons for com
bining supplementary enterprises are to be found in agriculture, 
in the retail trade, and to a surprising degree in manufacturing 
industries - in fact, in almost every kind of industry and trade. 

From the view point of localisation it is well to deal with vari
ous forms of supplementary relations in different ways. When 
by-products are used as raw materials for other processes of pro
duction in close connection with the main process, the case is evi
dently one of those already discussed: the greater difficulty of 
transporting the raw materials, as compared with the finished 
product of the supplementary line, tends to make manufacture on 
the spot advantageous. The first stage of supplementary produc
tion, whereby in the same process two goods are produced, e. g. 
coke and gas, may be regarded as a unit; the localisation problem 
offers no difference from that in the case of one product, other 
than that the various markets for both products exercise attrac
tion upon the manufacturing point. 

Tum now to the seasonal variations I in labour requirements, 
which lead to supplementary lines of production for utilising la
bour in the slack season. The supplementary relationship may 
exist wilhin a firm or between different firms having their peak 
requirements for labour at different seasons. In either case pro
duction may be drawn to places where it would not otherwise be 

I Analogous differences in work to be done at different times of the day may be 
similarly regarded. 
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located, evidently because the supply of labour in the slack season 
is cheaper there than elsewhere. This is then an instance of in
sufficient mobility and of local differences in labour supply, which 
are discussed in the next chapter. 

As to economies of large-scale production which owing to the 
limitation of markets are in some cases available only if several 
enterprises are combined in one producing unit, their influence on 
the localisation of industry differs little from cases where only one 
product is manufactured. Industry is concentrated to a smaller 
number of units and of places than it would be without them; for 
they more than balance the increase in costs of transportation. 
This is a deviating force which somewhat changes the localisation 
that would result from local distribution of natural resources and 
transportability of the various goods. It is not possible to gen
eralise upon such deviation, except to say that it is of an agglom
erating sort. 

Disregarding for a moment differences in natural resources and 
transport resources, we may say that the concentration and 
spread of industry are so governed that agglomerating and de
glomerating tendencies balance. The greater the costs of trans
port, the more evenly each industry will be spread over the area 
and the smaller the market areas supplied wholly or partly from 
each productive unit. The greater the superiority of large produc
ing units to small, and of those concentrated in a district to isolated 
ones, the more each industry will be concentrated in certain 
places and districts. The greater the general economies of concen
tration, the more industries will be located close to one another. 

The reaction of industries to these accumulative and dispersive 
tendencies varies. The result is that some, like brick manu

. facturing, are spread over a large area, while others, like the auto
mobile industry in Detroit, supply practically the whole world. 

To sum up, the economies of large-scale production tend to con
centrate production of each commodity or group of commodities 
at places having the best transfer relations, both with the natural 
resources required for the production of sufficient raw materials 
for a certain volume of this commodity or group of commodities, 
and with the markets which consume it. We must of course 
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weigh the differences in the supply prices of raw materials at 
various sources, as well as the differences in selling prices and the 
difierence in wages and interest expenses per unit of commodity, 
as against differences in total transportation costs, before we can 
say which places furnish the best points of localisation. 

§ II. A review oj localisation according to the previous analysis. 
So much for agglomerative and deglomerative elements of local
isation. Let us now view all the localisation elements dealt with 
in this chapter: they are (I) the spread of natural resources and 
markets 1 (distance relations), (2) the transportability of various 
goods,' and (3) the local differences in transport resources a and 
facilities. The three together govern the; transport relations of 
each place and commodity with regard to natural resources and 
markets. If unaffected by other elements, they would bring 
about a certain localisation. There are, however, (4) certain 
agglomerating tendencies the effects of which are added to those 
of the other three elements. Furthermore, (5) certain deglomer
ating tendencies counteract all tendencies towards concentration, 
and restrict the size of productive units and their local concen
tration. Elements (4) and (5) thus cause a deviation of locali
sation from what would follow from the first three. 

For an example, certain districts in California have climatic 
and other conditions which make them eminently suitable for the 
growing of fruit and vegetables (I). Certain of these products are 
as easily transportable as the goods to be made from them and 
are sent as they are a long distance to various markets, where 
some of them are prepared for consumption; others relatively 
difficult to transport are prepared on the spot and then trans
ported (2). Some parts of the United States and the rest of the 
world have good transport relations with these California districts 
and buy their products, while others buy from competing pro
ducers like Florida and Italy 6). Within the fruit and vegetable 

I The spread 01 markets depends chiefly upon the distribution of the productive 
factors, natural resources as well as labour and capital. 

• Both (II) the transportability 01 raw materials versus goods at later stages of 
production and (6) the relative transportability 01 goods in general. 

• This is the same as the character 01 all natural resources regarded from the point 
01 view 01 transportation. 
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producing parts of California are many small specialised districts 
which produce citrons, peaches, plums, tomatoes, etc., a concen
tration which is largely due to external economies (4) and other 
economies of concentration, including improved transport rela
tions of the various products which large-scale transport makes 
possible (3). However, the high rents in some of these districts 
- and the high costs of transport to many parts of the world 
- prevent a further concentration of specialised production in 
these districts (5). 

After this special example let us make some concrete remarks 
about the influence of these five circumstances on the localisation 
of industry in general. 

We have seen that districts with good transport relations tend 
to attract plenty of labour and capital and become important 
markets; consequently they tend to specialise in industries which 
(1) are market localised and show important advantages from 
large-scale production, and (2) produce goods which are difficult 
to transport. On the other hand, districts with poor transport 
relations become scantily populated and tend to specialise in 
goods which are easy to transport and can be advantageously 
produced on a small scale. 

This holds true under the assumption of other things being 
equal, i. e. that the districts have a similar supply and local dis
tribution of natural resources. The difference in transport rela
tions would in that case arise not from different distance relations 
but from better or worse resources and facilities for transporta
tion. However, differences in transport relations are usually to a 
great extent due to different supply and distribution of natural 
resources. Consequently the direct influence of this inequality in 
factor supply must be considered together with the indirect in
fluence of unequal transport relations. 

First of all, it is evident that raw materials and crude food prod
ucts - goods of the first order - must be produced in districts 
where nature is fairly favourable. Places which fulfil this condi
tion attract such production if transport relations are fairly good, 
and so they will be, if other valuable natural resources are to be 
found in the neighbourhood or if transportation is easy. 
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1/ Goods of higher order" are produced close to the raw material 
sources, if these materials are 1/ weight-losing" or more difficult to 
transport than the semi-manufactured or finished goods. As a 
rule, several sorts of raw materials are required. Industry tends 
to be located close to the sources of the materials most difficult to 
transport. On the other hand, those goods of a higher order, 
which are conveniently produced close to the main markets, come 
to be produced in places where population is concentrated for 
other reasons. From the localisation point of view these goods are 
"passive." Tailor-made clothes are an example. More or less 
-" active" are the goods of the first order which require special 
qualities of natural resources. They are particularly active if they 
are "weight-losing" or for other reasons call forth manufacturing 
industries near the sources of raw material. Of course, the greater 
the quantities of labour and capital required for the utilisation of 
a certain concentrated supply of natural resources and the pro
duction of the goods of higher order based on them, the more im
portant the market which is created there, and the greater the 
activity of these goods from the localisation standpoint. 

Coal is probably the most active of all goods. (I) It is an im
portant raw material in many industries. (2) The mining of coal 
requires a great quantity of labour and capital in a comparatively 
narrow district. 6) Being exceedingly weight-losing, it tends to 
call forth manufacturing industries near the sources of raw ma
terial. (4) Some of these industries are such that large-scale 
economies play an important part, and concentration of produc
tion in large units and manufacturing districts is advantageous. 
For all these reasons important markets grow up where coal is 
produced, and passive goods also come to be produced in great 
quantities. 

Wool is an example of a commodity of the first order which 
is rather passive. It has limited uses, and both wool and its 
products are easily transported. Sheep raising and wool shearing 
require comparatively little labour, and may be conducted on a 
small scale. This industry is therefore eminently suited for rela
tively barren agricultural districts with little other natural re
sources, scanty population. and poor transport facilities. The 
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Falkland Islands, for instance, have 2200 inhabitants and 300 

sheep per capita. 
If transfer relations with places where other important goods 

of the first order can be produced are unfavourable, the attraction 
of even such goods as coal will naturally be small. Very little of 
it is produced on Svalbard, although coal mines there are rich. 
On the other hand, if other important goods, principally iron ore 
and food, can be produced in the neighbourhood or easily brought 
there, transfer relations are favourable and the coal centres be
come centres of population and industry, unless unfavourable 
climate acts as a deterring element. 

To sum up, natural resources influence localisation of industry, 
i. e. they have a power of attraction, in proportion as (I) the 
goods produced with their aid are more important and weight
losing, (2) the use of labour and capital is intensive, and (3) they 
are situated near to other natural resources or have good trans
port facilities. If these other resources also have a great power 
of attraction, the combined attraction of all tends to draw a 
large part of the world's economic activities to these districts; 
and the natural resources with the greatest attracting power of all 
those which have good transfer relations with each other (prin
cipally coal and iron mines in the same place) profit most, bene
fiting from the united attraction of all the resources, and con
centrating production, where these specially attracting resources 
are to be found, more than would have been the case had the 
latter not had the help of the other resources. For instance, the 
combined attracting power of natural resources in Europe, which 
fulfil to a high degree the three above-mentioned conditions, has 
tended to concentrate economic life in this part of the world; and 
the special attraction of the iron and coal districts has brought to 
them a colossal concentration of European industry. 

§ 12. Other costs of transfer than transportation costs. Attention 
has so far been confined to the costs of transport, and other ob
stacles to commodity movements have been almost completely 
disregarded. There are many such obstacles, among them the re
duction in quality and value of easily spoiled goods through trans
portation; great distance from the market, with the consequent 
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lack of intimate contact with customers; and duties on imports 
and exports. All are included below in the term "costs of trans
fer"; we must therefore discuss transfer relations instead Qf 
transport relations. 

The costs of transfer are, of course, not proportional to the dis
tance the goods are transferred. For transportation costs this has 
been abundantly illustrated; in particular, breaks in the journey 
are expensive since they involve reloading. Such breaks are 
avoided whenever possible, i. e. there is a tendency to reduce the 
number of journeys. As stated above, this is accomplished 
chiefly by placing the successive processes of manufacture at 
points where breaks occur in the transport of raw materials. This 
is one way of arranging so that raw materials of one district may 
be used as finished goods in others with low costs of transfer. 

Similarly, in the case of high import duties, raw materials free 
of duty or slightly taxed are sent instead of manufactured goods 
with heavy duty charges. Production is located inside the tariff 
wall, just as it is inside a district which can be conveniently 
reached by trucks from the break point. In both cases, localisa
tion of industry is similarly affected. Duties and breaks are thus 
important aspects of transfer relations. 

Evidently the reasoning in previous sections of this chapter 
holds good for costs of transfer other than transportation costs. 
It explains certain aspects of localisation in districts with scat
tered transportation routes of different sorts, converging points, 
breaks, and tariff borders. 

It must be borne in mind that transfer costs are of slight im
portance to trade in many leading goods easily transportable and 
not subject to duties. This does not mean, however, that transfer 
costs in general do not affect them; on the contrary, transfer'" 
costs of other goods affect factor supply and factor prices in vari
ous places and hence the localisation of aU industries. To explain 
this and other important relations we must give up the assump
tion upon which the reasoning has been built in this chapter, 
i. e. that wages and interest rates are everywhere the same. 
We must study the influence on localisation of local differences in 
labour and capital supply. 



CHAPTER XI 

LOCAL DIFFERENCES IN LABOUR AND CAPITAL SUPPLY 
LOCALISATION THEORY, CONTINUED 

§ I. Equalisit~g differences in wages. The assumption that wages 
are everywhere equal (for the same quality of labour) is not the 
same as the assumption of free mobility of labour. Labour is in
terested in real wages, i. e. the goods and services the wage can 
buy, not in the money wage itself. For this reason, full mobility 
would lead to lasting and considerable local differences in nomi
nal wages, as the retail prices 1 of food, clothing, and housing vary 
considerably from one place to another. In Sweden the cost of 
living has been found to be about 50 percent higher in the more 
expensive places than in the cheaper ones. Nominal wages of 
course tend to be low in the latter and high where the cost of liv
ing is high. 

Let us assume that nominal wages differ locally in the same 
way as the costs of living, and call the variations" equalising dif
ferences in wages." Consumers' goods are then to be looked upon 
as raw materials from the point of view of industry; the price of 
the goods a worker buys is the cost of his labour to the employer. 
Thus the wage bill is eliminated from the cost account. Evidently 
the transfer relations of these goods affect localisation in the same 
way as those of ordinary raw materials and semi-manufactured 
goods. This would be a simple way of taking into account the 
local differences in money wages and their influence on the locali
sation of industry. We shall return to this question of the effects 
of equalising wage differences. Unfortunately, the meaning of 
the term is vague; the worker's budget is not composed in the 
same way everywhere even in the same country, and is still less 
so when different oountries are compared. Habits of food and 

1 The farming population obtains many food products at wholesale prices, 
whereby its cost of living is reduced below the level with which other people, even 
in low-cost towns and villages, have to reckon. 
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clothing naturally adapt themselves to climatic conditions and are 
strongly influenced by tradition. The standard of living concept 
is, therefore, rather loose. Even if this difficulty did not exist, one 
could not expect freely mobile labour to equalise real wages. Dis
tricts with disagreeable climatic conditions, for example, would 
have to pay an extra high wage to attract people. It would seem 
natural, therefore, to take account of this by saying that equal
ising local wage differences are those which lead to equal attrac
tiveness. This would, however, be a most unpractical mode of 
procedure. What is agreeable to one is disagreeable to another; 
taste and habits are different. Two men of different nationality, 
or coming, one from an agricultural district, the other from a 
mountainous district, both find it disagreeable to move and settle 
down in the other's habitat. It seems best to treat all such facts 
as restrictions of mobility, to deal with all inequalities in wages 
which have to do therewith as real differences, and to regard as 
equalising those which correspond to differences in the cost of 
living. It must, however, be kept in mind that the concept 
"equalising difference" is necessarily loose, and is most useful for 
comparisons between places with fairly equal habits of living. 

With this terminology we may say that real wage differences 
exist at any given moment only because of lack of mobility, which 
may cause permanent real differences to a limited extent and still 
greater differences temporarily until labour flows have had time 
to reduce them. Differences of the latter sort may last a long time, 
if new economic changes tend to create them as quickly as the 
labour flow tends to extinguish them. This is seen, for example, 
in a comparison of wages in progressive and declining districts. 

§ 2. The influence oj equalising wage differences. In the last 
chapter it was indicated that all prices are determined in a mutual· 
interdependence price system, in which the transfer relations of 
each place and commodity with regard to natural resources and 
markets are included. Now suppose the existence also of local 
wage differences parallel to the costs of living . .As pointed out, the 
simplest way to do this is to regard the commodities which enter 
into the workers' budgets as raw materials and enter them in the 
cost account instead of the wages bill. Districts at a great dis-
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tance from food resources or having poor transfer facilities with 
them, i. e. an expensive supply of food, are in a position similar to 
that of districts which pay high prices for coal or other raw mate
rials. They will be suitable as places for production only if they 
have either good natural resources or excellent transfer relations 
as regards raw materials other than food. Of course if the quan
tity of labour required in the industry is small, food is a relatively 
unimportant raw material. Places with poor transfer relations as 
to food attract such industries rather than industries which re
quire plenty of labour, i. e. food; the latter will be located there 
only if some special advantages are available with regard to nat
ural resources or raw material supply. 

Let us look at a few examples of the influence of equalising wage 
differences on localisation. Densely populated districts generally 
have poor transfer relations for food; for they need to draw food 
from far away. Consequently nominal wages are high; so are 
site rents. For these reasons certain industries keep away from 
densely populated districts; while others settle there, since they 
can thus reap great advantages from (I) good transfer relations 
with regard to markets and often also with regard to raw ma
terials, (2) special natural resources, or (3) large-scale economies.1 

The excellence of the district in these three respects is, as a matter 
of fact, the chief cause of the dense population. 

Many scantily populated districts have natural food resources or 
good transfer relations for food but poor ones for other raw mate
rials; consequently food is cheap and wages low. These low wages 
make it possible to manufacture cheaply other goods which re
quire plenty of labour; while goods enjoying favorable transfer 
relations in the three respects mentioned are imported from other 
districts and are relatively expensive. On the other hand, scantily 
populated districts which have good natural resources or good 
transfer relations fora smaU number of raw materials but poor 
ones for others, including food, get high wages. They import 
everything but the goods for which their natural resources or 
transfer relations are particularly advantageous. In such cases 
population is scarce because of a lack of natural resources requir-

I Or from the existence of a concentrated labour market; see 13. 
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ing an intensive application of labour, or because of poor transfer 
relations in most respects (" out-of-the-way districts"). 

As food is probably the most important raw material (wages are 
a significant cost item for most productive processes), good nat
ural food resources or good transfer relations with such resources 
will generally attract a substantial population. Other natural re
sources have a more specialised use (in the production of special 
raw materials for special commodities) and hence have less 
power to attract production and mobile productive factors. Such 
districts have a relatively monotonous sort of industry and 
"import" most goods, including food, from other districts; they 
produce only goods for which their natural resources and transfer 
relations give them exceptional facilities outweighing the high 
wage level. 

As an illustration the following Swedish figures for the price of 
food entering a worker's budget deserve interest. The first group 
of districts (3 Ian) have good transfer relations in most respects, a 
fairly dense population, and many-sided industries. The second 
group (6 Ian) are largely of the out-of-the-way type of agricultural 
district, and are more scantily populated. The third group (4 
Ian) embraces the North of Sweden, where agriculture is handi
capped by a severe climate, industry is based on the forests and 
mines, and population is scarce. It will be seen that the differences 
between the districts are considerable.1 

SWEDISH RETAIL FOOD Pilla INDEX NUKBERS :ro'& 1927 
District Alricultural districts MuufactwiDc districts T ....... 

I ............ . . . . . . . 1462 1526 1593 
n ............. . . . . . . 1356 1384 1453 

nl ... .. . . . .... . .. . . .. 1630 1635 1713 

In certain cities in the third group the prices of food and fuel 
were 30 percent higher than in cities of the same size in the second· 
group. 

Important also are price differences between cities and small 
towns having to do with the agglomeration of population. The 
following figures are illustrative: 

I The figures are computed from unpublished material collected by the Social 
Board for 1927. 
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RxTAIL PRICE INDEX NUlOIEllS IN SWEDISH TOWNS IN 1927 

Number of inhabitants Cost of food and fuel 
<5000 •.•..•..•........•....•.•••. 1757 

5000-20,000 •••... . . • • . • • • . • . • • • • • 180J 
>20,000 ••••.......•..••.••••••••.• 1840 

Ho_reat' 
363 
478 
S88 

Another difference in the productive facilities of various dis
tricts which affects price and wage conditions has to do with the 
transportability of its "export" materials and commodities. If 
the natural resources and transfer relations are such that chiefly 
easily transportable goods are" exported," their prices will be only 
slightly lower at home than in other districts. "Import goods," on 
the other hand, being difficult to transport, cost considerably more 
than in other districts; the price level and costs of living, and con
sequently wages, are high, a fact which tends to discourage pro
duction. The reverse is the case in a district which exports goods 
difficult to transport, for example, heavy and bulky agricultural 
products: they are much cheaper than in the districts which 
"import" them. Other agricultural products are also cheap, the 
supply of land being rich and rents low. As such products playa 
large part in determining the cost of living, the latter will be low. 
There are, of course, also consumption goods belonging to the class 
of manufactured goods and therefore somewhat more expensive in 
such a district, but they are easily transported and their impor
tance in the budget is probably smaller than that of agricultural 
goods. Furthermore, the service of distribution will be relatively 
cheap, reckoned in money, as a result of the low prices of food and 
low rents, which make for low nominal wages. 9f course not only 
distribution, but most other services that are necessarily pro
duced on the spot, will also be cheap. 

§ 3. Real wage differences. It is well known that local wage 
differences are not only" equalising," but that wages are higher in 
some districts than in others by much more than what corres
ponds to higher costs of living. As a matter of fact, as already 
pointed out, the cost of living concept and the real wage concept 
ar~ both va~6. While differences in nominal wages are easy to 

1 The quality of the hQusing is probably higher in the larger towns, which inl
pairs the comparability of the figures. 
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establish, a computation of the differences in real wages can 
never be accurate. For this reason, it is best to follow a different 
course than that used in the last section, and to take the existing 
nominal wage differences as the starting point, studying differ
ences in the costs of living only as one of several circumstances 
which explain why labour movements fail to equalise the nom
inal pay. 

Other elements which cause local wage differences are variations 
in working conditions and climate. The miners in the North of 
Sweden, with its dark, cold, and gloomy winters lasting half the 
year, receive wages which are more than twice as high as the 
miners in Central Sweden. Professor Russell-Smith mentions an 
example of the opposite influence, the attraction of the glorious 
climate in southern California. "The sudden influx of persons 
attracted by the search for health rather than by resources," he 
says, "has caused many occupations to become overcrowded. 
Salaries, therefore, have become surprisingly low in comparison 
with the general level in the western country." 1 He also states 
that liThe farm labourers in the Northern Mississippi Valley near 
to f1ee land got nearly twice as much wages as those in the valley 
of the Potomac." I 

Differences in nominal wages between agriculture and manufac
turing are in many countries considerable. It was found that dig
ging and construction of small roads in an agricultural district not 
far from Stockholm was done by farm labourers as a part of their 
ordinary job, at a rate of pay only about one third of the wages 
paid at the same time (19:28) for the same work to town labourers 
belonging to the trade union of building and construction workers. 

The average wage in Swedish manufacturing industries is 70 
percent higher where costs of living are highest than where they 
are lowest, while the difference in the cost of living is estimated at 
So percent. More complete evidence is found in the table below; J 

places in Sweden where manufacturing industries are located are 
arranged in seven groups, according to the costs of livin-.!:-

1 Indwlry /Jnd CII1II_'" p. 170. 

• Ibid .• p. 169. 
I Social/J Meddeland", (Stockholm, 1926). 
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Group lndes 01 
costa of living 

Worken· income per hour 
(in Ole, III quarter of 10.6) 

G ............................. >1230 167 
F ............................. 1171-(230 125 
E ............................. 1I11-II70 IIS 
D ............................. 10SI-IIIO 108 

C, B, A .......................... <1051 98 

The difference is probably due only slightly to the fact that 
skilled labour forms a larger share of the total in the most expen
sive places. 

A comparison with Denmark - a densely populated country 
with almost equal costs of living in all manufacturing places -
shows much less differences in nominal wages. In the last quarter 
of 1928 the income per hour for unskilled workers was 136 ore in 
Copenhagen and 120 ore on the average in other places" In 1914 

the corresponding figures were 47,S ore and 40, 8 ore respectively, 
showing a difference of the same relative magnitude. 

These examples show that nominal wage differences are im
portant. One must not overlook, however, that the labour in the 
cities may be superior in quality to that in small towns and coun
try districts. The employer may be able to pay a higher wage per 
hour in the former than in the latter, and yet get the same labour 
cost per unit of product. In some countries, at least, there seems 
to be a tendency for cities to attract the best workers. 

It is of course impossible to compare the price of a "unit of effec
tiveness" instead of the wage per hour. From the point of view of 
one industry the higher wages per hour in the cities are more than 
balanced by greater effectiveness, while for another there is no 
compensation at all in greater productivity. Note also that if one 
worker produces 10 percent more than another, it may pay the 
employer to give him 20-30 percent higher wages, as the fixed 
capital is better utilised. The best way to deal with these quali
tative differences is to regard unskilled city labour and country 
labour; for instance, as different "sub-factors" (d. Chapter V). 
In many cases the differences have little economic importance 
and may be ignored; when necessary they are taken into con
sideration. 

1 Slatistiske Meddelelser, ed. by the Department of Statistics (Kiibenhavn, 1929)' 
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Summarising, we may say that local differences in wages are far 
from proportional to the prices of food and other commodities and 
services entering into a worker's budget, as was assumed in a pre
ceding section. The local differences in labour supply, while 
largely influenced by the different costs of living, must be dealt 
with like local differences in natural resources. It should also be 
noted that large cities with their concentrated labour market 
possess qualities of labour entirely absent in the country. The ad
vantage of access to such a labour market, where any quality of 
worker can be found readily whenever needed, is an important 
element in the localisation of many industries. The fact that these 
advantages are unavailable in small places can be regarded as a 
lack in mobility of certain labour factors. 

While the last-mentioned differences in labour supply are im
portant, and hold a place in the price system analogous to that of 
differences in natural resources, their ultimate influence on local
isation is somewhat different. They cause certain industries to be 
located in big cities and others in country districts, but they do 
not prescribe where in the country the cities shall be located. 
The labour market in a large city in one part of the country may 
well have the same characteristics as that in a city in another part. 
The localisation of cities depends chiefly upon transfer relations, 
and among them not so much upon distance relations as upon dif
ferences in transport resources, to which transport facilities adapt 
themselves. Apparently labour supply also adapts itself; the ag
glomerating tendencies which bring together a large number of 
people in big cities affect also the quality of the labour supply 
as contrasted with what it is in more scantily populated dis
tricts. A similar influence on labour supply is exercised by 
local specialisation of industry in agricultural districts. It has 
been pointed out that specialisation has been carried through to a 
surprising degree in certain parts of the United States, where cer
tain districts concentrate on a single product - no doubt partly 
because of the special skill which so to speak permeates such 
districts. 

This is not the place to inquire more closely into the circum
stances which govern local differences in labour supply and wages 
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within a country. What has been said suffices to show that these 
differences are important and follow no simple rules. The division 
of labour and trade between two districts is profoundly influenced 
by the fact that in one of them the transfer relations lead to the 
creation of a large city, with a special labour market as the re
sult, while, in the other, transfer relations are different and 
nothing but small cities develop. 

We should, however, mention the fact already touched upon 
above, that certain industries use much more labour at certain 
times of the year than at other times. Hence labour is cheap in 
off seasons, and the conditions of labour supply favourable for in
dustries which can use labour at that particular time of year. 
There would be very little agriculture in northern Sweden were it 
not for the fact that the small farmers work all winter in the 
£orests cutting trees and transporting logs to the rivers. An 
analogous supplementary relationship is seen in the relatively 
high wages of female labour and low wages of male labour in some 
districts which concentrate on the textile industry, with its great 
demand for female labour. The result is that such districts have 
attracted mechanical industries which use male workers almost 
exclusively. 

So far in this section we have dealt exclusively with domestic 
differences in wages and labour supply. As international differ
ences have been analysed in some detail in Part II it is unneces
sary to describe them again. At present, we need only dwell upon 
the fact that their influence on the localisation of industry is of 
exactly the same character as that of domestic differences in wages _ 
and labour supply. Trade between northern Sweden and the rest 
is certainly more influenced by such differences than is trade be
tween southern Sweden and Denmark. 

§ 4. Interest differences. Local differences in the supply of 
capital are in most cases of slight importance within a country; 
nevertheless they cannot be altogether disregarded. The interest 
rates in Danish savings banks in 1927-28 were as follows in some 
typical districts.1 

I Stalisliske M edddelser (Kiibenhavn. 1929). 
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Inter .. t paid OD depooita 

Copenhagen ............ 3,83 percent 
North Sja:Uand .•....... 4,56 percent 
Jutland (except the South) 4,74 percent 
South Jutland .......... 4,69 percent 

Intereot c:harced OD Ioaaa. etc. 
4,96 percent 
5,18 percent 
5,56 percent 
6,02 percent 

The considerable margin between the deposit and the loan rate 
in South Jutland (the district received from Germany in 1919) 
was probably due to a greater element of risk, owing to unsettled 
and less favourable economic conditions there than in the rest 
of the country. Certainly the interest level in the former district 
would have been higher still if public policy had not directed 
capital to its credit institutions. 

As to conditions in the United States, we may again quote 
Professor Black: 1 

Local interest rates are nearly twice as high in Montana as in Massa
chusetts. They are high in all the Southem States. They are two percent 
higher in westem South Dakota than in eastem South Dakota; and in north
em Minnesota than in southem Minnesota. For large enterprises, however, 
eastem capitalists are willing to invest their capital in the West and South 
at only slight premiums. 

Evidently capital is more or less mobile depending on the pur
poses for which it is to be used. 

Another interesting statement is made in the Bulletin of the 
National Conference Board (May, 1928): 

The lack of industrial employment in the South has been the main cause 
of lower wages there than in other parts of the country. Wages are uni
formly highest where capital is in largest supply, and until comparatively 
recent years capital was scarce in the South. 

No doubt there were other reasons than scanty supply of capital 
and high interest rates why industry did Bot expand much in the 
South in the last century; but the character of the capital supply 
in the South compared to that in the East must have affected the 
location of industry. Under the influence of a more even supply 
of capital certain American industries have in recent years shown 
a tendency to move southward, evidently attracted by the lower 
wage rates prevailing there. This has been the case particularly 
with the cotton industry. 

I P,od,"w". Ecl/JlOmia, p. 199. 
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The considerable international differences in interest rates are 
too well known to need illustration here (see Chapters I and V). 
They are, of course, often much larger than the domestic differ
ences, but the latter influence trade and localisation in the same 
way. 

§ 5. The influence of local differences in the supply of labour and 
capital. It goes without saying that local differences in the supply 

J of labour and capital affect both the rents of natural resources and 
the prices of commodities in various places. Ceteris paribus, rent 
is lower in a district where the wage or interest level is high than it 
would be with that level as low as in other districts. A striking 
proof of this influence lies in the fact that rents of agricultural 
land at a distance from large cities a little outside the horticul
tural circle are lower than the rent of land further away, in spite of 
the better position of the former; the reason is that the wage level 
is higher in the neighbourhood of the city. 

Land in certain low-wage districts of Sweden would have no 
value at all, if the higher wages elsewhere had to be paid; at pres
ent, rents are considerable. In the same way rents are higher 
south of the Danish-German frontier, and lower north of it, than 
they would be if the wage level in both districts lay somewhere 
between the higher Danish and the lower German level. 

Obviously, commodity prices also are affected by local differ-
./ences in labour and capital supply. Wages are an important cost 

item in the production of most goods; most personal services, for 
instance, are very expensive in the cities, except for those where 
large scale is a decisive factor. Services are also generally dearer 
in high-wage countries like the United States than in European 
countries with their lower income levels.1 

In brief, the price of any commodity or productive factor in one 
'-"place depends more or less directly upon the prices of all other 

commodities and productive factors in that place and upon the 
prices in all other places. The height of land rents in a district 
is affected both by wages and interest rates and by commodity 
prices; and all these are the result of the play of all the basic ele
ments in the price system, which governs not only prices but the 

1 Cf. Chapter vm, II 3-4, and Chapter XIV. 
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localisation of production as well. It is therefore impossible to 
explain, for example, the influence of the local distribution of 
natural resources on their value without considering at the same 
time the local distribution of other productive factors and of 
markets, and the local differences in wages, interest rates, and 
commodity prices. Obviously, the theory of rent is part of a gen
erallocalisation theory, and cannot without extreme simplifica
tion be incorporated in a one-market theory of pricing, where the 
local distribution of natural resources is dealt with as that of 
special qualities of the land, and the local distribution of economic 
life is otherwise disregarded. 

The influence of such local differences in labour and capital 
supply upon localisation of industry has been partly explained 
above in § 2, where the reasoning in the last chapter was modified 
with regard to equalising wage differences; food was treated as a 
raw material of industry, and substituted for the wage bill as a 
cost element. We now must account for the influence of differ
ences in labour and capital supply without the simplifying as
sumption of parallelism between wage rates and costs of living in 
different places. Unfortunately, generalisation on this basis is 
difficult; previous results contain an element of truth in spite of 
such simplification. Industries much hampered by the high wages 
of cities or other districts avoid them, unless there is some special 
advantage which more than compensates. This is very often the 
case; cities have good transfer relations from the point of view of 
certain industries, i. e. with regard to raw material sources and 
markets, or offer a useful labour market. In § 2 these compensa
tory advantages of special characteristics of the labour supply 
were not dealt with; the qualitative differences of labour must be 
now weighed against the differences in nominal wages; at the same 
time. it must be remembered that differences in wages may be 
both greater and smaller than differences in the costs of living. 
Needless to say. differences in interest rates must also be con
sidered. 

As an example of industries which avoid high-wage districts the 
hand production of furniture may be mentioned; only for high 
qUality goods is intimate contact with the customer of paramount 
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importance. On the other hand, industries manufacturing ready
made clothes, hats, gloves, shoes, etc., are usually located in 
cities. Similarly, some industries avoid high-wage countries and 
dear-capital countries; many examples have been given in Part I. 
n transfer relations are favourable, however, even commodities 
requiring relatively great quantities of labour may be produced in 
high-wage countries. On the other hand, certain industries may 
derive such an advantage from low wages that they are to a large 
extent located in low-wage countries, even though transfer rela
tions are better in other countries. In this way, large cities may 
grow up in countries where only small cities would exist were it 
not for the international wage differences. This accumulation 
affects the quality of the labour supply, and otTers increased pos
sibilities of large-scale production, thus indirectly atTecting the 
international distribution of production.1 

Localisation is affected by a number of circumstances; one may 
draw production to certain places, another may make for low ex
penses of production elsewhere. It is only natural that the out
come should be fairly equal costs for the same commodity in many 
places and countries. It is therefore to be expected that even in
dustries producing easily transferable goods should be found in 
many places in the world. 

§ 6. The interaction of factor and commodity movements. The 
various circumstances affecting the localisation of industry which 
have been touched upon above cannot all be regarded as basic ele
ments - known economic data. They are to some extent as much 
the effect of as the cause of localisation, as indicated briefly in 
the last chapter. Local differences in labour and capital supply 
in particular 2 are due in part to the play of economic forces, and 
the working of these forces must be explained. 

Evidently we must face the problem why the supply of labour 
and capital in various places is what it is. The question was par-

1 Incidentally, this shows the inadequacy of the analysis of the 1ocalisation of 
cities made by economic geographers in terms of transfer relations alone . 

• For the reactions of the other elements see the next chapter. As shown by the 
previous analysis, local differences in labour and capital supply affect the 1ocalisa
tion of industry in two ways: by changing the conditions of production and trans
portation as well as the localisation of consumers' markets. 
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tially answered in Chapter VII, through analysis of the reaction 
of factor supply within each country; equally important, how
ever, is the matter of labour and capital movements between 
dis tricts.l 

The preceding analysis of the causes of localisation of industry 
applies to some extent to the distribution of labour and capital. 
The same circumstances which make it advantageous to locate .. 
industries in given districts tend also to draw labour and capital 
to them. Assume a certain distribution of productive fattors and 
a certain localisation of industry at a certain momen t; local price 
differences between some places and productive factors are con
siderable, but are unable to elicit factor movements, for the mo
bility of factors is small. Where it is great, factor movements have 
already reduced price differences to insignificant proportions. 
This price situation assumes that trade is going on. At the same 
time, the distribution of labour and capital is a result of the price 
situation and the mobility of factors. Any change in the price sys
tem can, by changing factor prices, bring about factor movements. 
The consequent new distribution of labour and capital forms the 
basis for a new localisation of industry and new trade. 

Suppose that transfer relations vary through reduced costs of 
transport for several commodities; interlocal trade is changed and 
so are factor prices. It may, for example, be advantageous to 
carry on manufacturing close to the market instead of close to the 
raw material sources. Demand for labour and capital increases in 
the former and decreases in the latter; wages and interest rates 
tend correspondingly to rise and fall; a movement of capital and 
labour is induced, if the obstacles are not too great. Similarly, a 
reduction in the obstacles to factor movements may cause more of 
such movement, whereby the spread of labour and capital is 
changed. 

Such movements affect the distribution of productive factors; 
without them the distribution would be equal to factor supply at 
earlier times as modified by births, deaths, savings, etc. We may 
say, therefore, that actual distribution at any given moment is a 

I This question WIll touched upon in §§ C)-JO of the last chapter, but deserves 
closer attention. 
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function of (I) localisation at earlier times, (2) changes in domes
tic supply through births, savings, etc., and 6) interlocal move
ments which the local price differences are able to effect in spite 
of the incomplete mobility of labour and capital. And the prices 
and price differences at anyone moment are governed by the 
mutual interdependence price system, in which all the various 
elements operate together. 

Evidently no simple explanation or description of the local dis
tribution of mobile factors is possible, as would be so if their mo
bility were such as to equalise their nominal prices. In that case 
the system of relations which governs prices would also govern 
their distribution~ As it is, a concrete description of the actual 
distribution of labour and capital assumes an investigation into 
the circumstances behind elements (2) and (3). Such an investi
gation would fall outside the scope of this treatise. We must re
gard the spread of factor supply, as one of the basic elements of 
pricing, although partly due to prices of earlier times, and give 
careful consideration to changes in this distribution 1 in every 
analysis of economic variations. 

Certain general observations should, however, be made. First 
of all, as factor movements depend upon the price system, or 
rather upon all the circumstances affecting it, factor movements 
imply an adaptation of factor supply to these circumstances which 
is" advantageous" from the point of view of price economy. Dis
tricts with excellent traIl6fer resources or natural resources attract 
labour and capital. The result is, thus, not at all an "equalisation 

Jof factor supply" everywhere. On the contrary, as districts will 
always differ decisively as to transfer and natural resources, so 
they will also differ with regard to labour and capital supply, for 
the latter adapts itseH more or less to the former. Of course if 
there are considerable differences in demand conditions, it adapts 
itseH to them also. This will be taken for granted in what follows. 

,J Secondly, labour and capital movements are as a rule greater 
within countries than between them. Thus the supply of these 
factors adapts itseH better from the standpoint of price economy 

1 Whether due to factor movements or to reactions of domestic supply of capital 
and labour. 
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to domestic differences in natural and transport resources; local 
conditions of production are more influenced by these differ
ences. Nevertheless, the equipment of productive factors varies 
greatly between districts in the same country and this exercises 
the same influence on the localisation of industry and trade as 
do international differences on international trade. The problem ,oJ 

is the same, only the reactions of factor supply through factor 
movements are quicker and relatively more effective - although 
not always much more so - in the case of domestic trade. 

Thirdly, labour movements make possible an enormous ag
glomeration of population in cities, where wages, both nominal 
and real, are usually higher than in country districts. It is even 
conceivable under certain circumstances that factor movements 
lead to increased local differences in factor prices. 

How do such factor movements affect trade? In general, factor 
movements -like commodity movements - tend to equalise 
factor prices in different districts; 1 these two movements may act 
as substitutes for each other. If costs of transport of commodi
ties are high, industry - and the necessary labour and capital -
can move instead of them.' But if factor movements are difficult, 
ind~stry will remain stationary, and trade will continue. Such 
trade is costly, but not costly enough to permit sufficient factor 
price differences to make factors move in the place of commodi
ties. On the other hand, certain factor movements not only en
hance the inequality in factor supply between different districts, 
but also increase the local differences in factor prices; in so far as 
this is the case, trade i~ increased by factor movements. The 
advantage of concentration of economic life arising from improved 
transfer relations and economies of large-scale production often 
underlies such a development. 

§ 7. Illustrations. That changes in the transportability of 
commodities affect the localisation of industry and the distribu
tion of labour and capital is seen, for example, in districts with 

1 The reasoning below is a restatement of the conclusions in Chapter IX. 
• "The greater the rOle played by expensive land transport in the economic life 

of a people, the more numerous and strong the tendencies to industrial wanderings 
will be," - Schumacher, DN Wo...un.ngell d" GrIJSsiMlISh ill DetIlschloM 11M ill 
dell Y minig/ell SliJiJIM. p. a. 
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natural facilities for the production of perishable products like 
vegetables, fruits, meat, and fish; the advent of canning and 
freezing meant a decisive improvement in transportation which 
gave such products and districts access to the world market and 
meant an enormous stimulus to industrial development. 

Better facilities for supplying districts without access to cheap 
coal with other power sources have contributed much and are 
likely to contribute more to a changed localisation of industry. 
"The utilization of new forms of power such as petroleum or hy
droelectric energy, and the new possibilities of electric transmis
sion of power, have made possible the use of machinery in locali
ties not supplied with coal." 1 

E!x:amples of how new railways have revolutionised economic 
life in a district are too numerous and well-known to require dis
cussion. In the seventies American industry was concentrated in 
the-Northeast, while the Northwest specialised in corn and the 
South in raw cotton. In the latter districts population was scarce; 
small local markets and poor transport facilities meant poor 
transport relations. Neither population nor industry could de
velop much until railways had been built; and the latter were as 
necessary for migration as for transportation of goods. Thus, the 
building of railways which at first did not pay was necessary for 
rapid economic development. When communications had im
proved and population increased - and, thereby, transport rela
tions improved - conditions were found to be suitable for many 
manufacturing industries which had formerly been located in the 
East. Similar shifts of industry may, of course, take place be
tween countries. "The discovery or making practicable of a new 
trade route may direct trade from one country and give the 
benefit to others." 2 "It would be easy to give examples of the 
decay of towns and cities and of large tracts of country, whilst 
the rest of a nation flourishes. In precisely the same way, a 
nation may suffer - though the world may gain - by the trans
ference to another nation of any great staple industry." J 

I Edie, Economics, Principles and Problems (London, 1926), p. 660. 
I Nicholson, Principles of Political Economy, 2nd ed. (London, 1908), p. 326. 
I Ibid., p. 327. 
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The economic history of Germany shows clearly how easier 
transportation by means of new railways and improved water
ways leads to a concentration of economic life in certain districts 
in the west and the east. Labour and capital were not, as in the 
United States, spread more evenly; rather the reverse took place. 
This was partly due to the fact that cheaper transportation in
creases the size of the most economical units of production in 
many industries, and therefore tends to attract industry to the 
districts where conditions of production are best, while other dis
tricts lose their part of these industries. 



CHAPTER XII 

INTERREGIONAL TRADE THEORY AS LOCALISATION 
THEORY 

§ I. Introduction. One fact has been abundantly described and 
illustrated in the preceding pages, namely, that everything de
pends upon everything else in economic life. The last chapter de
scribed briefly how the distribution of factor supply, the location 
of transportation facilities and of production, and the various 
prices affect one another. 

It is important to note that our interregional analysis, as modi
fied in Part III, applies to geographical districts, even though 
certain productive factors may be mobile between some of them; 
it applies to domestic as well as to international trade. Factors 
command varying prices in different parts of the same country; 
these differences in local factor supply affect the localisation of 
production and interregional trade within countries in the same 
way as international differences affect foreign trade. Besides, dif
ferences with. regard to transfer relations characterise the various 
~~ons just as much as differences in factor equipment do. 
""'1t is necessary to stress the fact that even if there were free 
mobility for labour and capital between all districts within a 
country, and no mobility at all between countries, a similar inter
regional theory would nevertheless apply to both domestic and 
international trade. The only difference - an important one, it is 
true - would be that in the former case greater attention would 
have to be given to the reactions of factor supply in studies of 
the short run effects of economic changes. Anybody interested 
in the long run effects would have to give full attention to the 
reactions of factor supply through variations in domestic supply 
and inter-district movements in both cases, although they would 
be called intra-regional in the international case. As a matter of 
fact. even small and nearby districts show substantial and lasting 
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differences in natural resources, transfer resources and facilities, 
and labour supply. Such differences are to a large extent causes 
rather than effects of localisation of industry. 

12. A bird's-eye view of pricing. Let us assume the world to be 
divided into a great number of districts, so small that the costs of 
transferring goods within them may conveniently be included in 
the costs of production. Production, of course, 'always includes 
much transportation, - in a certain sense is nothing else, - so 
there is nothing artificial in this assumption. 

Clearly, reasoning of the Walras-Cassel type, similar to that 
used in Parts I and III and illustrated in Appendix I, will show 
the character of pricing under static conditions. Assume the prices 
of the productive factors to be known: we then also know, and 
can reckon as functions of commodity prices, the demand from 
consumers in each place 1 for the various commodities; we know 
further the costs of production and prices of the commodities 
- hence the actual demand - and the costs of transferring 2 

them between different places. From this we may infer (I) what 
commodity each district can supply more cheaply than the others, 
and (2) to which districts it can supply it more cheaply, consider
ing the difference in costs of production and transfer. As there 
must be a balance between production and consumption for each 
commodity, we can also tell how much each district must produce. 
The productive factors required for this output (a£ the assuDll4 
factor prices) must be equal to the supply of factors in each regiOlt! 

The foregoing holds true" on the assumption that all districts 
have a common monetary system. If they are in two groups, each 
with its own currency, there is one more unknown factor: the for
eign exchange rate. Another equation, however, also applies: the 
demand for foreign currency must equal supply, i. e. the balance 
of payments must be in equilibrium. As to demand for" foreign" 
goods, - the main item in this balance, - the demand for COD-

l Given certain conditions of ownership and taste; the demand for capital goods 
from new savings is left out of account for the sake of simplicity in this review. Sce 
ChapterX. 

• When we know the Quantity of the various productive factors in each small eli&
tnct, we also know the Quality of nature from a transportation point of view, i. e. 
what bas been called the .. transport resources." 
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sumers' goods derives directly from the character of each individ
ual's demand. The demand for producers' goods is, of course, 
directly dependent upon what each district produces and what 
producers' goods it has to import. 

In case many groups of districts exist, each with a separate 
monetary system, one such equation applies to the relation of each 
group with the rest: if there are n groups there are also n equa
tions. However, as the content of the last of them is to be found 
in the n-I first equations, there are just enough for determination 
of the exchange rates. 

§ 3. The importance of the region concept. Districts united in 
the same monetary system have specially intimate relations in 
some ways and it is often convenient to treat them as a region. 
From other points of view other modes of regional division are 
desirable. In general we may say that there are certain groups 
of districts between which factors or goods or both move less 
easily than between the districts themselves, and that such groups 
should on that account in many cases be regarded as separate 
regions. Analysis of the reactions of factor supply in different 
districts is thus simplified, as is that of commodity movements. 

Regions of different types have to be analysed. Wages and 
interest rates in some of these differ only slightly, owing either to 
marked mobility of labour and capital or to original similarity in 
factor equipment, but they differ sharply in others. Furthermore, 
commodities and factors may move easily between some regions 
and with great difficulty between others. It is convenient, there
fore, to think of the world as consisting of a number of large 
regions, each of which consists of smaller regions (sub-regions), 
the latter containing a great number of very small districts. 
How this regional division can best be effected obviously depends 
upon the kind of problem under analysis. 

Neighbouring districts may be regarded as belonging to the 
same sub-region if natural or transfer resources are similar, if 
labour and capital move easily between them, or if goods move 
freely between them but with greater difficulty to another group 
of districts. In each case the grouping is effected in a manner of 
essential importance for the problem in hand. Uniformity with 
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regard to the monetary system, for example, is of little ultimate 
consequence in a study of localisation, but very important in a 
study of the mechanism of trade adjustments. 

Special attention should be given to certain large regions (coun
tries), yet the small interior sub-regions and districts cannot be 
left out of account. Distribution of productive factors and trans
fer resources and facilities within the countries affects not only the 
internal localisation of industry but also the international distri
bution of production and trade. Countries with good interior 
transport resources attract industries different from those drawn 
to countries with poor ones, although other conditions of pro
duction may be similar. A wage level uniformly high within one 
country and varying between parts of another country, but with 
the same average level in both, affects the international trade of 
these countries. 

Only if the large regions, for example, countries, are similarly 
made up of sub-regions or II cells" 1 can the circumstances which 
concern primarily interior localisation be disregarded in a study of 
the division of production and trade between large regions. In 
most cases such similarity does not exist, and an analysis like 
the classical theory and that given in the first nine chapters of 
this book, which fails to consider interior localisation, ignores 
essential parts of the problem. 

§ 4. The reactions oj the so-called basic elements oj pricing. Rea
soning like the foregoing, where all the so-called II basic elements U 

are assumed to be known and to vary for reasons outside the eco
nomic problem, tells only part of the story. As already pointed 
out I such elements react to changes in the price system. In other 
words, the basic elements react to price variations and are conse
quently more or less the result of previous localisation, while they 
govern the changes in localisation taking place at present. We 
begin wi th the supply of factors of production. 

Little need be said about the influence on supply of natural 

I I. e .• have similar distribution of productive factors and similar equipment with 
coast lines. harbour. land surface and other aspects of transfer resources. 

I In , 3. which contains little more than a summary of viewpoints to be found in 
the two previous chapters. 
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resources from the location of industry in bygone days. It is ob
vious that mines, for example, may be exhausted or become more 
difficult to work, forests be cut down, and agricultural land be 
exhausted and made more or less fertile. Such influences play 
their part in international as well as in domestic trade. 

More important is the fact that the supply of various qualities 
of labour is affected by the type of industry carried on in each 
region. (A brief discussion in the case of countries has been pre
sented in Chapter VII.) The volume of savings also reacts. 
Further, we have the inflow and outflow of factors. In the last 
chapter the relation of such interregional factor movements to 
changes in the price system was analysed; numerous examples 
will later be presented to show that such movements are of great 
consequence as regards international trade. Variations in the 
price system sometimes affect labour supply within each country 
.considerably, both by causing migrations and by affecting the 
sources of domestic supply. 

That labour supply within smaller - or greater - regions than 
countries reacts to economic variations in similar ways has al
ready been pointed out. These reactions vary in strength, and 
few general rules can be given, except that migration, in modern 
times at least, seems easier within a country than between na
tions.l Obviously, in each case under discussion the character and 
strength of the reaction must be considered, with due attention to 
the situation soon after the primary change (the effects of which 
are analysed) and at different times later on. The question of how 
the price system, and thus the localisation, will be affected must 
be answered in terms of time. 

So much for factor supply; the transfer facilities, which pro
foundly affect localisation and trade, also react to economic 
variations, as indicated in the last chapter. Railways and har
bours are built where they are needed, etc. This means that trans-

1 The differences in the supply of labour and capital between towns and country 
districts are the result of factor movements, which are due chiefly to differences in 
transport resources and economies of c.lncentration. .. It has often been observed 
that in every nation the principal trade is between the towns and the countly; it is 
the exchange of manufactures against food and raw materials" (Nicholson, P,in· 
ciples. p. 325). 
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port resources alone do not govern conditions of transport; the 
latter are affected, for example, by investments of capital, which 
create transport facilities. As a matter of fact, many capital in
vestments affect nature permanently or for a long time, alike 
from the point of view of transportation and of production. In 
other words, no sharp line can be drawn between transport re
sources and transport facilities, or between natural resources and 
capital goods. In many discussions it would be best not to at
tempt to draw any line, but to deal with material means of pro
duction under one heading. 

The character and distribution of the material means of pro
duction and transportation is to a very large extent a result of 
adaptation to economic conditions of earlier times. Some, such as 
raw materials, can be moved easily if a new localisation is found 
advantageous, others can be transported only with difficulty or 
not at all. But if they last a limited number of years, the annual 
amortisation becomes floating capital and may be transferred 
to other regions. Thus, in a study of economic variations the 
possibilities of moving material means of production and trans
portation directly or' indirectly from one place to another, and 
of changing their technical form, must be dealt with in a manner 
analogous to that of variations in the location and quality of 
labour types. 

It follows that an accurate account of the localisation of in
dustry must describe a historical process, and that the analysis 
of the price system in more static terms, as in § 2 of this chapter, 
explains only the character of the relationship. That is, however, 
important enough; for the direct effects of the various changes in 
the basic elements on prices and localisation are indicated by the 
price system. 

It is not necessary to discuss in detail actual cases of present 
localisation to demonstrate that the e1Iects of earlier localisation 
of industry upon basic elements are important. Inventions may 
by chance lead to manufacture in one country or place when 
others would do just as well; yet the industry tends to remain 
where it was first located, for the quality of the labour factors 
adapt themselves and so do capital investments in production and 
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transportation and in trade connections. A force of considerable 
strength may be required to move production to other places. 
The ability of a locality to hold an industry greatly exceeds its 
original ability to attract. Many industries are still placed in the 
neighbourhood of water-power, although a different localisation 
would be natural now that electrical energy can be transported 
cheaply. The household glass industry in many countries has re
mained in the old forest districts, where it grew up centuries ago 
because of the supply of cheap fuel; yet coal is nowadays trans
ported to these places from distant mines. 

§ 5. The arbitrary elements in localisation. The historical in
fluence discussed in the last section can lead to an uneconomical 
localisation of industry. From the point of view of the individual 
firm,! the term "uneconomical" can be used only when the savings 
in current production costs would more than balance the expenses 
of transferring the industry to other places. The fact that an old 
industry remains where it has settled is therefore not by itself a 
proof of an uneconomical localisation. 

In many cases, however, production is from the beginning 
localised in by no means the most profitable way. Those people 
who decide, for example, where a factory is to be placed, in 
many cases base their decisions upon deficient knowledge of the 
actual facts and cannot judge correctly the future changes equally 
relevant to the location. In a word, mistakes play an important 
role in localisation. It is obviously impossible to lay down any 

. principles,2 but it should be noted that a mistake in the locali
sation of one line of industry reacts on the location of other lines 
of production in several ways. The markets for firms which sell 
raw materials and semi-manufactured goods are located where 
the later stages of production are carried out, and move with 
them. Besides, the demandfor productive factors in a district 
from an industry which would better be located elsewhere may 

1 It seems unfruitful to speculate on the difference between the actual local
isation and the optimum localisation which would give maximum national 
income. 

I LocaIisation is governed by what happens in a small number of cases. Hence, 
chance is likely to exercise a greater influence than when the number of elements 
is great. 
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raise the prices of some factors in that district and thus make 
it unsuitable for industries which would otherwise settle there. 

It should be observed in this connection that the location of 
consumers' markets is to some extent governed by other than 
economic considerations. The capital and other centres of gov- "
ernment, as well as army and navy stations, acquire an extra 
importance as markets. 

It may be mentioned here that the organisation of government 
affects localisation profoundly through taxation also, particularly 
in countries where local rates differ considerably between districts 
without offering corresponding advantages to industry. The post
war economic development in Great Britain shows many exam
ples of new industries evading the lI·devastated areas" where the 
old and unprofitable industries are located, and where unemploy
ment is excessive and local rates burdensome. It goes without say
ing that such local differences in rates may affect local differences 
in wages and particularly in rents; to discuss this question here 
would carry us too far afield. International inequalities in taxa
tion also affect the prices of productive factors and international 
trade as mentioned in Chapter VI. 

One circumstance which increases the influence of chance on 
localisation is that the elements which affect costs of production 
are so numerous and varied that several places may each offer 
nearly equal advantages. One may be more suitable with regard 
to raw material supply, another with regard to labour. Economies 
of large-scale production may restrict the number of producing 
units, and in that case it is more or less a question of chance as to 
which place will receive the industry in question. 

In some branches of industry the costs of production and prices 
playa comparatively minor ~Ie as relates to sales. This is partic
ularly true of goods with style, individuality, and artistic proper
ties in general. For such goods the location of production in places 
which would give the lowest costs is of relatively little impor
tance and the stimulus to place it there is relatively weak. 

Observe also that firms may produce at very different costs 
but sell at virtually equal prices. 1 Low-cost firms are generally 

I In the Swedish iron industry the costs of ordinary iron were found to differ in 
1927 by almost SO ~t. 
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growing; high-cost firms are as a rule declining. In many cases 
the latter have a disadvantageous location; as long as they con
tinue to exist, they contribute an element of irregularity to the 
localisation map. . 

It should be noted also that a commodity may be produced by 
sf':veral different processes, and that the best location for a firm 
using one of them may be different from that for firms using an
other. Often, however, the various processes result in goods of 
differing quality. There is nothing peculiar in the fact that firms 
producing different grades of goods are differently located; it is, 
strictly speaking, a matter of different industries. The better 
grades of men's ready-made clothes are manufactured in Berlin, 
where there is a specialised market for skilled labour, and where 
it is easy to observe fashion changes. The poorer grades, on the 
other hand, are produced chiefly in villages and small towns in 
an agricultural district of Germany, where the farmers' families 
do part of the work. Here, too, certain external economies 
accrue, for example, the establishment of a labour market, but 
the preponderating influence is cheap labour supply. 

All these and many other circumstances explain why few manu
factured goods or raw materials have well-defined market areas. 
Irregularity in the trade currents is a constant characteristic. 

It goes without saying that this reasoning applies to interna
tional as well as to domestic trade - although in some cases high 
tariffs make market areas coincide with countries and thus give 
the former distinct borders. International trade is between firms, 
not between nations. Certain firms export while others do not; 
some export only to a few special foreign markets, others to a 
number of them. Some firms are able to hold a part of the home 
market against foreign competition, others succumb. We must, 
therefore, expect continued importation of goods which the coun
try is well able to produce for itself; and it is only natural that 
international trade currents should exhibit irregularities which 
at first sight seem to defy all principles. To what extent that 
is actually the case only an analysis of concrete examples can 
demonstrate. Under all circumstances it is clear that the local
isation of industry, whether national or international, cannot be 
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completely explained by an analysis such as the one presented 
in sections 1-4. 

16. Arbitrary local price differences. Other qualifications, like 
those in the last section, bridge the gap between abstract theory 
and reality. Both in this and in previous chapters commodity 
prices have been assumed to differ by the costs of transfer be
tween different places, so far as goods which pass between them 
are concerned. As a matter of fact, trade is not enough to guaran
tee this result. An investigation into local price differences at any 
time shows irregularities not explained by the costs of transfer.1 
Price equalisation is particularly difficult to bring about, hence 
temporary interlocal price discrepancies are great, for commodi
ties affected by seasonal variation, such as agricultural products. 
These price discrepancies call forth cross transports and other 
irregular trade currents. Such waves on the price surface are, 
however, comparatively unimportant. Price averages for long 
periods - several years - seem to show relations which do not 
deviate much from what the costs of transfer make natural; and 
what influences the location of industry is the price situation 
during a fairly long period, not its daily or irregular variations.2 

Evidently the time and space elements are interrelated, for 
surely local forces which may affect prices in an irregular manner 
for short periods may offset one another during longer periods. 
Professor Black points out that with regard to daily price aver
ages Chicago and St. Paul are by no means part of the same live
stock market; with regard to monthly averages the differences are 
much less marked; and with regard to yearly averages all signifi
cant elements are ~tually identical. 

Another complicating aspect of the question of local price rela
tions, and one which may affect localisation, is the habit prevalent. 
in some industries of buying or selling commodities at the same 
price in a district, regardless of transportation costs. Danish c0-

operative slaughter-houses, for instance, pay the farmers' trans-

• See particularly the extensive investigations by the United States Bureau of 
Railway Economics. 

• The investigation into the prices of oranges in the United States made by the 
BUffiiu of Railway Economics shows very considerable irregularities in prices on any 
one day, but a surprising regularity in price averages for a whole season. 
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portation costs for pigs, whether the farm is distant or close by; all 
farmers get the same net price. The Danish cement industry has 
at times been quoting the same price for cement in all Danish 
ports.1 Such a policy tends to restrict the number of factories, i.e., 
makes it more difficult to start new factories in districts far away 
from those already in existence; it affects the price structure, for 
example, that of agricultural rent. 

1 On the other hand, there is active price discrimination between buyers of differ
ent types. 



PART IV 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FACTOR 
MOVEMENTS 



CHAPTER XIII 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

§ I . Introduction. In this part the results reached in Part m 
will be utilised, in an analysis of international trade problems, 
particularly those having to do with the obstacles to commodity 
and productive factor movements, which were not dealt with in 
PartI!. 

We have seen that countries are special types of regions, and 
that conclusions concerning trade between the latter therefore 
hold true for international trade. This is so when the lack of in
terior mobility of commodities and factors is disregarded, as in 
Chapters I-IX. When, however, the costs of transport within 
regions and countries are to be taken into account, there is need 
for a general localisation theory, which considers at the same time 
regions and districts of many different kinds, among which are 
the various countries. Trade between them is explained by such 
a localisation theory: for since it shows in which districts indus
tries settle, it accounts ipso facto for trade conditions both within 
and between countries. \A theory of international trade must 
therefore be founded upon the general localisation theory; indeed 
it consists of a localisation theory which gives special attention 
to circumstances arising from the existence of a number of 
countries., 

This volume does not aim at a presentation of a general local
isation theory, even in its outlines, but deals mainly with in
ternational trade, and includes, therefore, only so much abstract 
localisation theory as is needed for the special discussion of in
ternational trade problems. 

The reason for dealing with such problems to some extent 
separately from other localisation and trade problems (e. g. the 
relations between towns and country districts) is that national 
borders are different from, and in some respects more important 
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than, the borders within countries. They act differently as ob
stacles to both commodity and productive factor movements. 
Jurthermore,. ~lI.rying .91rrency sys.tems cause the mechanism of 
trade between countries to differ from that of other sorts of trade. 
There is also a ~IJ?Ilul!!!Y-.2L~.t~~:>t 1 between the members of 
one nation which makes such a study interesting in itself and val
uable as a guide for national policy. Lastly, many important 
economic variations are common to all districts within a country 
but not to districts in other countries. This maJ.es it natural to 
treat a country as a unit a~~ to study its relations with other 
£2~tries. Numerous social institutions conceIT. the inhabitants 
in a certain country but affect foreigners only indirectly. For 
instance, collective agreements concerning wages and labour con
ditions usually affect a whole national industry, but do not influ
ence the same industry abroad. Changes in state taxation and 
state regulations in general also affect economic life in all parts of 
a country more directly than that in other countries.' 

It would be a great mistake to think. of anyone of these circum
stances as the sole reason for giving special attention to interna
tional trade apart from other localisation problems. The classical 
economists put too much stress upon the difficulty with which 
factors of production move internationally. 

It is, as already asserted, worth while to study separately other 
sorts of trade, e. g. between districts, large or small, which show 

1 This community of interest is fo~ded partly on sentiments only. However, the 
factor mobility contributes also; for example, the great interior mobility of capital 
creates common interests among all capitalists in a country. 

I From a certain point of view a "national economy" (V olkswirlschaff) is an or
ga,,;c u"ily, and must therefore be one of the basic concepts in any localisation and 
trade theory. There is a fundamental difference in character between international 
trade and trade between other regions smaller or larger than individual countries. 

This viewpoint has not influenced the treatment of international trade in this 
book. The author is convinced that only a purely analytical discussion which dis
cards the use of such concepts as orga"isms which are different from a sum of the 
cells which make them, can lay a firm basis for international trade theory. An analy
sis of a non-quantitative, qualitative sort may be added afterwards. There can be no 
advantage in attacking the problem from two angles and with two different sets of 
instruments at the same time; confusion is bound to ensue. For a discussion of these 
questionsseeHarms: VolkswirtschaftundWeltwirtschaft,Jrded. Oena, 1915). Well
wirtschaftskhre as a new branch of economic science in Harms' opinion has to study 
international economic relations on the basis of an organic national economy con
cevt. Compare Wieser, Theorie tier gesalschaftlichm Wirlschaft (Tiibingen, 1924). 
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a uniformity of nature (the tropics versus the temperate zone) or 
uniformity of population (the white race versus other races). 
Trade between cities and country districts also presents impor
tant problems. Studies of these and other forms of trade properly 
belong to a general and complete localisation theory. 

The object here is to explain why trade between nations is what 
it is, and to analyse some problems connected with international 
ecQ~oJIiic: relations. Part of the explanation has already been 
~ven in Part II, where a simplified picture of international trade 
was presented. We now deal rather with the circumstances which 
were then disregarded: ~he mobility of productive factor:s and 
transferability of commodities, the transfer relations of places, 
and the accumulative and dispersive tendencies. related to them. 
It will be well'to review the most important conclusions on these 
questions reached in Part III, and deal in turn with their inter
national aspects. This will be done in Chapters XIII-XV. Import 
duties play such an important part in determining localisation 
and trade that they deserve special treatment (Chapter XVI); 
international movements of the factors of production and their 
relation to international trade are discussed in the last chapter 
of Part IV. 

I 2. Qbstacles 10 international commodity tnO'Demenls. Such ob
stacles, ;. 'g .. c~sts of ~rt, red~ce-iiade; the-distance com
modities go and tlie -ways-ffiey-pass dej)en& upon the height of 
these costs and upon the differences in the costs of production in 
various places. Europe imports enormous quantities of vegetable 
food from America and Australia, but produces a much greater' 
proportion of its animal food within its own borders, because the 
former is relatively much easier to transport. 

National frontiers also serve as obstacles to trade, and exclu
sively to International trade: The influence of tariff walls is ob
vious; other circumstances are the differences between nations as 
to language, l~, b~ngJ;~~elI!~' h~E~ts, and tr~,!iJ.I!s, in a 
word everything that makes it more difficult to trade in foreign 
countries than in one's own, and more difficult in certain foreign 
countries than in others. Professor Ansiaux speaks of all this as 
"moeurs konomiques." Another class of circumstances is more 
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directly connected with national frontiers: cumbersome customs 
formalities, government preference for domestic products, move
ments and preconceptions which induce people to prefer such 
products to foreign goods, and the like. 

These factors all influence more or less the course of interna
tional trade. The importance of some, or rather of their absence, 
is evident from the large extent of trade between different nations 
within the British Empire, despite the high import duties in some 
of them. For instance, in 1927 the British Empire outside of 
Great Britain took 46 percent of British exports, and 49 percent 
of the British exports of fully manufactured goods. 

The influence of differences in "economic customs" is difficult 
to illustrate with figures, as statisti~s for the trade between vari
ous parts of one country are almost entirely lacking. It is clear, 
however, that trade is to a very great extent dependent upon 
close contact between the producer and his market, and that 
this contact.is difficult to establish when the" economic customs" 
exercise their .influence. A little country like Denmark with low 
duties and cheap water transportation from other countries pro
duces about 7S percent of all the manufactured goods it consumes, 
while the export of such co~odities is inconsiderable. This goes 
a long way to illustrate the importance of being close to the mar
ket in the special sense in which we are at present inte!ested: 
lt~Y.!!lgJI!I::,:Ill,l!-~k,.~.tv6thin one's own country. On the other hand, 
Denmark offers examples of the fact that large-scale trade - the 

;export of bacon and butter - when specially directed to certain 
markets abroad, may overcome several obstacles at slight cost. 
Danish butter is sold cheaper by the retailer in London than by 
his colleague in Copenhagen. Such cases are, however, excep
tional. Butter and bacon meet no protective tariff in England 
and very little prejudice in favour Of domestic prodUcts. It is un
usual, also, for producers to specialise so intensively in production 
for a special market. 

For certain goods the impediments are so great that interna
tional trade is unprofitable. The differences in the costs of pro
duction are insufficient· to take the goods over tariff walls and 
other obstacles; each country satisfies its own needs of such goods. 
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As observed in Chapter VIII, they are in this book called" home 
market goods," a term which includes all goods which are on 
the whole produced only for the home market; commodities 
that enter into foreign trade are called "international goods." 
They fall into two categories, import and export goods. 

In some cases import goods and home market goods compete 
for the consumers' demand. A country may produce all the 
coarse cotton goods it needs, but import the finer qualities. For 
certain uses the question which quality is to be preferred is gov
erned by the ratio between prices; thus the various qualities are 
more or less closely competitive. In other cases different goods 
may easily act as substitutes for each other. Tiles may be a home 
market commodity, while other material for the covering of roofs 
is imported. They naturally compete for the consumer demand. 
Evidently prices of such goods tend to move in harmony. When 
i~port~.JI.re .. 9btai~~dmore cheaply, the corresponding home 
JI.la.r..ket goods also command lower prlc:es; if they did n()tl.deman~ 
would t.!lrn to the foreign comJll()di1i~!i. There are other home 
market goods'whic:hfeel no direct competition from the latter, 
and their prices frequently change quite difierently from import 
prices. We will call these "non-competing home market goods" 
as opposed to the first sort, "competing home market goods." 
This distinction is important in'in arialysis of relative price vari
ations, for while the latter group feels the in1luence of variations 
in import prices and to some extent afiects them, the former 
group has a more independent position. 

Certain home market goods of course compete with goods ex
ported from the country in question. Their prices tend to move 
like export prices. 

~·summ..!!Yt. the various classes of goods are as follows: iqter ... 
I!~~subject to international trade, competing.Jwm4 
market goods, in more or less close competition with internation~ 
~()ds, and non-competing home market goods, a large gro~p'\ 
with a l~s direct connection with o~er goods.; International 1 
gOods may be either import or export goods, consequently com
peting home market goods may compete with either the former 
or the latter. 
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It goes without saying that there are no fixed border lines be-
jtween these groupS.l Any change in the economic situation may 

cause international trade in some commodities to cease, or may 
move others from the home market to the international class. 
This fact does not impair the usefulness of such distinctions, 
but it makes discrimination in handling them of paramount 
importance. 

In 1919-23 exports made up the following percentages of total 
production: in the United Kingdom 23 percent, Germany, 23 per
cent, Canada 29 percent, Japan 20 percent, and the United States 
10 percent. In German manufacturing industries in 1925, 43 per
cent of the workers were employed in industries producing export 
goods, while 10 percent produced goods of which small quantities 
were exported. The remaining 47 percent were employed in home 
market industries. In Great Britain 4,300,000 out of II,600,ooo 
insured persons belonged to the exporting group of industries in 
1924, according to estimates by the Balfour Committee. 

What kind of commodities belong to the different classes? Are 
generalisations possible for a number of countries which differ 
considerably in productive resources? Of course, the import goods 
of one country are the export goods of another. But what about 
the line between international and home market goods? Do not 
certain commodities fall on the same side of it everywhere? 

Obviously, commodities that are difficult to move tend to be 
produced wher~i:h~)'" are tlsed, and thus belong to the home 
mark~t category:---Thl~-is- t~e of a large part of the most im
portant goodSa;;.d services. Cooked food is seldom transported 
long distances; it is in the literal sense of the word "produced at 
home." Houses are built where they are to be used. Thus two 
very important productive processes are, without significant ex
ceptions, located in the country that uses their results; interna
tional division of production is virtually out of the question. 

Services are supplie4 at home. The rendering of a service is 
almost always effected a short time before its "consumption," a 

1 This classification disregards the fact that owing to the costs of transport a cer
tain commodity may be imported across one frontier and exported across another, 
as in the case of bricks in Sweden; the classification refers to conditions in the coun
try as a whole, and abstracts from minor local circumstances. 
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fact that excludes any possibility of importation. Not only cook
ing but all sorts of housework falls within this category. So does 
retail distribution, and practically the whole work of wholesale 
distribution. 

This is true of all countries. Besides, each country has its own 
home market goods, which may be international goods from the 
point of view of other nations. In Germany, important home 
market goods are: brown coal, building materials except cement, 
clothing, wood, woolen goods, furniture, and many articles of 
food. Taxes on imports are frequently prohibitive in countries 
like Spain, while they playa slight part in Great Britain. ~ether 
goods belong to one class or the other thus depends largely ~pon 
the tariff systePl; no generalisations are possible. 

As a rule, however, import duties on raw materials are fairly 
low, and rise, even as a percentage of the value of the commodity, 
the higher manufactured it is. For that reason raw materials in 
most countries are found among import or export goods, despite 
the fact that costs of transport weigh more heavily upon trade 
in them. Finished goods frequently meet such high import duties 
that domestic production takes the place of importation. 

§ 3. The division 0/ nalionaLm.a.r:~.~Js. It would seem natural 
that the1iiii>ediments tolnte;;ational trade are either so high that 
domestic industries get complete control of the home market or so 
low that foreign producers supply all that is required of a certain 
commodity. For manufactured products - or rather goods not 
at the first stage of production - this is, as a matter of fact, the 
rule. Statistics, it is true, imply that the sort of commodities that 
are imported are also to a large extent produced at home; but 
the figures are misleading. 

"A duty on a manufactured product commonly is either so high as to keep 
out all imports, or so low as to admit all and thus to be in effect merely a 
revenue duty. True, imports often appear to continue, and a division of the 
supply between domestic and foreign quotas often appears to be brought 
about. But the appearance is deceptivej the two sets of goods on eumina
tion prove to, differ in quality, or to be for other reasons not in reality 
competitive." I 

, Taussig, Sam. Aspects 01 'M Tariff Qtu.s,jOll. p. Jo. 
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To this statement by Professor Taussig it should be added, how-
-' ever, that foreign and domestic commodities sometimes differ in 

quality and yet compete so closely that it would be impractical 
to regard them as different commodities. The difference may 
even be imaginary, consisting simply in a belief, created through 
advertising of a certain brand, that the produce of one firm is 
superior to that of another. Boots and shoes are imported into 
many countries which produce the larger part of what they need 
of such articles in domestic industries. The home market is di
vided between foreign and domestic producers. The explana
tion is to be found, partly at least, in the fact that - at existing 
prices - imported grades are preferred for some purposes by some 
persons and home products by others. Another example is as 
follows: none of the large automobile exporting countries do with
out the importation of foreign motor cars, which differ little in 
usefulness and price from domestic cars. Not even is the United 
States an exception to this rule, despite its high import duties and 
general superiority in the motor car industry. 
~us ce:rtain commodities are at the same time import goods 

l¥ld_colD.peting home maJ,'ket goods in the same country. 
The fact that prices of some foreign commodities are neither so 

low as to make domestic production unprofitable nor so high as to 
fail of access to the domestic market in competition with domestic 
products is, however, largely to be explained by other circum
stances, above all the existehce of interior costs of transport. The 
market area over which a certain commodity is distributed from 
a certain centre of production does not stop at the national bor
,ders, except in so far as the latter are important obstacles. Often 

! they are not, and goods pass the borders, i. e. enter into inter-
national trade. Some of them, like bricks, may not go far into 
other countries but only to the parts which are within easy reach. 
In the case of bricks, producing places are scattered and the num
bers of more or less communicating markets is great. The market 
areas for certain producing places in southern Sweden extend into 
Denmark, while the market areas for some brick factories in 
Norway and Finland reach into neighbouring parts of Sweden. 

No explanation referring to conditions in a country as a whole 
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can explain such trade currents. The analysis must run in terms 
of conditions in regions or districts, or, more exactly, in the places 
which constitute them. Germany's southwest is part of a district 
extending through northern France and Belgium, which is rich in 
coal and iron and has excellent transport resources and facilities. 
It exports goods for which these conditions mean low production 
costs to surrounding agricultural districts, some within, some out
side of Germany. On the other hand, agricultural districts in 
northern and eastern Germany import similar products from 
Great Britain and Poland.1 British coal is sold in the North of 
Germany simply because of lower costs of transport than from 
coal mines in western Germany. The preferential railway charge 
from Westphalia to Hamburg is 8 marks, which is almost twice 
the combined rail, dock, and shipping charges on British coal 
from the pit to Hamburg. British coal and iron sell in western 
France for the same reasons. The Nova Scotia coal-mining in
dustry suffers from stiff competition with imported coal, while the 
collieries in British Columbia export coal to the United States. 

It is evident that division into home market goods and inter
national goods - which would be clear and significant were there 
no interior costs of transport and high costs of transfer between 
nations - must be handled with caution. Among import goods, 
some are imported only to certain ports; even substantial price 
variations might fail to change very much the proportion of this 
import to the total domestic consumption. Other import goods 
easily pervade all parts of the importing country. If they com
pete closely with goods produced at home, important variations 
in the volume of imports may follow minor price changes. There 
are, of course, corresponding differences between the various ex
port goods. 

Among other circumstances contributing to the division of 
national markets for certain goods between domestic and foreign 
producers is the fact that different firms produce at very different 
costs,1 which goes a long way to explain the situation. The low 

I Cf. Marshall, MDMY. Credil, aM C_". pp. 10r10S. 

• See Black. P,odudiort Ec_ics. p. 825. and SchUller. Zw TIIeorN d. BantJ.b. 
Iolililt. p. 51. 
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cost firms can hold their own against foreign competition and 
keep part of the home market, while they are unable to drive out 
foreign goods altogether. It would carry us too far to inquire into 
the causes of the superiority which these firms have over former 
or potential competitors among firms of the same nationality -
better location, easier access to power and raw materials, more 
efficient management, etc. Some of these circumstances do not 
permit increased production at equally low cost per unit, and 
consequently any attempt to conquer the entire home market is 
obstructed. In some cases the low costs of production of certain 
firms may be due to temporary conditions, and as time goes on 
these firms get weaker and disappear, leaving the whole market 
to the foreign producers. Conversely, a domestic industry may 
through inventions or other favourable changes have won such a 
superiority over its foreign competitors that the latter are about to 
be driven out. That process requires time. The best foreign firms, 
and those having the best hold of the market, fight for some years 
before they quit the contest. During such periods the home market 
is supplied partly with domestic and partly with imported goods. 

It should not be overlooked that competition does not depend 
upOn price differences alone. The marketing of many products 
coritmues successfUlly, even though competing firms sell similar 
products at lower prices. This is only partly due to real or 
imagined differences in quality; it is due also to manifold condi
tions of modern marketing, which have to do with good will, 
trade marks, exclusive selling rights given to a limited number of 
retailers, etc. For example, a firm manufacturing goods like 
ready-made clothes for women often finds it advantageous to sell 
its articles through a limited number of retailers in large places 
and through only one retailer in every small place. As other re
tailers also carry such articles, one firm cannot capture the whole 
domestic market; there is room for others, domestic or foreign, 
selling goods that are inferior, prices being considered. A Swedish 
firm which dominates this branch of industry has found it im
possible to supply more than 50 percent of the total home de
mand. The rest is divided between small domestic and large 
foreign manufacturers. 
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In other cases marketing depends as much upon business con
nections and affiliations as upon ability to offer the best value for 
the money. Such, for instance, is the case in the telephone indus
try, where each of the half a dozen large manufacturing concerns 
has affiliated concession companies which buy from it; and in the 
manufacture of electrical appliances. Such affiliations seem to be 
growing in significance.1 

Lastly, it should be observed that price discrimination makes 
it possible for a firm in one country to invade the market in an
other, where costs of production are equally low. Dumping is a 
means of gaining new markets and is used as a substitute for or 
supplement to real marketing costs. It may also be a means of 
disposing regularly of the surplus output which exceeds the re-' 
quirements in the main market. The Swedish firm mentioned 
above used to sell its goods 10 percent lower in Denmark, ex
clusive of import duty, than in Sweden, and found it profitable 
to retain the Danish market even during boom periods in Sweden. 

These matters are complicated; to give them the clichi "eco
. nomic friction" explains nothing. We have merely indicated the 

sorts of circumstance that lead to a division of the home market 
between foreign and domestic producers. 

So far we have dealt chiefly with manufactured products. The 
case of many primary products from agriculture and mining is in 
one respect somewhat different. Increasing quantities of such 
commodities can as a rule be supplied only at increasing prices. 
Their import price is often one which maintains a domestic output 
short of domestic demand; consumption is therefore partly satis
fied with. foreign goods. ~educed import prices would lead to '" 
diminutiQl:u)t~omestic production but not to its cessation. Ex
amples are abundant. Mo~t E~~op~an countries grow wheat and 
import it from transatlantic countries, and this is due only partly 
to the fact that mixing imported and European wheat gives a 
better flour. Access to cheap American wheat in the latter half 
of last century did not lead to the disappearance of wheat growing 
in Europe. In manufacturing industries, on the other hand, 

1 Monopolistic elements of pricing play an important part in such cases. They 
arc Dot further analysed here, as this volume consistently leaves them out of accounL 
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cheapened importation often leads to complete cessation of do
mestic production. The use of machinery for Belgian and Ameri
can window-glass is at present rapidly driving out hand methods 
in a number of countries, which must either adopt the new method 
or give up the industry. 

The difference between agricultural and mining products on 
the one side and more highly manufactured products on the other 
in this respect exists only so far as the costs of the former contain 
large elements of rent of natural resources, which have few com
petitive uses. Lower wheat prices reduce the price of wheat land, 
but it maystill be more profitable to subject certain lands to an ex
tensive cultivation of wheat than to the growing of other grains. 
The supply price of this wheat land is low. It is not so with 
capital and labour, for which there are always many competing 
uses. Only for a limited period can wages far below the general 
standard be paid. And the reward to capital can be kept much 
below the normal rate of interest only if it has been tied up in 
certain capital goods, which cannot easily be turned to other uses, 
and only so long as these goods last; failing sufficient reward, no 
new capital will be invested in these channels. Reduced prices 
for a commodity will consequently eliminate its production un
less relatively large amounts of rent can be reduced, serving as 
buffers for the blows of price reductions. Manufactured goods 
seldom fulfil this condition, but, within limits, many agricultural 
and mining products do. They are often produced at home and 
imported at the same time, whereas manufacturing goods, were 
it not for the circumstances that have been indicated above, 
would be produced either in sufficient quantities to satisfy the 
whole home market or not at all. 

The elements touched upon in the present section go some 
way towards explaining not only the division of the market in 
country A between producers in A and in one foreign country, 
but also the fact that producers from seoeral foreign countries 
compete in A, with or without competition from domestic firms. 
It is, of course, by no means necessary that costs of production in 
these several countries be equally high, for the impediments to 
international trade may put a greater obstacle in the way of ex-
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port from B to A than from C to A. Ties of common language 
and habits, tariff preference, etc., may unite the two latter na
tions. Furthermore, the difference in quality between goods that 
cannot even so be treated as different commodities tends to create 
a division of the market in the way indicated between three or 
more competitors quite as much as between two; the fact that 
different firms within the same country have varying costs, and 
the special marketing conditions of many articles, also contribute 
to this result. All this has special significance for competition 
in manufactured goods; as regards agricultural and mining prod
ucts, a division of the market is still more natural. Wheat is ex
ported from Argentine and Canada to many European countries 
no less than from the United States. 

Having dealt chiefly with obstacles to commodity movements 
across national frontiers, we come to a consideration of lack of 
mobility in general, first from the point of view of different goods 
(§ 4) and second from that of different places (§ 5). 

§ 4. The relative transferability of goods.~ difJeren,t stages oj 
t/~e!!" ~~"?ii~~;:*""he-'anafYSis' 'in' Chapter VIII demonstrated' 
that one aspect of the fact that different goods are more or lesS 
easily movable, namely the relation between the costs of trans
ferring goods at different stages of production, deserves special 
interest from the point of view of the localisation of production. 
Other things being equal, it was shown, certain industries become 
Umarket localised," i. e. situated close to the market centres, 
while others become u raw material localised." If several raw 
materials are used, industries of the latter type tend to settle near 
the sources of materials which have the largest weight.1 The iron 
and steel industry is in most cases situated not far from the coal 
mines; the ore goes to the coal. 

It makes no difference whether or not the places are in the same 
country, except so far as movement across the national borders 
meets special difficulties - which they usually do. Such obsta
cles, e.g. import duties, affect localisation and trade by changing 
the relative transferability of raw materials, semi-manufactured 

I Not the one which is most weight losing, as I used to believe, a fact which haS 
been pointed out to me by Mr. ]. Palander. a specialist on localisation problems. 
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goods, and finished products. So far as they impede the move
ments of finished goods more than goods at earlier stages, they 
make the latter more mobile and thus distribute the various 
stages of production between countries. 

Owing to differences in transferability, some natural resources 
exercise a much greater influence upon the local distribution of 
economic activity than others. Resources used to produce raw 
materials for market-localised industries are relatively "passive" 
in that respect, i. e. have little power to attract economic activity. 
On the other hand, resources which give rise to raw material
localised industries are "active," as they attract not only these 
industries but also, owing to the implied growth of markets, many 
market-localised industries. Coal mines, for example, have 
proven particularly" active" when iron mines are in the neigh
bourhood and transfer relations are good. 

The differences in total costs of transfer when production is 
located in different places are of course only one element in de
termining localisation. Differences in productive factor equip
ment which lead to differences in costs of production contribute 
their influence, as described in Parts I and ll. 

§ 5. Local differences in transfer relations. Let us next tum to 
the transfer relations of different places and their influence upon 
international trade. 

In Part III we discussed the influence of distance relations, 
transport resources, and facilities. Through the price mechanism 
these elements - as well as the supply of labour and capital
and the economies of scale in transportation, affect the costs of 
transport and lead to differences in transport relations of dif
ferent places. As other things than costs of transport are also 
relevant, we found it useful to speak of "transfer relations." 
These conclusions are now applied to the case ,,(countries, with 
special emphasis upon the influence of obstacles to international 
commodity movements. Such obstacles make transfer relations 
within a country more intimate, other things being equal, than 
those between countries. Duties have a similar effect, as will 
be further discussed in Chapter XVI. 

First as to conditions within countries: if the distances to be 
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covered are small (the necessary raw materials close to one an
other and to markets) or if transportation between them is easy , 
(owing to navigable rivers, good railways, etc.), costs of trans
portation will be low; this is of special advantage in industries 
using several heavy raw materials. The British iron and steel 
industry owes much to superiority in this respect. Ore and coal 
mines, blast furnaces, steel works, and shipping ports are within 
a ten-mile radius in some areas. It has been computed that the 
British average haulage distance is under 30 miles, compared with 
ISO in Germany, 200 in France, and 500 in the United States. 
"The cost of assembling all the raw materials and then carrying 
the finished steel to a port of shipment is $14.20 in the United 
States, and only $5.05 in Great Britain when home ore is used." 1 

Even the Belgian steelmakers pay more in transport rates per 
ton than the British. Conditions for the manufacturing of Port
land cement are good in places with cheap supply of chalk, clay, 
and coal- usually harbour districts where the two former are 
to be found. 

In the United States excellent means of transportation in many 
industries atone to a large extent for the long haulage distances. 
In Russia, on the other hand, the lack of good communication has 
prevented the utilisation of natural resources at some distance 
from each other; this was one cause of the slow development 
of manufacturing industries in that country before the War. 

Other things being equal, countries ~ith good interior transfer 
relations, such as those with ple~ty of natural resources, produce 
~i~~ively _ great quantities of goods per individual and have a 
large foreign trade.' Both real and nominal wages are on a high 
ievel. Countries with poor interior transfer relations tend to 
specialise in goods with easily transportable raw materials. The 
standard of living is, other things being equal, comparatively low. 

As to the transfer relations between countries, much that has 
been said in Chapter VIII holds true. Countries which consist 
chiefly of places far from outside raw material sources and mar-

I TIN Ti_, Trade and EngineeIing Supplement, October I, 1927. 

• "The expansion of a country's foreign trade depends largely on her facilities for 
internal transport." Marshall, MOMY, C,«lil, aM CllffltrlerCl. p. 112. 
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kets, or which have poor communications with most of them, 
will export chiefly easily transportable goods. Switzerland spe
cialises in fine cotton and silk fabrics, watches, and machinery of 
high value. Such countries, like the rest, of course produce 
market localised goods for home consumption. It goes without 
saying that for every country special productive factor equip
ment may outweigh advantages or difIiculties in transfer rela
tions. Iron ore of exceptionally high grade is produced in the 
extreme north of Sweden and the interior of Chile. At present, 
we concentrate attention first on the influence of differences in 
transfer relations. 

Good transfer relations, inside and outside, depend in many 
cases, however, upon the character of the factor supply. A coun
try with. ml:my .and important natural resources has as a rule 
better such relations t:!t_~!1:~ountryof similar size with less nat
ural· reSources. Resources may be situated close by in some 
OUlercoiffifiY~-but the probability is that they are further away" 
The fact that a larger country has a greater number of resources 
than a smaller one does not of course make it probable that it has 
better transfer relations, except in so far as tariffs or similar obsta
cles intervene. A country like Denmark has better such relations 
for most manufacturing industries than certain parts of Great 
Britain,2 Germany, and the United States. Coal, iron and steel, 
and machinery can be obtained relatively cheaply. It is only 
natural, therefore, that-Denmark and Holland should have man
ufacturing industry, although they lack all the important raw 
materials; they also have a high standard of living. 

It is often overlooked that what is important for the production 
of goods in the higher stages is not natural resources but good 
transfer relations. Favourable transportation resources - navi
gable rivers, etc. - are as important as natural resources: both 
make for good transfer relations. If nature is rich in means of 
communication she atones for poverty in raw materials. The 
population problem in individual countries is thus entirely clif-

t In avel7age, points within a district are closer til points within the district than 
to those outside. 

i The Portland cement factories in DelllllllI'k have a cheaper supply of British 
coal than their competitors by the Thames. 
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ferent from what it is in the world at large. It is often thought 
that the so-called law of diminishing returns from land comes 
into effect when the population of a country increases, and that 
this explains why the standard of living will fall if no other in
fluence intervenes. The matter, however, is not so simple: it is 
only for agriculture and mining that land as such is required in 
special qualities and in relatively large quantities. Production of 
goods at later stages is fairly independent of nature, and is af
fected chiefly by transfer relations and the supply of labour and 
capital. Thus what makes for lower economic productivity when 
population grows in countries where the quality of labour is suit
able for manufacturing is not the scarcity of nature but of capital, 
and above all the character of transfer relations. Raw materials 
and food have to be imported from further away, and the manu
factured products have either to be sent in exchange to more dis
tant markets or forced into the usual ones in greater quantity. 
The supply of umanufacturing services" of the sort in which this 
country specialises is increased relative to other productive 
services in the world, and the reward for the former tends every
where to fall. Other countries, therefore, tum to other things, 
and markets are made for the first country, but only at the ex
pense of a double loss, from less favourable terms of exchange on 
the foreign markets and from greater transportation costs for raw 
materials and finished goods. 

Let us now return to comparisons of countries with different 
transfer relations. It is obvious that small countries are disad
vantageously situated. All places within a certain country meet 
the obstacles of national borders and thus, other things being 
equal, have transfer relations with foreign places inferior to those 
with domestic ones. Now, in large countries there is a greater 
number of domestic places than in small; the use for communica
tion with places abroad is smaller, and the obstacles are less. 
This means more to some industries than to others. Of course, 
commodities which pass the national frontiers with great diffi
culty, and which are best produced on a large scale, are better 
situated in large countries than in small ones. A good example is 
the motor car industry, in which only large-scale enterprises seem 
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able to compete. To place such an enterprise in a small country 
would result in the larger part of the output's having to be sent 
abroad at high costs of transfer. 

Countries with good transfer relations with other countries will 
secure a large amount of foreign trade. They will have a superi
ority in industries which require much transportation for the 
collection of heavy raw materials from different countries, and 
for the distribution of heavy finished goods. In this respect 
European countries are better situated than, for example, New 
Zealand and Australia. In Europe countries with good harbours 
have an advantage above countries like Czeko-Slovakia. If the 
latter were an island like Great Britain, its industries would cer
tainly be more important and its standard ()f living distinctly 
higher than at present. 

Changes in transfer relations, e. g. through new transfer facil
ities like the Suez or Panama canals or through the growth of 
important markets in the neighbourhoo~' may affect the eco
nomic life of a country profoundly. India apd Persia have come 
economically much closer to Europe through the Suez Canal. 
The economic growth of the United States has improved the po
sition of Canada much more than that of European countries. 
On the other hand, the Baltic countries suffer decidedly from be
ing virtually cut off from the Russian market, which before the 
War took the larger part of their export commodities. They have 
not, like Finland, been.able to reorganise their economic life and 
find new markets in the West. 

It goes without saying that reasoning in general terms about 
transfer relations must be conducted carefully. All countries 
have transfer relations good in some respects and poor in others 
as regards the supply of raw materials or the marketing of prod
llctS. Such differences affect profoundly the character of industry 
a.nd trade. 

§ 6. Transfer relations, the equipment with productive factors, 
'lnd the character of industry. As pointed out above, the character 
If industry and trade depends not only upon transfer relations, 
b_~! _ll:l~ upori productive !actor equipment and other basic ele
R~I.1ts. The competitive power may be great in spite of unfavour-
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able transfer relations, if the productive factors needed are cheap. 
Of course, <transfer relations and factor supply react upon. each" 
21hu.. The distribution of labour and capital islargely governed 
by economic circumstances, of which transfer relations are one. 
Transfer relations, on the other hand, are affected by factor sup
ply: for example, markets are where the factors are to be found, 
~udtransfer is easier when on a large scale; besides, costs of trans
port, like costs of production, are affected<by factor prices . 
. Regions with good transfer relations attract labour and capital, 

which move from other districts within the same country, and to 
some extent from other countries; furthermore the domestic sup
ply may increase through extensive savings and a high birth rate. 
In old times poverty tended to keep back the growth of popula
tion, and prosperous. regions therefore had a more rapid increase 
than other regions. 

In general, regions with good transfer relations get densely pop- . 
ulatedj they become important markets, and profit from large
scale economies in transportation. On the other hand, raw ma
terial and food supplies must be drawn from far away. The point 
is reached where further concentration of population lowers pro
ductivity. Evidently such regions will specialise in goods requir
ing (I) the collection of raw materials from different and distant 
sources, (2) large-scale production, particularly those difficult 
to transfer, and (3) plenty of labour, perhaps also of capital, and 
little land (for the last-named factor is scarce in densely populated 
regions). If, however, there is a special supply of natural re
sources (which is often the case), goods using them are also 
produced. . 

Northwestern Europe has a fUlly developed transport system, 
a labyrinth of canals and navigable rivers, excellent harbours, and, 
partly as a result of dense population, a network of good railways 
and roads. It has a supply of coal and iron deposits, and particu
larly good transfer relations for the iron and steel industry. The 
latter is important. Regions with good transfer relations, par
ticularly for "active" natural resources (which is often the same 
as to have such natural resources within their own borders), at
tract more productive factors than regions with good transfer 
relations for "passive" natural resources. . 
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Obversely, countries with poor transfer relations and little or 
J ;'no active natural resources tend to be scantily populated and to 
. specialise in goods which can be produced on a small scale and 
require plenty of the natural resources to be found there; among 
them goods easily transferred are preferred for export. 

If some other productive factor than nature (e.g. technical 
labour) is necessary for the production of goods in the first stage 
of manufacture, and is to be found only in certain of the districts 
which have the natural resources, this factor will attract raw 
material-localised industries on later stages of production, and 
like the natural resources will be more or less" active." 

All this applies to countries as well as to districts and regions. 
Further discussion of the international distribution of productive 
factors and its changes is to be found in Chapter XVII. 

Summarising briefly, countries are groups of places. Because 
,of obstacles to commodity movements, inside as well as outside, 
:transfer relations affect the localisation of production and inter
"national trade. In other words, both the spread of productive 
i factors and markets through the world and the local differences 
':in transfer resources and facilities are important. Thus not only 
:the supply of productive factors but also its local distribution is a 
governing element. Similarly the local distribution of demand 
~and the relative transferability of goods at different stages 
of their production are also relevant. 

It goes without saying that in particular cases one or another 
aspect may dominate. For some localisation problems the char
acter of nature is decisive, and all other elements may be disre
garded. Deserts and arctic zones are."death belts." Among the 
"life belts," the tropics produce colonial goods and certain'fruits; 
the cold temperate zones produce wheat, etc. In other cases, one 
may ignore international differences in transfer relations and con
centrate attention on the supply of productive factors within 
each country. This approximates the procedure followed in 
Part ll. For many localisation problems, however, transfer rela
tions and transferability of different goods are of decided influ
ence. Furthermore, the localisation of one sort of economic activ
ity more or less influences the localisation of the others. Evidently 
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a deeper understanding of the local distribution of industry and 
international trade is impossible unless transfer relations and 
transferability are thoroughly analysed. In order to reach correct 
conclusions in spec,ial cases we must grasp the way in which all 
elements work together in determining localisation. This applies 
especially to the forces which govern the local distribution of 
labour and capital and hence international trade. 

17. ff'-clflisatiQ!J as a product 0/ ~conomic development,. In 
Chapter VII the reactions of the supply of productive factors 
were examined. Their supply is itself a product of the earlier 
situation. If a country has for one reason or another obtained 
certain manufacturing industries, technical labour will be edu
cated and trained and other industries started because of its sup
ply. Fixed capital will take on a technical form which affects 
localisation. In the same way, the local distribution of produc
ifve factors and markets, and hence transfer relations, are results 
of a historical development. Furthermore, transport facilities 
such as harbours and railways grow up where they are needed and 
tend to remain. 

The European economic superiority in the nineteenth century 
was due much more to the fact that labour had been technically 
trained and excellent transport facilities arranged than to per
manent superiority in natural resources and transportation re
sources. Western Europe had almost a monopoly in the manu
facturing of many goods from raw materials procured from other 
parts of the world - raw materials which from the view point of 
transfer resources alone might have been more advantageously 
manufactured elsewhere. The rapid economic progress in North 
America was to be expected when population and capital had 
grown sufficiently to make possible efficient utilisation of these 
resources. 

Evidently some so-called basic elements of localisation and 
pricing are more fundamental than others, i. e. adapt them
selves less. The character of nature, as "Jl,aturaIl'esource" or 
"transpottatiQll..IeSQ.lm:s:." seems to be decisive in the long run. 
Population, taste, capital supply, and transportation facilities 
are subject to a slow change which is decidedly affected by 
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economic development at the same time that it influences this 
development. 

Let us look at a few illustrations. Coal and iron mines, in 
districts with good transportation resources, have been able to 
attract economic life to a large extent not only for the reasons 
mentioned above, which make them particularly active from a 
localisation point of view, but also because the industries which 
were naturally placed there have had a much more educative 
influence upon labour than, for example, agriculture. The devel
opment of modem manufacturing processes has been to a con
siderable extent due to the qualities acquired in the iron and steel 
industry and during efforts to utilise its products.1 Such inter
national differences in the quality of labour, which are indirectly 
to a large extent due to differences in transfer relations, explain 
why the machine-producing industries are to be found almost 
exclusively in the iron and coal districts. 

Great Britain got the lead in the eighteenth century largely 
because no other country then had excellent transport resources 
and facilities, interior and exterior, and coal and iron deposits close 
to one another. Her invention of textile machinery and the loco
motive were not a result of inherited technical superiority,' but 
were the outcome of concentration of energies on manufacturing 
industries in general and the textile industry in particular, which 
latter had developed in the seventeenth century because of the 
moist air and plentiful supply of water-power. When cotton be
came cheap, England was ready with coal, iron, constantly im
proving technical labour, and excellent transport resources and 
facilities, which were further developed. The economic expansion 
made possible an enormous increase of population - the rise in 
wages was limited - and the expansion continued. This labour 
supply can be regarded rather as the response to a stimulus than 
as a cause of the development in the sense suggested above. 

I To make it possible for this industry to start, a supply of technical labour is, of 
course, necessary. This has been lacking in China, where the iron and steel industry 
has consequently been insignificant untilli'eCently. 

I John Erikson, the Swedish inventor of the propener, had constructed a locomo
tive which was in many respects supeoor to Stevenson's. Yet no railways were built 
in Sweden. And Erikson had to emigrate to the United States to find scope for his 
genius. 
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Similar considerations explain why the textile industry has 
virtually everywhere been the first field for the development of 
manufacturing industries with modem machinery. This industry 
profits from contact with the market and uses easily trans
portable raw materials. It therefore tends to be "market local
ised." This, however, is only part of the explanation. A machine
using textile industry requires a minimum of technical skill on the 
part of leaders and workers. This skill has been easy to acquire, 
partly because the handling of wool and flax has been familiar 
for centuries. As familiarity with the handling of machinery has 
grown, other industries have been taken up until a later stage has 
been reached, when the machines are to a large extent manu
factured at home instead of imported. 

The growth of education and development of skill naturally 
tend to disseminate industries which have been concentrated in 
certain localities owing to their superiority therein. The trade 
resulting from such superiority has been largely in the east to 
west direction; some authorities believe that in the future trade 
will be rather in the north to south direction j which, being due 
chiefly to differences in nature, is not likely to be much reduced. 
"No exchange of culture, no equality in education or skill, no 
emigration of peoples evening up density of population can change 
the temperature and make tropic fruit grow in the land of arctic 
fur, or cotton grow in the land of spring wheat." 1 

As indicated in Chapter VII, even the east to west trade is un
likely to fall off considerably. One reason for its continuance is 
the lasting difference in transport resources between districts in 
similar latitudes. It seems probable that these differences will 
entail others in labour and capital supply, both as to quantity and 
as to quality. The relative backwardness of certain parts of 
Australia and Asia, for example, is as great today as fifty years 
ago, perhaps more so. The trade between highly industrialised 
countries such as Great Britain and Germany shows no sign of 
falling off,lI although the trade with other countries is growing 
more rapidly. 

1 Russell-Smith, Industry ond C __ ,., p. 665. See also Black, Prodlldiotl 
Ectnwrnics, p. 767. 

• The fear that Europe will be unable to ezport lIWlufactured goods to pay for 
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§ 8. The international t,ade of the United Slates. Let us now 
examine the case of the United States. What circumstances make 
its export and import what it is, and different from that of other 
manufacturing nations? Its exports of finished manufactures in 
I928 amounted to $2,260,000,000. Automobiles and machinery 
were the most important articles. For each the advantage of a 
large market and good transfer relations is great; the automobile 
industry in particular finds a market in the United States many 
times greater than that of any other country. Besides, the in
centive to invent labour-saving machinery is particularly strong 
in a high wage country; an unusual supply of highly efficient 
technical labour has therefore developed. Among the exports of 
finished manufactures there are also specialties which seem to be 
produced in the United States simply because by chance some in
vention originated there and sustained effort maintained techni
cal superiority. All manufacturing nations have such specialties. 

The export of crude materials and food stuffs - such as copper, 
petroleum, wheat, cotton, and tobacco - is clearly due to the 
great supply of the corresponding natural resources, just as the 
importation of such goods - e. g. sugar, raw silk, coffee, rubber, 
and furs - is due to their absence. 

Manufactured food stuffs - e. g. meat and wheat flour - are 
also important export articles. The fact that they are manu
factured in the United States and not, like the rest, exported in 
crude form, is chiefly to be explained by the transfer relations: 
easy access to great quantities of the raw materials and to large 
markets. It is, however, probably also due to some extent to a 
supply of specialised technical labour, which counts for much, e.g. 
in the meat packing industry. The export of semi-manufactured 
goods - iron and steel goods - is also due partly to the transfer 
relations, which make the further manufacturing close to the steel 
plants advantageous; it is partly due to access to cheap fuel and 
power and to technical skill. 

its importation of food and raw materials, if the economic development and tari1I 
policy in countries exporting the latter continues along present lines, is on the whole 
unfounded. The terms of exchange may vary to the disadvantage of European 
exports, but probably not to any serious extent, unless tari1I walls are raised many 
times their present height or population is violently increased. 
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Next among the imports after crude materials and food stuffs 
are finished manufactures, which are imported in considerable 
quantities across a high tariff wall. Here we find goods which for 
no obvious reason have become the specialties of one foreign 
country or another. Chiefly, however, the imports are goods re
quiring relatively large quantities of labour, such as high grade 
textile goods. The high wage level in the United States makes the 
production of such goods expensive. As such industries have not, 
despite high protection, reached a full development, the tech
nique in many cases is not comparable to that in the countries 
which specialise in them. 

Some semi-manufactured goods, such as pulp, are imported, 
being much more easily transportable than the raw materials, and 
natural resources for production of the latter at home being in
sufficient. 

Many more goods would, of course, be imported were it not for 
the high tariff. Commodities made from foreign raw materials 
would in many cases be cheaper produced abroad and transported 
more cheaply in finished form. The duties affect the "relative 
transferability" in such a way that production comes to be 
localised in the United States despite the higher manufacturing 
costs. 

It would carry us too far to inquire into the character of techni
cal labour in the United States, compared to that in Europe, and 
its influence on industry and trade.1 

§ 9. _ W h~' is mean' by eflects of and, gain ir.o.Jn i-n~~a#onal 
t,ode. V&rio~"'aspectS-ot the lo'c8.IiSation of industrY and inter--...,.-. 
national trade have been separately discussed. In Parts I and II 
the controlling elements on the demand side were found to be 
(I) individual tastes and the desire of groups, and (2) conditions 
of ownership of productive factors. On the ~~ the con
trolling factors are (I) the ~hysical pro~rties of nature, i. e. of 
both productive factors and commodities, (2) the ~E!L9f..Jmr 
ductive fact~~, 6) the co~~!-ion§_~L~~omic._§~bility, (4) the 
social conditions of produc~ (taxes on industry, etc.), and (5) 

I See the brilliant and instructive analysis by Professor Taussig in S_ .d.sJ«" 
DJ lIN Tariff Qu4sIiDII. See also Chapter Vll. 
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the lack of divisibility of the productive factors. Strictly speak-
ing, (5) is included in (I). . 

We have seen also that localisation i!.Erofoundly_~~~c.tecLb.>: 
(6) transportability of cOnlmodities, (7) distance relations, i. e. 
local distribution of the productive factors, (8) transport re
sources, and (9) transport facilities and social transfer condi
tions (e. g. duties). Like (5), element (6) may also be included 
in (I). Element (8) is one aspect of the qualities of productive 
factors (regarded from the point of view of transportation) and 
may also be included therein. 
( The basic elements governing localisation may be thus singly 
described: (a) tastes and desires of man, (b) physical properties of 
nature in a wide sense (including the qualities of both goods and 
factors from the point of view of production and transportation), 
(c) quantity and local distribution of productive factors (includ
ing, of course, :fixed capital in all forms and transport facilities), 
and (d) the social conditions of ownership, production, stability, 
and transfer. ) 

As already explained, these conditions are not independent of 
price variations. Changes in anyone of them changes more or 
less the whole price system - among other things international 
trade - and this reacts on the other circumstances. The do
mestic supply of factors of production, for example, is affected 
and taste changes, etc. Yet these reactions are on the whole so 
uncertain in character and extent that it is often best to treat them 
separately; whereas the reactions of prices and quantities in the 
price system which are not basic react in a much more direct and 
predictable way. 

In this light let us examine the expression "&1Iect~o£ int~f!1_~: 
~ru~." How much would the situation differ in its ab
sence? We must first decide what change in the basic circum
stances is assumed to bring about a situation where there is no 
international trade. There can be no doubt that the tacit or explicit 
assumption in this respect always made is a change in the trans
fer relations, i. e. the creation of obstacles which prevent all 
international commodity movements. Similarly, when speaking 
of the effects of increased trade one means the change in the situ-
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ation called forth through a reduction in the obstacles to inter
national commodity movements. 

As the other basic conditions would be very different if there 
were insurmountable obstacles to international trade, it is not 
worth while to pursue the analysis of the effects of such trade very 
far on the assumption of fixed basic conditions. Still less is there 
any reason for discussing the ~uestion of the total gain from inter
national trade or its division between the trading nations. As 
the number and taste of the individuals which set the standards 
by which to judge the results of economic activities are much 
affected by trade, the basis for comparison of "total gain" is 
entirely lacking.1 An analysis of the effects of international trade 
as a whole must run largely in terms of the changes in the basic 
circumstances, e. g. in the amount of population 2 due to such 
trade. 

It is much more worth while to speak of the gains and losses of 
changes in international trade due to reductions and increases in 
the obstacles to international commodity movements.' For the 

I Cf. Chapter VU. The usual reasoning concerning the total gain from interna
tional trade or "the variable distribution of transport costs l' evidently offers little 
of inteRSt. One cannot say how much of the burden of transportation costs each 
country carries without knowing how much its position would be improved by their 
disappearance. 

• The present number of inhabitants in Great Britain would be much less if there 
had been no foreign trade in the last two hundred years. It would probably be much 
reduced if all international trade disappeared. 

• It Is a little artificial to give to these effects of changes in the obstacles to inter
national commodity movements the term "effects of international trade." Varia
tions in demand conditions, factor supply, etc., also cause changes in the price sys
tem which involve among other things changes in the foreign trade. E. g. changes 
in the supply of various labour groups which dect relative wages go hand in hand 
with changes in the terms of interoational trade. (The national income of one coun
try may well be increased, while the income of the country which imports goods 
produced by high-wage labour may fall off. Cf. my paper "Protection and Non
competing Groups," Weltw. Archlv, 1931.) Yet the changes in the price system 
caused by a new demand or a new supply are not said to be due to the changes in 
the foreign trade. The most logical method is to inquire into the effects on the price 
system of changes in the various basic conditions. A treatise on international trade 
thus differs from a general price and localisation theory only by giving special atten
tion to these effects so far as they concern international trade, and, ~""p$, by 
studying most carefully the effects of variations in that sort of basic element - the 
obstacles to international transfer - which has most tlim;U, to do with interna
tional trade. Cf. Chapter VU, n 7. 8. 
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effects of such variations can largely be explained in terms of 
changes of the price system, on the assumption that the other 
basic circumstances remain unaltered. In other words, it does less 
violence to reality to abstract from the influence on the number of 
inhabitants in a country, etc., in a study of e. g. protective duties 
than when we have in mind the disappearance of foreign trade al
together. However, and particularly in the long run, all vari
ations in international obstacles cause reactions in the other basic 
elements. The only satisfactory method, therefore, for an analy
sis of the effects of reduced international obstacles, is to consider 
both the changes in the price system which would occur if the 
other basic elements were unaffected, and the changes due to the 
actual reactions of these elements. 

Special interest attaches to the question how the volume of 
available goods 1 in the various countries is affected. If it in
creases, one may speak. of a "gain," and if it declines, a "loss." 
Note, however, that these words are not used in any normative 
sense. It is beyond the scope of this work to inquire how far a 
gain of this sort means greater "satisfaction" in a case where 
both the taste of consuming individuals and the distribution of 
income have changed as a result of the changed transfer con
ditions.2 

§ 10. The effects of and gain from a reduction in the obstacles to 
international trade.3 Compare two situations, one with higher 
and the other with lower costs of transport between countries. 
According to the previous analysis, the latter situation will be 
characterised by greater international trade and, as a rule, by less 
international inequality in factor prices. Production can to a 
greater extent adapt itself locally to differences in productive 
factor equipment and other basic elements. National income in 

1 For an individual country this quantity which is a measure of the national 
income is the volume of production plus imports minus exports and adjusted with 
regard to the foreign ownership of certain natural resources and capital and with 
regard to present international capital movements. 

I Whether one thing or another is desirable is for politicians, not for economists, 
to say. The development of the national income is in most cases of great interest for 
the forming of such judgments; hence it is worth while for economists to analyse 
its variations. Cf. Appendix lli. 

• Certain aspects of this question have been briefly discussed in Chapter YIU. 
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terms of goods and services 1 is increased. In some cases, the com
binations of factors and the effects upon the volume of production 
are the same as if productive factors had been moved from one 
country to another. 

Even if there is no tendency towards equalisation of factor 
prices as a result of increased trade, the tendency to an equalisa
tion of cost of production, actual or potential, in various countries 
is a sign of a change in the economic situation, which means a 
greater volume of world output. Consider, for instance, the case 
where iron and coal mines are more expensive in country A than 
in country B, and yet the former country is able to produce iron 
more cheaply because the resources there are much closer to one 
another, which brings a saving in costs of interior transport. If a 
reduction in the costs of transport between the countries makes 
it possible for A to export to B a part of the iron B needs, then the 
prices of resources will be raised in the former country still more 
over their level in the latter. Evidently the saving in cost of 
transport more than makes up for the more expensive resources in 
the iron industry in A. 

The other aspect of the effects of reduced obstacles, the re
actions of the basic circumstances, is discussed in Chapter XVI 
(below) in the case of changes in import duties. 

1 For proof and exceptions see Chapter XVI, i 3, where di.fliculties connected 
with the different possibilities of weighting, when an index of the volume of goods 
and services is computed, are also discussed. 



CHAPTER XIV 

INTERNATIONAL PRICE RELATIONS 

I. Commoaity prices. This book is an investigation into the 
character of the price mechanism as it operates in a world of 
space, not in the well-nigh spaceless world of the so-called theory 
of pricing and distribution. Special attention has been given to 
relations between the price systems in different countries. It 
would be superfluous to summarise the conclusions here; instead, 
the reader is asked to review again the account given in §§ 5-10 

of Chapter VIII of the special connections between prices, and of 
typical cases. In the light of previous analysis an attempt will be 
made in this chapter to illuminate a little further the nature and 
extent of international price differences. 

Let us begin with commodity prices. The table below illus
trates the fact that wholesale prices of food are much higher in 
some countries than in others, even if the comparison be confined 
to countries with a similar economic life. It shows the wholesale 
prices of important articles of food in four countries as a percent
age of the prices of the same articles in New Zealand. 

FOOD PJuCES IN PEllcENTAGE cg NEW ZE.u..um Pau:Ea I 

July. 1014 

United States ....••••..•••.•...•.....•.• 129 
Canada................................. 125 
Australia ........•....•.•.•...•••...••.• 105 
South Africa •........•..••.••....•...•.. 141 

Februar7.lo'o 
132 
128 
115 
110 

Before the War food prices were substantially lower in Aus
tralia than in South Africa. At present the situation is rather 
the reverse. 

It goes without saying that retail prices also difIer widely. The 
figures in the table below leave no doubt that even though all 
qualitative difIerences cannot be eliminated, the price difIerences 

I SlaJislit;al Yearbook/or Nf:II1 Zealand (1930), p. 832. 
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are much too large to be due to this factor alone, and are hence 
real enough. 

I!lDlal ~Il bUD. PIlIcu o. FOOD, FUEL, LIGHT, AND SOAP IX 
CEnAIN TOWNS I 

E.tonia ..•..•. 78 Portugal ..... 98 Great Britain . 
France ....... 104 Holland ...... 105 Spain ........ 
Germany ..... 114 Sweden ...... 116 Denmark ..... 
Canada ....... 120 Australia ..... 123 Italy •........ 
l1nited Statea • 138 

100 
114 
u8 
125 

'2. Wages, interest rates, and rents. International differences 
in wages are still. more glaring. Remember, however, that the I 

usefulness, skill, and dependability of workers in various coun
tries differ considerably, and that for this reason the figures are 
not strictly comparable. An investigation made by the machine 
industry union in Switzerland 2 into wages in that industry in 
some manufacturing countries of Europe gave the following 
result. 

EAJlNlNGB l'U HoUR, 1928 (IX SWEDISH Ou) 

Slr.iIIed Semi-Wlled UDIkiIIecI 
Sweden ...................... 129 no 107 
England ......•.•.•........... 113 76' 
Switaerland .................. 109 88' 
Holland ..................... 102 89 7S 
Germany .................... 98 89 71 
Austria ...................... 73 66 58 
Italy ..........•....•.•....•.• 71 55 45 
France ...................... 66 53 44 
Belgium ..................... 50 47 38 

The British Dominions and the Vnited States would, of course, 
show still higher figures, but comparable statistics are not avail
able. The average weekly income for male workers in manufac
turing industries in 1928 was $13.90 in Sweden,· but no less than 
$31.74 for sk.illed~d semi-skilled, and $25.17 for unskilled labour 
in the United States. In 1926 white labourers in manufacturing 
industries in South Africa earned more than $32.' 

I InlerllQlional I.a1Jow Rm-, n (1929), 580 and 86;. 
I V",lstilknt/J (Stockholm,1929), 6. 
• Only ligula for unskilled workers, probably including also semi-skilled workers, 

are available. 
t SocWl/J 14 ldJel/Jrtdm (Stockholm, 1929), p. 844. The annual income is divided 

by 52. • IlIkrNalionol I.a1Jow R6fMu1, n (1929), 113 fl. 
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From the point of view of production costs and international 
competition, the height of money wages and the quality of labour 
are the vital circumstances. The worker, on the other hand, is 
interested in the things his wages can buy, his real wages in 
terms of commodities and services. They differ almost as much 
as money wages from one country to another. The International 
Labour Office has calculated the index figures in the table below. 
It is evident that such figures cannot be regarded as reliable in
dices for the standard of living of manufacturing workers in 
different countries, as the manner of living differs so radically. 
However, the use of several different sorts of budgets as a basis 
for real wage computations has demonstrated that the figures in 
the table are not markedly altered when the commodities and 
the weighting are changed to closer correspondence with actual 
conditions.1 

INDICES OF REAL WAGES IN 1928 I 

Portugal...... 32 
Estonia....... 41 
Italy ......... 42 
Spain ........ 45 
France....... 53 

Germany...... 71 
Holland...... 8S 
Great Britain. 100 

Sweden....... 101 

Denmark ..... 104 
Australia ..... 143 
Canada....... 171 
United States. 191 

Real wages are more than six times as high in the United States 
as in Portugal, and almost five times as high as in important man
ufacturing countries like Italy. Money wages are almost nine 
times as high as in Portugal, and five times as high as in Italy and 
France. 

Statistics of wages in agriculture are still more difficult to ob
tain in comparable form. It may be worth while, however, to 
quote the following figures from Professor Black.3 

ANNUAL WAGES OF FARlI: LABOUll IN 1913 (IN DOLLARS) 

Japan............... 26 (plus board). 
China ............... 42 
Italy................ 100 

Sweden.............. ISo 
Denmark ............ 185 

Germany ..... .. .. ... 200 

England and Wales... 222' 

United States........ 364 
South Africa ......... 480 

1 Differences in social insurance constitute another complicating factor which 
must be disregarded. 

2 International Labour R.evieu!, II (1929), 5So and 867. 
• Production Economics, p. 946. ' Figures for 1910. 
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It is not necessary to add further statistics to show that the 
short-time and long-time rates of interest, in particular the latter, 
also differ considerably from one country to another. In northern 
and western Europe industry is paying about 5 percent for bor
rowed capital in 1930, whereas not further away than in the 
Baltic nations the level is four or five times as high. 

Similar differences exist, of course, with regard to the rent of 
land, although figures for comparable grades are difficult to 
obtain.1 

t 3. Why are wages so different in various countries? The basic 
circumStancesorpridng belng··wha£ihey· axe,'priCes of goods and 
factors cannot be otherwise.s This may be further illustrated by 
reference to the figures above. 

How can wages stay at such different levels in countries which 
compete more or less closely in several lines of industry? The ex
tremely low wages of Asiatic farm labour are, of course, partly to 
be accounted for by the different kinds of labour there repre
sented. But they are also very largely due to an element which 
is also probably the chief cause of wage differences between Euro
pean farm labourers of different nationalities, 'Irainely the equip
ment of cooperating productive factors, i. e. natural resources, 
technical labour, and capital. The following table is illuminating. 

A,rIculturai Worken per 
Sq ...... Mil. Ap-ic"ltural Land 

Japan ............................. 503 
China •......•..................... 260 
Italy............................... 119 
Germany............... ........... 80 
Sweden... .•...•................... 50 
Denmark •.... ...... ......... ...... 44 
United States •..••................. 11 

Australia •••..•.................... I 

Argentina.......................... I 

Live Stock per 100 

AcricuItural Worken I 

23 
'I 

117 
251 

3i2 
760 
878 

5360 
8821 

Evidently the smaller the area of agricultural land with which 
each worker cooperates, the smaller is also the number of live 

I DilJerences in rent play a greater ~e in the determination of localisation within 
countries, for example, between cities and villages and within cities. 

• The impossibility of commodity price levels being equally high in all countries 
is obvious in the light of the enormous difrerences in factor prices. 

I Black, Proilucl"", EcOMmics, p. 945. 
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stock per man. We may take this to indicate that the quantity of 
natural resources and capital per farm worker is lowest in Japan 
and China and greater for anyone country the lower down on the 
table it is placed. Compare these figures with those of farm 

,wages in the preceding table: it is evident that the latter are 
higher the greater the quantity of cooperating factors. This must 

I 

be a causal relationship,! and not a mere coincidence. 
There can be little doubt that the quantity of capital and 

natural resources per worker in manufacturing industries also 
differs widely in different countries. Besides, the number of 
labourers of a technical and organising sort per hundred of man
ual workers is also much higher in certain countries than in 
others. For these and other reasons the quantity of output per 
manual worker in certain industries such as coal, iron, cotton, and 
window glass,2 tell very little as to differences in the quality and 
effectiveness of the manual labourers in various countries. Cer
tain it is, however, that such differences exist, although there is no 
possibility of comparing their direct economic importance. 

The best illustration, albeit no more satisfactory, is probably 
obtained from the cost accounts of firms producing similar articles 
in many different countries. The result of cost comparisons is in 
most cases that even substantial wage differences lead to sur
prisingly small differences in costs per unit produced, in spite of 
the fact that the technical equipment is almost the same in all the 
factories. An ~rican firm which puts out a standardised article 
had the following wage and cost figures a few years after the War.' 

As interest and depreciation costs probably differ only slightly, 
the wage differences in this case lead to substantial differences in 
wage expenses per unit, although by no means of the same relative 
magnitude. 

I One must not expect complete correlation, for the quality of land, transfer con
ditions, etc., are different. As it is doubtful whether wages were really higher in 
Germany than in Scandinavia, the only important exception to the expected relation 
is that wages were higher in the United States than in Australia and Argentina. 

I Cf. Taussig, IlJIernaJWna1 Trade, chapter XV. 
I These figures were obtained from the firm, and have not been formerly printed • 

. United States England Germany Italy Fnace Belgium 

Wages •................ $51 $21 $21 $I $1 $1 
Costs (cents per unit) ...• 20 20 18 14 121 u 
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Corresponding sets of figures, e. g. those compiled by the Gen
eral Motors Company factories, confirm the impression that wage 
differences are larger than the differences in usefulness of manual 
labour under equal conditions of production. It would, of course, 
be rash to draw conclusions as to production in general from a 
small number of rather special industries. Nevertheless, such 
figures give some support to the view that the actual wage dIffer
ences are to a great extent due to other circumstances than dif
fe~ences in the quality of the manual labour, e. g. to the equip- . 
ment of other productive factors, transfer conditions, etc. 

'4. Why is the commodity price l~el higher in the United States 
than in Europe? Returning now to international differences in 
commodity price levels, we may discuss the causes of a high 
price level in a special case, that of the United States. Why, for 
example, is this country usually regarded as more "expensive" 
than Europe? 

First of all, international goods are more expensive in the 
United States than in most European countries. The cause lies 
not in the greater cost of inward transportation compared with 
outward transportation, but simply in the high tariff wall.~s 
described above, the latter tends to raise not only import prices 
but also the prices of productive factors, and thus cannot fail to 
heighten home market prices. Besides, a highly protected home 
market in many cases leads to exportation at dumping prices, and 
thus makes prices on some American goods lower in a country 
such as Great Britain than in the home country. 

Protection is, however, only partly responsible for high prices in 
the United State~n without protection their general level, 
measured by ordinary w\lole~e price indices, would certainly be 
higher than in Europe. "nit supply of factors of production in 
these two parts of the world is such as to raise the relative prices 
of home market commodities higher in the former than in the 
latter. 

The United States is a country of great natural resources and a 
relatively meagre population, if measured by European standards. 
Labour must be regarded as the relatively abundant factor of 
production in Europe and the relatively scanty one in America. 
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This is true of common labour, both skilled and unskilled. Highly 
qualified labour with capacity for organisation and technical 
leadership is less rare in the United States than in Europe, owing 
not to racial differences but to differences in opportunities and 
training having to do with social organisation and the customs of 
society, and the rapid development of economic life. There is at 
present in the United States a greater wealth of certain types of 
organisers and technical leaders. It is in industries where the 
gifts of nature, such as wheat land, and copper mines, together 
with the type of labour just mentioned, are vital factors that 
American industry has been most successful; practically all the 
important export industries belong to this group. In spite of 
high wages for common labour they have been able to produce as 
cheaply as or more cheaply than other countries, deriving advan
tage from the rich supply of nature's gifts and human talent for 
organisation. Dependent to a high degree upon natural resources 
are such commodities as wheat, cotton, and metals; dependent 
rather upon administrative talent are machines, automobiles, 
and possibly films. 

Among the home market industries we find some that for the 
same reasons produce rather cheaply, requiring large quantities 
of the relatively abundant and cheap factors. The cotton spin
ning and weaving and boot and shoe industries are among those 
dependent upon technical labour, the fruit growing industry 
among those dependent chiefly upon a rich supply of natural re
sources. On the other hand, some goods and services need above 
all common labour, skilled or unskilled, which, it must be remem
bered, is a relatively scarce factor in the United States. Most 
personal services belong to this class, as well as such high quality 
goods as tailor-made clothing, glass, and furniture. To this group 
belong most of the products from industries where standardisation 
and mass production playa small part; these commodities are 
much more expensive in the United States than in Europe. 

Retail distribution is another large and expensive group of 
services which makes little use of automatic machinery. Like 
restaurant and hotel services, they are on the whole dearer than 
in Europe, although differences in quality make comparison dif-
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ncult. All require buildings and servants, both of which are 
expensive in the United States because of the high nominal wage 
level. 

In Europe, on the other hand, one expects to find goods requir
ing large quantities of common labour to be relatively cheap. This, 
as a matter of fact, is so. The production of goods which cannot 
be standardised and manufactured by automatic machinery is 
cheaper than in the United States, for the simple reason that 
wages of common labour are so much lower. Now, it happens that 
a great many home market goods and most of the personal serv
ices belong to this class, and are therefore cheaper in Europe. On 
the other hand, few home market goods require such quantities of 
technical labour and .. natural resources and so little common 
labour as to more than make up for the higher wages of the latter 
in the United States. This has much to do with the fact that on 
the whole the economies of large-scale production, which Amer
ican manufacturers have been particularly able to make use of, 
count for less in home market industries than in export industries. 
Many goods are produced cheaply and exported by the United 
States chietly because large-scale production can be rendered ex
tremely effective. 

For these reasons few home market goods are cheaper in the 
United States than in Europe. In particular almost all goods and 
services bought by the wealthy class cost a great deal more than 
in th.;-Old World. 
'!( thus appears that home market prices in the United States 

are higher than in European countries because of the relatively 
scanty sUPEly of common labour.1 A high level for wages goes 
hand in hand with a high commodity price level. The wages paid 
to ordinary skilled or unskilled manual labour is by far the most 
important cost element so far as home market goods and services 
are concerned. 

It would be erroneous, however, to say that high home market 
prices always follow high manual wages, and vice fJe1'SQ. Differ-

I Abbreviated statements of this sort must not be taken to mean that one basic 
element has greater in!luences than otheIll. The character of the relationship in 
the price system should be b()rne in mind. 
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ences between two countries in the following four respects may 
well make prices higher in the country with the lower wage level: 
(I) The grade of labour may be different; (2) the prices and quan
tities of other productive factors used may differ; 6) interior 
transfer conditions may cause higher transportation costs; (4) ex
terior transfer conditions may raise the price level of interna
tional goods, and to the extent that they are used in the pro
duction yf home market goods the price of the latter will be raised 
also. qfesides, whether one finds home market prices high or low 
depends much upon the particular goods desired; and differences 
in the quality of commodities make clear-cut comparisons im
possible. 

In the case of the United States none of these circumstances 
tends to depress the level of home market prices below the 
European level sufficiently to offset the influence of the high wage 
level l and the forbidding tariff wall. 
lOne fact stands out: there is no simple relation between nom
inal wages and the level of home market prices in different coun
tries. The relation between the prices of labour and other factors 
and those of commodities of all sorts must be described in terms 
of interrelated price systems. '\ 

§ 5. Criticism of Taussig's theory. The attempt made by Pro
fessor Taussig to develop the classical doctrine, chiefly expounded 
by Cairnes, suffers from the fact that it takes into account only 
the nominal wage level and the effectiveness of labour, and ex
plains the height of home market prices in different countries in 
these terms.! Taussig starts from the effectiveness of labour in 
the export industries, and asserts that if it is high the nominal 
wage level in the country must be high compared with other coun
tries. High wages mean high home market prices, unless there is 
a superior effectiveness in home market industries. Whether 
home market prices ar~ high or low depends upon the relation 
oetween nominal wages and the effectiveness of labour in home 
markef Industries-in different countries. A country may well have 
a"'higliwage leveta:nd yet low home market prices, if the superi-

I See the end of § 5 bdow. 
I Inkrna#onal T,1Mk (1928), chapteI v. 
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ority in home market industries is even greater than in export 
industries. 

This theory may be criticised as inadequate, in that the size of 
the export industries and their prices and effectiveness are not \ 
known a priori. Which goods a country is to export, how much 
and at what prices, are questions which cannot be answered irre
spectively of the quantities and prices and wages in home market 
industries. Hence it is not determined what wages are to be in 
export industries before, - in a causal sense, - it is determined 
what home market prices are. There is no one-sided causal rela
tionship; wages in export industries do not govern wages and 
prices in home market industries any more than the latter govern 
the former. Conditions of demand, supply, etc., in all industries, 
L e. the whole price system, govern all prices and wages. 

How is"the eHectiveness of laboui to be measured? EVidently 
as the product per worker on no-rent land in accordance with the 
usual classical practice. But a large output per worker may be 
due to the cooperation of much capital, for which interest has to 
be paid, and is not therefore identical with low cost per unit pro
duced. Thus, if one is to draw conclusions from the relation be- , 
tween wages and effectiveness as to costs of production, effective
"ness must be tak~n to mean the marginal productivity of labouJ;. 
If it is 20 percent higher in one country than in another, with 
wages only IO percent higher, costs of production per unit at the 
margin are evidently lower in the former country. 

Even if one disregards the inescapable fact that the margin is 
not given a priori, but is a variable in the price problem, such a 
procedure is open to criticism as highly impractical; for it is as a 
rule impossible to find statistics which measure the marginal 
product of labour in terms of the quantity of commodities. And 
it should be the marginal productivity when the capacity of the 
fixed appliances is fully utilised, otherwise the costs at the margin 
are not equal to average costs per unit produced. It is not surpris
ing, therefore, to find Taussig in his attempts at verifi~tion meas
uring the effectiveness of labour simply by the output per worker, 1 

which is something quite different from marginal productivity. 

1 IlIImI4Iional r,adI (1928). chapter ltV. 
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As already indicated, the average output depends not only upon 
the quality of labour but also upon the quantity of natural re
sources, technical labour, and capital per worker, and upon in-

I terior and exterior transfer conditions. In other words, it is im-
! possible to reason from the relation between average output and 

wages in diHerent countries to costs of production! The table in 
§ 3 shows clearly how much more of cooperating factors labour 
may have in one country than in another; hence the cost ac
counts include very diHerent interest, management, and rent 
expenses. Furthermore, the transfer conditions may make im
ported raw materials expensive and the home market goods man
ufactured from them therefore dear. If all these circumstances 
are taken into account, the classical doctrine as expounded by 
Taussig says only that when the costs of home market goods are 
lower in one country than in another their prices are lower. 
Nothing short of a description of the whole price mechanism can 
explain how the various basic circumstances affect price condi
tions. No group of prices can be accounted for by reference to 
only part of the relations and circumstances which constitute the 
price mechanism. In a study of concrete cases, such as that of the 
United States given above, both productive factor equipment and 
transfer relations must be considered, and their effects judged 
against the background of a description of the' price mechanism 
in a world of trading countries. 

§ 6. Note on .Ricardo and Senior. Ricardo and .S~!li()~.'place .. 
,'~o~e eD1ph~is tha.n does Taussig .2!!..~~~ or transport in explain
inginterp.ational difier~p,.ces in price levels.,' A country secures a 
iow price level if it obtains its gold dearly in terms of labour, for 
this means low money wages. Now, high costs of transport for 
the country's export goods to the gold or silver producing coun
tries make the prices of these goods at home lower than they 
would be if costs of transport were lower. Thus, hig~tra.IlSparta.~ 
tion costs mean low ~oney wages an~ a low price level.. On the 
other hand, countries close to the gold or silver producing coun-

1 Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy and T/J%/JIio1l (ed. Conner, London, 
1925); Senior, Lectures 011 The High Cos, ofObtai1li1lg Money (London, 1830). 
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tries and having good communication with them attain a high 
price lev~.l 
~ear that this reasoning concerns countries which export 

the same sort of goods and sell them to the gold producing coun
tries. \:lhere is also with Ricardo the tacit assumption that the 
effectiveness of production is the same, but Senior went further 
and examined the influence of differences in this respect,2leaving 
it to Taussig to discuss the different relative effectiveness in 
export and home market industries. 

Of course, other things being equal, high costs of transport for 
export goods make for low prices compared with other countries, 
which carry the same export goods more cheaply to the market. 
But it is not the costs of transport to the gold-producing countries 
which count. There is no country which sends the larger parts of 
its exports there. Any country may obtain the gold it wants 
through indirect exchange, selling goods to other countries, which 
in their tum sell to the gold-producing ones, obtain gold in pay
ment, and send it to the first. ~ the distance to the gold coun
tries has no special significance for the height of export prices and 
the whole price situation. It would be exactly the same during a 
paper standard r~gime, if each country bought for industrial pur
poses the gold which they now buy for monetary uses. From the 
point of view of international price relations gold is a commodity 
like all others. Ricardo was right in stressing the influence of 
transfer conditions'-on-relative price levels, but gave an all too 
simple analysis of them. 

§ 7. Domestic price differences. The relation between price 
conditions in various countries cannot be adequately described 
in terms of price levels or individual prices which refer to each 
country as a whole; 2rt~es}n,,~fferent districts within the same 
C2~~ ,differ c~nsiderably. In many cases such domestic differ
ences are greater than the price differences between districts in 
different countries, in spite of the fact that labour and capital are 

I Senior,l«lur"" p. 13: "In a country not possessing mines the value in gold 
and silver of all those commodities which are not subject of a monopoly" depends 
"on the gold and silver which can be obtained by aporting the result of a giveD 
quantity of labour at the current rate of profit." 

• LI,I14,,,,, p. II. 
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usually more mobile within countries than between them. Out
of-the-way districts tend toward low prices if the goods they send 
to other districts are difficult to transport. Regions with a very 
one-sided productive factor endowment tend to be expensive. 
TlleaggIomeration of population h~ch to do with regional 

I price conditions. All these and other factors have been analysed 
in Part III; it suffices to emphasize that it is an exaggerated sim
plificationw¥ch a,ssumes .in interIlationaJ price comparisons that 
-price conditionsa,re uniform throughOt,lt each country. A true 
pict~re of price relations can be obtained only if the infiuence of 
differences in factor equipment and transfer relations within coun
tries is taken into account, as well as the corresponding infiuence 
2ternational differences. 

There is as little tendency for domestic as for international 

)

Price differences to disappear. They are founded upon differ
ences in the basic circumstances, and change only with the latter; 
and there is certainly no ten<iency for factor equipment and trans
,fer relations, or other basic elements, to become equal every
lwhere. 



CHAPTER XV 

SOME ASPECTS OF DUMPING 

§ I. Different sorls oj dumping. So far we have assumed that 
commodity prices have a tendency to correspond to the costs of 
production. Temporarily, it is true, some of them rise above or 
fall below this level, but when this happens a closer correspond
ence with costs is caused by increased or reduced supply. 

These differences between prices and costs, although belonging 
to the category of II short-run phenomena," are by no means un
important. Supply reactions may come about slowly. For many 
years one country may continue both to produce for the home 
market and to export goods at prices which do not cover the total 
costs, whereas other countries with lower expenses earn handsome 
profits by selling at the same prices. Such has been the situation 
of the British and French iron and steel industry in recent years. 
Similarly, as already observed, different firms in the same coun
try may continue for long periods to sell at equal prices, although 
their costs differ. 

The simple reasoning which assumes correspondence between 
prices and costs, while useful as a first approximation 1 and correct 
as to long-run tendencies, has another weakness: I it fails to take 
account of important facts having to do with the indefiniteness of 
the concept" cost of production," when referring to a single unit 
of a commodity. Not all costs vary with output. Some remain 
constant, others vary, but less than the quantity produced: only 
the rest vary in proportion to output. These phenomena are 
usually discussed as "overhead costs." 

The existence, except under times of unusual business activity, 
of unused capacity in most manufacturing industries and perhaps 

I It is used also in the foD.owing, but modified in cases where a dilIerent develo~ 
ment of costs and prices is probable and significant. 

• Already indicated in , 8, Chapter VIII. 
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also, although to a lesser extent, in certain branches of agricul
ture, keeps the additional cost per unit of output caused by a 
small increase of the latter considerably below the average cost. 
In other words, the existence of fixed cost elements makes the 
marginal costs fall below average costs. 

How much the latter exceed the former depends upon the cir
cumstances. In general, it may be said that although lack of 
divisibility makes the curve of marginal costs an irregular line, 
the latter have a tendency to rise when production approaches 
the limit set by the capacity of the most "fixed" appliances of 
production. But this is not the place to analyse the relation be
tween varying output and cost.1 It suffices for the present pur
pose to state that ordinarily the production capacity is so little 
utilised that marginal costs fall below the level of average costs. 

Now, if prices come more or less close to the latter, as they will 
in a "normal" state, they must exceed the marginal costs. Con
sequently an extension of production and of sales at these prices 
will bring substantially increased profits. Even if prices are re
duced a little, in order to increase sales, profits may grow. For 
this reason there is always a strong temptation for any firm in a 
competitive industry to try to capture a part of the market of its 
competitors. . 

If prices can nevertheless be kept comparatively stable the 
explanation lies chiefly in the fear of spoiling the market. A 
business man pever knows what the influence of a slight price 
cutting on the whole market situation would be. Competing firms 
may resort to further price cutting in self defence, confidence in 
prices may be undermined, and buyers may hold back. (.Experi
ence has taught business men to carry on a price policy wherein 
the height of marginal costs is no more than one of many deter
mining elements.) There is no tendency to offer sales at prices 
which approach these costs. In times of brisk demand prices are 
often raised, although they may considerably exceed the cost at 
which in the existing situation additional quantities of goods may 

I Cf. J. M. Clark, The Economics of OPerheDd Costs (New York, 1923). The 
reasoning in this chapter is on the whole applicable also to the case where marginal 
costs fall below average costs owing to economies of Iarge-scaIe production in firms 
of less than optimum size. 
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be produced. When demand is slack, on the other hand, prices 
are reduced, but not as a rule to the level of marginal costs. 

The existence of a number of different markets in which a firm 
may sell brings, however, a new element into this picture of price 
policy. Marginal costs acquire a special significance for sales in 
outside markets. The deterring factor, the fear of spoiling the 
ptarket, which tends to prevent price cutting, may be entirely 
eliminated if the larger part of the output is disposed of in a cer
tain "ordinary" market. The surplus capacity, which remains 
when the demand on the ordinary market has been satisfied, can 
profitably be used to produce and sell goods in outside markets at 
prices little above marginal expenses. (In brief, ~E~~~gc.e_of 
separate and slightly communicating ~3.rkets leads to price dis
~~~tion, 'L e. a policY of selling at different prices in different 
n.tar~ets. ) . 

When talking about national markets such price discrimination 
is usually called "dumping." This term involves, however, some
thing more, namely that prices in the "extraordinary" markets 
shall be lower than prices in the market, which is normally of 
greatest importance to the dumping producer; this is of course 
almost always the home market. Consequently the term ~ump:. 
ing is usually taken to mean "sales for e~rt at lower prices than 
t~se~~iji~«(~r~~e_:~:~~ ptii"e~d unde~ like circumstances to 
b':lyers f()r !he .9:omestic.m~k~~" I But it happens that firms aim 
chiefly at selling in a certain country abroad, which is therefore 
the normal market, and that lower prices are charged in other 
countries. Such practices are best included in the concept of 
dumping. Besides, as the price charged in the ordinary market is 
practically never lower than the prices in the other markets, 
dumping may well for the sake of convenience be defined as 
,e ~tjceJl.i~_c;rimj1'!attol!.~etw.eeIlJla.tionalJnar~e~.~ 

There are various types of dumping, widely different in char
acter and effects. Only a few brief remarks, void of much desir
able qualification, may be presented here. 

Dumping may be resorted to sporadically when a firm or an 

I Viner, Dumpi"" a memorandum prepared for the International Economic 
Conference. Geneva, J927. 
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~n~ustrysqf[ersf!:Q..n:Lt.~mJ>O~ary over~production or an unusually 
large s1,ll;plus.~al>a.~ity;) This may have resulted from unusual 
circumstances, or may recur periodically in periods of depression. 
Crop variations play an important part; the German potato crop, 
for instance, fluctuates, and potato prices consequently do like
wise. Such price fluctuations are considerable, since potatoes 
cannot be readily disposed of in foreign markets, chiefly because 
of the high costs of transport. When the crop exceeds the Ger
man neeQ" prices fall very low. The starch industry makes use of 
this lact in dumping starch in Denmark. Such dumping may 
occur also when potato prices are high in Germany, but it is facil
itated when costs and prices are depressed. Prices in Denmark 
are likely to fluctuate less because of the ease of importation from 
many nations, due to ready access to the sea. 
~~~~~~At,lWpiIlg," which is not dumping in a real sense, 

occurs wll~n,a countl1::~. f.t1r):encyJs depreciating or has recently 
been depreciating, and it!!'J.v~ge and. price level in terms of gold is 
£~~por~~il~a.bnormall! low) Sale~ at low pri~es to secure .partici
patlon In a new market also constitute dumpmg of a speCial sort; 
so does a similar policy adopted to eliminate rising competitors 
or defend a foreign market against new competitors attempting 
to invade it. 

All these practices belong to the category of sporadic dumping. 
The other type, dumping continued during a long period, differs 
in important. respects. lThat marginal costs should fall below 
average costs, owing either to the existence of unused capacity or 
to economies of large-scale production, is a necessary condition. ') 
So much is simple; the most difficult but also most interesting 
question is whether continued dumping is possible in industries 
where competition between many firms in the same country is 
active. Will not all: the competitors prefer selling in the ordinary 
market - usually, that is, the domestic market at a higher price 
- to dumping at a lower price? II they do, will not competition 
between them force down the domestic price to the same level as 
the export price? 

The answer to these questions would seem to be in the affirma
tive. Barring some agreement concerning price policy, e. g. a 
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cartel which fixes the domestic price but leaves the export price 
unregulated, the competing firms will not continue to export at 
lower prices, but will attempt instead to increase their sales in the 
home market. Yet, such an unconditional answer would cer
tainly be misleading. (Similar experience and reasoning which 
deter competitors in any market from price cutting, although 
prices are far above the marginal cost, may well deter them from 
conquering a larger part of the home market by offering lower 
prices., Instead they will attempt by advertising and efficient 
selling to increase their sales at home, content in the meantime 
to export their surplus production at lower prices. In brief, com
petitors follow "the rules of the game," in this as in other cases. 

It may clarify the matter to make a comparison with the mar
keting of electrical energy. Competing power companies deter
mine prices not only on the basis of cost, e. g. the load factor, but 
also in an effort to charge what the traffic will bear. Two sorts of 
consumption, exactly equal from a cost point of view, may be 
charged different prices. It would clearly be advantageous to 
any of the competing firms to sell a greater part of the energy 
to the class of consumers who pay the higher price, possibly by 
offering energy a little cheaper to them. As a matter of fact, 
they do not as a rule attempt to do so. The result would be a 
tariff war, which would probably make it impossible for any of the 
competitors to cover their expenses. For this reason, competition 
may fail to cause deviations from certain settled rules of price 
policy. These rules may be quite different in different countries, 
- a comparison of the electrical power industries in Sweden and 
Norway shows such variation in a surprising degree, - but once 
adopted they are not easily departed from. For some sort of 
rules there must be, if competition is not to prevent the price dis
crimination which attempts to charge what the traffic will bear, 
and which is often essential to profitable production. 
(Returning to commodities, it should be noted that as a rule no 

market is "ideal," i. e, characterised by full and free mobility. 
Business connections, impressions made on the public by adver
tising, and the like, serve as temporary restrictions, which not 
only make possible slight price differences between goods from 
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different firms, but also make it difficult for one of them to in
crease its sales quickly without great extra selling expenses or 
heavy price reductions.'q'his is particularly the case when trade
marks and brands playa leading role in marketing. Under such 
conditions it may well happen that several firms continue to ex
port their products at lower prices than those charged in the 
domestic market. 

The chances of continued dumping are, however, decidedly 
j~eater when one or tWQ large firms dominate the home market, 

and particularly when there is some sort of monopoly or monopo
listIc'agreement. 1n SUCD cases costs lose most of theirinBuence 
on'prfces. Th~ rule no longer holds that the dumping price over 
a long period will be over marginal costs but below average costs. 
It may easily exceed the latter as well, although lower than the 
domestic price. 

§ 2. Is dumping important? What kinds of goods are likely to 
be dumped? To answer this question one must bear in mind that 
the difference between the price at which a commodity is sold 
f. o. b. to foreigners and at home can only temporarily exceed the 
costs of transferring the commodity from the country of produc
tion to the foreign market and back again. Thus, the higher the 
costs of transport and the import duties, the greater room there is 
for price discrimination. qLp'.~c:es differ more than the costs of 
transfer in both directions, commodities will return to the home 
~arkef ind Jeduce their pn~es. there, unless foreign buyers have 
undertaken not to resell the goods directly or indirectly to the 
CQwltry.ororigiDi . 

Thus/heavy and bulky goods and those highly protected are 
readily subject to dumping; among them, readily marketed goods 
are most liable to sporadic dumping; commodities most liable to 
continuous dumping are those which are "products of large-scale 
mass production industries in which a single concern, or a very 
few concerns, or a syndicate or cartel of producers, dominate the 
industry, or branded, trademarked, patented, or otherwise indi
vidualised specialties., 1 

Is dumping carried on by manufacturing industries in a few 

1 Viner, Dumping, p. 5. 
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countries only, or is it prevalent in the international trade of all 
countries? Although the absence of statistics on dumping renders 
the answer uncertain, almost all writers agree that manufacturing 
indust!ies,.but rarely agriculture, have recourse to dumping at 
least temporarily, in free b'ade Countries as well as in protection
r~(c§1,l!iities. It was, however~ a common impression before the 
War that Germany with its high protective tariff and many mo
nopolistic agreements practised dumping on a larger scale than 
other countries. Since the War several American industries have 
carried on an extensive policy of the same character. A particu
larly interesting example, which concerns a highly competitive 
industry, is the sale of American typewriters in Great Britain at 
prices far below the price in the United States; in fact the price 
paid by the British consumer in 1923, of some makes at least, was 
on about the same level as the American retail price, in spite of 
the 331 percent import duty. This policy was probably due to a 
desire to check the rising British production of typewriters. 

If industries in practically all countries resort to dumping, can 
it be said also that all countries are subject to dumping from 
abroad? lHere, too, the answer is probably in the affirmative. 
Protection offers no good defence against the inflow of commod
ftiesat dumping prices, unless th~ tariff .is so. high as to ex~eed 
s\lbstantially the clliTerence between foreign and domestic. prices, 
i. e. unless the duties are not fully ,utilised to raise domestic prices 
allQV_e Jhe ,~utsidc: level:) In countries pursuing a policy of high 
and inclusive protection there will probably always be some duties 
which fulfil this condition and thus serve as an obstacle to foreign 
dumping. It may be assumed, therefore, that such countries feel 
dumping less than free trade countries or those with a moderate 
tariff likely to be utilised to the full. But this is no more than 
speculation, for factual knowledge is lacking. 

Furthermore, some protectionist countries attempt, although 
apparently with only moderate success, to check dumping by 
means of special anti-dumping laws which permit the raising of 
duties on goods considered to be in one sense or other dumped. 

Nor is it possible to say with certainty whether a large or a 
small part of international trade in manufactures has to do with 
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dumping. It seems to be the general impression among business 
men that the latter is widely resorted to.( Certainly it would be 
quite natural for the growing tendency towards cooperation, 
agreements, and cartels between producers of a country and the 
stiffening of competition in world markets to lead to increased 
price discrimination) The author's impression is that, at least 
since the War, a substantial part of international trade in manu
factured goods, but not in raw materials or food, has been char
acterised by lower prices in foreign than in home markets. 

§ 3. Some effects of dumping. The consequences of dumping 
for international price relations are evident. Prices do not tend 

. to differ with the costs of transfer from one country to another, 
but less. Some goods may even be cheaper abroad than in the 
country of origin, although less so than the costs of transfer back 
to it. As a result, international trade and division of production 
are carried further than we have previously assumed.(The costs 
of transfer tend to reduce them, but the practice of dumping, 
largely due to the existence of separate markets caused by the 
costs of transfer, tends to increase them) If we add to this in
fluence of a dumping policy probably increasing in extent, the 
effects of the tendency to pay lower wages in export industries 
than in the typical home market industries, we find that there has 
been/since the War a tendency to push international exchange 
further than the difference in productive factor equipment, trans
fer resources, and other basic elements would warrant per se. ) 

Besides, the influence of dumping on the location of industnes 
does not end here.lWhen semi-manufactured goods are dumped 
abroad, foreign industries which use them for further manufac
turing will obtain an advantage over domestic competitors, who 
are hampered in their export and may even have to fight against 
an inflow of foreign finished goods to the home market. " 

For a long time before the War the German iron and steel in
dustry charged higher prices to domestic buyers than for export, 
. as indeed it has also been doing since the stabilisation of the mark. 
In this way English and Dutch ports obtained iron and steel more 
cheaply than German ports, and attained a favourable situation· 
in their competition with the latter not only in world markets but 
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even in Germany itself. It is well known, for instance, that the 
river steamers on the German rivers were largely made in Hol
land.1 To prevent such effects it has become usual for the dump
ing industries to sell their goods at world market prices to do
mestic buyers who export their products. 

This policy has not been much practised by the coal industry 
on the Continent, which has since the War been selling coal at 
considerably higher prices at home than abroad, a fact that can
not but react on the competitive power of several manufacturing 
industries which consume large quantities of fuel. 

Consider, however, the price policy of the Polish coal concerns 
in I928, which, although affected by a desire to maintain the new 
foreign markets acquired during the English coal strike two years 
earlier, seems to be more than a temporary expedient.1 

For coal sold in competitive foreign markets they have recently been 
quoting lIS. to. us. a ton fob Danzig or Gdynia. This gives a pit head price 
of only 7S. 6d. to 8s. 6d. and a loss to the producer of IS. 6d. to 2S. 6d. a ton. 
About 16 to 20 percent of total production is being sold in this way. On the 
other hand, exports to Austria, Hungary, and Czekoslovakia yidd a satis
factory margin of profits; about 10 percent of production is exported to these 
states. The principal source of profit to the coal producers, however, is the 
internal market. • •• Altogether about 60 percent of production is sold 
in Poland. A scale of maximum pit head prices for sales within the country 
is fixed by the government, ..• 16s. 6d. a ton for large coal. The maximum 
prices are not, however, charged in the case of all coal sold internally. Both 
the State and the railways make more favourable bargains, and the muni
cipalities also are supplied at lower prices. The cheap coal obtained by the 
'railways is some compensation for the low freight rates. In addition, a few 
industries receive special terms. The coal thus sold gives a small profit, but 
no more, over total costs. 

Sporadic dumping is, of course, l~_ss able ,than continuous dump
ing.!o.. affect the l()calisation of industry') Yet obviously in coun
trIes where there is great riSk"oJ havii'lg the market spoilt by 
sudden sales of foreign goods, at exceptionally low prices, con
ditions for producing such commodities will be less favourable, 
ceteris paribus, than elsewhere. 

I Similarly, export bounties on sugar in seveIal countries on the continent made 
sugar very cheap in Great Britain and fostered British production of chocolate, 
canned fruit, marmalade, etc. This is Dot really dumping, as the producer quotes 
the same price for export sugar as for sugar sold in the home market. 

I TIN Times, London, September 21, 1928. 
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§ 4. Effects of dumping on prices and national incomes. Coming 
to the question whether the effects of dumping are favourable to 
the various countries, we may tum first to the widespread opinion 
that dumping tends to keep prices higher on the home market 
than they would otherwise be. In general this is not so. -_ True, 
prices of dumped goods often seem very high in the country of 
ongm,-ouf the cause is not the existence of dumping but rather 
tne eXistence of some sort of monopolY,:) Dumping is responsible 
for this state of thfugs only as it makes it easier to arrive at and 
maintain agreement upon a monopolistic price policy in the home 
market, the surplus products being disposed of abroad. 

Leaving the influence of monopoly aside, we may say rather 
that-as the dumped goods sell for somewhat more than the extra 
costs they cause, they go some way towards covering the over
head costs, and tend to make the products cheaper on the home 
market. Dumping is one way of arriving at a more complete util
isation of the productive capacity in industries with much fixed 
capital, which certainly opens a possibility of lower prices all 
around. 

It can have this effect, however, only in so far as it does not in 
the long run lead to greater investments in fixed capital than 
would take place otherwise.{ It seems probable that if dumping 
were impossible greater reticence would sometimes be exercised in 
this direction, and that dumping is thus in the long run responsi
ble for som~ fixed costs, not alone for the marginal costs upon 
which the dumping industry calculates in a given moment) For 
this reason it is uncertain whether prices in the dumping coun
tries are subject to a downward or upward tendency as a result of 
the policy of price discrimination. 

On the other handi-it is almost certain that prices in the import
ing country are pushed to a lower level than they would otherwise 
have been~ In the case of sporadic dumping it is inevitable. Even 
continued dumping, although it may well imply only sales at the 
ordinary prices quoted in foreign markets, will in the long run 
tend to depress these prices. It brings a new source of supply 
within the reach of the foreign market and makes superfluous 
some of the most expensive of the other sources. There can be 
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little doubt that this is advantageous from the point of view of 
the importing country. Cheap imports, if they continue during 
long periods, and if national production is adapted to them, 
clearly increase the national income. But if dumping is sporadic 
it is apt, like any sudden change, to cause.disturbances and losses 
which more than outweigh the advantages of cheap imports - in 
other words to reduce the national income in terms of goods. 

A judgment concerning the balance of advantage is still more 
difficult as regards the exporting country. Obviously, the firms 
that dump consider it an advantage. This granted, the presump
tion is in favour of those who maintain that it is also a good thing 
for the nation as a whole -(a standpoint that is further strength
ened by reference to the possibility of arriving at a more complete 
utilisation of the productive capacity of the fixed appliances of 
production. ,But if fixed capital investments are in the long run 
maintained on a higher level than they would otherwise be - i. e. 
if not only the costs that seem to be marginal from the short-time 
point of view which govern the actual price policy but also some 
fixed costs are due to the dumping export, which is unable to 
cover these additional expenses - then the dumping country may 
turn out to be a loser. 

Thus, no definite answer is possible. 'In the special case where 
raw materials or semi-manufactured goods command higher 
prices at home than abroad, which places the domestic manu
facturing industry under a handicap, the chances of loss to the 
dumping country is greater than in other cases) But even here the 
outcome is by no means certain. A full analysis of this compli
cated problem would, however, carry us further than its practical 
importance and the scope of this book warrant. 

§ S. Dumping and monopoly. Lastly, a few words should be 
said concerning the connection between monopolies and dump
ing, a question that has already been touched upon in passing. 

The spirit of cooperation between competitors which is so 
characteristic of economic life of recent decades cannot but leave 
its traces in the field of international trade. Experience shows 
that agreements to regulate competition are often confined to 
sales on the home market, while exportation remains unregulated. 
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This is partly due to the fact that the home market interests all 
producers, the foreign markets usually only a few, but due most of 
all to the impossibility of controlling sales policies abroad, and 
the futility of attempting to do so when foreign competitors can 
follow whatever policy they choose. Evidently this naturallimi
tation of regulating agreements to the home market tends to 
stimulate dumping. It is probably largely responsible for the 
increasing practice of this policy, which so many economists 
have observed in recent decades. 

It goes without saying that the existence of strong monopolies 
in the home market will lead to dumping even more than mere 
agreements between independent firms. In this case the price 
discrimination in favour of foreign markets need not by any 
means involve sales abroad at prices below the average costs of 
production. On the contrary, export prices may well suffice to 
cover all expenses, while prices on the domestic market may be 
kept still higher. 

It has been mentioned that protective tariffs bar the different 
national markets from one another more completely than the 
other costs of transfer could do alone. In this way, they increase 
the likelihood of dumping policies' being adopted. However, 
they also stimulate monopolistic agreements and real monopolies, 
and thus tend to increase dumping still further. It may be as-

( sumed, therefore, that a universal free trade system would sub
stantially reduce the use and importance of dumping. 

In this connection it may be well to point out that monopolies 
exercise a far-reaching influence on international pricing and the 
division of production in general. Groups of firms with a monop
olistic position in one country compete in other countries with 
other monopolistic organisations. Sometimes this competition is 
mitigated or entirely regulated by means of international agree
ments like the international steel cartel. In other cases real inter
national monopolies like the Swedish match trust are formed. 
The influence such organisations exercise on trade is naturally 
great, but it does not lend itself to generalisations, partly because 
of the greater liberty of action which always characterises mo
nopolies and competition between a small number of subjects, 
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partly because purely political considerations play a great part 
in the determination of their economic policy. For this reason 
the question of monopolistic in1luences on international trade, as 
already indicated, will not be dealt with in this treatise. It is a 
subject best elucidated by monograph treatment of individual 
cases, at least in the present state of economic research. Later on, 
when the recent in1luential international agreements and regula
tions have been more fully individually analysed, a general dis
cussion may prove feasible. 



CHAPTER XVI 

SOME EFFECTS OF IMPORT DUTIES 

§ I. Tariffs and the localisation of industry. Like all impediments 
to international trade, tariffs exercise upon it a restricting influ
ence.I The international division of production goes less far than 
it would under free trade. In each country industry becomes less 
specialised and more diversified. The price equalising tendency 
of trade is thereby weakened. This is true both of commodity 
and productive factor prices. Greater international differences in 
commodity prices exist behlnd the shelter of tariff walls. In 
each country demand for the relatively scarce factors is increased 
and demand for the relatively abundant factors reduced. The 
localisation of industry is adapted to the conditions of productive 
equipment, transfer and other basic elements in a different way. 

In the tenninology of preceding chapters import duties, like 
other duties not dealt with here, affect transferability and change 
transfer conditions. The tariff problem is one aspect of the prob
lem of changed transfer conditions, which affect the localisation 
of industry, nationally and internationally, and perhaps the dis
tribution of labour and capital. 

In some important respects this influence is different from that 
of other impediments to international trade. The costs of trans
port, for instance, are as a rule greater for raw materials than for 
the goods made from them, a fact which obviously tends to re-

. strict trade in the former. Import duties, on the other hand, are 
often relatively heavier on goods in later stages of manufacture, 
and therefore tend to make raw materials move, their manufac
ture into finished goods taking place in the countries where they 
are consumed. Internationally, market localisation of secondary 

1 The anal~ in the present chapter runs chielly in static terms, i. e. compares a 
state of duties with one of more or less - or nothing, at all- of them. A more 
dynamic viewpoint is taken in Chapter xxm/ ;." J , / 
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industries is favoured and raw material localisation is counter
acted. 

The fact that tariffs are generally comparatively higher for 
goods in the later stages of production means that they affect the 
localisation of final processes more than that of earlier stages. All 
countries seem to think it an advantage to produce all sorts of 
finished goods for themselves, even if suitable conditions are 
lacking, but are much less eager to produce all sorts of raw ma
terials. Even though the localisation of raw material industries 
is very little affected by protective duties on such materials, the 
indirect effects of other duties must be considerable. By putting 
a premium on manufacturing in countries which would other
wise carry on a greater production of raw materials, their output 
elsewhere is increased. Free trade countries are made to produce 
more of them because of protection of manufacturing industries 
abroad. 

Evidently countries which have special facilities for the later 
stages of manufacture and countries specialising in food, also 
heavily taxed, are particularly sensitive to protection in foreign 
countries. It tends to reduce the demand from abroad for the 
very services which the former are best qualified to render. For 
instance, protection affects the localisation of the mechanical in
dustries much more than that of coal and copper mining. While 
countries with plenty of natural resources clearly feel the effects 
of a protectionist policy of this sort abroad less than others, it is 
also clear that the attracting power of such resOurces as to indus
tries covering later stages of production is considerably reduced. 

It goes without saying that as international trade is so largely 
handled by sea transport, countries with great shipping industries 
are affected by protection, but it is uncertain whether it causes 
an increase or reduction in demand for shipping services. 

§ 2. The influence on imports and exports. The fact that na
tional markets continue to be supplied with the same or similar 
goods by producers from different countries in spite of tariff walls 
has been discussed in Chapter XllI. In a protectionist country 
the ability of certain industries to charge much higher prices than 
they otherwise could more than compensates for the increased 
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J expenses of production through higher prices of raw materials, 
higher nominal wages,! etc. Such industries profit from protec
tion anQ expand because of it. Others are incompletely compen
sated for increased costs, and the export industries generally not 
at all. 

Now, different :firms have quite different costs of production. 
Low cost :firms which would be able to supply a part of the home 
market needs without protection expand somewhat behind the 
tariff wall; for reasons mentioned in Chapter XII, there are limits 
to this expansion. Besides,:firms with somewhat higher costs are 
able to compete, but there may still be room for importation from 
other countries. In the export industries, the low cost firms con
tinue to export in spite of the handicap of increased costs, but 
certain :firms with higher costs drop out of the market. For goods 
difficult to transport the exporting industries may continue to 
hold that part of the foreign markets most easily accessible, but 
relinquish the markets which can only be supplied at the price of 
heavy transportation charges.! 

Evidently, both imports and exports are reduced. How much 
(they decline depends, of course, on the slope of the domestic sup
ply curves 3 in protected industries, the reaction of demand 
towards price increases, etc., as well as upon corresponding supply 
and demand reactions abroad. 

It is often asserted, however, that industries which meet severe 
foreign cOlD-petition on the home market, but are nevertheless 
able to export to other countries, would be able to increase their 
exports if the home market were reserved for them through im
port duties. One must first ask why it is that such exporting in
dustries cannot better withstand foreign competition on the home 
market. In most cases the explanation is to be found in qualita
tive differences, the goods which are imported and exported be
ing really different commodities. Such was largely the case in 

1 The inJluence of protection on the prices of the factors of production is dis
cussed below. 

I It is not necessary to repeat here why differences in the quality of the articles 
and other circumstances also lead to lasting divisions of national markets. 

I Their character is, of course, governed not only by the factor equipment but 
also by transfer-relations Cmterior localisation), etc., i. e. the whole price system. 
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1929 with regard to the British trade in woolen woven goods. 
Certain ladies' dress goods were imported in large quantities from 
France at prices which did not cover the costs in England, and 
could be produced there only if prices were raised by a tariff. 
There seems to be little reason for assuming that such goods 
could become a British export article. Nor does it seem likely that 
the exportation of other grades not at present subject to importa
tion could be increased as a result of duties either on them or on 
the first mentioned ones. 

From a short-time point of view, the object of the duty is only 
to make possible a full utilisation of capacity and a consequent 
reduction in costs per unit. The possibility of temporarily in
creasing exports in that way cannot be denied. It is also possible 
that duties may enable growing firms quickly to reach the size 
where full economies of large-scale production can be reached 
and exportation rendered feasible. In both cases, however, the 
same result could be reached in other ways. The increase in ex
portation relative to a state of free trade will almost certainly 
be slight and temporary: the percentage of capacity used will fall 
after the next period of good general business conditions and ex
pansion. The foreign firms driven out of the protected market 
will tum with greater energy to other markets to which the pro
tected industry used to export (it may be the home market of 
these firms); so the result of this intensified competition will in 
many cases be reduced instead of increased exportation. 

To such dynamic questions, looked at from a short-time point 
of view, no definite answers can be given. It is safe to say, how
ever, that in the long run-barring the case of "educating duties" 
- exports from protected industries will be reduced. That total 
exportation will hueduced.wbe.u..imPOt1s-~~ .!estri~.te~ .is ob\'i-"" 
O.1J.s.. for .the. simple .reason that in the long ~ import~ pay. for 
e~s.l 

§ 3. The national income. The effect of trade obstacles on the 
national income was analysed in §§ 9""10 of Chapter xm. It 
follows from this analysis that duties, like other obstacles to in- ~ 

I Except in the rare cases where other items in the balance of payments are COD
siderab\y affected. See Chaptera xvn and XXIII. , ") r .; '; 
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temational trade, reduce the national income, and thus in a cer
tain sense cause a loss. It may be useful, however, to demonstrate 
this more clearly. The ordinary reasoning that a greater quantity 
of labour or "productive power" is used to produce protected 
goods than would be necessary to produce export goods to pay for 
their import is not conclusive, as the proportions in which the pro
ductive factors are used in the different industries are different, 
and further, relative factor prices, and thus the combination of the 
factors, are changed by protection. Let us instead put it this way: 
If a free trade country by means of a new duty calls forth domes
tic production of a small quantity of a certain commodity a at a 
cost 50 percent higher than the import price, then the loss is ap
proximately 50 percent of what the import value would have been. 
At the margin the quantity of productive factors used may be 
measured by the sum of money paid for them, reckoning on the 
basis of the free trade position in respect of factor prices. If, on 
the other hand, a number of other duties have already been in
troduced, the level of factor prices has thereby been increased, 
and the commodity a will cost not 50 but 90 percent more to pro
duce than to import.! Thus reasoning at the "margin of protec
tion" gives a higher figure for the loss from each individual duty. 
If we add up the" free trade margin losses," a figure for the quan
tity of productive factors "lost" through ~rotection is obtained 
which is not increased by the rise in the general level of factor 
prices through the tariff wall. This figure is a minimum expres
sion for the total loss which corresponds approximately to the 
figure for the total loss obtained by a calculation of the index of 
available goods, using free trade commodity prices as weights. If 
prices in the state of protection are used as weights the figure for 
the loss becomes greater. Which system.of weighting one should 
use depends upon the special aspect of the question which one 
has in mind. It may be quite as natural to use the situation in a 
state of protection as a basis as to use the free trade position. The 
latter is in most countries much affected by state interference 

1 The actual cost when only one duty is introduced will be (so + e) percent. 
where e is very small, at least when the duty has been in force a certain period of 
time. 
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of different sorts, e. g. taxation, and by trade unions, monopolies, 
etc.1 

This reasoning has not accounted for the fact that in certain 
cases the terms of exchange in international trade are changed by 
the duties, usually to the advantage of the protectionist country, 
and that this gain may more than offset the above-mentioned 
tendency towards a loss. However, as later analysis will demon
strate, it is not probable that any country can gain much in this 
way. The slight changes in terms of exchange are likely to mean 
no more than a reduction of the loss which would otherwise fall 
on the protectionist countries, and an increase of the loss accruing 
to outside countries.- In any case, the duties reduce the com
bined incomes of the countries concerned. 

While the" division of the total gain" from international trade 
has little real meaning, there is evidently some justification for 
asking how the loss from trade restrictions is divided between 
trading nations. It seems artificial, however, to portray first a 
certain loss to the world, and then its division. In reality there 
is no such division. There is a reduction of the index of available 
goods in each country, which depends on the shift in production 
as well as upon changes in trade terms.! These changes will be 

I It Is conceivable that certain duties compensate for a certain monopoly or tax. 
In such case. the indez of available goods may be greater when these duties and the 
monopoly or tu emt at the same time than when only one of the latter ezists, 
assuming that the calculation is based on the commodity price situation when 
neither of them Is in emtence. Thus, the ezistence of labour groups, between which 
the 1I.0w is restricted through monopolistic measures, may be an argument not only 
for temporary protection (see my paper, .. Protection and Non-competing Groups," 
W.lIw. ArcAiv, 1930), but also for permanent protection, if duties make the eli&
tribution of labour and production change in the direction it would have in the 
absence of the monopolistic policy. 

I Barone (Grvtttha,. der NaliorsalO"_iI [BoDD,1927] U 9~7) ezpresses the 
opinion that a country may gain from protection if considerable and frequent 
lI.uctuatioDS in world market prices would lead to corresponding shifts in industry 
during free trade, and thus to losses on bed capital, which one cannot transfer from 
one industry to another. Closer analysis of this problem shows, however, that this 
can be so only if and when the firms refuse to produce and sell at prices which cover 
the variable ezpenses. For certain aspects of this question see Chapter XXIll, 16, 
below. 

• It Is not correct to say that there Is a loss from less efficient production in each 
country, which Is increased or reduced by changes in the tams of ezchange. It is 
not at aU certain that protection reduces the volume of Iroduclilm; if the volume 
indez uses as weights the commodity prices in the state of protection. This has 
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analysed in Chapter XXIII. At present we assume that no con
siderable variations in these terms take place. 

The losses from protection are relatively much greater for some 
countries than for others. Tariffs split markets into smaller ones 
much more than other impediments could alone; industry must 
therefore be carried on in smaller productive units. This is true 
of all countries. They produce exclusively for the home market 
in cases where under a free trade system they would also manu
facture for export; and goods needed in relatively small quantities 
in each country, which would otherwise be imported into most of 
them, are now produced at home on a smaller scale. In a word, 
tariffs discourage large-scale production,l most of all in small 
countries. Large nations can produce most goods in big units in 
any case. Corroborative statistics are abundant; I mention only 
that in the United States (in 1923) 40 percent of the workers were 
employed in factories with a staff of 500 or more, while the corre
sponding figure in Switzerland, a small manufacturing country, 
was 20 percent. 

Small countries consequently lose relatively more because of an 
inefficient organisation of industry. Their small home markets 
may, furthermore, compel them to carry on production in small 
units, or even render impossible the operation of industries where 
small markets are much less economica1 than large ones. A busi
ness must be strong enough to export at once, otherwise all at
tempts to start it will fail. Not so in countries where the market 
is large en~ugh to support several firms of adequate size: there it 
is relatively easy to build up firms with sufficient strength to take 
care of the export trad~. Thus, if the productive factor equip-

been pointed out to me by Professor Myrdal. As a matter of fact, it is the volume of 
available goods and not the volume of production in an individual country that is of 
interest. One would not produce in this way unless trade were going on; when it is, 
then the volume of goods produced for home use plus imports is available. 

1 It is, of course, conceivable in special cases that an import duty may increase 
the size of a certain industry, which would exist anyhow, and thus give it some ad
vantages of large-scale production. It is improbable, however, that these external 
advantages would be so large as to make the extra production a cheaper way of pro
curing this commodity than by way of importation. In my opinion Graham makes 
far too much of the theoretical possibility. See his article on .. Some Aspects of 
Protection further Considered," Quarlerly JIIIW7U1l of Eamomics, 1923. 
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ment and transport conditions in a small and a large country are 
on the whole equally advantageous in other respects, such indus
tries will be localised in the latter. 

This fact has special significance in new industries. In the be-", 
ginning consumption of new articles, e. g. motor cars before the 
War, is large enough to support large.firms only in the great coun
tries. Once developed there, and having acquired a firm hold of 
the export markets, such industries tend to remain, and it is par
ticularly difficult for the small nations to establish firms of a com
petitive size. 

The situation under discussion evidently tends to direct de
mand to the productive factors in the large countries, i. e. it tends 
to raise their prices relative to those of corresponding factors in 
smaller states. As previously mentioned, almost all machinery is 
exported from the United States, Great Britain, and Germany. 
Demand for skilled labour and organising ability in these coun
tries is increased, while it is retarded in smaller machine producing 
countries such as Switzerland and Sweden. To the latter there is a 
double loss from the small size of markets, which is partly due to 
protection. In other words, freer trade would be of particular 
benefit to small countries with a good supply of factors needed in 
large-scale production .. 

§ 4. The distribution of income. The question how protection 
affects the real income of various classes in society is important 
from the point of view of economic policy. Unfortunately little 
can be said of it except in general terms. 

The money prices of productive factors tend to rise more or 
less; some may even fall, slightly; commodity prices, on the other 
hand, also rise. The real income of an individual is moved up
wards if his income rises more than the prices of the commodities 
he used to buy and wants to buy. 

Consider first the manufacturing labourer. His real wage is 
most likely to increase if protection is given to industries which , 
use exceptionally large quantities of labour and produce goods of 
little importance in a worker's budget. He will then get the bene
fit of increased scarcity of manufacturing labour, i. e. a consider
able rise in money incomes, while the things he wants to buy be-
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come only slightly more expensive. Free trade in such cases 
would reduce the standard of living of the manufacturing labour
ing class. Nicholson rightly insists on this possibility in a much 
criticised passage. l If manufacturing and agricultural labourers 
form two non-competing groups, high protection of manufactur
ing industries may raise the real wages of the workers in these 
industries at the expense of the other factors. Nicholson is wrong, 
however, in asserting that the country as a whole may get a lower 
income if prqtection is given up; this is possible only under con
ditions not dealt with by him (see § 3 above). 

Questions of this sort have been curiously neglected in economic 
literature.2 One of the few economists who have touched upon 
them - along similar lines as those above - is Professor Cassel, 
who discusses the following case: a 

Gold production is the important industry in a scantily popu
lated country, which decides upon protection of agricultural prod
ucts. Factors of production in general tend to get higher prices, 
especially those which become relatively more in demand than 
before, namely labour and agricultural land. On the other hand, 
factors used more in the gold industry get a relatively less advan
tageous position, and their value may fall substantially. Such is 
the case with capital and the gold mines. In agriculture, labour is 
offered higher wages than before; wages rise also in the gold in
dustry, a part of it becomes unprofitable, and the working of cer
tain mines is terminated. Concomitant with this reduction of 
gold prod~ction is a drop in the value of the mines; as demand 
for capital is reduced, the rate of interest also tends to fall. . 

Commodity prices naturally rise, except that of gold and per
haps of some goods requiring exceptionally great proportions of 
capital. Professor Cassel nevert~less thinks it not unlikely that 

1 Principles uJ Political Economy, Part II, pp. 3IS ff . 
. I International trade theory has, in my opinion, given far too much attention to 

the effects of certain variations, for example, in duties, on the national incomes, and 
too little to the effects on individual incomes. The national incomes, however, are 
not units to be divided, but sums of individual incomes. In many cases, changes in 
the sums count for very little, while changes in the individual incomes are distinctly 
relevant. For a similar opinion, see Cannan, "Was der allgemeinen Wirtschafts
theorie gegenwiirtig Not tut," Wirlscllaftstheorie der Gegenwarl, Bd. IV (1928). 

I Theoretische Sozialiikonomie, 4th ed., § 87. 
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real wages will be higher than before the introduction of protec 
tion. That will be the case, so far as I can see, only under veIJ 
special conditions. As workers buy much of agricultural prod 
ucts and little gold, the higher prices of the former are to thei 
disadvantage. Even though other goods which the workers bUJ 
may not rise much in price, an increase of real wages assumes thai 
nominal wages rise almost as much as agricultural pric~s. BUI 
agriculture was unprofitable without protection; if the prices 0 

its products rise only a little more than its wage expenses, th. 
rate of interest must fall sharply, if production is to be profitable 
Such a fall seems improbable. Agriculture requires a great dea 
of capital, even if less per worker than does gold production; be· 
sides, a sudden change in the direction of economic life involvel 
losses of capital sunk in fixed investments which are no longel 
useful. 

It seems beyond doubt that the tariff policy pursued during 
the last half century has not raised the standard of living of the 
labouring classes. It is doubtful if agricultural duties increase the 
relative scarcity of manual labour compared with other factors, 
and they certainly raise the cost of living for the working classes. 
In Switzerland a few years ago import duties were calculated to 
have raised the cost of food by 12 percent.l 

It is, however, true that manufacturing duties tend to depress 
the rent of farm land. Some sources of raw materials for manu
facturing industries probably increase in value, while others de
crease. It is on the whole not at all unlikely that the sum total of 
rent 1s reduced in countries with high manufacturing duties. In 
free trade countries the foreign manufacturing duties of course 
affect rents in the opposite way. In most countries, however, the 
sum of rents is small compared with the sum of wages to manual 
workers. Even a substantial reduction of the former brings only 
a slight increase in the latter. In view of the fact that the total 
national income is reduced, such an increased percentage is not 
likely to mean an enlarged absolute quantity. 

The effect of manufacturing duties upon the relative scarcity of 

I Reichlin, "Die Zollbe1astung der schweizerischen Lebenshaltungskosten," 
Zeilschnf' fUr scln«Uerisc/N Slalislilt .. M Y IIllSll1irlscltaft (192S). . 
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labour and capital is rather to the advantage of the latter, al
though lack. of statistical material prevents reliable conclusions. 
It seems probable that manufacturing industries in Europe re
quire a greater amount of capital per labourer than agriculture; 
in the United States, where agriculture is more industrialised, it 
seemed before the War to require as much capital per worker as 
other industries. l A shift in production from the latter to the 
former industry in Europe would mean a relative increase in the 
demand for capital and a rise in the rate of interest. 

The situation would be difIerent if manufacturing duties were 
.J placed specially upon products from industries using little capital 

and much manual labour. But such is not the case, at least in the 
countries for which statistical material is available. 

We must conclude that there is no reason for assuming that the 
share of the labouring class in the national income has been so 
much increased by the tariff policy pursued in the last half
century that the depressing effect of this policy on the size of 
the national income has been more than offset. On the contrary, 
free trade seems to be to the interest of the working classes.1 

Certainly the poorest classes benefited when Great Britain turned 
to free trade in the middle of the last century. They obtained a 
double advantage from (I) the tendency toward increased scar
city of manual labour at the expense of land, and (2) the marked 

.,; cheapening of imported goods, of which they are large consumers. 
The chances of an improved standard of living for certain small 

groups fairly non-competing are much greater than for the labour
ing class as a whole. Protection may favour them at the expense 
of other labour groups, and perhaps of capital and natural re
sources. 

Skilled workers in the United States, for instance, may profit 
v from protection. The gap between skilled and unskilled wages in 

this country is unusually large, a fact that is no doubt partly due 
to the inflow of unskilled immigrant labour, which tends to de-

l Woytinski, Dk Well in Za1Jen (Berlin, 1926). 
I A viewpoint of a different sort leads to the same conclusion. If protection is 

resorted tp whenever one industry or another is in distress the shareholden will be 
more or less free from losses, but it is very doubtful whether unemployment is re
duced. 
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press the remuneration of this factor. The relatively high ex
penses incurred as soon as skilled labour is employed would tend 
to keep back industries which use much of this factor, if protec
tion did not prevent competition from foreign industries with 
lower costs of production. As a matter of fact, among American 
manufacturing industries more or less dependent upon tariff pro
tection a large place is taken by those producing high quality 
goods (textiles, shoes, etc.) and using much skilled labour. The 
tariff consequently increases the demand for this factor, and 
tends to keep its remuneration on a higher level than it would 
reach under free trade. 

It is among the characteristics of our general industrial conditions that 
the gap between the wages of skilled and unskilled is greater than in other 
countries. The mechanic, the craftsman, the man of quick eye and deft 
hand, gets an unusually high rate of pay .... Any industry which calls for 
such men must pay wages at the current ratesj and if it cannot secure from 
them results commensurable to the pay, and if its products are subject to 
foreign competition, it "needs" protection and clamours for it. Precisely 
this seems to be the case in the woolen manufacture.l 

If the skilled workers are favoured by the American tariff, the 
owners of natural resources are, on the other hand, almost cer- • 
tainly put in a less favourable position. The rise in nominal 
wages which is the inevitable outcome of such extensive protec
tion lowers the prices of other factors much used in export indus
tries. Land in agriculture and mineral resources in industries 
which produce and export raw materials, e. g. copper, belong to 
this category. 

The chances of favouring manufacturing labourers at the ex:" 
pense of farmers and land owners are great in countries which 
export agricultural products. High duties on finished manufac
tures in a country like Denmark, for instance, would probably 
raise nominal wages in manufacturing industries, but would not 
much iIicrease the costs of living of the working population. It 
might raise real wages of manufacturing labourers while much 
depressing the standard of living of the farming population, which 
would have a very small chance of moving to the more favourably 

I Taussig, S_ Asleds oj'. Toriff Qwe,sliotr, p. 359. 
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situated groups, protected as they are by unusually strong trade 
unions. 

§ 5. The effects of the Swedish tariff. Let us consider as a con
crete case the effects of the Swedish tariff system on the height 
and distribution of income. 

Take first the duties on manufactured goods and their influence 
upon the development of various manufacturing industries (leav
ing their relation to agriculture for later study). Can it be as
sumed that all industries protected with considerable import 
duties have been stimulated while all unprotected industries have 
been kept back? Of course not. Some of the former would no 
doubt have grown under free trade as much as or more than they 
have under protection, which has given them greater security on 
the home market but has increased their costs of production. 
Most industries exporting a considerable part of their output 
probably fall into this category. 

The Swedish Tariff Commission in its final report of 1924 deals 
with four different groups: (I) Export industries, which send 
more than half their output abroad. Most of these are unpro
tected and, in any case, the import duties on their products are 
of little consequence. (2) Exporting "tariff" industries, which 
export from 20 percent to 50 percent of their production. Pro
tection has some importance for their sales on the home market. 
(3) Non-exporting "tariff" industries, which export little or 
nothing. Some of them are absolutely dependent on protection 
for exislence. Others would remain but in reduced form under 
a free trade regime.1 (4) Local industries which have nothing 
directly to do with international trade, such as house building 
and baking. 

It seems certain that the first group, export industries, would 
have grown more rapidly under free trade than it has done under 
protection. Furthermore, it is probable that the larger part of the 
second group has also been kept back by protection, for in the long 

1 How much their output would be reduced depends partly on the question 
whether there are at present firms with low costs and high profits, and partly on the 
reactions of the prices of the productive factors which would fall more or less and 
reduce the cost level. 
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run the increased costs play a greater part than security in the 
home market. It is not inconceivable, however, that some of 
these industries have been educated by means of protection and 
would never have reached their present strength without it. The 
third group would certainly be smaller under free trade, and the 
fourth is practically independent of the tariff policy. 

Under these assumptions can one say anything of the influence 
of protection upon the distribution of income? Let us begin with 
natural resources. 

The most important Swedish export commodities are timber, 
wood goods, pulp and paper, iron ore, iron and certain machines, 
stones, and matches. These goods are all produced chiefly from 
Swedish raw materials, indeed for a large part consist of raw ma
terials. In other words, Swedish export industries use great quan
tities of Swedish natural resources, such as iron mines and forests. 
The non-exporting tariff industries, on the other hand, use chiefly 
imported raw materials. Although their workers are not more 
than one third of the total number, their import of raw materials 
from abroad comprises three fourths of the total. Each labourer 
in these industries uses five times as much foreign raw materials 
as his comrades in the exporting "tariff" industries, and ten 
times as much as the workers in the export industries. 

This state of things is not surprising, although the difference is 
unexpectedly large. It is quite in keeping with the theory de- , 
veloped above that Sweden exports commodities containing rela
tively great quantities of the productive factors abundantly sup
plied in this country, and so located that transfer relations. are 
good. 

As protection causes an expansion of industries using foreign 
raw materials, while it retards the rest, it must necessarily tend 
to diminish the demand for Swedish natural resources, e. g. for
ests. The distribution of income is altered to the detriment of the 
owners of natural resources.1 

I This is the effect of the Swtdisla tariff. If protection in other countries also 
favours the use of imported raw materials-among them Swedish timber, pulp, 
and iron ore - then protection as a whole need not depress the relative scarcity of 
the Swedish natural resources. 
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Turn now to capital and labour. The proportions in which 
these factors are used in different industries vary considerably. 
The Tariff Commission 1 found the following relation between the 
wage bill and the capital expenditure (6 percent on all capital 
invested) in each of the four groups of industries. 

Non-exporting tariff industries. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261 

Exporting tariff industries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 378 
Export industries ................................... 324 
Local industries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279 

Clearly the first group, which is favoured by protection, uses 
less labour than the second and third, which would have grown 
more under free trade; consequently the tariff on manufactured 
goods must have turned the distribution of income in favour of 
capital at the expense of labour. On the other hand, both these 
factors have gained at the expense of natural resources, so it is 
doubtful whether labour is receiving a greater or smaller share of 
the total national income than it would have done under free 
trade; but natural resources receive less, and capital more.2 It is 
quite another matter that the levels of prices and wages are moved 
upwards by protection, and that the total of wages in money 
terms is greater than it would be under free trade. 

Has the tariff affected the ratio between the wage levels in vari
ous industries - raised it, for instance, in the branches favoured 
by the duties? Probably not to a consequential extent. Before 
the War Swedish trade unions were not strong enough to sustain 
widely 'different wage levels by the closed shop policy. Improve
ments in the economic position of labour in one industry led to 
inflow of labour from other occupations, and to extensive recruit
ing of young labour. Such supply reactions tended strongly to 
equalise wages for labour of the same general standard. 

Thus the greater demand for labour in the textile industries, 
which would probably not have developed greatly under free 
trade, caused no improvement in the position of the textile work
ers compared to other groups, but simply increased their num
bers. On the contrary, statistics show that male workers in this 

1 F'mal Report, p. 98• 
I Supply reactions are disregarded; see 17 below. 
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industry are and have long been worse paid than workers in most 
other industries. l It should be added, however, that the increased 
demand for female factory labour may have brought its reward on 
a substantially higher level. In 1913 the percentage of female 
labourers in the four groups was as follows: 38.2 percent in non
exporting tariff industries, 5.2 percent in exporting tariff indus
tries, 4.5 percent in export industries, and 13.5 percent in local 
industries. An expansion of the former group may well have 
raised women's wages. Whether the influence has been sub
stantial depends, of course, on the willingness of the women to 
move from other occupations, housework and farming, to factory 
work. 

Since the War there has been a marked tendency in Sweden, as 
elsewhere, for trade unions in non-competing home market indus
tries to force up their wages far above those for similar work in 
industries which have to fight against international competition. 
A high protective tariff may be assumed to have transferred some 
industries from the latter to the former category, giving them full 
command over the home market, and thus to have increased the 
chances of such a policy. A study of wage figures reveals, how
ever, that the Swedish tariff has not been high enough to cause 
any noticeable change in this respect. With one or two exceptions, 
wages in the non-exporting tariff industries are on about the same 
level as those in the export industries, and far below wages in the 
typical "local," i. e. non-competing home market industries such 
as house building. In general, mobility in the labour market 
seems to have been great enough to prevent considerable vari
ations in wages due to protection. Its chief effect has probably 
been to raise the general level of wages, in money terms. 

This statement implies that the export industries, like the rest, 
have encountered higher wage costs than under free trade. A 
study of wage statistics for 1913 reveals one or two probable ex
ceptions. For instance, the manufacturing of wood goods, largely 
for export, has since long been located in the forest districts in the 
southern parts of the country, which possess poor communica-

l This may be partly due to the fact that the wives and daughters earn more in 
textile districts than elsewhere. 
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tions and land inferior for agriculture. The absence of effective 
competition from other large industries in this district kept wages 
before the War much below the general standard of the country. 
But at present this phenomenon has virtually disappeared. 

So far we have confined our attention exclusively to manufac
turing industries and the duties on their products. We may now 
consider the effects of the food tariff upon the direction of pro
duction within agriculture, postponing consideration of the com
bined tariffs. 

The situation is fairly clear. Sweden exports some animal food, 
- butter and bacon, - and production of these goods therefore 
benefits little or not at all from protection. On the other hand, 
duties on wheat, rye, and sugar keep prices of these products 
much above the world market level, although in the case of wheat 
and rye considerably less than the amount of the duty. Output of 
vegetable food has consequently been kept at a higher level than 

, it would have reached under free trade, while production of butter 
and bacon has been discouraged. Comparison of the development 
of agriculture in the districts of Sweden which resemble Denmark 
with Danish farming corroborates this opinion. Now, production 
of animal food requires more labour per acre of land than that of 
grains. Whether it means the use of more or less capital per 
worker is impossible to say. Probably, the difference is small. 
The outcome of these circumstances must be a rise in the value of 
farm land at the expense of capital and labour. 

HaVing thus dealt separately with manufacturing and agri
culture, we may consider whether either has been expanded and 
the other restricted under their combined protection. The de
tailed investigations of the Tariff Commission leave no ground 
for this assumption. The material does not, of course, warrant 
decided opinions, but it seems as possible that agriculture has on 
the whole been kept back by protection as that it has been ad
vanced. 

i Under such circumstances it is probable that the value of farm 
land has increased much less than necessary to offset the fall in 
the value of forests and mines. The total rent of natural re
sources must have been somewhat reduced by protection com-
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pared with the reward to labour and capital. As to the relative 
position of these two, a change in favour of capital is more prob
able than the reverse. It is possible, however, that labour's per
centage of the national income is being increased like that of capi
tal, although the latter probably takes the larger part of what \ 
natural resources have had to surrender. 

Note, however, that this increase in the percentage of the na
tional income which goes to wages is necessarily insignificant. For 
the annual rent of natural resources is small, probably not above 
10 percent of the national income, and even a considerable per
centage reduction in its amount would mean a comparatively 
slight addition to total wages. 

Consequently, since the national income has been reduced the 
workers' standard of living must have been lowered by the pro
tectionist policy. There are a number of small and comparatively 
inefficient factories in the non-exporting tariff industries which 
are kept going only with the aid of protection. Besides, their 
average size is probably reduced in many cases, even in industries 
which would also exist under free trade.1 These and other causes 
of inefficiency indicate that the volume of available goods is kept 
considerably lower under protection - a noticeable improvement 
in the terms of exchange with other countries is out of the question 
- than it would be under free trade. A small rise in labour's per
centage share - and it is highly doubtful if there is any such rise 
- cannot offset the effects of this reduction in the national in
come. There is another fact which makes a reduction in the 
standard of living still more certain: the prices of many commod
ities such as bread and sugar which weigh heavily upon the work- ' 
er's budget, are raised considerably by protection. 

These statements are all subject to modification as concerns 
reaction of factor supply or a change in its quality. If the higher 
rate of interest increases savings or leads to an influx of capital 
from abroad, the position of labour is naturally affected favour
ably. 

I It is true that import duties may help some firms to expansion and greater 
economies of large scale in cases where the home market would remain divided be
tween them and foreign producers under a regime of free trade. But this is the ex
ception. In the long run, small markets mean small firms. 
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§ 6. How would free trade affect the United States? Let us con
sider briefly what the effect would be if the United States turned 
to free trade or introduced a very low tariff. Naturally many 
American industries would be unable to compete with imported 
products, and would have to cease operation or concentrate on a 
few articles. Unemployment would develop and depress nominal 
wages. Profits in export industries would rise and attract great 
quantities of capital and labour, both that of the cheaper grades 
and that possessing inventive and organising ability. 

As incomes in agriculture are at present far below the standard 
in manufacturing industries it is doubtful whether wages of farm 
hands and incomes of independent farmers would be much de
pressed by a greater supply of labour. Manufacturing wages may 
suffer a decided drop without making it profitable to tum to farm 
work, and should that occur export industries would probably 
have expanded so much as to make use of most of the surplus 
labour from industries unable even at the lower wage level to face 
foreign competition. Nevertheless, as agriculture derives little or 
no advantage from the present high tariff, but has to bear a large 
part of the burden of higher prices, it seems probable that ex
pansion of this industry would follow upon a substantial tariff 
reduction. Cheaper machinery, reduced costs of transportation, 
and, perhaps, a somewhat lower wage level would make extended 
production profitable. 

Such changes would raise the value of natural resources. Farm 
land would be more in demand, and the utilisation of forests, 
mines, etc., would be extended. On the other hand, industries 
using large quantities of labour, particularly of the skilled type, 
would be reduced. The distribution of income would thus change 
in favour of natural resources, while the relative position of labour 
would be less advantageous. 

Whether demand for capital would rise or fall is difficult to say. 
A superficial study of American industries gives the impression 
that those dependent upon protection use more labour and less 
capital than the export industries. If that is correct, an expansion 
of the latter would mean a tendency to a higher rate of interest. 
But the supply of capital would, perhaps, be affected both through 
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a greater volume of savings and a reduced export of capital. 
(Compare the next Chapter.) 

The strength of the various trade unions would, of course, exer
cise a great influence upon the degree of wage reduction, the ex
tent of unemployment, and the flow of labour from and to the 
farms, and thus upon the shifts in production and trade. It is 
equally obvious that the slight reduction of labour's percentage of 
the national income need not mean a lower standard of living, for 
the national income would rise when some of the least efficient in
dustries were weakened or disappeared. It is true, however, that 
this increase would probably be comparatively unimportant in a 
country so large as the United States, where the advantages of" 
large-scale production are available even under protection. Be
sides, it is not entirely unthinkable that the terms of exchange in 
international trade should be somewhat less favourable under free 
trade than now (compare Chapter XXIII). Considerable wage 
reductions in manufacturing industries would lower export prices 
in industries where competition between American firms is keen, 
e. g. those producing motor cars, moving pictures, and certain 
types of machinery. Even farm products like wheat and cotton 
might fall a little if production expanded, as it might well do. It 
is not certain, therefore, that the national income in the United 
States would be increased by a free trade policy, still less that the 
standard of living of the manufacturing workers would rise. But 
the farming population would benefit. 

For Europe, on the other hand, the advantages would no doubt 
be considerable. Many industries producing high quality goods 
and using much labour would expand, and commodities imported 
from America would be obtained at lower prices. In other words,v" 
the larger share of the gain from American free trade would fall to 
Europe. Other continents which largely export raw materials are 
not so much hampered by the American tariff and would thus not 
profit so much from its disappearance or reduction as would 
Europe. 

§ 7. The reaction 0/ the supply 0/ productive/actors. Protection 
tends to change the relative scarcity of industrial agents and may 
do so to a considerable degree, at least if the duties are high. The 
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supply of these agents naturally reacts more or less to such price 
changes.1 The effect of protection, therefore, consists to a large 
extent in the changes brought about in the supply of productive 
factors.2 

When new duties are imposed or old ones increased, certain in
dustries expand and increase their demand for labour. The situ
ation becomes favourable for a trade union policy which tends to 
raise wages. At the same time labour flows from other occupa
tions and young people tum to the expanding trades, but the 
unions may succeed in maintaining a somewhat higher wage level 
than formerly, relative to wages elsewhere. In other words, the 
supply of labour of the quality needed may fail to adapt itseU 
completely to the new conditions. 

In many European countries home market industries insensitive 
to foreign competition pay higher wages than industries which 

I feel that competition more directly. If the tariff is increased, 
some industries move to the former group, and the chances 
of raising wages in them above the level in other industries are 
considerable. The experience of Australia after the War offers 
numerous examples of this. In most countries, however, pro
tection is not so high that the protected industries fail to feel 
foreign competition. On the contrary, duties are often raised be
cause and when these industries have difficulties,· so as to offset 
the advantages of foreign competitors, while leaving a certain 
amount of competition between them and domestic firms. It 
frequently occurs, therefore, that protected industries pay rela
tively low wages. Such is the case, for instance, with the Swedish 
textile industry. The existence of periodical unemployment dur
ing times of business depression and the closed-shop policy of 

1 Cf. Chapter VII. 
I This question has been analysed along similar lines in Professor Heckscher'1 

paper, referred to several times above, in my own "Theory of Trade," both in 
Swedish, and in Cassel's Theorelische Sozialiikorwmie (4th ed., Berlin, 1926). Build
ing on the latter Dr. Mackenroth, then a student in Stockholm, has presented a 
similar analysis in "Zollpolitik und Produktionsmittelversorgung," WelllD. ,A."hirl 
(I929). 

• The efiects of du.ties do of course differ to some extent according to the busi
nes$ situation existing when they are imposed. A special analysis of the tariff prob

-Iem would have to give much attention to such dynamic circumstances. 
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trade unions in more prosperous industries explains why a suffi
cient labour supply has nevertheless been available. 

In the case of non-competing groups of a more permanent kind, 
- e. g. skilled and unskilled manufacturing labour, - the diffi
culties in the way of movements from one to the other are natu
rally greater. The reaction of labour supply if protection raises 
the reward to one of them is therefore necessarily slow. Yet in the 
long run it may be considerable. Take, for instance, the case of 
skilled labour in the United States. Protection not only increases 
the demand for it and its market price but also the opportunities 
for acquiring training and experience. A much greater number of 
people get a chance to become mechanics and the like. Probably 
the number gifted by nature with the necessary qualities for such 
work is great. It is not certain, therefore, that the relation be
tween wages of skilled and unskilled labour is in the long run 
changed by protection much to the advantage of the former. 
It is even possible that the flexibility of supply is so great as to 
make only temporary changes in the scale of remuneration neces
sary to induce people to undergo the required training, in which 
case the old wage ratio returns. As a matter of fact, supply re
actions, once started, may go even further and cause a relative 
decline in skilled wages. 

Manufacturing and agricultural labourers have since the War 
in many countries formed two fairly non-competing groups, as 
excessive unemployment has served as a barrier against the flow 
of farm labourers to the factories, where much higher wages, even 
considering the lower costs of living in the country, are being 
paid. The high tariff in countries like Canada and Australia seems 
to have been effective in raising the demand for manufacturing 
workers and their corresponding reward, while exercising a de
pressing influence on real wages in agriculture by raising the 
costs of manufactured products and of transportation. Unem
ployment, trade union policy, and the stimulus to immigration 
of farm labour has so far prevented the adjustment of labour-. 
supply which would have restored the old scale of wages. 

The most direct influence is exercised by protection on the sup
ply of so-called technical or organising labour. The quality of 
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such labour needed in one industry differs from that required by 
others. By stimulating the growth of certain industries the tariff 
leads at the same time to education and training for the technical 
labour required. In many cases, however, this means only that 
technical labour is specialised in certain directions rather than in 
others and need not be treated as a changed supply, especially if 
there is no change in its total quantity. The so-called "infant 
industry argument" is based largely on the fact that the necessary 
qualities of technical and skilled labour are created. Note that 

. successful experiments of this sort do not with any certainty im
ply a gain. The" educated" industry should be able not only to 
stand on its own legs but also to repay the indirect support it has 
received through protection in its youth. Even then it is doubt
ful whether the effect is more than that a certain amount of tech
nical labour - inventive and organising ability - has been 
turned into other channels than under free trade. If it had not 
gone to the protected industries, it could have been used - and 
probably to as good effect - in other industries. In so far as con
centration means increased efficiency the effect would have been 
still more marked. 

If there is to be a gain from protection through the education 
Jof technical skill, it must be because the total quantity of skilled 

and technical labour is increased and the quality of ordinary un
skilled labour improved. This may occur when a "new" country 
introduces protection for manufacturing industries. It increases 
the chances for people with technical training and experience, and 
tends to raise their income. This means an attraction of energies 
in this direction rather than toward agriculture. At the same time 
the opportunities for acquiring the qualities called for are much 
increased. It is uncertain, therefore, whether after a period of 
transition the reward to technical labour is relatively higher than 
before the imposition of the duties. But the quantity of such 
labour may be much greater than before, which may conceivably 
mean a greater national income, if its wages are higher than those 
of leading agricultural labour. 

It is even possible that the sum of the various national incomes 
- world income - may rise. Education which improves the 
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quality of labour can, of course, increase incomes. As protection 
is one way of educating labour, - under given circumstances, -
it may, although involving some misapplication of productive 
energy, be worth what it costs and more. 

The situation is, of course, very different in this respect in old 
and new manufacturing countries. The effect of protection on the 
quality of labour is probably greater, the more primitive is the 
stage of industrial development, after a definite level has been 
reached. The" infant industry argument" should be called in
stead the "infant country argument." This influence on the 
quality of labour may in the long run be far and away the most 
important side of protection. Friedrich List had in mind some
thing of this sort when he said that the wealth-creating forces 
are more important than wealth itself. Future incomes may be 
greatly increased if present incomes are somewhat reduced and 
wealth-creating forces are thereby developed. 

In countries which have reached a certain standard of industrial 
development, having passed the "infant" state, there seems to be 
little chance of improving labour qualities, in particular of in
creasing the supply of technical labour. On the contrary, the cus
tom in some protectionist countries of meeting all industrial dif
ficulties with tariff increases - making the tariff a "sleeping 
cushion II - cannot but prevent the invigorating influence of 
serious competition from exercising its favourable influence upon 
quality. 

It is evidently impossible to prophecy how labour supply will 
react towards changes in the scale of reward and other circum
stances brought about by protection. It goes without saying that 
the influence of tariff policy upon the growth of population is ab
solutely unpredictable. For this reason it has heretofore been 
assumed to be non-existent. 

The difficulties are not much less in a discussion of the reaction 
of capital supply to changes in the rate of interest brought about 
by protection. These reactions will probably be similar to those 
which occur when the interest rate changes for other reasons. We 
may, therefore, refer to the analysis in Chapter VII. It may be 
observed, however, that if a change in the distribution of income ' 
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to the advantage of the capitalist, at the cost of relatively lower 
wages, leads to increased savings (which seems rather likely to 
happen), labour will in the long run benefit more or less from the 
tendency to increased scarcity. The foregoing discussion of the 
development of national income has disregarded alike such 
changes in the quantity of capital and the possible changes in 
population. Where it is probable that savings are affected, this 
aspect of the matter must of course be taken into account in judg
ing the effects on the size of the national income. 

Changes in the total supply of labour and capital due to inter
national movements of these factors because of tariff policy have 
been consistently omitted from our analysis. They will be dealt 
with in the next chapter. 

Lastly, it should be observed that descriptions of the reaction 
of factor supply must be relative to time. The effects of protec
tion in this respect will be different in the beginning and later. 
The first three or four years will certainly see changes in the rela
tive incomes of different factors of production - changes which 
supply reactions are unable to prevent. After a decade or two, 
the latter will probably be so important that their character will 
dominate the situation and determine whether or not one factor 
maintains an improved position relative to· the other. As supply 
reactions grow even more uncertain as time passes, nothing can 
be said of the effects of protection on the distribution of income 
and th~ supply of industrial agents half a century later. 

§ 8. Interior localisation. So far the effects of tariff policy on 
the localisation of industry within countries have not been con
sidered. Interior local differences in price conditions as affected 
by protection have also been disregarded, and will be discussed 
in Chapter XXIll. 

As to the former phenomena, it is obvious that if a country 
chooses to impose a tariff of some significance, the localisation of 
industry must be affected: some industries are stimulated, others 
retarded. There is no reason for assuming that the former should 
be located in the same way as the latter. Export industries tend 
to be located so as to have good transfer relations with other 
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countries, e. g. close to good ports. A tendency to market local
isatioq will cause them to settle there if the country has advan
tages in labour and capital supply which make it unprofitable to 
locate the industry abroad. Market-localised home market in
dustries, on the other hand, which may well expand owing to pro
tection at the expense of export industries, locate a large extent 
in the centres of population some of which are in the interior of 
the country. Protection may thus move industry away from the 
coast districts to those in the interior. 

Even among home market industries and industries producing 
goods which are also imported, the effects of protection will be in 
a distinct variety of ways. The Swedish Tariff Commission 1 has 
furnished evidence indicating that the Swedish tariff favours agri
culture in the South and checks it in the North. Grain is culti
vated almost exclusively in the former district, farmers in the 
North, who work in the forests during the winter, being unable to 
produce even enough for their own consumption. They do not, 
therefore, derive any advantage from the duties on grain. The 
duties on animal food, on the other hand, are low and largely in
effective. It seems probable that in most countries the tariff wall 
leads to a redistribution of national wealth between geographical 
districts. Further analysis of this problem, analogous to that of 
tariff unions and preferential duties, would carry us too far.1 

It goes without saying that protection abroad must also influ
ence localisation within the country. Foreign tariff walls change 
the transfer relations with foreign markets, acting very much as 
expensive breaks in the journey. Given certain raw material sup
ply sources, such changes cannot but affect the localisation of 
manufacturing industries. Besides, the localisation of raw ma
terial production may be influenced as well. Note further that 
foreign tariffs cause home market industries to expand at the ex
pense of export industries. The raising of many tariff walls since 
the War has tended to reduce British export trade and to retard 

I In the Final Report, 1924. 
I See H. G. Brown,ll1krr1a1ional Trod, and EzelIlJl.g. (New York, 1914), Cbapter 

V,56. 
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the export industries largely located in the North, and to stimu
late home market industries, which tend to settle in the South.1 

Such variations of course go hand in hand with an adaptation 
of interior transport facilities, which in its tum paves the way for 
a changed localisation. A closer analysis of such problems would 
fall outside the scope of this book. The above must suffice to in
dicate that in specific cases an important part of the effect of pro
tection may be changes in the interior localisation of industry. 

1 In the years 1924-26 the number of persons insured under the Unemployment 
Insurance Acts increased by 11.6 percent in the South England area as compared 
with 5.2 percent in the Midlands, 2.6 percent in the North Eastern and 3.4 percent 
in the North Western district. 



CHAPTER XVII 

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL AND LABOUR MOVEMENTS I 

I. Statistics of thei, fJolume. The present chapter is, of course, 
not concerned with a discussion of all the various aspects of inter
national capital and labour movements, but chiefly with their re
lation to international trade. The figures in this section therefore 
stop far short of presenting the historical development of all im
portant movements of this kind. The statistics below serve 
rather as exemplification and illustration j they are intended to 
show that international capital and labour movements have been 
important in many cases, and are subject to considerable varia
tions even during comparatively short periods. As will be demon
strated later in this chapter, such variations have a great deal to 
do with variations in international trade, and must be studied in 
connection with them.- It will also be shown that important 
labour and capital movements, by changing the conditions of 
production which are the basis of international trade, exercise a 
fundamental influence upon it. 

The fact that the distribution of the world's population is so 
different from what it was a hundred years ago is of course largely 
due to migration movements. The table below shows the change 
that has taken place. 

DISDIJI'OTION O~ POPULATION 

(In millions of inhabitants) 

1800 1925 

Europe. ........ .. .. .... ........... 188 467 
North America.................... 6 126 

South and Central America ••.•.•..• 29 103 

Asia, Africa, and Australia ..........? 1210 

• Parts of this chapter and of Chapter IX have appeared in "Das Verh&ltnis 
lwischen dem intemationalen Handel und den intemationalen Bewegungen von 
Kapital und Albeit." Zeflst"'iflJiU Nalitl1tlJllii-u. 1930.. 

• This has been stressed by Professor Williams both in his teaching at Harvard, 
froID wbich I have profited, and in his paper, "The Theory of International Trade 
Reconsidered," TIN Ec/Jllomi& JI1NI7II1l (1929)' 
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Let us look a little more closely at some important migration 
movements, beginning with immigration. From 182I to 1920 the 
number of immigrants into the United States reached the colossal 
figure of about 34 millions. Its variations from one decade to an
other are shown on the following table. 

IMMIGRATION INTO THE UNITED STATES, 1841-1920 

1841-50 1,713,000 
1851-60 2,598,000 
1861-70 ........ 2,315,000 
1871-80 ........ 2,812,000 

1881-<)0 •••••••• 5,247,000 
1891-00 .••••••• 3,844,000 
1901- 10 .•...... 8,795,000 
1911-20 ........ 5,749,000 

In the middle of the nineteenth century immigration was al
most exclusively from northern and western Europe. Towards 
the end of the century people from southern and eastern Europe 
began to flow in. As late as the year 1882 they made only 13 per
cent of the total, but by 1907 this percentage had risen to 81. 

Immigration to South America has been lower in actual figures, 
but much greater in relation to population in some countries 
on this continent. The Argentine, for instance, received no less 
than 4,700,000 immigrants, of which almost half were Italians 
and one third Spaniards, during the period 1860-1920. Here too 
the variations from decade to decade were considerable. 

IMMIGRATION INTO THE ARGENTINE, 1861-1920 

1861-70 ..•...... 185,000 1891-00 ••••.••.• 397,000 
1871-80 ......... 276,000 1901-10 ......... 1,177,000 
188Ir-90 ......... 855,000 1911-20 ......... 509,000 

Still more important was the immigration into Canada in the 
beginning of this century. From 1903 to 1914 2,513,000 persons 
entered Canada, or more than 200,000 a year - almost three 
times the increase of births over deaths. Immigration into the 
United States at its highest point reached only about the same 
figure as the domestic increase of population. 

The most important sources of emigration have been Great 
Britain and Ireland. During the century beginning 1815 about 
13 millions left this country, two thirds going to the United States, 
and the rest almost exclusively to Canada and Australia. 

Irish emigration holds a place by itself. From 1845 to 1855-
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the time of the potato famine - 2.357.000 Irish emigrated to the 
United States; from 1841 to 1900 the population decreased from 
8,175,000 to 4,459,000, this reduction being of about the same 
size as the emigration. The surplus of births over deaths which 
would otherwise have existed disappeared owing to the low birth 
rate, due to the fact that the emigrants were largely young men 
and women. 

Migrations after the War have taken somewhat different chan
nels, but have also been considerable. During the period 1920-24 
the net yearly total of emigrants per million inhabitants to trans
oceanic countries were as follows: Italy, 2,740; Great Britain, 
3,270; and the Irish Free State, 4,250. The corresponding figures 
for net immigration have been for New Zealand, 9,790; for the 
Argentine, 8,970; for Australia, 5,270, and for the United States, 
2,320. The influence of restrictions on immigration to the latter 
country is apparent. In Europe France has developed into a 
country of immigration which rivals the transoceanic ones. From 
191I to 1926 the number of foreigners increased from 1,550,000 
to 2,500,000. This makes the yearly immigration figure per 
million of inhabitants close to 5,000.1 The immigration of Chi
nese into Manchuria in recent years has been of still greater 
proportions, approaching a million annually. 

These few figures must suffice as an indication of the volume 
and development of international migrations, which, however, 
during the present depression have changed tlieir course. Some
thing should be added about international capital movements. 

Great Britain has been the greatest exporter not only of men 
but also of capital. In 1913 its foreign investments reached the 
enormous amount of 4,000 million pounds sterling. This was more 
than all other foreign investments taken together. It has been 
computed that France had placed about £1,800,000,000, and 
Germany £1,000,000,000 to £1,250,000,000 in other countries. 
The foreign investments of other nations were smaller, although 
considerable in the case of Belgium, Switzerland, and Holland, if 
the small size of these countries is taken into account. The Bel-

I Most of the figures are taken from MigraJiOfl M~ and MtmJltl, &cor4 oj 
1CivaliOfl published by the International Labour Bureau. Geneva. 
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gian figure exceeded £100,000,000, while that of Switzerland ap
proached £180,000,000; the Dutch investments are supposed to 
have been still larger. 

Great Britain has placed nearly half its exported capitalin the 
British Empire, 20 percent, in the United States, and nearly 
20 percent in Central and South America. Less than 5 percent 
was invested in Europe, chiefly in Russia, Spain, and Turkey. 
France, on the other hand, preferred to lend to Europe while in
vesting large sums in Egypt and in the French African colonies. 
Germany invested heavily in Europe, but spread its capital fairly 
evenly over many parts of the world. 

This export of capital did not proceed at an even rate. Al
though precise figures are lacking, it is certain that there were 
considerable variations from one year to another, largely under 
the influence of changes in the business situation and thereby in 
savings and in the need for capital at home. 

The War brought decisive changes in the situation of foreign 
investments. Germany lost all hers and now has a net indebted
ness, while Fiance has very little left of her foreign assets. Great 
Britain, on the other hand, has maintained her investments at 
almost the same nominal figure-£3,000,OOO,OOO to £4,000,000,-
000 - which means, of course, a considerable reduction of their 
real value. The War debts are not included in this figure, as they 
do not bring in from the Continent more than they make Britain 
pay to the United States. 

Perb3.ps the most spectacular change since pre-War days has 
been the passing of the United States from a debtor to a creditor 
position. In 1914 the United States had borrowed about $4,500,-
000,000, i. e. about £1,000,000,000. Its net indebtedness was 
somewhat smaller, as $1,000,000,000 to $1,500,000,000 had been 
invested abroad, chiefly in Canada, Mexico, and Cuba. By 1925 
American investors had bought back almost all American secur
ities formerly held in Europe, and had invested $~},522,000,000 
abroad, not including the inter-Allied debts. More than 25 per
cent of the total was invested in Canada and Newfoundland, al
most 45 percent in Latin America, 8 percent in Asia and Oceania, 
and less than 25 percent in Europe. While about 40 percent of the 
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total investments were in government bonds, three fourths of the 
investments in Europe were of this kind. In other parts of the 
world American capital was chiefly invested in a more active way. 

It is important to note that most countries, like the United 
States, both import and export capital, if they have any capital 
transactions at all with other countries. Even a typical borrowing 
country such as Canada (in 1928 foreign capitalists held about 
40 percent of all Canadian securities) has invested substan
tial sums abroad. In that year foreign capital in Canada was 
estimated at $5,740,000,000, of which two fifths were British 
and almost three fifths American, while Canada had exported 
$1,580,000,000. 

Particularly after the War, securities of the international sort 
went back and forth between countries. In 1927, for instance, the 
United States imported capital to the amount of $1,730,000,000 
and exported $2,360,000,000. The larger part of the former sum 
did not consist in real foreign investments in the United States, 
but came from the resale abroad of foreign securities floated in 
New York.t 

§ 2. Character and gOfierning elements oj international labour and 
capital mOfiements. After these brief illustrations of international 
labour and capital movements, something should be said of the 
circumstances which cause or obstruct such movements. Let us 
begin with the international mobility of labour. 

This mobility is reduced by all the ties which unite a citizen 
with his native land and its culture. The inevitable uncertainty 
as to his fortunes in a new country also tends to keep him from 
emigrating, especially if he is temperamentally disinclined to un
dertake risks. Adam SInith has said that "Man is of all sorts o~ 
luggage the most difficult to be transported." 

On the other hand, the lust for adventure may lead enterpris
ing youths to break their way in countries where conditions are 
less settled than in their own. A failure of some sort may lead 
them to try again in a new country rather than carry at home the 

I Most of the figures concerning international capital movements are taken from 
Hobson, "Export of Capital," EncyclopedilJ BrillJn"uIJ, 13th ed. New vols., I,p. 
519 fl. 
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handicap which knowledge of failure often imposes. Inferior or 
restrictive political or religious institutions have in some cases 
made people move to countries where greater liberty obtains. 

On the whole, however, people migrate because they expect an 
improvement in their economic position. The flows of emigration 
have gone from low-wage countries to high-wage countries. This 
does not mean, of course, that the poorest countries have supplied 
the greatest number of emigrants. Great poverty is often an 
obstacle to migration, as it prevents the accumulation of funds 
to defray the necessary expenses. Besides, migration on a large 
scale is difficult without some sort of organisation - advertising 
by steamship companies, propaganda, or other ways of spreading 
knowledge of the immigration countries. 

The obstacles to emigration thus differ greatly between countries 
as does the ease with which immigration may be accomplished. 
Racial kinship exercises a great influence; there are, for instance, 
few Italians and Greeks in the British Empire and few British in 
South America. Similarity of political and cultural institutions 
tends to affect the streams of migration in an analogous manner. 

Discriminatory immigration legislation also tends to retard the 
influx of people of different race and with very different institu
tions. Since the War almost all countries have been regulating 
immigration in some such way, generally exercising a restrictive 
influence. 

The obstacles to migration movements vary also from one time 
to another: waves of migration rise and fall for a variety of rea
sons. When emigration has once started, its organisation is im
proved; the knowledge of conditions in the receiving country is 
increased, through letters to relatives in the old country, etc. The 
stimulus to migration may thus grow stronger, while deterrent 
psychological factors may diminish in importance: the wave of 
migration rises. Mter some years, however, the receiving regions 
may begin to fill up, e. g. no free land may be available, and mi
gration becomes less alluring. To some extent it goes out of 
fashion, and the wave recedes. 

Cyclical variations in business conditions cause corresponding 
variations in international labour movements. Excessive unem-
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ployment in the receiving countries is a powerful deterrent. The 
falling off of immigration into France during 1927 and 1928 is a 
good example. An analysis of the variations in immigration into 
the United States brings out clearly that good business conditions 
there lead to high immigration figures. The experience of the 
Argentine is also pertinent. During the nineties the policy of 
monetary deflation brought poor business conditions. At the 
same time the net immigration fell to 397,000 from 855,000 in the 
preceding decade, to rise again to 1,177,000 in the :first decade of 
this century, when good business conditions prevailed. 

In Brazil, the inflation and good business conditions of 1887~8 
brought immigration to an annual figure of 83,000, as against 
24,000 in the six preceding years; during the following period of 
deflation, 1899-1905, it fell again to 55,000. 

The state of trade in the emigrant countries seems to exercise 
much less influence on migration. Only in times of exceptional 
economic crisis is any increase of emigration noticeable. The 
"pull" is stronger than the" push." 1 The fact that labour move
ments react so readily to changing conditions is of importance to 
a study of variations in international trade.! 

It should be pointed out that seasonal economic variations lead 
-to seasonal migrations back and forth. Each year Belgians and 
Spaniards work for a few months in French vineyards. Before 
the War Germany used to receive almost a million farm labourers 
each summer, chiefly from Poland. 

In general it is true that labour movements are from low
wage to high-wage countries. The various obstacles may prevent 
labour from moving at all, either between certain countries or at 

. certain times, despite the stimulus in international wage differ
ences. But when it does move it is chiefly because of such 
differences. 

One important qualification must, however, be made. Labour
ers are interested in real wages or real incomes rather than nomi- . 

• See Jerome, Migralio" 11M B...nllilSs Cyclu (New York, 1926). 
• A little will be said about it in the nat chapter. On the whole, however, the 

aspects of international trade which are concerned with the business cycle are left 
out of account in this book. This complicated subject I hope to deal with later in 
a special treatise on "The Business Cycle in International Economic Relations." 
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nal wages or incomes. The standard of living, not the sum of 
money obtained, is of consequence. As the costs of living differ 
considerably from one country to another, the money incomes 
may well be higher in one of them than in others without the 
standard of living's being higher. It is even conceivable that this 
standard should be higher in a country where the money wages 
are lower. Consequently labour may migrate from the latter to 
the former. 

The standard of living concept is, however, open to serious 
criticism owing to its elasticity, particularly in international com
parisons, as pointed out in Chapter XI. Simple statements con
cerning real incomes do not give a much more adequate account 
of migration movements than those in t~rms of money incomes. 

Fortunately such difficulties are negligible in this investigation. 
As a matter of fact, the important labour movements have always 
been from countries with low money incomes to countries with 
higher ones. l This fact may perhaps be accounted for by saying 
that where nominal wages and incomes are high, real wages and 
incomes are also as a rule higher than in countries with lower 
'nominal figures. But then qualifications concerning the mean
ing of real wages and incomes are evidently needed. Since the 
present chapter does not attempt a general treatment of inter
national labour and capital movements, we may lay aside the 
difficulties involved in ~ precise terminology, and reason from 
the fact that labour moves from countries where its monetary 
reward is low to places where it is higher. 

Let us tum now to the circumstances which govern interna
tional capital movements. The most important stimulus to ex-

,port and import of capital is certainly differences in the rate of 
interest. Countries where the rate of interest is low find it profit
able to export capital to countries where the rate is high. Such 
differences are a natural reason for sending capital from one coun
try to another. Often, however, capital movements are not to be 
explained wholly in this way: other elements enter in. Take, for 

1 The value of food produced on the farm by immigrant farmeB must then, of 
course, be estimated in money and the income from increased value of the farm also 
be taken into account. 
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instance, the importation of capital into Russia. The chief expla
nation of the ease with which Russian state bonds could be sold 
abroad before the War, largely in France, lies in higher rates of 
interest in Russia. Had it, however, not been for the political 
relations between France and Russia, it is doubtful whether these 
capital movements would have been so extensive. Certainly the 
propaganda conducted by French banks in favour of Russian 
bonds, with the consent and approval of the French Government, 
was a necessary supplement to the difference in the rate of in
terest, if the canny French peasants were to be induced to buy 
these bonds. The importance of such political considerations ~ 
should not be ignored; by organising the market to the advan
tage of the borrowers, state institutions may decisively influence 
the flow of capital. The result is that important movements may 
take place between two countries, although the difference in the 
rate of interest is not greater than that between the lending 
country and a third to which there is no such movement. Great 
Britain, for instance, favours investments in other parts of the 
British Empire. The Colonial Stock Acts make the national 
debts of the Dominions trustee investments in the United King
dom on certain conditions.1 

Many states lay special obstacles in the way of an export of 
capital. Heavy stamp duties on foreign issues in France since the 
War have checked the French export of capital in recent years. The 
temporary British embargo on foreign loans reduced foreign in
vestments from £153,000,000 in 1923 to £63,000,000 in 1924, and 
£28,000,000 in 1925. Other states, e. g. Italy, restrict the import 
of capital by political means. 

Among circumstances other than political regulations which 
affect international capital transactions, one should note the 
natural preference of capitalists for a diversity of investments; J 

this may lead to important capital movements, even between 
countries that have the same interest level. Investment trusts in 
particular attempt to spread their capital over securities in such 
a way as to reduce the risks, and, partly for this reason, buy foreign 

I Hawtrey, TIw EcOflOmic Probkm, p. 281. See also Vmu, "Political Aspects of 
International Finance," JffU7'1Wl oj BMSiINSI EctmDlffia (Chicago, 1928). 
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securities as well as domestic. Such trusts have been important 
instruments for the exportation of British capital. 

Another important element is the policy of establishing branch 
offices and factories abroad, resorted to increasingly by manu
facturing firms. Capital comes in most cases from the home 
country of the firm concerned. The tariff policy of recent decades, 
by placing obstacles in the way of international trade, has in 
many cases induced firms which were exporting a given com
modity to establish production in the protected country. English 
tire factories have established branches in the United States, as 
has the Rolls-Royce automobile company. On the other hand, 
the superiority of American industry in the production of cheap 
automobiles and a desire to escape the high costs of transport 
across the Atlantic have led to the establishment of branch fac
tories in Europe by the Ford Motor Company and other auto
mobile firms. There have consequently been both import and ex
port of capital across the Atlantic. 

The establishment of great international enterprises does not, 
however, invariably cause such cross movements of capital. De
velopment through recent decades has been partly in a difIerent 
direction. Such firms as the Dutch Shell Company and the 
Swedish Match Company, with branches in a dozen countries, 
find it easy to borrow capital in different markets, wherever the 
rate of interest is low. This simply means that capital is exported 
from countries with a low rate of interest, a circumstance that has 
already heen considered. 

As with the establishment of branch factories a desire to guar
antee the supply of foreign raw materials through a controlling 
interest in the industries which produce them has led to consid
erable foreign investment, e. g. in the production of iron ore, 
copper ore, and oil. The manufacturers of electrical machinery 
have similarly found it profitable to secure control of electrical 
power companies all over the world in order to assure the obtain
ing of orders. 

Foreign investments may also be largely independent of dif
ferences in interest levels when there is a chance of profit; many 
foreign shares are bought and new companies created for this 
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reason. During some periods the opportunity to make substan
tial profits by placing capital in new countries has served as an 
even more powerful inducement to foreign investment than inter
est differences. The placing of capital in Russian industries by a 
great number of European countries is not to be explained solely 
by the higher rate of interest in Russia; the important factor was 
the possibility of a rapid economic development in that country, 
with consequent high profits. The same is true of a considerable 
part of English and American investment in South America; the 
chief incentives being building of railways, the creation of new 
industries, etc. Such export of capital is usually irregular, assum
ing enormous proportions during boom periods, then ceasing ab- . 
ruptly. 

There is a great element of speculation in these capital transac
tions, and a corresponding ignorance of their real nature. Many 
English capitalists to whom the Argentine was only a name have 
placed considerable investments in Argentine railway companies, 
in most cases on the recommendation of some English banking or 
investment company. Nowadays investors are perhaps more 
eager for information about the international securities they are 
holding. Such data is supplied by stock brokers for a limited 
number of securities, and capital tends to be invested in them. 

A good illustration of the difference between export of capital 
of the latter type and that caused by interest differences is the 
flow of capital from Great Britain to the United States while the 
latter country was exporting hundreds of millions of dollars to 
Canada. The flow of capital between Great Britain and the 
United States in the decades before the War was almost wholly 
caused by the difference in the rate of interest. Investments in 
American railway bonds were more remunerative than corre
sponding investments in Great Britain. The interest rate was on 
the other hand not much higher in Canada than in the United 
States, but the former offered distinct possibilities for American 
enterprise and technique. Large profits were to be reaped by 
placing capital in Canadian industries and giving them the ad
vantage of experienced American leadership. 

A special sort of profit from foreign investments is obtained 
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_ when high domestic taxation is thus evaded. Since the War much 
capital has been exported for this reason from Germany and prob
ably also from France and Great Britain; Switzerland and Hol
land have received large portions of it. 

So far we have touched chiefly upon circumstances which tend 
to cause international capital movements. It goes without saying, 
that there are other circumstances which retard such movements, 
otherwise considerable international interest differences could not 
exist. 

The ordinary investor prefers to put his money in things he 
knows something about, e. g. in bonds or shares of companies the 
development of which he is, or thinks he is, able to follow. As he 
knows much more about his own country than about others, he 
is inclined to export his capital only if stimulated by a higher 
yield. To him foreign investments seem more risky than do
mestic ones. His valuation of this extra risk governs his invest
ment policy in the face of existing interest differences. It is quite 
possible that under certain conditions the risk may be estimated 
lower for foreign than for domestic investments; such was the 
case in France during the years before the monetary stabilisation, 
where the "1light from the franc" meant an important export of 
capital. As a rule, however, the citizens of a country, from their 
knowledge and experience, estimate the risk to be greater when 
capital is invested abroad. ~uch considerations therefore tend to 
restrict the export of capital. They are similar to those which 
retard eJcigration. 

It would carry us too far to inquire in greater detail into the 
effects of the element of risk upon international capital move
ments. l Observe, however, that capital available for perilous in
vestments may well be imported from a country at the same time 
that capital available only for investments judged fairly safe is 
exported to it. 

Special types of capital movement are those due to absentee 
) ownership, e. g. remittances from Great Britain to British people 

I Note that many "international" securities are bought by capitalists in coun
tries with widely different interest levels; this fact is, partly at least, due to differ
ences in the estimates of the risks involved. 
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living in Southern France, and remittances by immigrants to their 
old countries. 

We tum now from what may be called "long time capital 
movement" to "short time capital transactions." On the border 
line between the two are commercial credits given by exporting 
firms to their customers, chiefly in manufacturing industries. 
Goods are often sold against six months' credit. All countries 
which export manufactured goods have large amounts of such 
credits outstanding. They are only slightly affected by changes 
in interest levels. 

Short time transactions are usually speculative. Their object 
is to profit from expected variations in foreign exchange, or from 
arbitrage in international securities between the leading stock 
exchanges. Of course capital also moves back and forth between 
different money markets in accordance with strictly temporary 
differences in short term money rates. Such short time capital 
movements playa decisive part in the maintenance of equilibrium 
in the balance of payments; they are consequently discussed in 
Part V. At present we are concerned not with the mechanism 
of trade variations but with the mutual relationships of such 
movements and of international trade from a long time point of 
view. 

Lastly, observe that capital movements, like migrations, vary 
decidedly from one phase of the business cycle to another, i. e. 
are affected by the state of trade in general. The largest capital 
movements have occurred during boom periods. 

§ 3. The meaning oj internatitmallabour and capital movements. 
Before passing to a more detailed analysis let us characterise the 
essential nature of internationall~ur and capital movements, 
regarded as adaptations to economic conditions. In so doing we 
shall concentrate attention upon movements due chiefly to inter
national wage and interest differences. 

Why are wages and interest rates so different that 'productive 
factors move from one country to another? Because the basic 
elements of the price system, as explained above, vary in different 
countries. Productive factor equipment and other conditions of ' 
production, as well as demand conditions, differ internationally. 
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Transfer relations - transfer resources, facilities, etc. - are also 
unequal. 

Labour and capital movements mean an adaptation of the 
supply of these factors so as to correspond, as it were, to the dif-
ferences in the supply of other factors, in other conditions of pro-
duction, and in demand and transfer conditions. Above all, they 
imply an adaptation to international differences in natural re
sources, regarded both as a factor of production and as a transpor
tation resource. We have discussed, in previous chapters, why 
certain sorts of natural resources are more active than others in 
attracting labour and capital. This is, as a matter of fact, part of 
the explanation of adaptation through movements of labour and 
capital. Regions where nature is benevolent as a means of pro-
duction and transportation become thickly populated. In arid 
districts, for instance, population is much lower than in more 
humid regions. Railway maps show a surprising degree of corre
lation with rainfall. Similarly, districts with irregular coast lines 
and navigable rivers and lakes are the homes of a much larger 
number of people than districts with inferior transport resources. 
Discovery of new natural resources and methods of utilising old 
ones affect the world distribution of population. New oil wells 
in Venezuela, for example, have recently attracted American 
capital and technical labour. 

It goes without saying that the supply of capital and labour 
adjusts itself to basic elements other than those having to do with 
nature. 'tariffs and other obstacles to international trade, differ
ences in the social conditions of production, in the supply of 
technical labour, and the like, exercise their influence. 

The obstacles to international labour and capital movements 
tend to restrict redistribution. Were it not for them the distri
bution of productive factors would be quite different. No doubt 
parts of the world now densely populated would be deserted, 
while some would lose and others gain inhabitants and capital. 

The rest of this chapter deals with the influence of international 
labour and capital movements I on their prices, and on the volume 

1 One side of international capital movements is left entirely out of account. As 
capital moves in the form of goods and services, such movements affect the mechan-
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and character of trade. We shall also analyse the reactions to 
such movements when any of the basic elements change, par
ticularly those which lead directly to variations in international 
trade. 

§ 4. The relation between international factor movements and 
international trade. Obviously, any change in the economic sys
tem which affects the prices of the mobile productive factors may 
lead to international factor movements, provided the interna
tional difference in the factor prices is made great enough. Be
sides, a change in the mobility of the factors may also change their 
international movement. 

Some changes in the economic system offer special interest in a 
treatise on international trade: those having to do with changes 
in the international mobility of commodities. Thus, changes in 
the mobility of goods and productive factors and the reactions 
of trade and factor movements to each should be specially 
analysed. This subject has been discussed in general terms in 
Chapter IX, and we shall first review theory there expounded. 
This reasoning should, however, be regarded in the light of the 
qualifications in the previous analysis (Chapter VI) of the effects 
of international trade on the prices of productive factors. 

Since factors move from countries where their prices are low 
to those where they are dear, their scarcity and reward in the 
former are increased, 1 while their prices in the latter fall, unless 
there is some counteracting tendency. International mobility 

ism of international trade while they are going on. A study of this phenomenon is 
put off until Part V. At present we are interested only in the fact that a transfer of 
capital, like migration, changes the supply of the productive factors and thus the 
basis of the international distn'bution of production and trade. Another aspect of 
international capital movements, to which no special attention is given in the follow
ing, is that when an increase in the quantity of capital in a country, whether brought 
about through borrowings abroad or domestic savings, tends to raise the prices of 
the other factors, then, the increase in the quantity of capital goods is relatively 
much less than the increase in the money value of these goods. Part of the new capi
tal "evaporates," ~ it is used to advance increased wages and rents. See W'1Cksell, 
VIWle.n",gm iibfr NlIliollalOk_i. Oena, 1914), Heft I. 

I Export of capital tends to raise the rate of interest, and thus to depress wages. 
If the wage level is temporarily 6:J:ed through wage agreements between employers 
and trade unions, unemployment will be increased. This fact, important for a dis
cussion of post-War economic problems. cannot be further analysed here. 
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tends to make prices more uniform in the countries concerned, 
just as do the international movements of commodities. These 
two tendencies cannot but affect one another. Through the ex
change of commodities not only thei, prices but also those of the 
productive factors are to some extent equalised, i. e. international 
discrepancies in factor prices are reduced; thereby international 
factor movements are to some extent rendered superfluous. The 
movements of goods replace the movements of factors. In other 
words, if no trade took place, price discrepancies, and conse
quently movements of productive factors, would be more con
siderable than now. Trade retards and in some cases prohibits 
the international movement of capital and labour . 

.J On the other hand, the exchange of goods is unable to bring 
about a complete equalisation of factor prices. International dif
ferences remain, and call forth factor movements whenever great 
enough to overcome the obstacles. Factor prices are in this way 
brought into closer harmony between countries, and the need for 
and volume of international trade are reduced. Factor move
ments thus act as substitutes for the movements of commodities. 

International price equalisation appears to be furthered either 
by both types of movement or by the one that meets with the 
least resistance. 

If the mobility of factors increases, a new transfer of them will 
take place, and the consequent greater harmony between their 
prices in different countries will render needless part of the former 
exchange of commodities. On the other hand, a reduction in the 
costs of transport through improvements in the technique of 
transportation will increase trade, and the resultant lessening of 
the factor price discrepancy may diminish the international factor 
movements.1 Everything depends upon the intensity of the re
action of factor prices and thereby factor movements when trade 
varies, and the intensity of the reaction of commodity prices and 
thereby trade when factor movements vary. 

This reasoning rests on the assumption that the quantity of 
productive factors in each country is about the same as before the 
factor movements. It is needless to point out that in progressive 

1 For qualifications to this statement see below. 
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countries increases in the domestic supply of labour and capital 
will lead to an expansion of economic life and increase interna
tional trade. This fact should be kept in mind, as it will not be 
mentioned below. 

A more important qualification is that factor movements in 
only one direction increase the quantity of productive factors and 
the national income in the importer relative to the exporter. In 
such cases the influence of factor movements on the character of 
international trade is as stated above, but its influence on the 
volume of such trade is uncertain. The tendency toward a reduc
tion of trade may be counteracted by a tendency to increased 
trade if the national income is increased in a small country.1 
Trade between Great Britain and Australia would grow if a few 
millions of British people and much capital moved to the latter. 
On the other hand, trade would be reduced if the national in
come were lowered in a small country. Emigration and export of 
capital from Scandinavia to the United States would probably 

. diminish trade between them. 
Whether the relation between quantity of factors and national 

income in the two countries is changed or not, factor movements 
tend to reduce the percentage of the national income used in 
each country to buy goods from the other. In that sense the need 
for international trade is reduced by international factor move
ments. 

In a third type of case these conclusions do not hold true. The 
quantity of certain productive factors in a country may be so 
small that an increased supply of them will not reduce, but in
crease their prices. For instance, wages may rise owing to external 
economies as labour flows into a scantily populated country. In 
such cases relative scarcity, e. g. of labour and land, need not be 
affected by the/actor tnofJemql in the opposite direction between 
the emigrant and immigrant countries; wages may rise relatively 
to rent in both. The character of trade is not affected in the same 
way that it will be by a tendency towards international equalisa
tion of factor prices; nor will the volume of trade be reduced. The 

I The fact that economies of Iarge-scale production become available in this coun
try may reduce the growth of trade, not prevent it altogether. 
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new country may continue to send out agricultural products in 
growing quantities in exchange for manufactured goods. Costs 
of production are not so affected by the immigration of labour and 
capital that a part of the latter are produced at home instead of 
being imported. 

When a certain point has been reached, the relative factor 
prices in the two countries are made more nearly equal, although 
the price of the moving factor may continue to rise in both. 
Trade will then tend to decline in volume. 

Any change in the relation between the quantities of productive 
factors in the two countries will of course affect the volume of 
trade as indicated above. Thus, an influx of labour and capital 
into new countries may increase international trade for two 
reasons. Even after a point has been reached at which the per
centage of the income used to buy foreign goods falls off, the total 
volume of trade may continue to rise owing to the growth of eco
nomic life due to the influx of labour and capital. This, as a mat
ter of fact, is what has happened in the transoceanic countries 
during the last hundred years. 

Summing up, it is evidently necessary to distinguish between 
the cases where increased mobility of labour and capital reduces 
the differences in their prices internationally, and those where in 
the beginning no such equalisation takes place. In all cases, how
eyer, factor movements mean an economic adaptation of the sort 
indicl\ted at the end of the last section: the world income is in
creased.1 

§ 5. International capital movements. A few representative 
cases will now be discussed at greater length. Let us begin with 
international capital movements not accompanied by labour 
movements. In such cases the wage level in the country import-

1 For qualifications of this statement see Chapter XIV. So far as the number of 
people in the world or their taste is affected, a statement concerning world income 
has little meaning. This is one reason why it serves no useful purpose to speak of 
the "advantages" or "disadvantages" of international factor movements in the 
long run. Think of the effects had Japanese and Chinese emigrated to North 
America and Australia in masses a hundred years ago. The reasoning in section 4 
above should be compared with the corresponding reasoning about commodity 
movements in Chapter IV and should be qualified in an analogous manner. 
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ing capital (B) is usually lower than in the country exporting it 
(A). In other words, the borrowing nation has a relatively abun
dant supply of labour; on the other hand, the supply of natural 
resources may be small. 

The increase of capital supply in B and its reduction in A will 
tend to reduce and to raise the rate of interest, respectively.1 In
dustry in both countries will be affected. B will acquire greater 
competitive power in the production of goods requiring much 
capital, while the costs of production of the same goods in A will 
tend to rise. On the other hand, the increased prices of other pro
ductive factors in B and their reduction in A will raise the costs 
of the corresponding goods in the former and reduce them in the 
latter. Part of the mutual export will for this reason tend to disap
pear; it is impossible to say in general whether the terms of ex
change will move to the advantage of either. 

One must take into account, however, that there are many 
other factors than capital, and other countries. A's and B's ex
port goods taken together are only a part of those entering into 
international trade. Is it likely that the borrowed capital in B 
will lead to increased output of the same sort of goods which A is 
used to exporting? Are the expanding industries in B from this 
point of view competing or cooperative? 

If the two countries are on the same level of industrial develop
ment the first alternative does not seem improbable. Important 
capital movements have, however, never taken place between such 
countries, except in the special case of Germany after the War. 

On the other hand, if A and B are at a qwte different stage of 
industrial development - B being, for example, an agricultural 
country - the chances are that B will increase its output of 
goods otlzer than those which A is exporting. Such cases have not, 
however, been important in the last hundred years, since unde
veloped countries almost always import technical labour, in 
many cases also ordinary labour, at the same time as capital. This 
alternative is dealt with in § 7. 

Considerable capital, unaccompanied by other factors, has 

I Countries which import capital and not labour can be assumed to have passed 
the point of diminishing return for capital. 
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...,;'Usually moved from fully developed manufacturing countries to 
countries in the early stages of an industrial career. The question 
then to be answered is: will the stimulus afforded by foreign 
capital in the latter countries lead to an expansion of industries 
competing with export industries in the creditor states? 

If natural resources, transfer relations, and the actual or po
tential quality of technical labour are similar in these states, the 
chances are that such will be the outcome. Even if the natural 
resources differ considerably, similarity in the other two respects 
may lead to the same result in countries at more advanced stages 
of manufacturing. There can be little doubt that foreign capital 
in Italy has stimulated the expansion of manufacturing industries 
in general. Thus, the penetration of the Italian textile industry 
into many foreign markets formerly held by the,British industry 
has been accelerated by British loans to Italy. Such develop
ments tend to make the terms of exchange in international trade 
less favourable to Great Britain. 
, On the other hand, investments in countries with different 
natural resources and transfer relations from those of the capital
exporting country are likely to lead to an expansion of industries 
producing goods which the latter is wont to import. French and 
British lending to Sweden, Norway, and Finland made possible 
the building of numerous important railways in the last third of 
the nineteenth century - a condition of the rapid economic 
growth in these countries without which the export of wood, pulp, 
and paper would certainly have developed much less rapidly. 
These import goods have thus been cheapened for Western Eu
rope. The foreign borrowing of Denmark was to some extent 
used to reorganise agriculture and transform it to a butter and 
bacon industry - which must have reduced the supply prices of 
these goods in Great Britain. 

Sound conclusions in concrete cases are of course difficult to 
reach, as the number of counteracting circumstances is usually 
great. It is above all impossible to say what the supply of capital 
would have been without the capital movement. 

Leaving aside the matter of terms of exchange, we now tum to 
the development of national income in the countries concerned. 
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It is obvious that the transfer of capital means an increase in the 
combined national incomes. Capital is moved from places where 
its marginal productivity is low to places where it is high. The 
owners of other factors in B gain more than the capitalists lose, 
while the capitalists in A gain more than the owners of the other 
factors lose. In so far as the terms of exchange vary to the 
advantage of one country, while the capital is transferred, this 
conclusion must of course be qualified. 

To judge the influence of factor movements on the national in
come in each country one must consider a third element. All 
countries profit from economic growth anywhere in the world. In 
the long run prosperous neighbours are likely to be the best cus
tomers. Thus the capital exporting countries, which in most cases 
have intimate trade relations with borrowing nations, will profit 
in many indirect ways from the prosperity caused or stimulated 
in the latter by the capital of the former. The manufacturing 
industries of Great Britain owe their development to some extent 
to trade with countries where economic expansion has been fur
thered by the influx of British capital. 

It goes without saying that other countries than those immedi
ately concerned with the borrowing will be affected in this and 
other ways. Countries with the same export ~ndustries as the 
borrowing nations stand to lose, while those which import such 
goods are likely to gain substantially. 

Apart from these effects of changes in the supply of productive 
factors upon industry and trade, capital movements affect trade 
directly in several ways. See § 7 below, where capital movements 
affected by other circumstances than interest differences are also 
dealt with. 

§ 6. International migrations. We now turn to the effects of 
migration between two countries. It is natural to assume that the 
receiving country has a relatively abundant supply of many 
natural resources, as well as of capital and technical labour, as 
this makes for high wages of ordinary labour, skilled or unskilled. 
While capital when moving alone goes from countries with fully 
developed manufacturing industries to those with industries in 
the early stages of growth, labour goes in the opposite direction. 
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The general effect on factor prices is analogous to that found 
_ in the last section: a tendency to lower wages in the receiving 

country and higher wages in the emigrant country. Similarly, 
the combined income of the two countries is increased. It is im
probable, however, that the emigrant country, like the lending 
one, will see its national income grow, for the earnings of ex
patriated labour do not accrue to the mother country. If they 
did, the case would be entirely parallel to that of capital. The 
simplest possible statement seems to be that the decline in total 
income of the emigrant country will be less than the immigrants 
earn in the new country, while the increase in the total income of 
the latter will be greater. 

As to the possible effects on international trade and the terms 
of exchange, statements analogous to those of the last section 
hold true.! There is, however, this difference: the transfer of 
labour without the transfer of capital means that the income ac
cruing to the moved factor is used to buy goods in the receiving 
country. Immigrants' wages are spent where they live, but inter
est on borrowed capital is usually spent in the lending country. 
Hence, chiefly goods produced in the former are bought by the 
wage incomes, while interest incomes are earned in the borrowing 
but spent in the lending country. This tends to increase the 
prices of productive factors in the capital exporting country com
pared to the factors in the borrowing country, i. e. it tends to 
affec~ the terms of exchange in a direction favourable to the 
former, although the opposite tendency due to the transfer of 
capital may be stronger.2 No such effects appear as a result of 
migrations. 

So far we have analysed the influence of an increase in the 
labour supply in one country and its reduction in another, with
out considering that the immigrants are in some respects different 
from the native citizens of the immigrant country; this affects 
trade directly in several ways. Emigrants often maintain for 
long periods a preference for their former habits and for some of 

1 The travelling of tradesmen is often a condition of international trade coming 
into existence. Emigration of tradesmen renders a similar service. In this sense. 
there is a special connection between international movements of men and goods. 

I Cf. the analysis of the mechanism of international capital movements in 
PartY. 
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the goods of their mother country. The demand for the latter is 
thus greater than if population in the new country had grown in 
another way. It also occurs that the immigrants affect the tastes 
and habits of their new country, and thereby, tum its demand in 
a channel favourable to the old country. Only 15,000,000 to 
20,000,000 people of the governing nations live in the colonies and 
dominions, but they have coloured the habits of life, ideals, and 
tastes there and have thus potently influenced consumption. 

Emigrated engineers and tradesmen in particular often create 
a demand for goods from firms in their mother country. Personal 
connections mean much in international trade, as elsewhere. 
Dutch merchants were already scattered widely in foreign coun
tries in the seventeenth century, a circumstance which is thought 
to have deeply influenced the foreign trade of Holland. Without 
being formal representatives of exporting industries in their 
mother country, British trading and engineering firms all over the 
world have greatly contributed to the growth of British exports.1 
The growing German popUlation before the War both in German 
and British colonies seems to have had some influence upon Ger
man trade. 

These observations lead to another conclusion of some im
portance. There are many different grades of labour, and the 
effects of migrations difl'er accordingly. When technical and 
highly skilled workers immigrate, the economic life in the new 
country may be revolutionised. The classic example of this is the 
emigration of the French Huguenots in the seventeenth century 
to Germany and Holland, with its resultant stimulus to the textile 
and other industries in these countries. It is obvious that in such 
cases the emigrant country may lose heavily from increased com
petition in its export trades. In modem times, technical labour 
rarely moves because of religious or political discontent. An 
outstanding exception is Russia. The growth of the rubber shoe 
industry in Germany has been helped by expatriated Russian 
technicians, while the Russian export industry, which formerly 

I "I say that for provisions, clothes and household goods. seamen and all others 
employed about materials for building, fitting, and victualling of ships, every Eng
lishman In Barbados or Jamaica creates employment for four men at home." - Sir 
Josiah Child, 16g2. 
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dominated the export market, has declined. The migrations of 
engineers 1 between nations in response to higher wage offerings 
are no doubt less in volume and effect than might be expected. 
Experience proves it surprisingly difficult to transplant a "tech
nical milieu." Many efforts to create competing industries by 
moving·a few technical leaders from old industries have unac
countably failed. 

Even when such attempts are successful, it is by no means cer
tain that international trade will thereby be ultimately reduced. 
All countries profit from economic progress 2 elsewhere, and the 
spread of technical knowledge is a powerful stimulus in that di
rection. The best clients of leading manufacturing countries are 
the other manufacturing countries. As technique is improved and 
the standard of living raised in a country, its need of specialised 
goods and high qualities - both in technical appliances and con
sumers' goods - tends to increase, and the scope of domestic 
and international trade is accordingly enlarged. 

Similar in effect to a transfer of technical labour is the distribu
tion of technical knowledge through books, periodicals, and travel. 
In principle, however, this is a change in domestic factor supply, 
and is therefore to be dealt with in connection with other changes 
of the sort. 

As to ordinary skilled and unskilled workers, it goes without 
saying that the effects in the countries concerned differ if emi
grants belong to the one or the other category. The majority have 
always been unskilled,3 and usually less educated and well-nour
ished than the home-born unskilled labourers in the immigration 
countries. Immigrants used to form a lower social stratum, e. g. 
in the United States and France, in spite of the fact that tpe real 
pauper is as a rule unable to emigrate for want of money, and has 
difficulties in getting into the new country if he succeeds in emi
grating. 

The fact that immigrants are largely unskilled, little educated, 

1 Movements of technical labour and capital are discussed in the next section. 
I Such evolutionary or dynamic viewpoints were left out of account in § 4. 
• Before the War 10 percent of the immigrants into the United States belonged to 

the professional and skilled artisan class. Among the exnigrants from western and 
northern Europe skilled labour is put at no less than 40 percent. 
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unCamiliar with conditions in the new country, and used to living 
on a low standard, makes them undertake much of the disagree
able and lowest paid work. This has been the case with South
Europeans in the United States. They thus compete much less 
with native labour than one would suppose; the influence on the 
wages of the latter is comparatively slight. Foreign and native
born labour are to a large extent and for a considerable time not 
competitive but cooperative factors. This is certainly the case 
with Chinese immigration into Australia and the western part of 
the United States, where their work is in practice confined to a 
small number of trades like laundering. It is also probable that 
the immigration of Italian farm workers to Australia, for instance, 
(they are admitted only if they go to work on the farms) for many 
yellfs tends to raise rather than depress real wages for factory 
labour. Trade union policy makes their securing manufacturing 
jobs very difficult, even when they have become naturalised 
citizens. In the long run, however, a number of immigrants, 
and certainly their children, acquire qualities which enable 
them to compete effectively for the better paid jobs of the 
native born. 

Countries which receive an incessant flow of immigrants obtain 
a supply of low priced labour which they would not otherwise 
have. Industries requiring such labour in large quantities are 
thus enabled to continue, and to produce goods which would 
otherwise be imported. It is not necessary to repeat here the 
reasoning and conclusions in Part n concerning such effects of 
different labour factors-whether or not the result of immigration 
- on the character of industry and trade. A good example is to 
be fo~nd in the American beet growing industry. 

§ 7. Movements of capital and labour. The cases where labour 
or capital alone moves to a country have been much less impor
tant than those where the transfer of capital is accompanied by a 
flow of some sort of labour. We shall begin with the study of a 
joint movement of capital and technical labour. 

What class of country is likely to export and import these pro
ductive factors? Capital can only be exported from countries with 
large savings, and the latter have in most cases resulted from the 
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use of machine technique in production. Great Britain, for ex
ample, owed its position as the capitalist of the world in the middle 
of the last century to its early adoption of machine technique. It 
is only natural, therefore, that the leading manufacturing nations, 
which are for the most part the leading exporters of capital as 
well, should send out some of their technical labour with invest
ments. Investments of the active sort, when new firms are cre
ated, call particularly for emigration of experienced organisers 
and technicians. 

These labour movements evidently are due less to higher pay 
abroad than to the fact that active foreign investments make 
them necessary. Such investments have in most cases gone to 
countries with higher interest rates than the capital-exporting 
country; but above all they are due to the chances of reaping 
high profits, and have, therefore, been in some cases independent 
of international interest differences. 

Concerning the effects of capital movements accompanied by a 
transfer of technical labour Professor Edie has made this signifi
cant statement: 

What the export of capital has fundamentally meant has been the export 
of the industrial revolution from the industrialised countries to the "un
developed countries." . .. The automatic machines dispensed in large part 
with the necessity for skilled labour, and thus made possible the operation 
of machinery by the un,trained labour masses of such countries as India, 
China and Japan.' 

The t!ffects on export industries in the lending country of such a 
tendency to industrialisation abroad are uncertain. Much de
pends upon whether capital is invested in industries competing 
directly with export industries in the lending country. In the 
present case, where technical labour moves also, the great proba..
bility is that industries which compete in this way will grow up in 
the capital importing country. For the technical labour in many 
cases comes from fields of industry in which the prosperous country 
excels, and these industries are often the basis of production for 
export. Yet it is by no means certain that such will be the case. 

Assuming that the borrowing country has relatively low wages 

I Edie, Economics: Principles aM Problems, p. 660. 
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for ordinary labour and low rents for certain natural resources, 
capital and technical labour from the latter will be used to estab- ' 
lish industries requiring such resources. Part of them are likely 
to be of the same sort as those also well supplied in the old coun
try. Examples are numerous. American technicians, for instance, 
have used American capi tal to develop the oil industry in Mexico 
and South America. Some resources are, however, different from 
those of the old country, and the new industries will not compete 
with those of the latter but will rather supply them with raw ma
terials or food for workers at relatively low prices. Most tropical 
products are grown on plantations under European leadership 
with the aid of European capital. Cotton growing in Egypt on 
land of special quality has directly, and still more indirectly, been 
stimulated by European technique and capital. The influence of 
the building of the Assua,n Dam, for instance, has been great. The 
cases of tea, rice, and cotton growing in India are similar. 

Improvements in communications due to imported technique 
and capital have in particular often greatly increased the output' 
of goods which the lending countries could only with great diffi
culty produce for themselves. Iron mines in the interior of Chile 
and in North Africa, for instance, have come within reach, and 
the supply of high grade ores has thereby been increased. 

It is not necessary to dwell further upon the obvious fact that 
a growth of industries cooperative rather than competitive, from 
the point of view of the leading industries in the capital-exporting 
country, tends to turn the terms of exchange in the international 
trade of the latter in a favourable direction. 

For industries in the later stages of production which are largely 
independent of natural resources, the character of transfer rela
tions plays a r6le similar to that of such resources in the cases 
above. If these relations and other conditions of production are 
good in the borrowing country from the point of view of the same 
industries as those which are strong in the lending country, then 
competition will grow and the terms of exchange will move in a 
direction disadvantageous to the latter. The growth of cotton 
spinning and weaving in India has narrowed the market there for 
British goods of the coarser grades. 
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In another type of case the borrowing country has only cheap 
labour, but a slight amount of cheap natural resources. Here 
again the character of the transfer relations is vital. They are or 
can be rendered satisfactory from the point of view of some indus
tries. This fact, together with the cheap supply of labour, ac
counts for the influx of capital and technical labour. Will the 
industries be chiefly cooperative or chiefly competitive? In the 
case of countries on the same level of technical development and 
similar interest rates, capital, accompanied by technical labour, 
moves to make profit even if wages are higher instead of lower.· 
Advantages in transfer relations - often due to import duties -
can be sufficient. Here the establishment of competing firms is 
almost certain to follow. It is conceivable, however, that when 
very strong firms establish branch factories abroad, the influence 
of such fimls .on the leading markets is so much increased that 
exports from the parent factory are not reduced but increased. 
This has been the experience of the Swedish Ball Bearing Com
pany, and many others. 

Let us tum now to the cases where the borrowing nation has an 
abundant supply of natural resources but not of ordinary labour . 

.;Not only technical labour and capital but also ordinary labour 
flows in. Are the natural resources of a sort relatively abundant 
or scarce in the lending countries? 

British capital and European labour have made possible an 
en0rIl\0us expansion of wheat growing and many other sorts of 
food production in the transatlantic countries. Somebody has 
said that "the Italian farmer with American machinery and 
British capital grows wheat in the Argentine." Europe has had 
its food cheapened and has found new markets for its manufac
tured goods. The scarcity of farm land in the old world has been 
reduced, with land in the new world available. The same is of 
course true of other natural resources, such as mines. 

As transoceanic natural resources cannot come to Europe, 
labour and capital have moved from that part of the world to the 
natural resources. This movement, and the trading of food for 
manufactures, have replaced the transfer of natural resources. 

In the nineteenth century this reasoning applied to the United 
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States as well as to the other transoceanic countries. Later on, the 
former country, aided by excellent natural resources and transfer 
relations, has developed industries which compete with the 
European ones in most of the export markets of the world. It 
should not be forgotten that in many cases this development has 
been possible only because technical methods as well as ordinary 
labour and capital have come from Europe. The dried fruit indus
try, for example, grew up in recent decades in southern California 
when a number of South-Europeans had settled there. 

In general, it may be said that when the supply of labour and 
capital in new countries has reached a definite level and the rela
tive scarcity of land has begun to rise, manufacturing industries 
will expand. This is in harmony with the theory developed in 
Parts I and II. An excellent illustration is the case of Canada, 
where the quantity of labour, and still more of capital, was greatly 
increased in the first decade of this century. Statistics show that 
certain products requiring much land were at the beginning of the 
period of borrowing exported to a considerable extent, while im
portation was slight. Towards the end of the period, however, 
imports and exports of these products almost balanced. The fol
lowing figures are in millions of dollars: 

Imporb Expor1a 

1~1903 .......................... 2,6 35,0 
1911-1913 •......................... 9,8 12,3 

There was a general shift in imports from fully manufactured 
products to machinery, raw materials, and partly manufactured 
goods; in other words, importation was concentrated upon prod
ucts requiring highly technical labour and upon certain natural 
resources, as contrasted with products requiring capital and la
bour of ordinary grades. No doubt the increased supply of capital 
and labour was here the fundamental cause, although tariff policy 
worked in the same direction. 

We must now consider another aspect of the influence of inter
national factor movements upon trade. In the section on migra
tion it was pointed out that immigration countries are often good 
markets for exports from emigration countries. Trade between 
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capital-importing and capital-exporting countries is affected in a 
similar way, particularly when technical labour moves as well as 
capital. This is perhaps most obvious when capital and labour are 
used to build up a sales organisation for large exporting firms, and 
when orders from abroad are received in competition with foreign 
firms chiefly because long credit is given. 

Another side of the matter is the fact that "trade follows the 
investment." This is not only true when it is expressly stipulated 
that a majority of loans, e. g. for railway building, shall be used 
to buy goods in the lending country. The American Federal 
Trade Commission, after prolonged and detailed studies, expresses 
its opinion in the following words: 

In general, the demand for foreign goods follows the nationality of the 
investment. ] t is the almost invariable rule that where such public utilities 
as railroads, light and power plants, street railways and the like, are financed 
by foreign capital, the equipment and supplies must come from the country 
financing the investment. And in industries not of the public utility type, 
this rule largely holds true.' 

The combined effects of British emigration to the dominions 
and of investments there are seen in the extent of dominion trade 
with the mother country.2 In 1927 New Zealand, as already ob
served, purchased British goods up to £14 per head, while a coun
try such as France purchased only lOS. per head. 

§ 8. Effects on "outside" countries. From a general world eco
nomic point of view, it is fairly obvious that the redistribu
tion of productive factors through the world, whereby a dif
ferent utilisation of various natural resources is made pos
sible, means an increase in the volume of production.' Besides, 
,the spread of machine technique, which has gone hand in hand 
/with the movements of capital and labour, has been a dynamic 

Jforce contributing markedly to the hastening of economic prog
ress. From this all countries stand to gain. As to the share in 
this benefit which accrues to capital-exporting countries, which 

1 Federal Trade Commission, Coiipet'iUion i" 01W EzPorl T,oJe, Vol. I, p. 173. 
I Of course, other circumstances also tend to tum demand towards British goods. 
I As to the arbitrary element in such calculations see the discussion of national 

income in Chapter XVI, § 3 and elsewhere. 
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often supply technical labour also, the character of the competi
tion from new industries has been found of importance. Export
ing industries in other manufacturing countries will of course also 
feel this competition, just as they will receive the benefit of widen
ing markets for manufactured products. On the other hand, old 
food-exporting countries such as Roumania, Hungary, and Russia 
see the prices of their exports reduced, owing to the increased 
supply of transoceanic food. 

To get a bird's-eye view of these and similar effects one may 
ask: How is the world scarcity of productive factors affected? If 
European manufacturing workers become farmers in Australia 
and the Argentine, the scarcity of manufacturing labour relative 
to that of agricultural labour will be intensified both there, in 
Europe and on other continents: the world will not consume rel
atively less manufactures and more food, wool, etc. A shift in 
relative prices will retard food production in Europe and en
courage that of manufactured goods, partly for export to the 
transoceanic countries. The total production of both sorts of 
commodities will rise. 

If the farming population in Australia is drawn to factories 
erected by European capital and technical labour, the tendency 
as to relative wages outside of Australia, at least, is the reverse. 
In spite of the fact that world production will grow, the standard 
of living of the factory workers in the world at large will fall; 
food will be made more expensive. 

In the long run, farming and manufacturing labour cannot be 
regarded as non-competing groups, of which the incomes may 
vary in opposite directions. Changes in the position of industrial 
workers in Europe will tend to cause corresponding changes in the 
standard of European farmers; but this result may come about 
quite slowly, as experience during the last decades has shown~ 

The British export of capital and emigration has been of a sort 
to raise the standard of living both in Great Britain and in other 
manufacturing countries. It has gone to regions with abundant 
natural resources, which have been made available for raw ma
terial and food production by means of railways; 60 percent of the 
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British pre-war foreign.investments were used in this way. Rents 
in Europe have been reduced and the goods the workers buy 
cheapened. Great Britain has of course profited more than other 
countries from this development; it is more dependent than they 
upon export of manufactures and import of food and raw mate
rials .. Furthermore, it has especially intimate trade connections 
with countries which have received its capital and emigrants. 

The effects of French investments abroad have for obvious 
reasons been different and less far-reaching - unless the World 
War has some relation to French loans to Russia. It is apparent 
that international factor movements have affected economic de
velopment in many parts of the world so profoundly that a sche
matic analysis tells only a small part of the story. The long run 
effects cannot be ascertained. 

Even in cases where it seems most certain that cooperative and 
not competitive industries will be developed by means of exported 
capital and labour, the long run effects may be the reverse. This 
has already happened in the case of the United States, - from a 
European point of view, - and history may repeat itself. Under 
the stimulus of imported technique, capital, and labour, new 
countries are able to pass quickly through the various stages of 
industrial progress. At first they concentrate on certain raw ma
terials and crude food stuffs. After a time the simpler qualities of 
textile goods are produced. Other manufacturing industries fol
low, lj.D.d lastly, a machine-producing industry comes into exist
ence. A rapid deVelopment of this sort is, of course, only possible 
in countries where the whole economic and social organisation 
can adapt itself accordingly. The character of the people in a 
country, its traditions and institutions, are decisive factors in the 
effect of importation of labour and capital. 

§ 9 .. The connection between different types of international factor 
movements. It is then obvious that capital and labour movements 
are intimately related. If one factor moves, the economic situ
ation, particular as to factor prices, may be so affected that an
other factor moves also. Migration to new countries has increased 
the demand for capital there, while capital investments - e. g. 
in the form of railways opening up vast new districts - have 
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stimulated immigration. An increased !ijlpply of either capital 
or labour must enhance the relative scarcity of the other, and en
courage its influx. It is not surprising, therefore, that almost 
everywhere under such conditions 1 capital and labour move
ments have gone hand in hand. 

Immigration into Canada before the War would have been un
thinkable without enormous borrowings abroad. In other words, 
British investments in Canada led to a greater emigration to that 
country. 

It is often impossible to say that capital movement is the cause v 

of labour movement more than the reverse. In Canada capital 
investments in the railways may be regarded as a cause rather 
than an effect; in South America, on the other hand, the inflow of 
labour from southern Europe has led to increased investments of 
British and American capital. 

The direct relation between labour and capital movements 
which lies in the fact that immigrants bring some capital with 
them needs no special discussion. In 1892 the amount per immi
grant to New York was $20. Nowadays it is probably much 
larger. On the other hand, immigrants' remittances constitute 
an export of capital of surprising dimensions. In 1923 they were 
estimated at $350,000,000 in the American balance of payments. 

In all such cases of interrelated factor movements it is obvious 
that a check on one tends to check the others. If immigration 
into Australia is restricted, the inflow of capital will be reduced. 
A falling off in European investments in South America would 
retard economic progress and diminish immigration. Similarly, 
restrictions on the English export of capital to the dominions 
would narrow the field for English emigrants in the dominions. 

Obstacles to capital or labour .movement need ~ot of course 
prevent them, but may only divert them in other directions. Im
migration restrictions in the United States have increased the 
1l0w of European labour to South America, a fact which has prob
ably stimulated investments there both of European and Ameri
can capital. 

I The relative supply of nature on the one hand, IUld capitailUld labour on the 
other, being very different in the countries concerned. 
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'j That capital flows out when labour is not allowed to flow in, is 
particularly interesting. Such phenomena occur when capital and 
labour move in opposite directions 1 and when such movements 
to a large extent complement each other. Consider two countries 
only, of which A has a rich supply of capital and B of labour. 
Either A may lend to B, or B may send labour to A, or each may 
send a little to the other. The situation will of course be very dif
ferent if many of the mobile factors are gathered in A from what 
it is if they move to B. But in any case wages and interest rates 
may be so nearly equalised that no further movements occur. 

The character of the supply of natural resources and technical 
labour and the social conditions of production will affect the out
come, as will, of course, the transfer relations 2 of commodities. 
All these circumstances influence factor prices, and through them 
the differences in interest and wage rates which, given a certain 
degree of mobility, govern the extent of the labour movement in 
one way and the capital movement in the other. If these circum
stances alter, the margin between interest rates may rise and that 
between wage rates fall so much that capital flows to B instead of 
labour to A, or the margin may vary in the opposite way and more 
labour and capital be concentrated in A . 
.J Furthermore, if the international mobility of any factor changes, 
the movements may of course also vary. Greater willingness of 
A's capitalists to invest in B may lead to considerable invest
ments there, and to a reduction in emigration from B to A. On 
the other hand, restrictions on the export of capital from A may 
cause an immigration of labour. 

As regards the movements of differing labour factors note that, 
when the inflow of manufacturing labour is in many ways k.ept 
back in Australia but the immigration of people willing to do farm 
work encouraged, the market for protected Australian manu
factured goods is extended. The scope for a high-wage trade 
union policy for factory labour is widened, while the standard of 
living among farm labourers tends rather to fall. The high price 

1 In these cases the relative supply of capital and labour is very dilIerent in the 
countries concerned and this dilIerence is more important than the dilIerences in 
natural resources. 

I Tariff changes constitute an example, which is discussed in the next section. 
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of factory labour keeps back the expansion of manufacturing in
dustries, and probably reduces the inflow of foreign capital. 

It goes without saying that changes in factor supply - and 
indirectly in transfer relations - following from variations in the 
obstacles to international factor movements affect international 
trade. The character of this influence upon trade varies, of 
course, from case to case; to discover it one must use the theory 
expounded above concerning the relation between "basic" ele
ments and international trade. 

§ 10. Reactions of international factor mO'Vements and trade to 
changed mobility of commodities. Obstacles to international trade 
affect the whole price system, as explained in previous chapters.1 

Factor prices are of course also affected. It is only natural, there- -
fore, that international movements of capital and labour should 
be influenced. They may be checked or changed, or new move
ments may be elicited. 

In many cases an increase in the obstacles to international 
trade by reducing it raises the international differences in factor 
pricesj this tends to stimulate factor movements. Commodity 
and factor movements in such cases are alternative possibilities. 

In other cases increased obstacles, by making trade with cer
tain countries more difficult, render them less suitable for eco
nomic life. The inflow of labour and capital is then reduced. 
Lower obstacles (improved communications in certain countries) 
may make them more suitable for all sorts of industry and in
crease the inflow of labour and capital. Observe that it is only the 
scales of relative factor prices which are made more nearly equal 
through increased trade when obstacles are reduced. This does 
not necessarily mean that the difference between the price of each ..I 

factor in different countries is reduced; for some factors it may be 
increased. Higher productivity may tend to raise all incomes in 
terms of goods much more in one country than in another coun
try. Assume labour in the former to be relatively scarce and 
wages higher than in the latter. A reduction of the scarcity of 
labour relative to that of land in the former country does not pre
vent wages from rising in terms of goods more than in the latter 

I Particularly Chapters XIn and XVI. 
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country. The increased relative scarcity of labour and the tend
ency to higher income levels in the latter may not suffice to raise 
wages there in absolute terms as much as does the strong tendency 
to higher income levels in the other country, in spite of the coun
teracting tendency of reduced relative scarcity of labour. The 
wage difference may thus be increased and a labour flow be called 
forth. 

Such cases are exceptional, albeit of decided importance. They 
can come about only when economic life as a whole is decisively 
affected in some countries but not in others by reduction in the 
obstacles to international trade. 

In the following paragraphs, cases of the former type will first 
be discussed in an attempt to analyse the effects of increased 
obstacles to international trade. Most important of these results 
are restrictions on imports. 

Import duties in country A raise the relative prices of the pro
ductive factors used in great quantities for protected goods. 
These factors are likely to be the ones relatively expensive in A, 
for most of the industries using cheap factors extensively do not 
need protection; 1 such industries are rather to be found among 
the export industries. 

Factor prices abroad tend to move in the opposite direction. 
Unless A forms a large part of the world or of the countries par
ticularly affected, this influence is likely to be small. 

How does this affect factor movements? Naturally, the factors 
of which the scarcity is enhanced in A tend to flow in, while the 
others tend to flow out. As the national income is in most cases 
reduced more in A than elsewhere, the outflow tendency will be 
the stronger one. Starting with labour, let us recall that it is in
terested in real wages. The difference in the standard of living, 
not in nominal wages, is what induces people to move. Will that 
difference be changed? 

If labour 2 is favoured by protection in A, its relative scarcity 
there will be enhanced. But as production is made less effective 

I Unless their transfer relations are very unfavourable. 
I The analysis below should, of course, be in terms of various labour facton to be 

entirely satisfactory. Limitations of space forbid it. 
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it is unlikely that its income in terms of commodities will rise. 
Abroad, the relative scarcity of labour will fall and production 
will become less effective. For both reasons real wages tend to 
fall. In most cases this decline will be slight, and real wages will 
not be considerably raised in A relative to their level in other 
countries. But in exceptional cases this may happen, and if the 
change is decided enough, outflow of labour from A will be re
tarded or inflow stimulated. 

If capital is favoured by protection the rate of interest may rise 
in A while declining abroad. Capital may flow in; possibly the dif
ference in the interest levels is not increased, but only the stream 
of capital widened. In capital-exporting countries the outflow 
may be reduced or stopped. 

But what of the factors which have their relative scarcity re
duced? When labour is favoured, capital and various sorts of 
land are thus affected. Real interest and rent incomes fall in A 
for a double reason: lower rdative scarcity and reduced general 
level of incomes. Abroad, the tendency to increased scarcity is 
met by a tendency to lower total income. If the percentage reduc
tion of total incomes is greater in A than abroad, the interest 
level there may be considerably reduced compared with the level 
elsewhere and capital movements caused or affected in a direc
tion adverse to A. Evidently, whether labour moves in or capital 
out of A - or existing movements are affected in a corresponding 
way - depends upon the special circumstances in each case. 

When capital is favoured, the result is the reverse. There will 
be a tendency toward labour movements from A and perhaps 
capital movements to that country. In general the former tend
ency will be the stronger, but it is quite possible that the mobil
ity conditions and factor prices will be such that a slight stimulus 
makes capital flow in, whereas a stronger stimulus will have no 
influence upon labour. 

Evidently, if the supply of productive factors in a country is to 
be increased by means of a tariff, the latter should be so con
structed as to raise the relative scarcity of the mobile factors, and 
place the burden of reduced scarcity upon the immobile factors, 
e. g. natural resources. 
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Let us say a few words about various types of tariffs from this 
point of view. Duties on agricultural goods in manufacturing 
countries are likely to raise the rent of land and lower the level 
of real wages, for two reasons: the relative scarcity of labour is 
reduced, and the prices of goods which play an important part 
in the workers' budget are raised, compared with other prices. In 
Switzerland the import duties, it is estimated, raised the cost of 
food a few years ago by 12 percent.1 If labour could move freely 
between European countries, the food duties in certain of them 
would drive a part of their population to others which carry on a 
policy of comparatively free trade, e. g. England, Holland, and 
Scandinavia. As a matter of fact the standard of living in the 
latter countries is substantially higher than in the others, and in 
the absence of immigration restrictions the inflow, for instance, of 
Germans into Scandinavia would no doubt be considerable. 

As indicated above,2 manufacturing duties have on the whole 
tended to depress rents, yet have not raised the relative scarcity 
of labour to any considerable extent; but duties levied specially 
on products from industries which use little capital and much 
manual labour might do so. In particular, duties which depress 
rents and favour only a certain kind of labour, e. g. manufactur
ing labour, may raise its income to a marked degree and attract 
labour from abroad. 

We now tum to some cases of the second type, in which re
ducec;l obstacles and increased trade might increase factor price 
differences and where obstacles to trade thus might reduce them. 
New countries sometimes possess improved communications, and 
extended trade would make them suitable for many industries 
which have not existed there before and would if established tend 
to create an influx of mobile factors. Tariffs and other obstacles 
to trade work in the opposite direction. 

To this reasoning it may be objected that import duties check 
only the inward movements of goods, and therefore do not make 
the protected countries less suitable for production as would in-

I Reichlin, "Die Zollbelastung der Schweitzerischen Lebenshaltungskost.en," 
Zeilschrif' fUr SClrweilZmsCM Slalistik "nil V olkswirlschafl (1925). 

I Chapter XVI, § 4. 
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ferior communications. As a matter of fact, such duties indirectly 
serve also as obstacles to export trade. The analogy to inferior 
communications, while far from complete, is therefore in most 
cases close enough to warrant expectation of similar effects. If 
that be so, the differences in the price of the mobile factors (labour 
and capital) in Europe and the New World are reduced by the 
duties. This may be the case in spite of the fact that import 
duties on manufactured goods in new countries raise the scarcity 
of labour and capital relative to that of land, while affecting the 
relative scarcity in old countries in the opposite direction. So far 
as this tendency goes, it will bring about higher wages in the 
transoceanic countries and lower wages in Europe. However, the 
obstacles to trade may substantially reduce the advantages of 
locating industries in certain parts of the new world. In other 
words, the income level may be considerably reduced, often more 
than in the European manufacturing nations. Consequently 
wages need not rise, but may well fall in the transoceanic coun
tries, much more so than in Europe. The tendency towards im
migration from Europe to the former countries is weakened, and 
a tendency in the opposite direction may be evoked. 

The ideas implied above may be expressed in a slightly different 
way. Factories intended to supply a great number of countries 
naturally tend to be placed where cost levels are low. Protection 
tends to raise nominal factor prices, and therefore to repel such 
factories. The demand for the factors in protected countries is 
thus reduced and their prices in terms of goods lowered. This is 
the same as a reduction in the attracting power of such countries 
or of their natural resources. 

The general indication of this analysis is that except in special 
cases protection in a country does not increase the quantity of 
productive factors there. But a tariff policy which consistently 
aimed at increasing the income of the most mobile factor might 
succeed to some extent. One might call this a policy of U attract
ing import duties." 

If the price of an easily mobile factor is already relatively high, 
a slight tendency to raise its scarcity may suffice to cause an in
flow. An import duty on goods which use much of this factor may 
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bring about such a result. Other mobile factors will be cheapened, 
but their prices may have such a relation to prices abroad that an 
outflow is improbable. 

A country with a fairly high rate of interest may raise it further 
by stimulating the expansion of industries using much capital. 
Real wages and rents would fall for a double reason, lower relative 
scarcity and decreased effectiveness of production, but this need 
not lead to emigration. 

The chances of creating an inflow of capital by means of duties 
are, however, increased by a circumstance of a different sort, 
namely the tendency of risk-taking capital to flow into invest
ments which give promise of high profit. Such investments may 
attract foreign capital even if the general interest level is not 
higher here than abroad. 

Import duties are a means of developing chances of profit and 
making them known and attractive to such foreign capitalists as 
have great chances of successfully availing themselves thereof. 
New or higher duties in country A threaten to close its markets 
to foreign manufacturers who have hitherto exported there. 
Rather than lose this market and the resultant profit, these pro
ducers in many cases establish branch factories in A, using capital 
and technical labour of their own for building and operation. 

Recent economic history abounds in examples. In 1922 Canada 
had more than 700 American companies, of which, no doubt, a 
large 'part owed their existence to the Canadian tariff; American 
motor-car factories in Canada are important. The British prefer
ential tariff policy and the wage level in Canada, lower than that 
in the United States, have also stimulated this development. 
Swedish ball-bearing factories are to be found in many countries 
only because of their tariffs. Swiss and British textile plants have 
been erected in Australia for similar reasons. Other obstacles to 
international trade than duties, e. g. the "buy-British-goods" 
movement, may bring about the same result in important free
trade markets like Great Britain's; but there can be no doubt that 
import duties strengthen the tendency. 

It must not be assumed, however, that this inflow of foreign 
capital and technical labour means a net increase. We must recall 
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the previous conclusions as to the effects of duties. The outcome 
is the combined result of all the various tendencies. In the case 
of Canada, for instance, the utilisation of many natural resources 
and productive possibilities has been made less remunerative ow
ing to increased nominal wages and other cost items. The prog
ress of the Canadian West has almost certainly been hampered; 
how much foreign capital and technical labour would have flowed 
into investments made unattractive by the tariff it is impossible 
to say - it may be either more or less than what has been at
tracted by the tariff. Real wages of ordinary labour have no 
doubt been reduced and possibly immigration has been retarded 
thereby. If that is so, the demand for capital has been reduced 
and the influx of it from abroad probably lessened. This tendency 
is to be weighed against the others. The possibility is, however, 
not to be denied a priori that the supply of foreign capital and -
technique in Canada has been increased by protection. This may 
have happened in other countries also. It seems most unlikely, 
however, that any of the European nations, where conditions are 
so different from those in Canada, have brought about such a re
sult by their tariff policy. 

It goes without saying that export duties and other export re
'Strictions may serve a purpose similar to that of import duties. As 
a matter of fact, they have, much more than import duties, been 
imposed with this aim in mind. Legislation in some Canadian 
provinces in the last years of the nineteenth century prohibited 
the export of pulp wood from CroWD lands. Some people think. 
that this had an influence in bringing pulp and paper mills to 
Canada. Export duties on hydro-electric power have been im
posed to make the localisation of factories on the Canadian side 
'Of the border more favourable than on the American side. 

Another case of export restrictions is offered by the Brazilian 
state Minas Geraes, which prohibited the export of high-grade 
iron ore. In spite of the fact that there is no coal and that the 
mines are situated two hundred miles from the shore, Americans 
have invested some $200,000,000 in the iron industry in this state, 
which uses technique and coal from the United States and pro
(}uces annually I50,000 tons of rolled iron. Part of this iron is 
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exported to pay for the import of 600,000 tons of American coal. 
Freight rates are fairly cheap, as carriers sail southward with coal 
and northward with ore. It seems probable that this development 
has been decisively influenced by the export prohibition. 

In the previous reasoning as to the practical possibilities of 
"attracting" duties, nothing has been said about the "educating" 
effect of protection. Successful education of new industries
through the creation of a domestic supply of certain grades of 
labour - may raise the general level of incomes and the incomes 
of certain factors in the protected country relative to their re
wards in other countries. This may lead to an inflow of capital or 
labour or both. In Canada both the natural resources and the 
transfer relations 1 are good from the point of view of many in
dustries, and the chances of successful education have therefore 
been greater than in most other countries. 

In this connection it should be pointed out that educating 
duties may be successful even if the methods of production are 
not improved. New and scantily populated countries suffer so 
from long distances to supplies and markets that many industries 
are economically impossible to maintain. If, however, a sufficient 
quantity of people and capital could be gathered there, - a cer
tain combination of productive enterprises established, - eco
nomic life might be effective and real wages high. These indus
tries are sources of supplies and markets for one another. A 
develo,pment of this kind, temporarily uneconomical, might be 
brought about by speculative railway building. Another way of 
stimulating it would be to further some industries by means of 

. protection. One or two isolated industries cannot be made profit
able without protection. The latter may cause a combination of 
them, able to stand on its own legs once it has been firmly estab
lished. Such chances are increased if the tariff raises interest rates 
and real wages at the expense of rents, and thereby causes an in
flow of capital and labour. 

So far we have assumed the effects of import duties in one coun
tly, on conditions and prices abroad, to be slight. In exceptional 

I There is plenty of water power, forests, and iron ore. Cheap coal may be o~ 
tamed from Pennsylvania and Nova Scotia. 
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cases the effects may be very considerable in countries having inti
mate trade relations with the one imposing the tariff. From 1876 
sugar has been admitted free of duty into the United States from 
the Hawaiian Islands. Production has expanded from 11,000 tons 
to about 800,000 tons (in 1925). Immigration increased rapidly, 
both of unskilled labour and white skilled labour. Much capital 
has also been imported and invested in irrigation arrangements. 
The development has been similar in Cuba, which country ex
ports chiefly sugar to the United States. This export increased 
greatly since the creation of the partly reciprocal tariff with the 
United States, which permits the import of Cuban sugar at a 
much lower duty than that on sugar from other countries. There 
can be little doubt that the expansion in the Cuban sugar in
dustry is partly due to this preferential position; it has become 
possible through a considerable inflow of American capital and 
technical labour, which is thus partly the result of the tariff. 
Immigration of ordinary labour also seems to have been stimu
lated. The number of immigrants was 38,000 in the years 1909-
13, and 84,000 in the years 1920-24. A substantial increase in 
the American duty on Cuban sugar 1 would give economic life 
in Cuba a setback, and would reduce the immigration of capital 
and labour. This is a case of the second type, where reduced 
mobility of commodities tends to reduce the movements of 
capital and labour. 

A similar case is to be found in the position of Ireland in the 
middle of the last century. The reciprocal tariff with Great 
Britain, with its high protection of food, stimulated the expansion 
of agriculture in Ireland and led to an enormous increase of popu
lation in the first half of the century. When the Com Law was 
repealed in 1846 food prices fell, and the scarcity of land and agri~ 
cultural labour was thereby reduced. For Ireland this was disas
trous. The reduction in incomes fell chiefly upon the small tenant
farmers, who had to pay their rents to the landlords according to 
old contracts. The inevitable result was poverty and misery, 
further increased when the potato crop failed. Thus the sudden 

I Such aD incnase has been decided upon by the House of Representatives in 
1929. but Dot accepted by the Senate. 
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surge of emigration, which in six years reduced the Irish population 
by 20 percent, was partly the result of the British free-trade policy. 

§ II. Labour movements change the quality of labour.1 A not 
unimportant aspect of the effects of international labour move
ments is the fact that the status of the immigrant often turns 
out after a time to be different from that of the emigrant, 
even though the same individual is concerned. The immigrant's 
efforts to adapt himself to new conditions exercise an educating 
influence. Besides, the energetic spirit and dash, especially a 
characteristic of the United States, seize him. For these and 

;other reasons the immigrant after a year or two often proves to 
be a more efficient worker than he was at home. 

This is one reason why international labour movements in-
j crease the volume of world production, and why they fail to bring 

wage levels in immigrant and emigrant countries closer together. 
They also tend to keep international trade at a higher level of 
volume than it would be if the character of labour did not change 
after migration. 

From a long time point of view it is still more evident that inter
national migrations in many cases lead to changes in the grades 
of labour. Man is affected by his environment, particularly by 
climate, which to some extent makes him what he is. This is true 
not only of individuals who emigrate to countries with a climate 
to which they are not at ;all adapted - as, for instance, when 
white men settle in the tropics. It is true also of the various 
races and their attitude toward labour. Comparing the north and 
south of Europe, it is hard to believe that the climate in Greece 
and Spain does not contribute to the poor man's pleasure in doing 
nothing, which a poor man in the cold north would not share in 
the slightest. Such things may have much to do with the Nordic 
peoples' greater willingness to face hard work; in short, climatic 

.J conditions may affect the efficiency of labour considerably. 

1 The remainder of this chapter deals with some sides of the effects of inte~·. 
tional factor movements on factor supply and prices without pursuing the analysis, 
to the reactions of trade thereto. The reader can easily do that for himself. Besid~j 
the effects of such movements on economic conditions in general deserve attentiOl§j 
for their own sake in a treatise on trade as the movements may be the consequence 1 ... 
trade variations as explained in § 10.:.~ 
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Another fact which makes labour change its quality when it 
moves is the influence of the higher standard of living in the im
migrant countries. A high standard reacts favourably upon the 
intensity with which a man is able to work. Most nations in 
Europe are still so poor that a rise in their standard of living would 
mean an important increase in their productive capacity. Modem 
research indicates that the influence of food and housing accom
modations on health and strength is still greater than has been 
thought. A characteristic example which permits no uncertainty 
as to its implications is the substantial decrease in efficiency of 

> 

manual labourers in Germany in 1923, when inflation· and the 
consequent low real wage forced them to subsist on the minimum 
necessary to existence; it was followed by a significant improve
ment when a rise in real wages had taken place. Certainly poorly 
paid Europeans who emigrate to high real wage countries cannot 
fail to increase their efficiency. 

The individuals who stay at home are also affected by migration. -J 

So far as their standard of living is raised, the quality of their 
labour may also improve. The possible reduction in the standard, 
compared with what it would be without migration, in the receiv
ing countries will, on the other hand, not affect efficiency so 
much, since the workers there are in most cases on a standard of 
living so high that minor changes do not alter their usefulness. 

§ 12. Reactions of domestic factor supply. Not only the quality 
but also the quantity of domestic factors is affected by international 
movements of capital and labour. 'Let us look first at labour. 

In the enllgrant countries the way is made clear for an increase 
in births. Besides, the death rate may fall if the standard of living 
is raised. On the other hand, it is quite possible that a higher 
standard of living reduces the birth rate; besides, emigrants as a 
rule are of reproductive ages, so emigration tends to reduce the 
birth rate. Such effects were apparent in Ireland in the last half 
of the nineteenth century, as already mentioned, where the excess 
of births over deaths disappeared for a long peroid. 

Emigration of technical labour leads in many cases to education 
and training of a greater number, and reduction of the supply is 
thus avoided. 
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In immigrant countries the inflow of technical labour - as a 
rule accompanied by capital- hastens industrial development 
and is therefore likely to increase rather than to decrease the do
mestic education and training of such labour. How far the 
domestic increase in population through excess of births over 
deaths is affected by immigration is, of course, impossible to say. 
Some people in the United States seem to think that population 
in that country has not been increased by immigration, the idea 
being that the do~estic increase has fallen off by the full number 
of the immigrants. This opinion can hardly be tenable. In 1920 

one third of the population were descendants of people living in 
the United States a hundred years earlier, one third had Ameri
can-born parents but were descendants of people immigrating 
after 1820, the rest were foreign born or had one or two foreign
born parents. These facts support the impression that the popula
tion would now be much smaller but for the inflow from other 
countries. But it is not improbable that if immigration had been 
stopped, say at the Iniddle of the last century, the increase of 
births over deaths would have been greater than it has proved 
to be. 

Shnilar considerations apply to the influence of international 
capital movements upon savings. The British export of capital 
has tended to keep up the rate of interest. In view of the fact that 
a large part of the savings come from interest incomes, it seexns 
a1mo~t certain that savings have been increased thereby. On the 
other hand, the reduction in rents of farm land may have reduced 
the savings of landlords. However, the development of manu
facturing industries partly due to the export of capital, which 
opened up markets in transoceanic countries, has raised urban 
rents, and savings from them. All in all, the supply of capital 
,must have been increased. 
1 If the exported capital is of the more active type, the increased 
saving of passive capital may fail to offer an adequate substitute. 
One !night describe this also by saying that the supply of "initia
tive" is reduced. This may have been the case in France before 
the War. 

In borrowing countries the rate of interest is moved downwards, 
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a fact which probably tends to reduce savings. On the other 
hand, the economic development may be so much stimulated 
that the ability to save is increased. 

The outcome is evidently uncertain, as the strength of counter
acting tendencies is unknown even when only the most direct 
effects are considered. When the indirect consequences, which 
may in the long run be decisive, are taken into account, it becomes 
still more hopeless to attempt a description of how factor supply 
reacts. Emigration and capital export from Great Britain have 
played a vital part in the economic development of countries 
which are now supplying Great Britain and other countries with 
food and are buying its manufactures. Without this, the growth 
of British industry, indeed the growth of its population to its 
present figure, would have been impossible. 

It is only when speaking of fairly small movements of labour 
and capital aIid of effects during a comparatively brief period that 
one can say anything with certainty about the reactions of the 
domestic factor supply and the effects thereof upon international 
trade. 

§ 13. Some special aspects. In speaking here of the effects of 
international factor movements, e. g. on factor prices, we have 
been careful to describe them as tendencies to price changes in one 
direction or another. It goes without saying that other tendencies 
may operate, and the development be correspondingly difIerent. 
International migration, for instance, from A to B may fail to re
duce the wage difIerence if the tendency of wages to rise for do
mestic reasons is stronger in B than in A. Although such com
parisons of standards of living are, for the reasons mentioned 
above, unsatisfactory, there is some truth in the statement that 
the difference between the American and British level of real 
wages is greater now than fifty years ago. Yet there can be no 
doubt that emigration from Great Britain has raised wages there, 
while immigration into the United States has tended to reduce 
American wages.! 

1 In the first half of the last century external economies of an sorts may have 
counted for so much that immigration raised the wage level. But it does not seem 
likely that this has continued up to and since the War. 
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Another qualification to the reasoning on the influence on 
wages and interest rates is that the immediate effects within a 
certain limited field may be much more considerable than later 
on, when spread over a wider area. Incessant immigration has 
kept the wages of unskilled manufacturing labour in the eastern 
cities of the United States on a relatively low level for long 
periods. Similarly, an influx of capital may substantially increase 
the amount of fluid capital, particularly that available for definite 
purposes. For the time being the rate of interest charged for such 
capital may drop considerably. The influence of such phenomena 
on industry and international trade is, however, in most cases 
fairly slight. Among important examples are the dependence of 
the American iron and steel industry and beet growing industry -
both requiring much unskilled labour - upon newly arrived im
migrants, who during their first years here work for lower wages 
than they will later when able to compete effectively for better
paid jobs. 

To a large extent the analysis above has a static character: 
various situations at different dates after a change has occurred 
are compared. Such an investigation can only serve as an intro
duction to a more dynamic study of the process of change, the 
order of events, the speed of the different reactions. But a study of 
this sort requires consideration of the factual circumstances in 
concrete cases and is, therefore, monographic rather than general. 



PART V 

THE MECHANISM OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
VARIATIONS AND CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 



CHAPTER XVIII 

EQUILIBRIUM IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

§ I. The governing elements. The price system under simple 
assumptions has been illustrated above by means of a group of 
equations. Later, certain aspects of the character of the price re
latio,ns have been specially dwelt upon. In this price system the 
foreign exchange rates are prices like all others.' To each position 
of other prices corresponds - in a state of equilibrium - a 
definite position of these rates, i.e. of the prices of each currency 
in terms of other currencies. 

It has been stressed several times above that any change in the 
basic elements of pricing may cause variation in any price; con
sequently the foreign exchange rates may vary because of such 
changes. There seems no need of a special foreign exchange 
theory to explain how these rates are governed .. An investigation 
into the changes of the price system, when the basic circumstances 
vary, will throw light upon this as upon other price reactions. In 
other words, the foreign exchange rates are determined by the 
conditions of demand, supply, and transfer relations of goods and 
places (it was found convenient to group together the basic ele
ments under these three headings), just as other prices are. The 
foreign exchange theory is as much a part of the general price 
theory as, for example, the theory of wages. It means simply that 
in an analysis of variations in the whole price system attention is 
concentrated on demand and supply in the foreign exchange 
market. 

One of the principles underlying this price system is that during 
a period of time there must always be a balance of buying power, 
due to income or to credit transactions, and expenditure for each 
individual and for arbitrary groups of individuals. Hence, it 
would seem that in the absence of lending or borrowing for any 
region or country imports of goods and services should exactly 
balance exports. 
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Individuals may acquire buying power in terms of money in 
two other ways than by earning or borrowing it. In the course 
of the process of production a part of the capital, which has 
been invested, is made "free," i. e.liquid. This is a normal and 
important source of buying power. (The term "invested" is 
here used in a wide sense. Every sale of a commodity means 
that the monetary capital, invested in that commodity, is made 
liquid.) Secondly, one may create or destroy means of payments 
accepted as such by other individuals, and may thus create new 
buying power or extinguish that already existing. If the former 
happens, prices tend to rise, while in the latter case they tend to 
fall.l In the absence of any assumption as to monetary condi
tions, the price system as outlined above evidently determines 
only relative prices of commodities, services, and productive fac
tors. To each position of the sum total of buying power in terms 
of money corresponds, ceteris paribus, a definite position of all 
prices. 

Let us assume that the sum total of all incomes - the amounts 
paid for all the factors of production, including profits, during 
a period of time - is kept constant, and that no new buying . 
power is created by the banks, or existing buying power extin
guished. So long as the quantity of all productive factors does 
not change, it is in a way natural that such a monetary policy 
should be pursued. If prices vary under these conditions it can b, 
said to be due to changes in the basic elements, - technique, de
mand, etc., - and not to monetary policy,2 If, however, the 
quantity of labour and capital changes, a corresponding change 
in the volume of income seems to be called for, if one is to say 
that the price development is unaffected by variations. in mone- . 
tary policy. The aggregate of money incomes in a period of time 
is not to be kept constant. If the quantity of factors has in- : 
creased, this aggregate should be increased by as much as the 
income of the new factors, and vice versa when the factor supply" 

1 Unless the habits of payment vary and more or less means of payment are , 
needed for that reason. . ~ 

s It would carry me too far to expound the monetary theory underlying ~. 
and other statements. In brief, it is a neo-WickseU theory infiuenced by Lind4 
(Ptlnningpolitikens medel, Stockholm, 1930). and Keynes. . 
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has been reduced. l So long as such a policy is pursued, all price 
variations are due to changes in the basic elements, grouped to
gether under the three headings above. So far as the monetary 
policy deviates from the principle just touched upon, corre
sponding price changes may be regarded as due to the monetary 
policy.2 

Now consider the fact that individuals may acquire buying 
power by borrowing, and reduce it by lending. A borrowing in
dividual or group of individuals may buy for more than their 
incomes and the flow of liquid capital, while they buy for less if 
they are lending; hence, for a country, international capital 
transactions disturb the balance between imports and exports.3 

Between them arises a difference equal to the amount of capital 
transferred during the period. 

The transfer of credit and buying power from one individual 
to another and from one place to another cannot but affect the 
price system. Other goods will be demanded, and at different 
places. The relative scarcity of productive factors and goods will 
be changed, both because of the new character or direction of 
demand and because of its localisation; the latter has an influence 
because of the fact that goods and services cannot without ex
pense be transferred locally; hence to each condition of capital 
transactions between individuals and places corresponds a definite 
j,Osition of the price system. 
, To sum up: the price system is changed when any of the basic 

elements vary, as well as when monetary policy or the transfer 
of capital is changed.4 The problem of pricing from the long time 

1 This may also be expressed by saying that the general price level of productive 
factors should be kept constant, if we are to speak of "neutral" money. The com
modity price level, on the other hand, may well vary. Technical progress, for 
instance, will reduce it. It goes without saying that this definition is conventional; 
it is chosen because it seems practical. 

2 As this distinction serves only as a convenient grouping, there are, of course, 
no real differences of causation. 

3 It should be kept in mind that the so-called "invisible" exports are included, 
Interest payments are due to the rendering abroad of the service of "waiting," and 
are classed with the payment of commissions for sundry services, freight charges for 
transportation services, etc. 

4 Keynes (A Treatise on Money, Chapter xxi) seems to think that there are only 
two reasons for changes in the system, namely in capital movements and in the 
relation between the price levels of various countries; the latter amounts to the 
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point of view is to discover how the new equilibrium of the price 
system differs from the previous one when one or several of such 
changes have occurred. 

For the sake of clarity we shall here define certain terms to be 
used below. The meaning of "aggregate of money incomes" 1 in 
a country has already been partly explained; it is the sum total 
paid to the owners of the productive factors during a given period, 
to which is added the sum of profits; patent rights, monopoly 
rights, etc., are for the purpose of this analysis, wherein they play 
no special part, dealt with as ownership of physical factors. The 
term "buying power," and the synonym "purchasing power," 
when used with reference to a country, means the aggregate of 
money incomes and the flow of liquid capital during a certain 
period of time,2 increased by (1) the income drawn from the own
ership in productive factors abroad, (2) new borrowings abroad, 
and (3) credit inflation; and reduced by (1) the incomes which 
people living abroad draw from productive factors in this coun
try, (2) new lendings to other countries, and 6) credit deflation. 
It goes without saying that changes in international capital 
transactions and in credit policy affect the aggregate of money 
incomes at some later date, and affect one another mutually. 
This does not impair the distinction made. 

Buying power is partly that of consumers, partly that of 
traders - both merchants and producers. The latter is used for 
investment, not consumption, and corresponds to savings plus 
the other "free" capital, if elements (2) and 6) are non-existent 

same as inflation or deflation, which is not parallel in all countries and thus covers 
a part of the phenomena which I discuss as changes in monetary policy. Why 
should one ignore the fact that such changes may affect the quantities of imported 
or exported goods as quickly as or quicker than their prices, and not tbese quan
tities only Ilia the prices? And why leave out of account changes in the basic 
elements or study their effects in terms of price level variations? 

1 Cf. Bastable, "Some Applications of the Theory of International Trade," Qt#w
lerly Journal oj BcotW11luS (1889). It is a pity that Bastable did not pursue this line 
of analysis further. I am convinced - and hope that this volume demonstrates
that the concept" aggregate of money incomes" is more useful than those used in its 
place: "The height of money wages" (Taussig), "The rate of efficiency earnings" 
(Keynes), etc. 

• The part of the flow of incomes which is saved and thus becomes liquid capital 
must not, of course, be counted twice. 
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and if consumers who buy durable capital goods, e. g. new houses, 
are regarded as traders. •• The volume of industrial transactions" 
is the sum of all dealings in commodities and services during a 
stated period. Unless the volume of credit changes it is, of 
course, equal to Ubuying power." A reduction of the aggregate 
of money incomes leads directly to an equivalent reduction of 
the total of industrial transactions, but indirectly to a much 
greater reduction of this total; for the people who sell less are 
able in their turn to buy for a smaller amount of money. If a 
new eqUilibrium has been reached after a certain deflation of 
incomes the total of industrial transactions will have been re
duced in the same proportions: As to changes in buying power 
and industrial transactions in the case of changes in international 
capital movements, see the following chapters. 

U Volume of credit" is taken to mean the quantity of means of 
payment at a given date. Changes in credit volume signify and 
cause indirectly changes in buying power and industrial trans
actions, and also cause variations in the aggregate of money 
mcome. 

The volume of credit multiplied by its velocity during a 
definite period is equal to Utotal circulation." Each individual 
has had command over a certain sum of money and has used it 
to buy commodities, services, real estate, bonds and stocks, etc. 
The total circulation thus embraces all transactions in commod
ities, titles of wealth, and productive factors in any country.1 
Inflation increases buying power directly as well as indirectly. 
Foreign loans increase buying power but need not increase the 
credit volume, for example, if the loans are used to buy foreign 
goods . 

. § 2. The foreign exchange problem from a long-lime and short
lime poin' of view under a gold standard rlgime. The price sys-

I Keynes distinguishes between" industrial" and "financial" circulation. See his 
.A Tr,aIis. l1li MtIMy (chapter xv). My concepts "buying power" and "industrial 
transactions" refer to the same field of economic activity as his "industrial c:in:u1a
tion." The uncertainty, under given circumstances, as to how much of the effects 
of changes in the volume and use of cmlit will concern this activity and how much 
the financial transactions, is a source of many theoretical difliculties. Cf. the end 
of §4below. 
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tem does not vary without friction. The equilibrium position 
toward which it tends is never completely realised, and new 
changes in demand, supply, transfer conditions, monetary policy, 
and transfer of purchasing power require time before the full 
effects are worked out. Soon after a change in demand, for in
stance, the price situation is different from what it would become 
a year later if no new changes occurred in the meantime, and quite 
different from what it tends to become in the long run. Changes 
in basic circumstances and in monetary policy and transfer of 
capital give rise to a number of counteracting tendencies. To dis
entangle the net result at various. stages is a difficult process, and 
one impossible to complete. 

Some of these tendencies most directly affect foreign exchange 
rates. This is true above all of the international transfers of buy
ing power which directly involve changes in supply and demand 
in the foreign exchange market. That market therefore lies at 
the heart of an analysis of their effects. Now, such international 
transfers of capital, more or less temporary in nature, generally 
occur - thanks to the slowness of other reactions - in the case 
of substantial variations in the basic circumstances. For this 
reason a study of the process 1 by which the price system varies 
must give special attention to the foreign exchange market. It is 
all the more necessary to do so in an analysis particularly con
cerned with changes in the price system which involve sub
stantial alterations in international trade and therefore directly 
affect the demand for and supply of foreign exchange. 

The outcome of variations in basic circumstances and in capital 
transfers is necessarily dependent upon the reactions of monetary 
policy. If such variations are associated with a policy of inflation, 
not only the ultimate result but the process of development as 
well will be quite different from what they prove to be when the 
same variations are accompanied by deflating monetary measures. 
The organisation of monetary systems and the traditional rules of 
policy are therefore fundamental in variations of the price system. 

1 A more "dynamic" analysis than the introductory remarks in I I, which are 
more "static." Throughout I have tried to maintain as much as possible of "equi
librium analysis" as a basis for or rather introduction to the "process analysis." 
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The most important case under present-day conditions is that 
where the monetary systems are built upon a gold standard or 
gold exchange standard. One result is that foreign exchange 
rates vary only slightly. The long-time problem thus becomes: 
How does the price system change under varying conditions when 
the foreign exchange rate is kept almost fixed? The chapters 
which follow are chiefly a discussion of this problem. 

From a short-time point of view the problem becomes: How is 
the equilibrium on the foreign exchange market maintained by 
means of almost constant foreign exchange rates in a world full of 
vari~tions? We now proceed to a consideration of this question. 

§ 3. The interrelations of various elements in the balance of pay
ments. The balance of payments embraces all the international 
transactions that must be settled during a definite period, usu
ally one year.1 There is a multitude of them, of different kinds, 
as a glance at the United States' balance of payments on the fol
lowing page suffices to show. It is worth noting that long-term 
capital movements are considerable in both directions, which 
proves that other circumstances than interest differences exercise 
a considerable influence on these movements. While in 1928 the 
United States made new investments abroad on a large scale, 
$2,070,000,000, other countries invested $1,7°4,000,000 in the 
United States. ' 

The various entries may be grouped as follows: 

A. Balance of trade and services 
1. Visible items (Commodity trade) 
2. Invisible items (Services, speculative gains and losses, 

interest payments) 
B. Balance qf capital transactions 

1. Long-term loans, regular business credits, immigrants' 
remittances, etc. 

2. Short-term transactions (largely by professional dealers) 
C. Gold movements 

I It is to be sharply distinguished from the balance of international indebtednesa 
III • ,erlai" dat,. 

I Instead of grouping the items with ~gard to theirf_ ODe might choose to COil
aider the oi", of the transactions. . 
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For reasons analysed below it is best to separate gold move
ments.£iom other commodity transactions. B2, and to some ex
tent C, are chiefly balancing elements which change as soon as 
changes in the other items occur. The way in which this balanc-

UNITED STATES BALANCE 0., PAYllENTS, 1928 

(Millions of dollars) I 

Commodity T,ade 

1928 
Merchandise imports ......... 4,091 Merchandise exports .......... 5,129 
Purchases of coal and oil bunkers 

abroad........ ............ 25 

Imports of silver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
Miscellaneous items and adjust-

ments for smuggled goods, bad 
debts, etc. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.l 

Freights paid to foreigners on 
imports. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227 

Insurance payments abroad ... 70 
Expenditures abroad of travellers 

from United States ......... 782 
Immigrants' remittances abroad 217 

Payments on foreign long-term 
investments in United States 252 

Payments on foreign short-term 
investments in United States 107 

Government payments abroad, 
etc. ........................ HO 

Charitable and missionary con-
tributions abroad. . . . . . . . . . . 52 

Royalty payments on foreign 
cinema films ............... 6 

Otheritems ................. 53 

Sales of coal and oil bunkers . . . 50 

Exports of silver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 
Miscellaneous items and adjust-

ments for bad debts, etc. .... 68 

Freights received on exports ..• 

Insurance receipts ........... . 
Expenditures of foreign visitors 

in United States .......... . 
Amounts brought in by immi-

grants ................... . 
Receipts from long-term invest-

ments abroad ............. . 
Receipts from short-term invest-

ments abroad ............. . 
Government receipts OD account 

of war debts .............. . 
Other GOvernment receipts ... . 

Cinema film royalty receipts ... 

Other items 

143 

80 

168 

28 

65 

210 

53 

70 

135 

Gold M OIIetMnJ.s 

Imports..................... 1(1) Exports..................... 561 
Releases from earmarked accounts 188 Earmarkings on foreign account 68 

357 62 9 

• The Denartment of Commerce Renort. 1929. 
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Cllpital MU/lemenls 
New United State. investment. New foreign investments in 

abroad .................... 2,070 United States .............. 1,704 
Purchasea of United Statea Ie- Sales of foreign securities, etc., 

curitiea held abroad ........ 1,153 held in United States ....... 492 
Redemption and linking fund Redemption and sinking fund 

payments ................. 70 receipts ................... 361 
Decrease in foreign-owned bank 

balancea, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226 

3,510 .1,557 

Bala"" dIU 10 ",,,,s lind 
omissWm .. . • • • . . . . . . . . 40 

10,280 10,280 

ing influence of changes in the liquid resources and gold reserves 
is exercised will be discussed below. Considerable variations in 
commodity, service, and long-term capital transactions,· how
ever, ultimately call for other balancing adjustments than those 
under Bz and C. Floating balances and gold reserves can be 
used only temporarily, and must as a rule be restored to the size 
found suitable for temporary equalising transactions. 

As to the more permanent readjustments there is a fundamental 
difference between A I and A 2 on the one hand and BI on the 
other. Whether the original change falls under A or BI, the read
justment with few exceptions involves a balancing change in the 
commodity and service transactions, principally the former.' In 
other words, commodity trade adjusts itself to variations in the 
long-time capital movements, but the latter do not as a rule ad
just themselves to trade variations. International capital move-

I The short-time capital movements and gold movements may also provide the 
original disturbance instead of exercising a stabilising effect, and call for readjust
ments in the other items. Post-war history offers interesting examples, like the 
"Bight from the franc," which meant the piling up of enormous Boating balances 
chiefly in London and New York. The gold imports by the Banque de France in 
1928 and 1929 form another example. Short-term lending by London and the re
moval of French balances brought the sterling exchange to below par in the first 
eight months of 1929, when all other items were better than in 1928, at which time 
sterling was high. It was cheaper to borrow in London than in other financ:ifJ 
centres, but more remunerati"e to invest elsewhere. 

a In this respect A I holds a position simi1ar to that of BI. Of course certain ele
ments in the balance of trade (A I) are more elastic than others. Not only is the ela5-
tieity of consumers' demand relevant, but the size of stocks and other factors also. 
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nients of this sort are due to differences in long-term interest 
i rates and other comparatively permanent circumstances, and 

these circumstances are not often much affected by changes in 
the volume of imports and exports of goods and services. 

In discussing the relation between capital movements and trade 
it is well to bear in mind that the latter involve variations in im
ports and exports for the reason that capital can only move in the 
form of goods or services. It should also be observed that changes 
in the basic elements of pricing may well at the same time affect 
both trade and capital movements. This may be true, for in
stance, of the discovery of new natural resources, which give rise 
to new industries and enhance the scarcity of capital in the coun
try concerned. In other cases the capital movements are entirely 
unaffected by the basic alterations which create tendencies to 
changed trade. The point is that basic changes which primarily 
affect imports and exports seldom call forth secondary readjust
ments with regard to long-term lending, while the reverse always 
happens. l 

Basic changes which in the first place tend to increase imports 
into a country relative to exports from it are as likely in the long 
run to reduce as t6 increase the long-term lending from this 
country. The change in this sort of capital movement, when it 
occurs, is not in the nature of a readjustment which restores the 
equilibrium temporarily disturbed, but may on the contrary make 
still greater readjustments in the field of trade necessary. 

In brief, primary changes in trade or long-term capital move
Vments, or in both, cause secondary readjustments, chiefly in trade 

and in the short-term capital transactions. The part played of 
gold movements will be touched upon below. 

§ 4. Short-term international capital movements. It is now time 
to consider more attentively the question, how equilibrium on the 

1 It has, of course, happened in exceptional cases that long-term borrowings have 
had the express object of repaying short-term indebtedness incurred because of trade 
variations. But this is certainly an exception to the rule. I fundamentally disagree 
with the following statement by Mr. Keynes: "Historically, the volume of foreign 
investment has tended, I think, to adjust itself - at least to a certain extent - to 
the balance of trade, rather than the other way round." - The Ec_k Jou,Ml 
(1929), p. 6. In my opinion this is true only of temporary, i.e. short-term capital 
transactions; unless "a certain extent" means "a very small extent." 
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foreign exchange market is maintained when the foreign exchange 
rates, which like all other prices have the task of balancing supply 
and demand, are only allowed to vary slightly under a gold or 
gold exchange standard regime. 

First of all, what is the object of dealings in this market? The 
obvious answer is that credit and purchasing power in terms of./ 
one currency are exchanged for purchasing power in terms of 
another. In other words, one sum of money is exchanged for a 
sum of a different sort of money. The bearers or representatives 
of this purchasing power can be of several different kinds. If one 
buys 1,000 pounds sterling, it is usually either a cable transfer, a 
cheque, or a 60 or 90 day draft or remittance. In the first case 
the purchasing power is available at once; in the second, after as 
many days as it takes a letter to reach London; in the last, after 
60 or 90 days. Naturally, the rates quoted for these different 
types of IIforeign exchange" differ, account being taken of the 
interest lost until the cheque or bill can be cashed at its face 
value. The bills are usually drawn on banks or acceptance houses 
or on traders, and accepted by them. The value of such bills 
varies, of course, in accordance with the credit standing of the 
firm responsible for it. It is equally natural that the dealers in 
exchange, in order to cover their expenses, should have a buyer's 
and a seller's quotation, in other words that they should charge a 
fee for the transformation of purchasing power in one currency v 

into purchasing power in terms of another. 
Such fee used to be charged by the banks also when purchasing 

power or credit in one place was exchanged for credit in another '. 
within the same country.l Nowadays the banks in most coun
tries render this service to their customers gratuitously. N ever
theless, this service is essentially the same as that rendered by 
the dealers in foreign exchange. There must be a clearing of trans
fers in different directions by the various banks, ie. transfers to 
and from a place are set off against one another, and it is only the 
difference (if any) that means a real transfer of purchasing power 
or capital and that has to be taken care of in some other way. 

I See AmaunE,1.4 MD1ItWi, ••• (1922), p. 117, and Marsball, MIllleY. Credit Gild 
COIII_" (1923), p. 142. 
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The essential function of the exchanges is not to relate debts payable in 
different currencies, but to relate debts due in different places. And ex
changes are quoted between different places in the same country which use 
the same currency unit.' 

Let us return now to the market for foreign exchanges. 
It is not possible here to describe its organisation in detail. 

We must be content with the barest outline of certain fundamen
tal relations, and will deal only with the cable rate for buyers as 
the most typical rate on the market. It is the price which must 
be paid by anyone who wants instant command over credit in a 
foreign currency. 

Assume some sort of disturbance to occur, by which the de
mand for foreign exchange tends to exceed the supply. In which 
way is the equilibrium between demand and supply maintained? 
What kind of reactions are called forth to guarantee it? 

Naturally, the profound reactions of the price system vary in 
accordance with the character of the original disturbance. The 
case of a reduced foreign demand for our export goods differs 
from the case where the granting of loans to foreigners has sud
denly increased. Certain immediate reactions are, however, 
always similar, and may be described in general terms. Such a 
surface analysis is given in a very brief form below. More search
ing investigation into the special conditions in typical cases is 
reserved for later chapters. 

FiDst of all, a tendency of demand for foreign exchange to ex
ceed supply will raise the rates. They cannot rise much, for the 
countries concerned have gold or gold exchange standard. Let us 
deal below only with the former.2 This fixes par at the relation 
between the contents of pure gold in the currency units, and the 
"gold points" set the limits for possible deviations from par. The 
upper gold point is the quotation of the foreign exchanges at 
which it becomes arbitrary if one buys exchange or exports gold, 
while the lower gold point expresses the rate which makes gold 
import just as advantageous as selling foreign exchange. 

1 Hawtrey, Cu"ency and C,edit (1923), p. lOS. 
t With some slight alterations the analysis in this chapter holds for the case of a 

gold exchange standard also. 
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With this organisation of the monetary system, people as a rule 
do not expect the foreign exchange rate to deviate much from par 
or from some slightly different position which experience shows 
to be a typical average. This expectation makes them willing to 
offer foreign credit for sale when its price is a little higher than 
usual, in order to reap profit from a coming drop in price. On the 
other hand, there is a temptation to buy foreign credit when its 
price is relatively low, so as to profit from its expected rise. Those 
who undertake such deals are almost exclusively the banks and 
the bankers, i.e. the professional dealers in exchange. The most 
important of these transactions are as follows. 

Central and private banks hold demand deposits in financial 
centres, chiefly London and New York. They draw on these ac
counts, and thus increase the supply of foreign exchange when 
the rates are high and a drop is expected, and vice versa. The 
practice of having such floating balances has extended widely 
since the War, particularly among central banks, which find that 
it enables them to reduce the part of their gold reserves in excess 
of legal requirements. In I930 the floating international balances 
in New York were estimated at $3,000,000,000, while the Ameri
can balances of the same type in London and elsewhere were 
estimated at half this figure. Another important form of short
term international capital movements is the variations in the 
holdings of foreign bills. The· banks also resort to borrowing 
and lending abroad to profit from fluctuations in the exchange 
rates. 

The greater the certainty with which future fluctuations can be 
foreseen, the smaller, naturally, the variations necessary to call 
forth such speculative adaptations in supply, and the more stable 
the rates. For this reason seasonal changes in international trade 
cause extremely slight exchange fluctuations. II Industrial coun
tries tend to owe money to agricultural countries in the second 
half of the year, and to repay it in the first half. • •• The seasonal 
transference of short-term credits from one centre to another was 
carried out for a moderate commission." 1 

1 Keynes, A Trod 11ft ]JoMlary Ref- (1923), p. 108. This book contains a 
clarifying analysis of the forward market in foreign exchange. 
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In the case of less regular variations in trade an extra stimulus 
to short-term credit movements usually arises from changes in the 
relation between the interest rates quoted in the money markets 
here and abroad. Tenden~ies towards a negative balance of pay
ments almost always go hand in hand with stringent conditions 
on the money market. This is partly due to the fact that the 
selling of foreign exchange from the sources just mentioned 
draws soine money into the banks; thus part of the existing credit 
is extinguished, and the banks are unwilling to grant it again 
under these conditions. While supply of credit is in this way re
duced, demand is often increased. Consider for instance the case 
of a crop failure. The farmers are unable to save as usual and in
stead have to ask for temporary loans to cover their expenses. 
Inevitably the interest rates on the money market rise, which 
puts an extra premium on the transfer of liquid balances to this 
country, whereby demand and supply on the exchange market 
are equalized. 

A rise in interest rates leads to capital transfers in yet another 
way. International securities, particularly those quoted on the 
leading stock exchanges, tend to become cheaper here for two 
reasons: the higher money rates exercise a direct influence, and it 
becomes more difficult and expensive to hold securities by means 
of borrowed money. Consequently, professional dealers in such 
securities send a part of them abroad, where their quotations have 
not su~ered a corresponding depreciation. These security move
ments are sensitive even to extremely small differences in prices. 
One may well speak of a regular arbitrage at least in the most 
fungible of them. 

These transactions are undertaken almost exclusively by pro
fessional dealers. It is above all their willingness to respond to 
the stimulus of small variations in exchange and interest rates 
which governs the extent of the exchange variations. However, 
merchants also react in a way which exercises a stabilising in
fluence on the foreign exchange market. Bills on 90 days are a 
common way of financing international trade. Exporters draw 
on the foreign importers or on the banks which take their place. 
When the foreign exchange rates rise and monetary conditions in 
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a certain country are tight, then exporters tend to have these bills 
discounted at once in the country on which they are drawn. Im
porters, on the other hand, try to arrange for prolonged credits 
abroad, as it is difficult to find money at home. 

Such are the principal reactions in short-term international 
capital movements which are, as it were, "automatically" elic
ited.1 When the original disturbance is considerable, and lasts 
more than a very brief period, these reactions may prove insuffi
cient to maintain the foreign exchange rates within the gold 
points; or rather they threaten to become insufficient. In such 
cases the central banking authorities find it necessary to resort 
to special measures, above all an increase in the official discount 
rate.- The unfavourable movement of the exchanges, the reduc-

. tion in liquid foreign assets held by the banks, and most of all the 
tightening of the money market, make the need for such a measure 
self-evident, if there are no signs that the situation will normalize 
itself. 

The raising of the discount rate tends to tighten the money 
market still further. If necessary to guarantee correspondence 
between market rates and the discount rate, the central bank may 
sell part of its securities, for example, national state bonds, and 
thereby withdraw funds from the money market. In many cases, 
however, the selling of foreign securities and foreign exChange 
from the reserves of the central bank and the private banks are 
sufficient to tighten the money market. 

The higher discount rate and the generally more restrictive 
policy of the central bank towards the private banks make the 
latter also pursue a more cautious credit policy. Besides, the 
higher rate is felt as a warning by the business world, and a cer
tain reticence colours its activities for the time being, so that the 

I The di1rerence between" barter" and "trade under a money regime," which has 
been so much discussed, seems to be the diflerence between trade with and without 
credit. I fail to see the use of analysing this di1rerence and of demonstrating that it is 
on the whole insignificanL An eumple of unfruitful" Fragestellung." 

• Some central banks make frequent changes in their discount rates. Others, like 
the Banque de France, do it more or less reluctantly and only after stronger indica
tions. In the same way reactions towards an inflow of gold di1rer. The monetary 
system of the United States has been relatively insensitive to gold Sows since the 
War. 
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demand for credit is kept back. Thus in general credit is re
stricted and its volume and velocity declines.1 The demand for 
foreign exchange is reduced, while supply increases. The tend
ency to a rise in the foreign exchange rate is counteracted. 

§ 5. International gold movements. The development of foreign 
exchanges depends, of course, upon the strength of the disturb
ances on the one hand and upon the extent of the short-term 
capital movements, the change in credit policy, and the reactions 
of trade (which will be dealt with below) on the other. It de
pends, in other words, upon the elasticity of supply and demand. 
In general, the more easily floating capital moves to and from a 
financial centre the less need there is of changes in the discount 
rate, and the smaller the variations in the exchange rates caused 
by a disturbance of a given intensity. Note, however, that this 
does not mean that the quotations of, for example, the pound 
sterling or the dollar (the currencies in the leading financial 
centres) vary less than the quotations of other currencies. The 
disturbances in these centres are often more severe than else
where, partly because they serve as bankers and reserves for 
other countries, which shift over the effects of their own dis
turbances to London and New York. 

When the balancing reactions are weak, relative to the original 
disturbance, the foreign exchange rates rise to the upper gold 
point and gold begins to flow out.2 This is an added reason for the 
central bank to restrict its credit policy, for other banks to follow 
suit, and for the business community to take a cautious attitude. 
Thus the efflux of gold both directly increases the credit side in 
the balance of payments and leads to a restriction of credit and 
a rise in the money rates, which in tum stimulates short-term 

I The effect of this change in the credit situation upon the general economic 
situation cannot he described here, as it must rest on a theory of money and dis
count policy, which it would carry us too far even to indicate briefly. 

I Thus, the development depends much upon the willingness of bankers and 
others to speculate through short-term capital transfers. ID this way "psychologi
cal" reactions affect the course of events. But such reactions can have no influence 
unless they lead to changes in capital movements, or affect some other elements in 
the balance of payments. There are .. psychological" reactions behind GIl changes in 
international relations. But this does not mean that there is a need of some "psy
chological theory of foreign exchanges." 
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capital movements. Evidently a reduction of the gold reserve 
affects the situation very much in the same way as a decline 
in the liquid foreign assets of the central bank. These assets 
can at any time be transformed into gold, and really serve the 
same purpose as gold reserves, i.e. the maintenance of the cur
rency in a certain value relation with other currencies. 

How slight is the difference, from the point of view of operation 
of the monetary system, between gold reserves and demand de
posits in foreign financial centres under gold standard, becomes 
evident after a consideration of the so-called" earmarked" gold 
reserves. They consist of gold which a central bank keeps on 
deposit in a financial centre, usually in the Bank of England or 
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. The monetary laws in 
many countries now permit this earmarked gold to be included in 
the gold reserves legally required as note cover. Thus for all prac
tical purposes this gold is the same as gold kept in the cellars of the 
central banks themselves. On the other hand, there is little real 
difference between such gold deposits and ordinary demand de
posits in London or New York, which can be exchanged for gold 
without delay. The gold deposits are sometimes sold to another 
central bank, while still remaining in New York. In other words 
there is a real gold clearing, and gold moves in and out of the gold 
reserves in different monetary systems without being physically 
moved at all. 

In brief, international gold movements are part of the mech
anism of equilibrium in the foreign exchange market. They play 
a ~le similar to that of movements in floating balances, but 
usually come into play at a later stage, as foreign exchange vari
ations within the gold points call forth movements of the latter 
sort but no gold movements.1 

• § 6. The reactions of credil volume and buying power. As already 
indicated, all these measures have a double effect on demand and 
supply in the foreign exchange market. The short-term capital 
transactions directly affect this supply and demand. Indirectly 

, Unless central banks buy gold when its price is so high that they suffer a loss, or 
sell gold when it is quoted below the upper gold point, also at a loss! Both things 
happen now and then. 
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these transactions, and the changes in credit policy which go 
with them, affect other items in the balance of payments through 
their influence on the volume and velocity of credit and on 
buying power. When the banks sell part of their foreign assets 
which they have in reserve, and are paid either in cash or by 
domestic credit, the volume of cash and credit tends of course to 
decline. For the sake of simplicity we may speak. of credit only, 
as there has been practically no gold coin in circulation since the 
War, and the distinction here between notes and demand deposits 
is not important. 

The volume of credit declines also as a result of a more restric
tive credit policy, which is often pursued when the foreign ex
change rates rise even though the upper gold point is not reached. 
Thirdly, the credit restriction and decline in the demand for 
credit which result from an efflux of gold further reduce the 
volume of credit and buying power. 

The inevitable outcome is a fall in demand for goods and serv
ices in general. Imports are reduced, while exporting industries 
which find it difficult to dispose of as much of their goods as 
before try to force their sales abroad at the expense of slightly 
lower prices or increased selling costs. Besides, the rise in the 
foreign exchanges also tends to discourage imports by making 
them more expensive, whereas it serves as an extra stimulus to 
exports. It is improbable, however, that the small variations 
within the gold points will be able to exercise any considerable 
influence in this respect. 

When dealing with the reductions of commodity imports 
through lowered buying power, one should keep in mind the 
distinction between consumers' and traders' purchases. Con
sumers use their income, while traders use their capital or credit. 
Now, a negative tendency in the balance of payments, due for 
instance to a crop failure or a strike, directly reduces the income 
which consumers are able to spend, and their demand is accord
ingly reduced. If the whole of this reduction in demand concerned 
import goods, no negative tendency in the balance of payments 
would arise. There can be little doubt, however, that the com
monest case is that where the reduced buying power at home 
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and the increased buying power in other countries, which results 
from the increased demand for wheat, etc., from these countries, 
does not directly affect the trade enough to avoid a negative tend
ency in the balance of payments. At any rate, it is such cases 
which are analysed here. 

As a result, credit reductions come into play, as explained 
above. Traders find their credit supply reduced,! and are forced 
to cut down their purchases accordingly. They may even re
duce them more, and the "velocity" of the bank deposits at 
their disposal may decline, thereby reducing the buying power 
of other traders. This happens if they find it wise to reduce 
stocks because of difficulty in selling, and thus fail to use their 
money and credit as quickly as usual. On the whole, traders' pur
chases are very sensitive to changes in the credit situation.' As 
practically all dealings in international trade are carried on by 
traders, the volume of imports may be speedily reduced much 
more than the decline in consumers' purchases warrants per St. 
This extraordinary reduction in traders' purchases may mean 
only a postponement to a few months later, when the business 
situation has again become normal and stocks must be replen
ished. In the case of a more prolonged disturbance, on the other 
hand, the restrictions in traders' purchases have time to lower 
consumers' incomes, and thus to make the purchases of the latter 
fall off in a double way, which again reacts on traders'dealings. 

All these shifts in demand cannot but tend to bring about 
changes in production and prices, which differ in accordance with 
the character of the original disturbance. They will be described, 
as well as their reaction on the balance of trade, in the following 
chapters, which deal in some detail with representative cases. It 
is only the most immediate reactions, whereby the equilibrium on 
the foreign exchange market is maintained during a fairly brief 
period, say half a year or so, which are so similar in almost all 
cases that they can be described in the general terms of this chap-

I It is of coune impossible to say how much industrial transactioDS, i. e. pur
chasing or buying power, will feel the credit distinction or to what extent it will 
only restrict the financial transaction. 

• Except in the case of an easing of the credit situation during times of poor 
business. 
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ter. If the disturbance is only temporary, no other and more 
profound readjustments may be required. But if it is a severe and 
prolonged disturbance, for example, a substantial increase in long
term lending during several years, there will be a need of thorough 
readjustments in production and trade, and time enough for many 
secondary effects in this respect to work themselves out. 

To sum up, the rise in foreign exchanges tends, although prob
ably with little effect, to retard imports and stimulate exports. 
Much more important are the international short-term capital 
transactions of various sorts which are brought into play because 
of the chances to gain from a future drop in the foreign exchange 
rates and from international interest differences. When these 
transactions prove insufficient, the upper gold point is reached, 
and gold movements lead to greater interest differences. At the 
same time the risk in exchange speculation is reduced, since the 
rates cannot rise further, and capital movements therefore tend 
to increase. All these reactions involve changes in the volume of 
credit and of buying power, whereby imports are restricted and 
exports to some extent increased. Part of such variations in 
trade result quickly, others slowly. 

§ 7. Criticism of tlte" orthodox "view of the role of gold tno1.'emmts. 
The mechanism outlined above differs in certain respects from 
what has been considered the orthodox view. Above all the inter
national gold movements hold a less central position. Nowadays 
debits and credits are settled by changes in the volume of liquid 
balances in financial centres, and in many cases there is no need of 
foreign exchange variations so pronounced that gold movements 
are possible. It is usually only in the case of marked disturbances, 
when the volume of credit has to be reduced for a long period of 
time, that gold exports occur as a result of the disturbance. This 
holds true at least for most continental central banks in Europe, 
whereas the gold movements to and from the Bank of England are 
frequent and con"siderable.1 The role played in England by 
changes in floating balances, etc., and gold movements together, 
is in other countries played chiefly by the former alone. 

1 This has much to do with the special position of London as the leading financial 
centre and the chief market for newly produced gold. 
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The chief differences between the theory above and the ortho
dox view may be summarised thus: 

(I) In most cases international gold movements are not part 
of the mechanism of equilibrium. 

(2) The change in the volume of credit and purchasing power, 
which in the orthodox view is due to gold movements, is brought 
about, at least to a certain extent, much more quickly in other 
ways - through changes in floating balances and foreign ex- j 

change reserves, etc. There is always a tendency towards an 
original change in purchasing power prior to any gold movement. 

(3) It is uncertain whether and how much gold movements 
affect the credit policy of central banks and are thus responsible 
for secondary changes in purchasing power. The outstanding 
example of a case where extensive gold movements have not 
led to a proportionate increase in the credit structure, and on 
certain occasions have not led to any increase in the industrial 
transactions at all, is the policy of the Federal Reserve System. 

(4) Lastly, when gold moves it is often less as a causa efficiens 
with regard to later changes in the credit policy of central banks, 
than to restore their gold reserves to a percentage which is con
sidered desirable or normal although in excess of the legal mini
mum - this percentage having already been changed through 
changes in the credit volume, which are directly and indirectly 
due to declines or increases of foreign exchange reserves in 
one form or another. It is variation in the total of liquid debits 
and credits which governs credit policy, and it is a matter of 
little consequence whether a part of the other assets - say 
demand deposits in New York - are exchanged for gold, or 
vice versa.l 

A study of the gold movements between the Continental central 
banks before the War suggests that they had little significance for 
changes in credit volumes. Since the War it has become still more 
apparent that they are largely for special purposes, for example, 
the distribution of the new gold from the gold producing countries. 
which proceeds in rather irregular currents. In brief, there is 
relatively little difference between the gold standard and the 

. I a. Viner, CaNada', BalaNC' oj INllrrtalionall1llk61etlNlSI (Cambridge, 1924)' 
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gold exchange standard, so far as the mechanism of equilibrium 
is concerned. 

It goes without saying that the truth of the foregoing descrip
tion 1 does not rest on the correctness of any form of the quantity 
theory of money. To avoid misunderstanding it may also be 
added that when several disturbances occur at the same time and 
affect the balance of payment primarily in opposite ways, the 
mechanism of equilibrium is coloured thereby. For instance, the 
commencement of extensive lendings to foreign countries will not 
cause the above-mentioned reactions, if credit has already been 
severely contracted; the sequence of events is affected. To modify 
the description of the mechanism accordingly, however, offers 
little difficulty in a discussion of such cases. 

1 Similar descriptions have been published by Angell, Feis, Graham, Hawtrey 
Keynes, Viner and others. 



CHAPTER XIX 

THE MECHANISM OF DOMESTIC CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 

§ I. Introduction. In Chapter XVI the movements of productive 
factors in general have been discussed. There, however, only one 
side of international capital movements was touched upon. An
other aspect must be given attention because of the fact that capi
tal moves in the form of goods and services-its movements there
fore assuming changes in international trade. There is nothing 
analogous in the case of labour lllovements. The manner in which 
this adjustment in international trade is brought about is the sub
ject of the follo,wing three chapters, which deal with the mech
anism of the international transfer of capital, not with the effects 
of changed factor supply after the transfer. 

Capital movements, as previously stated, involve (I) the 
monetary transfer of purchasing power, (2) the real transfer of 
commodities and services, and (3) a change in the supply of the 
productive factor called capital which ensues after the transfer in 
the countries concerned; in the importing country such a change 
appears only if the capital is not consumed as it flows in. The 
effects of this change in supply have been analysed in Chapter 
XVII, and we shall discuss here only the way in which the mone
tary and the real transfer is carried out. 

Before undertaking an analysis of international capital move
ments we shall say a few words about domestic capital move-

, ! 

ments.1 Such movements within a country and those across a 
national frontier are really of the same character. Undue atten
tion has often been given to differences in the monetary mechan
ism. To bring out the real nature and essential similarity of all 
interlocal capital movements, whether domestic or international, 

1 Unfortunately, very little is known about the size and importance of capital 
transactions between various parts of the same country. It is not on statistical evi
dence but on other grounds -for example, the rapid economic growth of certain dis
tricts - that one can conclude that they must be important. The following analysis 
cannot, therefore, be supplemented with statistical material. 
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it is advantageous to examine first the former as a basis of com
parison with the latter. A second reason for studying domestic 
movements is that they affect economic conditions in general and 
therefore international trade. Thirdly, this book deals with inter
regional trade, not alone international trade. 

§ 2. A simple case. If A and B are two groups of individuals in 
a small isolated region, and A borrows from B, the transaction is 
likely to involve a change in demand for commodities and services. 
How would B have used this buying power, and how is it used by 
A? Under certain conditions the new direction of demand may 
be so different from the earlier one that prices of commodities and 
productive factors are considerably altered. These effects will be 
similar to those which ensue if no borrowings take place, but 
one group or both of them simply alter their demand. 

Now, suppose that A and B live in two different regions but 
that there are no costs of transport between them; assume further 
that labour is unable to move from one region to another. Under 
these conditions a loan transaction between A and B will have the 
same effects as in the case above. The transfer of purchasing 
power, which may, for instance, take place by means of notes and 
cheques, automatically calls forth a corresponding transfer of 
goods. If the quantity of purchasing power to be used in each 
place is regarded as a magnet attracting commodities and services, 
the capital movement means simply that the system of magnets 
has been readjusted, some being stronger and others weaker than 
before, and that the movements of commodities and services are 
changed accordingly. 

Let us now assume that A and B are two regions, and consider 
the effects upon capital movements of transportation costs be
tween A and B. How is demand affected by a transfer of purchas
ing power from B to A? Of course if A uses its new purchasing 
power to buy the same goods and services as B would otherwise 
have bought, total demand remains as before. In this case, as in 
the preceding one, the adjustment is smooth; the balance of pay
ments between A and B is not disturbed. Assuming that the 
balance of trade has previously been in equilibrium, a deficit now 
arises in A's balance which is equal to the borrowings. The notes 
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or deposit received from B are therefore used to pay for this def
icit. Only under one condition will the situation be temporarily 
disturbed, namely if the banks in A fail to supply the somewhat 
increased quantity of credit required to handle the larger volume 
of goods, and if the banks in B do not restrict their credit supply 
for an analogous reason. 

The assumption made above as to the direction of demand is, 
however, unreal. It is necessary to examine in detail a case 
nearer to reality. Assume, for instance, that E,nglish capitalists 
lend money to Scottish industrial enterprises for the building of 
new factories. The former's balances in English banks are imme
diately reduced, while the balances of the Scottish concerns in 
Scottish banks increase. Apart from what happens later, ob
viously the purchasing power has diminished in England, but 
increased in Scotland. This may seem self-evident, but is often 
overlooked. I 

The demand for goods thus rises in the latter country and falls , 
off in the former. In a measure this new Scottish demand is for 
English import commodities and Scottish export commodities; 
imports increase and exports decline. Thus the Scottish trade 
balance becomes in a corresponding degree negative, assuming 
that it had previously been in equilibrium. The money borrowed 
from England is partly used to pay for this import surplus. 

Some of the borrowed money is, however, used for the purchase 
of home market goods, i. e. goods in which there is no trade be
tween England and Scotland, as, for instance, bricks, or for the 
payment of wages to workmen employed in building the factories. 
If we include in the term II home market goods" this latter form 
of services, which have to be carried out on the spot, we may 
clearly say that part of the loans create a demand for Scottish 
II home market goods," whereas it would otherwise have been 
employed in purchasing English home market goods. The demand 
for the former rises, while that for the latter declines; there will 
be a tendency for prices to rise in the one case and fall in the 
other. 

The result of this is twofold: Productive factor prices as well 

I Keynes ezpIicitly refuses to admit it. See TIN EctnflJmi, JotmtDl Oune, 1929). 
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as profits rise in Scotland, i. e. incomes and buying power grow 
~nd the trade balance is moved further in a negative direction. 
Secondly, labour, capital, and natural resources are to some extent 

. withdrawn from other operations and applied to production of 
non-competing home market goods in Scotland; the volume of 
manufactured export goods and articles that compete with Eng
lish import goods thus becomes smaller than it would otherwise 
have beeen; the contrary process takes. place in England. In this 
way exports fall off and imports rise in Scotland, and that coun
try's trade balance becomes still more negative. As before, the 
import surplus is paid for with the borrowed money. 

Such an adjustment of production, however, takes time, and 
until it is fully effected the deposits in Scottish banks will con
tinue to increase, while the English deposits in English banks will 
decrease, provided of course that England goes on lending to 
Scotland. At the same time English banks naturally become more 
and more indebted to Scottish banks. In other words, a short
term capital movement from Scotland to England offsets to a cer
tain extent the disturbing influence which the long-time capital 
transactions in the other direction would otherwise have had on 
the balance of payments. These short-term movements, as ex
plained in a previous chapter, go still more smoothly within one 
monetary system than between different systems. The reason is 
the more intimate contact between banks, but above all the fact 
that credit available in anyone place within the country is 
bought and sold at its nominal value, no fee being charged
assuming that the credit standing of the responsible bank is good. 
In principle, however, the short-term capital movements exer
cise the same equalizing effect on the balance of payment between 
different regions in the same country as they do on international 
balances. 

The increased deposits in Scotland and reduced deposits in . 
England - from customers, not from banks - naturally tend to 
a:ffect the volume of credits granted by the banks. The Scottish 
banks will find that they have plenty of money, and will be more .. 
ready than before to grant credit, wher~as the Engligp banks will 
restrict their credit accommodation. This process will cause a 
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secondary in1lation 1 of credit and buying power in Scotland, and 
a deflation of credit in England. Such a shifting of the buying 
power naturally tends to in1luence demand, production, and trade 
in the same way as the primary and direct shifting was shown to 
do above. There gradually arises a situation in which Scotland's 
import surplus is about as large as the sums borrowed from Eng
land, and the position of the banks in the two countries again 
becomes normal. When this occurs, the transfer of capital can 
proceed at an even rate without any further adjustment of pro
duction. The adjustment that has taken place merely implies 
that, when all the commodities and services the Scots desire to 
purchase with the borrowed funds cannot conveniently be im
ported from England, the production of home market goods is 
increased in Scotland, while to counterbalance this the Scots 
produce less goods for exportation to England and less articles 
that compete with English import goods. 

§ 3. Relative price variations. An adjustment of this sort in 
Scotland will probably mean that the prices of home market 
goods rise somewhat as compared with the prices of the others, 
which for the sake of simplicity may be called interregional 
goods. On the other hand, it is probable that the former goods in 
England will fall somewhat in price as compared with the latter. 
But it does not follow that English export goods will fall in price 
in comparison with Scottish ones.' An export surplus from Eng
land can in any case be brought about in the manner indicated 
above. 

It is, however, conceivable that the increase in buying power in ..
Scotland should also raise the prices of export goods produced 
there, while the reduced buying power in England to some extent 
forces the latter's export prices down. In proportion as this takes 
place, the tendencies making for an English export surplus will 
naturally become stronger. But if it is assumed that the transfer 

I The primary inllation of credit accompanied the sale of English bills'to Scottish 
banks and the increase in prices of certain commodities and productive factors. 

• Pigou, Keynes, and others reach the opposite conclusion because they fail to 
consider the changes in buying power and pay little or no attention to the difference 
between home market and export prices. As to the terms of trade see further the 
end of this section. 
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of capital is on a reasonable scale, and that the adjustment may 
take place gradually, then such an alteration - to England's 
disadvantage -:- in the terms of exchange in her trade with Scot
land is by no means certain and will in some cases be negligible. 

The outcome for sectional price levels depends partly upon 
how the costs of production are affected, partly upon the relation 
between prices and costs. It is probable, at least in the beginning 
of a period of borrowing, that some producers in England will 
have to sell with reduced profits, while some producers in Scotland 
will be able to raise their prices relative to their costs. They will, 
however, no doubt chiefly be the producers of home market goods, 
who feel most directly the reduced, or increased demand for their 
products. Anyhow, it is a short-time phenomenon. After a period 
of readjustment prices may be expected to bear about the same 
relation to costs as before. Thus the result as to relative commod
ity prices will depend above all upon how the costs, i. e. the prices 
of productive factors, react. 

There is, of course, a tendency for the factors used in relatively 
large quantities in Scottish home market industries to become 
more scarce than before, whereas the corresponding factors 
in English home market industries tend to become relatively 
cheaper. This alteration in relative scarcity will be kept within 
narrow limits, although spread over a wider field of industry, if 
factors of these types are easily drawn from other industries in 
Scotland, respectively gain employment in other industries in 
England. If the mobility of the productive factors between the 
various industries were complete, the sort of factors used in espe
cially large quantities in the Scottish home market industry 
would remain scarcer than before all through Scotland so long as 
the capital movement continues, unless the total supply of them 
were sufficiently increased. The reverse would happen in Eng
land. In the case of incomplete mobility certain units of factors 
employed in Scottish home market industries may receive higher 
pay than other units of the same sort of factors in export in
dustries. This increases the chances of a considerable increase 
in the scarcity of home market goods compared with export goods 
in Scotland. At the same time it cannot but weaken the tendency 
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to a rise in the price of Scottish export goods relative to English 
export goods. 

When discussing relative prices it should be borne in mind that 
capital movements in certain cases lead to changes in the cost of 
transport. Increase in the traffic from England to Scotland and 
reduction of traffic in the opposite direction may raise freight or 
shipping rates to Scotland and lower the rates for transport to 
England. Such a development would tend to raise the prices re
ceived by the Scottish producers relative to the prices received by 
producers of English export goods. This question of changed 
transport relations will be further discussed below. 

It should also be observed, as mentioned in the beginning of this 
chapter, that the changed conditions of production which follow 
gradually from capital movements alter one of the basic elements 
of the whole price system (in a way described in Chapter XVII), 
and that the relation between various sectional price levels may 
thereby be afiected. 

The changes in buying power involve in many cases not only 
increased demand for home market goods in region A and re
duced demand for the same goods in region B, but also a shift of 
demand in favour of the export goods of one of these regions. 
Primarily, there is no more reason for assuming that A's export 
goods will be favoured than B's. Consequently, so far as this 
shift in demand is concerned, the terms of exchange in trade may 
move to the advantage of B just as well as to the advantage of A. 
On the other hand, the readjustments in the use of the productive 
factors, just described, tend to reduce the supply of A's export 
goods and to increase the supply of B's, which tends to move the 
terms of exchange in favour of A. The outcome naturally depends 
upon the play of these two tendencies, which may go in the same 
direction in favour of A or may more or less balance one another. 
Naturally the elasticity of demand will determine how much 
tendencies of a certain strength will be able to change relative 
prices. 

§ 4. The mobility oj labour and capital instruments. One diffi
culty in the way of an adaptation towards interregional capital 
movements is due to the obstacles to the movements of goods 
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and services from one place to another. To a certain extent a 
readjustment of production is profitable and is called forth, as 
described above. Such an adjustment, however, involves changes 

i in factor prices which may lead to factor movements; this is a 
different sort of interdependence of factor movements than that 
described in Parts III-IV. Labour can be temporarily moved 
from B to A to produce the goods or render the services which A 
desires. If A, for instance, wants a new railway, and it is built by 
labour from B, no reduction of other industries in A is necessary 
to set free A labour for this construction work. It is true that the 
immigrated workers spend their wages in A and thus increase the 
demand for certain home market goods in that region; a certain 
transfer of A's productive factors from other industries to home 
market industries will be necessary. 

To recapitulate, there are three ways in which the real transfer 
of capital toA comes about. B may: (I) send the goods and serv
ices produced in B, or refrain from buying so much of goods and 
services, produced in A, which A now wants in greater quantities 
than before; (2) refrain from buying other A goods or send 
other goods which used to be produced in A, and thereby set free 
productive factors in A to produce the goods and services it wants 
in greater quantities than before; 6) send productive factors 
or capital instruments or both for a certain period of time to pro
duce these goods and services in A. In many cases internal migra
tion of labour is a concomitant to capital movements and a part 
of the process of adjustment. It is rare, however, that capitat" in
struments wander about; there is only one important case where 
this happens. Ships from B may help to transport, i. e. to pro
duce what is wanted in A. When capital instruments are in this 
way temporarily "lent" to the borrowing region, the readjust
ment of its productive activity is made easier in the same way as 
when labour is sent. In such cases the movements of commodities 
- capital instruments are commodities - evidently works in two 
different ways to make the real transfer of capital possible. 

§ s. Illustrations. It was said above that the prices of pro
ductive factors used in large quantities in A's home market 
industries rise relative to other factor prices in A, whereas the 
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corresponding factors in B tend to become relatively less scarce, 
than before. This is true not only of the original factors of pro
duction but also of all sorts of capital goods of long duration. 
Conspicuous examples are not difficult to find. When a Welsh 
baron decides to live in London the year round and not, as be
fore, eight months in his home castle, a stream of money begins 
to flow from his tenants to London; this means a decline in Welsh 
buying power. He no longer uses this money in Wales to buy 
both .. imported" and local goods and services. Consequently, 
the level of incomes on his estate drops, buying power is further 
reduced, and the demand for all sorts of home market goods and 
services in the district falls also. The supply of houses, for in
stance, is not easily reduced, and thence rents drop considerably 
as a result of the general impoverishment of the villages on his 
estate. 

The creation of a new industry in an out-of-the-way agricul
tural region will have an opposite effect. An export surplus of 
milk may be turned into an import surplus, and the price of this 
product thus much increased. Land rents rise, and so do the 
costs of living and nominal wages. If the mobility of labour to this 
region is not complete, there will also be an increase in real wages, 
and the price level of the whole region will be moved further 
upwards. 

Other examples of domestic capital movements which lack of 
space ~ake it impossible to analyse here may be found in cases 
where taxation draws money from country districts to certain 
towns. The purchasing power is transferred across the country 
as it were by a net of invisible wires. Goods and services have to 
follow either directly or indirectly through changes in production, 
which are sometimes made easier through movements of labour 
and capital instruments. 



CHAPTER XX 

THE MECHANISM OF INTERNATIONAL 
CAPITAL MOVEMENTS 

§ I. No costs of transport. In principle the chief difference be
tween domestic and international capital movements is that the 
monetary mechanism is somewhat difterent. Purchasing power 
and credit cannot be transferred without being, so to speak, trans
formed from one monetary system to another; this gives rise 
to certain complications. But it cannot be said too often that 
the chief difficulty in the way of interlocal capital movements, 
whether they pass across a national frontier or not, arises be
cause capital moves only in the form of goods or services, and 
neither of them is freely mobile geographically; hence a cumber
some readjustment of production becomes necessary. Naturally, 
the difficulties in the way of such a readjustment depend upon 
special circumstances in each case, for instance the character of 
trade relations between the regions, the sort of goods that are 
wanted in the borrowing region, the elasticity of demand, and the 
size of the capital transaction compared with other sides of eco
nomic life. 

Let us confine our attention in the beginning to two countries 
only, and, disregarding the difficulties of transition, in §§ 1-2 con
centrate on the situation after the process of adaptation to a con
tinued movement of capital has been carried out in some way or 
other. The process of adjustment will be analysed later. The 
buying power in A has then been increased, while that in B has 
been reduced. For simplicity's sake we disregard other countries 
and reason as though these two countries alone existed. Whereas 
the buying power of both countries was formerly as high as the 
net value of their production, i. e., the aggregate of money in
comes, plus the volume of liquid capital, A now has greater and 
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B less buying power than what corresponds to this.1 There is 
thus a market in A for more of B's goods than formerly. On the v 

other hand, the market in B for A's goods is not as big as it was 
before. The local distribution of the total demand has changed. 
A has become a better and B a worse market for goods of all 
kinds. 

This will perhaps be most clearly seen if we imagine what the 
situation would be were there no transport charges or other ob
stacles in the way of the exchange of goods. All kinds of goods 
would then be exchanged between A and B, each country special
ising in the goods that can be produced at least cost. Prior to the 
beginning of the movements of capital each of the two countries 
buys so much of all goods together, that their value equals that 
of the goods produced at home. On the other hand, after the 
capital movement started, A buys more and B less of their com
bined production than before. 

That there should be under such circumstances a market in A 

I Buying power may exceed the Bow of liquid capital plus the aggregate of 
money incomes without tending to r&ise this aggregate, if foreign money, borrowings 
or gifts, is used to buy foreign goods or home-produced ezport goods for which the 
foreign demand has declined because of the lending. Such buying power does not 
create a demand for productive factors in the borrowing country, and therefore f&ils 
to r&ise the sum total of their prices, i. e. the sum of Incomes. Of course it comes to 
very much the same thing if money which has been held in foreign countries, for in
stance as deposits in some financial centre, is used to buy foreign goods. In that 
case also the total buying power which the country in question makes use of is 
greater than its income plus its liquid capital". Besides - but this is a different 
story altogether - new buying power can be created through an infiation of credit, 
whether on the basis of an increased supply of foreign exchange or not; this buy
ing power can purchase commodities and services bejllf, it has had any effect on 
the aggregate of money incomes. The increased demand for goods and services, 
produced by productive factors in this country, necessarily causes increased money 
incomes, but certainly this comes later and is a secondary circumstance which leads 
to a further increase in the demand for various sorts of goods; primarily buying 
power has sprung not only from ownership of productive factors but also from the 
note printing press and from the creation of new bank credits. The increased in
comes are the consequence of the increased buying pOwer and of the greater demand 
for goods and services. Whether the aggregate of incomes rises or not, buying power 
during the period of borrowings is ,realel> than this aggregate plus the Bow of liquid 
capital. It would be doubly misleading in a description of 1M ~" of cwnls to 
say that the higher incomes are the cause of the increased demand. 

This note is added to clear up certain fundamental and common misunder
standings which Keynes, e. g., seems to suf[er from. See Tile Ec_u JDWrIDl 
(1929), and.A. T,ealu, D1I MO'M'Y, chapter xxi. 
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for' greater and in B for less quantities of goods than before is 
obvious. Likewise the monetary transfer of purchasing power 
from B's to A's currency cannot entail any difficulty, as A auto-

, matically acquired an import surplus corresponding to the size 
of the loans. 

To the extent that the borrowers in A buy goods from B, they 
pay for them with B's currencYi similarly, to the extent that they 
buy goods produced in A, the export of these goods falls off,' the 
exporters have correspondingly less B currency to offer and the 
importers have to obtain B currency from the borrowers, paying 
them in A currency, which is just what the borrowers need in 
order to buy A goods. . 

If the borrowing individuals in A demand other' goods than 
those demanded by the lendersin B, the direction of the total de
mand will obviously have undergone a change. This results in a 
change also in the relative scarcity. of tl1e factors of production 
and in the relative prices of goods. The goods for which there is a 
greater demand than before become somewhat dearer and the 
others somewhat cheaper. It may just as well be A's as B's goods 
that have become cheaper than before, and if the direction of the 
demand does not materially change, the relative prices of goods 
will also remain the same as before. 

It is therefore not at all necessary under the assumptions made 
that the capital exporting country B should offer its goods at 
lower prices than before in order to find a market for a greater 
quantity and obtain an export surplus corresponding to the sum 
of money lent abroad. . . 

§ 2. The nature of international capital movements. This s~ple 
instance clearly illustrates an important pal't of .th~ mechanism. 
In reality the connection is more complicated, mainly on account . 
of the costs of transport, customs, and other obstacles in the way 
of free commodity movements. Owing, in fact, to these obstacles 
the transfer of purchasing power cannot produce the automatic 
redistributiji>n of the goods between A and B that characterises 
the simplified case. The necessity arises for a m6=recomplicated 
adaptation in both countries to enable A to'-acquire a greater 
share of the total production of the two countries. The character 
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of this adaptation has already been briefly described in the do
mestic case above, and the reasoning need not be repeated here. 
As an illustration, however, let us take a numerical example. 

Assume that A has borrowed $100,000,000 in B and uses 
$30,000,000 to make further purchases of import goods (cotton 
and wheat 1) and a like amount to purchase more of A's own 
export goods (machinery and textiles). Its trade balance is 
thereby made $60,000,000 more passive, and 60 percent of the 
borrowed capital goes to make up the deficit, i. e. to pay for the 
import surplus. The borrowers in A, however, use $40,000,000 

for the purchase of non-competing home market goods (bricks). 
The output of these must be increased and productive factors 
must be directed thither from other spheres of activity. In a pro
gressive country this means that industrial agents that would 
otherwise have passed to the export industries (the machinery 
arid textile industry) and to the production of home market goods 

. which compete with imports (wheat of the lower quality) now go 
to the non-competing home market industry (the brick industry). 
The production of export goods and competing home market 
goods (textiles, machinery, and low grade wheat) in A will thus 
expand less than they otherwise would. Exports· will decrease and 
imports increase, and the trade balance will become' a further 
$40,000,000 or so - though not necessarily exactly this amount 2 

- more passive. Practically all the borrowed money conse
quently goes towards paying for the import surplus. When this 
process of adaptation has once been carried out, the monetary 
transformation of the loans clearly proceeds automatically, just 
as in the simple case where transport costs were disregarded. 

A corresponding adjustment naturally takes place in B. The 
demand is reduced by $100,000,000. This loss devolves on some 
of B's home market goods (bricks). Industries that produce these 

1 As an example of B's export goods I take wheat and cotton; as an example of A's 
export goods machinery and textiles. The home-market goods are exemplified by 
bricks in both countries, also w:heat of a low grade quality in A and certain textile 
goods in B. Bricks are a non-competing home market commodity; tfte others com
pete with imports. 

2A may increase more or less permanently the foreign exchange reserves which 
.it keeps in financial centres abroad. 
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goods expand less than they otherwise would, and the factors of 
production are instead directed towards a further expansion of the 
export industries (cotton and wheat growing) and the production 
of competing home market goods (textiles). This reacts favour
ably on exports, which rise, and unfavourably on imports, which 
fall off - just the reverse of the process of development in A. 

The reorganisation of production now described - an increase 
in the manufacture of non-competing home market goods 
(bricks) in A, and of international goods (wheat and cotton) and 
competing home mar:ket goods 1 (textiles) in B - is quite nat
ural, seeing that the movement of capital involves B's ceding a 
certain amount of goods to A. As the home market and semi
international goods cannot economically be transferred to A, the 
entire transference of goods must be effected through the in
ternational goods (cotton, wheat, textiles, and machinery), B 
exporting more and importing less of them. A, on the other hand, 
imports more and exports less, thereby being enabled to expand 
its production of home market goods (bricks) and in that way 
obtain an increased supply of all goods, - or of substitutes for 
them (foreign wheat instead of home grown of a different quality), 
- whereas B reduces its output of home market goods and gets a 
diminished supply of all the goods, for which its demand has 
declined. 

§ 3. The monetary mechanism. After this account of the na
ture of international capital movements we proceed to a more de
tailed analysis, especially of the process of adaptation which they 
necessitate.2 

1 Competing home market goods might also be called "semi-international" 
goods; their sales are rather sensitive to changes in international trade though they 
are not subject to it themselves to any considerable extent. Non-competing home 
market goods will below be called only "home market goods." 

t The following reasoning is in several ways similar to the theory of international 
capital movements which has been worked out by the Harvard School of economists 
- on the basis of the Thornton-Mill theory - under the leadership of Professor 
Taussig. The theory below is best regarded as a modification of the Harvard 
theory. In certain important respects it differs from Taussig's theory. I am not 
certain whether there is any important difference in principle between the analysis 
below and that presented by Professor Viner, to whom I am much indebted for an 
interesting discussion of the problem in private correspondence. Taussig's and 
Viner's theories are different, a fact I hope to demonstrate elsewhere. 
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Let us consider first the monetary mechanism. It goes without 
saying that it varies with the organisation of the monetary sys
tem and the habits and traditions of the central banks. For in
stance, the size of the gold and the foreign exchange reserves 
above legal minimum or normal figures and the traditions of dis
count policy (compare the different practices of the French and 
English central banks) cannot fail to affect the monetary mech
anism. A surface analysis of this mechanism in various cases of a 
disturbed balance of payments has been presented in Chapter 
XVIII, where special attention was given to the short-term capital 
movements as balancing elements. The changes in credit vol
ume and buying power, which are an important part of the mech
anism in all cases, were scarcely touched upon. They will be 
more closely analysed in this chapter, which is a continuation of 
Chapter XVIII, with reference to a special kind of disturbance. 
The matter to be examined here is the dIect of an original dis
turbance in the form of a changed or new capital movement, 
which exercises pressure during at least a few years in a certain 
direction and consequently has time to exercise profound effects 
on the price system. More short-lived capital transactions elicit 
only reactions which have already been described. 

First of all it should be observed that there is an original and 
prior change in buying power, a monetary transfer before the real 
transfer of goods and services, just as in the domestic case. This 
monetary transfer is the direct and indirect cause of the readjust
ment involved in the real transfer. 

Let us glance for a moment at the actual monetary mechan
ism in the borrowing country.1 Through a loan A obtains $100,-
000,000 in B currency, of which in the first place $60,000,000 is 
used for the purchase of international goods. As A 's trade balance 
is thereby moved in a negative direction, $60,000,000 of the bor
rowed funds is required to keep the balance of payment in equili
brium. The remaining $40,000,000 in B exchange are sold by the 
borrowers to A's central bank, which pays with the same amount 
in A's own currency. It is as a rule in this simple way that the 

I This upressiOD is used in the same sense as "capital importing" country, in 
spite of the fact that capital may serve as reparations, gifts, etc. 
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borrowers obtain buying power in their own country's currency. I 
The central bank increases its foreign exchange reserves, and in 
payment releases more notes or increases the deposits placed at 
the disposal onts customers. There is no reason to expect it to 
restrict the credit to other customers, thus offsetting the effect 
of the purchasers of foreign exchange. 

Such an increase in credit and buying power must tend to 
affect the prices of various sorts of commodities and industrial 
agents. Directly and indirectly it also tends to increase imports, 
while keeping back exports. It is sometimes objected that the 
effects of this increased purchasing power on the balance of trade 
are necessarily insignificant. No doubt, this opinion overlooks 
a very important thing. Buying power is increased not only by 
the amount of the borrowings, but later on also through an in
crease of the flow of liquid capital and of money incomes. The 
new means of payment pass from one individual to another. If 
$10,000,000 is borrowed each month, and $4,000,000 of foreign 
bills is sold to the banks in A, the volume of credit is immediately 
increased by this $4,000,000. The effect of this greater volume of 
credit is to raise buying power by a much larger amount as soon 
as the secondary effects have begun to appear. 

The $4,000,000 is used to purchase home market goods. Either 
greater quantities of them are produced by means of formerly 
unemployed workers and unused capacity in machinery, or the 
prices of these goods must rise. In both cases the manufac
turers of such goods have their incomes increased. This income 
is used to buy international, semi-international, or home market 
goods. To the extent that the two former kinds are bought, a 
deficit in the balance of trade and a demand for foreign exchange 
is created; the rest of the money goes to buy home market goods. 
Hence the producers of these goods see their incomes rise still 
further, and use part of them to buy international goods, whereby 
the deficit in the trade balance is increased. The total increase in 
the buying power during a year, for instance, far exceeds the ex
pansion of credit. If the borrowed amount is called a "primary" 

1 Whether this transaction takes place through the intermediary of a private 
bank or not is immaterial. 
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increase in buying power - it is equal to (1) the foreign money 
used to keep the balance of payments in equilibrium, and 
(2) the inflation of credit - then the further increase may 
be called "secondary," as it is due to the effects of the credit 
expansion. 

This adjustment of credit and trade probably takes place 
slowly. The import surplus is increased, but even after some time 
is not large enough to require all the foreign exchange placed at 
A's disposal through progressive borrowing. The foreign cur
rency reserves of the central bank in A continue to grow, and a 
still greater volume of credit is made available. 

There is, however, a further, II third '''increase in buying power 
of a slightly different sort. The increase in the foreign currency 
reserves in A is likely to lead to a change in credit policy,1 and 
thus to bring about an auxiliary change in purchasing power. 
A's central bank begins to find its currency reserves unneces
sarily large, and adopts an attitude of reserve when the question 
arises of making further purchases of B currency, the exchange 
rate of which consequently tends to fall. When this has hap
pened, a more liberal credit policy in A is adopted, probably by 
lowering the discount rate. B's central bank, on the other hand, 
views with anxiety the growing short-term indebtedness and the 
tendency of the B currency to fall below par; it finds itself con
strained to tighten up its credit accommodation, usually by rais
ing the discount rate. In that way, the volume of credit in B is 
further reduced. 

The slower adjustment of the balance of trade proceeds, and 
the more the foreign exchange reserves continue to grow, the 
greater is, of course, the probability that a secondary increase in 
A's buying power will be brought about. The part of the borrow
ings which is used to buy international goods does not increase 
the reserves. Thus, to each increase in these reserves corresponds 
an increase in the sum total of primary buying power which is 
directed to the demand for home market goods and services. 
Consequently the incomes of home market producers rise more 

I The expansion of credit dealt with above will come about if the discount rate 
and the willingness to (dve credit are unchanged. 
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quickly the less the deficit in the balance of trade is increased. 
Rising prices make home market industries pay exceeding well, 
and a strong tendency to an expansion of productive activity is 
inevitable. Now, production cannot be expanded without larger 
credit. Evidently, even if the credit policy of the central and 
private banks were not changed, the increased demand from home 
market producers would probably lead to an extension of credit. 
As a matter of fact, credit policy is made more liberal, and the vol
ume of credit grows for that reason also. If the gold reserves 
are not sufficient to allow such an extension of credit, the foreign 
exchanges will be allowed to drop below the gold point, part of the 
foreign bills will be exchanged for gold, and the necessary cover 
will thereby be provided. Both theoretical reasoning and the 
evidence of experience 1 indicate that this influx of gold is due to 
the increase in credit, rather than that the gold flow is the cause 
of the credit expansion, which usually comes about in the way 
described above. Even under conditions when the gold flow plays 
a more active rOle, no true picture of the change in purchasing 
power is presented by simply referring to the credit policy likely 
to result from changed gold reserves. Under poor business con
ditions central banks are extremely limited in their ability to in
crease the volume of credit; even a reduced discount rate is not 
always effective. Thus, if there were no reason for increased 
credit demand in certain industries, it is doubtful whether the 
total volume of credit could be speedily expanded. What makes 
the mechanism work in a surprisingly smooth manner is among 
other things the influence of greater credit requirements from 
home market industries. 

How much new credit will be created when a given sum is bor
rowed each year is of course impossible to say in general terms, as 
it depends upon the special circumstances. Here it should be re
marked only that the velocity of credit is a governing element, 
and- that the increased volume of goods and transactions in A 
calls for a larger volume of credit for its handling. Thus, a part of 
the new credit is absorbed by the dealings in larger quantities of 
home market goods at higher prices than before, and can have no 

1 See, for example, Canada's experience as descnDed by Viner. 
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effect on the demands for international goods. But, each time 
a part of the new buying power is used to buy home market 
goods, there arises a new chance that the person who now gets 
command over it will use part of it for the purchase of inter
national goods. It is, obviously, impossible to say how much 
the aggregate of money incomes and the volume of buying power 
is increased. But it is clear that the increases are an essential 
part of the mechanism of adjustment. 

§ 4. Various sorts of monetary policy. Evidently the mechan
ism of international capital movements is different under different 
conditions. A description in general terms can do no more than 
indicate the character of the forces at work. In particular, the 
credit policy pursued in one of the countries concerned has an im
portant bearing on the manner in which the discount rate and 
other means of monetary policy are handled in the other country. 
Assume, for instance, that the central bank in the borrowing 
country refuses to let credit expand. No increase of buying power 
follows except to the extent that the borrowed money is used di
rectly to buy international goods. The tendency towards in
creased imports and reduced exports is much weaker than has 
been indicated in the foregoing description. In the lending coun
try, on the other hand, the situation becomes serious, and a more 
severe contraction of credit is inevitable. After some time, no 
doubt the increase in the foreign exchange reserves in A and the 
gold movements which follow will cause a more liberal credit 
policy to be pursued, but in the meantime the shift in buying 
power has been one-sided, and the readjustment has been made 
more difficult. 

Naturally the difficulties are less the more and the quicker cen
tral banks adapt themselves to the circumstances. If the bank in 
B declines to let the demand for foreign exchange, which comes 
from the lending capitalists, lead to an extinction of credit and to 
a reduction in the available buying power, and instead puts new 
credit in the place of the purchasing power surrendered by the 
capitalists, the necessary readjustment is delayed. The inevitable 
outcome is a greater reduction in the foreign exchange reserves 
and a larger gold movement than would otherv.ise have been 
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necessary, and consequently a more severe credit restriction later 
on. Some writers take for granted that central banks in capital 
exporting countries will always act in this unwise manner; I 
have been unable to find any arguments in support of this severe 
indictment.! 

The foregoing reasoning leads to an important conclusion, 
namely that the mechanism of changes in buying power with 
all its consequences is likely to be at work more in one country 
than in the other. It is impossible to say in which country this 
influence will be the stronger, since it depends upon a number 
of circumstances touching upon such elements as credit policy, 
connection between various financial centres, and ability and 
willingness to part with gold.2 It is probablel however, that if the 
loan is contracted in the currency of A, the money market will be 

.' more directly and more effectively tightened in B than it will 
be stimulated in A. The indebtedness of A's banks to foreigners 
will be reduced, but this fact may be less powerful in making the 
money market in A easy than if foreign exchange, be it in the cur
rency of B or of some other country, continued to pile Up.3 

The readjustment is easier and the sequence of events some
what different if credit is inflated beforehand in the borrowing 
country in anticipation of the loans to be taken up. In that case 
there need be no growth whatever in the foreign exchange re
serves. Such growth comes about as a cause of the slowness with 
which credit and buying power increases in A and declines in B. 
and is made superfluous according as the readjustment of buying 
power is made at an earlier time than in the more usual course of 
events. 

One further observation upon the possible effects of financial 
circumstances should be made. The credit expansion in the bor

J rowing country may influence commodity markets more or less 
readily. Credit is used not only to buy and trade in goods but also 

I See Palyi, Die ZahJungsbilans tier Yereinigten Sla4Ie". SeMi/len tks Yerei", 
Ij;, Sozial polilik, I928. 

I See Keynes, A Trealise on Money, p. 341. 
I Angell ("ReparationS and the Cash Transfex Problem," PolilicDl Seknu 

Quarterly [1926J, pp. 349-3Sl), in my opinion attaches far too much weight to the 
fact in which currency the loans are contracted. 
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to purchase stocks and shares and real estate.! It is conceiv
able that a credit expansion in the borrowing country does not 
increase the demand for commodities at all, the new credit flowing 
entirely into speculative channels, forcing up stock exchange 
quotations but not commodity prices. If that is so, the balance of 
payments will not be affected. The reserves of foreign exchange 
and gold will grow, and will be used as a basis for credit expansion 
for speculative purposes only. It is not suggested that this may 
continue forever. But so far as it happens the readjustment of the' 
trade balance is delayed. In support of this theory the experience 
of the United States in I928 and I929 is advanced. In the latter 
year the net export of capital fell from a high to relatively low 
figure, but no expansion of credit for commercial purposes took 
place. It is probable that the approaching shift in the business 
cycle was largely responsible for this development. The char
acter of the business situation, when the capital movement 
changes, influences the mechanism more or less in all cases. A 
complete description of the process of adjustment must consider 
also the movement of the business cycle. During periods of im
proving business conditions the transfer of productive factors 
from one industry to another will be relatively easy, whereas a 
readjustment during times of declining business will create greater 
difficulties. Further analysis of this question falls outside of the 
scope of this book. 

§ 5. Preliminary analysis of the terms of exchange. Changes in 
credit and demand have been found to go hand in hand with 
changes in the relative scarcity of all industrial agents in A taken 
together, compared with all factors in B. The increased demand 
for home market goods in A and the reduced demand for such 
goods in B implies a shift in demand from B factors to A factors. 
There is no balancing reduction in the demand for other A factors 
or increase in demand for other B factors. Hence, if all factors in 
each country are grouped together, demand has turned in a way 
which must raise the relative scarcity of the A factors at the ex-

1 0., for example, Palyi, Die Zalll""gsbilau tier V .ei"iglm SliJ4InJ, p. 281. 

As already observed above it is uncertain to what extent a certain increase in total 
circulation will mean an increase in industrial transactions and buying power. 
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pense of B factors. These variations in relative factor prices are 
naturally accompanied by corresponding changes in commodity 
prices. 

Let us assume that all goods produced in a country require for 
their manufacturing identical "units of productive power" con
sisting of a fixed combination of productive factors. The shift in 
demand raises the scarcity of the A unit, which means that every 
commodity produced in A becomes dearer than before compared 
with every commodity produced in B. The terms of exchange 
between A 's export goods and B's change in favour of A. Income 
levels rise in the latter country and fall in B. 

Now consider first the conditions of supply and then the con
ditions of demand for international goods. When certain indus
trial agents are drawn to home market industries in A, the output 
in export industries declines in relation to what it would otherwise 
have been. In B, on the other hand, the supply of export articles 
tends to grow when productive factors flow over from home mar
ket industries. These changes in supply cannot fail to move 
prices in the direction indicated above, on the assumption, which 
has been tacitly made above, that the combined demand of A and 
B for the export goods from either is in the first place unchanged 
by the borrowings. How much a certain shift of the supply curve 
will change prices depends, of course, upon the elasticity of de
mand in both countries. The latter is affected by (1) the elasticity 
of wants, (2) the possibility of having the commodities supplied 
from other sources, and (3) the reaction of buying power, which, 
to the extent that it depends upon increased scarcity for A fac
tors compared with B factors, is a concomitant to the change in 
the supply curve. l As to the elasticity of wants, there is no reason 
for assuming that it is either great or small. In one case it will be 
greater than unity, in another less. But the competition from 
other sources of supply (further considered in the next chapter) 
makes it probable that demand is in most cases highly elastic. 

It is only in the short run that demand"is likely to be inelastic 
under certain conditions. If prices fall, and further price reduc-

1 It should not be left out of aCQ>unt that there is a further change in buying 
power. 
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tions are anticipated, buyers may hold back. and the volume of 
sales be reduced. When this happens in the case of a commodity 
very important to a country's trade, such as coffee in Brazil, the 
effects on the balance of payments will be considerable. The drop 
in export prices instead of raising the total value of exports will 
reduce it. There can be no doubt, however, that after some time 
a reduction in the costs and price levels in a certain country, will 
in almost all cases enable it to export considerably increased vol
umes of its usual export goods and some quantities of goods that 
have not been exported at all. This increase in volume will, in 
practically all cases, more than balance the effects of lower prices 
and thereby increase the value of exports. 

It must be stressed that a relative change in cost levels - B's 
falling in comparison with A's - enables B to export certain 
goods which before belonged to the home market or semi-interna
tional group, whereas some of A's goods disappear from its export 
trade. Such a change tends to keep within narrow limits the rela
tive change in cost levels necessary to bring about a certain excess 
of exports from B. If we consider the whole of a country's export 
goods it is safe to say that the foreign demand is highly elastic, 
and therefore the tendency to changed terms of international ex
change will be strong only in quite exceptional cases. For this 
reason detailed studies of the influence of different degrees of 
elasticity of demand upon the terms of exchange in international 
trade appear to be of little practical importance. Such studies 
have served as a diversion for some of the acutest intellects 
among nineteenth-century economists, but, in my opinion, have 
added little to our real knowledge' of international trade.1 They 
have, however, proved of value in other fields of economics than 
that for which they were originally intended. 

So far we have considered chiefly the effects of changed supply 
curves, given certain demand curves. Turn now to the demand 
conditions. Most writers assume that the demand curves are ./ 
fixed, except that the transfer of buying power makes A buy a part 
of the international goods B used to buy, a fact which cannot 

I See Edgeworth's admirable paper, "The Pure Theory of International Trade," 
in Papers Relating IQ Political &onomy. 
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affect the terms of exchange between A's and B's export goods. 
'.1;'his is, however, a serious mistake which in my opinion is largely 
responsible for the exaggerated judgments as to the extent of the 
changes in trade terms which have been advanced by Taussig 
and almost every other well-known writer dealing with import 
duties, except Marshall (d. § 7 below and Chapter XXIII). 

The fact that the level of factor prices and incomes and the 
flow of liquid capital in terms of money is increased in A and 
reduced in B means that demand conditions have changed for 
all sorts of commodities, international and others. This makes it 
all the more certain that in most cases only a slight change in the 
terms of exchange will come about, even if a large shift in the 
trade balance must be created. But it cannot prevent the terms 
of exchange from moving a little in favour of A, for there will be 
no such demand changes under the above assumptions except 
to the extent that the relative price position of A factors and B 
factors has changed, and this means changed terms of exchange. 

The problem becomes somewhat different and more compli
cated when the variations of relative factor prices and of sectional 
co:m.nlodity price levels in A and B are taken into account. Let us 
consider first the factor prices. 

§ 6. The relative prices of the factors of production. The in
creased demand for home market goods in A tends to draw indus
trial agents from export industries to home market industries; 
semi-international industries keep an intermediate position and 
may expand or decline a little, but will certainly expand less than 
the demand for their goods, more import goods being used than 
before. In a progressive country, where most industries expand 
more or less each year, industrial agents need not be actually 
drawn from the declining industries. The readjustment of the use 
of productive forces simply means that new capital, labour, and 
natural resources, which would normally have gone to them, are 
directed instead to home market industries. Thereby the output 
of the latter is increased. Even a fairly slight rise in home market 
prices may induce a marked tendency in this direction. Produc
tion at full capacity is often extremely profitable, even though 
prices have not been raised substantially above the average level. 
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Such a readjustment naturally involves a change in the prices 
of the factors of production. Those used in the making of home 
market and semi-international goods are probably not of exactly 
the same kind as those used in the production of export goods; in 
many cases semi-international goods resemble import goods, and 
hence use factors in different proportions compared with export 
industries (compare Part I). 

Labour may be of a different quality and so may the natural re
sources. If the preparation and export of some agricultural export 
products has relatively diminished, then the land and labour set 
free will not be of the grades needed in home market industries. 
And even if the qualities were the same, the proportions in which 
the different factors combine will probably be different in the old 
occupations and in the new ones. Some industries use a great 
quantity of capital in comparison with others which use more 
labour, whereas a third industry may use more natural resources. 
Thus, some factors of production will be less in demand than be
fore, others more. The result of the change in the direction of pro
duction will be a changed relative scarcity of the corresponding 
factors. 

Assume for instance that wheat is an export article of which the 
output has declined as a result of labour and capital's flowing into 
other industries instead of into agriculture. The total demand for 
wheat land will be much diminished if the borrowed money is 
used for the building of a railway which runs across land of an
other quality. Without entering into a further discussion of the 
changes in the relative prices of the productive factors, it seems 
safe to say that factors used in comparatively great quantities in 
the production of export and semi-international goods will be 
less in demand and will fall in price in relation to factors much 
used in home market industries. This movement corresponds to a 
similar movement of commodity prices, those of export and semi
international goods compared with home market goods. One 
angle of this change of the economic mechanism in the borrowing 
country is the variation in comparative prices of the factors of 
production; another is the variation in comparative commodity 
prices. 
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This reasoning applies to changes in the relative scarcity of dif
ferent qualities of land, labour, and capital. Each of these quali
ties or, as we have called them, factors of production, has been 
assumed to have one fairly uniform price over the whole country. 
Such an assumption is, however, only justified if the economic life 
of the country has not recently been subject to any considerable 
disturbance. This condition is not fulfilled in the present case, for 
the borrowings necessitate a considerable readjustment of the 
kind we have analysed above. Some industries have to increase, 
others to decrease, at least in a relative sense. The demand for 
factors of production increases in home market industries, and 
decreases in export and semi-international industries. In such a 
situation the prices of some factors of production in the develop
ing industries may rise and stay for a considerable time above the 
prices of the same kind of factors in declining industries. Wages 
.of unskilled labor, for example, may in domestic industries keep 
for a long while on a higher level than wages of unskilled labour in 
declining industries. Thus, not only is there a tendency for the 
kinds of factors used in great quantities in home market industries 
to rise in price in relation to other factors, but there will also be a 
tendency for the reward given to the units of any factor employed 
in home market industries to rise in relation to the reward given 
to the units of the same factor employed in other industries. 

These two tendencies arise from, or at least are made possible 
so far as labour is concerned because of, a lack of mobility be
tween industries and trades. It is obvious that if labour of a cer
tain quality could flow without friction from one industry to an
.other and from one place to another, there could at any given 
time be only one price of that grade of labour in the country. It is 
the absence of such mobility that makes it possible for wages to 
be higher in some industries than in others. 

Fu~thermore, if labour of the special skill needed in one industry 
-could be readily supplied by workers with a different training in 
other industries, a greater demand for the former could not lead 
to a rise in its price in relation to the price of the latter. But as a 
matter of fact such a transition, even under the influence of con
siderable differences in wages, is as a rule rather slow. Therefore 
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an increased demand for labour in one industry may for a long 
time raise the wage level over the wages of labour of the same gen
eral standard but of a different quality in other industries. 

In a similar way, the lack of mobility of land and of capital in
fluences the reward given to these factors in different industries. 
Capital goods such as buildings and machinery can only with great 
difficulty, and slowly if at all, be made free and available for use 
in another industry than the one in which it was first invested. 
For some time it may be given a very low reward and yet be kept 
in the latter industry. Land, too, may for some time be used in 
one line of production even though another use of it would be 
more profitable, although it is in many cases much more easily 
shifted from one use to another than is fixed capital. 

As time goes on, however, the lack of mobility is to a great ex
tent overcome. This is especially true of trade and place mobility; 
the price of anyone factor tends more or less rapidly to be the 
same in all occupations. There will also be a tendency of the sup
ply of the different factors to adjust itself to the new conditions of 
demand. Thus the relative prices of the factors of production, 
and hence relative commodity prices also, will tend to recede to
wards their position before the borrowings started. The flow of 
new labour will be towards occupations that have become rela
tively well paid and thus tend to cause a fall towards their former 
level of wages. If some capital goods get a higher reward than 
others, then more of the former will be produced and an equalisa
tion of the reward thereby brought about. If the rent of a certain 
quality of land rises, it will be profitable to apply capital on other 
qualities of land in order to give it the qualities of the first, i. e. 
such land will be "produced" and its rent will fall. 

But these are only tendencies which meet with considerable 
friction; they can to some extent counteract, but not prevent, the 
tendency to a change in the relative prices of various factors of 
production. In the beginning of a period of an even influx of 
foreign capital, say after a year or two, the change of the prices 
of factors will probably be greater than later on, when the adjust
ment of the supply of factors is well on its way. As time goes 
on one must in most cases expect that, for example, the wage 
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discrepancies between different labour groups of the same gen
eral standard which have been caused by the import of capital 
will more and more disappear. 

§ 7. Sectional price levels and terms of exchange. We may next 
turn to commodity prices in the borrowing country. Commodity 
prices and factor prices of course move to a great extent hand in 
hand. However, commodity prices do not bear the same relation 
to costs of production in all industries, and costs of production as 
commonly calculated depend not only upon factor prices but also 
upon the extent to which the productive capacity of plant is 
utilised. 

The real transfer of capital has been found to involve an expan
sion of home market industries, and possibly semi-international 
industries as well. Such an expansion may take place to a certain 
extent without any restriction of output in export industries, if 
unemployed workers and surplus capacity of plant are available. I 
When expansion goes further, productive factors which would 
otherwise have been used elsewhere must be drawn to the expand
ing industries. As stated in the last section, the productive fac
tors used in large proportions in expanding industries become 
more scarce and the others less scarce than before. Unfortunately, 
it is impossible to say whether those used largely in home market 
industries are chiefly those which are relatively abundant and 
cheap, and therefore play a large part in export industries, or 
those which are relatively dear and are used much in semi-inter
national industries. If the costs of transport and other obstacles 
to international trade played the same role for all goods, one 
would expect home market goods to be those for which conditions 
of production are not so favourable as for export goods but more 
favourable than for import and semi-international goods. As 
costs of transfer, however, weigh much more heavily on some 
goods than on others, one cannot say with certainty which factors 
will become more scarce and which less. It is most improbable, 
however, that home market industries will use so much of the 

1 The mechanism and effects of international capital movements may differ sub
stantially during times of good business conditions and during periods of unemploy
ment on a large scale. Of course, it also makes a great difference if the unemploy
ment and surplus capacity is to be found in home market or in export industries. 
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kind of factors used in large proportions in the declining export 
industries that these kinds will not become less in demand com
pared with other factors. Furthermore, as expanding industries 
probably have to pay higher prices for their factors than do others 
for the same kinds, it follows that for two reasons costs of produc
tion in other industries, so far as they depend upon the prices of in
dustrial agents, rise compared with those in export industries. It 
is entirely conceivable that there will be no rise in their average 
prices at all in the latter industries during the period of borrowing; 
costs of production and prices need not rise. In other words, A 
may not raise the supply curve of export goods at all.1 Home 
market prices and, to a lesser extent, also semi-international prices 
rise, however, in comparison with export prices not only for these 
two reasons, but also because prices in expanding industries have 
a tendency to run ahead of costs, with consequent rising profits. 

Evidently the buying power in A may rise considerably in con
nection with a change in sectional commodity price levels and in 
the aggregate of money incomes without any tendency, or only a 
weak one, for its export prices to rise. And buying power may 
decline in B without its export prices tending to fall. It is not im
possible for A's export prices to fall relative to B's. It all depends 
upon the direction of the new demand in A compared with the 
disappearing demand in B, a question which will be analysed in 
§ 9 below. There is at any rate no justification for assuming 

I Thus the conclusion in § 5 is substantially modified. The orthodox methods of 
expressing costs in terms of "units of productive power" and similar concepts is re
sponsible for the fact that men like Bastable, Keynes, Pigou, and Taussig have 
stopped at the preliminary conclusion in , 5 and have found a variation in the 
terms of trade certain in all cases, at least where the direction of demand is not of a 
very special sort. Besides, the fact that they have ignored more or less completely 
the changes in buying power is another reason why they seem to me to eutter-aU 
the changes in trade terms. It is surprising that Keynes should ignore ~ changes 
in relative costs and prices, as he stresses their importance in the case of an in
flationary credit policy of "domestic" origin. Why should the case differ when the 
expansion of credit and buying power is connected with an import of capital? A 
typical illustration of how the artificial assumption of units of productive power can 
make an otherwise acute analysis inconclusive is to be found in Pigou, "Dis
turbances of Equilibrium in International Trade," TIl. Ecorumtk J--' (1020); 
see e. g., p. 355. Another example of the same mistake is to be found in a paper by 
L!Isch, "Eine Auseinanderseuung Uber das Transferproblem," Sc/r1Jlollers Jalrrhd 
(1030), Heft 6. I refer the reader also to my paper on "The Reparations Problem," 
Ittd" (1928), and to the dillCussion with Keynes in Tiu EcorumtU; J __ al (1020). 
Similar views to mine on the changes in sectional price levels are presented in 
Wilson, CapWll_1orls aMlIN Tmru of TraJe, lOll, e. g. p. 81. 
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that a noticeable change of the terms of exchange in favour of A 
is the normal or probable outcome, either in the beginning of the 
borrowing period or later.l The readjustment of production and 
trade may proceed under the stimulus of changes in demand and 
changes in sectional price levels such as will leave the terms of 
exchange undisturbed. 

In brief, the shift in demand from B factors, regarded as a 
whole, to A factors, which the borrowing implies, need not en
hance the scarcity of the various productive factors used in A's 
export industries compared with those used in B's. HfTdJ much 
the terms of exchange vary, when they do vary under the influence 
of a movement of capital, evidently depends upon the circum
stances touched upon above, like the mobility of labour between 
different trades and places and other reactions of factor supply, 
the elasticity of demand, etc. 

It goes without saying that the price situation will not be un
changed all through the period of borrowings, assuming that they 
continue at an even rate. The supply reactions require time. To 
the extent that they are carried out, prices tend towards the old 
relationship. It is to be expected, therefore, that considerable 
price changes will have come about a year or two after the bor
rowings started, but that as time goes on prices will return more 
or less to their old position; there is no reason for assuming that 
they will return exactly to it. The case is analogous with that of 
an ordinary change of demand, and the circumstances which de
termine how close prices would come in the long run to the old 
position, if no new changes intervene, are the same in both cases, 
namely the character of the supply reactions. A complete analy
sis of the effect of international capital movements upon the price 
system must be an account of a time-using process. 

Lastly, the size of the capital movements in comparison with 
other aspects of economic life in the countries concerned has an 
important bearing on the dimensions of the changes in the price 
system. Other things being equal, the larger the transfer of capi
tal and the greater the readjustment of industry required, the 

I It goes without saying that individual prices in the international as well as in 
the home market group of commodities may vary considerably. 
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more considerable will be the price dislocations. It is much easier 
to bring about a relative increase of imports and reduction of ex
ports by 5 percent than by 50 percent. The general indication of 
the analysis above is that changes of the former dimension will in 
most cases not require any noticeable change in the terms of ex
change in international trade. 

§ 8. The situation in the capital exporting country. As to the 
capital exporting country B, assume that it hands over the bor
rowed amount to A in the form of cheques or bills on a third 
country. Its reserves of foreign exchange decline, the outstanding 
volume of credit is directly reduced, and the secondary reduction 
of buying power is brought about in a way analogous to that in 
which the buying power is increased in A. This reduction in 
buying power must, of course, affect commodity and factor 
prices, as already indicated. Production expands in export in
dustries. whereas it is reduced in home market industries. Semi
international goods hold an intermediate position. The output 
of such goods is increased in comparison with the consumption of 
them. a part replacing imports from A. 

All in all. the process of readjustment is almost exactly the op
posite of that in A. It is important to observe, however. that the 
difficulties in the way of the necessary readjustment are usually 
much greater in the lending than in the borrowing country. In 
many cases a tendency to wage reductions will arise. at least tem
porarily. in certain industries in the former country. while wages 
in the borrowing country tend rather to increase. If, however. 
trade unions are strong in B. workers belonging to home market 
industries. where employment is falling off. may prefer a period of 
unemployment to work in export industries or semi-international 
industries at lower wages. The readjustment of production may 
thus cause a certain economic disorganisation. and part of the re
actions of the balance of payments described may fail for some 
time to come about. Instead. the decrease in buying power owing 
to reduced production 1 will tend to reduce commodity imports. 

I The owners of fixed capital get lower quasi-rents, while unemployment makes 
the incomes of the working class decline; the first circumstance is as important as the 
second one and should not, as often happens, be ignored. To describe the changes in 
the aggregate of money incomes in terms of wage levels is impossible. 
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It is uncertain, however, whether this tendency is anything like so 
strong as the otherwise existing tendencies to a shift in the bal
ance of trade. If not, the reduction in the foreign exchange re
serves continues and restriction of credit and buying power 
reaches greater proportions. In that way the trade balance is 
ultimately adjusted in spite of friction. The adjustments entail 
losses for B not only because of relatively fixed wage rates but also 
because capital goods cannot easily be transferred from use in 
one industry to another. 

Through friction of this sort readjustment of the balance of 
trade is impeded; in some cases this is only partly made up for 
by the decrease in buying power which follows from unemploy
ment in B, whereby imports are reduced: So far as this reaction is 
insufficient, the tendency towards an unfavourable balance of 
payments persists; interest rates rise and foreign short term capi
tal flows in. The situation may thus continue while adjustment 
proceeds in A and other countries (see next chapter). In this way 
the burden of readjustment may to some extent be transferred to 
A. It is also conceivable that a financial crisis in B might break 
down either the gold standard or the resistance of the trade unions 
to wage reductions. In any case - and this fact is important -
B may well lose much more from unemployment and other dis
turbances than from less favourable terms of exchange in inter
national trade. 

The readjustment is naturally much easier in a progressive 
country where population expands every year than in one where 
it is stationary or decreasing. In the former there is no need of an 
absolute reduction of the number of workers in home market in
dustries. A relative decline is brought about if these industries 
faU to attract new capital and new workers, factors which find 
employment in other industries. The difficulties will also be 
lessened if prices in the world at large are rising during the years 
when the reorganisation of economic life in the capital-exporting 
country takes place. A relative lowering of some of its nominal 
price and income levels may mean simply that they rise less than 
corresponding levels abroad. 

In general, it may be said that secondary effects of different 
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kinds are certain to arise, and that their nature depends upon the 
special characteristics of economic life in the borrowing and lend
ing countries. For instance, if the economies of large scale produc
tion are not already entirely available, the expansion of output in 
certain industries as a result of the borrowings may tend to de
press costs. It is unlikely, however, that the shift in production 
caused by the mechanism of international capital transfer will 
mean considerable change in this respect. 

Lastly, it cannot be too often emphasised that a description of 
the mechanism is an account of a process, and that the situation 
changes all the time, even if the borrowings continue at an even 
rate. The difficulty is that goods have to be moved and produc
tion adjusted. Like all other adjustments, this one requires time, 
and as time passes it will be more completely effected. 

§ 9. The direction of the demand for international goods. The 
reasoning above assumes that the part of borrowed money which 
A uses to buy international goods is distributed over A's and B's 
export goods in the same way as would have been the case with 
B. The further increases in purchasing power in A and reduc
tion in B have also been assumed to leave the combined demand 
for either country's export goods unchanged. Then variations in 
the terms of exchange can arise only through changes in supply 
conditions as explained above. In cases where this condition as to 
demand is not fulfilled, the terms of exchange will also be affected 
by another tendency than the one described above. The price 
development depends upon where demand is increased and where 
it is reduced, and which commodities and services are affected. 
We turn, therefore, to some cases where the shift in demand in
volves greater or less demand than before for international goods 
in A and B, considering at the same time the influence of the shift 
in demand from B's home market goods to A '5, which has already 
been analysed. 

U A uses the borrowed money to buy much of B's export goods 1 

I Professor Viner has pointed out to me that bonowings may even increase A', 
demand for import goods MOr. than by the whole bonowed amount. The Argentine 
may bonow $50,000,000 and build. railway for $100,000.000, of which $80,000,000 
may go to pay for foreign goods. whereas in the case of no bonowings the domestic 
capital would have bought chie1ly Argentine goods. 
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and little of its own, whereas B would have bought much of A's 
and little of its own export goods, the shift in demand so far as 
international goods are concerned affects the terms of exchange 
in favour of B. This tendency may well be stronger than the 
opposing one discussed in § 7, and the outcome of both may be to 
the advantage of the lending country. In other words, the terms 
may be more favourable to B than before the lending began. 
There is nothing peculiar in this. Demand has been shifted, not 
only from home market goods and factors in B to such goods and 
factors in A, but at the same time from export goods and factors 
in A to those in B. This may well mean that the B factors taken 
as a whole have become more in demand than before, and the A 
factors less. 

On the other hand, if A buys less import goods from B than B 
would have done itself, the demand has evidently been shifted 
from B's export goods to A's. As there is also a transfer of de
mands from home market goods in B to such goods in A, the 
tendency for demand to turn away from productive factors in B 
to those in A is a double one. The terms of exchange will move 
more in favour of A than in the case discussed in some detail in 
previous sections. 

The cases so far dealt with have one thing in common: the total 
demand for all home market goods on the one hand and for all in
ternational goods on the other hand has been assumed not to vary 
because of the capital transactions. It goes without saying, how
ever, that the shift in demand may well be a greater or smaller 
increase in the demand for A's home market goods than the re
duction of demand in the case of B. Similarly the demand for in
ternational goods from one country may rise more or less than the 
reduction in demand for such goods in the other country. Thus 
the purchasing power which is transferred from B to A may tum 
from all sorts of goods in B, as well as from A's export goods, to 
all goods in A and export goods in B. The shift in demand from 
one group to another is great or small according to circumstances, 
and follows no general rules. It is almost certain, however, that 
important international capital movements imply a reduction in 
the demand for home market goods in the lending countries and 
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an increase in the corresponding demand in borrowing countries. 
For this reason the analysis in previous sections, on the assump
tion that the demand for international goods is primarily undis
turbed, tells part of the story in most cases. The analysis below, 
unless othe,wise stated, is concerned with cases where the shift in 
demand from B's to A's home market goods is more important 
than the shift in demand from B's export goods to A's, or vice 
versa. 

§ 10. Some controversial points. The forces which operate to 
adjust the balance of trade to new international capital move
ments are as follows: (I) The increase in buying power in A, di
rectly and indirectly due to borrowing, is used to buy more inter
national goods, whereas B buys less of them than before. (2) 
Higher prices of home market and semi-international goods in A, 
and lower ones in B, compared with prices of international goods, 
cause a shift in demand to international goods in A, and from 
them in B. (3) The supply price curves for export goods may be 
raised in A and lowered in B.1 

If after a time the combined effects of these three tendencies 
upon the balance of trade are insufficient to create a need for the 
whole foreign exchange obtained by A's borrowings, the foreign 
exchange reserves continue to grow. As already indicated, this 
will strengthen the tendency towards a negative trade balance. 
A situation finally arises in which there is a demand for some
thing like the whole of the foreign exchange brought in by the 
borrowing. Should the deficit be greater than the amount of 
the borrowings, the reserves decline and the above-mentioned 
tendencies are weakened, whereby the deficit is again reduced. 
Thus, although there need never be in a single year an import 
surplus in the borrowing country created by the borrowings ex
actly equal to the borrowed amount, - short term capital move
ments may go in either direction, - yet the mechanism of inter
national capital movements evidently works with great precision. 

There is nothing mystical about the creation of sufficient mar-

I There is a fourth tendency. which has Dot so far been dealt with; it wiD be 
further described in Chapter XXIII, § 4. in the discussion of import duties, where its 
inlluence is most clearly seen. 
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kets for B goods in A, as has sometimes been suggested. Many 
writers express the opinion that the readjustment has come about 
surprisingly quickly in some well-known cases of inte~national 
capital movements. Such surprise is justified in the light of the 
classical description of the mechanism, where everything centres 
around the assertion that the lending country must offer its goods 
on cheaper terms of exchange in order to induce the borrowing 
CQuntry to buy a greater quantity of them and thus create an ex
port surplus corresponding to the capital exports.l The mechan
ism outlined above makes it much more understandable how the 
adjustment is brought about so smoothly. 

In -Sweden an import of capital which had 'been going on for 
about a decade, at a rate of about 10 percent of the annual com
modi~y imP4fts, was changed a few years before the War into 
an export surplus of capital of about 5 percent of commodity 
exports. The necessary readjustment of economic life, which 
implied among other things an increase of exports by about 30 
percent in the course of three years, while imports remained 
almost constant, attracted practically no attention at the time, 
and there is no evidence that it met with friction Qr caused 
noticeable changes in relative price and mcome levels. Similar 
cases have been observed in other <:ountries. While this proves 
nothing - foreign demand for Swedish goods ma.y have risen for 
reasons which ha.ve nothing to do with the change in capital 
movements -it increases the probability that a theory of a 
smooth-working mechanism fits reality. 

To understand the true character of the mechanism of inter~ 
national capital movements it is important to keep in mind that 
in most cases the monetary transfer preced~s both the real trans-

) , 

1 Cf. Taussig, InternotionoJ Trade (1927), pp. 239, 261; and Keynes, Rueff and 
the present writer in the Ecli1tomic JQUrnoJ (Sept. 1929). In A Trea#se on Money 
(Chapter xxi) Keynes makes a reference to this discussion but confines himself to 
the question that credit changes may take place cbiefly in A or chiefly in B (see § 4 
above). He do~ not seem to have grasped the idea that, independently of the 
changes in the 'Iolume of credit, there is a transfer of buying power to the extent 
that the borrowers use their money for purch~ abroad. He makes the statement 
that "the foreign balance depends on relative price levels at home and abroad," 
which not even Taussig, the principal defender of the classical doctrine, would bt, 
willing to llphold. . 
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fer and the price changes. l The term" monetary transfer" is taken 
to cover those changes in buying power which are the direct out
come of borrowing operations; it includes the "primary" change 
in the credit volume. These changes in buying power are the ever
present causa efficiens, while the character of the price variations 
varies from case to case. Changes in buying power affect the 
balance of payments directly in several ways, even in the quite 
conceivable case where owing to great mobility and fluidity there 
are no relative price changes at all. It is true that in most cases 
price changes occur, although they need not be considerable, and 
need not involve changed terms of international exchange; then, 
of course, they exercise a further stimulating influence towards 
adjustment of production and demand, - partly by calling forth 
further changes in buying power, - but they hold a secondary 
position relative to the primary changes in buying power. 

It should also be observed that the relation between sectional 
price levels is in some cases not so important as the relation be
tween price and wage levels. In a new country where practically 
all goods are either import goods or export goods, home market './ 
goods may consist exclusively of services; their prices are largely 
"wages." But this naturally does not invalidate the description 
above. For the term "home market prices" the expression: 
"wages of home market workers," per unit of service, may be 
insert.ed. -

1 Cf. the discussion in the Economic Journal (1929). 



CHAPTER XXI 

THE MECHANISM OF INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL 
MOVEMENTS (Continued) 

§ I. The existence of " outside" countries. In the previous 
chapter it has been assumed for the sake of simplicity that only 
one lending and one borrowing country are concerned. As a 
matter of fact, the world consists of a great number of countries, 
and the transfer of purchasing power from B to A is likely to lead 
to changes in the international trade of other countries, perhaps 
all. 

In one respect the existence of more than two countries makes 
no difference whatsoever. Demand for home market goods is in
creased in the borrowing and reduced in the lending country, al
though not necessarily by the same amount. It is when we rome 
to international goods that the difference appears. A uses bor
rowed money to buy greater quantities of goods not only of its 

, own production and of B'sj it also imports more goods from an
other country, C. B may, however, reduce its demand for C's 
goods in the same proportion. In that case, the effects as to pro
duction and prices are as above j the only difference is that C sends 
to A certain goods which it used to send to B. 

Let C and D represent all other countries than those directly 
concerned with the capital transaction. The case is the same as if 
C alone were concerned. The combined demand from A and B for 
goods from C and D is unchanged, and the latter countries are not, 
at least directly, affected by the capital movement. It makes little 
difference to A and B if their demand for goods from C has in
creased while their demand for goods from D has been reduced, so 
long as the total demand for international goods from the latter 
C and D remains constant. Beside the changes in A and B, there 
is in this case a shift in demand at the expense of D in favour of C, 
but this does not directlyconcemA or Bj it affects them indirectly 
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only if they have more intimate trade connections with one of the 
two outside countries than with the other. The important thing 
for A and B is that demand has shifted from home market goods 
and semi-international goods in B to those in A. As this sets up 
reactions also in the demand for international goods, as described 
in the last chapter, we would have to assume that these second
ary changes in demand do not alter the combined demand of A 
and B for goods from other countries, if we were to maintain 
that the presence of these countries makes no difference in the 
mechanism. 

As a matter of fact it is highly improbable that both the trans
fer of buying power involved in the borrowing transaction itself 
and the consequent secondary changes of buying power in the 
borrowing and lending countries will affect the various groups 
of goods in exactly this manner. A common case is that where 
A uses much more of its increased purchasing power to buy 
goods from outside countries than B would have done with the 
mOlley it has lent to A. EVidently the demand has here shifted 
not only from B goods to A goods (as to the ways in which this 
shift may be distributed between groups of goods, see the pre
ceding chapter), but also from B goods to goods from certain 
outside countries, which will below be called C. Such a shift 
may take place not only with regard to the use of the borrowed 
sums but also with regard to the secondary changes in buying 
power. Furthermore, the increase of buying power 1 in C, caused 
by increased demand for its goods, may in its turn lead to a more 
or less significant rise in the demand for B goods. Besides, the 
secondary reduction in B's buying power will to some extent 
lead to reduction in its demand for its own or for foreign goods. 
If demand is directed in a manner unfavourable to B, its produc
tive factors and commodities in general will naturally become 
less scarce than before. On the other hand, productive factors 
and goods not only in A but also in C become more valuable. 
The character of the reactions in the trade balance in this case 
is similar to that in the case of two countries only. But they 
are much more complicated, and a further description is neees-

I The aggregate of money incomes as well as the flow of liquid capital rise. 
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sary as a basis of judgment regarding the proportions of price 
variations in concrete cases. 

Let us first recall that the process of adaptation involves among 
other things in the two-country case where demand for interna
tional goods is primarily unchanged (I) reduced buying power in 
B and increased buying power in A, and (2) lower supply prices of 
certain commodities in B and higher ones in A. In the present 
case the increased world demand for commodities from C natu
rally enhances the relative scarcity of its productive factors and 
its level of incomes in much the same way as incomes rise in A. 
Thus there is in both these countries an increase in buying power 
which, although often completely overlooked, plays an important 
part in the process of adjustment. 

Evidently the reduction, if any, in B's export prices compared 
with export prices in A and C will be smaller (I) the greater is the 
increase in buying power in these countries and the reduction in 
B, which goes hand in hand with a shift in the terms of exchange 
of a certain dimension (for the greater the change in buying 
power, the greater the change in the trade balance); (2) the more 
the increased buying power in A and C turns to goods from B; 
(J) the more the reduced buying power in B causes a diminution 
in B's demand for goods from A and C and other countries 
called Dj (4) the more elastic is demand in A, C, and D for B's • 
export goods; (5) the more elastic is B's demand for export goods 
from A, C, and D. 

§ 2. The elasticity of demand. Conditions in these five respects 
need to be further examined. The elasticity of demand in the rest 
of the world for B goods, taken as a whole, in the first place, de
pends upon the following three circumstances: (I) What kind of 
goods belongs to the export group in B and what is the elasticity 
of demand for such goods in other countries? (2) How much of 
the demand for such goods is satisfied by B and how much by 
other sources of supply? The fact that most goods are supplied by 
producers in many countries serves to make the foreign demand 
for such goods from a given country comparatively elastic. Even 
small increases in export prices may substantially reduce sales 
abroad, and after some time make this country disappear from the 
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export list altogether. Not only does the purchased quantity de
cline, but other countries increase their output and exports under 
the stimulus of the slightly higher prices. On the other hand, ar
ticles which in one year were not exported at all maya few years 
later have important markets abroad as a result of comparatively 
slight price reductions.! In this way, commodities move between 
the export and semi-international groups. In all studies of pro
found economic variations the fact that these groups do not 
embrace precisely the same goods at different times must be 
borne in mind. 

It is only in exceptional cases that a single country provides a 
considerable part of the world's supply of an important commod
ity. The best-known examples are those raw materials in the pro
duction of which the United States holds the commanding posi
tion. In such cases the elasticity of demand may be rather small. 
In the commoner cases where several countries supply significant 
parts of the total, the elasticity of demand for goods from one 
which has reduced its price depends upon how much competing 
producers in other countries reduce their output, and upon the 
intimacy of trade connections between the exporting countries on 
the one hand and the importing countries on the other. If B has 
less close trade connections with A and C than a competing coun
try E, a small reduction in B's export prices is likely to have a 
comparatively slight influence on B's sales. 

(3) In a discussion of elasticity of demand, one should not, 
however, leave out of account a circumstance of a somewhat dif
ferent sort which has not been dealt with above. An element of 
some importance, under certain conditions, is that B may use 
capital and labour to build up marketing organisations for certain 
goods in countries which have not heretofore been purchasers of", 
such goods from B. In this way foreign demand for such goods is 
also stimulated. It would be wrong to assume that export sales of 
a given commodity in a foreign market depend exclusively upon 
the total demand for goods of this type in the market,. and on the 

I Such goods may be manufactuml from imported raw materials or semi-manu
factured goods, of which importation grows whell uports of the finished articles 
are increased. 
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price at which they are offered by B and its competitors. Sales 
depend also upon the energy of traders, and their willingness to 
incur expenses for advertising, salesmen, risky credits, etc. The 
less energy and capital is used to satisfy the needs of the home 
m"arket in B, the more they become available for sales abroad. 

All in all, the existence of many countries serves to make the 
foreign demand for goods from one of them relatively elastic, i. e. 
sensitive to a fall in B's commodity price and cost levels. Natu
rally some of these circumstances tend to make B's demand for 
goods from A sensitive to higher prices for them. How much it 
will be reduced depends, if we take these circumstances in the re
verse order, upon the reduction in the energy with which other 
countries pursue their marketing in B; the number and sort of 
commodities which are on the border-line of exportability, and 
which therefore disappear from A fS export group even after a 
slight price increase; the character of trade connections; the rela
tive decline in prices of semi-international goods in B; the in
creased supply of goods from competing countries; and, lastly, the 
elasticity of wants in B as regards export goods from A and C. 

§ 3. The direction of demand. We now tum to another aspect 
of the process of adaptation: the changes in buying power, both 
original and secondary, and the direction of the demand to which 
they give rise. If A and C use this buying power to buy goods 
largely from B, the readjustment will be much easier from the 
point of view of the latter than if they bought chiefly goods from 
other countries.1 In other words, if A belongs to a group of 
nations with which B trades little, the influence on its trade bal
ance of the secondary increase in buying power will be compara
tively unimportant. Similarly the reduction of B's own demand 
for goods from this group of countries will be small, and home 
producers as well as other countries, called E, will feel this re
duced demand more keenly. As these other countries are more 
important customers in B than A and C, B must feel more 
directly the influence of a smaller buying power in E than that 

1 To avoid misunderstanding it is mentioned again that this demand may tum so 
much to B goods, that its balance of payments tends to be positive, but this case is 
not discussed here. 
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of increased buying power in the other countries. In brief, the 
less intimate the trade relations between B on the one hand and 
A and C on the other, the further the terms of exchange will ./ 
move to the disadvanta:ge of B. 

Trade relations depend much upon the character of industry in 
each country, the transport relations between countries, and the 
tariff walls around them. Thus, the further away the borrowing 
country and the sellers of commodities which A wants to buy 
after borrowing are situated from the lending country, and the 
more tariffs restrict trade between them, the greater will be the 
difficulties of readjustment and the variations in relative prices 
and terms of exchange. Of course if B cannot easily increase its 
sales to A and C, much the same effect will follow from greater 
sales by B in another country, E, which serves as an intermediary 
and after an adjustment of its industry increases its sales in A and 
C. The readjustment may thus take place step by step. It goes 
without saying, however, that the adaptation in E, as in other 
countries, encounters friction, and the difficulties to be overcome 
are consequently great, even though they are less than if B had 
had to overcome the obstacles of high transportation costs and 
high tariffs alone. Such difficulties may be much reduced if A and 
C increase their purchases from E of goods difficult to transport 
from the distant B, the latter sending easily transportable goods 
to E instead. . 

Just as the use of increased buying power in A and C has much 
to do with the dimensions of price variations, so the percentage of 
reduced buying power in B reflected in reduced demand for for
eign goods affects the outcome in this respect. The more directly 
the trade balance is atrected, the less the terms of exchange need 
vary to bring about equilibrium in the balance of payments when 
international capital transactions are going on. 

The case where demand is turned from B factors to factors 
in A and C is only one of many possible, but it is representa
tive of the greatest number of international capital movements 
which have taken place in the last century. When Sweden and 
other European countries in the latter half of the nineteenth cen
tury borrowed huge sums of money in France to build railways, 
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very little railway material was bought in France; instead, the de
mand for goods from Germany and Great Britain was increased. 
The German reparations which flow from the Allies to the United 
States will not to any great extent increase the American demand 
for goods from Germany. In general, international capital move
ments involve a shift in demand both from home market goods 
and factors in the lending country to those in the borrowing coun
try, and from export goods in the former to export goods in the 
latter and in certain outside countries. 

§ 4. The size of purchasing pO'Wer variations. It has been 
stressed above that changes in the supply prices of commodities 
and in buying power, the latter partly due directly to the bor
rowings and partly due to the changes in the prices of productive 
factors, i. e. in the aggregate of money incomes and the flow of 
liquid capital,! are different aspects of the process of adjustment. 
One may well inquire which circumstances govern the relative 
proportions of these two reactions, changes in buying power and 
in export prices (d. the last sentence of § J). 

If commodity prices were at all times governed by costs of pro
duction, and if every productive factor always commanded the 
same price in all industries in the same country, the relation be
tween the prices of export goods and of home market and semi
international goods would vary only with changes in the relative 
prices of the various productive factors, owing to the fact that the 
latter are used in varying proportions in different industries. If 
the productive factors used in export industries in the borrowing 
country are to a large extent different from those used in other in
dustries, export prices will rise only slightly, if at all, whereas the 
prices of many other goods will rise considerably. To such a de
velopment corresponds a considerable increase in the prices of cer
taiIl productive factors and hence also a marked expansion of the 
national income in terms of money. This increased aggregate of 
money incomes would affect the trade balance quite independ
ently of any changes in the supply prices of export goods. 

1 In the following I sometimes speak of "the aggregate of money incomes" when 
the words" and the flow of liquid capital" should be added to make the statement 
complete. I trust that this will not cause any misunderstanding for the reader who 
has studied the preceding sections. 
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OWing to the fact that certain productive factors may tempo
rarily receive a much higher reward in home market industries 
than in export industries, and because prices may differ from costs 
of production, the chance of important increases in the relative 
prices of goods from the former industries in the borrowing coun
tries is increased. In other words, the opportunities for consider
able variation in the total buying power in terms of money are 
great, even though the relation between import and export prices 
be little changed. In general we may say that when the prices of 
other goods rise much compared to export prices in the borrowing 
country or the outside country, C, while falling much compared 
~th export prices in the lending country, the changes in buying 
power which go hand in hand with a shift in the terms of exchange 
are correspondingly great. In that case the trade balance is sensi
tive even to slight changes in the terms of exchange, or rather to 
the variations in buying power which accompany them. 

The de\relopment of commodity prices and the total volume of 
buying power depends a great deal upon the credit policy pur
sued. Whatever policy A and C adopt to begin with, it is certain 
that they will be forced to liberalise unless they can force other 
outside countries to carry out a definite deflation. If this is done, 
the lending country will have to restrict credit and deflate still 
further. If, however, there is no reason ·for outside countries 
(D and E) to deflate, the increasing reserves of foreign exchange 
and gold will cause a credit expansion in A and C, in the manner 
indicated in previous chapters. The mechanism of adjustment 
will. be at work both in the borrowing country B and in A and 
C. In the case of German reparations it is evidently a matter of 
great importance that the transactions of the international banks 
shall be handled in such a way as to give the countries which in 
the last resort receive the reparation payments, namely France 
and the United States, a feeling of easy monetary conditions and 
to cause them to follow a liberal credit policy during the years 
when the principal readjustment is to take place and a surplus 
of German commodity exports is to be provided. 

§ 5. The terms oj exchange. In many different ways the trans
i fer of buying power tends to turn. the trade balances in A and B in 
l . 
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such a direction that real transfer of capital is possible. Altera
tion in the relation between import and export prices offers spe
cial interest from a national point of view. When variations in the 
price system favour the borrowing country, the lending one dis
penses with a greater volume of goods than the transferred sum of 
money would have bought before the capital transaction began, 
whereas the borrowing country and outside countries receive 
more. This outcome is, however, by no means certain. It follows 
from the analysis in this and the previous chapter that demand 
conditions may be so affected that the terms of exchange move in 
favour of B, not of A. Even if they change to the disadvantage 
of B, the corresponding gain may fall to other countries (C), not 
to A. 

As to the proportions of such variations in the terms of ex
change, the reasoning above indicates distinctly that even con
siderable capital movements 1 which primarily reduce demand for 
goods and productive factors from the lending country will not 
cause substantial changes in the export prices of the countries con
cerned, if they have a many-sided production and trade with a 
large part of the world. Such is certainly the position of Germany 
since the War, so there is every reason for assuming that repara
tion payments will not change the terms of trade greatly to its dis
advantage. As to the scanty verification of theoretical analysis 
offered by a few well-known pre-War cases, see the next chapter. 

The situation is different with regard to countries which, like 
Brazil, for example, export chiefly goods with a comparatively in
elastic foreign demand such as coffee, and which, being industri
ally one-sided, possess few potential export goods and experience 
great difficulty in substituting domestic semi-international goods 
for import goods. An export of capital from Brazil- or the sud
den disappearance of its borrowings abroad while the payments of 
interest and dividends continue - may cause a substantial drop 
in the Brazilian export price index. 

§ 6. Changes in transportation costs. That capital movements 
while in process affect the demand for transportation services and 

1 I have in mind borrowings and reparation payments of 10 to IS percent of the 
export trade of the countries concerned. 
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thence the costs of transportation has been pointed out in previ
ous chapters. It is conceivable that in certain cases outward 
freight rates should be substantially increased for B compared 
with inward freight rates. When that is so, the price level for 
commodities and factors of production moves downwards (see 
Chapter VIII). On the other hand, this tends to increase the de
mand for B factors, more or less offsetting the former tendency. 
Let us assume, for example, that A has rich coal mines and B 
iron ore deposits, and that it is cheaper to transport the ore to the 
coal and produce iron in A for export to an important market C, 
as illustrated in the figure below. 

Borrowing in B by A, however, increases B's bulky exports to 
A, - but not, we may assume, to C, - and raises the freight 
rates in the direction from B to A, while reducing them in the op
posite direction. It therefore becomes more profitable to send the 
coal to B and export the iron from there to C. The iron industry 
in B tends to expand at the expense of its competitors in A. 

§ 7· The influence of tariffs. To supplement this description 
of the reactions of the price system to a disturbance in the form 
of a transfer of buying power between nations - reactions by 
means of which the balance of payments in the various countries 
is kept in equilibrium - it may be worth while to say a few words 
about the influence of high tariff walls. 

Like other obstacles to commodity movements, tariffs, as al
ready pointed out, impede the international transfer of capital. 
Trade in international goods is restricted and hence also the 
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means by which capital is transferred. The direct effect of varia
tions in the total buying power upon the trade balance is reduced. 
It takes a stronger stimulus to make goods move over the tariff 
wall than during freer trade conditions; a more pronounced shiIt 
in prices is essential. In other words, there is opportunity for 
greater changes in the relation between home market, semi-inter
national, and export prices, with slighter effects upon trade bal
ances. In brief, the connection between national price systems is 
weaken~d by tariffs, and the transfer of buying power and goods 
between them is rendered more difficult. There can be no doubt 
that the post-War protectionist policy throughout the world, and 
the "buy-British-goods" and similar movements, have made the 
carrying out of the German reparations a much more serious affair 
than it would otherwise have been. 

If a country which for non-economic reasons has a large net in
flow of capital (reparation payments, for instance) places ex
ceedingly high duties upon all imports, the volume of the latter 
will decline. The surplus of foreign exchange will cause a credit 
expansion in one way or another, and the prices of the productive 
factors and thence the costs of production in all industries will 
rise. There is nothing to prevent them from rising to a level many 
times as high as formerly. They may continue to do so even after 
all exports have ceased, if imports are so reduced by the tariff 
that they fall short of the amount due from other countries 
on capital account.' An equilibrium will be reached only when 
the rising price level has so increased imports in spite of the 
duties that enough goods flow in to discharge the reparation 
payments. 1 

Such would be the development if the balance of payments con
sisted solely of the trade balance and capital transactions. There 
is no reason to assume that the rate of interest in this country 
woUld fall because of the high tariff,2 that lendings abroad would 
begin and the balance of payments be restored in that way. As a 
matter of fact, other items in the balance, above all tourists' ex-

1 If this country is an important part of the world, other countries may be forced 
to reduce their price levels, for example, after a redistribution of the world's gold 
supply. I It may just as well rise as fall. Compare Chapter XVII. 
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penses, would probably vary counteractingly. Travel abroad 
would be extremely cheap for inhabitants of this country, and the 
sum of tourists" expenses would therefore almost certainly grow 
considerably. 

There is a widespread opinion, expressed in many financial 
papers and periodicals, that high American import duties are the 
cause of the American export of capital in the last decade. The 
United States, it is said, refuses to receive goods as interest and 
amortisation payments, and hence has no choice but to invest the 
money abroad. Behind this view lurks the quasi-mercantilist idea 
that if a country has a deficit in the balance of trade, and at the 
same time borrows abroad, the deficit is due to other circum
stances than the borrowings and that the latter are necessary in 
order to equal the balance of payments. A reduction of com
modity imports will, it is thought, make part of the borrowings 
superfluous in a debtor state and increase the capital export of a 
creditor state. As indicated in Chapter XVIII, this may be true of 
temporary variations, but from a long time point of view capital 
movement is the cause, and the position of the trade balances the 
effect. 

To prove that the American tariff wall increases American 
lending abroad it is necessary to demonstrate that the interest 
level in the United States is reduced relative to interest rates 
abroad, or that the willingness of American capitalists to invest 
abroad is for other reasons increased or that of other capitalists to 
invest in the United States reduced. There seems no reason for 
assuming that any of these conditions is fulfilled. It is hence im
possible to say whether the United States would export more or 
less capital if its tariff wall were lower. Restriction of immigration 
is much more likely to increase capital exports than is that of com
modity imports.1 

§ 8. Interior costs oj transport. It has been said repeatedly that 
obstacles to international capital movement consist largely in the 
difficulties!lf moving commodities. Naturally import duties and 
costs of transport between countries are only part of such diffi-

I The in1luence of immigration restrictions upon capital movements has been dis
cussed in Chapter XVII. 
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culties; the costs of transport uithin countries play their part as 
well. 

In the localisation theory presented in Part III, a transfer of 
buying power and demand from one place to another was shown 
to bring changes in local supply; goods are moved locally, and 
the productive factors in each place are put to different uses in 
producing commodities and services. Besides, not only capital 
but also labour is able to move, so that conditions of production 
are changed. 

This holds true for places in the same country as well as those 
in different ones. The difficulties of moving the goods from the in
terior to the frontiers exercise the same sort of influence as do the 

costs of moving them across frontiers and from one frontier to an
other. If increased capital export from Germany, for instance, 
necessitates the exporting of goods produced in a region far from 
the national border, the influence on price conditions in this region 
compared with prices in other German regions will be the same as 
that on German prices in general relative to prices abroad when 
goods must be sent to distant markets at high transportation 
costs. 

The figure above may serve as an illustration. Assume that 
potatoes are exported from region A via the harbour C, whereas 
the region B produces potatoes for the domestic demand in the 
southern part of the country. Their price is higher than the price 
in C, reduced by the costs of transport from B to C. A transfer of 
buying power from the region B to other countries, which in-
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creases their demand for potatoes in C, will depress the price in B 
until it reaches that in C, reduced by the costs of transport. 

Potatoes in this case stand for goods in general, some of which 
will be sent greater distances or at higher expense than before. 
Price levels for commodities and productive factors will conse
quently tend more or less downwards in regions situated like B. 
Similarly the regions in capital importing countries which must 
have recourse to goods from more distant places of production will 
experience increased price levels. 

There is a tendency to avoid sending goods with the highest 
transportation charges.' Production shifts, and other goods are 
sent. Besides, region B may send goods to a region better situ
ated for export production (D), and the latter may send other 
goods to the export harbours. This is likely to happen if B con
centrates on the pr<?duction of goods which are home market 
goods from the point of view of the whole country. In this way, 
the readjustment of commodity movements takes place gradu
ally.1 In general, the localisation of industry is changed, as well as 
the price relations within the country. Other things being equal, 
the industries which produce export goods tend to concentrate in 
regions favourable for export, as a smaller part of their output is 
now sold at home. Labour and capital and general economic ac
tivity tend to move to such regions. Such factor movements, so 
far as they occur, counteract the tendency of prices of mobile 
productive factors in unfavourably situated regions to fall, but 
further reduce the value of natural resources and other immobile 
factors. It is uncertain, therefore, whether they counteract the 
tendency of commodity prices to fall in such regions compared 
with others. At any rate, a tendency towards lower prices in the 
lending and higher prices in the borrowing country will be inevi
table in regions with this situation. This is true not only of prices 
which are home market prices from the point of view of these 
regions but of export prices as well. 

I And goods which can be sold abroad ill greater quantities ouly if prica are 
heavily reduced. 

• Export of capital from a certain country. i. e. from various parts of it, means a 
domestic transfer of buying power from one part to another and from the latter to 
foreign countries. 
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The preceding analysis, wherein interior costs of transport are 
disregarded, holds good for regions which from an economic point 
of view are close to the frontiers. Evidently, when price condi
tions in all regions are measured by general price indices the drop 
in the lending and the rise in the borrowing countryl will be greater 

"than the analysis indicates. But the terms of exchange in inter
national trade - the relation between the f. o. b. prices of export 
goods from various countries - are not affected thereby.2 

Evidently, export of capital from districts situated like B to 
other countries tends to depress the price level in the lending 
country more than if the capital were lent by a region like A. This 
is a parallel to the fact that export of capital from a distant coun
try with little trade with a borrowing protectionist nation tends to 
depress prices in the former more than they fall in lending coun
tries situated close to borrowing free trade nations. 

In brief, interior transport relations play their part in the ad
justment. To the extent that an influx of capital leads to a change 
in transport conditions, for example, through railway building 
and the construction of roads, the price system is evidently 
affected in a way not touched upon in this chapter.' 

§ 9. The national income. The analysis above makes it clear 
that the influence of international capital movements upon the 
size of national incomes is a complicated question. It is necessary 
to distinguish between different periods; during periods of transi
tion, when the movement starts and whenever the difference be
tween loans in one direction and interest payments in the other 
are subject to considerable variation, there will be disturbances 
and losses therefrom, particularly in the countries of which the 
trade balance is negatively affected by the variation. 

Secondly, the terms of exchange - the relation between the 
export prices c. i. f. in export harbours - may move more or less 
favourably to the borrowing country, so long as new borrowings 
exceed interest payments, particularly during the period of transi-

t Under the assumptions made regarding the direction of demand. 
I Nevertheless the lending country suJfers an extra "loss" from the greater tran,.. 

portation costs it has to carry. Variation in the terms of exchange are unsatisfactory 
indices of changes in the national income in each country. 

• See Chapter XVIl and, for an illustration, Chapter XXII. 
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tion when borrowing operations have started on a considerable 
scale. Later on, when new borrowings fall short of the interest and 
amortisation payments, the efI'ects are the other way around. 
Account must be taken, however, of the fact that the costs of 
transport between countries may change, owing to the capital 
movement, and that the terms of exchange, calculated as the re
lation between import and export prices in the harbours of the 
same country, change less than the terms of exchange in the other 
sense. The lending country may obtain as much import goods for 
its export goods as before, even though the foreign goods in the 
foreign harbour have become more expensive, whereas its own 
export goods in its own export harbour have become a little 
cheaper. For inward freights may have fallen in relation to out
ward freights. On the other hand, the relation between import 
and export prices may give too favourable a picture of the change, 
as the interior costs of transport may have been increased through 
longer journeys. 

Thirdly, export of capital assumes that the rate of interest or 
other earnings realised abroad are expected to be greater than 
the earnings the capital could bring its owner at home. The pure 
rate of interest, after deduction of risk premiums, may be, for 
instance, 7 percent on foreign investments and 5 percent on home 
investments. If the rate of interest were equal to the marginal 
productivity of capital, the export of $1,000,000 would reduce 
home output by $50,000 per annum, and bring in $70,000 in 
annual interest payments. The percentage reduction in home 
output will, however, be much less than the proportion between 
$50,000 and the aggregate of previous money incomes. And, the 
increase in output in the borrowing nations will be less than the 
proportion between $70,000 and the previous aggregate of money 
earnings. From the point of view of total national output, the 
marginal productivity of capital, measured by changes in the 
volume of production, is less than the rate of interest. Increased 
supply of capital tends to raise wages and rents, and thus only 
partially takes the form of a greater supply of capital goods. 
Instead, each capital good represents more wages and rents. 
Reduced supply of capital depresses wages and rents and, there-
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fore, leads to a smaller reduction in the quantity of capital goods 
than in proportion to the reduction of the capital supply.1 

Fourthly, the redistribution of capital changes the conditions of 
production and hence indirectly the future supply of commodities. 
This may be important for the future terms of trade in the lending 
countries, if the goods of which they are great importers are much 
cheapened, as exemplified in Chapter XVII for the case of Great 
Britain. Furthermore, the prices at which their own export goods 
can be sold are also affected. 

Evidently the national income is affected by so many counter
acting tendencies of unknown strength that it is quite impossible 
to discount to present values all future gains and losses for either 
the lending or the borrowing countries. One cannot say whether 
the international capital movements bring net benefits or net 
losses to either. But unless the losses from disturbances are enor
mous, the world income is increased. 

§ 10. Changes in the volume oj capital movements. It has so far 
been assumed that borrowings continue at an even rate over a 
long period. This is seldom if ever the case, although it is possible 
that payments for non-economic reasons, such as reparations, 
should create a fairly constant net import and export of capital. 

. Among the most outstanding examples of important international 
loan operations are the cases of the United States, the Argentine, 
and Canada. In all three we find an easily distinguishable period 
of borrowings separated from the preceding and following years 
by comparatively abrupt breaks. The period of considerable bor
rowings lasted in the case of the United States ten years, in the 
case of the Argentine eight years, though with a marked concen
tration of the operations in the last four years, and in the case of 
Canada ten years, here also with a concentration in the last years. 
It will be observed that only in the United States did the borrow
ings continue at a fairly uniform rate for some years. In the Ar
gentine and Canada there was a continuous growth up to the end 

1 See Wicksell, Yorlesungen iiber N aJionaWkonom~, Heft I (Jena, 1926), for a full 
discussioti of this peculiarity of capital. In his discussion of the effects of an export 
of capital on national income Keynes omits this circumstance, a fact which makes 
the conclusions on which he bases practical recommendations untenable (A T,eaJise 
on Money, chapters ui and uxvii). 
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of the period, when the import of capital suddenly ceased. In 
such cases the transition effects are likely to dominate. 

Another simplification in the previous reasoning is that no ac
count has been taken of the interest payments to which most capi
tal movements give rise. The interest payments necessitate a 
transfer of buying power from the debtor to the creditor country, 
which sets in operation a mechanism of the same sort as the origi
nal transfer in the opposite direction. Should the sums due on in
terest account at any time balance the new borrowings, no trans
fer of buying power is required. Evidently what sets the transfer 
mechanism outlined above in motion is a movement of the differ
ence between the new borrowings and interest payments. From 
the point of view of the mechanism of international trade, it is this 
net movement which deserves special attention. 

It is most improbable that the net movement will be of the same 
size each year during a long period. Creditor states get increasing 
incomes on interest account, which in the long run exceed new 
loans; this happened in Great Britain in the middle of the last 
century. As the borrowings go on in debtor states, the annual 
interest payments grow rapidly. After a five to ten year period of 
considerable net inflow of buying power, a diminution of borrow
ings is likely to bring the amount down to or below the interest 
payments. There is, of course, no a priori reason why the borrow
ings should not continue to increase for a long period, during 
which, in spite of the interest payments, a net inflow of buying 
power should consequently take place. But an observation of ac
tual cases of important borrowing operations gives no example of 
such a development. 

The course of events in the American, Argentine, and Canadian 
cases is seen in the table below. 

The figures confirm what one might say on a priori grounds, 
namely that the borrowings in most cases are subject to great 
variations, and that a considerable net inflow of capital in excess 
of interest payments is bound to disappear. 

As the foregoing analysis has been based on the assumption of a 
constant net influx a few words should be said about other possi
bilities. If the influx is constant, the price reactions may be ex-
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p~cted to reach their maximum a year or two after the borrowings 
started and then to move slowly back towards their old position.

' 
In the case of rapidly growing borrowings the outcome will prob
ably be an increasing change in the relative prices, whereas when 
borrowings grow with less rapidity the alteration in prices brought 
about in the beginning may remain constant or even disappear. 

INTERNATIONAL BORROWING OPERATIONS IN UNITED STATES, 

THE ARGENTINE AND CANADA 

(The Net Import of Capital in Million Gold Dollars after Deduction for 
the Interest Payments) 

United States 
1860-78 1 -3-8-40-37 I 65 51 40 38 34 70 69 33 40 67 I -9-43-nO-I55-195 

Argentina 
1881-95' 2 10 28 12 16 I 41 n6 198 94 I -15-23-16-20-31-21 

Canada 
1900-13' I II 3 18 I 49 64 56 77 152 147 187 260 269 362 I 

• Graham. "International Trade under Depreciated Paper in the United State. •• 86>-79." <1-,.,1, 
Jou,nal of E.OftOmi.s (19"). 

• Williams. Argenli,../nIe,nalional Trode tiMer I,..OftfIIrlible PGper JI....,. 188<>-1(100 (Cambridle. 
19.0). 

• Viner. Callodo's BtJIa,..e of InIernalionallndebledlUSs. 190<>-13 (Cambrid,e. 19''')' 

It goes without saying that if the net influx is falling the tendency 
towards the old position will be stronger. Naturally, a reduction 
in the net influx will elicit tendencies essentially like those which 
arise when capital export is begun. So far as mechanism is con
cerned, the analysis of the situation when capital exports begin 
applies also when an import of capital is reduced. Consequently a 
sudden disappearance of borrowings, an occurrence well known in 
financial history, whereby a net inflow is changed to a net outflow 
because of interest payments on previous loans, will cause strong 
tendencies of the sort described in the account of the situatkn in 
the capital exporting country B above. 

These remarks apply, mutatis mutandis, equally well to cases of 
capital exports and a net outflow at even and at changed rates. 
For instance, a substantial reduction in the export of capital from 
the United States in 1923, compared with the preceding year and 

I So far as the mechanism of capital movements is concerned there will be such a 
tendency. But to the extent that any basic circumstances have changed - and 
capital movements almost certainly involve a change in this respect - the positioa 
governing these tendencies is a new one. 
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followed by a rise in 1924 (it seems likely that there was a small 
net imporl of capital in 1923) might be expected to cause a rise in 
American home market prices. The general price index figures for 
the United States, Great Britain, and Sweden, computed by the 
Federal Reserve Board and Svenska Dagbladet, Stockholm, by 
means of commodities and weights as far as possible identical, 
seems to corroborate this view.1 

United Stat .. 

1922 •.....•...•..•.........• 158 
1923 ...........•.•.........• 165 
1924 •......•.•..••••........ 159 

Great Britain 

156 
150 

159 

Swede" 

159 
157 
157 

While prices in 1923 were lower in Europe than in the preceding 
and following years, they were considerably higher in the United 
States. An average of ordinary price indices gives the following 
results for these three years: in the United States 140, 149·5, 145 j 
in Great Britain, Sweden, Holland, and Canada 154.5, ISO, 157.' 

In view of the frequent and important variations in the net in
flow and outflow of buying power, it is worth while to observe that 
business leaders are not aware of any grave disturbances of eco
nomic life caused by them. This substantiates the view that read
justment proceeds very smoothly, and as a rule without considera
ble dislocations of prices. Short term capital transactions exercise 
a balancing influence, as explained in Chapter XVIII - and 
reduce the need of radical readjustments. Furthermore, capital 
movements often vary with other changes in the balance of pay
ments. In Great Britain, for instance, there is a tendency for for
eign lending to increase at the same time that intensified foreign 
demand for British goods raises commodity exports compared 
with imports. Good business conditions increase British savings 
as well as the foreign demand for loans,' while British export goods 

I See a note by the author. "Equilibrium in International Trade," QruJrlerz, 
Jtnml.al oj EcDflomia (November, 1928). p. 184. 

• It is, however, possible, indeed probable. that this development was at least 
partly due to the fact that 1923 marked the crest of a business wave in the United 
States, while in Europe depression prevailed. 

I The stimulus to active British investments abroad is also greater when the im
mediate prospects are good. See Marshall, MD1I#Y, C,edil, ond Com",." (1923), p. 
138. Besides, Great Britain finances a considerable part of the world's foreign trade; 
during periods of expanding trade the capital required OD this account is increased. 
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are in greater demand during times of large capital investments 
abroad. During times of poor business, savings decline as well as 
the demand for British goods. Only partly is the change in de
mand for commodities a direct ·result of the change in lending. 
There is a tendency towards a covariation which to a certain ex
tent keeps a balance between commodity and capital movements. 

The close parallelism between capital movements and changes 
in trade balances cannot, however, be due to this fact alone. Some 
smoothly operating mechanism working through changes in buy
ing power rather than changes in terms of exchange is a contrib
utory factor. The fact that so easy a readjustment is not to be 
expected by means of the classical changes in relative price levels 
and trade terms is stressed even by Taussig, the chief protagonist 
of the classical theory in a revised form. 

The fluctuations [he says] are closely associated with the alternations and 
repressions of industrial activity. During the recurrent upward stage of 
buoyancy and speculation, large loans are made; after each crisis there is a 
sharp reduction, perhaps complete cessation. Each of the successive cycles 
in British economic history during the last hundred years has been character
ized by a great wave of foreign investment, followed by recession and 
quiescence.l 

The point that is less familiar, in connection with the theory of the sub
ject, or at all events is not commonly considered, is the closeness and 
rapidity with which the varying balance of payments has found its expres
sion in the varying balance of trade. The actual merchandise movements 
seem to have been adjusted to the shifting balance of payments with sur
prising exactness and speed. The process which our theory contemplates
the initial flow of specie when there is a burst of loans; the fall of prices in the 
lending country, rise in the borrowing country; the eventual increased move
ment of merroandise out of the one and into the other - all this can hardly 
be expected to take place smoothly and quickly. Yet no signs of disturbance 
are to be observed such as the theoretic analysis previses; and some recurring 
phenomena are of a ldnd not contemplated by theory at all. Most noticeable 
of all is the circumstance that periods of active lending have been charac
terized by rising prices rather than by falling prices, and that the export of 
goods apparently has taken place, not in connection with a cheapening of 
goods in the lending country, but in spite of the fact that the goods have 
seemed to be dearer at times of great capital export.s 

One thing, however, stands out in the British phenomena. This is the 
unmistakably close connection between international payments and the 

1 International Trade, p. 238. 
lOp. &it., p. 239. 
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movements of commodity imports and exports. And this closeness of con
nection, strikins in the case of Great Britain, is found again and again in 
other countries also. International payments, tho they involve between the 
individuals directly concerned nothing more than remittances in terms of 
money, lead almost at once to transfers of goods. The movement of exports 
and imports - the substantive course of international trade - responds 
with surprising promptness to the balance of international payments as a 
whole. The promptness is surprising because each constituent transaction, 
to repeat, is purely in terms of money. When individuals in a country like 
Great Britain make loans to other individuals (or governments) abroad, they 
undertake to put at the disposal of the borrowers merely so much of pur
chasing power, 10 much "money." Yet the recorded transactions between 
countries show surprisingly little transfer of the only "money" that moves 
from one to the other, gold. It is the goods that move, and they seem to move 
at once; almost as if there were an automatic connection between these 
financial operations and the commodity exports or imports. That the flow of 
goods should ensue in time, perhaps evt.D at an early date, is of course to be 
expected; it is a commonplace in the theoretical reasoning that this musl be 
the ultimate outcome. What is puzzling is the rapidity, almost simultaneity, 
of the commodity movements. The presumable intermediate stage of gold 
flow and price changes is hard to discern, and certainly is extremely short.' 

The fact that changes in international capital movements often 
appear at the same time as other changes in the economic situa
tion influences the effects of the former. A full analysis, which 
would require a special volume, would have to consider a great 
number of different cases. It is particularly worth while to ex
amine the cases where changes in capital movements and in other 
phases of economic life are elicited by a common cause. H the rate 
of savings increases in country B and the interest level conse
quently falls, although the fall is reduced through lending abroad, 
the development will be rather different from what it would be if 
the export of capital started simply because capitalists in B be
came more willing to invest abroad and the interest level in B 
consequently rose. 

Let us turn now to another aspect of changes in the volume of 
international capital movements. Although adjustment of trade 
balances in the countries concerned proceeds smoothly, there is no 
reason why the fact that borrowers and lenders use the capital 
differently should not exercise a far-reaching influence on the 
prices of international goods. when the change in capital move-

, 01. til., po a60. 
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ment is so decided that the direction of world demand is consider
ably affected. During times when the chief lending nations re
strict their exports of capital, the world's demand for goods like 
rails, which are needed much more in new countries than in old 
ones, declines. A serious drop in the export prices of the lending 
countries may ensue. This is an instance of the case where A buys 
more of B's export goods than B itself would, and where conse
quently reduced lending diminishes the demand for B's export 
goods. 

It is probable that British export industries have suffered a 
great deal since the War from the fact that the French and German 
export of capital has disappeared and that of Great Britain has 
declined; American lending has not been able to make up for this. 
The world demand for British rails, machinery, ships, etc., has 
been kept down. The consequent unemployment and loss in 
British exporting firms has still further reduced savings, and thus 
indirectly the British export of capital. 

The restriction of British and American lending in 1929 com
pared with preceding years may also partly explain how countries 
which export primary products, such as wheat and coffee, have 
been unable to continue the policy of regulating supply through 
storing. Sudden increases in the quantity for sale has led to a vio
lent drop in the prices of such goods. Such things disturb eco
nomic life in the countries concerned, and the effects may spread 
throughout the world. After all, it is self-evident that a sudden 
and far-reaching change in the economic system may create vari
ous sorts of disturbances. 



CHAPTER XXII 

STATISTICAL VERIFICATION 

§ I. Canada. Equilibrium on tke foreign exchange market. Un
fortunately, very little statistical material is available of such a 
sort that it can be used as a test of the validity of theory in this 
field. Only one case of large borrowings in a country on a gold 
standard has been made the subject of an intensive study, namely 
Canada.1 Let us tum our attention, therefore, to the course of 
events in this country. 

From 1900-13 Canada borrowed very considerable amounts of 
capital, chiefly from Great Britain and the United States. An 
average of two estimates which agree in essentials gives the fol
lowing figures (in Inillions of dollars) : 

Estimat .. • Net DiJfereru:e Canadian DiJferenee 
Interest betwOOD invest· betweea 

paymeall J I!., menu' 5&:6 
Direct Iadirect Average abroad 

I • ~ 4 5 6 7 --
1900 ......•.. 32 34 33 32 I -3 4 
1901. ........ 37 SO 44 33 11 29 -18 
19°1 ......... 42 31 37 34 3 3 ° 
1903 ........ · 55 52 54 36 18 -17 35 
1904········ . 62 III 87 38 49 21 28 
1905·.·· ..... Il3 99 106 42 64 16 48 
1906 ......... 105 99 102 46 56 -13 69 
1907· ........ 95 161 128 51 77 -22 99 
1908· ........ 222 224 223 71 152 92 60 
1909· .. · •.... 153 193 223 76 147 34 Il3 
1910 ......... 313 US 269 82 187 -26 213 
19II ......... 348 358 353 93 260 3 257 
1912 ......... 321 435 378 109 269 - 269 
1913······· .. 547 433 490 128 362 19 34J 

Sum ...... 1546 2506 2527 872 1655 137 1518 

I See Vmer,Callooa's Balallc. of I",enI4lHmalllIIlehIedlWs, 19Q<rlJ (Cambridge, 
1924), p. 139. The material for the following analysis of Canada and a part of the 
analysis itself is taken from this book. 

• P. 139. • Pp. 10~103. 
• P. 94. The investments were largely increases of bankers' balances and other 

short time capital movements of a balancing sort. 
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In portraying the influence of these loans I shall deal with 
three parts of the question in this order: 

I. Foreign exchange and the gold movements. 
2. The increase in buying power and its influence on the 

price conditions. 
3. The reactions of these conditions on the balance of pay

ments. 

As to the first question, it should be observed that Canadian 
dealings in foreign exchange were conducted almost wholly by 
way of New York. The money borrowed in Great Britain was con
sequently used by the banks to buy New York exchange, and the 
borrowers obtained a dollar deposit in Canadian banks. Accord
ing as the borrowers needed money for payments at home, a cer
tain amount was transferred from this dollar account to their ac
counts in Canadian money. In other words, the foreign money 
was sold to the banks, which paid by increasing the borrowers' 
Canadian accounts. Thus the banks increased their liabilities at 
home by the same amount as their foreign assets grew. They did 
not, however, buy the dollar exchange at a fixed price, coinciding 
with gold par. During times of an especially large supply of for
eign bills the New York exchange showed a tendency to fall a 
trifle below par, and gold was imported. When borrowings tem
porarily decreased, on the other hand, the foreign exchange 
showed a tendency to rise, and gold was sometimes exported, 
though not to any large extent. It should be observed that the 
relationship was not that assumed by the classical theory - the 
influx of gold leading to an increase in the volume of means of pay
ment - but the reverse one; that the increase in deposits led the 
banks to increase their gold reserves in almost exactly the same 
proportion. There was no attempt by the banks to regulate the 
quantity of deposits by means of variations in the discount rate, 
which was kept practically constant all through the period. Hence 
the volume of deposits could not be regulated in accordance with 
the gold reserves, but the latter were adjusted to the volume of 
deposits so as to keep the reserve at a desired percentage. The 
gold movements were, therefore, of a wholly secondary nature, 
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and the mechanism would have been essentially the same had 
there been no such movements at all. 

Using the common terminology, we might say that Canada had 
during this period a favourable balance of payments. The mean
ing of this term is, however, not quite clear. In this case the im
plication is that there was an excess of foreign funds, available on 
demand, over the quantity of mature obligations. What is neces
sary in such a situation is either that the quantity of mature obli
gations be increased or that someone be persuaded to postpone the 
use of a part of the foreign funds. Variations in the exchange rates 
are usually of some importance in such persuasion, but they are by 
no means indispensable. The Canadian banks might have been 
willing to buy and sell foreign exchange at a fixed price, and their 
foreign funds could consequently have served as a regulator even 
without variations in the exchange rates. If there actually were in 
this case some such variations, the chief cause is to be found in the 
desire of the banks to keep their gold reserve at a fixed percentage, 
and thus at certain times to import gold. This is, however, un
questionably of secondary importance. The essential thing was 
the unlimited willingness of the banks to buy foreign bills by 
means of new deposits at a practically fixed price, i. e. by creating 
fresh buying power in Canadian money. In this way the so-called 
favourable balance of payments was equalised much more 
smoothly than would have been possible had the mechanism de
scribed in the classical theory been at work. 

The borrowers used a part of their new buying power for de
manding domestic goods and services. In a way described later 
on, this resulted in due course'in an excess of imports over ex
ports, and thus in a need for foreign bills for payments abroad. 
This demand was met by the banks through drafts on their for
eign funds, which were consequently diminished; in the same pro
portion the accounts in Canada were decreased, the importers 
drawing on such accounts to pay for the foreign bills. As, how
ever, the borrowings were going on all the time, the supply of new 
bills usually kept pace with the demand for them and even grew 
as a result of the increasing rate of the borrowing. During inter
vals of small borrowings, on the other hand, the supply of new 
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bills fell short of the amount required to equalise the balance of 
payments, and the reserve abroad consequently diminished. Thus 
the holdings of the banks abroad served as a regulator of the bal
ance of payment. Parallel to this variation in foreign funds went a 
variation in home deposits. Every increase in borrowings and in 
the holdings in New York was accompanied by an increase in 
these deposits; and every diminution in the former was accom
panied by a falling off in the latter. Oh the whole, however, the 
borrowings were increasing all through the period, so apart from 
minor variations the process might be described as a continuous 
rise both in foreign funds and home deposits. 

§ 2. Buying power and price conditions. The new buying power 
in the hands of the borrowers meant an increased home demand 
for all kinds of Canadian goods. In so far as this demand was 
directed towards export goods and semi-international goods, the 
immediate outcome was a drop in exports and a rise in imports. 
However, the new demand was directed also towards home mar
ket commodities, and in this case could not be readily met by an 
increased supply. The result was a rise in the prices of home 
market goods and services relative to export and import prices. 
The latter could not be appreciably influenced by Canadian con
ditions; nor could the prices of Canadian export goods be, as a 
rule, much increased without a great diminution in their sales 
abroad. There must also have been considerable difficulty in 
raising the prices of the semi-international goods, which were 
competing with import goods. 

If what has been said above is correct, the Canadian price level 
must have risen relative to prices tbroad. Taking an unweighted 
price index for the same kind of goods in Canada and England, one 
finds that with 1900 as a base, 1913 shows the figures 127 in 
Canada and 116 in England. Using a similar index for a compari
son between Canada and the United States, we get the figure 128 

in the former country against 120 in the latter. Still more convinc
ing is the fact that home market prices rose to 162 in Canada, 
whereas an.index number for the United States from practically 
the same goods stopped at 123 also in 1913. Weekly wages rose 49 
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percent in Canada but only 28 percent in the United States (up to 
1912), while they remained practically constant in Great Britain. 
All in all, the tendency to an exceptional rise in the prices of home 
market goods and services in the borrowing country, which the 
theory assumes, seems to have been present in Canada. The fact 
that certain services like electric light and freight rates in Canada 
failed to rise is to be explained from special causes. 

The figures above indicate the situation in 1913, but may serve 
as a description of the whole period. For it was characterised by a 
continuous development in this directionj' the relative position of 
the different price levels was all the time the same as in 1913, 
though the absolute difI'erences were less considerable. Had the 
borrowings been going on at a constant rate, the result would 
probably have been different. Then the difference between home 
market and international prices in the borrowing country, to the 
extent that it was caused by the borrowings, would have reached 
its maximum a few years after their beginning, and would there
after have diminished as a result of readjustments of the econoInic 
organism. 

§ 3. The balance of trade. It now remains to consider the third 
part of the question, i. e. the reactions of changes in purchasing 
power and sectional price levels upon the imports and exports of 
Canada. In other words, how was the Canadian balance of pay
ments kept in equilibrium in spite of the enormous borrowings? 
This question has been touched upon very briefly above, but 
should now be considered a little more closely. 

The changes in prices and buying power increased imports and 
kept back exports, particul3.lly the former. A diIninution of ex
ports took place only in a relative sense. EconoInic development 
in Canada during the period considered was very rapid, so it is 
only natural that the volume and value of exports should have 
continued to grow in spite of the restricting influence of the 
borrowings. There can be no doubt. however. that there was 
such a restricting influence. The value of imports grew much 
more rapidly than the value of exports. as is shown by the 
following table: 
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CANADIAN FOREIGN TRADE AND BOIUlOWINGS, 189&-1914 

(million dollars per year) 

Year Import' 

1900-02 .................. 198 
1903-06 .................. 280 

190 7-09 .................. 356 
1910-12 ••••.••...•..••••• 545 

Export' 
202 

231 

276 
325 

Excess of Net borro"iII,. 
imparl> reduced by net 

interest paymenll I 

-4 -5 
49 4S 
80 91 

220 246 

It is impossible to say how the export from Canada would have 
developed without foreign loans. But the restricting influence ex
ercised by the latter is clearly illustrated in several ways. The rel
ative importance of export industries declined from 22 percent of 
the total production in 1900 to little more than 15 percent during 
the period 19II-13. Among industries that were able to increase 
their export almost all were stimulated by some advantageous 
change, for example, the discovery of new natural resources. The 
manufacturing export industries, in spite of the rapid general 
economic growth, were unable even to maintain their export value 
at previous figures; this indicates the presence of some restricting 
element, which according to Viner was nothing else than the bor
rowings and the consequent changes in the sectional price levels. 

The stimulus given to imports is revealed by the fact that com
modities necessary for the production of fixed capital made up an 
increasing part of total imports during years when borrowings 
were rising. 

In spite of these changes in imports and exports, the excess of 
the former fell short of the borrowings. This is seen in the table 
above, compared with the table in § 1. Roughly speaking, the ex
cess of imports was only half of th~ borrowings. The explanation 
is that there were other items in the balance of payments than 
trade and capital transactions. Paramount among the rest were 
the heavy interest payments, which amounted to almost $1,000,-

000,000 during the period considered. However, even with inter
est payments, freights, tourist expenses, etc., considered, the def
icit in the balance did not correspond exactly to the amount of the 
borrowings. The foreign funds held by the Canadian banks were 

1 Canada's Balance, p. 95. 
I After adjustment for Canadian investments abroad. Figures are from the table 

in § I. 
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larger in 1914 than in 1900. This means simply that a part of the 
foreign capital had not been taken into Canada, but had been left 
abroad. It is true that the borrowers themselves probably spent 
all the money they had obtained; but a part of their demand was 
directed towards Canadian goods and labour. Nothing in the 
mechanism that has been explained above indicates that through 
the indirect effects of the borrowings other people could increase, 
their purchases abroad by exactly the amount that the borrowers 
spent in Canada. 

§ 4. Further analysis of the price variations. This brief account 
of the development in Canada is on the whole a summary of cer· 
tain parts of Viner's analysis. The impression is that the develop
ment of prices - particularly the rise in Canadian home market 
prices - offers a partial corroboration of the theories which make 
such a change in sectional price levels a part of the mechanism of 
international capital movements. 

One must ask, however, if this price development cannot have 
been wholly or partly due to causes other than the borrowings. 
Professor Viner is emphatic in his assertion that II no factor was 
operating during this period, other than the import of capital, 
which would adequately explain a substantially greater rise in 
prices in Canada than in the world at large." 1 While it is prob
ably true that no single factor suffices to explain the course of 
events, it is quite possible that one or two other factors than the 
borrowings contributed to the relative rise in Canadian prices. 
The price figures lend some support to this view. 

From 1900 to 1902, i. e. before borrowings began to increase, 
prices rose 4 percent compared with prices in Great Britain, while 
in 1903, the first year of increased net borrowings, this difference 
increased only 1 percent. Home market prices rose about 13 per
cent in Canada relative to prices of the same goods in the United 
States up to 1902, and this difference remained constant in 1903. 
Besides, the ratio of home market prices to import prices in 
Canada rose by 17 percent from 1900 to 1902,' whereas the ratio 
fell the following year to 113. This development is not in bar-

I Carwda'$ Bala"", p. 115 • 
. • Above all, potatoes and salt mackerel rose. 
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mony with the changes in net borrowings, which were insignificant 
in the years 1900-02. Other forces must have been at work to 
raise Canadian prices, especially home market prices, in the first 
two years, and probably later on also. 

On the other hand, it seems likely that the changes in borrow
ings contributed to the relative rise in Canadian prices during the 
decade 1903-13. In particular it is difficult to attribute the fact 
that the margins between Canadian, British, and American price 
levels varied upward and downward to any other element than the 
variations in the rate of borrowings. The table in § I, and above 
all the indirect estimate of the borrowings, show four clearly 
marked periods. The annual average 1 (in millions of dollars) was 
as follows: 

1. 1900-03 ..... '" 8 III. 1907-10 ........... 141 
II. 1904-06 ........ 56 IV. J9JJ- 1 3 ........... 297 

A substantial increase in the amount must be expected to cause 
a relative rise in Canadian prices after a certain lapse of time. 
Consequently the second year in each period should show a 
greater discrepancy between the price index figures for Canada 
and other countries than the last year of the preceding period, 
while this price discrepancy may well have been reduced towards 
the end of each period, when the adjustment to the then-existing 
inflow of capital had been carried out to a greater extent than in 
the middle of each period. The table below on the whole confirms 
this expectation. The figures show the changes of the difference 
between the Canadian wholesale prices and the corresponding in
dex number in Great Britain and the United States. 

Evidently the price discrepancy increased each time during the 
first part of a period of increased borrowings,2 and fell at the end of 

1903-05 
1906-08 
1910-12 

Greal Britain I 
from to 
6 16 
6 9 

•....•.•......•.•.....•. 12 15 

United Stata' 
from to 

o 3 
o 3 
o 5 

I I. e. the average of two estimates after deduction of interest payments. 
• The price discrepancy increased from the first to the second year in each period. 
sOp. c#" p.223. 
cOp. ci#., p. 227. 
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the period. The only exception is that the difference between 
British and Canadian price indices grew also during the latter half 
of the third period - from 1<)08 to 1910 - from 9 to 12 points. 
This is only one exception, while eleven changes of the difference 
in index numbers follow expectations - six rises and five drops. 
The cause of this exception may have been that there was during 
the whole or a part of the period, and in particular during the last 
half, a tendency to a relative rise in the Canadian price level for 
some other reason than the borrowings. It is also possible that the 
outburst of British lendings after the bad business year of 1908 
tended to depress the British price level. 

If we examine the difference between the index for home market 
prices in Canada and that for virtually identical goods in the 
United States; we find that it rose from 13 to 18 in the years 1903-
oS, from 13 to 24 in the years 1906-08, and from 28 to 31 in the 
years 1910-12. Here again the effects of the variations in capital 
movement. are evident, but the last part of the third period saw a 
rise from 24 to 28, not a fall in the difference. This gives further 
support to the opinion that - as in the period 1900-02 - some 
other circumstances have contributed to a price development of 
the same sort as an increase of the rate of borrowings would have 
created.' 

§ 5. Other causes of the relative rise in Canadian prices. Among 
the possible choices of such circumstances four may be men
tioned. If savings are subject to a sudden growth and capital 
goods belong to greater extent to the home market group than 
consumers' goods, home market prices will tend to rise. There is 

1 01. ,iI., p. 260. 

I Such calculations have a limited value as verification. If the direct estimate of 
the borrowings is used, for the division of the whole period into smal\er periods, the 
second period wi\l embrace also 1 C)06 and the third wi\l start only in the following 
year. The difference mentioned above rose from 23 to 25 in the years 190~ 
against IJ-18 and 18-31 in the corresponding parts of the preceding and following 
periods. Thus, the last part of the periods saw a rise from 18 to 23, from 25 to 28, 
and from 31 to 31). In other words, there is no evident correlation between the Nri4-
lions in the borrowings and changes in the relative position of Canadian home 
market prices. I do not think that this is very damaging to the analysis in the text, 
for the direct estimate is likely to show 100 laU the increase in buying power in 
Canada in some cases. The borrowings need not be formal1y arranged until the goods 
have to be laid for, and they may be bini,,,, many months earlier in anticipation of 
the borrowings. 
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no reason for assuming, however, that Canadian savings increased 
much in the years under consideration. Besides, it is doubtful, in 
the Canadian case, whether capital goods belong to the home 
market group to a larger percentage than do consumers' goods. 

Secondly, technical improvements, particularly in export in
dustries, may have raised the level of prices for Canadian produc
tive factors. In the absence of equally great improvements in 
home market industries, the relative prices of their goods rise. An 
elastic foreign demand for Canadian export goods may prevent 
their prices from falling noticeably compared with export goods 
from other countries. Thus, the Canadian general price level rises 
in comparison with price levels abroad.1 

It seems likely that the changed transport conditions have also 
been potent in evoking a relative rise in home market prices. The 
borrowed capital directly and indirectly leads to better communi
cations in the form of new railways, roads, etc. As explained in 
the last chapter, this may have directly raised the prices of export 
commodities in interior parts of the country. Furthermore, it has 
tended to raise the level of productive factor prices and hence 
indirectly the prices of home market commodities in these dis
tricts. Briefly, better communications have lifted prices in the 
middle and western parts of the country to a higher level than be
fore. As such prices enter into the Canadian wholesale price in
dex, the rise of the latter is more or less accounted for. 

This change in transport conditions has another aspect. Virgin 
lands of the Canadian prairies were opened up to settlement, 
which led to an enormous expansion in the output and export of 
wheat and flax seed in spite of falling prices for these products. 
Besides, low-cost bodies of ores (copper, nickel, silver, etc.) were 
discovered and developed, and the exports of metals grew at a 
rapid rate, although the rise in their prices did not keep pace 
with the rise of the general price level in Canada. The exportation 
of wood and wood products also expanded. tI American methods 
of large-scale production, and the building of railroads into the 

I As an example of the influence of technical changes it may be mentioned that 
paper was produced in rapidly increasing quantities by means of American methods 
of large scale. See op. cit., pp. 264-267. 
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extensive northern timber regions situated near rivers providing 
both cheap power and a cheap means of transporting the logs to 
the mills:" I 

This development tended to increase the demand for labour and 
capital in Canada to cooperate with the new natural resources. It 
is quite possible that the rise in money wages is partly due to this 
circumstance. If per capita output in home market industries 
failed to rise correspondingly, a relative rise of the prices of their 
goods was inevitable. Similarly the export industries with less 
favourable changes in conditions of production were retarded and 
theit exportation declined. 

A fourth element which may partly explain the relative rise in 
home market prices is the rapid increase in population, which in
creases demand for home market goods. Under certain conditions 
a greater volume of them can be produced only at increased costs. 
The group headed" all foodstuffs" rose to 145, while imported 
foodstuffs stayed at II2. 

It is an often observed phenomenon that the wholesale price 
level in new countries during periods of industrial development 
rises in comparison with prices in other countries, as Coates has 
pointed out in a discussion of the development in Canada.1 The 
explanation is probably to be sought, at least to some extent, in 
changed transfer relations, methods of production, and density of 
population. The statistical evidence as outlined above is in favour 
of the opinion that these three circumstances and the working of 
the mechanism of international capital movements have sup
ported one another in bringing about the relative rise in Canadian 
prices. 

§ 6. The lerms of international exchange. It remains to con
sider above all the question whether the terms of exchange in in
ternational trade - the relation between import and export 
prices - was subject to changes and whether the borrowing oper
ation may have had any influence in this direction. 

Unfortunately, available price statistics are too unreliable to 

, 01. cil., p. 167. 
• Costof Living Report, J9J5. VoIs.I-U,Synopsis. United States Department 

of Labour. 
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permit definite conclusions even in the first respect. Viner's com
putations result in an index of 114 for import prices and 134 for 
export prices.1 The former is crudely weighted, the latter not at 
all. If, however, weighting is done according to the importance of 
the various goods in 1913, the index of export prices is reduced to 
120. The price material for this index is relatively good, but the 
import price index is so unreliable that it is far from certain that 
any changes in the terms of exchange took place. 

It is self-evident that if terms of exchange are computed to see 
whether the borrowing country gets an extra profit, the quantities 
towards the end of the period should be used as weights. A seller 
profits from high prices on his goods only to the extent that he can 
sell them; an increase in the prices they fetch is of little conse
quence, if the sales are substantially reduced, as happened in the 
Canadian case with several commodities. 

It is not surprising that the terms of exchange did not vary 
much, if at all, to the advantage of Canada. Its import prices 
could not be greatly depressed, as the larger share of imports came 
from the United States,2 not from Great Britain. Neither could 
its export prices rise much relative to the prices in other producing 
countries without reducing the foreign demand. 

Canada was the predominant source of world supply for only two or three 
mineral products. The elasticity of the foreign demand for Canadian prod
ucts was operative, therefore, as an important check. on the possibility of 
Canada's exchanging her exports for foreign commodities on more favourable 
terms because of her borrowings abroad.' 

For this reason the Canadian experience throws no light on the 
question whether considerable variations in the terms of exchange 
can be expected in most cases, as the orthodox Mill-Taussig 
theory assumes, or whether the readjustment of economic life to 
international capital movements is as a rule brought about with
out such variations, large enough materially to affect the national 
incomes. 

lOp. cu., pp. 233 and 237. 
I Of the money borrowed in Great Britain about $1,250,000 was used to pay for 

an import surplus of goods from the United States. With this direction of demand 
Canadian borrowings must have tended rather to raise American export prices than 
to depress them. I 0". cit., p. 2Q8. 
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One qualification to this reasoning should be made. If technical 
improvements played a greater part in Canadian export industries 
than in foreign industries which export to Canada, then the main
tenance of constant terms of exchange means that less of Cana
dian productive factors are exchanged for a certain quantity of 
foreign factors. The elasticity of demand may be so great as to 
bring about this result, but it is natural to assume that in many 
cases the terms of exchange of goods will move more or less in 
favour of other countries, leaving the terms between units of pro
ductive factors little if at all more favourable to Canada than be
fore. If during such a period borrowings or other circumstances I 
mentioned in the last section intervene, the final result may be a 
constant ratio of exchange in terms of goods - and a much im
proved ratio in terms of productive factors. 'thus the absence of 
actual increase of export prices in relation to import prices does 
not prove that there has been no influence from borrowings or 
other circumstances in a favourable direction. However, in view 
of the fact that Canada's export of most goods was a small per
centage of the world's supply of these goods, the foreign demand 
for such goods when the Canadian supply grew has been rather 
elastic. In this particular case, therefore, there is no need of any 
counteracting tendency - for example, the tendency of capital 
imports to improve the terms of exchange - in order to explain 
why these terms did not move to Canada's disadvantage. 

AU in all, one thing stands out as fairly certain in the light of the 
facts and figures in Canada: to account for the decline of exports 
relative to imports, i. e. the real transfer of capital into Canada, 
there is no need of changes in the terms of exchange in interna
tional trade. 

The expansion of manufacturing not only absorbed an increased propor
tion of the Canadian production of raw materials, but it withdrew labor, 
from the production of raw materials which otherwise would have been 
exported, to the construction of plant and equipment and the fabrication, 

I Above all changed transport conditions, which raise the prices of export goods 
in the interior. The export price inda includes several quotations of grain, hay, 
potatoes, cattle, etc .• in the western part of the country. On the other hand, 
improved communications, like technical improvements, increase the supply of 
Canadian export goods on the world's markets and tend to depress their prices there. 
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from imported raw materials, of manufactured co=odities for domestic 
consumption. The development of roads, towns, and railroads, made pos
sible by the borrowings abroad, absorbed a large part of this immigration of 
labor, and these consumed considerable quantities of Canadian co=odities 
which would otherwise have been available for export. Changes in relative 
price levels I resulting from the capital borrowings were also an important 
factor in restricting exports, operating coordinately with the factors ex
plained above.' 

§ 7. The British case. Space does not permit a close exami
nation of other cases than the Canadian one, for which some 
relevant material is available. A few words must be added, how
ever, about the export of capital from Great Britain during the 
decades before the War. 

This case has been discussed by Taussig a; according to his com
putations the quantity of export goods given in exchange for a 
given quantity of import goods fell by 12 percent from the period 
1880-84 to the period 1895-99.4 In other words, if the terms of ex
change had not improved, Great Britain would have had to send 
abroad 14 percent more goods than she did during the latter 
period to pay for her imports. This 14 percent would have repre
sented a value of £35,000,000 to £40,000,000, which was therefore 
the British gain from improved trade terms. Taussig regards this 
improvement as due to changes in capital movements and other 
" non -merchandise" transactions, and thus finds that the develop
ment corroborates the theory. As a matter of fact, British export 
of capital maintained almost exactly the same volume during 
these two periods, and a growth of the influx of interest payments 
by something like £30,000,000 cannot have caused an extra gain 
of more than this amount; demand and supply conditions have 
probably been such that the gain only reached a fraction of it. 

The improbability, to say the least, of such violent changes in 
trade terms from such slight causes becomes still more evident 
when it is considered that an increase in the export of capital by 
about £50,000,000 in the last half of the 'eighties not only failed to 

1 International prices versus home market prices in my opinion. 
• op. cit., p. 263. 
I 1 nlernalional T,.ade, Chapters XX and XXI. Dr. Silverman is going to pub

lish a thesis, "The International Trade of Great Britain, 1880-1913." 
• The index fell from 126 to III. 
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move the tenns of trade to the disadvantage of Great Brit~ but 
was unable to prevent an improvement greater than the improve
ment in the following five-year period,1 which saw a decline in the 
export of capital of about the same dimensions as the previous in
crease.' It seems impossible to doubt that other circumstances 
than changes in capital movements and interest payments caused 
the variations in tenns of exchange. Probably the improve
ment in the British trade tenns in the 'eighties had much to do 
with the expansion of agriculture in the transoceanic countries, 
partly as a result of the export of British capital, whereby the 
British food supply was cheapened. 

From the last years in the 'nineties to 1913, figures show a 
small variation to the disadvantage of Great Britain. At first 
sight the explanation may appear to lie in the enonnous ex
pansion of British lending abroad. Closer examination reveals, 
however, that in the years 19oo-o4, when the export of capital was 
rather insignificant, and in the years 1911-13, when it reached 
£150,000,000 to $200,000,000,' the tenns of exchange were virtu
ally the same.· 

All in all, the British figures provide no verification of the sug
gestion that considerable changes in the tenns of exchange result 
from variations in capital movements and interest payments. 
This does not prove that such changes never occur, but the fact 

I When the manuscript was about to be sent to the press Silverman published a 
paper on "Monthly Inda Numbers of British Export and Import Prices, 1880-
1913," Rmew DJ ECDfWfflit: SlDJislics, Vol. XII, NO.3 (1930). His figures di1fer 
somewhat from Taussig's and show practically constant trade terms in this period, 
189<>-95. 

I See Tauosig, DI. til., the charts on pp. 246 and 2SJ. 
, Interest incomes also grew, but much less, so the aCe5S of incomes from abroad 

over export of capital, which reached 70 or 80 million pounds in the first period, had 
disappeared in the last one. 

• The index numbers stood at 104 and 106 respectively. The periods are not quite 
comparable as much better business conditions prevailed in the latter. Silverman's 
figures (see chart on p. 148) entirely corroborate my conclusions in the tat, drawn 
from Taussig's figures. The trade terms improved in the 'eighties, above all through 
the cheapening of food, and then retained about the same position, in spite of strik
ing variations from one year to another. British aport prices rose during good busi
ness conditions relative to import prices, which is natural, as the exports contained 
large quantities of such "sensitive" commodities as iron and steel, coal and nOD
ferrous metals. Taussig's mistakes are partly to be aplained by the fact that he has 
chosen the abnormal year 1900 as a base. . 
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that they were not clearly noticeable in the Canadian case, nor, 
contrary to orthodox expectations, in the British one,l militates 
against the MUI-Taussig explanation of the mechanism of inter
national capital movements, and tells in favour of a theory such as 
that presented above, where such changes play a subordinate 
rOle.2 

1 A possible line of defence for the orthodox theory would be to say that capital 
exports vary in a similar fashion as foreign demand and that the effects of these 
variations on the terms of trade offset one another. 

• I have abstained altogether from discussing the case of the United States. Pro
fessor Taussig himself admits that it offers no corroboration of his theory. On the 
contrary, the period 1892-1901, when exports grew rapidly, relative to imports owing 
to increasing immigrants' remittances and interest payments, was the very time 
when the terms of exchange improved. Clearly, other circumstances must have been 
at work to bring about this result. Taussig, op. cil., pp. 303-305. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

IMPORT DUTIES AND PRICE ADJUSTMENTS 

§ I. Financial duties and the terms of exchange. The mechanism 
of other variations in international trade than those of capital 
movements will now be briefly analysed. We begin with changes 
in import duties; disregarding their possible influence on the 
quantity or quality of productive factors and other elements 
touched upon in Chapter XVI, we shall confine ourselves to the 
question of how prices are affected and the balance of payments 
is kept in equilibrium. 

Assume that in country A a duty is imposed on a commodity 
not produced in this country, for example, coffee. The demand 
for coffee .falls off, while demand for other goods, domestic or 
foreign but presumably a little of both, increases.1 Demand is 
thus turned in a direction which tends to enhance the scarcity 
of A's goods and productive factors in comparison with all 
foreign goods and factors, taken as a whole.1 The aggregate of 
money incomes in A consequently rises in comparison with this 
aggregate in B. Assuming that the inhabitants in each country 
own the factors in their country, A's buying power rises relative 
to that of B. If we assume that the combined national income 
of both countries in terms of money is kept constant by a mone
tary policy, the imposition of the duty leads to an absolute in
crease of A's income and buying power and a reduction of B's. 
This may mean that A buys a larger share of the output of 
the two countries than. before. But the change in its monetary 
income is no measure of the increase of the volume of goods it 
can consume, i.e., it is no evidence of a corresponding gain. For 

I The amount collected as duty serves to reduce other taxes and increases the 
purchasing power of the tax payers. In the reasoning below coffee stands for a group 
of commodities which are of considerable importance in A. Otherwise the effects of 
the duty would be rather small. 

• In • I let us speak of the rest of the world as if it were one country B. Later B 
means the countries which export goods on which A imposes duties. 
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the prices of home market goods in A rise relatively to prices of 
similar goods in B, as will be shown below; the increases of mone· 
tary incomes. in the former country are partly, in some cases 
wholly, offset by this fact, and so far signify no increase in the 
volume of goods at the disposal of A. (See § 2.) 

The change in favour of the productive factors in A at the ex
pense of those in B is one aspect of a process which implies also 
that the level of commodity prices falls in the latter country and 
rises in A. Coffee commands a lower price in B than formerly, but 
that is not all. As coffee growing becomes unremunerative, pro
ductive factors flow to other occupations and costs of production 
and prices fall there also. The average price level of commodity 
prices in B declines, while it rises in A. This must be further ex-

~, plained and analysed. 
It is often practical to study the reactions of commodity prices 

towards changes of any sort under three headings: First, how 
much would demand for various commodities be changed, when 
their prices vary, if the buying power of the consumers were 
unchanged? This is sometimes spoken of as "elasticity of wants." 
Second, how is the buying power of various individuals - and 
thereby their demand for various commodities - affected? Third, 
how do the schedules of supply prices for commodities change? 
These three reactions will be dealt with below in an attempt 
to throw light upon the nature and extent of price variations 
caused by an import duty, notably the variation in the "terms 
of exchange," i. e., the relation between import and export prices. 

As to the elasticity of wants, one must ask how much demand 
in A will react (I) towards the higher price the consumers have to 
pay for coffee, when the price is raised because of the duty, and 
(2) towards the lower prices of B's other export goods. Importa· 
tion of coffee will fall off, while the purchases of other goods will 
increase; the question is how much, assuming a certain change in 
their prices to have taken place. Furthermore, we must inquire 
how B's demand for A's export goods reacts when they become 
more expensive. 

The more A's demand for coffee is reduced and the less its 
demand for other goods is increased, given a certain fall in all B 
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prices, the greater must the fall be to bring about equilibrium in 
the balance between imports and exports, which has been dis
turbed by the duty. Similarly, the less B's own demand for A's 
export goods falls off when their prices rise, the greater will be 
the change in prices required to bring about equilibrium - in 
brief, the more will the terms of exchange in international trade 
move in favour of A. 

On the other hand, the less A reduces its coffee consumption, 
the more a slight price reduction for other B goods leads to in
creased imports to A, and the more the higher A prices reduce 
B's imports, the slighter is the price variation required to estab
lish equilibrium. 

The more urgent the foreign demand for the products from a 
country are at a certain time ("urgent" being taken in the sense 
that purchases are much increased when prices fall and slightly 
reduced when prices rise), and the less urgent its own demand for 
foreign products, the less chance is there of a considerable change 
in the terms of exchange to the country's disadvantage, and the 
greater chance is there of a change to its advantage. 

Note that this has nothing to do with such a country's securing 
a marked "total gain" from international trade. Conclusions 
from the advantage or disadvantage of minor variations as re
gards IItotal" gain are unwarranted.1 

We tum now to the second class of reaction, changes in buying 
power in the two countries. They tend to affect imports and ex
ports in the same way as do changes in commodity prices. The 
reduction of the prices of B's goods increases A's demand for 
them, and the increased buying power in A has the same in
lluence. Similarly, the higher prices of A's goods work towards a 
diminution of B's purchases, and this tendency is strengthened by 
the reduction of buying power in B. 

Clearly, variations in commodity prices meet with opposing 
tendencies not only in the manner indicated through the elasticity 
of wants, but also through the reaction of buying power. Changes 
in commodity prices, on the one hand, variations in the prices of 

I I hope soon to publish. detailed analysis of the orthodoz theory of gain from 
international trade. 
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corresponding productive factors and hence of buying power on 
the other, are two aspects of the same process. The price varia
tion necessary to establish equilibrium in the balance of pay
ments when the import from A to B has been diminished by a 
duty works in two ways: by affecting buying power no less than 
through elasticity of wants. The elasticity of international de
mand is a combination of these two tendencies.1 

The outcome depends also upon the third reaction, that of 
supply. The schedules of supply prices are moved upwards in B 
and downwards in A. The extent of their variations for different 
commodities is the result of several tendencies, of which the 
changes in factor prices is one. The more factor prices fall in B 
and rise in A, the more supply prices are changed in a corre
sponding manner and the more the quantity of imports to A tends 
to be increased and that of imports to B to fall/' Not only will 
greater quantities of the old import goods be sent from B to A 
and smaller ones in the opposite direction, but new goods will pass 
from B to A, while some of A's old export goods can no longer be 
marketed in A with a profit, so that trade in them ceases. 

Equilibrium between imports and exports in spite of the new 
duty is maintained by a price variation which evokes reactions of 
demand and supply just sufficient to offset the reduction of B's 
importation of coffee. How far these price variations need go in 
each particular case evidently depends upon the conditions of 
demand and supply. The more sensitive are the latter, the less 

--'prices will vary. 
If coffee continues to be produced in the same quantities as 

before the imposition of the duty, its price will decline sharply; 
employment in the coffee growing industry will be unremunera
tive. For this reason industrial agents will move to other occu
pations. New labour and capital may be shifted completely to 
-other industries, the output of coffee falling below what it used 

1 When the effects of taxes on imports are studied on the supposition of ''barter'' 
by means of the well-known Marshallian curves (d. Auspitz und Lieben, Edge
worth) both these reactions are bandled under one head. Discussions in monetary 
terms have in almost all cases neglected half the process, the changes in buying 
power. 

I As to the total val~ of imports, see below. 
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to be or at least what it would have been without the duty. At 
the same time the supply of other goods in B increases. Some of 
these other goods meet a comparatively inelastic demand in A. 
Greatly increased quantities can be marketed only at consider
ably reduced prices. Others are more favourably placed, even 
slight price cuts leading to marked extension of sales. Production 
of such goods will be increased most if the productive factors can 
be used equally well everywhere and can be easily moved. Under 
these conditions there will be a tendency for production to ex
pand where it meets least resistance, i.e., where increasing quan- _ 
tities can be marketed with the smallest price reductions. A 
similar shift of production, in accordance with the elasticity of 
the foreign and domestic demand, takes place in A. 

Such adaptations of production to the conditions of demand 
tend to equalise the price developments of various goods in the" 
same country, at the same time reducing the change in the rel
ative price levels of A and B that is necessary to establish equilib
rium in the case of a certain import duty. These adaptations of 
supply also influence the different factor prices and hence the 
changes in buying power and demand in each country.1 

It goes without saying that the situation in these respects 
changes as time goes on after the levying of the duty. Factor 
movements from one industry to another do not take place at 
once; often many years are required to bring about large reduc
tion of the activity in unremunerative industries. A full account 
of the price mechanism must include a description of how far and 
how quickly the various supply reactions come about. In the 
long run not only movements of industrial agents but variations 
in their total supply under the influence of price variations must 
be considered. 

§ 2. Relative price cllanges in each country. So far little atten
tion has been given to the relations between prices of different 
goods and factors in the same country. These relations change 

I "The demand of each (country) is made dective by its own supply •.•• All 
trade. either between nations or individuals. is an interchange of things: those which 
either side is prepared to part with constitute its means of purchase." - Marshall, 
Mortey. emJiI GIld Com_ee, p. 160. 
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under the influence of the original change in supply conditions, 
i.e., the new duty, and the three sorts of reactions governed by 
(r) elasticity of wants, (2) variations of buying power, and (3) 
the forms of the supply schedules. 

Consider :first the situation in B. Foreign demand has been 
turned away from coffee, and its price falls relative to other com
modity prices. But the reaction of supply tends to spread the 
effects over a number of commodities using the same or similar 
productive factors. For these factors become less in demand and 
cheap, and consequently the corresponding goods also command 
lower prices On the other hand, commodities which require dif
ferent sorts of factors do not receive lower supply prices in that 
way. The pressure of the reduced demand for coffee is felt in 
other industries in B more closely the more easily productive 
factors can be turned from coffee growing to production of other 
goods. 

However, not even commodities in industries of quite different 
types escape the influence of the coffee duty. The lower total 

,: price of productive factors in B means a lower aggregate of money 
incomes. Thus demand for all sorts of goods in B falls off more or 
less. Let us assume that this reduction in demand is fairly evenly 
spread over different goods. So far as export goods are con
cerned, the increased demand from A for all of them except 
coffee is a balancing element, but the prices of home market goods 
are reduced. This means that the corresponding factors also 
command lower prices. In summary, if B's export goods are sold 
somewhat cheaper than before, the prices of coffee and home 
market commodities are reduced still more. On the other hand, 
imports from A are priced a little higher than formerly. 

In the latter country home market goods and the corresponding 
factors tend to rise as a result of the increased buying power. 
Besides, less money is spent on coffee, - not by the consumers 
but by the country A, - since the government in A receives 
what is paid in duty. Thus the net expense on coffee is smaller 
than before and more money is available for other things, which 
will increase the demand also for home market goods. Export 

/ prices rise less, for they feel the influence of weakened demand 
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from B. Import prices c. i. f. may faIl somewhat, but prices of 
protected goods rise above the c. i. f. level by the amount of the 
duty. 

The new demand in A may be divided more or less evenly be
tween different sorts of commodities; so may the reduced demand 

. in B. Supply reactions of various sorts also influence the relation 
between various commodity prices. General statements are 
difficult to make. 

In both countries the prices of home market goods tend to vary " 
the most, with the possible exception of protected goods. In
ternational goods feel two opposing influences, increased demand 
from one country and decreased demand from the other. 

How far supply reactions go in the direction of equalisation 
depends much upon the mobility of labour from one occupation 
to another. If trade unions form non-competing groups, the re
duction of wages in one industry may fail entirely to reduce 
wages of similar labour in other industries and prices of the 
goods produced by them. Note, however, that commodities at 
different stages of the same productive process, for example, raw 
materials and finished goods, or those otherwise intimately re
lated, are directly influenced by changes in each other's economic 
position. 

In some cases, evidently, the tendency of supply prices of export 
goods to faIl in B and to rise in A is very weak. Besides, the 
direction of the demand for international goods may be affected 
in such a manner that the trade terms move in favour of B 
or remain constant. 

Lastly, it is important to observe that relative prices are likely 
to change more at the start than later on, when supply reactions 
have had time to work out their effects. The existence of fixed 
capital is an important element in the delaying of the readjust
ment. Even the total supply of the productive factors is gradually 
affected, and, as Chapter XVI attempted to show, will almost 
certainly counteract the tendencies toward changed factor and 
commodity prices. It is even possible that the price of coffee may 
reach the same, or a higher, level l as before the imposition of the 

I Reduced economies of large-scale production can contn'bute to this result. 
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duty. Some natural resources, however, have few competitive 
uses; their reduced employment in an industry will lead to a re
duction of their price, which means that the corresponding goods 
are also obtained more cheaply; on the other hand, a reduction 
of total output may lead to the loss of large-scale economies, in
ternalor external; thus, in the long run, prices of goods on which 
duties are levied may be raised in the exporting countries. 

In general, when changes in demand, caused by the duty, have 
brought about a new economic situation, forces on the supply 
side exert resistance, and tend more or less slowly to return prices 
to their earlier status. Such supply reactions naturally influence 
not only the ratios of various prices within each country but also 
the ratio between import and export prices and the relation be
tween the general price levels of A and B - a fact already pointed 
out. The greater the adaptability of productive resources the less 
effect on prices the new impediment can have. In the long run 
the forces at work behind the supply of various factors may 
exercise the deciding influence. 

§ 3. Protective duties. If duties are levied on goods which are 
or can be produced at home in such a way that their output in
creases, the effects will not be confined to those briefly outlined 
above in the case of a duty on coffee. Protective duties may 
naturally cause a shift in production in A directly and thus bring 
about somewhat different results. 

Assume that substantial import duties are imposed on textile 
goods in country A; the result is that textile industries expand in 
this country. Demand for foreign textiles is thus reduced in two 
ways; through smaller total demand under the influence of higher 
prices upon textiles in A, and through a relative cheapening of 
the home supply. Demand is shifted somewhat from foreign to 
domestic factors of production; consequently prices of A factors 
tend to rise compared with factors in countries producing taxed 
commodities. To draw labour from other industries to the textile 
factories in A higher wages are essential. Temporarily the in
crease of factor prices may be considerable; even under settled 
conditions, with the adaptation completed, there is nothing to 
prevent factors in A from having higher prices than before. And 
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in countries producing the taxed goods -let us call them B
factor prices will be lower than before. 

The sort of factors used in the protected textile industries in A 
will in particular gain a more advantageous position. If textile 
workers successfully pursue a closed-shop policy, their wages may 
remain on a much higher level than formerly. Female labour, at 
any rate, being used much more extensively in the textile industry 
than in others, will be scarcer and command higher wages than 
before protection. Home market prices, as shown in the case of 
revenue duties, will naturally be lifted to a higher level, and the 
corresponding factor prices will follow them. Thus factors used 
particularly in home market industries, like those in the pro
tected industries, may have their relative scarcity and their re
ward increased compared with those of other factors in A. In B 
a development of prices in the opposite direction takes place, as 
explained in the last section. The outcome depends also upon the 
reactions of factor supply, both the mobility of labour from one 
group to another and of land and capital from one use to another, 
and the creation of a new supply of factors by means of savings, 
education, and the like. 

Despite the tendency towards a relative increase of the price 
level in protectionist countries, some factor prices and goods pro
duced in these countries may fall. The relative scarcity of the 
productive factors is altered; the prices of some rise more than the . 
prices of others. Certain ones may even become cheaper than 
before. This might happen, for instance, to some of the factors 
used little or not at all in the protected industries and in home 
market industries and extensively in the production of export 
commodities. As export industries use some of the factors which 
have become more expensive than before, inability to raise prices 
on the foreign markets appreciably may well signify that the 
factors used largely in the relatively declining export industries 
will command lower prices than formerly. The price of forest land 
in countries such as Finland and Sweden is a possible example. 

It is also conceivable that certain home market commodities 
may use relatively as much of these cheapened factors as do ex
port goods, qr even more. The prices of such commodities may 
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consequently not only fail to rise but may even decline. Suppose, 
for example, that wheat is an export article, while rye is produced 
only for the home market. A reduction in wheat growing lowers 
the rent of agricultural land, and hence the costs of producing 
rye may not rise at all, in spite of the fact that other factors of 
production have become more expensive. Other domestic indus
tries - the building trade, for example - may use factors of pro
duction in the same proportion as do the protected manufacturing 
industries, and may as a result experience a proportionate in
crease. Between these extremes fall the majority of cases. Most 
home market prices rise, but less than the prices of protected 
import goods. The general price level becomes on the whole 
higher. 

It is evident that such reductions of commodity prices in the 
protectionist country can only be exceptions, and that so far as 
they occur prices of other goods will rise all the more. For there 
can be no doubt that the changed direction of demand, the most 
direct effect of the duties, raises the money prices of productive 
factors in general, and thus also the average price level for all 
commodities produced by these factors. As import goods are not 
likely to be much cheapened, both commodity and factor price 
levels will be raised. 1 

Cassel is of the opinion that protection, like other economic 
changes, cannot raise the commodity price level relative to the 
levels in other countries if the foreign exchange rate is kept con
stant,! and refers to the lessons of experience, though without 
giving figures. He draws the following conclusion: 

The effect of any alterations in the tariff of a country is therefore essen
tially only an effect on the relative prices of commodities. The consequence 
is that an increase of the custom duties must have an effect not only in a rise 
of the prices of some commodities, but also in a corresponding fall of some 
other prices. These movements must counterbalance one another in order 
that the general level of prices may remain intact.' 

1 Changes in the relation between transports to and from a country may alter 
this conclusion. If the importation of bulky goods is restricted, inward f,reights may 
fall and outward freights rise, a development which would depress prices in this 
country. Economies of large-scale production, on the other hand, do not seem to 
necessitate any substantial modifications. 

I "The Treatment of Price Problems," TM &9nomk J_owl (1928). 
, Ibid., p. S80. 
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In the author's opinion, the evidence of price statistics is not 
sufficiently clear to justify any such assertions. So far as it goes, 
such evidence shows rather that important changes in the rel
ative price levels are possible - as is brought out by the chart 
below. Neither experience nor analytical reasoning, therefore, 
supports the opinion that price reductions will be of the same 
order of magnitude as price increases. 
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In this diagram the thirty-two years have been divided into 
four periods, the division lines being drawn at the years in which 
the German tariff policy was changed. The first and third of these 
periods were characterised by moderate protection, the second 
and fourth by more extreme protection. Comparison between 
the Swedish and German price levels shows the effects of these 
changes with surprising clearness, despite the fact that the 
Swedish tariff policy was also subject to changes. 

I From 111)' Swedish treatise Ballllelru Tem (Stockholm, 1924), p. 142. 
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England, a free trade country, saw its price level fall almost 
continuously compared with that of the two protectionist coun
tries. The margin was widened especially in the 'eighties and the 
beginning of the 'nineties. It seems probable that this was largely 
due to the Swedish and German com duties. The index numbers 
include too few manufactured products to tell much concerning 
the duties upon them. 

Comparison between the development of relative price levels 
after 1890 in the United States on the one hand and in England, 
France, and Germany on the other, according to Mitchell's index 
numbers 1 for a small number of goods so far as possible identical, 
permits of no safe conclusions. As so many other elements besides 
the tariff policy were altered, above all in the United States, it is 
not to be expected that a modification of the already high Amer
ican tariff in 1897 should doIninate price relations. It is not im
probable, however, that the relative rise in American prices from 
that year to 1910 was partly due to the American tariff policy. 

§ 4. The terms of exchange. While it seems certain that home 
market prices and, inclusive of duties, import prices in a pro
tectionist country can be considerably raised in comparison with 
export prices, it is much less sure that export prices can be appre
ciably raised relative to import prices, exclusive of duty, and the 
terms of exchange thus be improved. This question requires 
closer exaInination. 

It is often asserted that import duties restrict imports and tend 
to depress import prices, exclusive of duty, while a corresponding 
reduction of the volume of exports can come only from a rise in 
export prices. It is implied that this shift in the terms of ex
change may substantially affect the size of the national incomes 
of various states, not only in hypothetical cases but in the actual 
world of to-day.2 As a matter of fact there are several reasons for 
assuIning that in most cases only a slight change in the terms will 
be caused even by a fairly high general tariff wall. 

1 Inlernalionol Price Comparisons, Department of Commerce (Washington, 
1919), p. 13· 

I Cf. Taussig, I nlernaIionol Trade, pp. 142-144. Curiously enough most writers 
on this question make no attempt at estimating the relative importance of changes 
in the terms of achange. 
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Some reactions to import duties tend to reduce exports from A, 
even if export prices fail to rise. Productive factors are shifted 
to the protected industries more than would otherwise be the 
case. For export industries less factors are available, some of 
them only at increased prices. Some raw material or semi
finished goods are also rendered more expensive. Hence such 
industries do not pay well, and less effort and capital are spent to 
expand sales of their products abroad. Commodities do not sell 
themselves; fore~gn demand is not a question solely of prices, but 
depends also upon the effectiveness of marketing. Less money is 
spent on organising sales abroad, on selling agencies, advertising, 
etc. In a word, less energy is devoted to the export trade and 
more to domestic trade. Foreign countries are able to supply a 
greater quantity of such goods at unchanged prices when com
petition from this country has become less severe. By analogy, 
exports of goods from B may expand even without a price reduc
tion. The fact that many countries constitute more or less sepa
rate markets is important here: Few export industries have done 
everything they can to cultivate all these markets. 

The inevitable outcome of all this would be a falling off in A's 
f10lume of exports, even if both foreign demand and export prices were 
unchanged. In discussions of the opposite case (the effects upon 
exports of a return to free trade or low duties), it is sometimes 
asserted that a small reduction of costs and of export prices would 
have no appreciable influence upon the quantity exports. Such 
reasoning neglects to consider that productive factors would be 
turned from home market to world market production, and that 
much energy and enterprise now used in domestic trade would be 

. devoted to foreign trade. Given a period of transition, the volume 
of exports might increase substantially, yet their prices would not 
necesariIy be lowered.1 

The volume of export is not a function solely of foreign de
mand and supply prices. Productive effort may be shifted to and 

I The markets for most goods are not pedect. Hence, the share of foreign 
demand which is satisfied through supply from a certain country depends on sales 
organisation. Unless such selling upenditure is offset through savings from econo
mies of 1arge-scaIe production when output is increased, the terms of trade, cal
culated in terms of productive factors, move in an unfavourable direction. 
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/from the production and marketing of international goods, and 
international trade may as a result vary, even if the relation be
tween import and export prices maintains in the long run a fairly 
constant position. 

Whereas exports decline, imports tend to grow.1 The increased 
cost levels in A retard the development of industries manufac
turing goods which compete with imports and which fail of sup
port in this competition through import duties; hence demand for 
imports from abroad tends to grow.2 In B, on the other hand, the 
corresponding industries profit from reduced cost levels and there 
is less need of imports. 

Secondly, the home market prices and buying power, higher in 
A and lower in B, incline demand towards international goods in 
the former country and away from such goods in the latter coun
try, entirely regardless of any reduction of B's export prices com
pared with A's. 

How much the terms of exchange will vary depends upon the 
conditions of supply and demand, as explained in §§ 1-2 of this 
chapter. It may be well to stress once more that foreign demand 
is in most cases elastic. The goods a country exports are usually 
supplied also by several other countries -let us call them C
in the same markets, or can be supplied in those markets at 
slightly higher prices. When that is the case with A, a small rise 
of its export prices will be sufficient to tum demand abroad de
cidedly away from them to similar products from other countries,' 
particularly when supply there reacts easily. A's competitors will 
increase their exports at A's expense. Besides, both B and other 
countries - called D 4 - will increase their own output of such 
goods and reduce the sum total of imports. On the other hand, a 
slight reduction of the prices at which B exports non-protected 
goods will increase its exports at the expense of other producers 

1 Importation of protected goods is, of course, restricted. 
• H many goods are protected, imports of those which have relatively low duties 

may grow. 
• Besides, if the prices at which these other countries export such goods rise also, 

the total consumption of them will decline. 
• These countries do not export protected goods to A, as B does, and do Dot com

pete with A as C does. 
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of these goods or competing goods in other countries - D. In 
other words, from the point of view of both A and B the total 
foreign demand for their products is likely to be very elastic. A 
slight price variation will lead to radical adjustments of exports 
and imports, especially the former. The closer the competition 
between A and other countries (C), the less probable it is that 
an import duty will be able to affect the terms of exchange notice
ably in favour of A. The consumers in this country will have to 
pay practically the whole duty, and B will suffer little or not at 
all from less favourable terms of exchange. 

Some of A's export goods may drop out of international trade 
altogether as a result of slight price increases, which means pro
nounced elasticity in the foreign demand. B, on the other hand, 
will be able to export goods which before were produced only for 
the home market. A reduction of the costs of production by, for 
example, 10 percent would permit many new goods, so far little 
or not at all marketed abroad, to sell in large quantities; and 
existing export industries would be enabled to expand at the ex
pense of foreign competitors. For this reason, and because of the 
other reactions, such a country would be able to increase its vol
ume of exports much more than 10 percent, even if the sort of 
goods exported were only consumed in 5 percent greater quan
tities as a result of such price reduction. 

A will be able to achieve a considerably better ratio between 
export and import prices only when the following conditions 
obtain: (I) foreign countries have an insistent demand for the 
sort of goods A exports and thus restrict their consumption very 
slightly when A's export prices are raised and buying power is 
reduced in B; I (2) the supply of such goods from production in 
other countries is small, or cannot be easily increased without 
marked heightening of costs; 6) foreign countries reduce their 

1 The influence of reduced buying power in the countries which aport the goods 
on which A levies import duties must be stressed. The chances of turning the trade 
terms in favour of A are greater when countries selling the protected goods purchase 
very little from A than when they are important customers of A. The British Labour 
Party's preference for duties or import prohibitions against countries with low wages 
would probably fall off, if it were remembered that these countries happen to be 
good customers in Great Britain. 
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export prices for the goods upon which A has imposed a duty, 
because A is an important market with elastic demand and the 

, productive factors in these industries cannot readily be shilted to 
other industries; 1 (4) A's demand for non-protected foreign goods 
is not much increased when they can be obtained more cheaply 
and A's buying power has grown.2 

It is conceivable that some of A's goods might fulfil the first two 
conditions. But it is practically impossible that the majority of a 
country's exports would do so. And only when this happened, and 
the third and fourth conditions were also fulfilled, could the terms 
of exchange be much improved from A's point of view. This 
can, therefore, only happen in quite unusual cases. 

We must, however, except the situation soon after the imposi
tion of the duty. Industries producing for certain markets do not 
easily swing to others, even though prices be unremunerative 
because of import duties. Foreign countries may continue to 
supply A with taxed goods at considerably lower prices than 
before. Besides, A may continue for. some time to export its 
goods to their former markets, even though their prices are higher 
than those of competitors. But this situation will not last: A will 
gradually be driven from some of its markets, or be forced to sell 
at competitive prices; and foreign producers will tum away from 
the unprofitable sales in A unless the latter is willing to pay a 
price approximately as high as that paid by other customers. 
Except for such temporary quasi-monopolistic phenomena it is 
safe to say that no country has much chance of turning the terms 
of exchange greatly in its favour by means of import duties. 

Marshall 3 supports this view in the following terms: 

There has indeed never been a country, the whole of whose exports were 
in such urgent demand abroad, that she could compel foreigners to pay any 

1 The productive factors may have few competitive uses,like certain natural re
sources, and the reduction of A's demand may therefore reduce the supply price of 
certain foreign goods considerably. This circumstance is ignored by Pigou, A Stud, 
in Public Finance (London, 1928), Chapters XIX-XX. 

I Marshall's statement in Money, Credit and Commerce (p. 198) is incomplete, as 
he omits this fourth element. He apparently has in mind a case where all imports 
have been 5ubjeect to considerable duties in A. 

I Money, Credit, and Commerce, p. 192. 
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large part of any taxes which she imposed on her imports. But England's 
exports approached to it twice. Once they consisted chiefly of wool, whid: 
was indispensable to F1emish weavers. And, again, in the first half of the 
nineteenth century, they consisted chiefly of manufactures made by steall 
machinery, which was not in general use anywhere else; together with tropi 
cal products, which she had special facilities for obtaining. It is possible thai 
the rest of the world would have given twice as much of their own goods ai 
it did give for many of them, rather than go wholly without them. 

So far we have dealt only with the case where one country use! 
a high tariff. Will the conclusion that no country has mud: 
chance to move the ratio of exchange in its favour 1 by means of ~ 
protective tariff hold also when many countries pursue a similal 
policy? The efiects of different .tariffs may to some extent ofisel 
each other, but will not free trade countries under the cumulativ« 
influence of many hostile tariff barriers see their terms of ex· 
change substantially affected? 

Imagine international trade between a large protected country 
and a smaller free trade country, these two being the only one! 
in existence. It is quite conceivable that the latter's demand fOJ 
the former's products may be so urgent, and that the demand and 
supply reactions may be of such a character in other respects: 
that its export prices will have t9 be seriously lowered to over· 
come the high tariff in sufficient quantities to pay for its imports. 

The situation will be essentially the same if there exist not 00( 

but a few free trade countries, which taken together are small com· 
pared to the protected nation. As a matter of fact, however: 
we find not one large protectionist country, but many countrie! 
with tariff walls not only against free trade nations but alscJ 
against each other: Does this improve the position of the fref 
trade countries? 

The answer is in the affirmative. If there were one large groUI' 
of protectionist countries only, surrounded by a common tariff, 
demand would be shifted from the productive factors in outside 
countries towards interior productive factors. The countries 
behind the tariff wall would have a favourable position when ex· 
porting to one another, compared to the countries outside, which 

I It should be kept in mind that a "favourable"change in the tmnsof exchange 
does Dot mean that the duty brings a gain to the protectionist country. 
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would have to send their goods across the barrier. The fact that 
there is no such tariff union, but a number of independent tariff 
districts, deprives the protectionist countries of this favourable 
position in their competition with free trade countries. In the 
export trade they are obliged to compete on an equal footing. 

When exporting to the European continent British industry is 
much hampered by the high tariffs prevalent almost everywhere. 
But its difficulties would be still greater if there were a continental 
tariff union giving a preferential position to the continental com
petitors of British firms. In a word, if the protectionist countries 
,directed their weapons exclusively against a small number of free 
trade or low tariff countries, they would have some chance of 
success in the form of favourably altered terms of exchange. But 
fighting as they do against one another as well, the effects are 
likely to be slight.l . 

So far only the elasticity in the demand for commodities has 
been dealt with. However, the elasticity of the demand for serv
ices which appear in the balance of payments but not in the trade 
balance is also relevant. A creditor nation with large incomes 
on interest account from abroad, for example, may count on the 
foreign demand for its currency as being relatively inelastic. For 
foreign nations have to supply a fixed sum of the creditor coun
try's currency as a supplement to the variable sum they need to 
pay for their commodity imports. Thus the interest payments 
increase the creditor nation's chances of altering the terms of 
trade in its favour through import duties.2 

1 These conclusions suggest one thing concerning the methods to be pursued in 
attempts to bring about conditions of freer trade in the world. If a number of na
tions, which are much interested in the success of such an attempt, formed a large 
tariff union, the other countries, whatever tariff policy they pursued, would find 
themselves unfavourably situated when competing in this important market. They 
would have every inducement to jdn the tariff union, which would have a chance of 
growing to embrace the majority of nations. Those which obstinately remained out
side would be in a more and more difficult position. Would not the chances of some 
sort of universal free trade agreement under such conditions be as great as they can 
ever be as long as the inherent mercantilist tendencies of man, exploited by power
ful vested interests, remain one of the principal governing factors in the tariff policy 
of all nations? 

• Cf. the conclusion in Chapter XXI that tariff walls strengthen the tendencies 
to changes in trade terms in the case of international capital movements. See Pigou, 
A Study in Publie Finance, Chapter XX. 
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§ 5. The monetary mechanism. Let us turn now to the way in 
which the balance of payments is kept in equilibrium when new 
or increased import duties are imposed. As in the case of other 
disturbances short-term capital movements are called into play 
until the trade balance has been adjusted. 

Immediately after the change in tariff policy t~e situation of 
the balance of payments is uncertain. If the tariff variation has 
come unexpectedly, an excess of exports will probably ensue in 
the beginning, and a temporary increase in the reserves of foreign 
exchange will take place. This leads directly and indirectly to an 
increase in buying power, as explained above in Chapters XVllI 
and XX. If, on the other hand, imports increase materially in 
anticipation of the imposition of duties, an exceSs of imports may 
arise and a temporary reduction in the exchange reserves may 
follow. In that case the increase in buying power comes about in 
a different manner from that described in the discussion of capital 
imports. A description of the various possibilities would carry us 
too far, but the fact to be stressed here is that unless the volume 
of credit is increased in the protecting country the trade balance 
will not be sufficiently altered in a negative direction to offset 
the restricting influence on imports which protection is bound 
in the long run to have. Thus foreign exchange reserves will 
grow, and a credit expansion will ultimately develop. 

After some years when the readjustment has been completed 
the difference between imports and exports will in many cases be 
what it would have been under a different tariff policy. In other 
cases, however, the economic de .... elopment may be so much 
affected by protection that interest levels and other circumstances 
which affect international capital movements 1 are changed suffi
ciently to change the latter (see Chapter XVll). To the extent 
that this happens exports will rise or fall relative to imports. 

§ 6. Duties as means of better utilisation of productir:e capacity. 
So far it has been assumed that all the productive factors are 
fully, or let us call it "normally," utilised. In other words, the 
fact that unemployment is sometimes very great and the surplus 
capacity of machinery and fixed capital in general often consider-

1 Or other items in the balance of payments. 
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able, has been left out of account. The relation of variations in 
tariff policy to the utilisation of capacity, be it that of human 
beings or of implements, has been ignored. 

In studies of the long run effects such a procedure seems not 
only justified but necessary. However, the short run transitory 
effects also merit attention. They naturally depend to a great 
extent on the economic situation when the duties are imposed. 
The effects of a higher tariff in a period of depression will differ 
much from those in one of intense business activity. It follows 
that the immediate consequences of tariff changes lend them
selves less to generalisation than do the long run but not too dis
tant effects when most transitory processes have played their part. 

The immediate effects of new duties imposed under normal 
business conditions follow the lines already indicated. A distinct 
practical interest attaches to duties imposed during periods of 
depression. As a concrete example, assume that the boot and 
shoe industry in a country uses only 60 percent of its capacity, 
while 90 percent is the ordinary rate. A corresponding part of the 
workers are unemployed. Imports of foreign shoes in greater 
quantities than formerly have been going on for some time, being 
considered by many as cheaper, with due regard to quality, than 
the domestic product. In this situation most domestic firms find 
it difficult to meet their expenses, and earn no interest on the 
share capital. Through pressure upon politicians an increased 
or revised import duty is secured. 

To simplify the reasoning assume that the estimated price 
difference between domestic and foreign shoes of equal quality is 
25 percent. The former cost ISS. wholesale, while the latter sell 
for only 12S.1 When the duty has been imposed imports decline, 
and the domestic industry, while maintaining its price at ISS., 
succeeds in increasing its sales by one-half, thus bringing the 
utilisation of its productive capacity up to the normal 90 percent. 

What extra expenses are involved in this increase of output, let 
us say from two to three million pairs? No new buildings or ma
chines are needed, no new directors or officers, and very little 

1 The fact that domestic shoes nevertheless sell may be explained by old trade 
connections with retail stores and the preference for home-made goods. 
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addition to the office staff: On the other hand, the number of 
workers must be increased and the purchases of leather and 
other raw materials must grow in proportion with the increase 
in output. 

Assume that the variable expenses amount to 8s. per pair. 
The producers consequently earn no less than 7S. on each pair 
of shoes by which their sales are increased. On the other hand, 
the consumers pay 3S. more than before. From the point of view 
of the whole nation there is a gain of 4$. per pair, or 4,ooo,ooos. 
in all. But this is not all. A considerable part of the so-called 
variable expenses are so only from the point of view of the in
dividual firm, not from that of society as a whole; this is the 
case with wages, at least in part. The workers have to live 
whether they are employed or not. Let us assume that they re
ceived a dole of about 1,000,ooos. per year before the duty was 
imposed. This sum is no longer paid - a clear gain to the tax 
payers. Furthermore, the workers eam twice as much when at 
work as they received when unemployed. They too, therefore, 
get their economic position improved with a similar amount. The 
total gain to society is 6,000,ooos. Look at this in another way. 
Instead of being imported at a price of 12S., shoes are being pro
duced at home at an extra cost to the nation of only 6s. The 
difference is net gain.! 

What would have happened if no duties had been imposed? 
Assuming that several other industries are in a position similar to 
that of the boot and shoe industry, it is natural to suppose that 
the balance of payments has a tendency to become negative.! 
Let us consider first cases of this type. The usual mechanism will 
come into play, short time capital movements will set in, credit 

I The possible effects on the terms of eJ:change in international trade are left out 
of account in , 6. 

I Of course nothing prevents the domestic industry from reducing its price to 
twelve shillings and thereby increasing its sales without the aid of an import duty. 
This would lead to the same immediate gain as the one resulting from the duty. 
However, the shoe manufacturers may prefer not to do so, as they would then ~ 
ceive only four shillings instead of seven shillings above their variable ezpenSCSi an 
increase in sales by so percent would not compensate them for this reduction in the 
amount per pair which goes to cover overhead costs. 
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policy will be restricted, and wages and prices will fall. I In this 
way competitive power will be increased all round, some indus
tries expanding and either enlarging their export or reducing 
the import of competing foreign products. Equilibrium in the 
balance of payments will be obtained without further loan trans
actions, and the conditions of employment and utilisation of 
productive capacity will be much the same as before the crisis 
began. Some industries of the least effective class, e. g. the boot 
and shoe industry, will probably be much reduced, their labourers 
having found employment in other more productive fields. The 
process of readjustment completed, the volume of available goods 
will, as already explained, be greater than UJlder a system of 
permanent duties. 

Such readjustments, however, are slow and troublesome. 
Trade unions, for instance, may prevent the wage reductions 
which are an essential part; in the retail trade, prices fall but 
slowly; and there are other difficulties. In the meantime the 
losses from unemployment and a general lack of balance in eco
nomic life are likely to be great. During this period of transition 
import duties of a temporary character may bring advantages of 
the sort indicated in the example from the boot and shoe indus
try. Theoretically they may be so constructed (e. g. if they are 
gradually falling) as not seriously to obstruct or retard the natural 
redistribution of economic forces among various lines of produc
tion. They would keep employed part of the otherwise idle ma
chines and labourers without reducing the stimulus for the rest 
to shift to more effective industries. 

In cases where the balance of payments does not tend in a nega
tive direction, before the duties are imposed, and in cases where 
the tendency of the duties to tum the balance in the other direc
tion is stronger, the reduction in imports must in some way or 
other be balanced wholly or partly either by a corresponding re
duction in exports or by an export of capital. 

All such cases differ from that of a protectionist duty under nor
mal conditions in at least one important respect. The factors 

1 In other words, the case under discussion is one where there is a need of a cer
tain deflation. 
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of production used to increase output in the protected industries 
do not reduce the factors available for employment in other indus
tries. They come from the ranks of the unemployed. There is, 
therefore, no diminution of production in these other industries, 
no unoccupied commodity space to be filled through greater im
ports or smaller exports; this element in the mechanism of read
justment of the balance of payments is absent. 

On the other hand, the better utilisation of productive factors 
tends to increase the aggregate of money incomes and hence also 
the demand for foreign goods. Furthermore, the prices of produc
tive factors are maintained on a higher level than would other
wise in the long run have been possible in cases of the latter type. 
This implies two things: the buying power is kept so high that an 
import surplus would have been created had it not been for the 
duties; and the schedules of supply prices of export commodities 
and of goods competing with import goods are higher than they 
would be later on if there had been no duties. The exports fail to 
grow, and demand is turned from competing home market goods 
to import goods, so that imports are increased. 

In brief, so long as protection is maintained, the otherwise in- . 
cvitable deflation may be unnecessary or may be effected more 
slowly. If the duties are only temporary, deflation must, it is 
true, come, but the temporary stimulus afforded by them may be 
directed towards the industries which respond by increasing their 
productive activity, and the readjustment may be accomplished 
with less disturbance to economic activity. 

This reasoning applies above all to cases where the unemploy
ment or incomplete utilisation of productive capacity is due 
chiefly to monetary causes, e. g. deflation in other gold standard 
countries unbalanced by a corresponding general deflation of 
prices and wages at home. In other words, the disorganisation is 
due to the fact that they are kept on too high a level. 

The conclusions may, however, hold true also when there is no 
need for or tendency towards deflation, but simply severe un
employment owing to the occurrence of frequent and profound 
disturbances such as dumping, new tariff walls, and technical 
progress. In this case there will be only two factors which tend to 
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restore the trade balance after imports of protected goods (boots 
and shoes) have been reduced: the increased aggregate of money 
incomes will raise the demand for foreign goods and increase im
ports, whereas foreign exporting industries will have less buying 
power and will for other reasons buy less from the protecting na
tion. It is extremely probable that the trade balance will there
fore maintain a positive tendency. The ordinary mechanism of 
credit expansion will come into play, prices and cost levels will 
rise, and exports will decline, so that unemployment and surplus 
capacity will be created in export industries, perhaps as much as 
had disappeared in the protected industries. 

If savings and export of capital increase there will be no need of 
a decline in exports. Assume, for example, that the output of pro
tected goods is increased by $100,000,000 and that they take the 
place of imports, and that the rise of incomes increases imports 
of other goods by $4°,000,000. If so much capital is lent to other 
countries that the balance of payments is moved $60,000,000 in a 
negative direction, the two tendencies will offset one another and 
the balance of payments will not be disturbed. 

Some such thing may happen. If, to begin with, the foreign ex
change reserves grow, the money market in the protecting coun
try will be easy, interest rates may fall, and floating balances will 
tend to move to other financial centres.1 It is nevertheless diffi
cult to see how this can be more than a passing episode. What cir
cumstances make it natural to expect a continued increase of capi
tal exports, which after some time must mean larger long-term 
lending, when there is little or no reason to expect a lowering of 
the long term rate of interest? It may even rise, for although 
savings will grow when incomes grow, the demand for capital for 
the greater production may more than offset the increase in 
supply. 

1 A very simiIar, perhaps identical, opinion was advocated in the N olio" 
{London) in the course of 1928 and 1929 in a discussion of Great Britain's economic 
position. "We suggest that, for moderate changes in the import volume, the 
classical reactions ... are intercepted by the cushions of international indebted
ness and do not actually work thIough to exports." •.. "That certainly is the 
moral suggested by our post-war experience, with its undiminished imports and its 
largely diminished exports." The NaJion and the Atheneum (September I, 1928), 
P·700• 
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Probably, after a year or two, therefore, the ordinary mecha
nism which contributes to a reduction of export, at least relatively, 
will begin to function. Even then unemployment may be less 
than it would otherwise have been, if export industries expand 
anyhow only a little less than they would have done. When that 
is so, no unemployment is created to offset its reduction in the 
protected industries. 

The longer the period under discussion, the fewer are the 
chances of reducing unemployment. For without duties a read
justment would have taken place, labourers would have been 
transferred, etc., in such a way as to reduce it perhaps as much as 
the duties have, or more so. However, the chances of avoiding an 
increase of unemployment in export industries for some time after 
new duties have been imposed are considerable if a short-term 
movement of floating balances is elicited. 

To sum up, in a situation characterised by a lack. of balance 
in economic life, the introduction of a new element may perhaps 
bring about a better balance, even though this element by itself 
would cause an unfavourable change. If one disturbance has 
occurred, it may be better to introduce another in a different 
direction than to leave the first one to work out its effects. An 
obvious example is the prevention of sudden and short lived 
foreign dumping. 

One consequence of this analysis is that in a disturbed economic 
state trade with other countries may continue undiminished, even 
though part of it is in reality not advantageous. The existence of 
overhead costs makes it probable that goods are being imported 
at a price of I2$. when they could have been produced at home 
at half this amount. This may seem peculiar; the ultimate ex
planation lies, of course, in the failure of prices to correspond to 
marginal expenses. 

Indeed, the absence of any such correspondence in most indus
tries even when in a normal state (marginal expenses will be as 
high as prices only when production is carried on at high pres
sure) makes disadvantageous trade of this sort a regular occur
rence. Industries which compete closely on the home market with 
import articles would normally be able to increase their output at 
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an extra cost per unit less than the actual market price of their 
own or the foreign product. In brief, the import of goods produced 
with heavy overhead costs seems to bring a loss at the margin. 
Note, however, that the "marginal" units of export goods usually 
sell for more than the marginal expenses of producing them, and 
thus bring a corresponding gain. If a restriction of imports 
causes a reduction of exports, not only the loss from marginal im
ports but also the gain from marginal exports will disappear. It is 
impossible to say in general terms whether the gain or the loss is 
greater. 

The cause of this peculiar trade phenomenon is the existence of 
fixed costs and the occurrence of unpredictable disturbances. 
These circumstances frequently prevent the full utilisation of 
productive capacity. In themselves they have nothing special to 
do with international trade; nevertheless a small part of the loss 
from such incomplete utilisation may under certain circumstances 
be transferred to foreign countries. 

In the example above, the duty has been supposed to be on con
sumers' goods. The higher prices of import goods, and probably 
also of home-made protected goods, do not raise costs of produc
tion and restrict exports in that way. If producersl goods are 
protected the development will be somewhat different. 

The foregoing has dealt only with the effects of import duties, 
the object being to demonstrate how the price mechanism works 
when such duties are introduced under ordinary conditions or in 
times of unemployment. 



CHAPTER XXIV 

SOME VARIATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

§ I. The elasticity oj demand and supply. In this chapter some 
variations of international trade will be briefly analysed. Changes 
in capital movements and in import duties have already been 
dealt with and certain aspects of the mechanism are similar to 
or identical with those presented in these two types of changes. 

All variations in basic circumstances cause a variation in the 
price system, and thus also in international trade, although it is 
theoretically possible that all prices remain constant and that 
only the quantities of goods and productive factors vary. 
Apart from capital movements, the basic elements have been 
grouped in the following way: (I) demand conditions, (2) supply 
conditions, and <.3) transfer conditions. It is changes in these 
which will be analysed below; in the third case, transfer con
ditions other than import duties are also dealt with. 

There is, however, yet another type of primary change in the 
price system, which has been discussed only in passing, namely 
monetary alterations. In many cases such a variation leads to 
the break-up of the gold or gold exchange standard, and to con
siderable variations in foreign exchange rates. These cases fall 
outside the scope of this book; but there are others in which the 
change in the monetary system is less violent, and in which for
eign exchange rates are well maintained; they have been touched 
upon in Chapter XVIII. Cases where the monetary change, al
though considerable, touches all gold standard or gold exchange 
standard countries in such a way that only small foreign exchange 
fluctuations are caused. will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Let us deal first with a variation in demand. §§ 1-5. mnsider
ing two countries only and assuming that B's demand for some 
of A's export goods increases. This case was analysed in Chap
ter IV. where. however, the costs of transport were left out of 

\ 
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account. It was found that A's factors taken as a whole become 
relatively more scarce and B's relatively less so than before. 
This means a tendency for the terms of exchange in international 
trade to vary to the advantage of A, which is able to buy a greater 
share of the total produce of the two countries than before" 

The change in the scarcity of the factors implies that A's buy
ing power has been increased and B's reduced in terms of money, 
provided the total buying power remains constant. These con
clusions apply also when costs of transport between A and B 
and other obstacles to international trade are introduced; but 
the reasoning naturally becomes more complicated. There is 
an original change in demand from certain B goods (home mar
ket or export commodities), and from certain of A's export 
goods 2 to those of A's export goods which have come into greater 
demand in B than before. This creates a tendency towards a rise 
in the relative scarcity of the latter compared with home market 
goods in A, and still more so compared with B's commodities in 
general and those of A's export goods which, like B goods, feel 
the influence of reduced demand. In. other words, home market 
goods in B and all international goods, the specially demanded 
export goods of A excepted, fall in price relative to home market 
goods in A; the specially demanded export goods of A rise in 
price compared with home market goods in A. 

So much for the direct effects of the change in demand. The 
consequent increase in A's and decrease in B's buying power 
sets up secondary reactions. International goods feel the influ
ence of both these changes in buying power. Let us assume that 
so far as international goods are concerned, A uses its new buy
ing power in exactly the same way as B would have used it; on 
that basis the demand for and prices of such goods are not affected 
by the secondary reactions. Home market goods, on the other 

1 In the sense in which the orthodox theory uses the concept" gain" one cannot 
say that B gains less from international trade than before. B tIUds the foreign goods 
more than formerly, so like A it may gain more than before. This fact is often over
looked. 

I It is, of course, possihle that only certain of these goods become less de
manded, but in a general analysis it is natural to assume that they all feel the in
fluence of the shift in demand to certain A goods. 
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hand, become more in demand than before in A, and less so in 
B. Thus, combining the primary and secondary changes, we 
see that B's home market goods have been moved farthest down 
the scale of scarcity, next B's export goods and the export goods 
of A not in special demand. Higher up in the scale come A's 
home market goods and specially demanded export goods.1 

Evidently not only the productive factors used in great 
quantities in the production of A's special export goods but also 
those used in industries producing A's home market goods be
come more scarce than formerly. Furthermore, the proouctive 
factors used much in B's home market industries grow less scarce. 
For this reason also, the aggregate of money incomes rises in A 
and falls in B. But this does not mean that A gets a still larger 
share of the combined product of the two countries, since the 
higher incomes are balanced by higher home market prices.' Yet 
the fact that money incomes rise in A and fall in B for a double 
reason is important, as it partly explains why the mechanism 
of equilibrium in international trade works so smoothly. 

The size of the price variations depends upon the particular 
circumstances. First of all, the elasticity of demand on both 
sides is important; the less elastic it is in both countries, the 
greater the price variations and the greater the shift in the terms 
of exchange. 

The reaction of supply of the various commodities is of equal 
importance. Large-scale economies may counteract the tendency 
to higher prices for goods which have become more in demand 
than before.' Furthermore, the reaction of. factor supply, and 
hence of factor prices, affects the costs and prices of commodi
ties.- Increased demand abroad for American motor cars may 

1 These will be called below "A's special export goods," and all other interna
tional goods will be called "ordinary international goods." 

• It will, however, do so to the extent that unemployment or surplus capacity 
is reduced, which is likely to happen at least in the beginning. 

• The situation as to surplus capacity is, of course, also relevant in this case, as in 
the case of all other variations. Prices will rise more, if production is before the in
crease in demand already running close to maximum output, than if there is much 
unused capacity. 

• For a criticism of the classical way of dealing with these things as a question of 
increasing, constant, or decreasing return, see Appendiz m. 
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raise their prices in the beginning, at least if the demand is con
siderable, but will almost certainly lead to lower prices later on. 
Large-scale economies tend to reduce costs, and the supply of 
the productive factors required in the automobile industry can 
be obtained at prices only very slightly, if at all, increased. For 
the workers in other manufacturing industries can be used in 
this industry, and the general wage level, like the general inter
est level, will not be much raised in the United States. The 
effects on factor prices of increased foreign demand for any 
single commodity must be small when spread over a wide field. 
On the other hand, goods produced without great economies of 
larger scale with factors of which the supply cannot easily be 
increased command higher prices if the demand grows. Most 
goods requiring special natural resources, e.g. wines grown on 
certain land and metals from certain mines, belong to this group. 

In many cases the supply of factors can be increased only 
slowly. The outcome as to production and prices is therefore 
different in the beginning from what it is later on. Suppose that 
the demand for paper increases sharply throughout the world: in 
the paper exporting countries paper production expands and the 
labour qualities required come into greater demand than before. 
Probably wages in the paper industry rise compared with wages 
in other industries. A reaction of labour supply is elicited in 
three possible ways: (I) labourers of the same general quality 
but working in other industries may move to the paper industry; 
(2) labourers belonging to other but similar groups may move 
to the favoured group (this tends to spread the increase in wages 
over a larger area); (3) labourers, probably belonging to the 
same group, may move in from abroad. Thewage level in the 
paper industry and the price of paper are affected by all these 
things. On the other hand, the supply of wood (the raw material 
of paper) can only be increased slowly, except so far as the cutting 
in available forests is temporarily increased or new means of 
communication make other forests. available. It seems certain 
that a marked expansion in the paper industry would bring 
wood prices to a substantially higher level, at least for the first 
decades. 
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To give a more detailed picture of what happens it is necessary 
to describe the situation as it would be at different times after 
the original change has set in. In doing this, attention will be 
confined to a paper exporting country (A) which is fairly small 
compared with the world as a whole. Naturally wages, rents, and 
profits tend to rise in the paper industry. However, wages rise 
also in A's home market industries. Unskilled labour employed 
there receives a higher reward than labour of the same grade 
in other industries; the same is true of other grades of labour. 
Such wage discrepancies cause a flow of labour from the latter 
to the former, which means a tendency to equalisation of wages 
for the same grades of labour as between different industries. 
On the other hand, the grades needed in great quantities in the 
favoured industries become scarcer compared with those used 
chiefly in other industries. 

If the demand for special export goods continues to increase 
during a decade, we should expect to find the following situation 
one or two years after the change began: (x) the labourers em
ployed in favoured industries have somewhat higher wages than 
labourers of the same grade in other industries; as a result a 
transfer of labour from the latter to the former is going on, whence 
the wage discrepancy is kept within limits. (2) The grades of 
labour required in relatively great quantities in the favoured in
dustries receive a reward comparatively higher than before rel
ative to other grades; as a result there is a tendency to a 
transfer of individuals from one group to another. This transfer, 
however, meets with such difficulties that' a considerable change 
in the scale of remuneration may take place. (3) There may be 
a third type of readjustment: the flow of labour from other 
countries. Grades of labour much used in favoured industries 
have had their wages raised relative t<;> wages of the same grades 
in other countries. As a result a transfer of such labour from the 
latter to the favoured country may take place, which means a tend
ency towards international equalisation of wages for these grades. 
This tendency is probably in most cases not very strong, for such 
transfer, like the transfer from one labour group to another, 
meets with considerable difficulties, especially in the beginning. 
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SO much for readjustments in the field of labour. There are 
also difficulties in moving capital from other industries to 
favoured industries in A; they arise because the greater part of 
capital is used in a more or less fixed form - machines, buildings, 
etc. To set this capital free for other uses when once invested 
in an industry requires time. This case is parallel, though by no 
means completely so, to that of transferring individuals from 
one labour group to another. 

The international movement of labour also has its corollary 
in an international movement of capital, which may result from 
a rise in the rate of interest in A compared with that in other 
countries. Suppose, for instance, that the favoured industries in 
A use large quantities of capital and certain types of highly 
skilled labour, but very little land and unskilled labour. In that 
case the rate of interest will rise in relation to the rate in other 
countries, and this may cause an inflow of capital from the latter. 

On the whole, we find that the supply of factors tends to ad
just itself to changed requirements of demand. These changes 
in supply, by means of transfers of different types, tend to 
keep th~ deviation in the scale of remuneration within limits; 
in other words, the deviation is slighter than it would have been 
had there been no transfer of factors. 

A few years later it is to be expected that the mobility of the 
factors of production between industries, labour groups, and 
countries will become greater. This would especially be the case 
with that kind of mobility between labour groups which is af
fected by the flow of new labour to groups with a relatively 
favourable position. In brief, we should expect an increased 
variability of the supply of factors. As we have, however, as
sumed the change in demand to continue, it is uncertain which 
of the two tendencies will prove the stronger - the change in 
suppl:9"that follows from the change in the scale of remuneration, 
or the change in demand. At the beginning the latter tendency 
is almost sure to be the stronger, with the outcome an increasing 
deviation in the scale of remuneration. Later, however, the vari
ability of supply has increased, so it is possible that the change 
in supply is greater than that required to keep the new scale of 
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remuneration unaffected by the continuing variations of de
mand; in other words, the prices of the factors may tend to 
resume their previous relative positions.1 It is not unlikely, 
however, that the sensitiveness of supply to changes in the re
wards to factors is still so slight that the scale of remuneration 
is moved further and further from its previous position under 
the influence of the variation in demand. 

It is impossible to say whether the scale of remuneration at 
this second stage is deviating from or returning towards the scale 
in the beginning. Similarly, a few years later the relative prices 
of factors and commodities may be moving one way or the 
other; yet the probability is now greater than at the start that 
the adjustments of supply have got the better of the changes 
in demand. Accelerating variations in demand may, of course, 
continue to move the scale of remuneration from its previous 
position. 

This brief analysis of the character of the supply reactions 
shows that the effects of a shift in demand as to prices and terms 
of exchange are extremely variable in various cases and from one 
time to another. About all that can be said is that increased 
demand for A goods tends to raise the scarcity of A factors in 
relation to the factors in other countries; hence the terms of 
exchange in international trade move to the advantage of A, if 
measured as the relation between the quantity of A factors given 
in exchange for goods containing a certain quantity of foreign 
factors. Whether the increased scarcity is spread more or less 
quickly over a wider or narrower field of A factors one cannot 
say. It is, however, certain, that unless their total supply reacts 
with exceptional ease, their relative scarcity will for a long period 
remain greater than before. 

It goes without saying that supply reactions abroad also influ
ence the development of prices and terms of exchange. The re
duced demand for certain goods, which is the other side of in-

I The prices of natural resources which are much used in the favoured industries 
will not tend to do so, except in so far as new resources are made available through 
improved communications or the quality of old resources is changed through capital 
investments. 
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creased demand for certain A goods, elicits a series of similar 
reactions, but in the opposite direction. 

§ 2. The balance of payments and the monetary mechanism. 
The way in which the balance of payments is kept in equilibrium 
need not be described in detail, as the analysis of changed import 
duties and capital movements is applicable. Certain short term 
capital transactions are almost sure to result, but unless either 
savings or the demand for capital in A are affected so much that 
long term capital movements are altered, the increase in A's sales 
of special export goods will after some time be balanced by re
duced sales of other goods abroad and by increased imports. 
This readjustment of the trade balance is brought about under 
the infl.uence of the following changes in A: (I) the increased 
buying power in A leads to greater purchases of all sorts of goods, 
and hence to a growth in imports and a decline in exports; 
(2) the change in relative commodity prices tends to turn A's 
demand from home market goods to import and ordinary export 
goods, as the latter two classes have been cheapened compared 
with the former. In that way imports are further increased and 
exports reduced; (3) industries producing special export goods 
and home market goods prosper and expand, leaving less pro
ductive resources for industries producing other export goods 
and goods competing with imports; less energy is used to market 
these sorts of goods. An opening is made for greater imports, 
while the expansion of ordinary exports is retarded. 

It is unnecessary to repeat from the analysis of capital imports 
and duties a description of the way in which the banking system 
in A reacts towards a surplus of foreign exchange, and how the 
volume of credit and purchasing power is increased. What has 
been said about a possible secondary or tertiary infl.ation in A 
and deflation in B holds for the present case also. 

It may be worth while, however, to emphasise once more 
that the immediate reactions, in particular the development of 
prices, towards such monetary changes differ considerably ac
cording to the general economic situation. If business is poor 
in A, and plenty of surplus capacity is available, the increased 
demand from abroad may lead to increased production but only 
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slight price increases.l Interest rates will fall, but this may lead 
less to increased domestic demand for capital than to investments 
on short term and perhaps also long term account abroad. Com
modity imports are automatically expanded owing to increased 
buying power, but less so than commodity exports. The balance 
of payments is nevertheless kept in equilibrium through inter
national capital transactions. There is no immediate need of the 
readjustment of production and demand described-above. 

Sooner or later, however, the business situation will improve, 
the surplus capacity will fall, and some readjustment will be 
required. Furthermore, A will not continue to pile up foreign 
investments to the extent necessary to keep the balance of pay
ments in equilibrium without further readjustment in trade. 
Consequently credit and purchasing power in A will be further 
expanded, and the tendency to higher prices and shifts in in
dustry will be strengthened. 

Evidently the reactions towards a temporary 'but substantial 
increase in foreign demand will be quite different when the busi
ness situation in A is poor, from what it would be when condi
tions are good, with no surplus capacity available and the do
mestic demand for capital sensitive to interest reductions. In 
the one case commodity price changes will play a large part in 
the mechanism of adjustment; in the other that part will be 
insignificant. I 

In Denmark the terms of international exchange before the 
War were more favourable during times of poor business than at 
others. Coal, machinery, and other producers' goods, which 
make up the major part of Danish imports, usually become more 
expensive when business conditions improve. On the other hand, 

I Thus, increases in the foreign demand for a country's products may bring some 
relief from an international depression. Sweden's favourable situation in the year 
1930 oll'ers an interesting example. (The rathu high Swedish unemployment figures 
during the wintu months are not comparable with those of othu countries.) 

• It is, of course, just the same when the balance of payments becomes tempo
rarily .. favourable" through a substantial reduction in long term capital investments 
abroad. The readjustment may take place with or without price level variations, 
whethu gold moves or not. See Palyi, Di. Zalll .. "gsbilillll tkr YCFei"iglft SIooInI 
"" AJrUrika aJ.s GI4 .. rngCFlarul (p. 175), where the situation in the United States 
in the lattu half of 1927 and first half of 1928 is discussed. 
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animal food, the dominating Danish export commodity, has 
often been in great demand and has commanded relatively high 
prices during times of depression. An increase in the foreign 
demand for Danish exports, such as took place, for example, in 
I9IO, makes the trade balance develop in a positive direction. 
At the same time it increases incomes and savings in the farm 
industry, and reduces the need for an influx of foreign capital. 
The short term indebtedness of Danish banks abroad is reduced. 
No change in relative price levels is necessary to keep the balance 
of payments in equilibrium, for within a year or two improving 
business conditions make Denmark import greater quantities of 
foreign goods at higher prices and the trade balance turns in a 
negative direction. 

The readjustment of production, the monetary mechanism, 
and the maintenance of equilibrium in the balance of payments 
have been described only in country A, which exports goods 
that have come into greater demand than before. The processes 
of adjustment in B (the source of the increased demand for A's 
goods) are of course the reverse, and need not be described (com
pare Chapter XX, § 8). 

In the case of more than two countries, the demand for goods 
from outside countries is also affected when buying power is in
creased in A and reduced in B. The total demand for goods from 
C may rise, while that for goods from D declines. This sets up 
reactions both for A and B and for other countries which sell to 
C and D. Prosperity among customers is important to everyone. 
Countries which export to Brazil are interested in a pronounced 
world demand for coffee, just as exporters to Chile profit from 
an improvement in the nitrate market. Such indirect effects 
must be considered in studies of demand variations in concrete 
cases, though they do not easily lend themselves to general 
treatment.l 

§ 3. IUustrati(ms. It is difficult to illustrate the influence of 
demand variations upon international price relations by actual 

1 Cf. the discussion in Chapter XX concerning the effects on countries not 
directly concerned with international capital transactions. That reasoning is appli· 
able here. 
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figures, partly because of the unsatisfactory state of price statis
tics in many countries, but chiefly because so many other things 
beside demand for a country's export goods change at the same 
time that it is impossible to isolate the influence of the demand 
variation. 

It seems probable, however, that the peculiar development 
of the general price level in South Africa and Chile since 1914 
has been chiefly due to a serious reduction in foreign demand for 
their export articles. Wholesale prices in these countries have 
consequently been subject to a relative decline, as seen from the 
following table. 

TIm WHOLESALE PuCE LEVEL IN 1929 I 

South Africa... .. u6 Sweden............ 140 

Chile. • . . . . • . . . . 120 United States ...... 138 

South Africa's principal exports are gold and agricultural prod
ucts. The latter have on the whole fetched low prices, and the 
price of gold is for obvious reasons the same as before the War, 
that is to say its value in comparison with that of other commodi
ties (whose price index in most gold standard countries was 
around 140) has fallen considerably. The cost of working the 
mines has from necessity been kept low, and in particular the 
level of wages paid for native labour has been only slightly raised 
since 1913. As the gold mining industry plays an important part 
in the economic life of the country, the wages paid for native 
labour in other branches of industry have followed suit, and the 
costs of production in most of the home market industries have 
remained low. The result is that ever since 1922 the general 
price level has ranged between 120 and 130, and in January, 
1930, it dropped to 107. During the last few years the cost of 
living index has been about 130. 

Chile's chief article of export is nitrate, the price of which has 
been kept at about the pre-War level, and during the last few 
years even slightly below that level. Wages and commodity 

I These official Index numbers probably somewhat aaggerate the difference. On 
the other hand, Bowley's Index numbers, estimated on a common basis for different 
countries for January, 1927, make the discrepancy seem smaller than it really was, 
as they comprise chiefly International goods. See Special M_andum, No. 24. 
London and Cambridge Economic Series. 
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prices have therefore been low. In February, 1930, the latter 
dropped to 110, while the cost of living index was even 
lower- 102. 

I have been unable to find examples of a dominating influence 
of increased foreign demand during the last decades. It is pos
sible that the increase in the Australian price level (in 1929 it 
stood at 166) is to some extent due to the high price of wool, an 
important Australian export article, but other circumstances, 
probably above all the tariff policy, have operated in the same 
direction. 

For brief periods the effects of sudden increases in foreign 
demand may be more definitely ascertained through price figures. 
The price of Egyptian wool was much higher in 1928 than during 
the preceding year. The quantity exported remained about the 
same, but the value of the cotton export rose from £39,000,000 
to £45,000,000. This may explain why the wholesale price level 
rose from 114 in the first two months of 1928 to 1271 in the last 
two months of the same year. In other countries the tendency 
of the general price level was downwards. 

§ 4. International movements of productive factors called forth. 
The theoretical possibility that changed demand conditions so 
affect the prices of productive factors as to cause international 
movements of labour and capital- not merely short term capi
tal transactions - has been touched upon. Do such things 
really happen? A moment's reflection shows that the answer 
must be in the affirmative. It cannot be doubted that the 
enormous growth in the demand for rubber, for example, in the 
last twenty years has caused an inflow of capital and technical 
labour to the British and Dutch possessions with special facilities 
for growing it. The rise in wages of native labour there is prob
ably due partly to this increased demand and to the inflow of 
cooperating factors. 

The growth in coffee consumption during the last one hundred 
~ years has had similar effects in Brazil. During the coffee boom 

in the middle of the last century, slave labour was moved to the 
coffee states, chiefly Sao Paolo, and the immigration of Italians 
and Portuguese gathered speed. Considerable borrowings abroad 
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also resulted. In the years 1887-1900 no less'than 900,000 people. 
immigrated, largely with the support of the Brazilian govern
ment, and found employment chiefly in coffee cultivation. The 
population in Sao Paolo grew from 1,400,000 in 1890 to almost 
three times that figure in 1912. At the same time the railway 
lines were extended from 2,329 to 5,598 kilometers. 

In general, countries which depend to a large extent on one or 
a few export products to pay· for their imports are likely to be 
much affected by variations in foreign demand, particularly if 
their supply is so small as to affect world prices only slightly. 
Good examples are sugar from British West India, Mauritius, 
and Martinique, tea from Ceylon, cacao from St. Thome, and 
sugar and tobacco from Cuba. Price variations for Greek dried 
raisins, Chilean nitrates, and Portuguese wines are also able to 
affect the respective countries so profoundly as to change the 
inflow or outflow of labour and capital. As a rule, capital move
ments are likely to be more affected than migrations; the agri
cultural population in the tropics and the other regions mentioned 
is usually slightly mobile. This explains why a reduced demand 
for their products may seriously depress their prices for long 
periods without greatly reducing the supply. 

In the above-mentioned cases increased foreign demand has 
made an expansion of production profitable and has led to an 
inflow of foreign capital. There are other cases where the capital 
movement is oppositely affected. Higher export prices mean 
increased incomes, and may lead to substantially greater sav
ings. It is conceivable, particularly in cases when there is no 
question of an inflow of labour from abroad, that the expansion . 
of export industries may take place largely at the expense of the 
development of other industries, and that hence the demand for 
capital is little or not at all increased. The rate of interest may 
thus fall and the inflow of capital may be reduced or its outflow 
heightened. It seems probable that the insistent foreign demand 
for pulp, paper, and certain sorts of machinery since the War 
has had this effect upon the economic situation of Sweden. 

Increased demand from abroad for a country's products ought 
a priori to cause an inflow rather than an outflow of productive 
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factors, as it tends to raise the national level of incomes. In 
, the case above, a cheapening of one factor, capital, in relation 

to its price abroad nevertheless came about; this outcome was 
due to the increased supply. It is conceivable, however, that 
increased foreign demand may change the relative scarcity of 
productive factors so much that even in the absence of supply 
changes one factor becomes cheaper than before and tends to 
emigrate. Increased demand for Swedish forest products, for in
stance, might lead to a reduction in the relative scarcity of farm 
labour (which to some extent is already, and may become more 
completely, a non-competing group in relation to labour in manu
facturing industries) and cause emigration from Sweden.1 The 
value of much Swedish land used for forest growing might be 
brought above its value as farm land, which in many parts of 
the country is extremely low; forests would take the place of 
the farms. As only a small fraction of the farm labourers who 
used to live in a given area could be employed in the forest 
industry, and as affiliated industries might grow only slightly so 
long as foreign import duties tended to locate the production of 
pu1p and particularly paper abroad, the surplus labour would 
depress the wage level in the farming industry. Evidently, 
therefore, the theoretical possibility of increased emigration must 
be admitted. Most probably, however, the result wou1d be the 
reverse. The increased demand for labour in pulp and paper 
industries wou1d be greater than the reduction in agriculture, 
and farm labourers wou1d be able to shift to these industries. 

§ s. Comparison between increased foreign demand and capital 
imports. The true character of changes in international demand 
and of international capital movements may be illuminated 
through a comparison between these two sorts of variations. 
Attention is directed to the fact that they both imply a change 
in the localisation of demand, which affects commodity and 
factor prices. The effects of capital movement on the supply of 
capital are left aside in the present analysis. 

1 This case has been discussed by Wicksell and Heckscher in the Ekonomisk 
TidskriJI (1920). 
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The capital movement involves a transfer of buying power 
from B to A. Money which would have been used by B to buy 
either international goods - export goods from one of the two 
countries - or B's home market goods, is handed over to A and 
used to buy either international goods or A's home market goods. 
Buying power may be distributed in many different ways among 
these groups of commodities. In some cases demand is shifted 
somewhat from some international goods to others, while the 
demand for home market goods remains unchanged. In these 
cases the price situation would have been altered in exactly the 
same way if-in the absence of any capital movement-a change 
in B's demand had taken place as it now is when the demand is 
exercised instead by A. The parallel is also complete in the 
cases where the borrowed money is used by A to buy certain in
ternational goods, while in the absence of any loan B would have 
used the money to buy its own home market goods. This comes 
to the same thing as if demand in B had turned from home mar
ket to international goods. Lastly, A may use the money to buy 
home market goods with which B would have bought interna
tional goods. Prices then vary exactly as if A's demand has 
turned from international goods to its own home market goods. 

In other cases, however, borrowings signify a reduction in the 
demand for B's and an increase in the demand for A's home mar
ket goods. This probably happens to some extent in most inter
national capital transfers. There is no parallel case of ordinary 
demand alterations. The typical case where B's demand for A's 
export goods is increased involves a reduction in the demand for 
home market goods in B, but demand is diverted to A's export 
goods, not its home market goods. In both cases demand is 
shifted from productive factors used in B's home market indus
tries to certain A factors. But when capital moves, the factors 
in home market industries primarily profit from increased scarc
ity, whereas changes in international demand directly raise the 
scarcity only of factors in A's export industries. 

In the case of borrowings it is primarily home market industries 
in A which must be expanded at the expense of export industries. 
When foreign demand has increased,. it is certain export indus-
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tries in A which develop at the expense of other export industries 
and home market industries. As already indicated, this means 
a change in the relative scarcity of the productive factors. In the 
case of capital imports the effect of increased scarcity for the 
export factors will be less, hence the terms of exchange will move 
less in favour of A than in the case of increased foreign demand 
of the same size for its export goods. It is particularly important 
for the development of the terms of exchange that the relation 
between wages in the two sorts of industries may change for 
considerable periods. Home market wages are likely to rise 
compared with export wages in the case of borrowings, but wages 
of the latter kind tend to rise in the case of increased demand.1 

Let us not, however, lose sight of the fact that in the con
ceivable although probably rare cases which have been indicated 
above, the shift in demand owing to capital movements may be 
such that the effects on pricing are identical with those of an 
ordinary change in demand. 

A parallel similar to that between the two types of cases above 
may be made out between an increase in A's demand for its own 
goods, particularly semi-international goods, and a new or in
creased import duty, which also turns demand to such goods 
from those of foreign origin. However, the conversant reader 
will easily make it out for himself. 

§ 6. New natural resourres. \Ve come now to a study of some 
of the effects of changed supply conditions in a few typical cases. 
Their effects on economic life, and particularly on the economic 
relations between different nations, will be briefly discussed.! 

Assume first that new natural resources, for" instance, large cop
per mines or oil wells, are discovered in a country which already 
has a supply of them and is exporting the corresponding prod
ucts. Naturally the scarcity of these resources is reduced, 

1 No analysis which fails to consider this fact can be satisfactory. 
• It would not be sufficient to analyse only the alterations in terms of exchange in 

international trade or even the changes in national income in the various countries. 
The national income can be judged and measured only on the basis of certain as
sumptions which are rather far from reality in these cases of changed supply. Fur
thermore, one may be interested in other things, for example, the distribution of 
income, the character of international trade, etc. 
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while that of other productive factors is increased. This holds 
true not only for A, where the new discoveries have been made, 
but also for the world at large. Chiefly, however, the scarcity of 
other factors is raised in A j above all is this true of the factors 
which cooperate with the new resources. The latter constitute a 
demand for cooperating factors, that is, certain grades of labour 
and capital. 

These alterations in the relative scarcity of the factors of pro
duction go hand in hand with a change in the division of labour 
and trade between A and the rest of the world. Unless the elas
ticity of the world demand for copper is extremely great, the 
value of the copper export from a country where new copper 
resources have been discovered will be greater and that of cer
tain other goods lower than before. Other countries will export 
more of other goods to A. 

Competing copper exporting nations (Iet us caU them B) see 
the value of their copper sales drop j income from the ownership 
of copper mines declines. Although the latter circumstance leads 
to a reduction of imports and goes some way towards restoring 
the balance in B's international trade, a further, albeit slight, 
reduction in the prices of other factors compared with prices 
abroad is necessary to establish equilibrium. In A, on the other 
hand, the tendency towards a surplus in the balance of payments, 
in spite of the tendency of higher incomes to increase imports, 
makes the prices of other factors rise. In other words, the ratio 
of international exchange, so far as other commodities than cop
per is concerned, tends to move in favour of A and to the dis-
advantage of B. . 

The copper importing countries, called C, are differently situ
ated. Assume that the cheapening of copper makes C increase 
the quantity of its copper imports more than in proportion to the 
drop in price. The value of its copper purchases is greater than 
before, and the further effects will be similar to those which 
ensue when C increases its demand for foreign goods. The ratio 
of exchange so far as goods other than copper is concerned moves 
against C. If, however, the elasticity of its demand for copper 
is smaller than unity and the value of its copper imports there-
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fore falls off, the further effects will be like those of a reduced 
demand for foreign goods, for instance, a favourable movement 
in the ratio of exchange. The prices of the factors of production 
in C will tend to rise in the latter and fall in the former. 

One must not conclude, however, that the smaller the elas
ticity of C's demand, the greater the gain it reaps from the dis
covery of new copper mines in A. The usefulness of new copper 
resources is small when there is little need of more copper. Thus, 
when the world demand for copper is elastic, the total gain to be 
shared - measured by the rise in a volume index of production 
in which the prices before the discovery are used as weights
is much greater than when demand is inelastic. The changes in 
the terms of exchange are not satisfactory indices of the rise 
and direction of variations in national incomes. 

All countries are better off than before as consumers of copper, 
and the more so the greater quantities of copper they use. They 
are in a different position as to the alteration in the prices of 
their productive factors, that is, the development of their money 
incomes. A's rent from copper mines mayor may not be greater 
than before, whereas B's is certain to be smaller. The prices of 
other factors of production are certain to rise in A and fall in B, 
- under the assumptions made, - while they will rise or fall in C 
if the elasticity of its copper demand is smaller or greater than 
unity. Of course a rise in the scarcity of a country's productive 
factors, including those used in export industries, compared with 
the factors which enter into the imports of that country, means 
improved terms of exchange. 

It is possible, especially if A is the chief source of copper in 
the world, for the elasticity in the foreign demand for copper 
from A 1 to be less than unity. In that case the consequences 
as to the prices of factors other than copper mines, and as to 

1 In the first case, C's demand for copper might have an elasticity smaller than 
unity from the world's and from C's point of view but greater than unity from A's. 
li C imported s units from A and y units from B, and if a reduction of the copper 
price to half its former height made C purchase s + II from A and y + fD from B, 
then II might well be greater than s and yet fD smaller than y and II + fD smaller 
than s + y. Of course, 'ID may be negative as production and exports from B may 
decline, some mines being worked less or not at all. 
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the ratio of exchange in other goods than copper, will be the 
same as when the foreign demand for A's export goods has been 
reduced. 

A good example of a change in supply is the discovery of gold 
mines in Australia in the middle of the last century. Wages and 
interest rates were raised, many industries became unremunera
tive, importation grew and was paid for by gold. A brilliant de
scription of the development is to be found in Cairnes' The 
Australian Episode. 

It goes without saying that countries producing not copper but 
goods which satisfy the same needs may suffer from the discovery 
of new copper mines abroad. Coal mining nations have through 
the years felt keenly the competition from cheap oil which is 
largely the result of the new oil wells opened in South America 
and elsewhere. 

It is also evident that changed supply conditions, like all 
other circUmstances which change factor prices, may cause re
actions in factor supply. Important increases in wage and inter
est rates, for instance, may well lead to an inflow of foreign labour 
and capital. This happened in the Australian case, and is oc
curring at present in certain South-American oil states. 

If the discovery of new resources does not lead to increased 
exportation of the corresponding goods, as in the case above, 
but to a substitution of home-made goods of this sort for im
ported ones, the volume of trade will be curtailed. This is only 
natural, for the productive factor equipment has become more 
nearly analogous with that of other countries, whereas in tlie 
former case the inequality in equipment increased.! 

§ 7. New technique. Variations in technique constitute an
other, and perhaps more important, sort of change in supply 
conditions. In this book they are regarded as a change in the 
supply of technical labour, and are thus a parallel to those in 
the former case of new natural resources. 

To describe their influence on international trade is necessarily 
very difficult. In the one-market theory the question of their 

• Sudden and temporary changes in supply, for example, crop failures, will Dot be 
analysed in this chapter. The reader is referred to Chapter XVIII. 
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effects on wages, interest rates, and rents has been discussed at 
length by different authors without more than a few positive 
conclusions being reached.1 How much more difficult must it 
be to state their effects upon factor prices, and the character of 
industry in a many-market world. 

Let us disregard at first the fact that relative factor prices are 
changed, and assume that technical progress in certain important 
industries in country A means simply a change in the quality 
of technical labour, which makes it possible to produce the same 
quantities of commodities with 10 percent less of all productive 
factors. If A is toe only exporter of these commodities, and if the 
foreign demand, as well as that within A, has an elasticity equal 
to unity, no shift in production or trade will take place. A will 
sell 10 percent more of these goods for the same sum it formerly 
obtained for a smaller quantity, but the export will represent 
the same quantity of productive factors as before, and their 
prices will remain unaltered.. On the other hand, if the foreign 
demand is elastic, factor prices will rise in A and fall in B and 
vice versa if its elasticity is below unity. 

Now, assume the technical improvement to take place in in
dustries with many foreign competitors in world markets. De
mand is then certain to be very elastic, at least in the long run, 
assuming of course that a corresponding improvement does not 
occur in competing countries. For this reason, A will profit not 
only as a consumer of cheapened commodities but also through 
higher factor prices, that is, a rise in its national income. To 
other countries the commodities in question will not be so much 
cheapened as in proportion to the technical progress in A and the 
national income of some of them will fall. 

This conclusion holds true also in the case where the propor
tions of factors used in the respective industries are changed, 
and hence also the relative factor prices. We make the assump-

1 In general, inventions which are labour saving tend to reduce the marginal 
productivity of labour and lower wages in relation to other factor prices, while 
technical changes which save land or capital reduce rents and interest. See Pigou, 
Economics of Welfare (2nd ed.), pp. 630ft. and Wicksell, Vorlesungm uher NaJion-
6lokonomie, I, Section ill, I. c. 
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tion simply that costs of production are reduced by 10 percent 
on the basis of a constant level of factor prices in A.l The factors 
used in the competing industries abroad will naturally become 
relatively less scarce than before. On the other hand, the price 
level for A's factors tends to rise, and the prices of the cheapened 
goods fall less than 10 percent. If experiments in making pulp 
and paper from the rapidly growing trees in Southern Europe 
instead of from the slowly developing Scandinavian pines and 
firs are successful, the scarcity of Scandinavian land will be much 
lowered. German methods of producing synthetic fertilizers have 
reduced the value of Chilean nitrate mines. Note that the re
duced scarcity is not confined to these natural resources but to 
the cooperating factors as well. As already observed, wages are 
kept down in Chile; and a reduction in the pulp and paper pro
duction in Scandinavia means less demand for labour and capital 
in those countries. Wages fall, and perhaps also interest rates.' 
On the other hand, the demand for capital and labour for pulp 
and paper production in Southern Europe increases; wages and 
interest rates tend to rise there. It is not necessary to describe 
here the further effects upon international trade of these changes 
in factor prices. Industries using much labour tend to decline 
in Southern and expand in Northern Europe. 

A similar case with quite far-reaching consequences, already 
briefly touched upon, is that of the increased supply of technical 
labour in the transoceanic countries, which makes it possible for 
them to produce many manufactured goods which before the 
War were imported from Europe. The demand for ordinary 
manufacturing labour in these countries is thereby raised, while 
it is reduced in Europe. The terms of exchange in European 
trade with them tend to move to their advantage, as manufactures 
tend to become cheaper. Statistics show, however, that so far 

I When making the computation of • factor price level in such a case, the change 
in the quality of the technical labour is disregarded in order to achieve comparabil
ity. It comes to the same thing as assuming that the price level for all other factors 
has remained constant, for. possible price change for technical labour has little 
influence, if the shares of each factor in the national income are used as weights. 

• The losses from fixed capital useless for other purposes may be so gtQt that the 
rate of interest will rise instead. 
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other tendencies have been stronger. The prices of crude food 
products and raw materials have risen less than the price of manu
factures since 1914. Technical changes have heightened the 
effectiveness of the production of the former to a surprising 
degree, and the policy of trade unions and other circumstances 
have tended to keep factory wages high and to depress outside 
wages. This policy, carried out with even greater success per
haps in the transoceanic countries than in Europe, brings the 
European manufacturing nations a yearly gain of colossal magni
tude. Nevertheless, the technical development - that is, the in
creasing supply of certain grades of technical labour - in coun
tries at an earlier stage than the manufacturing nations tends to 
raise the level of wages for unskilled labour there, while it tends 
rather to depress it in the mature manufacturing countries. 

Many industries, which show a relative decline in Great 
Britain, grow in countries such as Italy, Finland, Brazil, China, 
and Japan. This is true, for instance, of the textile industry.1 
One might express the same idea by saying in the classical ter
minology that the expansion of manufacturing industries is par
ticularly rapid in countries where the effectiveness of labour in 
these lines is growing in relation to the existing wage level. Such 
countries are often those in the early stages of manufacturing. 
When they have once started on that road, a rapid advance in 
efficiency up to a certain point is comparatively easy. 

An interesting example is the development of the Indian jute 
industry after 1875. Hessians - the weaves of quality - were 
before that date produced chiefly in Scotland. European capital 
and technique - improvements in machinery which reduced the 
demand for skill on the part of workers - have led to an enor
mous expansion of this industry in the Calcutta district. As it 
requires much capital, European capital has been as necessary 
as European technique.2 Such developments mean an increase in 

I In spite of high interest rates cotton spinning and weaving has on the whole 
been a highly remunerative business in these countries since the War, while in Great 
Britain and some other countries the cotton industry has been in a state of constant 
depression. 

S See M. Schaub, InlernaJUmale Yerschiebungen in tIer JuJe-iruJusl,ie. Unpub
lished dissertation in the library of the Institut fiir Weltwirtshaft. .K.iel. 
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the world's output, and the widening of markets for raw materials 
and manufactured goods rather than for agricultural goods. For 
this reason the increased competition in certain trades, for in
stance the textile industry, may be offset from the point of view of 
the leading manufacturing nations through an expansion in the 
machinery trade and others. The wage level for factory workers 
may tend to rise in all or almost all countries. 

A change in the localisation of production in the opposite direc
tion, from the less developed to the old manufacturing nations, 
is, however, also taking place. Almost the whole of the world's 
rice crop has always come from Eastern Asia, where wages are 
low and conditions of soil and climate good. The conditions are 
good also in many other countries, but high wages have prevented 
the cultivation of this plant, with its great demand for labour. 
An exception was the United States, where in the middle of the 
last century rice growing began to expand in certain districts. 
Large scale farms largely equipped with slave labour used almost 
the same methods of cultivation as did China and Japan. 

The situation was, however, completely changed when Ameri
can wheat growing technique was adapted to rice growing. This 
led to an enormous expansion in Louisiana, Texas, and Cali
fornia.1 How different these methods are from those in Asia is 
seen from the following facts. Two man-years cultivate 100 acres 
in the United States, while one man is fully employed on a farm 
of one-third acre in Japan. The output per man-year reaches 
81,000 pounds in the former country and 1,400 pounds in the 
latter. Thus an American produced almost sixty times as much 
as a Japanese, but he used three hundred times as much land and 
one does not know how many times more capital. There is no 
tendency to introduce American technique in China and Japan, 
since wages there are too low.' Rice from these countries is selling 
in the world market in competition with American rice. It goes 

1 See A. H. Cole, "The American Rice Growing Industry: A Study of Compara
tive Advantages," (}vaden, JDflNlal oJ EcDflOffJics, 1927. 

• In 1921 farm labourers received a pay of l8 cents and 271 cents per day for 
men and women respectively by yearly contract, and about twice as much per day 
by day to day contract. Machine binding does not pay if wages are below $2. 
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without saying that this American supply tends to reduce the 
scarcity of labour and land in Eastern Asia compared to that of 
other countries, particularly the United States. 

§ 8. Trade union policy. It remains to consider a third sort 
of change in supply conditions: variations in the social condi
tions of production. Trade union policy is a social element of 
this type. Assume the trade unions to raise the wage level in 
certain industries considerably above the level it would have 
reached without their influence. The wage level in other indus
tries is naturally depressed, owing to the increased supply of 
labour which is unable to find employment in the former indus
tries. This case is just like any other where the supply of the 
different labour qualities or other factors has been changed. It 
may be discussed along the lines of preceding sections. 

If textile workers in India succeed in raising their wages con
siderably through trade unions, the prices of Indian textiles will 
rise, except in so far as the higher standard of living makes for 
greater effectiveness. Wages in British textile industries may 
consequently rise. On the other hand, wages in other Indian 
industries may well tend to fall, and Indian export goods, e. g. 
tea, may become cheaper. The producers of tea elsewhere, as 
well as the consumers of tea, will be affected. 

In general, factors chiefly competitive with the labourers that 
have raised their wages have their scarcity increased, while those 
mainly cooperative are relatively cheapened. Nevertheless, the 
belief among British trade union leaders that the forcing up of 
wages by trade unions in countries with exceptionally low wages 
would make a rise in British wages possible, is probably largely 
unfounded. For in these very countries the .. economy of high 
wages" is likely to increase the effectiveness of production, and 
may prevent any important increase in the costs of production 
as a result of wage increases. 

Another aspect of trade union policy deserving of much atten
tion because of its practical importance is its influence on the 
length of the working day and the consequences of variations 
therein. This question is very complicated and will not be dealt 
with in this volume, as it would require too much space. For the 
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same reasons the intluence of taxation on international trade is 
reserved for special treatment. 

19. Influence of changed international transfer relations. Hav
ing discussed some types of demand and supply variations, we 
now come to the question of changed transfer relations.1 Assume 
that a general reduction in . the costs of transport between a 
fairly small country A and the rest of the world takes place. A 
is situated far away from the great markets of the world, yet 
produces chiefly bulky and heavy goods for export. These goods 
must be sold in the world market at the same prices as similar 
goods produced in better situated countries. Their prices are 
determined in the world market. In A the prices of export goods 
will consequently be their world market price less the cost of 
transportation. If now an improvement in the means of transpor
tation tales place and the carrying costs are lowered, the result 
must be a fall in import prices and a rise in export prices in A, 
chiefly the.1atter. The factors of production used in great quan
tities in export industries will receive a higher reward. So far 
as the same or similar factors are used in home market indus
tries, their rewards will rise there also, and consequently home 
market prices win increase. The fact that import goods have 
become cheaper win, however, make a rise in the prices of semi
international goods very diflicult. Thus the production of them 
and of import goods becomes unprofitable and declines, whereas 
export industries prosper and grow. It is only natural that ex
ports and imports should increase when an obstacle to trade is 
reduced. 

Not all factors are used in export industries, and some are 
used in different proportions in different industries. The rise in 
demand for factors of production in export industries will thus 
mean little or no rise in demand for certain factors, but a con
siderably increased one for others. Furthermore, the decline of 
industries producing semi-international goods means a reduction 
in the demand for factors especially scarce in A. Consequently 
the relative scarcity of the agents is changed. 

1 The reader is asked to recall the analysis in Chapter VIll, Ii 3 and 6; Chapter 
X, II 11 and 14; and Chapter XIV, U 7 and 8. 
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If the costs of transport are an equally important element in 
the price of import goods and in that of export goods, the red~ 
tion of the former will balance the increase in the latter. There 
is consequently, under these conditions, no change in the price 
level of international goods.! Whether home market goods will 
rise in price or not is uncertain, and depends upon whether the 
agents used are chiefly the same as those required in large 
quantities in export industries. In most cases this is so, unless 
unskilled labour makes up several labour factors even in the 
long run, and the general price level is therefore raised. 

On the other hand, if imports are less bulky and cheaper to 
move than exports, the reduction in their price is less consider
able than the increase in the value of the latter. In that situ
ation the general price level is raised more than in the former 
case. 

Should country A be of importance for the world's supply, 
conditions in the world market must be affected by the reduc
tion in costs of transport. The factors of production in A become 
available to a much greater extent for the satisfaction of demand 
elsewhere. Its fertile land may, for instance, be used for wheat 
growing, which was perhaps impossible at an earlier date. The 
effects in other countries are similar to those of an increase in the 
total supply of land. The factors that are relatively abundant 
in A become scarcer in that country and relatively less scarce in 
others. Other factors become cheaper in A and scarcer outside 
of it. 

A case of this type is to be found in the trade between Europe 
and America in the latter half of the last century. Through 
improvement in the means of communication 2 American land 
became available for the satisfaction of European want of wheat. 
The demand for land in America increased, and so did rent. We 
had here, however, also an important movement of capital and 
labour that exercised a considerable influence upon the relative 

1 For qualifications to such statements see Chapter VIll, § s. 
• In the first half of the 'nineties wheat freight rates from N ew York to Liverpool 

were about 30 percent of what they had been twenty years earlier. Sundberg, 
Aper{US StaJistiques Inkrnalionau% (Stockholm, 1908). 
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scarcity of the factors, especially in America. The rise in rents 
hi this country was consequently due to at least two different 
causes.1 In Europe the situation was different; in spite of the 
export of capital and labour there was an increasing quantity of 
these factors. So far as the supply of factors is concerned, we 
should expect therefrom a rise in rents, that is, in the scarcity of 
land. The actual development took the opposite direction, as a 
result, no doubt, of improvements in the means of transport, 
which made vast areas in America and Australia available for 
the satisfaction of European demand for agricultural products. 

Yea, Sweden 

1876 ........................ 10 3 
1888-90 ..................... 86 
1\)OCr02 .•............•.•.... 99 

Denmark 

102 
88 
81 

Great Britain I 

106 
83 
73 I 

This table illustrates the tendency of land values and rents in 
three European countries. The influence of better communica
tion with the transoceanic countries in the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century is evident. In Sweden land values began 
already to rise again in the 'nineties, as a result of the protec
tionist policy inaugurated by that time. 

The international trade of Japan offers another example of the 
influence of more intimate contact and greater trade. The 
political and social evolution of Japan since opening its doors 
to western civilisation meant the disappearance of many ob
staCles to trade between that country and others. The European 
demand for Japanese products, for instance rice, was felt more 
directly; the difference between prices in the world market and 
in the places of production in Japan was reduced. As world 
prices were not much affected by the development in Japan, 
the outcome was a rise in the interior price of Japanese export 
products.' This meant higher rewards to the factors of produc-

t Interior American savings and excess of births over deaths also played a part. 
I Figures from A lIIarl, U fItUr!IJlmi", IJ",anuu jorde,mdOJlfniITdeMS tIIr1edli", i 

Sreri,. DC" vlsSIJ JrIJIIIJJlGNl. laMer (Stockholm, 1923), p. 64. 
• Rents paid by tenants. I 1897-99. 
• The cheapening of import commodities exercised a much smaller in.B.uence on 

the general price level in the opposite direction. 
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tion, and hence also higher home market prices and a rise in the 
general price level. The development is illustrated in the follow
ing table: 

'!tear 

1886 
1890 
1895 
1900 

1905 
1909 

WHOLESALE PRICES IN JAPAN AND ENGLAND I 

Japan 
HaoabUl& 

100 

107 
125 
157 
173 
154 

Great Britain 
Sa_beck 

100 

104 
93 

109 
104 
107 

In such cases, where the prices in the important markets are 
not much affected, the country in Japan's position benefits from 
both higher export and lower import prices. One may say that 
it has to pay the whole of the outward and inward freights it
self, and reaps the whole advantage of their reduction through 
better communications. Usually, however, prices in the markets 
where the goods are sold and the import commodities bought 
are more or less affected. The prices of export goods will fall 
there, and the f. o. b. prices will not rise as much as the costs 
of transportation have been reduced. Part of the gain from 
more effective means of communications goes to other countries.' 
Note, however, that the total gain from improvements in com
munications is much greater than the saving in transportation 
costs. The problem of how commodity prices, ratios of exchange, 
and national incomes are affected by changes in costs of trans
port cannot, therefore, properly be formulated - as it has often 
been - as that of "the variable distribution of transportation 
costs." 

The low shipping freight rates since 1921 have caused price 
variations of the sort indicated in the beginning of this section. 
A great many raw materials and food stuffs are transported long 

1 As to the sources of the figures see Appendix IV. It is probable that the rise in 
the Japanese price level was also due to the increased supply of technical labour, 
which raised the wages of unskilled labour. A diHerent Japanese index number 
(Harada) rose from 1900 to 1913 by 32 percent. 

I It is, of course, theoretically possible that better communications, such as lower 
duties, may change the terms of exchange so much against a certain country that its 
national income in terms of commodities is reduced, as already observed by Mill and 
Edgeworth. 
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distances to Europe, and the reduction in ocean freights has 
meant a considerable narrowing of the margin between their 
prices in the countries of origin and in the European markets. 
This circumstance has tended to raise the wholesale price level 
of the British dominions much more than the cheapening of im
ports (for which the costs of transport reach only a small per
centage of their value) has tended to depress it. 

TIm WHOLESALE PRICE LEVEL IN 1929 

Australia. . . . . . . . . . . . . 166 
New Zealand ......... 147 

British India ......... 159 
Canada.............. 149 

Several circumstances may have contributed to this develop
ment of prices, but there can be no doubt that the low ocean 
freights have been to some extent responsible. Towards the close 
of and immediately after the War, when freights were high, 
relatively low price levels prevailed in these countries, quite in 
harmony .with the theory expounded above. Since 1920, the 
last year of high freight rates, export prices have risen consider
ably compared to import prices. If we compare that year with 
1925 (the later years have been much affected by the world 
crisis in agriculture and raw material production) we see that 
in New Zealand, for instance, export prices rose by 3 percent, 
whereas import prices fell by 36 percent. In judging these 
figures we should of course bear in mind the world-wide defla
tion since 1920. It kept back the rise in export prices and ac
centuated the drop in import prices. Similar figures, although 
not quite so expressive, are obtained for Australia, British 
India, Dutch India, and Argentina. l 

Although we know only little of the extent of European dump
ing to these countries, it seems safe to say that an increase in 
dumping compared with pre-War days can have had slight in
fluence in keeping the import price figures down. 

The exceptionally heavy rise in the price level in Australia 
may perhaps, as already mentioned, be partly ascribed to the 
fact that the foreign demand for wool, its most important article 
of export, has for many years been strong, and its price high, 

J See Helander, Die inkrMlioMll Scliffallrlslris, (Kiel, 1927), pp. 356 fr. 
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right up to 1930. The rise in the Australian price level is, how
ever, probably chiefly due to the intensification of the protec
tionist tariff policy and to the conditions prevailing on the labour 
market, which have opened the way for the forcing up of wages 
in the home market industries. Besides, credit policy has not 
been restrictive enough, and the Australian pound has been 
quoted at a discount of about 7 percent in the summer of 1930, 
which indicates that the price level may have already been in
flated the year before. 

Let us recall the analysis in Part nI, where it was stated that 
in a majority of cases a reduction in costs of transport favours 
a localisation of the secondary stages of manufacture in places 
in the neighbourhood of the dominating markets, or in places 
where the supply of productive factors is particularly suitable 
for these manufacturing industries. In other words, the attract
ing power of raw material sources is weakened. Thus, the low 
ocean freights are to the advantage of European industry, as 
they lessen the saving in costs of transport which manufacturing 
close to the sources of the raw materials in the transoceanic 
countries would bring. On the other hand, Europe, as owner of 
almost the whole merchant marine, does, of course, lose heavily. 

Within Europe, the low freights work in favour of manufactur
ing industries in countries without coal and iron mines. The 
advantage which a country like England has reaped from having 
cheaper coal and iron than many other countries is reduced. 
This is one reason of many for the depression in English man
ufacturing industries. So far as iron and coal are sold at lower 
prices abroad than at home (and such practices play some part 
in the case, for instance, of Polish coal and British iron), the 
manufacturing industries in coal and iron importing countries 
have their position further improved. 

If European manufacturing industries are favourably affected 
by cheap freights, the position of agriculture is naturally affected 
just the other way through easier contact between its markets 
and competitors across the seas. Prices of vegetable food in 
Europe are quoted as much lower index figures, compared with 
pre-War figures, than in the transoceanic countries. A reduc-
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tion of output in European agriculture would have been a natural 
consequence, but for many reasons it has not come about, and 
the agricultural crisis has been aggravated. This hits especially 
the European exporters of vegetable foods, such as Roumania 
and Hungary, very severely. It operates like a falling off in the 
foreign demand for their exports, and tends to keep down their 
price levels. In transoceanic countries the cheapening of the 
costs of transport must, of course, raise the prices of the produc
tive factors used especially in agriculture. This expectation is 
in accordance with the facts: from 1920 to 1925 rents rose by 
48 percent in New Zealand, as compared with 7 percent for 
wages; in Australia rents rose by 23 percent, while the rise in 
wages, in spite of the circumstances indicated above, did not 
exceed 14 percent. 

§ 10. Fluctuations in freight rates. In the previous section the 
effects of a major and long lasting change in shipping rates have 
been briefly discussed. Naturally temporary fluctuations in 
these rates also occur, and influence trade and prices. As a matter 
of fact, shipping rates of tramp steamers fluctuate more radically 
and quickly than most commodity prices. Statistics for the post
War period demonstrate clearly how sensitive are the rates for 
the carrying of such goods as coal, oil, and timber to changes in 
the volume to be transported. In the long run, the supply of 
shipping room does of course adapt itself to the altered condi
tions, even when special requirements are made of the ships, 
as in these cases, but for several years the dislocation of the rates 
for different goods or routes may considerably affect the relation 
between commodity prices in various countries and the trade 
between them. For instance, the deVelopment of rates for the 
transportation of leading Swedish import and export goods has 
been far from uniform, as shown by the following table: 

INDEX Nt1¥BE1ls :PO. hEIGHT RATES TO AND nOlI SWEDEN 

(1913 - 100) 

98 
............. 112 

143 
117 

Outward f~igb 15 
Wood aood. PIlIp 

151 

153 
162 

IS4 
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While coal freight rates rose, grain freight rates declined. Out
ward freights were much more stable, but remained on a sub
stantially higher level. The low rates to Sweden are probably 
partly due to the fact that electrification and a considerable in
crease in wheat cultivation has reduced the Swedish demand 
for coal and wheat from abroad. On the other hand, the foreign 
demand for pulp has been very insistent, and has led to a great 
increase in the volume exported, which has helped to keep up 
the rates for wood freights in spite of a reduced volume. 

Evidently, even if changes in a country's demand for import 
goods be so small compared with supply on the world markets as 
to be utterly unable to affect prices there, yet the import prices 
from this country's point of view may be substantially affected 
through variation in the freight rates. The reasons why these 
rates vary so easily are, briefly, the height of the fixed charges 
in shipping and the great number of competing tramp steamers 
on all important routes. Thus, whether or not an individual 
steamer is kept in use does not much affect the rates. There is 
no individual market for each tramp shipping company which it 
is afraid of spoiling. Thus, there is not much stimulus to lay up 
ships which can earn rates which cover a little more than the 
variable expenses. In this respect the situation is like that of 
agriculture and certain manufacturing industries which put out 
standardised goods for large markets. Supply reactions are not 
sensitive to rate reductions, until rates have reached the level 
of variable costs. 

The high outward freights have, of course, tended to keep down 
the Swedish wholesale price level, but this influence must have 
been very slight. If these freights had been on the same relative 
level as the inward rates, and the prices of Swedish export goods 
abroad had not been changed thereby, the f. o. b. prices would 
only have been raised by something like 50,000,000 kroner, or 
3 percent of the total export value and less than I percent of 
the national income. The quantity of such goods consumed in 
Sweden is so small that a corresponding rise in the prices quoted 
for the home market would not have raised the price index by 
another I percent. 
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More important cases of a one-sided development of shipping 
rates may be found when considerable changes in international 
capital movements take place. A rise in the inflow of foreign 
capital means a relatively much greater volume of commodity 
imports than before. Consequently rates for incoming cargoes 
will rise compared with rates for outgoing ones. Both export and 
import prices are lifted to a higher level, compared with prices 
abroad, than before. This is what happened during the War as a 
result of the enormous European borrowings in the United 
States. The relative rise in the English price level (Economist's 
index was regularly something like 20 percent higher than the 
Bureau of Labour's, both calculated on a gold basis) is to be ex
plained not by the direct effects of the import of capital alone
the so-called pegging policy - but also by the influence which 
the capital movements and other factors exercised on the relation 
between inward and outward shipping rates.1 

Of course the variations in freight rates affect I the balance of 
payments of various countries in an entirely different way, be
cause incomes from shipping vary with them. This is a change 
in demand for a service rendered by the shipping countries, and 
keeps exactly the same place, i~ theory, as changes in the demand 
for commodities or other services. 

§ II. Changes in interior transfer relations. It goes without 
saying that changes in transportation resources and facilities 
within countries affect production and international trade just 
as well as variations in costs of transport between countries, 
which have been discussed in the last two sections. Costs of 
transport within countries are an important part of the produc
tion costs of many commodities, and changes in the former there
fore affect the power of competition and international trade.' 

This is, perhaps, most obvious when the costs of transporta-

I The trade and capital transactions between Europe and South America in the 
last half century before the War, as already indicated, der another example of 
changes in transport relations of this type. 

• Strictly speaking, it is not correct to say that changes in freight rates affed 
commodity prices. It would perhaps be better to say that they go band in band. AU 
prices of services and goods bang together in a mutual interdependence price system. 

• The reader is asked to recall the analysis in Chapter X, II 9-10, and Chapter 
xm,§s. 
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tion for the finished export commodity from the place of produc
tion to the frontier are altered. This naturally affects the prices 
at which the commodity can be sold abroad in exactly the same 
way as do changes in costs of transport from the frontier to the 
foreign markets. The heavy reductions in Polish railway freights 
for export coal have in late years led to a very considerable export 
to the Scandinavian countries, at the expense of the sales of 
British and German coal. The price of coal in these countries has 
been affected thereby in two ways: the Polish competition has 
served to depress the quotations for coal in Northern Europe; 
and the decline in purchases from England has tended to reduce 
shipping rates for coal cargoes. 

Usually more important, however, than such cases are those 
where the whole economic life of a country is in a thousand and 
one ways altered by new transportation facilities, for instance, 
the building of railways or canals. The rapid development of 
countries such as the United States, Canada, and Argentina is 
intimately tied up with the growth of the system of railways, 
which have made vast areas of agricultural land and other natural 
resources available. If other things remained equal, the effects 
of new railways would in many cases be like those of the dis
covery of new natural resources. 

A special sort of improvement in communications consists in 
providing direCt connections between places which before could 
only exchange goods by means of several different kinds of 
transport. The building of a canal to connect two rivers may 
substitute one uninterrupted journey for one rail and two river 
journeys. Such reductions in the number of "breaks" often 
mean considerable savings.l 

1 The influence of changed transfer relations on productive factor movements 
has been discussed above in Chapter IX, § 3-4; Chapter XI, n 5-0; Chapter XIII, 
§ 6; and Chapter XVII. 



CHAPTER XXV 

INTERNATIONAL PRICE VARIATIONS 

I I. Wholesale trice levels. In Chapter XIV the character of in
ternational price relations has been illustrated. Chapters XIX
XXIV contain an analysis of changes in international trade and 
prices on the basis of the theory developed in earlier chapters. 
The whole book may, as a matter of fact, be regarded as an inves
tigation into interregional and international price relations. 

The variations already dealt with are, however, such as occur 
where the development has been dominated by a change in one 
basic element, e. g. an import duty, a change in demand, or in 
capital movements. It may be worth while to illustrate further 
cases where many basic circumstances have changed at the same 
time, leaving aside the hopeless task of unravelling the influences 
exercised by each of them. 

The diagram below shows the price development in some coun
tries during the last half-century before the War. The differences 
are so considerable that no. doubt can exist as to their reality, in 
spite of the fact that the index figures have been computed in sev
eral different ways and are hence not strictly comparable. If 
prices in the years 1867-77 are used as a base and put at 100, 
the situation in 1909 was the following: Austria-Hungary 94, 
Germany 90, Sweden 89, England 74, Australia 74 and New 
Zealand 64.1 

Equally great discrepancies in the price development, although 
the period covered is only two decades, are shown by a table for 
Denmark, Russia, and Japan, for which figures are available only 
since 1890. Up to 1909 prices rose by 6 percent in Denmark, 22 

percent in Russia, and 44 percent in Japan. From 1904 to 1908 
the price level rose by leaps and bounds in India.' 

I As to the sources of the figures, see Appendiz IV. The chart is taken from the 
author's work, HawklJII T,ori. 

• As to the sources of the figures see Appendiz IV. 
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The figures for food prices in the British dominions, given in 
Chapter XIV, show a similar picture. From 1914 to 1929 the 
relation between the wholesale food prices in Canada and New 
Zealand remained virtually constant. In Australia, however, 
there was a relative rise of almost 10 percent, in comparison with 
New Zealand, whereas in South Africa the relative decline 
amounted to 22 percent. 

One reason why so considerable differences in the price de
velopment are possible is, as observed in earlier chapters, the 
shifting of a certain commodity from the home market group, for 
example, to the international group, owing to exceptional im
provements in its production in a certain country. Of course its 
price will then reach a relatively low level, as happened with the 
price of rice in the United States according to the table below.1 

INDEX NUMBERS o.r RICE PRICES (1901-10=- JOO) 

19" 19.6 

England. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2JS 228 
Japan .............................. 273 272 
United States ....................... J4J J76 

It is well known that the national wholesale price index num
bers, which use 1914 as a base, show great differences a decade 
and a half later, even if the prices are calculated in terms of gold. 
These differences are certainly due not only to those changes in 
the basic circumstances which have been discussed above, but to 
special sorts of change in supply and demand conditions which 
have to do with the inflation and consequent devaluation of the 
currencies in many countries. For reasons which it falls outside 
the scope of this book to discuss, the stabilisation and devaluation 
points have been chosen in such a way that wages and home mar
ket prices have been relatively low in terms of gold, and this 
situation has to a large extent persisted. In other words, prices 
and wages have only by degrees slowly adapted themselves up
wards. Although the prices of international goods follow prices 

1 A. H. Cole, "The American Rice Growing Industry," QwrUrl:J JIlfU'ru» "J 
Economics (1927). 
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in world markets, l the general price level has remained compara
tively low. For 1929, an average of the price index numbers in 
Belgium, France, Italy, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Hungary, 
Poland, Austria, Yugoslavia, Czecho-Slovakia, Germany, and Fin
land works out at slightly over 120. This is far less than the aver
age for Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Switzerland, Holland, Eng
land, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, British India, and the 
United States, - all countries which have pursued a policy of 
deflation and returned to the old gold par, - which comes to 
about 147. 

A more reliable expression for such international differences in 
the price tendencies is obtained by Bowley's Comparable British 
and Foreign Index Numbers, where the figures for December, 
1925, for certain countries are compared with the index for identi
cal commodities in Great Britain. The figures are on a gold basis, 
and 1913 or 1914 is used as a base.2 

F oreigD Index 

Canada.............. 163 
United States ........ 159 
Sweden.............. 148 
Holland ............. 145 
Germany ............ 144 
Italy................. 136 
Belgium ............. 132 

France .............. 103 

Corresponding British 
Index 

151 
154 
151 
ISO 

151 
147 
148 
149 

Foreign in 

B~l!:X. 
108 
103 
98 
97 
95 
92 
89 
69 

The difference, so far as it depends upon the after effects of a 
different monetary policy, is, however, bound to disappear; a proc-

1 As observed in Chapter VIII it is nevertheless possible that the level of prices 
for a group of international goods develops di1Ierently in di1Ierent countries. In re
lation to the price in Great Britain the price of wheat rose by 12 percent in the 
United States and by 4 percent in Germany, while it fell by 3 percent in France. Pig 
iron fell 9 percent and raw sugar 14 percent in the United States, while the corro
sponding figures for Germany were 25 percent and II percent. A home market com
modity like potatoes showed still greater di1Ierences. Its price rose 86 percent in the 
United States, 57 percent in Germany, and 88 percent in France. - Keynes, A 
Treatise on Money, p. 71. 

I Special Memorandum of the London and Cambridge Economic Service, No. 19, 
1926. 

I It may be noted that the relative rise in the Canadian price level speaks against 
the opinion that Canadian prices were in 1913-14 much increased by the in.tlux of 
foreign capital. Thisin.tlux has been relatively small since the War and the Canadian 
index number should then, ceteris paribus, have been relatively low. 
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ess of adjustment is at present going on. Between the years 1926 
and 1929 wholesale prices fell fairly sharply in the latter group of 
countries, whereas they remained practically unaltered in the 
former group. As time goes on the influence of War and post-War 
deflation and inflation upon the conditions of supply and demand, 
and thus upon the dissimilarity of price trends, is gradually 
weakening. 

Nothing could be more erroneous, however, than to expect the 
price index numbers to tend towards the same height everywhere, 
i. e. to expect relative price levels to revert to a "normal" pre-War 
position. The basic circumstances have changed much since then, 
and with them the eqUilibrium position of prices. There is noth
ing more normal in the price situation of 1914 than in that of 1900 
or 1940, or any other time when conditions have become settled 
after violent disturbances. It is just a~ incorrect to expect prices 
in different countries to revert to the relative position of 1914 
as to speak of a tendency towards equally high price levels 
everywhere. 

§ 2. The terms of international exchange. Just as there is noth
ing to keep wholesale price levels in the same relative position in 
different countries, so there can be nothing to prevent the relation 
between import and export prices in anyone country from vary
ing substantially. In other words, the ratio of international ex
change is subject to important variations. Particularly countries 
with a one-sided economic life which do not easily increase their 
exports or reduce their imports when the ratio turns in an un
favourable direction, or which do not quickly reduce their exports 
or increase their imports when the ratio is improved, may see 
this ratio vary to a very high degree. On the other hand, coun
tries with a well developed and many-sided industrial system and 
international trade are likely to be subject only to less important 
variations. Yet in a country like the United States, in the last 
third of a century before the War, the ratio seems to have varied 
by 10 to 20 percent in most five-year periods.1 Changes in de
mand, supply, and transfer conditions, as well as in international 

1 See Taussig.ll11_atiorJaI TrlMh. p. 301. 
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capital movements, seem to have cooperated to bring about this 
result. 

The variations in the British terms of international trade have 
already been mentioned in Chapter XXII. In this case also sev
eral different tendencies were at work. Technical improvements 
in Great Britain, new and cheap food supplies in the transoceanic 
countries, and other circumstances, exercised their influence. 

Comparisons of import and export price index figures for recent 
years also show important changes in the terms of exchange 
since pre-War days. In Sweden import prices of such goods as 
coal, iron, wheat, and other raw materials have been so low com
pared with the prices of such export goods as timber, pulp, paper, 
and machinery that the ratio of exchange has been ro-I5 percent 
more favourable than before the War.l Countries such as Chile, 
Cuba, and Brazil, on the other hand, have naturally seen their 
trade terms take the opposite trend, the prices of nitrate, sugar, 
and coffee having fallen below pre-War figures. 

Europe as a whole, which exports chiefly manufactures and im
ports food and raw materials, is gaining from the low prices of the 
latter commodities. On the other hand, the European demand for 
such goods is probably rather inelastic to price increase, so that if 
conditions of production change in the non-European world, the 
ratio may tum decisively in favour of the latter. The colonial 
world, for example, which is selling many of its articles -like 
rubber, spices etc. - at low prices, could probably obtain 50 or 
roo percent more without any serious decline in the European and 
North American demand. What prevents a violent turnover in 
the terms of exchange, through which the standard of living of 
unci vilised peoples might be raised, is the fact that the supply of 
these commodities would be increased. In the long run this is 
certain to happen unless the standard of living in other lines of 
industry in the colonial world are raised through greater effective
ness in production. But temporarily the creation of non-compet
ing labour groups in the colonial, export industries, with the exclu
sion of labourers in other industries, might raise the wages of the 

J See I nde%, monthly periodical published by the Svenska Handelsbanken, Stock
holm. 
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former and make the terms of exchange in international trade 
more favourable for these countries. 

§ 3. International differences in the development of productive 
faclor prices. There is no more reason for the level of factor prices 
to move in a parallel way in all countries than for commodity 
prices to do so. Nor, of course, is there any ground for expecting 
that the price of an individual factor or group of factors, e. g. 
manual labour, will vary in the same way everywhere. In ISC)O 
skilled wages in the British machinery industry was 60 ore per 
hour, while the corresponding Swedish wage was 24 ore in Stock
holm and 19 ore in other towns and small places. Twenty-fout 
years later the figures were 64 ore in Great Britain and 67 and 49 
ore respectively in Sweden; 1 the difference had disappeared. In 
spite of the changes in quality which both British and Swedish 
labour underwent in that period, one is justified in speaking of 
an unequal course of wages in the two countries. 

The period after 1914 offers similar examples. The index num
bers for hourly wages of manual male workers in 1928 were as 
follows: for Canada ISS, Australia 192, United States 240, and 
Sweden 271.1 For male and female workers the corresponding 
index figures were 175 in Germany and 255 in Denmark. Weekly 
wages, which moved a little less than hourly wages in countries 
where statistics for both are published, rose for male workers to 
136 in South Africa (1926 figure) and 160 in New Zealand; for 
male and female workers to 195 in Great Britain. 

Figures for the development of land rents and interest rates 
might be added. In 1930 the interest level for state bonds in some 
countries was about the same as before the War, while in other 
countries the rates were at least twice as high. Other rat~s of in
terest have followed a course similar to that of state bonds. 

§ 4. The developmenl of retail prices. As wholesale prices move 
differently in different countries, it goes without saying that retail 

I See the final report of "Tu1l-och traktatkommitUn." Stockholm, 1924. p. 73-
• See inlmaaliottal W- Review, II (1929), p. 113 and SocialG MeddeJ4rtdeJa 

(1929), p. 8.45. The figure for the United States is a simple arithmetic average of the 
wages of skilled plus sem.i-skilled workers and of that of unskilled workers; that of 
Germany is a similar average of skilled and unskilled wages. All wage figures below 
in the text are from the same source. As to wages of special qualities of labour see 
the Review, p. 586. 
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prices do so also. The difference between retail and wholesale 
prices in the same country depends in general upon the costs of 
retailing, and the latter depend upon the height of certain wages 
and the prices of other productive factors, and upon the technique 
of retail distribution. l All these may vary differently in different 
countries. As a matter of fact, retail price changes in one country 
are less affected by conditions in other countries than variations 
in wholesale prices, chiefly because international trade is a trade 
in the wholesale markets. It is not surprising, therefore, to find 
considerable differences in the table below: 

INDEX NUlIlIERS FOR FOOD RETAIL PluCES IN JULY 1929 (1914 - 100) 

South Africa ....... 116 Irish Free State ........ 166 
France ............ 122 Australia. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 160 
Austria ............ 123 United States .......... ISS 
Hungary. . . . . . . . . . . 127 Great Britain .......... 153 

Sweden................ 150 

In this case, as in all others, the fact that the figures are not 
exactly comparable should, of course, be borne in mind. For ex
ample, the service of retailing is not the same in all countries. 
Shops are different, the goods may be ordered by telephone and 
sent home or fetched in the shops, customers may be served at 
once or have to wait, etc. Above all, the practice in these re
spects may have changed in some countries but not in others. 

Tourists often think of the height of hotel accommodation and 
of restaurant prices when they say that a certain country or city 
is expensive or cheap, or has become more so than formerly. It is 
quite clear that these prices have no fixed relation to either the 
general iVholesale or retail commodity price level. They are pre
vented from varying in an entirely arbitrary way compared with 
the prices of other commodities and services chiefly in two ways: 
(I) the productive factors used are largely similar or identical 
with those used in other industries, and their prices therefore 
vary more or less in the same way as such factors in other occupa
tions; (2) certain commodities, such as food, are used as raw ma
terials in the hotel and restaurant industry. These two circum-

1 The latter might also be called the quality of the technical labour in retailing. 
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stances tend to keep costs in a certain relation to costs and prices 
in other industries, and prices in this industry, as in others, 
naturally tend to move more or less in harmony with costs. But 
even if these tendencies were much stronger than they really are, 
the relation between the prices of hotel and restaurant services in 
different countries - just like the relation between other typical 
home market prices - might well change considerably owing to 
variations in the organisation of this industry - changes in the 
qUality of technical labour - which take place in certain coun
tries and not in others. 

§ S. Monetary 'Variations. It remains to consider briefly the 
price variations due wholly or partly to changes in the monetary 
system.1 As before, the discussion is confined to the development 
in countries with a gold or a gold exchange standard. In this case, 
as opposed to those already touched upon in this and previous 
chapters, it is perhaps less the differences than the similarity of 
price variations in various countries which has to be explained. 

Why do wholesale commodity price levels go up and down in 
very much the same way and at the same time in the European 
and American countries during different phases of the business 
cycle? What are the causes of this surprising parallelism in the 
price movements, which has been clearly demonstrated in the last 
years (1928-3°) for countries with settled monetary conditions? 
The explanation is often given in about the following terms. If 
prices rise in certain countries and not in others, the trade balance 
in the latter will move in a positive direction, the foreign ex
changes will drop, and gold will flow into the central banks, which 
will reduce their discount rates and expand credit, whereby prices 
will be raised in these countries as well. This explanatio~ is to a 
certain extent correct, for if nothing else happened before all these 
reactions they would come into play.1 As a matter of fact, how
e"er, there are other reactions which in most cases bring about 
the price adjustment in a quicker and smoother way. 

I Such changes in buying power, and hence in demand, may be regarded as a 
special sort of demand variation, not touched upon in the last chapter. But it seems 
best to treat them separately. 

• Cf. Keynes, A Trealis, (JfI JI Dm7, pp. 336 ft., and my own paper: "The Future 
of the World Price Levd," 1r11lu, Stockholm (J927). 
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When credit expands and prices rise in A, both import and ex
port prices naturally tend to rise in B also. Furthermore. home 
market prices in B tend to rise to the extent that they use raw 
materials belonging to the group of international commodities 
and because of the other relations mentioned in Chapter VIII, 
§ 5. Besides, the increase in foreign orders exercises a stimulating 
influence on economic life in B in general. The credit volume ex
pands automatically in response to the increased need, unless 
some restrictive action is taken to keep it at its former level. But 
this will only happen in rare cases. Previous depression has led 
to a reduction of credit, and expansion now is looked upon as 
natural and desirable. If the central bank in A has reduced its 
discount rate, and has in that way made the price level tend up
wards, the central bank in B is inclined to follow suit, and in the 
absence of special circumstances will certainly not pursue the 
opposite credit policy. Should it for some time attempt to do so, 
short term capital transactions will lead to a surplus of foreign 
exchange in B, and will soon make the central bank reverse its 
policy. Such transactions will come about and affect the credit 
policy in B as soon as the latter fails to follow the same trend as 
credit policies in the important foreign countries. As a matter of 
fact, central banks do not wait for these transactions to come 
about, but to a large extent vary their discount rates in a parallel 
manner beforehand. 

Evidently the parallelism of price movements depends upon 
the connection between certain commodity prices in different 
countries, above all the prices of international goods, upon the in
fluence of changes in the volume of foreign orders, and upon the 
connection between discount rates, which is partly due to the in
ternational mobility of capital. This does not exclude the possi
bility that forces of a non-monetary character which lie behind 
the business cycle also have something to do with the parallel 
price movement. The mere belief that a business boom abroad 
will spread to one's own country leads to optimism in buying, and 
thus hastens the development. 

As central banks, during times when an improvement in busi
ness begins, usually have greater gold reserves than legally called 
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for, they are able to expand credit without any increase in gold 
stocks; thus no gold flow need be caused. Still less is any gold 
flow mechanism of the sort mentioned in the beginning of this sec
tion necessary to bring about an internationally uniform price 
development. A business depression and drop in the wholesale 
price level may also spread without any gold flow, through the 
direct connection between certain prices, the influence of changed 
volume of orders, etc. 

An international inflation due to increased supply of gold de
velops in essentially the same way. The rise in the price level 
during times of good business is simply a little stronger than· it 
would otherwise have been. The only difference in the mechan
ism is that the new gold has to be distributed between the various 
countries. Assume that it goes in the first place to the United 
States and Great Britain, and leads to credit expansion there. 
Central banks in other countries will not be able to increase their 
credit volumes to the same extent until they have somewhat in
creased their gold reserves. For some time, therefore, their credit 
policy may remain relatively restrictive; the balance of payment 
turns in a positive direction (through capital transactions, and, if 
the situation lasts long enough, through an adjustment of the 
trade balance) the foreign exchanges fall, and gold flows in, lead
ing to the delayed expansion of credit (compare Chapter XVllI). 
But it is by no means certain that such will be the development. 
If credit expansion has started under the influence of rising prices 
and order reserves, the central bank. may be reluctant to retard it 
because of insufficient gold reserves. It may, therefore, proceed to 
increase the latter in a more deliberate, some would say more arti
ficial, way than the one just indicated. By reducing its foreign ex
change reserves it may temporarily depress the foreign exchange 
rates and make gold flow in. Or it may dispense with pressure on 
rates, and simply use a part of its foreign exchange reserves to 
buy gold, incurring in that way a small loss, but saving the busi
ness world from a short-lived exchange rate fluctuation. Such an 
exchange of foreign bills for gold is a transaction of no great inter
est in itself. And apart from it, the mechanism which brings about 
the spread of inflation is identical with the one described above. 
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In summary, whether the gold reserves are adjusted in one way 
or the other is relatively unimportant. The international char
acter of the price movement is due in the first place to the direct 
connection between the various national commodity price sys
tems and volumes of orders, and to the forces which affect dis
count and interest rates in a fairly uniform manner. Only in the 
background, of great potential but usually little actual influence, 1 

is to be found the gold flow mechanism and readjustment of the 
trade balance of the classical type, which in the last resort pre
vents considerable international discrepancies in the price move
ments under the conditions here discus!\ed.2 

§ 6. Price variations and foreign exchange rates. The conditions 
governing foreign exchange rates have often been discussed in 
connection with the question of international price relations. It 

1 Great Britain is a notable exception to this rule. The gold movements between 
that country and the United States and France in recent years have influenced 
British credit policy in every phase of the business cycle after 1926. 

I The analysis above differs in several respects from the one presented by Angell, 
The Theory of International Prices, Chapter XVI, especially pp. 416-418. The cor
relation between the short-time fluctuations of prices in different countries seems to 
me sufficiently explained by the reasoning in the text above and need not, as Angell 
suggests, be "due either to some peculiarity in the case selected, or to the interde
pendence of the price indices used." But it goes without saying that the correlation 
may be less close than certain price indices indicate. Neither can I agree that the 
explanation of the correlation in long-time price tendencies should run exclusively 
"in terms of the effects of differences in price movements upon the balance of pay
ments." In this connection let me add that it seems unfortunate to speak on the one 
hand of "disturbances that originate in the balance of payments itseU," and on the 
other hand of those originating in "discrepancies between the movements of general 
prices in different countries." Changes in credit policy may well affect the balance 
of payment much earlier than they affect the wholesale price level, and do not, 
therefore, lead to the second type of disturbance. (Keynes, perhaps also Cassel, takes 
an attitude similar to Angell's. The former speaks of changes which "originate in 
discrepancies of price levels"). But credit changes may affect prices first, and the 
balance of trade and the balance of payments only indirectly. Thus the distinction 
between the two types of cases seems unprofitable. (See also the end of I 7 below.) 
It is more natural to classify according to the changes in basic circumstances, capital 
movements and monetary policy. In other respects the views developed in Part V 
are in close accordance with Angell's, which have, however, so far been expressed 
only sketchily. Hewrites (p. 418): "The ultimate key to the maintenance of equilib
rium in the balance of payments in the face of enduring disturbances, and the key 
to the problem of international equilibrium at large .•. lies in the effect that a per
sisting change in the relation between the demand and supply of bills of foreign ex
change produces upon the volume of purchasing power in circulation, and through it 
upon the general level of prices." I should like only to add: "and upon imports and 
exports." 
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may be worth while, therefore, in this chapter to add some ob
servations concerning foreign exchange rates and price conditions. 

It has been stressed in Chapter XVIII that anything which 
affects the supply of or demand for foreign exchange can influence 
the price paid for it, and that consequently all elements in the 
price systems directly or indirectly affect the foreign exchange 
rates. These rates are prices, and a description of the character 
and variations of the price mechanism is, therefore, among other 
things, also a theory of the foreign exchanges. Given certain basic 
circumstances, a certain situation as to capital movements, and 
monetary equilibrium, there must be a fixed relation between 
foreign exchange rates and other prices. If the basic circum
stances vary, that relation varies also. This fact has been abun
dantly illustrated in previous sections of this and the preceding 
chapter, for it has been demonstrated that under periods of prac
tically constant foreign exchange rates the relation between com
modity and productive factor prices in different countries has been 
subject to considerable variations, in a way which cannot pos
sibly be due to capital movements or monetary disturbances. 

In principle, foreign exchange rates have nothing to do with 
the wholesale commodity price level as such, but only with in
dividual prices. Changes in the latter may be relevant even 
though the level of commodity prices should happen to remain 
constant. Only for the sake of simplicity and as convenient sum
marising abbreviations do variations in price levels have their 
place in a discussion of foreign exchange problems, for we are 
really interested in the individual prices, i. e. more or less in the 
whole price mechanism. Of course, the fact that international 
trade is· a wholesale trade puts the foreign exchange rates in a 
specially intimate relation to the wholesale prices of certain com
modities. But the prices of certain services which citizens of one 
country render to citizens of other countries - shipping, insur
ance, etc. - and the height of short term and long term interest 
rates, bear an equally intimate relation to foreign exchange rates, 
as they also directly affect supply and demand on the foreign ex
change market. And the wholesale prices of other goods as well 
as the retail prices and the prices of productive factors in general, 
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exercise an indirect influence, so that it is impossible to regard 
their variations as of no consequence to pricing in the exchange 
market. As soon as one sees the foreign exchange rates as prices 
in the system of mutual interdependence, the whole idea of a 
fixed relation between them and some sort of average for a certain 
group of commodity prices becomes absurd. 

It follows that the so-called "purchasing power parity" doc
trine, at least in certain formulations, is untenable. After years of 
intensive discussion Cassel gives a condensed expression for his 
reconsidered opinion in the following words: 1 

The main reason why we pay anything for a foreign currency is of course 
that this currency represents in the foreign country a purchasing power 
which can be used for acquiring the goods or for paying for the services of 
that country. Thus, it is clear that the amount we can pay for the unit of 
the foreign currency must, broadly speaking, be in direct proportion to the 
internal purchasing power of that currency, i.e. in the inverse proportion to 
the country's general level of prices. On the other hand, it is clear that we 
can afford to pay more in our own currency the more abundant this cur
rency is, i. e., the lower its internal purchasing power, and the higher the 
general level of home prices. This is easily seen if we reflect on the fact that 
the price paid for a foreign currency is ultimately a price for foreign com
modities, a price which must stand in a certain relation to the prices of 
commodities on the home market. Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that 
the rate of exchange between two currencies must depend essentially on the 
quotient of the internal purchasing powers of these currencies. 

The idea that people demand foreign currency because this cur
rency has a certain purchasing power towards commodities in 
general on the wholesale market is, however, not in accordance 
with facts. The importer wants foreign bills to buy and pay for 
certain foreign goods, and is not interested in the prices of other 
goods. The man who is to transport commodities is interested in 
the height of shipping rates charged by different shipping com
panies and not in commodity prices. It is not true that a rise in 
certain commodity prices in a country, i. e. a reduction in the 
purchasing power of this cOuntry's currency towards commodi
ties, in all cases reduces the foreign demand for bills on that 
country. If the price of coal is raised and the foreign demand is 

1 "Foreign Exchanges," Encyclopedia Britannica, XlII ed., first supplementary 
volume, p. 1086. Cf. Theoretis,he SozialOkonomie (4th ed.), § 60, where the same 
opinion is expressed. 
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slightly elastic - as it proved to be when Great Britain main
tained high prices immediately after the War - a greater sum of 
money will be needed to pay for a smaller purchase of coal. The 
pound sterling quotation will tend to rise, not to falP 

The weakness of the idea that foreign exchanges are an expres
sion for the relation between commodity price levels is perhaps 
most clearly seen if one considers two countries each of which pro
duces only goods not manufactured at all in the other. Thus 
there are no common home market. goods, and no possibility of 
comparing the height of the general price levels at a certain 
time in the two countries. Nevertheless there is, of course, a 
connection between the two price systems, via international 
goods, productive factor prices, etc. All prices in both countries 
form part of a system of mutual interdependence, and there is 
consequently a certain relation between the foreign exchange 
rate and the price conditions in each country. But this relation 
cannot be expressed in terms of price levels, e. g. by saying that 
they are of the same height. (Cf. Appendix I, § 4.) 

So much for the simple form of the purchasing power parity 
doctrine. There is another and more quaJified form, which ex
cludes any statement as to the height of the price levels in a cer
tain basic period, e. g. 1913, and is limited to the assertion that 
the foreign exchange rates will reflect the price level changes. 
Thus, the question whether or not prices before the War were 
higher in the United States than in England is irrelevant. A rise 
in the English price index to 400 and in the American one to 200 

will go hand in hand with a drop in the sterling exchange in New 
York to half its previous rate. The real parity changes with the 
relation between the price index numbers. It follows that if the 
foreign exchange rates are kept constant, the relation between 
the price index figures will be fixed also. 

Clearly this assumes that all basic circumstances, including 
capital movements, are unchanged. men that is so, all relative 
prices in each country are unchanged I too. and foreign ex-

I For a more detailed discussion see my paper, "Vhelkursemas jamviktsllige." 
("The Equilibrium of Foreign Ezchanges. ") The D_isl Twin" (1931). 

• When sufficient time for a readjustment after the monetary changes has passed. 
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change rates must reflect the price level changes. If Great Brit
ain chooses to use a fourth of a pound as unit of reckoning, and 
the United States one half of a dollar, the New York quotation of 
the new British currency in terms of the new American currency 
will of course be half the previous sterling rate. In other words, if 
nothing has changed but the absolute height of the price levels, it 
is a truism that the exchange rates vary as indicated above. 

However, other things never are quite equal at different times. 
Therefore relative commodity and factor prices, and hence the 
relation between the price index figures, change, even if the foreign 
exchange rates are kept stable through a gold standard. This has 
been abundantly illustrated above. 

It should be stressed that relative commodity prices cannot re
main constant unless relative factor prices remain so also. The 
assumption that productive factor prices change in the same way 
in all countries is fundamental to the purchasing power parity doc
trine. This assumption is seldom justified in the actual world 
over significant periods; hence it cannot be true that home mar
ket prices maintain a definite relation to international prices in 
each country. Neither is it true that international prices are 
equally high or vary in the same way in all countries when the 
foreign exchange rate is stable; for, as explaineo in Chapter VIII, 
transfer conditions vary. In brief, changes in the basic cir
cumstances of the price system alter the relation between the 
foreign exchange rates and other prices in the various countries. 
Even though these rates are kept constant, the relation be
tween the price conditions in different countries may nevertheless 
vary. 

To reasonings of this sort it is sometimes objected that as a 
matter of fact changes in basic circumstances are not able to cause 
considerable variations in relative price levels in countries with a 
many-sided and well developed international trade. Experience 
shows that this latter assertion is justified for short periods and 
"normal" times in countries such as the United States, Great Brit
ain, Sweden, and Holland. But, it is not true for long periods, as 
demonstrated above by means of price index figures, and not for 
periods of "abnormal" transfer conditions, such as the years 
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1914-21.1 Neither is it true for countries with a one-sided eco
nomic life, such as Egypt, Chile, and Brazil. Besides, the devia
tions of relative price levels in cases of the latter type, e. g. owing 
to demand changes, are not abnormal deviations from a true 
equilibrium (the purchasing power parity), but rather changes 
in the equilibrium itself. 

In some cases of foreign exchange and price variation during 
and after the War; it has proved fruitful to disregard at first the 
variations in basic circumstances, and to concentrate attention 
upon the relative degrees of inflation. But in other cases changes 
in demand, transfer, and international credit conditions have 
been as potent elements as even the violent inflation in neutral 
countries during that period.2 In any case, the most fruitful and 
most correct way of explaining foreign exchanges is to show their 
place in the general price system and the influence of variations in 
basic circumstances, including capital movements, and in mone
tary conditions. In concrete cases, sometimes one, sometimes 
another, element may be for all practical purposes disregarded. 
But to do so in the presentation of fundamental principles, or to 
present their influence as abnormal deviations from a normal posi
tion, is misleading.· 

Another observation on the post-War discussion of the foreign 

I Changes in the monetary systems are another If abnormal" element, which in
Buences relative price levels in terms of gold. See the end of 1931. 

• See Heckscher,Swedm',f Monetary Hislory, 1914-tl5, ill its RelaJi01l.f 10 Fo,ei,,. 
T,ad, and Shippi,." in the Scandinavian volume of the Ecolll",sic and Social History 
oj Ih, Worlll Wa, (New Haven, 1930). Heckscher shows that the sterling quotation 
in Stockholm at one date was exactly half the purchasing power parity. As this 
study has not been observed in the international discussion,let me add that in my 
opinion nobody interested in problems of international trade during a paper stand
ard r~gime can alIord to overlook it. 

a In Part V of Tieorelisd,. So.ialOkollllfllN, which was added in the 1926 edition, 
Professor Cassel discusses international trade on the basis of a mutual interde
pendence price system in a way with which I am in substantial agreement. There 
seems to be no harmony between this analysis (I 88) and his old treatment of the 
foreign exchanges in Part III (§ 60) along the lines quoted above. Taken in a wide 
sense the theory of the foreign exchanges is the same thing as the theory of interna
tional trade. In a narrow sense it explains the details of the pricing on the foreign 
exchange market, in particular short term capital and gold movements, credit policy, 
etc. But this explanation must rest on the basis of a theory of international trade 
and capital movements, i. e. it requires as a background the whole price mechanism 
in trading countries. 
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exchanges may be made. As anything which affects the balance 
of payments ipso facto influences the foreign exchange rates, and 
as all changes in basic circumstances, in capital movements, and 
in monetary policy may exercise such an influence, it follows that 
there is no contradiction between the theories of foreign exchanges 
which seek the causes of their variations in the balance of pay
ments, i. e. in demand, supply, and transfer conditions, and those 
which stress the influence of monetary policy and price level varia
tions. I There is only a difference in emphasis, which has been 
largely justified by the differences in concrete circumstances at 
various times. The former theories have been prevalent during 
periods of settled monetary conditions, the latter during times of 
inflation and deflation. 

Changes in monetary policy, like the other variations, alter the 
supply and demand schedules in the foreign exchange market, and 
thereby, and only thereby, the exchange rates. Commodity 
prices are of course altered also j but it is uncertain whether the 
trade balance, the international movement of capital, or the price 
level is affected first. Changes in the volume of credit often affect 
the volume of imports or the size of capital transfers much more 
quickly than the height of home market prices.2 Experience does 
not justify making changes in the price level the first step, and 
changes in the balance of payments the consequences of price 
variations. 

1 The unfortunate terminology of both kinds of theories - see I 6 above - ia 
partly responsible for the misunderstandings. 

I Cf., for example, the author's analysis in "Stabiliseringsproblemet i MelIan
europa," Valutakommissionens Belankning (Copenhagen, 1925), where numeroUi 
examples are given. 
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APPENDIX I 

SIMPLE MATHEMATICAL ILLUSTRATION OF 
PRICING IN TRADING REGIONS 

II. An isolated region. There is much disagreement among econo
mists concerning the value of mathematical formulae in expositions 
of the complicated relationships of pricing. The present writer be
lieves that they can serve a useful purpose in giving, better than could 
words, a bird's-eye view of the mutual relationship of prices under 
somewhat simplified conditions. On the other hand, attempts to make 
the formulae more and more complicated in order to bring them in 
closer accordance with actual life and thus make them usable for the 
solution of economic problems have so far rarely been fruitful- a fact 
that does not of course preclude a better result in the future. 

From this point of view it appears natural to try to illustrate the 
nature of pricing in trading regions under simplified conditions by 
means of some simple equations, without going further and introduc
ing all complicating circumstances. The latter make no fundamental 
change in the nature of the relationship which is to be illuminated, and 
render the mathematical exposition difficult for most readers to 
understand. 

The system of equations given below resembles closely the one first 
presented by Professor Cassel in his "Theoretische Sozialokonomie." 
It is simpler than those of the Walras-Pareto school, and consequently 
can serve better for the present purpose.l 

The following analysis is built on the assumption of full mobility 
and divisibility. Thus, among other things, the economies of large
scale production are ignored. Furthermore, the supply of the various 
factors of productions is assumed to be constant and known. With a 
preliminary illustration of the nature of pricing in trading regions in 
view it is unnecessary to introduce the fact that this supply is really a 
function of (I) the prices of the factors and (2) the psychology of effort 
and sacrifice of the various individuals, however important this fact 
may be from other points of view (compare Chapter VII). 

I Unlike Professor Cassel I have introduced the individual incomes, the variahil
ityof the technical coefiicients, and the value of money in the system. Like Cassel 
I do not consider the difficulties due to the fact that capital as a factor of production 
cannot be treated in the same way as other factors. In other words, the li_ element 
in pricing is insutliciently considered. 0. Lindahl, .. Prisbildningsproblemets UPP' 
lliggning frln kapitalteoretisk synpunkt" (The problem of pricing from the point of 
view of the theory of capital), Elo_isl Tidslrifl (1929). 
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First, let us look at the price system in an isolated region, which pro
duces n commodities, has r different factors of production and I 

inhabitants. 
The production of each of these commodities requires certain quan

tities of all or some productive factors. The quantities all all' • • aJ, 
of the different factors of production are needed for the production of 
one unit of the first commodity and the quantities il21 aa' • • a" are 
needed for the production of one unit of the second commodity and the 
quantities ani an2' • • a ... for the production of one unit of the nth 
commodity. These terms, of which some are equal to 0, are called 
"technical coefficients"; they express the quantities of any factor of 
production that are needed for the production of any commodity and 
they are obviously dependent on the relative prices of the factors of 
production; for these prices determine the proportions in which the 
different factors are combined in a certain production. Further, the 
phrase" technical coefficient" implies a technical element, namely ",he 
physical conditions of production." If the prices of the factors of pro
duction are given, one commodity needs for its production certain 
proportions of certain factors of production, and another commodity 
other proportions. The" physical conditions of production" thus refer 
to the purely physical properties of nature (both commodities and 
factors of production) which are to be regarded as known in this ec0-

nomic examination. Thus the technical coefficients become functions 
of the relative prices of the factors of production; and the forms of the 
functions are known, because they are determined by the physical 
conditions: 

a~. = f ... (ql fJ2' • • q.) 

The prices of the factors of production are above indicated by ql ql 
• . . . q.. By the aid of these q and the technical coefficients the cost 
of production of the commodities may easily be obtained. Indicate 
them PI /J2' . • p .. and we get: 

(2) allql + aJ2lj2 + ... + aJ.q. = PI 
a.nql + ll?2q:! + ... + ~. = PI 

aAlql + a~2 + ... + a...q. = p. 

The first commodity needs the quantities all ~. • • alr of the differ
ent factors of production, and their prices are respectively f/J. q,' • • q,. 
The expressions concerning the other commodities are analogous. As 
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in any state of equilibrium and perfect mobility prices equal costs of 
production, p, • •• P. evidently signify the various commodity prices. 

The demand for the different commodities is determined by these 
prices p,. . . P., by the income of each consumer, and by his "scale of 
requirements" or "scale of wants" (the psychic side of demand). If 
the prices of the commodities and his income were given, his "scale of 
wants" would determine how much he would buy of each commodity. 
Each individual's demand for a certain commodity may thus be ex
pressed as a function of the prices of all commodities and services 
and of his income. The form of the function is determined by his 
"scale of wants." 

Now, let us add together the demands of all individuals, and ex
press the total demand for each commodity as a function of com
modity prices and the various individual incomes, which are written 
1,la' .. 1 •. 1 

(J) IJ,. - FI (PI' • • P .. u 11' • • 1.) 
Dt - Fa <PI • • • PfIl, 11' • • 1.) 

D. - F. (PI' •• Pfll, II ••. 1.) 

The individual incomes are determined by the quantity of factors 
of production, from which each individual derives his income, and by 
the price per unit of these factors. It is as a seller of a certain quantity 
of such factors, e.g. the use of his labour or land, or the goods or services 
produced with them, that he acquires his purchasing power. In this 
examination the conditions of ownership to the different factors are 
supposed to be known. The individual number m owns I." units of 
the first factor, lwol of the second factor, etc. Thus, the incomes of the 
various individuals may be written: 

(4) II - lu qt + 111 q, + . . . + Ilr g, 
I. - In qt + Ita q, + . . . + Ita g, 

1. - lalgl + 11Iq, + ... + I..,g. 

If the price-mechanism is in equilibrium the production of com
modities is just sufficient to satisfy the demand. Thus DI • •• D. 
indicate the quantities of every commodity which are to be produced. 
It is now easy to go on to express the demand for the different factors 
of production as an equation. The quantity au of the first factor is 
needed for the production of one unit of the first commodity; for the 
production of IJ,. units au IJ,. units are therefore required. The pro-

I All incomes are assumed to be If used." (l: I - l: Dp. This equation is, however. 
implied in equations (2), (4) and (5). 
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duction of D2 units of the second commodity requires 021 D, units of 
the same factor, etc., and the production of D" units of the n-th com
modity requires ani Dn of this factor. By summing up these quan
tities the total demand for this factor of production may be computed 
as: au Dl + 021 D2 + ... + ani D". This quantity of the first factor 
of production, which is wanted for the production of the commodities 
that are demanded at the prices PI ... P", must be the whole available 
quantity of this factor, that is R I , which is equal to lu + hi + ... 
+ tal. Since the demand for the other factors of production may be 
computed in the same way, we obtain: 

(5) au Dl + a21 D2 +. . . + a,,1 D" = R\ 
a12 Dl + G22 D2 + . . . + a,,2 D" = R, 

Now the different D are, according to (3), functions of the differen·t p 
and I. By means of the systems of equations (2) and (4) they can be 
expressed in terms of the different a and q. Further, by aid of the sys
tems of equations (I) the different a may be expressed in terms of the 
different q. The number of "independent variables" is thus reduced 
to r, namely ql q2· . . qr, and the series of equations (5) which contains 
r equations, is sufficient for the solution of the problem. The price 
system under the assumed conditions thus seems to be determinate. 
The basic data which govern it are the supply of productive factors 
owned by each individual 1 and the two sets of circumstances which 
determine the forms of the functions, i.e., the physical conditions of 
production and the wants and desires of the consumers. 

As a matter of fact, however, one of the equations is not independent 
of the others; 2 hence, a solution of these systems of equations gives the 
different prices multiplied by an arbitrary quantity. All prices may 
be twice as high in one situation as in another and yet all basic circum
stances and the equations be unchanged. To determine the prices one 
must introduce an assumption about the monetary system, e.g. that a 
certain quantity of a certain commodity (gold) is used as unit of reck
oning. If the price of this commodity is called p" one obtains the 
equation p, = I. Thus the number of equations is equal to the number 
of independent variables and the system is determinate. 

1 In Part I this has been called (I) the supply of productive factors and (2) the 
conditions of ownership. 

S If we know the (n-I) first equations in (2) and the fact that total incomes of all 
individuals equal total expenditure (2: Dp = 2: I) then the last equation in (2) 
follows. Cf. WalrAs, ElemenJs d'Economie poliliqIU pure (4th ed.), 1900, pp. 122 fl. 
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12. Trading regions. A similar survey of the price formation under 

simplified conditions may DOW be given for two exchanging regions, 
which are called the region A and the region B. The symbols employed 
are as follows: 

A B 
Technical coefficients ........... a = f( ) 4 = f( ) 

Prices of factors of production ... q g 
Prices of commodities .......... l' II 

r r 

Incomes of the various individuals 1 = l)Aq" J = lJi" g" 
I I 

Demand for commodities ....... D= p{) a = '" ( ) 
Supply of factors of production .. R S 

The number of commodities is supposed to be n and the number of 
factors of production r and the number of individuals s in both regions. 
This assumption is, of course, immaterial, and made only to reduce the 
number of symbols. The only things which are common in the two 
regions before the commencement of trade are "the physical condi
tions of production," that is, the forms of the functions f (). These 
conditions are determined solely by the physical properties of nature 
(commodities and factors of production) which are wholly independent 
of the locality of these factors and commodities. 

The price-mechanism in the isolated region A is just the same as 
that presented above. The mechanism of the region B will be obtained 
merely by changing all symbols according to the table above. Now 
the problem is, what change of these price-mechanisms will take 
place when the exchange of commodities between the two regions 
is opened? 

Let us represent the "foreign exchange," that is, the relation between 
the money units of the two regions, by~. One unit of A's money will 
now correspond to ~ units of B's money, and the prices of commodities 

• th • B be 1111'1 v.. A' Th m e regIon : 111 t'lt. • • v.. come - - • • . - m s money. e 
% % S 

inhabitants in A compare these prices with PI PI' . . 1' .. , which are 
the costs in home-production, and import the commodities which they 
can buy cheaper in B and export the commodities which they can 
produce cheaper than B. If we take a certain arbitrary value of %, 

then a certain number of commodity prices will be lower in A and the 
rest lower in B. Take another value of %. Then another number of 
commodities will be cheaper in A and the rest cheaper in B. To every 
possible value of s will correspond a certain definite number of com-
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modities which are cheaper in A and thus produced there, while the 
rest are produced in B. 

If we knew the foreign exchange x, which gives equilibrium, then we 
should also know which goods can be obtained at lowest cost in A and 
which in B. Let us give the former goods the numbers, I, 2 ••• om and 
the latter m + I, m + 2, .•• n. The equations showing that the 
costs of production are equal to the prices thus become I (compare (2) ) 

(II) all q, + .. + al. q. = PI 

ami ql + .. + am. q. = pm 

am + " I gl + .. + am + I' r g. = 0 .. + 1 

an, gl + . .. + an. g. = V .. 

This series is almost the same as (2), the only difference being that 
am + 1· • • • an are changed into am + I • • • an" and the correspond
ing ql ... qr into gl· •••• g. and p ... + 1 •••• P.. into v .. + 1 

.•... V"' owing to the fact that the commodities (m + I) .•• ·11 
are produced only in B. 

The equations for the demand for commodities will also be a little 
changed. Since the demand for any commodity is a function of the 
prices of all commodities, and these prices are now not PI· . . . Pro in 

A d . B b v .. + I V... A d an VI··· 'lin ill ; ut PI· •• p .. ; -_ .... - ill an PIX 
x x 

. . . . p ... x; 'II ... + I· • • lin in B the demand for the different com
modities may be expressed thus: 

(III) D, = F, (II· .. I.; PI· •• pm; II,.. + I· •• 11,,; x) 
al = 1/11 (J, . .. J.; p, . .. p,..; 11 ... + 1· •• II,.; X) 

D" = F .. (II ..• I.; PI· .. p ... ; v .. + 1· •• 11,,; X) 
an = 1/1 .. (J, . .. J.; P, ... Pm; 11 .. + , ... 11 .. ; X) 

The equations expressing the various individual incomes as func
tions of factor prices are the same as in the isolated state. It is super
fluous therefore to write down the system (IV). For each of the two 
countries one equation in IV is dependent on the others. In their 
place we have the equations for the price of gold: p, = I and tI, = x. 
The price in B of the quantity of gold, which costs I in A, is of course 
equal to the foreign exchange rate. 

1 Each commodity is supposed to be produced only in one region. See the intro
ductory remarks to this appendix. 
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With regard to the demand for the factors of production it must be 

remembered that the region A now has to produce a quantity of the 
commodities 1,2' •• m not only sufficient for its own consumption, 
hut for the Mal consumption of these commodities in A and B, while B 
has to satisfy the total wants in both regions for the commodities 
(m + I) .••. n. The quantities of the factors of production being 
in A: R • ... R,. and in B: SI' .. S., we get: 

al. (DI + 8.) + . . . . . + a ... (D .. + 8 .. ) = R,. 
a .. + h I (D .. + I + 8 .. + I) + . . . . . + a,,1 (D .. + 8 .. ) = SI . 
a. + I,. (D .. + 1 + 8 .. + I) + . . . . . + a... (D .. + 8 .. ) = S. 

Finally, the equations expressing the technical coefficients as a 
function of the prices of the factors of production are of the same 
nature as in the series of equations (I) above. 

(I) au a ill (ql' •.. q.) 

a_ .. irA, (ql' •.• q.) 
a.+I,l" i"+I, I (gl' .. g.) 

a ... = i ... (gl' ... g.) 

The different a and a are here expressed in terms of the correspond
ing q and g. By aid of the system of equations (II) and (IV) it is pos
sible to express the different p and II, I and J, also in q and g. If in the 
system III these q and g are substituted, the different D and 8 will be 
expressed in terms of q, g and x. By putting these expressions in the 
series of equations V, where R I • •• R. and SI' •• S. are constants, 
the independent variables will be reduced to ql' .. q.j gl' .. g.; 
and x. For the computation of these variables we have the series of 
equations in the system V, that is 2'. But as the number of unknowns 
is 2' + I, we still require one equation in order to complete the circle. 

The required equation is supplied by the fact that the imports and 
the exports to the regions must balance. For, as no credit transactions, 
etc. are taken into consideration, exports are the only means of paying 
for the imports: 

(VI) 81 P. x + 8s PI x + . . . + 8. p. x = D. + 1 fl. + 1 + 
... + D.fI. 
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This equation, which may be called "the equation of interregional 
exchange," signifies, in terms of B's money, that the imports balance 
the exports. Of the first commodity the region B imports the quan
tity a1 and, as the price is P1 in A, B has to pay ~ P1 %1 reckoned in B's 
money, etc. Of the nth commodity B exports, and consequently A 
imports, the quantity D .. at the price t' .. , etc. 

By these six series of equations the price system in two exchanging 
regions under simplified conditions is illustrated, that is to say, a gen
eral idea of the nature of the interdependence of the different elements 
is provided. Evidently, any change in any part of the system may 
cause a change in any other part. 

§3. Cerlai,. conditions of trade. This system of equations can be used 
also to throw some light on the question under what conditions two 
regions will not trade with each other. We have seen that if relative 
commodity prices coincide in the isolated state, no trade can occur. 
Under what conditions will they coincide? 

We start from the equations, expressing the costs and prices of the 
various commodities. 

A B 
(I) au q1 + allq2 + " + alrqr = PI; all gl + altgl + .. + 

alr gr = t'1 

+ a ... qr = /'2; au gl +'a2lgl + ... + 

+ a,.,. q. = p .. ; CI"t gl + a..t gl + ... + 
au g. = t' .. 

As soon as the two regions come into communication, exchange will 
arise if the relative commodity prices are different, that is, if the fol
lowing condition is not fulfilled: 

(2) P1: /'2 : .••. : p. = t'1 : t"2 : •••• : fl. 

lt will be seen below that this condition is satisfied and hence trade 
is impossible in two cases, which will now be analysed. 

Assume that the relative prices of the factors of production are the 
same in both regions. This can be expressed: 

(3) q1 = Ig1; qJ = Igl ;' •• qr = Ig. (where 1 is an arbitrary positive 
quantity). 

When this is the case, the factors 1 will be used in the same propor-

1 Only factors of identical quality ia the two regions are treated as being the same 
. factor. It is recalled that the economies of large-scaIe production are disregarded. 
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tions in the production of any commodity in both regions. The" tech
nical coefficients" will coincide, that is 

(4) a" - 4,Ii (i - 1.2 ••• ni j .. 1.2· •• r) 

By aid of the equations (3) and (4), the expression (I) will be COD
verted into 

(5) P1 - IlJ1i /II - Iflli· ••• p. - Iv" 

which is exactly the same as (2). Consequently the condition (2) holds 
good, relative commodity prices coincide, and no trade will arise if the 
condition (3) is fulfilled. It may, therefore, be stated that no exchange 
will arise, ij lhe relative prices oj lhe jactors oj production coincide in lhe 
two regions. 

The condition (2) can, however, be fulfilled in another way, namely 
if 
(6) Ou : 012 : •••• : 012 = 

-0"':0..2:···· :0 ... = 
- Clll : CllI :. • • • : a.lr = -
== 4,.1 : Cln2 : •••• : 4,.'; 

that is if the factors of production are combined in exactly the same 
proportions in all commodities in both regions. 

However, this is unthinkable if the relative prices of the factors of 
production do not coincide. The condition (6) is therefore in fact the 
same as condition (3), which has already been discussed. 

It may be pointed out that these conditions, (3) and (6), which are 
of course never satisfied in the real world, resemble somewhat two 
assumptions of which considerable use is made in the classical theory 
of international trade. When dealing with non-competing groups Pr0-
fessor Taussig bases his final conclusions concerning their small im
portance for international trade on the presumed fact that "in the 
occidental countries ... as a rule the stratification of industrial groups 
proceeds on the same lines," i.e. that relative wages are fairly equal 
in different countries.1 It is fortunate that he does not make this 
assumption for all the productive factors, in which case international 
trade would be impossible, except in so far as it would be called into 
existence by the economies of large-scale production. 

In other cases Taussig and others assume that the various labour 
qualities and capital, but not land, enter in the same proportions in all 

I Taussig,rPllmsaliMIDI Trod" p. S6. 
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commodities, and that therefore relative costs are known, when the 
relative quantities of unskilled labour used for their production are 
known or, which amounts to the same, it is assumed (Bastable) that 
a "unit of productive power" can be used as a basis in the cost calcu
lations. It is fortunate that this assumption does not include land and 
that equal proportions in both countries are not assumed, for otherwise 
trade would be impossible, except when due to economies of large
scale production. 

§4. A generalisation. Let us assume that the kind of productive 
factors existing in A and in B as well as the sort of commodities pro
duced in these countries in the isolated state are entirely different. It 
offers no difficulty to change the system of equations so as to corre
spond to these circumstances. The forms of the functions of the tech
nical coefficients will be different in the two countries; the supply 
in B of all the factors which exist in A will be zero, and vice versa. 
Nevertheless a system of equations is obtained which describes the 
equilibrium of international trade under the simple assumptions made. 

The conditions which have to be fulfilled if trade is to arise cannot 
be described as different relative commodity and factor prices. Nor 
can one speak of a tendency towards an equalisation of factor prices 
when trade has started. Nevertheless, the reactions of the supply 
prices of commodities, when a foreign demand for some of them comes 
forth, will be described in essentially the same way as in the text 
(Chapters II, III, and VII). It depends upon the change in relative 
factor prices under the influence of the new demand conditions and the 
reactions of factor supply, as well as upon the economies of large-scale 
production. 

For a treatment of practical problems it is, in my opinion, beyond 
doubt most practical to use the assumptions underlying Part I of the 
text and §§ 1-3 of this appendix as a first approximation, and to deal 
with the differences in the quality of commodities and factors as 
explained in Chapter V. 
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APPENDIX II 

ON SOME EARLIER THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

§I. Parelo. The present treatise was begun in the years after the 
War as an attempt to explain the forces beneath the surface which 
govern the variations of the foreign exchanges. I soon became con
vinced that this could best be done if the mutual interdependence 
theory of pricing was extended to cover several trading regions. If the 
classical labour value theory had been discarded as an explanation of 
prices in the one case - for instance by WaIras, Menger, Jevons, Clark, 
Cassel and, in spite of conservative terminology, by Marshall, who 
had all put in its place a mutual interdependence system of pricing
why should it be retained in an analysis of pricing in several com
municating markets? To do so seemed all the more absurd as a part 
of the classical theory of international trade - Mill's equation of 
reciprocal demand - represents a sort of mutual interdependence 
theory, although resting on the base of a labour cost theory within 
each country. Would it not be natural to use the one-market interde
pendence theory of pricing as the basis of the theory of international 
exchange? This could be done by depriving the classical theory of in
ternational trade of its labour cost elements and presenting it as a 
simple extension of the mutual equilibrium reasoning, as developed in 
the one-market theory. In that way, and only in that way, it seemed to 
me possible to arrive at a harmonious theory of pricing. I hoped that 
such a treatment of international trade problems would not only do 
away with a fundamental ··Schonheitsfehler" but would also, if con
sistently pursued, lead to new and fruitful results concerning special 
problems, and thus prove to be something more than a restatement of 
the classical doctrine in a different form; just as the one-market inter
dependence theory of pricing, superseding the classical value theory, 
has brought many advantages in the analysis of profit, risk, and other 
important questions. 

Not until this book was almost ready in the form in which it is pub
lished did I come to know that a part of the work had already been 
done in the 'nineties, a small part of it even earlier by Cournot.1 Cour
not's work on international trade had attracted little attention, which 
is no doubt partly to be explained by the fact that his conclusions are 
on the whole erroneous. Little is to be learned from him except about 
the method of attack. The Lausanne school before Pareto does not 

I Recllerdws sw les tri"cipes fIIalA/maliqvts d, III 'MOTU des "c/lesSts. (Paris, 
1838.) 
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seem to have understood its importance for an analysis of international 
trade. In 1896, however, Pareto published the first part of his Cours 
d'&onomie Politique, followed next year by the second part. I They 
contained an extension of his system of equations, to be valid for a 
number of trading markets, and thus presented, if not a new theory of 
international trade fundamentally different from the orthodox one, 
then at least a starting point for an alternative theory. 

These equations for trading markets have since been "commune 
bonum" to economists of the Pareto school. See for instance Barone, 
Principi di &onomia Politica, 1908 (German edition, 1928); Pietri
Tonelli, Traite d'&onomie Rationelle, 1927, Amoroso, Lezioni di &0-
nomia M atematica, 1921. It is not surprising that the equations 
worked out by Pareto and kept with comparatively small alterations 
by his pupils resemble those presented in Appendix I of this book.t 

I Of course, following Cassel, the latter are free from marginal utility or 
" "Ophelimite" concepts, but the way of combining the price systems 

for the various markets is and must be similar. • 
On the other hand, it is astonishing that the Anglo-Saxon literature 

on international trade has overlooked that Pareto did not bring some 
minor modifications of the classical doctrine, but attacked the problem 
in an entirely different way. It is true that he has not developed a 
body of doctrines comparable to the one presented by the classics and 
their followers, but he has drawn the obvious inference that the 
mutual interdependence theory must be valid for several markets as 
well as for one, and thus has provided at least a stepping stone for the 
construction of an alternative theory of international trade. In fact he 
has done a little of this construction himself through his discussion of 
the effects of protection. 

That Pareto's new approach has been so little noticed and utilised is, 
perhaps, partly due to the circumstance that mathematical formulas 
ang equations convey little meaning to people who are not familiar 
with this method of expression. Even to mathematically trained per
sons they illustrate rather than explain. This is true of the well-known 
equations of pricing in one market, which are no more than the begin
ning of a theory of commodity prices and distribution of income; it is 
equally true of the international trade equations. Pareto and his fol
lowers have not, so far as I know, attempted to build up a concrete 
theory of international trade, alternative to the classical one. In fact, 

1 Pareto had dealt with international trade along these lines in "Teoria Mate
matica dei Cambi Forestieri," Giornak tkgU EctWWmisti, 1894. 

I Some Italian economists have introduced all sorts of complications in their for
mulas; as I have used this mathematical treatment merely as an illustration of the 
character of the relationship, I have had no reason to do so. 
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they do not seem to have been clearly aware that their theory is quite 
inconsistent with the classical one. This fact goes a long way towards 
explaining why other economists, particularly when not interested in 
mathematics, have got the impression that Italian economists only 
wanted to change the classical terminology a little to get it to fit in 
with their characteristic methods of dealing with economic problems 
in general. 

Professor Angell's relatively complete history of international trade 
theory contains the following illuminating passage: 

The majority of the Italian economists have taken over the classical 
theories bodily, premisses and conclusions alike. Only at certain rather iso
lated points have they attempted any important modifications, and then 
with somewhat indifferent success. Moreover, at each given time the reflec
tions of English doctrine have usually been based not on currenl English 
ideas, but on the ideas of a generation before. In consequence, to students 
already familia, with its antecedent originals the Italian literature must 
necessarily seem lading in vigor and freshness. Even the writers of the 
mathematical school, which has had a larger following in Italy than in any 
other country, have not explicitly tried to overthrow the classical theory 
itself. Rather they have sought only to modify it, and to restate its prop
ositions in accordance with their own characteristic views on general ec0-

nomic theory and methodology.l 

Pareto himseU is not without responsibility for the impression that 
he has only II restated" the classical doctrines. He does not fOrm:llly 
reject the Ricardian doctrine of comparative cost,' although he points 
out that it has, been stated in inexact terms by non-mathematical 
writers like Mill and Cairnes. Furtliermore, he uses simple illustra
tions in terms of labour quantities, particularly in his later work, 
Manuel d'&on()tnie PoliJique. Although he is careful to state that this 
is J9isleading and that a correct statement can be given only by me~ns 
of mathematical formulas of a rather complicated sort, non-mathe
matical readers naturally get the impression that his criticism of the 
classical doctrine is concerned with terminology more than with 
realities. 

In fact, however, Pareto's doctrine is fundamentally different from 
Ricardo's and that of the later classical writers. Pareto rejected all 
attempts to measure costs in objective terms, i.e. he discarded the 
basis of the whole classical theory of value. 

I TIN TJ,eDrY of 1It1lN1atio"al Pm", 1926, p. 303. 
I His statement of it, freed from its opportunity cost terminology, really runs in 

terms of relative prices and comes to the same thing as my price reasoning in Cha~ 
ter I, at the beginning of § 3. 
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Les 'sacrifices' qu'lls font, en concourant ala production, sont des quan. 
tites beterogenes, qu'on ne saurait sommer ensemble. Une chose n'a pas un 
codt objectif en opbelimite, eUe a des co111s subjectifs, ditIerents suivant Ie! 
ditIerents individus.1 Cairnes parait croire que Ie codt (en ophelimite) des 
marchandises se compose de traMu et d'abstinence. Sous cette forme, la 
theorie des codts compares n'est pas seulement inexacte, elle est fausse.' 

Instead, the costs of each individual, which cannot be compared with 
the costs of another or added together for society as a whole, are to 
be measured in "ophelimite." The real costs are 

les codts que l'on fait pour se procurer les marchandises (leur col1ts en 
opheIimite).3 . .. Parler des" sacrifices" de l' Angleterre n'a aucun sens. En 
realite, II y a des Anglais qui font des" sacrifices" et ces sacrifices sont des 
quantites heterogenes qu'on ne peut sommer ensemble. Lorsqu'll s'agit de 
decider s'll convient rnieux d'employer un terrain pour y etablir l'exploitation 
d'une mine de houille, ou pour y cultiver du ble, on ne considere ni les 
"sacrifices ni I'abstinence," qui n'ont, en ce cas, qu'une influence absolument 
insignifiante. On considere seulement les ditIerentes quantites des biens 
econorniques que l'on purra obtenir de ce terrain, selon l'usage que l'on en 
fera.4 

Evidently Pareto has in mind a sort of marginal individual oppor· 
tunity costs which, when measured in terms of his "ophelimite," are 
proportional to prices. i 

Whatever one may think of the usefulness of this concept, which 
forms the basis of Pareto's 'whole economic system, it is clear that his 
comparative cost theory is in harmony with his general price theory, 
is quite different from the classical objective cost theory, and when 
stripped of its psychological parts is reduced to a statement in terms 
of relative prices similar to the one in Chapter I of this book. 

It seems to the present writer too obvious to need further discussion, 
that Pareto's position is widely different from the classical one, and 
that his way of dealing with international trade represents the first 
attempt to construct a theory which is in harmony with the general 
price and value theory of the mutual interdependence type. Except 
for the use of "ophelimite" his treatment runs along lines very similar 
to those followed in part I of this book. 

Unfortunately, neither Pareto himself nor his followers have as far 
as I know built further on the basis he laid and proceeded to an illus
tration of their doctrines by means of concrete cases or to an analysis 
of international trade problems. The only exception is their study of 

1 Cours d'Economie polilique, p. 211. 

• Op. cit., p. 222. • Op. cit., p. 211. • Op. cit., p. 222. 

i Compare HaberIer's indication of a similar construction in "Die Theorie der 
Komparativen Kosten," Weltwirlscha!lliches Archill, 1930, H. 2. 
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the effect of protective duties, which centres around the changes in the 
gain from international trade, measured in quasi-psychological terms 
by means of the "opbelimite" concept, which I have preferred not to 
introduce in this book. It is perhaps only natural, therefore, that I 
have found no reason to make any alterations after reading some works 
by the Pareto school. But a study of their writings a few years earlier 
would have saved me some trouble and work. 

b. Marshall. Several Italian economists of the Walds-Pareto school 
have made contributions to the analysis of demand and supply curves 
in international trade, which was elaborated in the late 'sixties by 
Mangoldt and Marshall. Marshall's theory was not made public until 
two decades later in a book by Pantaleoni. These three economists, 
together with Edgeworth, had managed as early as in the 'nineties 
almost to complete an apparatus which in deft hands has rendered 
important results. It has been used by writers of the classical Cam
bridge school as well as by economists belonging to the mathematical 
Pareto school. This fact has probably served to strengthen the im
pression that after all there was not much difference between the 
classical theory of international trade and the approach used by 
Pareto. Did not the English and the Italian economists handle inter
national trade problems by means of supply and demand curves in the 
same way? 

In reality, however, this proves nothing. As a matter of fact, the 
Marshallian curve analysis can be made a part of the classical cost 
theory as well as of the interdependence theory of pricing. Marshall's 
analysis does not go back to the things behind supply schedules, i. e. 
to the relation between costs and supply prices. Both supply and 
demand schedules in international trade are regarded as given, and 
variations in these schedules and the effects of duties are studied. In 
brief, there is no connection between this analysis and the general 
system of prices in each trading country. It is, therefore, in no way 
dependent upon the labour value theory or any other general price 
theory. 

As mentioned above, l\1ill's study of the play of international supply 
and demand is in complete harmony with a mutual interdependence 
theory. Its fault is that it is put on the top of a classical labour value 
theory, assumed to explain domestic prices. When the analysis, as in 
Marshall's curves, is confined to the former part and runs in terms of 
"bales of goods" instead of "days of labour" or "units of productive 
power" there is clearly no reason for objecting to it from the point of 
view of the Pareto theory or any other interdependence theory. 

Some reviewers of Marshall's belated work Money, Crtdil, and 
Commerce (1923) have observed that it contained little new on the 
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subject of international trade. This may be true. But certainly there 
is one appalling thing, namely that significant parts of the classical 
doctrine are left out entirely. Marshall makes hardly any use of the 
real cost analysis in terms of days of labour or units of productive 
power. Note the difference from Professor Taussig's International 
Trade. Only in Appendix H does Marshall use examples of the Por
tugal-England type, the mainstay of the whole classical analysis since 
Ricardo. He seems to have shrunk from tying his curve analysis of the 
play of international supply and demand down to a labour value 
theory of the Ricardian type. 

Of course Marshall could have modified the classical theory of inter
national trade radically by basing it on his own interdependence sys
tem, where certain cost ideas are an essential part. He could have 
extended his system for one market to cover several mark!:ts, gather
ing together, systematising, and developing the many remarks in this 
direction that his Principles contain. It would not have been easy to 
do so, for the construction of Marshall's system is complicated, but no 
doubt it could have been done. In fact, however, he did not do it. 
On the whole, he seems to have been content with dealing with inter
national exchange in the most narrow sense without putting it in its 
organic connection with the general system of price and value. 

This Marshallian curve analysis will, I think, always be regarded as 
a useful tool in the discussion of certain problems. To certain minds it 
is easier to handle than other forms of analysis. It does not, however, 
appeal to me. That I have made no use of it is also due to the fact 
that other sides of international trade - e.g. the changes in the in
terior price mechanisms - seemed in greater need of treatment than 
problems which have attracted the special attention of some of the 
greatest intellects economic science ever reckoned among its adepts. 
But I am well aware that certain chapters of this book would have 
gained if use had been made of the Marshallian curves and of some 
which have been fruitfully used by Barone.1 

§3. Angell. The fact that the Marshallian curve analysis of the play 
Of international supply and demand is only a part of a complete theory 
of international trade - which must have the form of a general price 
theory extended to cover several markets - throws some light on 
a recent attempt to break new ground in this field of economics, 
Professor Angell's interesting book The Theory of International Prices, 
which has already been quoted above. 

If the term" theory of international prices" is to mean anything at 
all it must be that it explains the relations between the various price
systems of trading nations. No analysis which assumes demand and 

1 Principi di Economia Polilica, Roma, 1908. 
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supply schedules to be known can do this. Yet Professor Angell con
fines himself to this analysis, - and that of the monetary mechanism, 
- and does not attempt to go behind the supply schedules to put any
thing in the place of the comparative cost doctrine which he rejects. 
Evidently his procedure resembles closely that of Marshall. A quota
tion will make his position clear. 

Our analysis ... has been made to run solely in terms of the demand and 
supply schedules for the articles concerned in each country. Given such 
schedules, we have found it possible to establish the character and limits of 
the trade. The practice of dealing only with current ratios of exchange and 
the lactors controlling them, however, is evidently at marked variance with 
that of the classical writers. The classical theorems here paid relatively little 
attention to the phenomena of ratios of exchange - prices - and sought 
instead to go back of them to factors exerting a more fundamental control 
over international trade. These factors were held to find their expression in 
comparative labor costs. Should we not now, therefore, similarly extend our 
analysis to include the presumably dominant though less conspicuous con
ditions with which the older doctrine was concerned? Unequivocally, no .... 
In attacking this last problem (the determination of ratios of international 
exchange) the only directly relevant factors are the demand and supply 
schedules, and the ratios of exchange, which actually or hypothetically pre
vail in the countries concerned. The problem itself therefore reduces to the 
relatively simple one of showing how these factors operate, and how they 
control the course of trade. II is impossible to go back of them to a single more 
"fulldamental" set of factors, and futile 10 Iry) They are themselves - to 
borrow from the vocabulary of algebra - the lowest common terms to which 
the situation can be reduced. Ally further reduction leads, instead, to com
plexity and incompleteness. No one of the elements which go to make up 
the demand and supply schedules in each country is adequate, of itself alone. 
to explain these schedules.' 

It is of course true that no single element can be. dealt with alone, if 
one wants to go back of the supply schedules and show how the price 
systems of trading countries are connected. But, it is hard to under
stand why this should make such an attempt impossible. And it is 
still more difficult to understand that Angell's position can lead him 
to state later on (p. 473) that the comparative cost doctrine is unten
able and that" an alternative analysis has therefore been worked out, 
which is based on actual money costs and money prices." It would 
seem that the very thing he has declared impossible is to work out an 
alternative doctrine. 

What a pity that instead of taking this negative attitude Professor 
Angell has not followed up a suggestion of his own on the previous 
page: 

I Curs. by B. O. • 01. cit., p. 460. 
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If we take international exchange in the aggregate and over periods of 
time, it is evidently quite true that the course and character of the exchange 
is determined by a certain kind of comparative cost. But these costs must 
themselves be interpreted with respect to entire countries, not with respect 
to specific products or even specific branches of production. If one country 
is relatively richer than another in natural resources, for example. while it is 
inadequately supplied with labour, the general character of the trade between 
the two is established. The trade between the United States and western 
Europe, especially in the nineteenth century, is a conspicuous example. The 
United States had natural resources, but relatively little labour and capital. 
Europe was in the opposite situation. We exported food stuffs and raw 
materials and took manufactures in payment. 

This and one or two other passages in The Theory of IlIternatiOlwl 
Prices, as well as writings by Viner 1 and others,2 contain indications 
and ideas closely similar to some which have been developed in this 
work, already in the Swedish edition of 1924. As so often before, the 
same ideas have been born practically simultaneously in the minds of 
different persons. 

Another fact which has made me feel that a treatise of international 
trade on non-classical lines would meet a real need, is that so many 
econoInists have lately offered serious criticism of the orthodox theory. 
Besides Angell, names like Graham, Mason, Nogaro, Viner, and Weig
mann offer themselves at once. There seems to be widespread feeling 
that a more realistic theory than the one based on the classical com
parative cost schedules is desirable, a theory in closer contact with the 
business man's way of looking at things. 

1 Journal of Political EcotWmy, 1926. 
2 Cf. Chapter I. 
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APPENDIX III 

CRITICISM OF THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 1 

57! 

II. Introduction. I shall attempt in the following pages to present a 
criticism of the orthodox theory of international trade which seems to 
me sufficiently damaging to justify my attempt to construct idifIerent 
theory. To avoid-misunderstanding let me emphasise, however, that 
the orthodox theory has enabled a great number of practical problems 
to be dealt with satisfactorily and that, consequently, as far as these 
problems are concerned, a new theory will I!U!an only a restatement of 
the essentials of the old one. A new theory can only justify itselLif it 
can deal equally well with these problems and better with some others. 
It is, therefore, incumbent on me to demonstrate that there are in cer
tain respects serious deficiencies inherent in the orthodox theory and 
that in these respects the theory expounded in the present volume is 
more satisfactory. Let me begin with a rtiticism of the classical labour 
value thesrry. As the orthodox theory of international trade is built on 
this value theory, it is inevjtable that it should be open to the same 
objections as the latter. 

§2. Criticism of the labour value doctri e. Ricardo measures the cost 
of production g s _ er_m~ of ays of unskilled labour, not in • 
terms of money. He considers the real cost, expressedjn labour (what 
Marshall calls "effort and sacrifice'l), not the expenses of production. 
The relative value of goods is determined by the amount of labour 
which has gone to produce them. In order to arrive at comparable cost 
figures, he is obliged to introduce a number of simplifying assumptions 
which may be summarised as follows~I) The cost at the production 
margin serves as a basis for calculations. Rel)t is thus elimipated. 12) 
Various categories of IabOur cari1le reduced to a common denominator 
on the assumption 01 a hied relation between them:,. (The relative re
muneration scale IS assumed to be fiied.) If the wages of one worker 
are twice as high as those of another, one working day of the first equals 
two of the second. In this way, every kind of work can be converted 
into "unskilled labour.",,-(3) Capital and labour are emploYed in the. 
same proIlQrtions in the production of all commodities. 
- Ricardo was well aware that these assumptions do not correspond to 
the facts, but he was obliged to accept them. An acute logical mind 

1 This is a considerably revised and enlarged version of a paper published in the 
Il',/hgj,hcllajl/icltes Arcli. (1927) under the title: "1st cine Modernisierung der 
Aussenbandelstheorie erforderlich?" 
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like his could not fail to realize that, in order to argue at all about 
relative values, a common denominator for the production cost of all 
goods was necessary. If one does not take money costs for this purpose, 
one is naturally led to take labour, the most important factor in the 
process of production, and attempt to express aU' costs of production 
in terms of it. 

These premises form the b~i~. of ~~e orthodox value theory. Far 
fr()m!>_e~K3:rpi~ra!YJ~they are es~e~tial and have in fact a fundamenta( 
significal!c.e. It will, therefore, have to be seen whether they cor
respond to the facts sufficiently to be accepted as a convenient starting 
point in analysing the actual phenomena. 

The assumption of an equal relation between capital and the cost of 
'labour in aU industries is, of course, in striking contradiction to reality. 
There are industries in which wage costs are twenty-five times as high 
as capital expenses, whereas, in others, capital expenses are consider
ably higher than wage costs. The amount of capital per worker in the 
manufacturing industries of the United States has recently been esti
mated as follows: 1 Chemical industry $10,000, iron and steel in
dustry $4,000, textile industry $1,900, tobacco industry $1,700. In 
Swedish industry before the War the relation between wages paid and 
interest expenses was 2 for food industries ~o: I, for pulp and paper 
factories ~o: I, for wharfs 8: I, for stone quarries 26:I. A post-War 
investigation, made by Messrs. Alford and Hannum, showed that the 
output per 1,000 hours of labour ranged from $548 in the yam and 
thread industry to $10870 in the die and punch-making industry in 
the United States.3 

There is hardly more to be said in favour of the existence of a fixed 
relation between the wages of different categories of labour. t,The as
sumption of such a relation excludes the possibility of examining a 
fundamental problem such as that suggested by changes in the relative 
positions of social classes, e.g. the question why the real wages for 
office work have declined in the last thirty or forty years, while the 
wages for manual labour have risen considtirably. It is evident that 
such changes - apart from the interest they-present from the point 
of view of the distribution of income - affect the relative prices of 

~lt~as ~eensai~ '~at the pure labour value theory, which is based 
on the above artificial assumEtions, yields only roughly approximate 
results and that it is possible by subsequent modification to take suffi
cient account of the facts that different commodities require very 

1 Woytinski, Die Welt in ZalUen, Vol. III (Berlin, 1926). 
s Statens ojJentliga uiredningar, no. 37 (1923). 
I The Times Trade and Engineering Supplement (December 29, 1928). 
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different proportions of capital and labour, and that the relative re
muneration scale is subject to~~nges. Indeed, does not Ricardo him
self point this out at the end of the first chapter of his Principles, 
and does not Mill endeavour to explain that variations in the rate of 
interest as well as in the general wage level must influence the relative 
prices of commodities? 

• As far as I can see, these and later attempts were unsuccessful and 
were, as a matter of fact, doomed to failure from the beginning. If one 
holds-=- wi~ Ricardo and _Mill- that relative prices areJ>rimarily 
determined by the quantities of labour employed, and if at the same 
time the quantity of capital employed is considered to be relevant, 
one has in fact abandoned the orthodox cost theory which_ was based 
on the assumption that all cost elements can be exprelisedin terms of 
one. It i!L9nly by means of that assumption that the costs of all com
modities may be compared, if a inoney measure is ruled out. Qf the 
theory is-"modified," and if the difference in the proportionate use of 
capital is taken into consideralion, so that goods requiring much capital 
for their production are given a higher relative value, the question 
remains by how much their value increas~ This question can only be 
answered by a calculation in terms of money. Only thus does it become 
possible to compare the' costs of production of different commodities. 
Instead of finding the "cost," expressed in terms of days of l~bour or 
in units of energy, one arrives at the "expenses of production" ex
pres!\Cd in money. ~~lYh.<?le ~!hodox value theory is reduced 
~o . t~~..w,1Cm~1lUl1!l-L th.e..pr.i.c~~J>f. g~~~..!lfe_:aetciliiiii£O~ 
re1ativS-'QS~uQ.ion.measut~ in term!L~f.!ll0nQ". As produc ... 
tlon costs depend on the prices of the factors of production, which~_in 
their turn, are not a priori-known but depend on the prices of com
modities,OIill foun~ himself in exactly the same dilemma that Ricardo 
tried to avoid by his labour value theory and which can in factDnly ~ 
avoided ~'y the mutual interd.cpendence theory:) According to this 
theory, th!: prices of goods anti of the factors of production react upon 
one another, thus creat!ng.in_~terdependence which characterises the 
whole mechanism of price formation. 
GAn attempt to "modify" the labour value theory and to transform it • 
to some other form of real cost theory leads, necessarily, to the giving 
up of its main premises~ The foundation- of such do<:,trines, i.e. the 
elimination of money in the calculatioI\,of the cost of production, is 
destroyed. Ricardo and Mill, after having: mentioned the modifica
tions in question, still base their subsequent reasoning on the original 
and unmodified labour val\l~ theory. Would it not have been more 
natural-to oase..!hetreatment of subsequent problems on the modified 
theory? The fact that the classical economists preferred to go back. 
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on their steps and, in dealing with international trade, preferred to 
reason as though the simple labour value theory required no modi
fication, certainly seems to confirm the opinion that no r~al modifica
tion was made. Another fact points in the same direetion, namely the 
fact that later writers have never attempted to-GUild up a theory of 
international trade on the modified classical value doctrine instead of 
on the original on«!-

Before showing the effects of the shortcomings of the orthodox value 
theory on the orthodox theory Ol international tra<ie, I must point out 
another important defect connected with the orthodox value and dis
tribution tlteory, namely,..t.he inadequate treatment of the "laws" ol 
increasing andd!minjsmpg retum. The relation between cap-Hiland 
JaDour in production and the relative prices of different categories of 
labour are treated as fixed and" frozen.'Ot is therefore impossible ever 
to make a satisfactory study of the interrelated chang~ in ~he relative 
combination and the relative prices of these £actors of production) 
How far such changes in prices bring a~0!1t changes in t~ relative 
combination of the various factors of production, and how far this 
affects the yiel? - these at:e prob.le!)ls JVbicbhaye bee!!..completely 
neglected by the, classical economists. They limit themselves to a 
study of how the growth of population influences the combination of 
labour and capital with lan.d. This accounts. foObe fact.that the law 
of decreasing returns is iei~.rdl!d_ as' principally appJicabte to the pro-
d~ --' 

The general law of varying returns which, strangely enough, has 
only been formulated in the, present century, chiefly by American 
economists su,cn as Bullock, Carver, anq Clark, is based on the fact 
that all factors of productiorurejn the same position with regard to. 
the combination pro@em.CChanges m't1leii cO!llbination without con
siderable clianges in the scale of production increase the yield per unit 
of some factors arid lessen the yield of the others.)Only in exceptional 
cases can the yie1d per unit of anyone factor remain ~e same. 

In the case of an increasing demand for I!_commodi,!y' it follows from 
what has jusrbeen said that the price and the production cost of that 
commodity wilr probably undergo a change. (The ia(iors required in 
large ~quaniltles for the-production of that -commodity will become 
more expensive~ That l€Oad_s t~ a change ,in the combination of factors 
and for ]hat reasOn also the relative prices ot commodities are 
changed) It IS Ii: dWerenntory that cer~n ec~.<>~es ~~laIXe-~le 
productIon exist and thai, C()nsequentiy, changes in the qu3.I!.tities pro
ductd IifIect exp~Dsesof. pt:odu~tion, irrespective of changes in factor 
priceS. Besides, the supply of production factors is naturally influenced 
by changes iriprice, differently in different circumstances. In the case 
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of specially qualified labour, higher. wages will cau~ the supply of 
labour to rise and this will again entail a lowering of wages. It may 
happen that after some time, thanks to the advantages of mass pro
duction, the commodity in question will become even cheaper than 
before. On the other hand, the supply of natural resources is hardly or 
not at all.influenced by rising prices. A greater demand for such factors 
will,::£h~re[ore, bring about an increase in the corresponding commodity 
prices. Thus, one is justified in assigning a special position to "land" 
as regards the reaction of supply towards price changes. an order to 
explain the ultlmate etIects of a change in demand, it will be necessary 
in each individual case to examine the capacity of every single factor 
to adjust its supply to variations in pric~ There is no doubt, ho!\'ever, 
that such changes in demand cause variations in the costs of produc
tion and prices of commodities. 

In view of this, it is not possible to maintain that the supply of any 
commodity may be increased or diminished without any etIect on the 
cost of production or on prices and subsequently to modify this state
ment merely in regard to the "d~creasing return of land." Simplifica
tions are undoubtedly useful in many cases, and very often necessary; 
they should not, however, atIect the essentials of the phenomenon 
",hich is t,o be explained.tIt is one of the essential characteristics of 
price formation.that a change in demand -like other primary changes 
- alters the relative prices of goods and production factors and that it 
leads to new combinations of factors and to variations in the cost of 
production:) 

Thus, a "c2~~l!-nU2~" _~.th varying quantiti~s...m:9gyced, as as
sumedl5YJF~XP9IlCIl1s.of lhe,.Qrth()~2!..y~lue th~o~ be.JIAtural 
from the poillt.oi Dew of t.h.al the.o!y; as a ~~~emise -fotJ!!e 
s{uiIy o~ price movements, however, it is unfortunate. 1 
~3. ~c'" of 'hUla uicall'l!-lue Uze.oa as a b!lsis f or ~. ilteory of j11kJ:;. 

naJignaUradl;,. I have shown above that Uie assumption of the ortho
dox value theory, that capital and labour contribute in the same pro
portions to the production of all goods, is a very rough and by no 
means satisfactory simplification. It is at the same time of fundamen
tal significance for the theory and it has not been replaced, later on, 
by other hypotheses more closely corresponding to the facts. Now, it 
seems obvious that; if the basis of the classical doctrine is inadequate 
for the study of price formation within a single market, an examina
tion on that basis of pricing in several exchanging markets ClDlnot be 
more 13.tisfactory. 

Experience has. shown that certain commodities require for their 
production much more capital than others; further, that the interest' 
rates ditIer in ditIeJ;ent countries. Consequently, the countries with a 
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low rate of interest can produce goods requiring relatively: large 
aihllUrrts of capital cumparativetY-cneapTY;-wnereanne -countries in 

" which there is a shortage of capital, ceteris paribus, produce the com
modities which require less capital at a relatively low cost. In other 
words, the latter countries produce goods which require a large 
amount of capital at a relatively high cost.' 

There is no doubt that the great differences in interest rates in the 
post-War years have affected production and trade in this way. In 
Germany, the high interest rates considerably increased the cost of all 
those branches of production which require much capital, whereas 
those branches in which wages are relatively more important have had 
comparatively lower expenses. This fact has, of course, been largely 
obscured by the disorganisation of German economic life, due to certain 
after-effects of the long period of inflation, such a~ the over-supply 
of fixed capital'in form of buildings and machines. The same phe
nomenon may be observed even more clearly in the Baltic countries 
where rates of interest fluctuated between IS and 30 percent during 
recent years. A number of industries requiring particularly large sup
Jlies of capital are still paralysed as a result of the War years, whereas 
)ther iridustries which require less eapital have recovered fairly 
luickly.l 

If the interest rates of such cOW1tries fall conside;ably, the com
)etitive position of their industries vis-~-vis corresponding industries 
tbroad, arid consequently international trade, are bound to be affected. 
rhis is what we are likely to observe in Germany in the next decade. 
fhe high p,rice.of capital hampers her industrial development, but it 
tffects different industries in extremely varying degreeli, being most 
:atal to those which require most capital. The future,prop in interest 
'ates will, theJ;efore, influence the cost of production of different in
lustries and the competitive position"qf these indus.tries very differ
mtly. Industries requiring a large amount of ca,{lital, which, up to 
lOW, could expand neither their production nor theU' export, will come 
nto a much more favourable position. Those, on the other hand, which 
:njoyed an extra stimulus in low wages and were not particularly 
LfIected by ilie high interest rlltes, will be worse off and less able to 
:ompete on the international market when tho interest rate declines 
md wages rise. Their exports will decr:ease, or 1.he corresponding im
JOrts increase, while imports will be checked or exports stimulated in 
he industries requiring much capital. 
'I,t is obvi~af ilU~xhjcb affectth~.tosts of production in a_ 
:~I!...1!X, lIl!Js( a~o infI.llence...it:;jnternational tt:afte7 Changes in wages 

1 It goes without saying that other factors, such as the loss of the Russian market, 
lave, of course, potently affected the situation in these countries. 
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and interest rates in opposite directions, caused by increased supplies 
of capital, must, therefore, have-this effect. H~h2Y.lg be observci1hat 
the f;lassical doct.rine.iuea.lly: unable to upla.in..tluIiephenomeDa.l If 
one assumes that capital and labour be embodied in all commodities 
in the same proportions, it is, of conrse, impossible that changes in 
wages and in the rate of in~rest should affect the relative prices of 
German goods except to the extent to which the "margin of cultiva
tion" of land is changed. In all cases where no important change of 
this kind takes place, all commodities will be either cheaper or more 
expensive than before, but they will never be affected in different 
directions. There will be no change in relative prices and, conse
quently, none in international trade which, according to the classical 
doctrine, can only be affected by changes in relative prices. 

This conclusiod i~ so obviously at fault that the underlying premisses 
may be takc:nto be Inadequate without further ado. It is true, how
ever, that for some problems differences and changes in interest costs 
may be ignored, e.g. a reasoning in terms of output per head may be 
sufficient. But, this is certainly no justification for basing the central 
theory on such a violent ~mplification which, fur the purpose of 
analysing other problems, is unsatisfactory. 

The second assumption made by.the. cla~si~L~@o.~~st§j~.~qu.~lly , 
inaoequate, n~el¥, the assumpt!,~~atdifferent categories of labour 
~e paid according to a fixedJ~muneration 'scale and that any day of 
skilledtrl>our can b~ converte4,into so many days of unski1ted labour. 
Suppose t,hat in country A the Jlorkers in the last group receive as high 

.wages as the $ki11ed WOrkers, whereas in country B they receive only 
JJaU as rilUCr. In such 'a case the or~odox method would count one 
day of skill~~ laliour as two days of unskilled laboup in B, while, in A, 
o;killed labour would not be given a special coefficient .aud all days of 
labour would merely be addef up. The production cost of all goods 
would thus be eXIiessed in terms of days of unskilled labour. The' 
comparative costs calculated on this basis woUld determine inter-
national trade. • 

If, instead, one calculates in terms of money without giving-up the 
classical premises, the following r~ults are obtained: Let us suppose 
that country A pays ~ach worker $5 per day, while B pays $3.50 to 
the unskilled and $7 to the sk,illed workers. In such conditions, com
modities requiring mainly skilled workers for their production will be 'II: _ 

I Taussig (beJenl4lwllal T,oJe, pp. 65-67) makes great tIrort to show that the 
differences in the rates of interest only call for (I) modifications IItthe orthodox 
theory, (2) and that these modifications are unimportant. As may be seen from the 
text II. disagree with both these conclusions. I hope to publish a detailed criticism of • 
Taussig's docuines elsewhere. .." 
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more expensive in B than in A, while goods which are produced mostly 
by unskilled workers will be more expensive in A than in B. 

Let us now suppose that the supply of skilled workers in n increases 
gradually as a result of improved education, Government measures, 
etc. This will gradually reduce the difference between the wages for 
skilled and unskilled labour; eventually the difference will disappear 
entirely, as it previously did in A, so that both groups of workers will 

./ receive, say $5 per day. This change will, of course, affect certain in
r dustries fundamentally. Commodities which previously were im

ported into B from A, because their production demands skilled labour 
to a great extent, can now be produced just as cheaply in n. Goods 
which were previously exported from B, because their production re
quires mainly cheap unskilled labour, can no longer be sold at a price 
below their cost in A, because the wages for unskilled labour have rise~ 

However much simplified this example may be - all other factors 
which affect productionhaving been ieft o~ .of consideration - jt ~e{
tainly shows that changes in the relafionbetween the wages of differ
ent groups of workers affect the production cost of differerit goods 
differently. and consequently that: they influence international trade. 
1t is no use replying that these are long-perioa changes and conse: 
quently of little practical importance.(Jn the first place, it would seem 

1that a theory should be able to explain long- as wpll as short-period 
changes and, secondly, modern trade-union policy, which in some 
countries seems more and more to be approaching the closed-shop 

: ideal, has created a great number of. non-competing groups whose 
! wages fluctuate very differently. Of course, these fluctuations affect 
.. both the cost of production and international trade:> • 
• Can the orthodox theory explain such a development? .1 cannot see 
that a description of these phenomena is at all possible in classical 
terms. One is obliged first to equate one day of skilled labour in B with 
two days of unskilled labour and then to regard both groups as equiv
alent. And what is the value of an attempt to express the cost of 
production in terms of a purely technical unit if it obliges one not only 
to make economic reservations in establishing that unit, but also to 
modiIy its very meaning in accordance with varying economic phe
nomena? All these modifications in fact involve a complete abandon
ment of the orthodox standpoint. (J'he production cost is really if not 
formally calculated in terms of money and the attempt to express it in 
terms of technical units bas actually been given up:) Would it not be 
simpler and;l!1ore natural to make the analysis in such a way that the 
effect of fluctuations in the relative wages of different categories of 
labour on production (;osts and international trade is taken into ac
count from the outset? 
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Modern English economists, like Keynes and Pigou, do not seem to 

realise that the assumption of fixed relative wages is a violent sim
plification, and even appear to feel no need for later modification. 
Pigou makes extensive use of a very curious equilibrium conception, of 
which one condition is that after every disturbance wages return to 
their old relative position.! In fact, however, (a) there is no reason 
for assuming that precisely the same position will ever return and (b) 
the "temporary" relative wage situation may itself be of primary in
terest. In my opinion, one should either deal with a whole series Of 
"equilibria" and describe the development from one to another, or not 
talk about equilibria at alP 
Craussig takes the line of defence for the orthodox attitude that 

changes in international demand do not materially affect the relation 
between different classes of wage~ The need for modification is, 
therefore, slight. The answer wouJd.{ppear to be that (a Variations in 
relative wages for other reasons than de~~d changes have to be taken 
into account as indicated above and (6,)/changes in international de
mand may be very potent in causing a new wage relation in small 
countries. Surely the theory of international trade should be appli
cable to the latter as well as to the United States and other large manu
facturing nations I 

The difficulty caused by the existence of non-competing groups 
might be avoided in still another way. One might assume, in analogy 
to the treatment of labour and 'Capital, thanhe different categories of 
labour are embodied-in all commodities in the same proportions.· A 
like method would, however, be equally unsatisfactory. One could 
make the same criticisms here as in the case of the analogous assump
tion for capital and labour, namely, that it is in too blatant contra
diction with the facts and cannot be regarded as a means of even 
preliminary approximation which might be corrected by subsequent 
modifications, because it "locks up" cerLain elements of the mechanism 
of price fluctuation. 

The assumption of fixed relative jncomes of different rate~ries of • 
labour has led the claSS!§~~trine, even in its modem form, to avoid 

I See Pigou, "Disturbances of EquilibriWD in International Trade," TIM EctJ_i, Jtnmlal (September, 1929). 
I Cf. Parts II-V of this volume. \ 
• I nlenI4Iio1lal Tratk, p. 56. He also asserts, which is a second line of escape, that 

.. in occidental countries •.. as a rule the stratification of industrial groups proceeds 
on the same lines. And it is between these countries that the principle of compara
tive costs is presumably of greatest importance." 

• The three methods out of the orthodOll: dilemma are: (I) fixed relative factor 
prices, (2) equal relative factor prices in all countries, and (3) the factors IISed in the 
same proporti01l6 in all commodities in each country. 
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the important problem of the connection between international trade 
and income distribution. Starting from the orthodox premisses, there 
can be no such connection at all; for if relative wages were fixed and 
if capital and labour were embodied in all goods in the same propor
tions, an adjustment of production caused by changes in international 
trade, e.g. owing to new import duties, could affect neither relative 
wages nor the relative scarcity of labour and capital. International 
trade could only alter the scarcity of land in relation to capital and 
labour. It is interesting to note that this question has been discussed 
by many orthodox writers. Imports of overseas wheat, in the case of 
lower duties or costs of transport, would cause a decline in European 
land values as the cultivation of wheat in Europe would be reduced. 
Wad the classical theory of international trade been easily adaptable 

to the actual phenomena, in other words, had its conclusions been 
mere approximations which could be modified subsequently, then the 
neo-classical theory would hardly have neglected such an important 
problem as the influence of international trade variations on the dis
tribution of income in general) After all, it is self-evident that in a 
given country a change in the trend of production, caused by inter
national trade, will reduce the demand for those factors that were pre
viously required in relatively large quantities for the production of 
goods which are now imported. On the other hand, there will be a rise 
in demand for factors specially required for the production of export 
goods when industries have to satisfy demand abroad in addition to 
the home demand. In other words, the demand for production factors 
is entirely different in the case of an international distribution of pro
duction from what it is when each individual country has to produce 
everything at home. (The scarcity of production factors and the dis
tribution of income must consequently be different too) 
O'he fact that the influence of international trade on the distribution 

of income is overlooked, is closely connected with the unfortunate as
sumption that the cost of production, measured in terms of quantities 
of labour, does not vary with the amount of goods producedJ Thus, the 
cost of production expressed in money would only vary with varying 
wages. An increased foreign. demand would merely cause a rise of the 
wage level and would not otherwise affect prices. There would be no 
objection to this argument had it been used provisionally to eliminate 
the difficulties presented by the advantages of large-scale production; 

1 The only exception I know of is Taussig, who seems to feel that an analysis of 
this question fits in badly with the orthodox doctrine in general and, as already o~ 
served, gets out of the difficulty by assuming that this in1luence is small and need 
only be mentioned in passing. This attitude probably explains why the influence of 
"restricted competition labour groups" on the terms of trade and its bearing on the 
"gain" from protection has been neglected. See p. 302 above. 
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in other words, had it been assumed for reasons of simplification that 
I small-scale production is just as profitable as large-scale production. It 

is, however, quite obvious that an increase in foreign demand must 
affect the relative scarcity of the production factors in a country in 
favour of those which are used more especially in the export industries. 
This entails changes in the economic combination of production factors 
in all industries. Consequently, not only the prices of export goods, but 
very probably also all other commodity prices, will undergo greater or 
less change, but in different degrees and in different directions and nol, 
as the orthodox theory maintains, in the same degree and in the same 
direction. The classical economists make a single exception where 
land is involved to a considerable degree, since, as already mentioned, 
they do take account of changes in the relative scarcity of this factor 
as compared with labour. 

It should be quite clearly understood that - as explained in §2-
changes in the quantities of goods produced in a country will normally 
affect the relative prices of production factors and commodities in such 
a way as to raise, at all events in the beginning, the prices of the goods 
for which demand has risen as compared with the prices of all other 
commodities. Undoubtedly other forces will soon work in the opposite 
direction, since the supply of production factors is also affected by 
changes in prices. If, for instance, the wages for certain groups of 
workers rise, the supply of this kind of labour will increase and a tend
ency towards a decline of wages and prices will thus be set in motion. 
The subsequent price movements are, consequently, uncertain and 
depend on the circumstances of each individual case. Not only the 
different relative scarcity of the production factors, but also the fact 
that large-scale production has certain advantages over small-scale 
production is of importance in this connection. As a result of the 
latter, prices will often tend to fall when the quantity produced in
creases. This is, however, not always the case. It holds good only in 
cases where the industry concerned has not already reached its opti
mum extent of production, or an improved utilisation of production 
capacity is still possible. The first condition cannot be regarded as 
being usually present; and one rarely finds the second over a long 
period. One must inquire, in each case, how relative factor prices 
are affected and which rOle the economies of large-scale and of fuller 
utilisation of capacity play, at different times, if one is to explain the 
price development. 

Thus, the problem of the effects of international trade fluctuations 
and of changes in the quantities of goods produced on the expenses of 
production, expressed in money, has not been satisfactorily analysed 
by the classical doctrine. 
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§4. Other defects in the classical theory of international trade. In b 
I have dealt with those defects in the classical doctrine which seem 
to be inherent in the general orthodox value theory. These defects 
vitiate the study of price movements both in a single market and in 
international trade. I will now deal with other defects which more 
or less result from the orthodox method. It might be possible in 
certain cases to rectify these defects, while still maintaining the funda
mental ideas of the classical method; nevertheless they are closely 
connected with those fundamental ideas. 

If one tries by means of the orthodox theory to explain why a given 
country is able to export a certain commodity to other countries, one 
is led to adopt a very unreal line of reasoning. ahe simple, straight
forward course is, naturally, to take a complete cost account in the 
different countries for the commodity in question and to examine to 
what extent the cheapne~ production in one country IS due to low 
wage expenses, low interest expenses, low transportation expenses, etc. 
Then the next step is to go behind these cost items and examine their 
relation to the quantity of labour employed, the wage level, the quan
tity of capital employed, the interest level, etc.; in other words, the 
relations of the cost items to the price system in each country~e 
orthodox theory does not permit '!;uch a simple procedure. First the ' 
data must be used to calculate output petmanUl!.1 worKer and then the 
result must be compared with the wage figures in the 'various coun
tries. In many cases it is then found that the comparative cost table 
obtained is misleading, as other cost items besides wages differ from 
one country to another. Then-these differences are introduced as 
"modifications.''""In other words, one considerrfirst the wage'item 
aloneTnaSOmewhat artificial manner, namely by comparing the out
put of labour per day with the wage, leaving other cost items for later 
consideration.l 

The question arises: if these other cost items playa significant part 
in the determination of the conditions of competition - as they cer
tainly do in many cases - why ignore them in the first instance and 
make elaborate calculations in terms of output per days of labour I 
when one is obliged to modify the conclusions immediately afterwards 
by taking account of those items? Had the comparative cost figures 
been easily obtainable, they might lylve been used in the absence of 
more complete figures. In fact, however, the ordinary cost accounts 
are much easier to get, especially in all industries where several com-

1 As a matter of fact they are often left out altogether. Even in Taussig's presen
tation they are unimportant guests invited to come later, with very little right to be 
present. 
. I Only cu"enllabour is considered, not past labour. 
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modities are produced and in different proportions. In an analysis of 
the coal industry, comparative cost reasoning may be useful, as little 
harm is done in neglecting other cost items than wages; but what about 
the dye-stuffs and machinery industries, for example? 

Let me now turn to a different question: As is well known, the varia.' 
tions in international trade due to changes in demand, technique,' 
etc. are treated as though the only subject for examination was their 
etTect on the exchange relation between the prices of imported and 
exported goods. Which country derives the greater benefit from a 
change in that relation? This question can be regarded as the main 
problem of the classical theory of international trade. 

This attitude is quite natural. Mill starts his discussion of inter
national values by pointing out that only the relative value of com
modities produced not far from one another can be determined by 
cost. It is to be gathered from the context that he is not thinking of 
geographical distance, but of districts between which factors of pro
duction do not move. He regards the ditTerent countries as such dis
tricts. The value of goods imported into England is not determined by 
the number of days of labour employed abroad, but (a) by the quan
tity of English goods which go to pay for them and (b) by the number 
of days of labour required to prod\K:e those English goods. The last 
point contains no difficulty. It is only necessary to analyse the first, 
i.e. the terms of exchange in international trade, as a supplement to 
the ordinary value theory. 

It stands to reason that the mutual interdependence which, accord
ing to the modem theory, characterises the price system, does not per
mit such a procedure. The changes in international trade are not 
sufficiently explained by an examination of the changes in the terms 
of exchange only. As already mentioned, changes in foreign demand 
will change the relative scarcity of production factors at home and 
thus affect the production and prices even of such commodities as 
are not subject to international exchange. In analysing the rale of 
international trade and tracing its various effects, one should, there
fore, examine all aspects of pricing. Even the special question of the 
advantages of international trade is inadequately dealt with, if one 
limits the examination to the import and export goods only. ~e I 
"advantage" of international trade must consist in this: that it 
changes the whole economic life and enables wants to be better satis-
fied than in a state of isolation:J . 

Another weak point in the orthodox theory is that it usually reasons, 
on the basis of two kinds of commodities only and for only two differ- ~ 
ent countries. This is indeed a simplification; but it is a very danger-, 
ous simplification which leads to unwarranted conclusions. The most 
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important of them is that, when two countries, hitherto isolated, come 
, into contact, the comparative costs, measured in terms of days of 
labour, determine which goods will be subject to export and import. 
This is the case treated by Ricardo in his well-known example of 
the trade between England and Portugal. (As soon as three or more 
commodities are conSicIered, one must, however, take account of the 
demand conditions also in ordt;r to determille no~ only the terms of 
exchange, but .also whic~ goods each country is t? export.~ I will ex
plain this more fully by taking a very 'simple case along classical lines 
which, however, refers to three different commodities, A, H, and C. 
These commodities are produced in two countries, Germany and 
England, at a cost as shown in the table below. The production cost 
has been expressed in money by assuming - for reasons of simplifi
cation - equal wages of $5 per day in both countries. 

(~ B C 
England (wage 8 days of labour 71 days of labour 5 days of labour 

rate: $5) ••.•... = $40 '. = $371 . ,= $lS 
Germany (wage 9 days of labour 7 days of labour 4 days of lab\lUr 

rate: $5) . . . . . • . = $45 .'t1.t = $35 rf' '" $l~ ~'''' 
"\ . ,,, . 

In this case the conditions of equilibrium demand that England should 
export A and import Band C from Germany. 

Now, let us suppose that the demand for C in~onsiderably 
in both countri~s, while the demand for A and B decreases. According 
to the classical reasoning, the result would be an export surplus for 
Germany causing an import of English gold and thereby a fall in the 
English price level and a rise in that of Germany. The wage levels in 
both countries are also subject to changes. Let us suppose that the 
wages in England sink to $4.50, while in Germany they rise to $5.50. 
What is the result? The following table will answer the question. 

England (wage 
rate: $4.50) .... 

Germany (wage 
rate: $5.50) .... 

A B 
8 days of labour 71 days of labour 

= $36 \ t' = $33·75 
9 days of labour 7 days of labour 

= $49.50 ' = $37.50 
• ~ b') 

C 
5 days of labour 

= $ll·SO 
4 days of labour 

=$32 

Germany's cost of production for B now exceeds that of England 
and she will no longer be able to export this commodity. She will 
import both B and A and export only C. Since the demand for C has 

I See F. Graham, "The Theory of International Values Re-examined." The 
Quarterly Joumal of Economics (Cambridge, Ma.'IS.), Vol. xxxvrll (1923-24), 
pp. 54 if. This fact has been stressed first by Mangoldt, later by Marshall and 
Edgeworth. See next page. 
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increased in England and Germany's demand for A h~ decreased, a 
trade equilibrium of this sort is possible. 

This highly simplified example shows that, even if one starts from 
constant comparative costs measured in terms of days of labour, a 
change in demand can create such changes in international trade that 
commodities hitherto exported are now imported.{ International trade' , 
does in fact not only depend on comparative cost, i.e. on supply, 
but also on conditions of demand. I) The conditions of equilibrium 
cannot be expressed in terms of technical units as they are purely eco
nomic. The condition of the existence of equilibrium is that the vflue 
of imports equals the value of exports. One must bear in mind that we 
have excluded all other international transactions except the exchange 
of goods. It is only in measuring the value of imports and exports in 
terms of money that one can take account of the circumstances that 
determine international trade.1 

The following is a simple way of demonstrating in classical terms 
how the conditions of demand determine which commodities are ex
ported and which imported: make out a table of the number of days 
of labour required in country B to produce the quantities of the dif
ferent commodities (a, b, c, etc.) which can be produced in country 
A by 100 days of labour. The comparative cost table then becomes: 

A 
a .................................... 100 

b.................................... 100 

C •.•.••.•.•••...•....•.•.•.•.•.••.••• 100 

d.................................... 100 

e .................................... 100 

If the commodities are arranged in such an order that the series 
k, kl k.· . , is rising, then country B has a comparative advantage 
in the production of the goods at the top of the table. In accordance 
with the conditions of demand the goods are divided by a horizontal 
line into two groups; B exports the goods in the upper group, A those 
in the lower one. B has a comparative advantage with regard to the 
former, A with regard to the latter. Note, however, that any hori
zontalline establishes two groups of which this last thing is true, even 

I See Mangoldt, Crundms dCS' YollsVlirlsclla/tskltr, (1863), Marshall, M lIM1, 
C,edil, ond C_" (1923), Appendix H, and Edgeworth, Popers lWo';,., iii 
Politicol &01Iomy, Vol. U (1925). 

I II All demand is demand at a price, and, in theory as in practice, money is the 
best measure of price." Therefore, II the principle of reciprocal demand seems also 
to require, for adequate presentation, the conception of price." Nicholson, Pri .... 
cj ples oj &tnIOfItics, p. 299. 
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though B may import certain goods belonging to the" comparative
advantage-group" or may export goods belonging to the "compara
tive-disadvantage-group." The position of the line which separates 
import goods from export goods is determined by the condition that 
the value of imports must equal that of exports. Hence the compara
tive cost reasoning alone explains very little about international trade. 
It is indeed nothing more than an abbreviated account of the condi
tions of supply. 1 \it is only when the conditions of demand and of 
equilibrium are also considered, that one is able to describe what 
hap'pens~ 

It is all very well to say that it is easy to take these demand con
ditions into account and thus discover which goods will be exported. 
In fact, however, it is very difficult to do so when many commodities 
and many countries are considered.! For this reason, orthodox econ
omists have usually confined their analysis to two countries and two 
or three commodities. They have, however, not hesitated to apply 
to concrete problems the conclusions arising from such an analysis - a 
thoroughly dangerous procedure.( Be this as it may, one thing is ob
vious, the simplicity and clarity of the orthodox theory is reached at 
the expense of a close consideration of the demand conditions. When 
they have to be analysed under the assumptions of more than two 
commodities and countries this theorYJ)roves a cluIPSY tool. ) 

In this connection, it should also"'lJe observed that a comparative 
cost table tells very little about supply conditions for the simple reason 
that it is impossible to study supply without introducing demand. The 
conditions of supply cannot be described in technical terms, irrespec
tive of those of demand. This must be proved below in some detail. 
[n the first place, the cost of producing a commodity depends upon the 
;cale of production. This is not so serious, as a series of cost figures for 
~ach commodity - varying with the quantity to be produced - can 
be inserted in the comparative cost table. Greater difficulties arise in 
\Tiew of the fact that in many cases the process of producing a com-
1Il0dity is divided between several countries. The orthodox theory 
b.as, as far as I know, always assumed the contrary, and this, it would 
lppear, for a very good reason - the impossibility of explaining such 
:ases. This will be most clearly seen from an example. 

1 It is often suggested that Ricardo left the theory there and that Mill added the 
~uilibrium analysis through his equation of reciprocal demand. As a matter of fact, 
~owever, Ricardo (Principles, §§ 51-52, ed. Gonner) presented a penetrating analy
;is of international price relations, where this equation is really tacitly assumed to 
exist. There is nothing in this analysis which cannot be easily fitted into a mutual 
interdependence theory. 

I Cf. Graham, "Some Aspects of Protection Further Considered," Quarterly 
Tournal of Economics, Vol. XXXVII, pp. 199 fl. 
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Assume that both Sweden and Estonia manufacture cotton cloth. 
A given quantity of this cloth is produced in Estonia by a given num
ber of workers. The fact that the production takes time is left out of 
account. We therefore omit any consideration of the capital aspects; 
nor do we pay any attention to the differences in the wages of the 
various groups of workers. It would be possible to argue from these 
premisses - on classical lines - that the production of 1000 meters of 
cloth of a given quality requires such and such a number of days of 
labour. These days would, of course, include not only textile labour 
proper, but also transport and office work, the labour employed in pro
ducing the raw cotton, the machines, etc. The same calculation could 
be made for Sweden, and a comparison according to the classical 
method could be made. 

It has so far been assumed that all the production factors required 
are available in the country. If, however, the machines are imported 
from England or Germany (as is usually the case), not only a certain 
number of Estonian or Swedish workers, as the case may be, but also a 
number of English or German workers are required for the production 
of those 1000 meters of cloth. In that case, is a comparison between 
the relative costs still possible? Artificial assumptions might make it 
so, if the technique of production is identical in Estonia and in Sweden. 
If, however, the considerably higher wages in Sweden lead to the use 
of more, and more expensive, machines per worker than in Estonia, I 
see no possibility of such a comparison being made. The same quan
tity of cloth, if produced in Estonia, would require a hundred Estonian 
and ten German days of labour (the latter in machine industries), and 
if produced in Sweden, fifty Swedish and twenty German days. Would 
a comparison on such grounds be of any value? Could one, in such a 
case, say that the comparative costs determine international trage? 
If the difference in the rate of interest is introduced, a further difficulty 
arises: The depreciation costs of capital goods in the two countries 
become different. In other words, one cannot say how much "em
bodied" German labour is used,up each year in each country, unless 
the difference in the interest level is considered. 

There remains for the orthodox doctrine only one way of escape,l 
namely, to consider the quantity of labour used for the production of 
the goods exported to pay for the imported machinery (this to repre
sent the cost of this machinery to Sweden and Estonia) and to add it to 
the quantity of textile labour employed.' This procedUre does not per-

I This way has been pointed out to me by Professor Taussig in private corre-
spondence.. f"J 

• The difficulty arising from depreciation remains. Strictly speaking, however, 
this belongs to the same group of difficulties as the differences in interest expenses, 
dealt with in the beginning of this Appendix. 
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mit the comparative cost conditions to be described until the terms of 
exchange in international trade are known, the thing which I had to 
prove. Further, as it is impossible to regard certain individual Swedish 
or Estonian export goods as exported to pay for the machinery, one 
has to consider the whole of the international trade of these countries 
in order to discover the terms of exchange. It is most improbable 
that either Sweden or Estonia export to Germany the same value of 
goods as they import from her. How, then, is one to know on what 
terms one day of Swedish labour is exchanged for German labour? 
How is one to know how many days of Swedish labour have been used 
to pay for a machine which embodies 100 days of German labour? The 
only possible method is to examine how much Swedish labour is used 
in producing export goods sold abroad for the same sum of money 
that has been paid for the German machines. The reasoning in terms 
of days of labour would appear to have failed and an analysis in mone
tary terms is necessary. 

The unpractical reasoning of the orthodox method may also be 
demonstrated by introducing the costs of transport. The cost tables 
do not say whether the price difference between two countries for a 
certain commodity is sufficient to make it flow in spite of the cost of 
transport. If the transportation is done by a third country, the quan
tity of labour embodied in goods exported to pay for this transporta
tion must be included in the cost table and different figures of trans
portation costs in terms of days of labour must be tabulated for each 
possible export market. In my opinion, the scanty attention given to 
the question of international- and domestic - transfer relations 1 in
dicates that it does not easily lend itself to treatment along orthodox 
lines. 

As we begin to make more concrete assumptions than those com
monlyemployed by the classical economists, it becomes evident that 
a mutual interdependence theory is necessary which can only with 
the greatest difficulty be expressed in terms of days of labour. As a 
matter of fact, one gets nowhere exce.,t with the assistance of a supple
mentary process of reasoning in money terms. Why not adopt as a 
basis the conception of mutual interdependence and conduct our 
reasoning in terms of money? This procedure does not in the least 
preclude a later consideration of effort and sacrifice and other factors 
which contribute to the formation of prices. (.Such considerations take 
the form of an analysis of the supply functions of the various pro
ductive factor~ 

I shall pass over the difficulties which one would encounter in ana
lysing such questions as dumping in t'irms of days of labour instead of 

1 See Parts III-IV in the text. 
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money. Nor shall I touch .. "')On the orthodox treatment of inter
national price relations, as (.~ question has been briefly discussed in 
the text. 

I should like, however, finally to mention two defects in the orthodox 
doctrine which are of a different nature: firstlthe unsatisfactoryanaly; 
sis of the movements of the factors of production) As is well known, 
the orthodox theory is based upon the assumption that international 
mobility of capital and labour is practically non-existent. One is, there
fore, not a little surprised to find a chapter in Bastable 1 dealing with 
the international movements of capital, without a single word being 
said to explain how far these movements affect the fundamental argu
ments of the foregoing chapters. Several Harvard economists, under 
the lead of Professor Taussig, have done excellent work in explaining 
the nature and the effects of international capital movements. They 
have, however, not analysed the question of whether and to what ex
tent these capital movements necessitate a modification of the theory 
built on the assumption of the immobility of capital as between coun
tries. In this volume I have made an attempt to do so, i.e. to throw 
some light on the relation between movements of commodities and 
production factors. 

I must add, secondly,@1at the labour value reasoning had led to an 
over-emphasis of wage variations and to a neglect of other income 
changes, in discussing the mechanism of international trade variations 
and capital movements} 

While the importance of the existence of international factor mobil
ity in connection with the theory of international trade does not seem 
to have been sufficiently appreciated, the assumption of free inland 
movements errs in the opposite direction. The mobility of capital and 
labour within individual countries is by no means as complete as as
sumed by orthodox economists. This part of their theory needs to be 
completed in view of the division of countries into more or less sharply 
divided regions and a lack of mobility in general. International trade 
should be regarded as a special case within the general concept of inter
regional, or perhaps rather inter-local trade. It is only thus that one 
can c1aim to have sufficiently elucidated the geographical or territorial 
element in price formation. 

The theory of international trade is nothing but inkrnalionale 
SJaMorlsle"re. The fact that nobody has attempted to construct a 
theory of domestic localisation in comparative cost terms would seem 

I C. F. Bastable, TIM TIIeory ollnlmtatiorllJl T,iMU. With some of its applica
tions to economic policy. 4th ed. London, 1903. 

• Via. Keynes, A T"ati# 0,. MtnWY, Bk. IV. 1930. 
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to suggest that a uniform treatment of the whole localisation problem 
along classical lines would be very difficult. 

The classical theory of international trade has been able to clear up 
a great many problems. To a large extent the contents of this volume 
are only a re-statement, in a different form, of the orthodox analysis. 
Even a defective tool may yield great results when employed by a 
master hand. When applying the classical doctrine, every good econ
omist tacitly makes all sorts of modifications, which enable him to 
arrive at a fairly correct impression of what is happening. In this, 
however, I cannot find sufficient reason for not attempting to build up 
a theory, in the framework of which the circumstances necessitating 
"modifications" are duly considered. When studying concrete cases, 
economists sometimes use such expressions as "comparative advantage 
in the production of these goods" in a loose way, including all sorts of 
natural advantages, cheap capital, etc., and not in the least thinking in 
terms of the "effectiveness of labour." This seems to show the need 
of a theory in terms of money costs. Certainly both to business men 
and to economic geographers such an approach is more natural than 
that of the labour value theory. 

It is sometimes objected by the defendants of the classical theory 
that when we come to decide about economic policy it is necessary to 
consider such things as "real cost" and the circumstances which lie 
behind it. Hence, only an analysis in terms of real costs, not in terms of 
money costs, can be used as basis for action. To this it has to be 
answered that it suffices to consider "effort and sacrifice" and such 
matters when the theory has to be applied to problems of economic 
policy. To mix viewpoints which are tinged with normative con
siderations with the objective analysis cannot contribute to clarity. 
Further, there are many other things than those involved in the real 
cost reasoning which have to be considered, e.g. the distribution of in
come and social and political goals in general. It seems best to consider 
all these things, e.g. the "desirability" of free trade or protection, 
under a special heading and not in the objective theory. If a formal 
income concept is used as in this book, such a theory can, however, 
describe certain changes in the size and distribution of income which 
are of interest from the point of view of many different political stand
ards. If, as some writers suggest, real costs are as a rule proportional to 
money costs, there is every reason for building up the theory in terms of 
the latter, thus avoiding many difficulties, and then "translating" the 
conclusions into real cost terms, when questions of economic policy are 
discussed. If, on the other hand, real costS are not proportional to 
money costs, it is difficult to believe that the former concept is a prac
tical tool for the st~dy of trade and price problems. 
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APPENDIX IV 

PRICE STATISTICS 

TABLE I 

Tn PRICE DEVELOPMENT or U. S. A., ENGLAND, F"KANCE, AND GE,RKANY 

1890"'"1910 1 

(BIIJe period 189fr93) 

Year U.S.A. EDalaDcI U.S.A. r ....... U. S.A. Gam&IlY 

1890 ......... 102 101 102 103 102 103 
1891 ......... 103 r02 102 rOl 104 r02 
r892 ......... 94 97 96 96 94 94 
1893 ......... 94 95 93 97 93 91 
r894 ......... 86 87 84 90 82 83 

1895 ......... B4 87 83 87 82 83 
1896 ......... 75 85 78 85 77 83 
1897 ......... 77 86 79 87 79 85 
1898 ......... 84 90 84 91 85 9r 
1899 ......... 9a 97 94 99 85 97 

lQOO ......... 99 109 99 106 100 102 
1901 ......... 99 100 98 99 98 98 
190a ......... 106 98 101 97 104 97 
1903 ......... rOI 98 101 100 104 97 
1904 ......... 100 99 loa 99 104 96 

1905 ......... loa 103 105 loa loB 103 
1906 ......... loB 110 109 112 III 112 
1907 ......... 114 liS 116 118 120 117 
1908 ......... 109 105 109 106 113 110 
1909 ......... 115 106 115 109 117 109 
1910 ......... 120 112 IU 119 119 112 

• MitclleD.l~ Pria C_~. ~t of Comms<:e ~ashington. JOI~ 
Each couple of Indices co.mr.;iMs the ..... e commodities. Oa the other the three • 
Indices comprise oliibt17 . ereDt lroupo of COIIIIOOdities. 

TABLE n 
Tn PluCK DEVELOPlIEN'l' IN SWEDEN, GERlIANY, AND ENGLAND 

1881-1911 1 

(BIIJc periotlI861-?Q) 

Year Swedeo 
1881-87 .•.....................• 8a 
1888-91 ........•.•..........•.• 81 
1893-1905 .•..•........•.•..•... 79 
IC)06-11 ........................ 9a 

Gonoaoy 

8a 
85 
79 
98 

• The 6cuns aoed for the computatioos Me to ... f ........ ill lC-.N114 11 ....... (Ion), 
P.1I66. 
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-< --
1860 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1869 

1870 

1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 

1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 

APPENDICES 

TABLE III 

THE PRICE DEVELOPMENT IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES 1860-1913 
(Base period 1867-77) 

"3 3 
".;: 

Jl i1.§ :; 
:;,j ~~ ,,~ 

1f3 ;j ~~ -g'B' ~g ~~ ..!!loS 1,,, ...... ,p i.:oi: l~ "Sa ..!!I·s ~t h f..a ,,~ .~j ..!!I·s ~~ ~-5 ... " s~ ~~ >0< ?:-e "J! ~P'I ~~ -< ~ lf~ oe "'~ f>l~ :o~ <~ v. ~ f>l~ 

--------I---II--
99 95 99 .. .. .. 1890 82 86 72 79 
97 94 98 .. .. II6 1891 82 84 72 79 

103 97 101 .. .. II7 1892 77 77 68 73 
103 98 103 .. .. 122 1893 75 74 68 72 
108 100 105 .. .. 123 1894 71 67 63 64 
103 94 101 .. .. II9 1895 70 67 62 70 
97 96 102 .. .. 126 1896 71 67 61 70 
97 97 100 99 .. 118 1897 73 69 62 71 
95 96 99 99 .. 116 1898 69 73 64 75 
93 96 98 96 .. 103 1899 81 79 68 76 

92 94 96 97 .. 97 1900 85 85 75 82 
95 99 100 103 92 94 1901 82 80 70 80 

106 109 109 II2 100 97 1902 81 80 69 78 
II4 II4 III lIO 108 103 1903 81 81 69 80 
107 105 102 105 104 101 1904 82 80 70 82 
102 98 96 96 100 93 1905 83 83 72 85 
97 96 95 92 101 88 1906 88 90 77 91 
99 96 94 95 98 9r 1907 92 96 80 95 
88 8Q 87 88 91 85 1908 88 91 73 91 
87 81 83 86 90 80 1909 89 90 74 94 

92 90 88 89 83 82 1910 92 91 78 .. 
89 88 85 87 84 79 1911 94 95 80 .. 
88 85 84 85 96 77 1812 98 105 85 .. 
86 83 82 84 88 74 1913 100 .. 85 .. 
82 80 76 82 84 72 
79 75 72 76 82 70 
75 71 6Q 72 81 68 
72 73 68 72 79 65 
80 77 70 73 80 65 
8~ 81 72 76 87 70 

I 

:; 
~~ J~ .!~ 

i~ =-:lj 
<~ z~ 

79 67 
71 68 
69 65 
63 63 
56 62 
57 58 
69 60 
69 61 
67 61 
60 63 

67 64 
73 62 
78 63 
78 63 
66 60 
68 62 
71 64 
76 67 
83 65 
74 64 

75 65 
75 .. 
87 .. 
. . .. 

I X_,siella MeMa4MetJ (1921). p. 1266 . 
• Bu/ldi. de 1'1",'iJ'" llIIemaIiofoGI de Slalisliqru. Vol. 19. Pan III. p. 156. For th. period 1867~ 

96 the index number.; are calculated on " gold basis through a multiplication of the actual 6gurea 
by th. gold value of th. pa.- money . 

• Indes N"mbor. 0/ Wlwlesale Priar ;" 1M Uflikd SIdkJ 8M For';,,, CllHlria. Bulletin of the 
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. No. 173. 1915. pp. 165.300. 

• Base period 1871-77. 
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TABLE IV 

TJm PuCE DEVELOPMENT IN CERTAIN CoUNTltJES 18~1910 
(Base period 1890) 

Denmark' ]apul JlIllOia I lDdia' 
Year (ltodoed) (HaIIabuaa) (H&Ddelodep.) (AlkinIoo) 

1890 ............... 100 100 100 
1891 ............... 103 91 99 
1892 ............... 93 105 97 
1893 ............... 93 114 100 
1894 ............... 87 107 92 

1895 ............... 85 117 88 
1896 ............... 86 112 87 
1897 ............... 88 122 90 
1898 ............... 92 128 97 100 
1899 ............... 96 157 101 96 

1900 ............... 101 147 107 114 
1901 ............... 98 131 110 111 
1902 ............... 100 142 105 102 
1903 ............... 96 153 102 98 
1904 ............... 99 147 106 96 

1905 ............... 101 162 110 107 
1906 ............... 105 168 119 125 
1907 ............... 108 183 126 133 
1908 ............... 103 149 120 143 
11)09 ............... 106 144 122 
1910 ............... 111 123 

• BtJUH.". ,'/flllillll llIInuIillfl4l". Slolisliqu. Vol. 10. del. m. p. 110. 
I Il>id., pp. 141 tI. 
"1M'" N • ..bn, of WiIokJah Pri, .. i. ,IN U .. iUtl S,..,., •• 1'",';,. C .. ",ria. Bulletin of the 

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. No. '73 •• g.S. p. 309. For the yean 1800-05 the iodea ownben 
ue calculated 00 • fJld basil io the .. me mlUlller os io Table IV. 

, /l>id .• p. 18.. 'be hue io tbe)'eal .808. Before that year the eotemal value of the rupee was 
rapidly Ialliq. 
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tUs. Purchasing power 

Cabiati, works, 597 
Cairnes,32,517, 565,566 
Canada, imports and uports, 352; bor

rowing opemtions, 452; foreign u
change, analysis of, 457-463; effect 
on price, 467-470; balance of trade, 
461-470, Vmer, 469'""470; price varia
tions, 46J-467, Vmer, 463 

Cannan, 305 .. 
Capital, 28, 120-124; descriptioD of, 76, 

77; international comparison, 86-87; 
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"long and short," 87; available for 
risky enterprises, log, n8; localisa
tion of manufactures in Great Britain 
in 19th century, n9; changes in qual
ity, 124, 126; technical form, 76-77, 
126; interest rates, 220-22 I ; per 
capita, Woytinski, 307 n., in Sweden, 
3II; effect of tariffs, 320-321; "ac
tive" and "passive," 369; marginal 
productivity of, 449; Keynes, 450; 
Wicksell, 450 n. See also Capital 
movements, International capital 
movements, Mobility of capital and 
labour, and Productive factor move
ments 

Capital movements, domestic, nature of, 
397-401; from England to Scotland, 
399-403; equalising effect on trade, 
400; terms of exchange, 401-403, 408, 
417-450, 467-472. See also Inter
national capital movements, Mobility 
of capital and labour, Productive fac
tor movements 

Carr, 597 
Carver, 53, 573, 597 
Cassel, 17 n., 158 n., 317 n., 482, 544 n., 

549 n., 553, 563, 564; classical doc
trine, 34 n.; effect of tariffs on income, 
305-306; protection, 482; foreign 
exchange rates, 546; works, 597 

Child, Sir Josiah, 346 
China, foreign trade of, n5; Remer, 132 
Clare and Crump, 597 
Clark, 286 n., 563, 574, 597 
Classical doctrine, of international trade 

theory, 14 n., 33, 141 n., 432 n., 561; 
of value, 45; and varying proportions, 
31, 97 n.; price level, Taussig, 280; 
Angell, 570; criticism of, App. ill, 
571-590. See also Comparative costs, 
Pareto 

Coates, 467 
Cohn, 598 
Cole, 521 n., 534 n., 598 
Colson, 598 
Commercial credits, 336 
Commodities, international qualitative 

differences in, 94~5; movements of, 
142, 178-180, 224--227, 245-249. See 
also International trade, Interregional 
trade 

Comparative advantage, 585, 586 
Comparative costs, classical doctrine, 

14 n., 33, 45, S82-587; Mangoldt, 
Mill, 23 n.; Ricardo, 23 n., 31; 
Heckscher, 33, 33 D., 34; Taussig, 33, 
34; Cassel, 34 D.; and mutual inter
dependence theory of prices, 34, 46; 
Angell, 569 

Competing home market goods, price 
relation, 155 

Competing industries, 342 
Conditions of production, meaning of 

term,I76D .. 
Condliffe, 598 
Constant cost, classical theory, 43 D., 

44-45, 575 
CODsumers' demand, 151; elasticity of, 

383D. 
Consumers' market, 10caiisatioD, 192-

194,237 
Consumers' surplus, 132 
Cooperative industries, 342 
Copeland, 598 
Corbino, 598 
Costs of living, 159; indices of, 218 
Costs of production, relatioD to price, 

50-51, 285-286; equalising effect of 
trade, 106-108, 131; transfer relations, 
148-150; of commodities, equation, 
554 

Cotton consumption, 135 
Cournot, 14 n., 563 
Credit policy, variations in total liquid 

debits and credits, 395, in purchasing 
power, 441; monetary mechanism, 415 

Credit volume, meaning of term, 379; 
relatioD to buying power, 391-401; 
increase in cause of gold inJIux into 
Canada, 414 

Crump. See Clare and Crump 
Cuba, sugar industry, 366 
Czechoslovakia, boot industry, 95 

Davidson, 598 
Davies, 598 
"Death belts," 262 
De8ation, need for, under protection, 495 
Del Vecchio, and international trade 

theory, 33 
Demand and supply, conditions of, 14-

15; elasticity of, 62-63, IIs-n8, 
n8-124, 130, 164-165, 201, 436-438, 
490-506, 508-510, SU-SI4, 514-517; 
direction of, 114-115, 132, 438-441, 
relatioD to volume of trade, 172, to 
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International factor movements, 174-
175, 406-408, 439-431, 438-440, to 
term. of exchange, 442, 505-507, 514, 
517-519; import duties, 474-475; 
equation of, 555 

Demand and IUpply curves, Marshall, 
62,567-568 

Denmark, Department of Statistics, 218, 
uq n.; rents on Danish· German 
frontier, 222; bacon and butter in
dUStry,246; terms of exchange, 507 n., 
S08 

Density of population, cause of, 214 
Diminishing and Increasing returns, 12, 

102, 173, 259 
Division of labour, causes of, 10-34; 

between countries, 52-53; large-scale 
production, 57, 58; costs of transfer, 
146. S" also Labour 

Donaldson, 598 
Dumping, 1M; sporadic and long period, 

285-290; Viner, 287, 290; importance 
of, 290-292; effects of, 292-295, 527; 
relation to monopoly, 290, 295-297; 
classical doctrine, 588. S" also Price 
discrimination 

Dupuit, 598 

II Earmarked" gola reserves, 391 
Economic customs, 145; international 

trade, 245, 246 
Economic friction, 253 
Economies of large-scale production, 53-

58, 106-108, 172-174; transport facil
ities, 100-202; concentration of in· 
dustry, 203-206. S" also Large-scale 
production 

Edgeworth, 419 n., 476 n., 526 n., 584 n.; 
demand curves, 62, 567 

F..die, 598; on transport facilities, u8; 
on capital and labour movements, 349 

Effectiveness of labour, 590; interna
tional differences in, 80, 276; in cities, 
218; measurement of, Taussig, ,81. 
S,. also Labour 

Elasticity of demand and supply, 115, 
116, IU-124, 468, 469; balance of 
trade. 62; foreign exchange, 390, 418; 
Edgeworth, 419 n.; capital move
ments, 403. 436-438. S" also Demand 
and supply 

FJasticity of wants. 474 

Emigration, statistica of, 326, 353; from 
Great Britain, etIect 01) standard of 
living, 354-355; as result of change 
in demand, 512. S" also Migration, 
Productive factor movements 

Encyclopedia Britannica, 546 0. 
English Classical School, 31. S" also 

Classical doctrine 
Enterprise, 204 
Equations, of reciprocal demand, 151; 

of price, 554-557, 560; of costs of 
production, 554; of demand, 555; of 
interregional exchange, 559, 560 

Equalising differences in wages, 212. S" 
also Wages 

Equilibrium theory of prices, 45 
Erikson, 264 n. 
Esslen, 598 
Euaen, 598 
Eulenberg,5Q8 
Exchange dumping, 288. See also 

Dumping 
Exchange rate. S" Foreign exchange 

rate 
Export duties, influence on localisation 

of industry, 364-365. See also TaritIs, 
Protection 

Exports, statistics of, 33, 138, 145; as 
percentage of total production, 248; 
Child, 346 n.; from Canada, 462; 
effect of import duties on volume of, 
485; from Europe to South America, 
145. See also Balance of trade, Inter· 
national trade 

Feis, 396 n.; works, 598 
F'mland, bobbin industry, 136; timber 

prices, 164 
Flu, 598 
Foreign demand, elasticity of, 4B6; 

capital imports, 512-51+ S" also 
Demand 

F0::!:ree;~7s~\::: ;~e1:~:, 
379-381, 384-390. Hawtrey, 385, 386, 
Amaun~, Marshall, 3850.; seasonal 
transfers, Keynes, 387; terms of, 417""' 
420, 441-442, relation to price levels, 
424-429; Bastable, Keynes, Losch. 
Pigou, Taussig, 425 0., in Canada, 
467-470, import duties, 4!4. determi
nation of, 486. Denmark, 507-508, 
variations in ratio of, 537-539; a-
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sica! theory, 583; price equations, 
557-558 

Foreign exchange rate, establishment of, 
for comparison of prices and costs, 19, 
20, 30, price variations, 544-550; 
Cassel, 546. See also Foreign ex
change 

Foreign goods, supply price, 144. See 
also International goods 

Foreign investments, changes in since 
War, 327; tariffs,333' See also Capi
tal movements, International capital 
movements 

Foreign market in Canada, statistics of, 
457 

France, international trade theory of 
recent writers, 31; capital supply, 87; 
transport distances, 257 

Free trade, favours the working classes, 
307,307 n.; probable effects in United 
States, 315 

"Free trade xnargin losses," 301 
Free Trade Union, suggested remedy for 

tariffs, 490 n. 
Freight rates, in Great Britain, 144; 

fluctuations in, 529 
Furlan, 598 

Gain, from trade, 39-45, 131, 132, 133, 
162; import duties, 267-271, 302, 316, 
319, 320, 48cr-498; factor movements, 
354, 470, soon.; from factor move
ments, 354-355 

Gerxnany, inventive ability, 86; labour, 
99, relative advantage in wages of, 
120; economic development, 126, 229; 
timber prices, 164j rents, 222j export 
figures, 248; coal industry, 250-251 j 
transport distances, 257j dumping, 
.291- 292 

Gold exchange standard, 386 n., 395, 
396j price changes, 541, 543 

Gold movements, 390-391j criticism of 
orthodox view, 394-396j into Canada, 
as result of increased credit, Vmer, 
414j business cycle, 542-544, Great 
Britain, 544 n. 

Gold points, 386 
Gold standard, maintenance of equilib

rium on foreign exchange malket, 385; 
comparison with gold exchange stand
ard, 395-396j price changes, 541 

Graham, 303 n., 314 n., 396 n., 452, 570, 
584n., 586 n. 

Graziani, 598 
Great Britain, capital supply, 87; boot 

industry, 95; localisation of manu
facturing industry in 19th century, 
118--119; textile industry, 134; eco
nomic development, 126, 138, 264, 
statistics of, 127-128; shipping rates, 
144; exports to dominions, 246; Bal
four Committee, 248; coal industry, 
250-251; iron and steel industry, 257: 
Unemployment Insurance Acts, 323 n.; 
as source of emigration, 325; position 
as leading financial centre, 394 n.; 
price indices, 453, 531; capital move
ments, 470-472; Taussig,454-455; 
London and Cambridge Economic 
Service, 536 n. 

Gregory, 598 
Grunzel, works, 598 

Haberler, 14 n., 598 
Habits, effect on localisation of industry, 

136 
Hahn,598 
Hanabusa, indices of wholesale prices in 

Japan, 526 
Harada, 526, 598 
Harms, on international trade, 244 n.j 

works, 598 
Harvard School of Economists, Thorn

ton-Mill theory, 410n. 
Hawtrey, 158 n., 197 n., 332 n., 386, 

396 n.j works,599 
Heberle, 599 
Heckscher, 36 n., 317 n., 512 n., 549 n.j 

distribution of income, 33-34j works, 
599 

Helander, 526 n.j works, 599 
Hobson, 328 n.; works,599. 
Home malket goods, 142, 143; price 

equalising tendency, 152-154; de
termination of, 247-249; capital 
movements and their effect on demand, 
39cr-400 

Home xnarket prices, 433 

Immigration, statistics of, Argentine, 
325, United States, 325, 356; legisla.
tion, 329; variations and business 
cycle, JJOj character of immigrant, 
345-J47, in relation to native labour, 
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348. Se, allil Migration, Productive 
factor movement. 

Immobility of capital and labour. See 
Mobility of capital and labour. 

Import duties, and 10ca1isation of in
dustry, lSI, 298-299; factor move
ments, 178; balance of payments, 
47J-477; in1luence on other products, 
478; protective duties, 480-484, and 
better utilisation of productive fac
tors, 491-498; terms of exchange, 
302, 316, 473-477, 484-491, Marshall, 
488 n.; monetary mechanism, 491 

Imports, determination of, 32; may show 
same commodity as exports, 96; ef
fect of duties, 298-299; Canada, J52, 
stimulus afforded by loans, 452 

Income, distribution of, 59, J04-J09; 
Sweden, effect of tariffs on, 3OQ-JI5. 
See 111311 National income, Wages 

Increasing returns. See Diminishing and 
increasing returns 

Infant industry argument, 319 
Inherited akill, 137 
Initiative, its importance in dynamic 

world, 86· 
Interest, and capital supply, 1I8; risk 

element, 108-109, international differ
ences in, 28, 89, 220-UI, 275, 535, 
United States, Black, UI; payments 
in relation to capital movements, 3JI, 
332; classical doctrine, 576 

International capital movements, ac
companied by labour, 324-328; Great 
Britain, 326, 354-355, 369, 470-472; 
changes in position of debtor and 
creditor countries since the W8I, 327-
328; Hobson,328; interest rates, 3JI-
3J2j obstacles to, 332-335, Hawtrey, 
332 n., Viner, 332 n.j circumstances 
governing, 332-338, 408-410j effect 
of tariffs, 333j element of speculation, 
334-336j due to absentee ownership, 
335-336j business cycle, 336j .. short 
term," 336, 384-390j relation to la. 
bour movements, 341-344, 348-353, 
Edie,349j transfer relations, 350-351, 
442-443, 531 j entailing reorganisa
tion of production, 398-410j monetary 
mechanism, 410-433j nature, 434-456, 
effect on "outside" countries, 434-
4J6j changes in demand, 4JB-440, 
504, 510-514j Argentine, 450-452j 

Canada, 450-451, 457-470; United 
States, 383, 450-452; balance of 
trade, Taussig, 454, 455; price varia.
tions, 463-470; productive capacity, 
491-498; classical doctrine, s8Q. See 
al30 Capital movements, Mobility of 
capital and labour, Productive factor 
movements 

International productive factor move
ments, relations to international trade, 
170-174; dynamic aspects of, 370-
371; in response to demand, 338-341j 
conditions of, 510-512 

International goods, 142, 247,429-431 
International securities, 335 n. 
International trade, Russel-Smith, 26-

27; classical school, 31-34, 141-142, 
571-590; Cairnes, Mill, 32; Heck
scher, Taussig, 33; gain from 39-44, 
131-133,267-271,3°1,583; economies 
of large-scale production, 56-68, 106-
108j productive factor equipment, 
1I5-u8, 124-126, 167-179, JJ8-J4I, 
370-J71j of China, lIS, IJ2; dynamic 
view, 123-124, 180-182, 370-371; 
future trend, 126; statistics, 127-128, 
Marshall, 128; Great Britain, 138; 
between S. America and Europe, 171; 
between firms, 2J8; terms, 260 n.; 
tariffs, 297-300, Sweden, 3OQ-315, 
United States, 315-316, effect on 
price, 473-48oj equilibrium in, 375-
379, 431, 4JJj Pareto, 563-S67j 
Angell, 565, 568-570j equations of, 
557-562 

Interregional capital movements, and 
interest payments, 180-182. See alSIl 
International capital movements 

Interregional goods, 142, 156 . 
Interregional trade, 100J4j conditions 

of, 13-16, 29-30, 50j character of, 
19-U, 24-26, 55-56j determination 
of, 53, Longfield, 31-32j terms of a
change, 4J, 50-64, 162; costs of trans
fer, 145, 162, 178; international trade 
only special case of, 58Q. See alsll In. 
ternational trade 

Inventive ability, 86 
Ireland, linen industry of, 136j recipro

cal tariff, 366 
Iversen, 599 

]annacone,599 
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Japan, textile industry, 135; timber 
prices, 164; price indices, 526 

Jerome, 33 D., 599 
JevoDs, 563 
Joint-product eDterprises, 204-205 
Joint supply, 144; price relations, 154 
Jonasson, 599 
Jugoslavia, timber prices, 164 
Jute industry, development of, 520 

Kahn,599 
Keilhau, 599 
Keynes, 157 D., 377 D., 378 D., 384 n., 

388 D., 396 D., 401 D., 407 D., 416 D., 
425 D., 450 D., 536 D., 541, 544 n., 579; 
short-term credits, 387; capital move
ments, 399 D., 432 D. 

Knibbs, 599 
Knight, 53 
Koch, works, 599 

Labour, classical doctrine, 31, 571; 
groups, 68-75, 269 D., 580; trade unioD 
policy, 72, 73, II7, and hours of work, 
522; international differences, 78-83, 
in wages, 98-99, 212-220; mobility 
of, effect OD price, 112, OD wages, 168, 
213; changes in, 124-125, 317-32r, 
367-368; marginal productivity, 173; 
immobility of, 205-206; Don-compet
ing groups, 269 n., 302 D., 580 
Labour and capital, distributioD of, 
124-126, 202-203; effect OD rent and 
prices, 222-223; Nicholson, 234 n.; 
instruments, 403-405. See also Capi
tal, Labour 

Labour value theory, 571-575, 57'!-578, 
579,589 

Land, 28-29; classical doctrine, 574-575, 
581 

Land values, indices, 525 
Landmann, 599 
Landry,53 
Large-scale production, ecODOmies of, II, 

19, 52-57, u5, 203-204; localisation 
of industry, 92, 106-loS, 188; trans
portfacilities,146-149,200-202,tend
ency to concentrate Dear, 206; move
ments of productive factors, 172; 
different effect, 174; joint-enterprises, 
205-206; tariffs, 303, 480; increased 
demand, 501-502. 

Latvia, timber prices, 164 

League of NatioDs, International Labour 
Review, 273 D., 274 D., 530; migra
tioD movemeDts, 326; Gold Delega
tions of the Finance Committee, 601 

Level of interregional prices, 158 
Levy, 599 
Lieben, 476 D. 
Lindahl, 553 D., 509 
Liquid capital, 76-77, 407 D. 
Litzt, 320 
Localisation figure, 187 
LocalisatioD of industry, and theory of 

international trade, 4, 243; classical 
doctrine, 33; advantages of, SJ, IJJ-
138, ISO, 200-207; govemingelements, 
138, 183-2II, 207-210, 236-2J9, 268; 
costs of transfer, 141-ISI, 104-105, 
197-200, 202-20J, 528, and mobility 
of goods and factors, 18J-I86, local 
differences,2s6-2S7,446-447,deciding 
factor, 262; Marshall, 257 D.; raw 
material and market, 14\)-1 So, 186-
187, 190-191, 202, 210, 255; VOD 
Thilnen case, 183-184; Weber, 185 D.; 
Russel-Smith, 198 D., 265; Taussig, 
198 D.; economic development, 235-
237, 263-266; dumping, 292-293; 
tariffs, 298, 364-365; domestic, 321-
322 

Longfield, 590; OD international trade, 
31-32,42 D. 

Long-run equilibrium, 58 
Losch, 425 D., 599 
Lotz,599 

Machlup, 600 
Mackenroth, 317 D., 600 
Mangoldt, 23 D., 567, 584 D., 585 0. 
Manoilesco, 600 
Margin of protectioD, 301 
Marginal productivity, of labour, 173, 

281; of capital, 334, 449 
Marginal units, of export goods, 497 
Markets, separate, partially communi

cating, .. single price," .. multiple 
price," 4-5 

Market areas, I&) 
Market localisatioD, 187, 11)0, 202, 255. 

See also LocalisatioD of industry 
Marshall, 3, 30., 62, 251 0., 3850.,420, 

453 D., 476 D., 477 D., 488 0., 563, 
s6cJ, 571, 5840.,5850.; human factor 
in trade, 129; climate, 129; demand 
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&/ld IUpply curves, 471 D., 567-568; 
import dutie., 488-489; worb, 600 

Malon, 570 
Melchlnger,6oo 
Menger,563 
Mercanti1iIlD, 445 
Migration, 32&-329, 336-338; businesa 

cycle, 329-330; international, 344-
348; accompanied by capital, 348-
353; quality of labour, 367-368. See 
ols(J Emigration, lllImigration, Mo
bility of capital and labour, Productive 
factor movemenu 

Mill, 2311.,32,468, 526 n., 565, 56T~ 573. 
583; buying power, 62; equation of 
reciprocal demand. 586 n. 

Mill-Tauasig theory, 468, 471 
Minhnum cost, 45-49; in large ecaIe 

production, 53; in transport, 187-188 
Mitchell, SOl D.; indices, 484 
Mobility of capital &/ld labour, in~r

regional, 9-10, 76-77, Adam SJllIth. 
328; effect OD prices. 41-42. 16&-160. 
Longfield, 42 D.; lack of, 5', 57-58, 
I67-I68.clJect on wages, 213, OD 
price.422-423; classical doctrine, 141-
142, assumes complete domestic mo
bility, 58&-580; potential importance, 
16&-160; increasing returns, 172-173; 
elasticity of supply and demand, 176-
177, 503-5C14. Set also capital move
ments, Productive factor movemenu 

Mobility of goods, 40l-405; compen
sates lack in factors, 42, 16&-169 

Mobility of productive factors. S" Mo
bility of capital and labour 

Molodowsky,600 
Monetary mechanism, 68, 37611 .• 410-

417; gold standard, 38!-388; capital 
movementa, 4U-412; Angell &/ld 
Keynes, 41611.; import duties. 401; 
balance of payments, 506-510; changes 
in, 541-544, relatiOD to foreign ex
change rate, 550 

Monopoly, effect OD trade, Ill, 'SI; &/ld 
dumping, '00. 19!-296 

Mutual interdependence theory of pric
ing, 31-34, 129. 531 Do. 549 D.. 588; 
classical doctrine, 14 Do. 586; Sismondi, 
31. includes law of comparative costa, 
46-48. dilJerences in labour, 85; costs 
of transfer, lSI; price relations of 

home market goods, 156. 166; Ioca1i
aation of industry, 185; foreign ex
change rates, 546; international price 
levell, 547 

MyrdaI, 600; on gain from international 
trade, 303 n., 3C14 Do 

MUhlenlelJ, 600 
MIIller,6oo 

The Nation, 72 D., 496 D. 

National economy, 244 n. 
National income, I70n.; relatioD to 

trade,I72; changes in terms of money, 
160-161; dumping, 293-295; import 
duties, 300-300, and factor movements 
340, 343-344, 44&-450; transfer re1a
tions, 526 n. 

National markets, division of, 249-255 
Natural resources, 4, 28, 29; differences 

in, 10-11, 23-24,42,49,55-56,7$-76, 
163,191,23l-234; per c:apita in United 
States, 27-28; international compari
sons,88; supply of, u6-u7, 258, 514-
517; immobility, 167, 179; localisa
tion of industry, 256-262; tariffs, in 
Sweden, 310; discovery of gold mines 
in Australia, Cairnes, 517. See also 
Productive factors 

Neisser, 600 
Neo-Wicksellian theory,Lindahl,Keynes, 

l76Do 
II Neutral" money, 377 
New Zealand, Statistical Year Book, 

272 D.; price comparison, 292 
N'lCholloD, 33 D.; OD transport, 228; on 

dilJerences in factor equipment, 134 D.; 
OD tariffs &/ld income, 305; OD condi
tions of demand, 585 Do 

Nielsen, 600 
Nogaro, 570 
Non-competing groups, 260 Do, 302 D. 
Non-competing home market industries, 

409-4IOD. 

Ohlin, l02 D., 317 D., 324 Do, 330 Do. 453. 
483, 533 D., 541 Do, 547 Do, 5S0 Do, 
567 Do, 571 Do; OD capital movementa, 
4J2 D.; works, 600 

Opportunity costa, 14 D. 

Optimum sc:ale of output, 58, 149, 581 
Overhead costs, 9711., 166, 285; Cark, 

286 
Owen,lol 
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Palyi, 407 n., 416 n., 507 n., 601; works, 
600 

Pantaleoni, 567 
Pareto, 14 n., 17 n., 564 n.; and classical 

doctrine, 563-567. See also Classical 
doctrine 

"Partially-traded goods," Angell, 164 
Personal services, 155 
Physical conditions of production, 554 
Pietri-Tonelli, 564, 600 
Pigou, 401 n., 425 n., 488 n., 490 n., 
~<. 518 n., 579, 579 n.; works, 600 
Poland, sugar beet industry, 137; tim-

. ber prices, 164; dumping policy in coal 
industry, 293 

Population, growth, in Great Britain in 
19th century, 120, under tariffs, 320, 
in Canada, 467; character of, 128; 
density, 214, where transfer relations 
good, 261; relation to diminishing re
turns from land, 258-259; statistics 
showing world distribution, 324, for 
United States, 369. See also Birth
rate. 

Porri,6oo 
Price discrimination, 51, 52, 166; divi

sion of markets between home and 
foreign producers, 253, 287; in elec
trical power industries, 289. See also 
Dumping 

Price equalising tendency, 35-45, 104-
lOS, 152-153, 162-165, 170; quali
fications of, 96-100, exceptions to, 
100-106, 145-152, 239; supply re
actions, 120-124; double eilect, 121; 
interregional and home market goods, 
153-155; labour and capital move
ments, 168-169, 339. See also Price 
inequality 

Price indices, 272, 273, 460, 464,509,527, 
531, 534; difficulties of comparison, 
158-161, between England, France 
and Germany and United States, 484; 
Sweden, 215-216; Canada and United 
States,465; Mitchell,484; Japan and 
England,526; Bowley, 536 

Price inequality, 13-20, 247, 401-403; 
exchange rate as means of comparison, 
30; as result of qualitative differences 
in commodities, 95418, 376-377; costs 
of transfer, 142, 157, 177-178, 523-
531; stimulus to factor movements, 
174-181; Black, 221; international 

differences, 152-153, 164, 277; local 
differences, 237-240, 283-284, 477-
491; Canada, 457-470; wholesale 
price levels, 533-537; foreign ex
change, 537-539, 544, 550; dump
ing, 293-295 

Price level, 36, 97 n., 158-159; transfer 
relations, 152, 161, 446-447, effect of 
import duties, 473, 483-484; inter
national differences in, United States 
and Europe, 277-280, Ricardo, Senior, 
282, 283; classical doctrine, 280-281; 
rise in, 402, 460, 527-528, sectional, in 
relation to foreign exchange, 424-427; 
Coates, 467; effect of the War, 531-
537; business cycle, uniform price 
movements, 541, 542; Angell, short
time fluctuations, 544 n. 

Price mechanism, 14-17, 22-23,34, 130, 
130n., 131, 141; in equilibrium, 17-
18; foreign exchange rate, 19, 231-
232, 380; demand relations, 5<)-62; 
costs of transfer, 143-144, 175-178; 
Taussig, 162; factor movements, 176; 
basic elements, 231-236; Keynes, 
377 n., 378 n. 

Price relations, 41-42,156-158, 501-SIl, 
285-286; Keynes, 157; international 
differences in factor equipment, 162-
163; friction, 163-164, Angell, 164; 
time element, 165-166; SchUller, 164 

"Price sensitiveness," 125 
Prices, 29-30, 539-541; home market 

goods, 164-165; transport services, 
202; Wicksell, 337 D., 338 n.; of 
commodities, 424, 442, 474-477; in
ternational goods, 455-456; ratio be
tween import and export, 487-488; 
diagram of wholesale, 535 

Production, determined by natural re
sources, 24; pbysical conditions of, 
176; increase in volume as result of 
factor movements, 353-354. See also 
International trade, Localisation of 
industry 

Productive factors, international differ
ences in, 12-20, 23-24, 55-56, 91-I13, 
u8-12I, 162-172, 275; prices of, 35-
44, 154-161, 168-173, .420-424, 539; 
mobility of, 42,146,167,177-178,504; 
supply reactions, 62-64, u5-u8, 31;0-
321, 514-522; sub-factors, 73-74; 
tariffs, 317-321, Sweden, 310-312, 
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Cauel, Heckscher, Mackenroth, Ohlin, 
317-321; world scarcity of, 354-355 

Productive factor movements, 176-180; 
relation to commodity, 324-227, 358-
360; character of, 328-338; effect on 
"outside" countries, 353-355; types 
of, 35$-358; obstacles to, 356-360; 
elJect on domestic lupply, 368-370; 
conditions of demand, 51~5I4; terms 
of exchange, 342-345, 350. Se, Glso 
Capital movements, International cap
ital movements, Migration, Mobility 
of capital and labour 

Protection, 269 n., 303-303, 48~484; 
dumping, 291, 296-297; Barone, 
Ohlin, 302 n.; infant industly, 319-
320, 365; Litzt, 320; Casse1, 482; 
Australia, 528. See Glso Export duties, 
Import duties, Tariffs 

Psychological theory of foreign ex
changes, 390 n. 

Purchasing power, 44~441. See Giso 
Buying power 

Purchasing power parity, 547-549 

Quasi-rents, 427 n. 

Railways, 228 
Rate of efficiency earnings, 378 n. 
Ratio of Import and export prices. See 

Terms of exchange 
Raw material localisation, 148, 187-189, 
19~I92. Set Giso Localisation of in
dustly 

Real cost analysis, and economic policy, 
590. Se, Glso Classical doctrine, Com
parative costs 

Real wages, differences in, 216-220; d
fect of tariffs, 304-306, Casse1, 305, 
306. Set Giso Wages 

Reciprocal demand, 17-22, 29-30; equa
tion,151; MiII,563; Nicholson, 585 n. 

Reciproca1 tariff, 366 
Region, definition of, 9. SCI Glso Inter-

regional trade 
Region concept, 132 
Reibnitz, 600 
Reichlin, 306 n., 361 0. 
Relative transportability, 188-190, 2SS-

256. Set Glso Transfer costs, Trans
portation 

Remer, 115 n., 601; on foreign trade of 
China,I32 

Rent, 44; loca1isation of industly, 184-
185, 204; theory of, 185 n.; supply of 
capital and labour, 222, 355-361; 
America, 19th century, 52$; index 
numbers of land values, $2$; New 
Zealand,529 

Reparations, 441-444 
Restricted competition labour groups, 

580 

Ricardo, 23 n., 565-568, 584, 586 n.; 
labour value theory, 31, 571-575; 
price levels, 282-283 

Risk,52,78-79,89,108-III,335 
Risk-bearing, log 
Risk premium, 89, Iog-IU 
Rist,601 
Rival demand, ISS 
Robbins, 601 
Robertson, 601 
Ropke, 601 
Ross, 601 
Rueff, on capital movements, 432 n.; 

works,601 
Ruuell-Smith, 26, 1980., 601; on inter

national trade, 27, on labour supply, 
121 n.; on climate, 217, 265 

Russia, and risk premium, 89 

Salin, works, 601 
Sartorius von Waltershausen, works, 601 
Sauerbeck, price indices, 526 
Savings, 76-77, 369-370 
Scandinavia, pulp industly, 198-199. 

Set Glso Sweden and Denmark 
Scotland, 11ax growing, 101; linen in-

duStly,I36 
Schaub, 520, 601 
Schilder, 601 
SchUller, 164 n., 251 D., 601 
Schuh,601 
Schumacher, OD land transport, 227 D. 

Semi-international goods, 410 D. 

Senior, 601; price levels, 283-283 
Short-term credits, 387 
Sidgwick, and international trade, 141 
Silvermann, 470 n., 4710., 472 D. 
Sismondi, 601 
Skilled labour, international comparison, 

78-83. Set Glso Labour 
Smith, Adam, 328 
Snow, works, 601 
Social conditions of production, 81-82. 

go, lu-u 3, 136, 174-175, 523-523 
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Soltau, 601 
Somary,60I 
Sommer, 601 
South America, trade with Europe, 171 
Specialisation, 125-128; advantages of, 

10; condition of large-scale produc
tion,52 

Speculation, 334 
Standard of living, II6, 136; in Great 

Britain, II9, 354-355; tariffs, 304-
308, Reichlin, 306 n., Sweden, 314; 
nngration,330-33I ,368 

Standardisation, 147 
Stern, 601 
"Sub-factors," 73-74 
Sundberg, 524 n. 
Supply. See Demand and supply. 
Supply price, 123, 144 
Surplus capacity, 424 
Sweden, machine industry, 86; "Index," 

138, 541 n.; timber prices, 164; Soci
ala Medde1ander, 2I7n., 273 n., 539n.; 
rents, 222; iron industry, 237; dump
ing, 253; Verkstaderna, 273 n.; tarilf 
policy, 3og-3I5; Tarilf Commission, 
309,310,313-314,322; capital move
ments, 432, 438-439; Svenska Dag
bladet, price indices, 453; price level 
and freight rates, 530; Tull-och 
traktat kommitten, 539 n., 602 

Switzerland, milk chocolate industry, 
236; wages in machine industry, 273; 
tariffs, 303, 306; Reichlin, 361 

Tarilf system, 443-445; Taussig, 124 n., 
249 n., 250; United States, price of 
international goods, 277; 10caJisa.. 
tion of industry, 298, 304, 321-323, 
real wages, Cannan, 305 n., Cassel, 
305-306; Sweden, 3og-314; effects 
of, 314-321, 333, 350, 363-364, 443-
445, Graham, 314 n.; various types, 
361-367; import duties, 361-364, 
Reichlin, 361, Canada, 363-364; bal
ance of trade, 473-484; terms of ex
change, 484-491; export duties, 364-
365; reciprocal tariffs, 366--367; Aus
traIia, 528. See also Export duties, 
Import duties, Protection 

Taste, creation of demand, II4-115 
Taussig, 81 n., 146 n., 162 n., 198 11., 

267 n., 276, 378, 420, 425 n., 432 D., 
468, 470 D., 471 D., 472 D., 484 n., 537, 

568,582 n., 587, 589; classical doctrine 
34, 280-282, 561, 577 n., 579, 580 n.; 
localisation of silk industry, 71; for
eign demand, 122 n.; tariffs, 124 n., 
249; wages, 308; capital movements, 
410 n., 454-455; works, 601 

Taxation, incidence of, necessary to elI

plain ellect on trade, II 1-112. See 
also Export duties, Import duties, 
Protection 

Taylor, 53 
Technical coefficients, 185, 554 
Technical form of capital, 7(;.-77, 126 
Technical labour, 84, 319, 517-522 
Terms of exchange, interregional, 43, 59-

64, 162; international, 537-539; im
port duties, 269 n., 302, 31b, 473-477, 
484-491; factor movements, 342-345, 
350; capital movements, 401-403, 408, 
417-450,467-472; changes in demand 
and supply, 505-507, 514, 517-519 

Terms of trade. See Terms of exchange 
Textile industry, 134 
Thornton-Mill theory, 410 n. 
von ThUnen, 195, 602; isolated state, 

183-184 
The Times, 72 n., 257 n., 293; Trade 

and Engineering Supplement, 572 n. 
Trade, conditions of, 15, 29-34; erone

nnes of large-scale production, 54-55; 
effect on price, 100-101; character of, 
170; follows investment, 353. Sell 
also International trade, Interregional 
trade 

Trade-unions, closed shop policy, 72-73, 
522-523{ ellect~n wages, II6; classi
cal doctrine, 578 

Transfer conditions, meaning of term, 
176n. 

Transfer costs, analysis of, 144-152; 
relation between raw materials and 
finished goods, 148-151, 258; price, 
152-158; factor movements, 174-178, 
260-263, 350-351; "breaks," 199, 
210-211; differences in, local, 256--
257, international, 257-260, 52'}-532 

Transfer relations, 147 
Transferability of goods, 188-190, 255-

256 
Transportation, and price system, 4, 143-

144; largo-scale production, 175, 200-
203; factor movements, 176--180,202, 
406, Schumacher, 227 n.; local dif-
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ferenul in, 194-200, 445-448; von 
ThUaea, 195; Hawtrey, 197 n.; facili
tiel, '95-201; changel in, 442-443; 
Canada, in1lueace OD price, 466-467; 
reducel international trade, 523-526; 
shipping freights,. 526-531; classical 
doctrine, 588 

Unit of productive power, 418 
United Kingdom, export figures, 248. 

S" abo Great Britain 
United States, Tariff Commission, 80; 

capi,tal lupply, 87; wheat industry, 
100-101; international trade, 126, 
146-147, 266-267, figures, 127-128, 
248; textile industry, 135; National 
Conference Board, 221; interest rates, 
Black, 22li Bureau of Railway Eco
nomics, 239 D., 602i export figures, 
248; motor car industry, 250; trans
port distances, 257; price level, 277-
280; dumping, 291i probable elIects 
of free trade, 315-316; capital move
ments, 326-329, 445, Taussig's theory, 
47211.; Federal Trade Commission, 
353, 598; Department of Commerce, 
balance of payments, 381-383, price 
comparisons, 484 D.; Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, 391; Federal Re-

. serve System, 395; Harvard School 
of Economists, 410n.; borrowing 
operatioDs, 452; Federal Reserve 
Board, 453; Department of Labour, 
467 D.; Bureau of Labour Statistics, 
5112 n.-593 D. 

Unused capacity, 58 

Variability of prodUCtioD, 90 
Viner, 31, 21l0n., 332n., 396 D., 410n., 

429 n., 452, 466 D., 570; dumping, 287, 
290; Canada, 395 D., 414 D., 457 n., 
463, 467 n., 468, 469-470; works, 602 

Volume of credit, meaning of term, 379. 
S" also Credit volume 

Volume of trade, 131, 151, I6\), '70n., 
171-172, 174-175, 21l8-300, 339-340 

Wages, international differences in, 32-
34, 98-99, 275-277; technical labour, 
120, penonalservices, 155-156, equal
ising e1fect, :112-216, difficulty of com
parison, 218, statistics of, 273, stimulus 
to migration, 329-331, development, 
539; classical doctrine, 33-34, 572; 
determinatioD of, 39; total gain, 44; 
Trade-uniOD policy, 116, 522; real 
wages, 116-117; money wages, 378 D.; 
differences in, 216-220, indices of 274, 
e1fect of tariffs, 304-308; Taussig, 122; 
relation to costs, 212-214, 276; elIect 
of working condition and climate, 
Russell-Smith, 217; figures for farm 
labour, Black, 274; price level, DO 
simple relation to, 279, 280; United 
States, Taussig, 308; Sweden, 3"-312; 
elIect of migratioD OD, 345; of home 
market workers, 433; indices, 539 

Walb,602 
Walker, 602 
WaW.s, 563. See olso Walri.s-Cassel, 

Walrls-Pareto 
WalrAs-Cassel, 77, 231 
Wa1rAs-Pareto, 553, 567 
Wealth,I28 
Weber, 185 D.; localisation of industry, 

186; works, 602 
Weigmana, 570; works, 602 
Wicksell, 338 D., 450 D., 512 n. 518 D.; 

works,602 
Wieser, 602; OD international trade, 

244D. 
Willcox, 602 
Williams, 324 D., 452, 602; OD factor 

movemeDts, 167 
Wilson, 602 
Wood,602 
World income, 341, 341 n., 450. Sill 

olso National income 
World market, 523 
Woytinski, 307 D., 572 D., 60-

Zapoleon, 602 
Zweig,602 
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